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An ed-tech tragedy?
The COVID-19 pandemic pushed education from schools to 
educational technologies at a pace and scale with no historical 
precedent. For hundreds of millions of students formal learning 
became fully dependent on technology – whether internet-
connected digital devices, televisions or radios.

This book examines the numerous adverse and unintended 
consequences of the shift to ed-tech. It documents how 
technology-first solutions left a global majority of learners 
behind and details the many ways education was diminished 
even when technology was available and worked as intended.

In unpacking what went wrong, An ed-tech tragedy? extracts 
lessons and recommendations to ensure that technology 
facilitates, rather than subverts, efforts to ensure the universal 
provision of inclusive, equitable and human-centred public 
education.

An ed-tech tragedy?
Educational technologies and school closures 
in the time of COVID-19
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S H O R T  S U M M A R Y

“Since wars begin in the minds of men and 
women it is in the minds of men and women 
that the defences of peace must be constructed”

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? is a detailed analysis of what happened when education 
became largely reliant on connected technology during school closures 
stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic, the largest global disruption to 
education in history.

Many claim that this experience was chiefly one of forced progress and 
transformations that have, however haltingly, helped propel education into 
desirable digital futures. Others underline an experience of imperfect salvation – 
technology saving the day in an emergency and preserving learning 
continuity for significant numbers of students, even if not all 
students were helped.

But the global evidence reveals a more sombre picture. 
It exposes the ways unprecedented educational 
dependence on technology often resulted in unchecked 
exclusion, staggering inequality, inadvertent harm and 
the elevation of learning models that place machines 
and profit before people.

This publication examines the promises of educational 
technologies against the reality of what was delivered during 
periods of pandemic school closures, which stretched for various 
durations from early 2020 to the end of 2022. Dedicated sections consider 
alternate possibilities that had the potential to be more inclusive and equitable.

The analysis extracts lessons and recommendations to chart new and more 
humanistic directions for the development, integration and use of technology in 
education.

Charting a new course for  
the transformation of education 
in a digital age

Revisiting 
 the promises of 

ed-tech during the 
COVID-19 disruption 

to education



An ed-tech tragedy?
Educational technologies and school closures 
in the time of COVID-19



Evgeny Morozov 
Author of The Net Delusion and To Save Everything, Click Here

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? is timely, urgent, and important. To date, it represents the 
most detailed analysis of how the rhetoric of ‘technological solutionism’ comes 
to shape both policy debates and specific action on the ground. The copious 
references that the book makes to the real-world experiences of students offer 
incontrovertible evidence of just how consequential – but also painful – this new 
digital turn has been. To call it a tragedy is no exaggeration at all. This should be 
required reading for all the policymakers in the field of education and learning.

Diane Ravitch
Historian and author of Slaying Goliath, The Death and Life of the Great American School System  
and Reign of Error

This is a wonderful and important publication. It sounds a warning that we ignore 
at our peril. What we learned from the pandemic is that educational technology is 
an ineffective substitute for human teachers, for teachers who listen to and care 
for each student. Yet now the ed-tech industry seeks to monetize its failure by 
expanding its control of students and classrooms around the world. We cannot 
allow failure to triumph.

Arjun Appadurai
Social-cultural anthropologist and author of Modernity at Large and Fear of Small Numbers

Boldly resisting the temptation to forget the lessons of the COVID years, this 
landmark work gives us a sober guide to where the new educational technologies 
can help us, and how they could lead us significantly astray. It is a must-read for 
citizens and policy-makers worldwide.

Adam Alter
Professor of marketing and psychology, New York University, and author of Drunk Tank Pink, Irresistible and 
Anatomy of a Breakthrough

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? is an important and timely examination of whether and how 
the COVID-19 pandemic influenced the welfare of school students who were 
forced to grapple with online learning environments. The book is thorough, 
methodical and well-researched, and the result is a nuanced assessment of the 
promises of ed-tech and where those promises fall short. 



Farida Shaheed
United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to education

This landmark report brings strong evidence of the detrimental impact of the 
digitalization of education on the right to education, especially but not only for 
the most marginalized. Its forceful voice amplifies the chorus of voices opposing 
the digitalization of education as a replacement to on-site schooling with 
teachers. We must carefully examine digital solutions for their quality, relevance 
and consequences for the right to education and refuse technology-centric 
approaches that encourage adopting a path that deviates from what the right to 
education really means. Too often, easy solutions based on digital technologies to 
address educational challenges worldwide are just siren songs, hiding the profit-
driven agenda of digital technology lobbyists and companies.

Ben Williamson
Professor of education, University of Edinburgh, and author of Big Data in Education

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? is a forensic examination of the global ‘ed-tech experiment’ 
that took shape the moment COVID-19 struck schools in 2020. Based on 
painstaking global research, it shows how the pivot to ed-tech during 
school closures was driven by far more than emergency necessity. Powerful 
organizations, from big tech corporations and financial investors to ed-tech 
consultancies and international bodies, exploited school closures to try to 
reform the social institution of schooling into a digital-first or even digital-only 
ecosystem. While the publication is critical, its final message is a hopeful one: 
now that the limits, constraints and failures of ed-tech have become clear, it’s 
time to think more creatively, imaginatively and ambitiously about the aims and 
future of education as a public good and a human right. This work is an immense 
achievement, and a hugely important critical intervention into debates about the 
future role of digital technologies in education. 

Bede Sheppard
Deputy director of children’s rights at Human Rights Watch and author of Years Don’t Wait for Them 

The COVID-19 pandemic wrought disastrous consequences on an unparalleled 
scale for children’s right to education globally. It’s vital that we learn from what 
went wrong. The analysis and recommendations detailed in An Ed-Tech Tragedy? 
provide policymakers an opportunity to consider how to use technology within 
education to strengthen and enable – rather than endanger – the wide spectrum 
of children’s rights.



Payal Arora
Digital anthropologist, Erasmus University Rotterdam, and author of The Next Billion Users

This groundbreaking and timely book succeeds in re-pivoting our attention to 
one of the most important social inventions of any time – the school. It provides 
a crucial moral and intellectual compass to direct us away from the ed-tech 
solutionism that is causing unparalleled exclusion and is in process of untethering 
the right to education from that of schooling. This is an essential read for policy 
makers, governments, parents, educators, aid agencies and anyone who is a 
conscientious and concerned citizen invested in the future of our learning and is 
looking for ethical and mindful guidance on how to optimize tech innovations 
while being intrinsically human-centred.

Beeban Kidron 
Member of the UK House of Lords, Oxford University Fellow, Broadband Commissioner and founder and 
chair of 5Rights Foundation

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? debunks the widely held assumption that ed-tech saved 
the day for children during the pandemic. Page by page, the analysis of tragedy 
unfolds, in which governments and school leaders unwittingly collude with 
the tech sector to transform education from a public good into private gain. In 
the process, teacher-led education was undermined and troubling new norms 
emerged: unfettered pupil surveillance, an amplification of existing inequalities 
and algorithmic injustice at an unprecedented scale. Not for a moment tech-
phobic, the book challenges us to make child development, curiosity and 
the collective good the primary goals of education and to demand greater 
transparency and evidence from ed-tech. Thoughtful, fair and frightening, this is a 
book that exposes the folly of outsourcing education provision on the shiny – and 
unsupported – promises of new technology rather than investing in the long-
term health of buildings, teachers and families. It deserves attention from all.

Dan Wagner
Professor of education, University of Pennsylvania, UNESCO Chair in Learning and Literacy and author of 
Learning as Development and Learning at the Bottom of the Pyramid

Like the best histories, An Ed-Tech Tragedy? shows us how we have arrived at our 
present moment, and how we can learn lessons from our past to achieve more 
equitable and inclusive futures. This impressive contribution from UNESCO invites 
us to reassess and reimagine the most profound disruption to education in 
generations. 



Shafika Isaacs
Professor of practice, University of Johannesburg, and founding executive director of SchoolNet Africa

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? offers a sobering, incisive critical analysis of the global remote 
and digital learning response to the COVID-19 historical moment. It is courageous 
in its challenge of dominant commercialised ed-tech saviour narratives, signalling 
a post-digital turn in mainstream education discourse. It invites renewed 
educational leadership towards a reflexive critical imagination that prioritises 
humane, community-centred, contextually relevant, rights-based, socially and 
environmentally just alternatives – an invitation that needs to be heeded with 
urgency.

Justin Reich
Professor of digital media, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and author of Failure to Disrupt

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? offers an important argument that educational technology 
was a force multiplier for inequality during the pandemic, accelerating broader 
forces that protected the educational experiences of affluent students while 
severely curtailing opportunities for their less well off peers. These dynamics 
operated differently in different political and cultural contexts, and UNESCO 
shows this complexity, citing and analyzing research studies around the world. It 
will take many years to reckon with the consequences of the pandemic, and this 
work will be essential in this endeavor. Today schools are at ever-greater risk of 
interruption from the accumulating effects of the global climate emergency, and 
understanding choices, successes and missteps during the COVID-19 pandemic 
will help us navigate the challenges that lie ahead.

Sonia Livingstone
Professor of social psychology, London School of Economics, and leader of the Digital Futures Commission 

How could society’s high hopes for educational technology go so wrong? It 
is indeed a tragedy that, in the face of a global emergency, big tech chose to 
prioritise profit over children’s best interests, and that governments failed to 
make good on their commitment to human rights. This timely book sets out a 
clear path to avoid such problems in the future. We must all hope its insights will 
be properly digested.



Audrey Watters
Author of Teaching Machines and creator of Hack Education 

Technologists tend to ignore history and instead eagerly talk about some 
shiny future, where all the robots and gadgets and algorithms have solved 
every imaginable problem. But it’s a fantasy – and as the title of this important 
publication suggests – a tragedy. What we see in these pages are the ways in 
which the pandemic and the embrace of digital education exacerbated many 
of the problems and inequalities that schools were already suffering from – 
historical problems and historical inequalities. It’s crucial that we examine what 
happened during the pandemic in schools rather than, in our rush to ‘return 
to normal’, ignore and bury this history. We cannot build a future in which our 
educational institutions are more human-centred if we ignore the toll that new 
technologies have taken.

Neil Selwyn
Professor of education, Monash University, and author of Is Technology Good for Education? and Distrusting 
Educational Technology

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? is destined to become a key piece of the evidence base 
around digital technology and education. It demonstrates how the pandemic 
foregrounded many long-standing fault lines and tensions that had previously 
been glossed over in the hype around digital education. Above all, the book 
makes a persuasive case that while much of what happened during the pandemic 
was wholly unprecedented, it was also utterly predictable. It exposes the hubris 
of the ed-tech industry and points to alternate ways that technologies might be 
used in more humane, inclusive and empowering ways. This unflinching analysis 
should be read by policymakers, IT executives and developers, school leaders, 
teachers, parents and anyone else in a position to ensure that we do not find 
ourselves enduring the same mistakes again.

Kishore Singh
Former United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to education

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? provides groundbreaking analysis of technology-centric 
approaches to education. It exposes the way ed-tech crippled access to 
education, aggravated inequities, fortified private sector control over education, 
and uprooted education to virtual worlds devoid of human touch during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Yet, it does not despair. With refreshing exactness, it shows 
us how to chart a new course for education in digital age, safeguarding it as a 
human right and public good.



Michael Trucano
Visiting fellow, Brookings Institution, and global lead for technology and innovation in education,  
World Bank

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? examines the results, and lack of results, from history’s largest 
ever global educational experiment: the mass use of technology to support 
remote learning during the COVID-19 pandemic. It is a cautionary tale, recounting 
what happened when many education systems, reflexively or because they didn’t 
have any other options at hand, turned to technological fixes when schools 
were closed for months and, in some cases, years. As the book demonstrates, 
remote learning worked best, and with the greatest impacts, in communities 
that already enjoyed the most advantages, for students who were already the 
best performing. ‘Pro-poor’ approaches to utilizing educational technologies 
are possible, but they don’t happen automatically. While technologies new and 
old certainly have important roles to play in supporting teaching and learning, 
An Ed-Tech Tragedy? reminds us that education remains a fundamentally human 
endeavour. 

Rebecca Stromeyer 
Founder and CEO of eLearning Africa and co-founder of Online Educa Berlin

In An Ed-Tech Tragedy? UNESCO crafts a poignant narrative, unravelling the 
complexities of ed-tech’s seemingly promising allure during the COVID-19 
pandemic. This book masterfully underscores that while technology holds 
considerable potential, its hasty application during the crisis often led to more 
harm than good. It doesn’t merely bemoan the challenges but encourages 
a deeper introspection, emphasising the human-centred core of education 
over blind tech adoption. With profound insights, the narrative brings to light 
the multifaceted role schools play beyond mere academics and pushes for a 
recalibration of our tech-in-education ethos. What is here is a history, but it’s also 
much more than that: it is a roadmap for the future of digital learning.

Halla B. Holmarsdottir
Professor of education, Oslo Metropolitan University, and editor-in-chief of the Nordic Journal of 
Comparative and International Education

This publication is an important milestone. It provides alternatives and adds 
needed nuance and caution to the technology-first discourses that tend to 
dominate conversations about the future of education. In doing so, it points us 
towards more equitable and desirable paths ahead for digital learning.
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Foreword

Since the very beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, UNESCO has worked to help 
countries and its many other partners understand and navigate the educational 
ramifications of this unprecedented period. 

Our global monitoring gave specificity to the daunting scale of school closures and 
their varied durations. We convened education ministers to facilitate cross-border 
knowledge and resource sharing. We forged alliances to provide guidance about how to 
safely reopen schools and launched the Global Education Coalition which helped bring 
distance learning opportunities to students through no-tech, low-tech and high-tech 
channels and continues to support education. And throughout the crisis, we stressed the 
importance of prioritizing inclusion and equity in response to the immense challenges of 
the disruption to education.

We were all operating in a deeply uncertain environment and under time pressures. It 
was a moment that demanded decision-making with limited information. 

The global health emergency is now over, and pandemic school closures appear to be 
conclusively behind us. We now have the luxury to consider – with greater remove, more 
experience and more data – the impact of school closures and attempts to conduct 
teaching and learning remotely through digital and online portals.

The seismic events that gripped us for the better part of 2020 to 2023, demand 
introspection. We must learn from what occurred – both from the actions we took as 
well as those we might have taken and may wish to consider in the future. An Ed-Tech 
Tragedy? captures this learning. Act by act, chapter by chapter, it marshals evidence 
from around the world to document and analyse the effects of moving education from 
schools to ed-tech. It also scrutinizes why technology was so uniformly elevated as the 
centrepiece of solutions to preserve the continuity of learning. 

Our critical treatment of this turbulent history is infused with concern for the future. 
We observe that educational relationships with technology have, in concerning ways, 
shifted out of balance. In coming to terms with the realities of ed-tech modes of teaching 
and learning during the pandemic, we propose clear ideas to redesign and reorient this 
relationship and ensure that education, our most humanistic endeavour, remains in 
human hands and centres human actors. 
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Tellingly perhaps, this publication’s release coincides with a surge in excitement about 
the educational potentials of newly powerful AI applications. We would be wise to study 
the analysis offered here as we consider this new class of technology. It reveals the many 
limitations of ed-tech and cautions us away from the temptation to habitually elevate 
technology as a quick solution to challenges that stem from social causes rather than 
technical ones. It clarifies that education is not automatable – nor can it be principally 
driven by amoral machines. Technologies that excel at pattern recognition and 
prediction are useful tools no doubt, but they are insufficient foundations for learning 
that helps people develop autonomy, cooperate with others, live freely and ethically, 
and nurture creativity. For this we require schools, professional human teachers and 
collaborative and social academic communities.

Ultimately, we should heed this publication’s recommendation to exercise greater 
humility and caution when considering the educational promises of the latest 
technological marvels. The pandemic experience has much to teach us about the future 
of digital learning. It shows us how we can successfully recalibrate – as we must – the 
ways that technology is used in education, by whom, towards what ends, and on whose 
terms. 

This work advances UNESCO’s long tradition in serving as a laboratory of ideas about 
education. A disruption of the magnitude of COVID-19 deserves a volume of this breadth 
and scope. We hope that you find inspiration in it.

Stefania Giannini
Assistant Director-General for Education 
UNESCO
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The protagonist of a tragedy should be neither 
eminently virtuous or just, nor yet involved in 
misfortune by deliberate vice or villainy, but by 
some error of human frailty.

—Aristotle, Poetics, 335 BCE

We are all [technology] solutionists now. When 
our lives are at stake, abstract promises of political 
emancipation are less reassuring than the promise 
of an app that tells you when it’s safe to leave your 
house. The real question is whether we will still be 
solutionists tomorrow.

—Evgeny Morozov, The Guardian, 15 April 2020

We must go into emergency mode to put humanity  
at the centre of technology. … Our choices are 
taken away from us without us even knowing it.

—António Guterres, Secretary-General’s address to the United Nations 
General Assembly, 21 January 2022
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Summary

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? documents how widespread school closures and the hard pivot to 
remote learning with connected technology during the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in 
numerous unintended and undesirable consequences. 

Although connected technology supported the continuation of education for many 
learners, many more were left behind. Exclusion soared and inequities widened. 
Achievement levels fell, even for those with access to distance learning. Educational 
experiences narrowed. Physical and mental health declined. Privatization accelerated, 
threatening education’s unique standing as a public good and human right. Invasive 
surveillance endangered the free and open exchange of ideas and undermined trust. 
Automation replaced human interactions with machine-mediated experiences. And 
technology production and disposal placed new strains on the environment. 

Visions that technology could form the backbone of education and supplant school-based 
learning – in wide circulation at the outset of the health crisis – had promised better 
outcomes. Ed-tech proponents held that the immense challenges of school closures could 
be met with technology and that deeper technology integration would transform 
education for the better. But these high hopes and expectations unraveled when ed-tech 
was hurriedly deployed to maintain formal education as COVID-19 tore across countries. 

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? recounts this tumultuous period, documenting the actions and 
decisions taken by governments, schools and technology companies. The publication 
contrasts the promises of ed-tech with the realities of what ed-tech delivered as a 
response to school closures that impacted over 1.6 billion learners and stretched 
intermittently from the beginning of 2020 to the end of 2022. The evidence and analysis 
highlight trends observed across countries and zoom in on the specificities of local 
experiences, creating a global mosaic of what students, teachers and families experienced 
when connected technology was elevated as a singular portal to teaching and learning. 

Aimed at general and specialist audiences alike, this publication shows how the abrupt 
and deep changes brought about by the recourse to remote digital learning during the 
pandemic continue to ripple through the education sector even as schools have fully 
reopened. It questions whether more and faster integration of technology is desirable for 
learners, teachers and schools and if ed-tech is, as it is often billed, a key ingredient of 
educational resilience. 
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An Ed-Tech Tragedy? posits that new principles are needed to forge more humanistic 
directions for ed-tech development and use. In-person schooling and teaching should 
be guaranteed even as technologies improve and connectivity becomes more 
ubiquitous. Governments need to anchor this guarantee in the legal architecture 
upholding the right to education, especially for young learners. Moreover, future 
applications of ed-tech must show greater concern for holistic student well-being. While 
academic learning is central to education, it is not the only component. Ed-tech needs to 
support the multiple individual and collective purposes of education, from socio-
emotional and personal development, to learning to live together, with the planet, as 
well as with technology. 

In detailing what happened when ed-tech was deployed in response to pandemic 
school closures, as well as questioning why ed-tech was often elevated as a singular 
solution, this publication clarifies how the education community can move beyond 
merely reacting to technological change and instead play a more assertive role steering 
the digitalization of education towards the more holistic goals of education to shape 
inclusive, just and sustainable futures. 

The future of education needs to be a humanistic one. The lessons extracted from what 
is premised here as an ed-tech tragedy illuminate the ways technology can better foster 
education that teaches and revitalizes human values, strengthens human relationships 
and upholds human rights.
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Organization

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? borrows the structure of a theatrical play to document and analyse 
the impacts and repercussions of the pivot from school-based education to remote 
distance learning with ed-tech during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The publication explains the hopes and promises ascribed to ed-tech prior to the 
emergence of COVID-19, documents the realities and ripple effects of large-scale ed-tech 
deployments in response to massive school closures starting in early 2020 and lasting 
through the end of 2022, and extracts salient lessons from this experience to steer future 
digital transformations of education in more human-centred directions.

The Introduction defines the publication’s use of the terms ‘ed-tech’ and ‘technology 
solutionism’ and explains the framing concept of ‘tragedy’ as used in the analysis. It 
also presents and contextualizes the scale and severity of the educational disruption 
stemming from the pandemic.

Act 1, The Hope of Tech Salvation, examines why countries almost uniformly turned to 
digital technology to respond to school closures. It traces the rise and dissemination of 
ideas that internet-connected technologies could – and even should – replace schools 
as the primary nexus of formal education. Visions of technology-reliant and technology-
guided education rested on assumptions that mainstream schooling models were 
outdated and no longer fit for a digital age of instant information and the possibility 
of ubiquitous learning. Technology, it was thought, would better facilitate the types of 
learning and skills development demanded in a connected world awash in data and 
digital content. When governments mandated widespread school closures to stem 
the transmission of COVID-19, expectations were high that ed-tech would not only 
ensure continued learning during a global health emergency but also improve it and 
lay foundations for educational transformations centred around digital hardware and 
software.

Act 1 details the ambition that often marked the initial transition from schools to ed-tech 
as the pandemic took hold.

Act 2, From Promises to Reality, contrasts the promises of ed-tech against the realities 
of what it delivered and did not deliver in the challenging contexts of the pandemic. It 
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draws on a wide range of sources available at community, national and regional levels 
to illuminate global trends. The evidence shows how the uprooting of education from 
the physical and social sites of schools to technology-reliant remote learning left most 
learners behind and supercharged inequalities. It reveals that even when connected 
technology was available, technology-centric modes of learning tended to result in low 
student engagement and poor achievement. Looking beyond learning, the analysis 
explains the many ways young people’s immersion into technology for education 
and other purposes was unhealthy. Finally, dedicated subsections overview how the 
centrality of ed-tech has empowered and enriched powerful private sector actors, 
enabled new and invasive forms of surveillance and control, and ushered in often 
overlooked environmental impacts, among other harms.

Act 2 explains the many ways the promises of ed-tech collapsed when technology was 
deployed globally as a primary solution to maintain education during widespread and 
prolonged school closures. It reveals the harm, hardships and unintended consequences 
that resulted from the endeavour to transition from in-person and school-based education 
to technology-reliant distance learning.

The Inter-Act, Looking Back to See Ahead, probes difficult questions about technology-
first responses to the education challenges of the pandemic by looking beyond the 
reality of what happened to the more contested space of possible alternatives.

Some questions look to the past: Did school closures and the shift to remote learning 
protect public health and save lives? Did remote learning alternatives to education 
contribute to the prolongation of school closures? Were there alternatives to connected 
technology when schools were shuttered? And was COVID-19 an education crisis in 
addition to a health crisis?

Other questions look ahead: To what extent do ed-tech investments strengthen the 
resilience of education systems? Is the education sector a 'digital laggard', as many 
voices claim? Should governments allocate a greater proportion of education budgets to 
towards digital hardware and software?

The Inter-Act questions dominant narratives emerging from the technology-centric 
experiences of the pandemic period.

Act 3, New Directions for Ed-Tech, proposes ideas to better ensure that technology 
complements and enriches the deeply human enterprise of education, reflecting 
lessons learned during the pandemic. It advises moderating expectations for ed-tech 
and applying it in ways that advance the best interest of learners and teachers. It further 
recommends elevating a concern for equity in ed-tech deployments in order to break 
the cycle of technology exacerbating educational and opportunity divides. Subsections 
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clarify that schools should remain principal hubs for teaching and learning, especially for 
children, even as technology offers options to extend education and complement and 
enrich the vital work that happens in classrooms.

Act 3 puts forward recommendations to guide future efforts to leverage technology for 
education while keeping schools and humans at the centre of teaching and learning.

The Conclusion calls for continued dialogue to both remember and extract lessons from 
the ed-tech experiences of the pandemic. These memories and lessons will help societies 
re-imagine the place and role for technology in education. Going forward, technology 
must better support the humanistic aims of education and more reliably improve the 
learning and well-being of students, teachers, families and communities.
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Genesis and  
research methods

The foundations for this publication were laid in February 2020, a few weeks before the 
World Health Organization (WHO) declared the spread of COVID-19 a global pandemic. 
At that time, countries ordering school closures, first largely in Asia, were quickly and 
quite uniformly turning to ed-tech to provision distance education and assure the 
continuity of formal learning. Observing this trend, UNESCO wrote:

Pundits have often said nationwide digital learning is inevitable, but few 
predicted it would be triggered by a health emergency. We are about to witness 
what works and does not work in terms of bringing education to students 
remotely at a pace and scale that has never before been seriously contemplated, 
let alone attempted in practice. … Those of us in the international education 
community (and the edu-tech community, in particular) would do well to pay 
close attention. … The varied approaches attempted in [different countries] will 
illuminate what happens when formal education moves abruptly from brick- 
and-mortar buildings to the cloud. … Keep your notebooks handy. This is an 
edu-tech experiment of unprecedented size.1

This foresight prompted a three-year-long endeavour to monitor and synthesize the 
consequences of the large-scale shift to technology-dependent remote learning that 
swept the world. The aim was to understand, recount and explain the significance of 
what happened when education was uprooted from schools and moved to remote 
learning technologies. At the heart of this inquiry was the ed-tech – the technologies and 
also the approaches and ideologies – that supported the transition to distance learning 
during periods of school closure.

Because the shift to ed-tech occurred in the context of other seismic social disruptions, 
it was challenging to tease out which impacts were attributable to new, technology-
dependent modes of teaching and learning and which were attributable to other 
factors such as wider restrictions on movement and socialization. Pandemic or no 
pandemic, learning almost never occurs in a vacuum where it is possible to attribute 
with full confidence a particular intervention or condition to an observed change or 
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result. Yet, trying to understand the causes and effects of changes to education remains 
vital. Indeed, few educational changes have ever, certainly at the global level, been 
as profound as the pivot from in-person and school-based education to instruction 
delivered remotely and almost exclusively through technology. It is necessary, despite 
the methodological challenges involved, to better understand the effects of this 
monumental shift, and this publication is the culmination of efforts to do so.

In addition to centring ed-tech, the analysis offered here considers some of the far-reaching 
and perhaps underappreciated implications of school closures. While concerns about 
disease transmission triggered school closures in 2020, 2021 and 2022, technology 
itself can enable approaches to education that are not reliant on schools, regardless of 
whether there is a pandemic or another external justification to shutter brick-and-mortar 
learning institutions. Some people understand these digital-only approaches to be 
desirable and believe they will result in substantial cost savings and other efficiencies. 
A popular maxim holds that ‘everything that can be digitalized will be digitalized’. 
The experiences of school closures during COVID-19 offered a preview of what the 
world might look like if the digital transformation of education is carried to extremes. 
Sections of this publication should therefore be understood as offering an early warning 
about the foreseeable repercussions of future decisions to close schools and elevate 
technology as the primary connective tissue and infrastructure of education, outside 
the context of a pandemic or another emergency that might necessitate some form of 
temporary remote learning.

The analysis reviews relevant English language literature from early 2020 to early 
2023, including news articles, government reports and publications from international 
organizations. Scholarly research published before and during the pandemic was also 
considered.

This report offers an early warning about the foreseeable 
repercussions of future decisions to close schools and 
elevate technology as the primary connective tissue and 
infrastructure of education outside the context of a pandemic.

Writing about experiences of school closures across the globe and attempts to transition 
to technology-mediated remote learning invariably entails making generalizations that 
do not apply neatly to every context. Nigeria is a very different place than Norway, as 
is Guam from Guatemala. For this reason, the analysis tours the world at high and low 
orbits. It takes stock of trends that cut across countries and regions, but it also regularly 
zooms in just above the ground to describe and explain the specificity of practices, 
actions and outcomes in particular communities, districts, schools or universities. This 
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alternating focus – far and near, local and global – helps to provide readers a more 
complete picture of the diversity of ed-tech experiences and, at the same time, show 
how they interlock to form a wider mosaic.

A concerted effort has been made to ensure the publication gives due attention to 
the realities of fully remote learning during the pandemic in every region. Despite this, 
substantively more research and testimonies surfaced from high- and middle-income 
countries than from low-income countries. Much of the analysis explores how education 
and educational relationships changed when internet-connected digital ed-tech was 
available and worked as intended. Less attention is paid to experiences with low-tech 
solutions like television and radio, mainly because these were harder to capture and the 
research about the deployment and uptake of these technologies as a response to school 
closures was significantly thinner. The technology and connectivity to power digital 
learning was out of reach in large swathes of the global South and many pockets of the 
global North. The experience in these areas was all too commonly one of educational 
exclusion. The sections that examine digital learning consequently tend to focus on high- 
and middle-income contexts. This also reflects the availability of reliable research, which 
tended to concentrate in countries and communities where many families had access 
to technologies that enabled remote digital learning. A significant share of data and 
examples relate to the United States of America (USA) where evidence and studies about 
ed-tech experiences were especially plentiful. This country is also home to a considerable 
number of influential ed-tech companies that had international reach before and during 
the pandemic.

Qualitative observations, drawn from various media sources, are interwoven throughout 
the publication to call attention to the lived experiences of individuals participating in 
fully remote learning with ed-tech. The pandemic, the ensuing school closures and the 
switch to technology-reliant learning unfolded with such velocity that quality media 
reports were initially among the best sources of information. While surveys and analyses 
on the influence and impacts of remote learning became increasingly available as of 
late 2020, media reports, often carrying interviews with students, teachers, parents 
and school leaders, remained valuable sources of information. These close-up views 
and testimonials, unique to particular people and contexts, are peppered throughout 
the publication and give granularity to its treatment of global, regional and national 
evidence. While anecdotal, they help readers see pandemic ed-tech experiences from the 
perspectives of those closest to education.

Drafting for this publication started in late 2020. The work was regularly expanded, 
updated and amended as more data and evidence came to light. The way the analysis 
is organized changed numerous times to adequately capture and explain the many 
branches and sub-branches of ed-tech realities during the pandemic. The final work 
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is organized to contrast the promises of ed-tech with the realities of what ed-tech  
delivered during periods of school closure.

The use of ‘tragedy’ as a framing concept and narrative arc emerged only after careful 
analysis of the available evidence. Research and testimonials that became available 
in 2021 and throughout 2022 and early 2023 increasingly revealed that harm and 
unintended consequences were stemming from heavy and extended reliance on 
connected technology for education during periods of school closure. Tragedy provided 
a helpful metaphor to centre this evidence.

This publication helps fulfil UNESCO’s mandate to function as a laboratory of ideas about 
the future of education. It marshals extensive evidence to prompt reflection about 
the wisdom of a global turn to ed-tech as a response to school closures during the 
pandemic. It also aims to question the extent to which deepened educational reliance 
on technology – largely guided by technology solutionist thinking – is as inevitable and 
desirable as it is often portrayed.

Ultimately, this publication invites an overdue critical examination of the technology-first 
responses to the educational disruptions of the pandemic. In doing so, it hopes to spark 
more vigorous debate about the uses and misuses of technology in education going 
forward. 
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INTRODUCTION
This publication critically reviews the impacts of efforts, observed in 
different countries, to leverage technology and remote learning as a 
primary or singular response to school closures during the COVID-19 
pandemic. It identifies the many ways in which these efforts fell short 
of their objectives and extracts forward-looking lessons. The framing 
of ‘tragedy’ is invoked to highlight the severity of the educational 
exclusion and inequity that often accompanied the transition to 
technology-enabled remote learning as well as other unintended 
outcomes that had adverse impacts. Based on a review of the 
evidence, recommendations are proposed to help establish more 
inclusive and more equitable trajectories for future digital changes to 
education.
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DEFINING ED-TECH

Ed-tech, short for educational technology, refers to digital and other 
connected technologies used to conduct or support education.

This publication examines ed-tech within the parameters of technology-
mediated or technology-dependent systems of distance learning deployed 
in response to COVID-19 school closures. It considers modes of teaching 
and learning with technology that were unhooked from the physical and 
social sites of schools, the primary nexus of education prior to 2020. While 
ed-tech is often used inside classroom and school settings, this work does 
not closely consider this application, but stays within the narrower bands of 
fully remote modes of education.

Ed-tech should be understood as covering a wide range of technologies 
– digital and analogue, interactive and broadcast, synchronous and 
asynchronous – that were deployed in attempts to maintain educational 
continuity through an unprecedented disruption. While radio and television 
are important forms of ed-tech, the publication looks most closely at high-
tech internet-connected technologies such as laptops, tablets and mobile 
phones.

In addition to the physical devices that are habitually considered 
‘educational technology’, ed-tech also includes software, systems, content, 
platforms, connections, networks and online apps that render hardware 
useful for educational purposes. Ed-tech further encompasses the services, 
organizational arrangements, ecosystems, policy regimes, assumptions and 
logics that undergird the educational application of technology. As such, the 
term enfolds not only devices but processes and services. This publication 
gives ample treatment to these extended meanings of ed-tech.

“‘Edtech’ has become an increasingly capacious category. It designates a huge 
variety of actors (human and nonhuman), organizations (public, private or 
multisector), material and technical forms (hardware, software, supporting 
documents), modes of practice (of teachers, designers, promoters), and framing 
discourses, as well as being a highly varied field of research, development and 
critical inquiry.” 

– Ben Williamson, education scholari

As a conceptual term, 
‘ed-tech’ has meanings 

that ripple beyond 
specific hardware and 

software products. 
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THE ORIGINS AND RISE OF ED-TECH

The term ‘ed-tech’ came into popular use first as a corporate and financial 
marketing term. It was a label preferred by investors and entrepreneurs to 
classify technologies and technology-centric solutions that could be bought 
and sold in the education sector. Use of this label spread from the business 
world where it originated to governments and schools and, eventually, into 
the lexicon of scholarly education journals.

“Predicted to triple in value to USD 350 billion by 2025, the EdTech sector has 
been rapidly gaining ground in countries like India and Kenya where efforts to 
improve failing education systems have led to a proliferation of online learning 
solutions.” 

– Kinda Chebib, research manager, GSMAii

Despite the widening use of ‘ed-tech’, the term continues to be aimed 
primarily at business and financial audiences. Indeed, a number of ed-tech 
organizations and outlets have sprung up to broker connections between 
education, technology, business and investor communities, including 
EdSurge, eSchool News and HolonIQ, among others. A prominent example 
in this genre is EdTech, a magazine that purports to “[explore] technology 
and education issues that IT leaders and educators face when they’re 
evaluating and implementing a solution”.2 Through its articles, the magazine 
advances the idea that technology can improve education under headings 
such as “New Adobe product simplifies digital design”3 and “Educators 
are leaving the profession at alarming rates, but experts say upgrading 
their technology can contribute to job satisfaction”.4 All the articles are 
tagged with one- or two-word labels, such as ‘cloud’, ‘data analytics’, ‘digital 
workspace’, ‘management’, ‘networking’, ‘security’ or ‘software’, that provide 
a sense of ed-tech’s many branches. Like many sources of ed-tech news, 
EdTech’s parent company is a larger technology corporation – in this case, 
CDW. A Fortune 500 company with annual net sales in 2021 of  
USD 21 billion, CDW offers, according to its website, a “broad array of 
products and services [ranging] from hardware and software to integrated 
IT solutions such as security, cloud, hybrid infrastructure and digital 
experience”.5 It counts Intel, Dell, Adobe and other large technology 
companies as network partners. Apart from EdTech magazine, CDW’s 
research arm also publishes HealthTech, BizTech, StateTech and FedTech, 
showing that education is hardly unique among sectors in having the term 
‘tech’ appended to it.

In addition to being featured in the title of various magazines, newsletters 
and websites, ‘ed-tech’ is attached to the name of numerous investment 
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funds. The website of one of these funds, the EdTech Fund, states: 
“Technology is finally disrupting education”, “Schools are adopting digital 
products en masse” and “There is a massive open market share for the 
taking”.6 More recently, ‘ed tech’ has formed the basis for exchange-traded 
funds(ETFs). Launched for the first time in 2020, these financial products 
are effectively baskets of shares held in publicly traded ed-tech companies.7 
This is a significant development because ETFs allow investors to move 
money in and out of ed-tech as a stand-alone subsector of financial markets 
without having to buy shares in individual companies. While there have long 
been specific ETFs for sectors such as technology, health and energy, there 
had never previously been ed-tech funds. This development further linked 
conceptualizations of ed-tech to markets and market logics. Tellingly, one 
of the most comprehensive formal definitions of ‘ed-tech’ does not come 
from education literature but rather from a nearly 1,000-word-long entry 
on Investopedia,8 a popular source of investment information. Ed-tech’s 
connections to finance and business continue to colour its meaning even as 
the term moves into wider circulation.

Also, while ed-tech might, at first glance, appear to be neutral on issues 
of educational efficacy, it tends to be linked with ideas that technology 
can successfully provision education. So, while the term is a contraction 
of ‘educational technology’, it has implications that are distinct from 
the definition of the spelled-out version. Just as ‘fin-tech’ does not carry 
quite the same meaning as ‘financial technology’, ‘ed-tech’ has a semantic 
resonance unique from ‘educational technology’. Ed-tech’s starting point is 
not usually a question of whether a particular technological approach might 
be useful for education. The term instead assumes educational utility from 
the outset. It also carries close associations with entrepreneurship, start-ups, 
fundraising, venture capital and privatization.

“Edtech roars with over USD 3.2 billion invested in first half of 2021.” 

– Tony Wan, head of investor content, Reach Capitaliii

The balance of the two constituent parts of ed-tech – education and 
technology – is also significant and helps reveal its utility as a corporate 
and financial marketing term. The ‘tech’ portion, as an abbreviation of 
‘technology’, is longer and more complete or – in the words of Martin Weller, 
a professor of educational technology at the Open University – “walks 
taller”9 than the ‘ed’ portion, a highly compressed abbreviation of ‘education’. 
This stands in contrast to previous terminology such as ‘e-learning’ and 
‘e-education’ that attempted to conjoin technology and education but kept 
the primary emphasis on education or learning. With ‘ed-tech’, the central 
focus is on technology – ‘education’ is the modifier, while ‘technology’ is the 
noun.

One of the most 
comprehensive formal 
definitions of ‘ed-tech’ 

does not come from 
education literature 

but rather from a 
nearly 1,000-word-long 
entry on Investopedia, 

a popular source of 
investment information.

The term ‘ed-tech’  
carries close 

associations with 
entrepreneurship, 

start-ups, fundraising, 
venture capital and 

privatization.
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Interestingly, the closer one moves to education-focused discourses, the 
more likely ‘education’, in the formulation ‘educational technology’, will be 
written out in full, while the nearer one moves to technology- and business-
focused discourses, the more likely the term will be abbreviated as  
‘ed-tech’. Most education journals about educational technology present the 
words in full – for example, Educational Technology and Society, Educational 
Technology Research and Development and the British Journal of Educational 
Technology.10 Other education-focused journals affix the word ‘learning’ 
to ‘technology’, as in Learning, Media and Technology, but a shorthand 
connecting the two words, such ‘learn-tech’, is virtually non-existent. Some 
of the most widely cited journals about education and technology do not 
use the word ‘technology’ at all, but rather words such as ‘computer’, as 
exemplified by the journal Computers and Education.11

Yet the popularity of ‘ed-tech’ as a term to neatly contain varied ideas about 
education and technology has been building since at least 2015. In 2019, 
a few months before the emergence of COVID-19, the UK government 
and the World Bank, along with a long roster of partner and supporting 
organizations including the Overseas Development Institute, the University 
of Cambridge, Results for Development, the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation and UNICEF, launched EdTech Hub12 with an initial budget 
of USD 25 million to be spent over eight years.13 Half of the money has 
been allocated to research on ed-tech in low-income countries, 35 per 
cent towards direct support for ed-tech deployments in partnership with 
governments and 15 per cent on ed-tech innovation.14 The project’s website 
lists eight directors and a team of 50 professionals.15 The creation of EdTech 
Hub was noteworthy because its size and budget make it something of a  
de facto international organization dedicated exclusively to ed-tech research 
and implementation. Previously, large educational organizations had treated 
technology as a branch of work but never as the main trunk.

In 2020, as the shock of the pandemic gripped the world and schools closed, 
the term ‘ed-tech’ became inescapable. It quickly eclipsed, superseded or 
enveloped terms as varied as ‘information and communication technology 
(ICT) in education’, ‘distance learning’, ‘mobile learning’ and ‘virtual learning’. 
It was on the tongues of heads of state, ministers, school and university 
leaders, writers, thinkers and the general public. There were calls to have 
countries establish federal departments of ed-tech that would be lateral 
to ministries of education.16 Ministries of education, perhaps hoping 
to maintain control of the mounting and sometimes singular focus on 
technology, largely embraced the term. Ministries established ed-tech 
departments and offices,17 developed ed-tech plans18 and hosted ed-tech 
summits.19 Among international organizations, the World Bank, UNICEF, 
the Global Partnership for Education and UNESCO have teams dedicated 
to educational technology, even if some, such as UNESCO, eschew overt 
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use of the term ‘ed-tech’. In March 2022, UNICEF announced the launch of 
the UNICEF EdTech Award to “identify and showcase bold entrepreneurs 
demonstrating the greatest potential to become ‘Blue Unicorns’ – ventures 
that impact at least 100 million children’s learning experiences”.20 UNICEF’s 
use of the word ‘unicorn’ in reference to ‘100 million children’ riffs on ed-
tech’s links to start-ups and venture capital. In financial circles, a ‘unicorn’ is 
a start-up company that exceeds a valuation of USD 100 million. There are 
so many ed-tech conferences and events that it is possible to attend one or 
more somewhere in the world nearly every day of the year.

The English formulation ‘ed-tech’ was added to dictionaries and style 
manuals in non-English languages letter for letter and without translation, 
further entrenching it as a global concept. Whereas a phrase like 
‘educational technology’ would likely be translated when it moved to a 
different language and carry slightly different meanings and associations 
from the English formulation, ‘ed-tech’ did not change – it is used across 
languages, much like other technology words such as ‘cryptocurrency’.21 The 
pandemic played a major role in cementing ‘ed-tech’ as a household term, 
one highly recognizable in various corners of the globe.

The analysis presented here is an effort to help better see and understand 
ed-tech and the ideas associated with it within the context of the pandemic 
and with critical distance. It acknowledges but also pushes back against the 
term’s commercial and financial associations. It strives to reveal ed-tech as a 
concept and phenomenon that demands greater scrutiny.

The choice to style ‘ed-tech’ with a hyphen and lower-case letters is 
intentional and aligned with the objective to cleave the term of its 
marketing hype. The hyphen preserves some separation between education 
and technology that ‘edtech’, without the hyphen, wipes away. The lower-
case characters, in contrast to ‘EdTech’ written with capital letters, ensures 
that the term is not infused with special or revered status.

ED-TECH AND TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONISM

The review and analysis presented here help explain how fully remote online 
education was quickly presented as the preferred or ideal solution to the 
educational disruptions of COVID-19. This kind of technology solutionism 
– the belief that problems can be readily solved through the application of 
technology, especially internet technologies – is not unique to education, 
even as it has taken deep roots in the sector.

The English formulation 
‘ed-tech’ is used across 

languages, much like 
other technology 

words such as 
‘cryptocurrency’.
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“‘Solutionism’ … is indeed the name of the game: issues are interpreted as 
puzzles to which there is a solution, rather than problems to which there may 
be a response.” 

– Gilles Paquet, economist and academiciv

Evgeny Morozov, the writer who coined the term ‘technological solutionism’ 
and carefully critiqued the assumptions that support it, explains that what 
characterizes this worldview is the way it reaches for specific answers and 
tools before questions have been fully asked or adequately contemplated. 
In his 2013 book To Save Everything, Click Here, he observes that the flaw of 
technological solutionism is not necessarily that a particular technology 
fix cannot or will not solve a problem, “but that in solving the ‘problem’, 
solutionists twist it in such an ugly and unfamiliar way that, by the time it is 
‘solved’, the problem becomes something else entirely”.22 This twisting has 
been apparent in variety of sectors, from health care to politics, as Morozov’s 
book memorably elaborates. The concepts of technology solutionism and 
‘internet centrism’, another of Morozov’s terms, help explain how the rapid 
elevation of an untested technology to accomplish sweeping goals can 
open a floodgate for new challenges and recast some of the problems the 
original implementation of technology sought to assuage.

“Silicon Valley’s promise of eternal amelioration has blunted our ability to 
question the adequacy and appropriateness of its tools and interventions.” 

– Evgeny Morozov, author of To Save Everything, Click Herev

An Ed-Tech Tragedy? examines the many ways that the hurried embrace of 
technology solutionism steered responses to a global education challenge 
directly towards ed-tech. Along the way, the logic of technology solutionism 
changed understandings of educational problems to be solved. The analysis 
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presented here helps reveal, for example, how technological solutions 
deployed during school closures took a narrow view of education and 
focused almost exclusively on furthering the academic progress of students 
in pared-down curricular subjects. This meant that little attention was 
paid to other education goals, such as fostering curiosity and inquiry and 
supporting physical health, mental well-being and social and emotional 
learning. This analysis also shows how ed-tech, originally cast as a solution 
to maintain learning continuity in the face of widespread disruptions to 
schooling, has more recently been positioned as a tool to help reverse 
learning loss. This ‘loss’, however, grew out of the deficiencies of technology-
dependent remote learning to preserve the pace of academic learning 
that would have been typical without school closures stemming from the 
pandemic. The problem that ed-tech initially set out to solve morphed from 
assuring the continuity of learning to remedying lost learning. The way the 
problem was reframed while maintaining connected technology as the 
centrepiece of the solution is an example of technology solutionism at work.

“Embedded in every tool is an ideological bias, a predisposition to construct 
the world as one thing rather than another, to value one thing over another, to 
amplify one sense or skill or attitude more loudly than another.” 

– Neil Postman, educator, media theorist and cultural critic vi

Much of the analysis here critiques the technology solutionism that elevated 
ed-tech to first- and often only-resort modes of education when schools 
were closed. Technology solutionism is a concept and outlook deeply 
intertwined with the notion of ed-tech.
 
“We shape our tools and thereafter they shape us.” 

– John M. Culkin, professor of communicationsvii

WHY TRAGEDY?

Running through this publication is a contention that the unintended 
consequences of ed-tech responses to the pandemic can be likened to 
a tragedy, in the classical sense. This framing – with its connotations of 
misfortune and undesired outcomes – is useful for two main reasons.

Firstly, the term ‘tragedy’ calls attention to the many failures of ed-tech 
deployments to facilitate equitable and inclusive access to educational 
opportunities, despite enormous efforts and investments to ensure this 
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access and enable academic learning. Although the labour and ingenuity 
of different education stakeholders may very well have prevented worse 
outcomes given the stark realities of the pandemic, they nevertheless fell far 
short of meeting the needs of most students. ‘Tragedy’ in this sense signals 
the educational loss that occurred despite concerted efforts to prevent it – a 
reversal of intent. The narrative that technology ‘saved the day’ and provided 
teachers, parents, policy-makers and learners with the tools needed to 
successfully assure the continuity of fair and high-quality education is 
inconsistent with the available evidence.

Secondly, recognizing the chaotic pivot from in-school learning to 
technology-facilitated distance learning as having a tragic arc provides 
a forceful rebuttal to a growing consensus that the education sector 
somehow ‘advanced’, ‘leapfrogged’, ‘catapulted’ or ‘disrupted’ itself to a 
better future when it deployed technology on a massive scale as an interim 
measure to confront a crisis. The evidence overwhelmingly points in the 
opposite direction: education became less accessible, less effective and less 
engaging when it pivoted away from physical schools and teachers and 
towards technology exclusively. ‘Tragedy’ in this sense signals regression – a 
denigration of the status quo, rather than a desired evolution. The narrative 
that ed-tech should be or must be a central component of ‘building 
education back better’ warrants new scrutiny after a careful examination of 
the experiences during the pandemic.

The invocation of tragedy also facilitates awareness that connected 
technologies, despite their growing reach, power and potential, remain tools 
in a repertoire of many others to construct stronger, more agile and more 
flexible education systems that can respond and adapt to disruption. Other 
tools include strengthened teacher training and support; enhanced school 
leadership and pedagogical management of schools; curricular renewal; 
smaller class sizes; and improved physical resources and infrastructure 
for schools and classrooms. Crises that necessitate the prolonged closure 
of schools and demand heavy or total reliance on technology have been 
exceedingly rare historically. Future crises may present entirely different 
challenges. The trauma of the pandemic has, in many circles, functioned 
to elevate technology as an almost singular solution to assure educational 
resilience by providing flexibility in times of disruption. Investments 
to protect education wrongly shifted away from people and towards 
machines, digital connections and platforms. This elevation of the technical 
over the human is contradictory to education’s aim to further human 
development and cultivate humanistic values. It is human capacity, rather 
than technological capacity, that is central to ensuring greater resilience of 
education systems to withstand shocks and manage crises.
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Overall, the pandemic is a case study in how technology in its current 
iterations is not yet a suitable foundation for actualizing the diverse goals 
that communities assign to education. Expectations that technology may, 
in time, help further increase the reach, improve the quality and strengthen 
the agility of education are valid. For now, though, the experiences 
since early 2020 have shown it to be an alarmingly brittle solution – one 
incapable of effectively responding to widespread and extended school 
shutdowns. For far too many students, it was a solution that either never 
started in earnest or quickly broke down. The sudden shift to ed-tech also 
accelerated a concerning transfer of authority away from teachers, schools 
and communities and towards private, for-profit interests. Additionally, the 
censorship, data extraction, advertising, top-down control, intimidation 
and surveillance that so often characterize current models of digital 
transformation have made education less free and, arguably, less capable of 
facilitating critiques of and positive changes to the status quo.

Countries made massive investments to digitalize education through 
much of the COVID-19 pandemic. But it remains far from clear whether 
these investments will improve education over the longer term and make 
it an engine of just, inclusive and sustainable development, especially 
when compared with conventional school-based and teacher-facilitated 
education. The digital transformation of education may yet be a force 
for beneficial change. But the logic of technological solutionism and its 
associated business models currently steering this transformation, led 
largely by the commercial technology entities that are remaking so many 
aspects of society, tend to treat education and knowledge as private 
commodities and not as global public goods that provide collective as well 
as individual benefits.

It is hoped that this analysis and its use of tragedy as a metaphor might 
moderate the discourse and popular view that the pandemic has 
‘unshackled’ education systems and ‘launched’ them into desirable futures 
characterized by greater technology use. Documenting the severity and 
scope of the many negative consequences of ed-tech responses during 
the health crisis inverts the triumphalist narratives that accompany many 
descriptions of technology deployments to address the educational 
disruption caused by school closures. A critical examination of the 
assumptions of technology solutionism and a review of the existing 
evidence provide a corrective and a counterargument to notions that 
more, deeper and accelerated use of technology is uniformly positive for 
education.
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SITUATING THE DISRUPTION

The impact of COVID-19 on formal education, as in so many other areas 
of society, was extremely disruptive. At the peak of global school closures 
in April 2020, formal learning either stopped completely or was severely 
interrupted for approximately 90 per cent of the world’s students – 
1.6 billion students in over 190 countries.23 Educational institutions closed 
for prolonged periods of time, ranging from a few weeks to upwards of two 
years.

One year into the disruption, in March 2021, approximately half of the 
world’s student population was still affected by full or partial school 
closures.24 By September 2021, 86 million children in just one region, Latin 
America and the Caribbean, remained unable to learn in school classrooms.25 
In late 2021 and early 2022, amid new concerns of virus outbreaks and 
surges, many schools that had opened, sometimes months before, were 
once again shutting their doors in an attempt to mitigate the spread of 
disease, although not with the uniformity and extended durations that 
marked the experiences of 2020 and early 2021. Decisions about whether to 
close schools because of concerns about COVID-19 and for how long were 
deeply fraught – among the most factious of the pandemic – and resulted in 
abrupt policy shifts, with students sometimes returning to school only to be 
sent home again.

When the pandemic passed its two-year mark in March 2022, hundreds 
of millions of children, youth and adults continued to face significant and 
ongoing interruptions to their education. Full or partial school closures 
remained a reality in some communities deep into 2022 and, on rare 
occasion, stretched into early 2023.

As the pandemic passed the three-year mark in March 2023, widespread 
school closures were, at last, fully in the rear-view mirror. In May 2023, the 
WHO declared that COVID-19 was no longer a global health emergency.26 
While future school closures due to the pandemic appear unlikely in the 
short term, this does not change the fact that for learners and teachers in 
countries around the world reliance on ed-tech for participation in formal 
education had been a day-to-day reality for significant stretches from early 
2020 to early 2023.

The total tally of in-person schooldays lost to the COVID-19 pandemic is 
without precedent. At the end of 2021, UNESCO estimated that, globally, 
over 50 per cent of school instructional time had been lost since the 
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beginning of the pandemic.27 At the end of February 2022 (the cut-off date 
of global tracking), UNESCO estimated that students had missed a global 
average of slightly over 20 weeks of school-based education due to full 
school closures and a similar amount of time because of partial school 
closures. A typical student experienced major disruptions to schooling, 
whether intermittent or continuous, for ten months cumulatively between 
the onset of the crisis and early 2022.

During the pandemic, students made dramatically less academic progress 
than would have been expected without school closures. This ‘lost’ 
education – along with the wider socio-emotional tolls of the pandemic – 
carried individual, familial, social and economic consequences, especially 
in contexts where the average years of school completion are already 
low. In countries where learners typically complete only a few years of 
formal education, the COVID-19 disruption to schooling and the failure 
or insufficiencies of ed-tech to provide alternatives translated into 
some students missing a sixth or more of their lifetime education.28 This 
missed schooling is expected to reverberate for years, both personally for 
individuals and at the level of countries, regions and local communities. In 
late 2021, the World Bank projected the global financial cost in decreased 
lifetime earnings due to learning loss for the COVID-19 lockdown generation 
to be as high as USD 17 trillion, or 14 per cent of global gross domestic 
product (GDP).29 This figure was revised upwards to USD 21 trillion or 17 per 
cent of global GDP in June 2022 as the severity of the pandemic disruptions 
to education and the insufficiencies of ed-tech to fill the gap became more 
apparent.30 While these financial projections should be treated with some 
caution, they help to highlight the scale of the educational chasms that 
cracked open during the pandemic.

While 2023 has brought a definitive end to COVID-19 school closures and 
intensive or singular reliance on ed-tech to provision formal education 
remotely, a prolonged respite from pandemic is not guaranteed. The 
emergence of dangerous new viruses, including ones that might present 
unique dangers to children and youth, remain a risk. In July 2022, the WHO 
declared the Monkeypox virus (later designated Mpox) a “public health 
emergency of international concern”.31 It joined only two other diseases, 
COVID-19 and polio, to receive this alarming designation, reminding the 
world anew that novel diseases are likely to continue plaguing humanity 
into the future. Future global shocks and disruptions to education, while 
historically very rare, cannot be discounted.
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A NETFLIX MOMENT FOR COMMERCIAL ED-TECH

The massive uptake of educational technologies that could be used outside 
of schools was anchored in a hard truth about disease transmission: strictly 
speaking, people are biohazards and technology used in isolation is not. 
So while schools were forced to close because they put large numbers of 
children and adults in close physical proximity, learners were asked to use 
technology because it accommodated social distancing and stay-at-home 
directives. As technology-mediated education replaced face-to-face learning 
in schools as the locus of formal education, technology use was widely 
mandated by governments in line with commitments to make education 
compulsory. Even families that had no previous experience with ed-tech or 
saw it as purely peripheral to school-based education commonly operated 
under the assumption that they needed to secure and use technology for 
educational purposes. With a speed that few had anticipated, technology, 
rather than schools, became the primary interface for education.

Unsurprisingly, these changes resulted in an enormous uptake of ed-tech  
– and an overnight boom for the ed-tech industry, a constellation of 
mostly private companies. In March and April 2020, international business 
newspapers, including the Wall Street Journal and the Financial Times, 
were awash with headlines such as “Ed-tech start-ups and investors shift 
into overdrive amid coronavirus crisis”,32 “Education is having its ‘Netflix’ 
moment as a result of the coronavirus pandemic”33 and “Coronavirus proves 
a bonanza for ed-tech start-ups”.34 The mobile data and analytics company 
App Annie observed that compared with the weekly averages in the fourth 
quarter of 2019, global downloads of education-related mobile apps grew 
by nearly 100 per cent in March 2020 – the same month the WHO declared 
the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic.35 Many online and distance learning 
utilities, a large number of them offered by for-profit companies, saw their 
user bases double, triple, quadruple, quintuple and even sextuple in the 
early weeks and months of the pandemic.36 Google, for example, reported 
in February 2021 that the number of people using Google Classroom, 
an online platform to support teaching and learning, had grown from 
40 million to 150 million in the previous year.37 Whereas it had taken Google 
Classroom over five years (between mid-2014 and early 2020) to achieve 
a user base of 40 million, this user base swelled over threefold in the first 
12 months of the pandemic. This growth continued into the second and 
third year of the pandemic. Newspaper articles with titles such as “Ed tech 
use continues beyond the peak of the pandemic” cropped up frequently 
in late 2021 and into 2022.38 The unprecedented nature of these spikes led 
leaders of commercial businesses providing online education services to 
marvel at the good fortune of vertical growth.39
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leaders of commercial businesses providing online education services to 
marvel at the good fortune of vertical growth.39

“The Coronavirus pandemic … planted the seeds of a new type of learning 
model for coming decades – one that will be very different from that which has 
been operating largely unchanged for thousands of years.” 

– James Gifford and Kirill Pyshkin, senior fund managers, Credit Suisseviii

Throughout the review that follows, considerable evidence illustrates how 
the rush to distance and remote learning with ed-tech accelerated the 
privatization of education in many contexts. While some countries and 
localities managed a shift to digital learning with limited privatization of the 
educational experience, a defining characteristic of the technology-centric 
response to the educational disruptions of the pandemic tended to be the 
elevation of for-profit, private ed-tech companies. In addition to considering 
the ways reliance on ed-tech impacted educational inclusion, equity and 
quality, this publication also explores the complex and often symbiotic links 
between ed-tech and the privatization of education during the pandemic.
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In response to the cascade of school closures ordered to mitigate the 
transmission of COVID-19 starting in early 2020, many governments elevated 
technology, particularly high-tech solutions reliant on internet-connected 
devices, as the primary – and, in some contexts, only – channel to maintain 
the continuity of formal education. While this was done to provide a 
substitute for established school-based education, the shift was also driven 
and accelerated by deeper and older currents of technology solutionism.

Prior to the pandemic, a number of influential groups and thinkers, many 
from outside education, believed that connected technologies could 
provide superior foundations for education than schools. This view was 
contested, and vigorous debates played out about the appropriate role of 
technology in teaching and learning. But as connected technology became 
more powerful and ubiquitous, its promise seemed to grow ever brighter. 
By the late 2010s, views that the moment was right for a full-fledged 
educational transformation with digital technologies at the core had 
become more widespread and carried a sense of inevitability. For many, it 
was less a matter of whether technology would deeply disrupt education 
and perhaps make schools obsolete, than of when this would occur.

With these ideas in wide circulation at the outset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, resources were rapidly directed towards efforts to establish 
computers and online spaces as the principal hubs of learning, rather than 
brick-and-mortar classrooms. Ed-tech became the de facto replacement 
for schools with dizzying speed. Consultation and debate were largely 
bypassed in the context of the health emergency and sudden massive 
school closures. In countries where digital networks and hardware were 
largely unavailable, lower-tech solutions using television and radio 
broadcasts often accompanied the ever-present high-tech strategies. At the 
peak of the pandemic, well over 1 billion students were expected to rely on 
technology solutions to continue their education.40

Many tragedies, in the literary sense, begin with presumption, grand 
ambition and even hubris, and these elements were abundant during the 
initial phase of the transition to ed-tech and fully remote learning. People 
had high expectations for the educational possibilities of technology when 
news of a novel coronavirus reached the world.
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Reformatting schools 
with technology

 
“It is possible to teach every branch of human knowledge with the motion 
picture. Our school system will be completely changed inside of ten years.” 

– Thomas Edison, inventorix

The idea that technology might, could, should or invariably would replace 
schools as the primary interface for education has deep roots. In the modern 
era, education historians have traced predictions of the end of school-
based teaching and learning as far back as the widespread availability of 
radios.41 As Audrey Watters traces in her book Teaching Machines, a long 
list of technological breakthroughs, whether televisions, various iterations 
of computers or, more recently, the mobile internet, artificial intelligence 
(AI) and metaverses, have been held up as final and exultant forms for 
education.42 As far back as 1913, Thomas Edison stated that his new motion 
picture machine would make books and schools “obsolete”. He insisted that 
“scholars will soon be instructed through the eye” and maintained these 
predictions throughout his life even as they consistently failed to come 
true.43
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The advent of personal computers followed by the internet and inexpensive 
mobile devices made visions of school-free education particularly palpable 
– as did technological transformations in business and other fields, 
including those long-dependent on physical locations and associated with 
education, such as libraries and bookstores. As Watters explains, the idea 
that affordable and connected computers would usher in an educational 
utopia of personalized learning guided by intelligent machines and 
unbound by schools carried considerable cultural and political sway prior 
to 2020. Parents and policy-makers alike tended to see digital classrooms 
as “imminent” and computational futures for teaching and learning as 
“inescapable”, if not desirable.44

Upon close inspection, the uniformity of the global pivot to ed-tech as a 
response to the educational disruption of the pandemic can be traced to 
ideas that had been in the popular imagination for at least a century. They 
gathered considerable speed and momentum in the digital age.

“There is a certain inevitability to the way in which education technology is 
pitched and packaged. One has no choice but to accept that schooling – and 
society at large – will become more technological, more ‘data-fied,’ more 
computerized, more automated. Resistance to this fate has kept education 
chained to its moribund methods, so we’re told.” 

– Audrey Watters, author of Teaching Machinesx

 

THE PROTEUS OF MACHINES AND 
A NEW EDIFICE FOR EDUCATION

As demonstrated by Morgan Ames in her book The Charisma Machine, by 
the early 1980s computers were starting to move from businesses into 
family homes in wealthy countries, prompting reflection on what these 
powerful tools might mean for – and do to – education.45 Thinkers such as 
Seymour Papert, a professor who went on to help establish the MIT Media 
Lab, trumpeted the ascent of “a new kind of learning environment”, one 
that “demands free contact between children and computers”.46 Papert, 
and many after him, argued that computers were fundamentally different 
from technologies that had come before. For Papert, computers were the 
“Proteus of machines”, a reference to a sea god from Greek mythology who 
possessed prodigious strength, flexibility and adaptability and who could 
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predict the future. These superhuman devices, Papert argued, would finally 
and fully unchain learning from schools that were, in his view, oppressive. 
With the rapidly expanding diffusion of personal computers, Papert said, 
it was “inconceivable” that traditional schools would continue as locations 
where young people of similar ages learn with professional teachers in classes 
segregated by age and academic subject.47

This strand of thought has, in fits and starts, continued largely unabated. It 
has also won over legions of believers – people convinced that education 
must be remade in a world more and more awash in powerful and connected 
technology. The idea gave rise to One Laptop per Child (OLPC) in the early 
2000s, perhaps the best-known multi-country initiative that aimed to 
disrupt traditional learning models with computer technology, including in 
developing countries. OLPC was rooted in the idea that computers would 
enhance education and help unhinge it from schooling models that were 
understood to be constraining for students and of low quality. The OLPC 
initiative was launched by Nicolas Negroponte, who had studied under 
Papert.

“Schools and universities today would be recognised by our forebears in the year 
1600. This will be swept away by an AI education revolution. Barely a single facet 
of this education model will remain unchanged.” 

– Anthony Seldon and Oladimeji Abidoye, authors of The Fourth Education Revolutionxi

OLPC and similar efforts to elevate computers as a favoured medium for 
education exchange were fuelled by best-selling books. One example in this 
genre was Disrupting Class: How Disruptive Innovation Will Change the Way the 
World Learns. Published in 2008, it announced that by 2019 half of primary and 
secondary school classes would be displaced by online options that “will be 
one-third of today’s costs, and the courses will be much better”.48 The New York 
Times declared 2012 “the year of the MOOC” (massive open online course), 
calling attention to claims that “free [online] courses can bring the best 
education in the world to the most remote corners of the planet, help people 
in their careers and expand intellectual and personal networks”.49 These ideas 
continued to gain currency – and in the case of Rwanda, were literally printed 
on currency. The Rwandan 500 franc note, worth about USD 0.50 and among 
the most widely used paper bills for day-to-day cash transactions, pictures 
three young students in school uniforms working individually on laptops. The 
laptops appear to be XO devices, distinctly shaped machines developed 
specifically for the OLPC initiative and a staple of early OLPC hardware 
deployments in Rwanda and other countries. As education historians Larry 
Cuban and David Tyack observed in the late 1990s, education leaders 
“impatient with the glacial pace of incremental reform, free of institutional 
memories of past shooting-star reforms and sometimes hoping for quick 
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profits as well as a quick fix” will reliably look to technology as the best route 
to fix or reinvent education.50 The pull of technology solutionism was strong 
indeed. Media, governments, celebrities, salespeople and even money itself 
carried a message that connected computers could solve long-standing 
educational problems and unleash a learning revolution.

Beyond fuelling expectations of massive educational transformations, 
technology has also long been offered as a remedy for crises – educational 
or otherwise. Thomas Mullaney in Your Computer Is on Fire (2021) highlighted 
how “a chorus of techno-utopian voices” will predictably announce that 
there is always a way to “code” people out of dilemmas with minimal 
inconvenience.51 Education regularly, even if perhaps more cautiously than 
other sectors, embraced this outlook. For at least the past two decades, 
educational responses to calamities, whether natural disasters or human 
conflict, have often been accompanied by – or in some instances, shaped by 
– a flurry of technology initiatives to keep learners connected to education. 
Initiatives to assure education for refugees, for instance, are often heavily 
reliant on technology, and some of UNESCO’s own work has highlighted 
the ways connected digital devices can support displaced and vulnerable 
learners.52

Closely linked to these technology-centric views is a belief, popular well 
before the pandemic, that schools are deeply flawed institutions, relics of 
an earlier era that stubbornly resist modernity. Ames’s research, for instance, 
reveals the power and pervasiveness of the social imagery that schools are 
outdated and dehumanizing factories, a theme regularly evoked in popular 
culture and academic literature alike. The school as a factory metaphor can 
be traced all the way back to the early stages of the industrial revolution, 
which saw the rise of philanthropic schools provided by factory owners.53 
More recent associations, especially since the 1990s, often draw a straight 
line between technology and reforms to educational organization and 
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curricula, resting on beliefs that technology should transform education 
in bold and disruptive ways.54 The overall thinking holds that tinkering and 
iterative change do not suffice. The right path to change, according to this 
view, is to uproot flawed learning paradigms and grow them anew, less 
around buildings, classrooms and teachers – the old edifice – and more 
around efficient and powerful internet-connected and, more recently,  
AI-enabled technologies – the new edifice.

“We believe nothing if not that history is moving us toward some preordained 
paradise and that technology is the force behind that movement.” 

– Neil Postman, educator, media theorist and cultural criticxii

By the early 2000s, this new edifice was often positioned as having 
special relevance in underprivileged communities, whether in the global 
North or the global South. Various groups, intrigued by Papert’s ideas of 
emancipation and Negroponte’s vision of large-scale transformation with 
OLPC, started to view technology as offering a superior backbone for 
formal learning, not necessarily in places where school-based education 
was healthy, but rather in places where traditional schooling models were 
assumed to be broken beyond repair or had never functioned properly. 
Although UNESCO and other organizations insisted that technology should 
complement, enrich and extend school-based education rather than seek to 
replace it, many remained convinced that ed-tech, even in isolation, could 
dramatically enhance educational opportunities and outcomes. This had the 
added benefit of sidestepping expensive and time-consuming investments 
in teacher training; improvements to the physical infrastructure of schools; 
and difficult-to-implement changes to the organization, processes and 
culture of traditional education systems. Technology offered the promise of 
fast, here-and-now fixes to vexing problems that plagued many schools and 
school systems.

While the wisdom and value of parachuting ed-tech to learners to bypass 
school ‘failure’ was hotly debated, it had many advocates, particularly in the 
technology sector, which was growing rapidly and exercising considerable 
economic, cultural and political power. By the 2010s, connected technology 
was widely perceived as a ‘commonsense’ tool to provide good-quality 
learning opportunities in places where schools struggled to do so. It was 
not unusual for development organizations to bring connected technology 
to far-flung and extremely under-resourced areas where educational and 
other social needs were immense. Various advances made it possible to bring 
internet connectivity and devices, such as smartphones or tablets, to almost 
any location, no matter how remote and regardless of the condition or even 
the existence of physical schools. Sometimes projects went ahead even in 
areas where electricity was scarce. This work was predicated on assumptions 
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that teachers and students would use fuel-powered generators, solar panels 
or other means to charge devices. The condition of health and transportation 
services did not factor into the mix, nor did the state of playgrounds, toilets, 
desks, chalkboards, laboratories, libraries and other physical infrastructure 
found in schools. Technology, it was thought, was the best investment to 
provide underprivileged learners with a fair shot at education – and in a 
hurry.

ALL IT TAKES IS A HOLE IN THE WALL

Sugata Mitra’s famous 1999 ‘hole-in-the-wall’ experiment was one of many 
that lent an air of scientific legitimacy to ideas that young people, including 
very disadvantaged learners, could make remarkable educational progress 
with nothing more than a computer. The experiment – and the powerful 
imagery and hope it evoked – helped normalize ideas that computers 
might provide a backbone for education superior to traditional teacher-led 
schools.

For the experiment, Mitra, an Indian academic with training in physics, put 
a freely accessible personal computer with a Microsoft Windows operating 
system in the niche of a wall separating his university in New Delhi from an 
adjoining slum. His team observed how children from the slum, presumably 
with no prior computer experience, used the technology. A short time later, 
Mitra announced breathless results: with minimal intervention from adults, 
children were using the computer to teach themselves languages, improve 
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their knowledge of mathematics and science, form independent opinions 
and develop strong digital skills, among other achievements.55 “In nine 
months, a group of children left alone with a computer in any language will 
reach the same standard as an office secretary in the West”, he declared.56 
Mitra coined his hole-in-the-wall approach a “minimally invasive approach 
to learning”. The unsubtle reference to surgery was likely intentional. In 
medical terms, ‘minimally invasive’ refers to a surgical operation performed 
through very small incisions to lessen damage to the body.57 Applied to 
education, the term suggested that the heavier formal structures of learning 
– schools, teachers, regimented schedules, disciplinary boundaries and so 
forth – were the ‘invasive’ approach to learning, an apparatus that could get 
in the way and could do harm. The computer, by contrast, allowed students 
to learn freely, uninhibited and ‘uninvaded’.

Encouraged by Mitra’s claims, a cooperative venture with backing from 
the World Bank began setting up unsupervised ‘learning stations’ in 
underprivileged sections of New Delhi and other communities.58 Mitra 
quickly built a personal brand as well as a company, Hole-in-the-Wall 
Education Ltd, around the promise of frictionless learning with technology. 
In short order, hole-in-the-wall-style learning stations began popping up 
around the world, in Cambodia, Uganda and beyond.59 Notably, Mitra and 
Negroponte (of OLPC fame) were ideological allies, and Negroponte wrote 
the foreword to one of Mitra’s early books about the potential of computers 
to “power self-organized learning” that would “make kids smarter and more 
creative”.60

“This idea [minimally invasive education] has captured the world’s imagination 
and triggered a romance which tells of learning free from the restrictions of 
formal schooling and children liberated through self-learning.” 

– Payal Arora, professor of technology and media, Erasmus University Rotterdamxiii

As news spread of the hole-in-the-wall experiment, it was greeted with 
praise and excitement: it contained compelling narratives about innovation, 
the ingenuity and curiosity of children and the human ability to heal long-
standing inequities with simple technological solutions. Vikas Swarup, the 
author of the book that became the basis for the Academy Award-winning 
film Slumdog Millionaire, said descriptions of Mitra’s research helped inspire 
his rags-to-riches novel and reminded him that there is “an innate ability 
in everyone to do something extraordinary, provided they are given an 
opportunity”.61 The Guardian newspaper later labelled Mitra the “Slumdog 
professor” – the man who brought computers to the poorest communities 
in the world with an unwavering faith that they could – and indeed would 
– nurture the learning of young people, without the heavy-handed and 
curiosity-depleting practices of formal schooling.62
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With the growing availability of the internet, Mitra’s claims grew steadily 
bolder: kids from anywhere and any background could figure out complex 
subjects such as DNA sequencing, trigonometry and avionics without 
curriculum, professional teachers, schools or other traditional components 
of school-based education.63 All that was needed was a connected computer 
and occasional encouragement from adults. Without irony, Mitra advocated 
recruiting “Grans” – a shorthand for ‘grandmothers’, or retired teachers – for 
this unspecialized work of encouragement: “If there’s a child in trouble, we 
beam in a Gran … she sorts things out.”64 A 2009 paper he published titled 
“Remote presence: Technologies for ‘beaming’ teachers where they cannot 
go” describes, with considerable specificity, how a synchronous distance 
learning platform could work, foreshadowing practices that would be taken 
up, with slight modifications, over a decade later on a global scale during 
the COVID-19 pandemic.65

In addition to computers and ‘Grans’, Mitra’s vision of education was 
dependent on the advantages of student communication and peer 
teaching. Unlike many of his contemporary ed-tech proponents, Mitra held 
that children should learn with connected technology in groups rather 
than individually. His initial experiment saw multiple children using a single 
device. Despite problems noted by other researchers, such as the tendency 
of boys and older children to crowd out peers and dominate control of 
scarce technology without adult guidance and intervention, he considered 
the child-to-child collaboration with technology essential to the success 
of his ‘minimally invasive’ learning model. But as the prices of connected 
technology dropped during the 2010s, learning approaches reliant on 
groups of children collaborating with technology were largely pushed aside 
in favour of one-student-to-one-device paradigms, which were promoted 
and normalized by Negroponte’s OLPC work and other initiatives. It was easy 
for people to skim over Mitra’s descriptions of student communication and 
peer teaching and focus instead on his enthusiasm for technology. The ‘hole 
in the wall’ was occupied by a computer after all, not other learners.

“It’s quite fashionable to say that the education system’s broken. It’s not 
broken. It’s wonderfully constructed. It’s just that we don’t need it anymore. It’s 
outdated.” 

– Sugata Mitra, education researcherxiv

In 2010, Mitra delivered a presentation entitled “The child-driven education” 
at a TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design) conference.66 The talk was 
uploaded to the TED Talks website, a then three-year-old media platform 
that promised to share “ideas worth spreading” in the form of short, video-
recorded talks of 18 minutes or less. The platform was quickly rising to 
global prominence thanks to a carefully curated library of talks from TED 
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conferences. The exposure brought global attention to Mitra and his ideas 
about the emancipatory educational potential of technology – ideas that 
had previously circulated in relatively obscure conference papers and 
specialized academic journals. Many of the videos that helped fuel the 
popularity of TED Talks were about education and delivered by speakers 
from technology backgrounds who were enthusiastic about ed-tech and 
critical of traditional schools. The most watched TED Talk ever given is titled 
“Do schools kill creativity?”67 Delivered in 2006 by Ken Robinson, a British 
author with leadership positions in arts education, it had been viewed over 
74 million times by the end of 2022.68 While Robinson’s video contained 
reasoned critiques of school-based education, its title – and those of his later 
TED Talks, including “How to escape education’s death valley”, delivered as 
part of the 2013 TED Talks Education series – evoked messages of school 
failure and drove ideas that schools were oppressive and conformist 
institutions in need of “revolution”.69 Like Robinson, Negroponte was also 
regularly featured by TED Talks and used the platform to provide reassuring 
updates on his OLPC programme.

Mitra’s various TED Talk videos had been viewed over 9 million times by the 
end of 2022, giving them a reach that far exceeds the readership of popular 
writing about education and makes the subscriber bases of the best-known 
education journals look minuscule.70 Mitra also features prominently on 
the TED platform. When a TED user searches the word ‘education’, the first 
of 3,845 results is a playlist of Sugata Mitra’s five favourite education talks, 
which includes Robinson’s megahit “Do schools kill creativity?” along with 
other talks advocating for child-driven learning approaches, often with 
a technology tilt, such as “Kids take charge” and “My wish: Find the next 
Einstein in Africa”.71

In 2013, Mitra delivered his third TED Talk, entitled “Build a school in the 
cloud”. It opened with a punchier premise than his earlier TED Talks: a 
takedown of schools. “Schools as we know them now, they’re obsolete,” he 
said. A holder of a Ph.D. and a long-time university educator, he waved off 
primary and secondary schools as factories producing “identical people” 
who could become cogs in the “bureaucratic administrative machine” 
that powers the modern state. He advocated instead for “Self-Organized 
Learning Environments … basically broadband, collaboration and 
encouragement put together”. In Mitra’s view, learning emerges when the 
educational process is self-organized. Schools, he held, subvert learning 
by imposing this organization through rigid and constraining hierarchies; 
they suffocate rather than facilitated education. The key, in his mind, was to 
take the school away and replace it with a connected computer that could 
power self-organized and self-motivated learning. The teacher or grandma 
facilitator – the role was interchangeable – needed only to pose good 
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questions, provide encouragement and then “stand back in awe and watch” 
as children progressed.72

Mitra won a TED award of USD 1 million for his “Build a school in the 
cloud” talk. The award propelled Mitra and his ideas to greater fame, often 
with a boost from TED itself. The young organization awarded a grant of 
USD 125,000 to British film-maker Jerry Rothwell to make a documentary 
about Mitra and his ideas.73 The trailer for the finished film, released in 2018, 
features Mitra’s voice playing over images of overcrowded classrooms 
and bored students: “What is the future of learning? Could it be that 
we don’t need to go to school at all?” He answers these questions with 
another question: “Could it be that the point in time when you need to 
know something, you can find out in two minutes?” With music rising to 
a crescendo, the trailer shows people carrying computer equipment to 
remote villages in India and enthusiastic children crowded around screens, 
conducting internet searches and – the viewer is led to assume – learning. 
As the trailer reaches its climatic moment, Mitra’s voice-over says, “If children 
are allowed to wonder in a chaotic fashion, they will crystalize around big 
ideas. And at the edge of chaos, everything happens.”  The video shows rapid 
clips of internet searches: “What is electricity?”, “Why do birds sing?”, “Who 
invented the internet?”74 The unambiguous message is that spontaneous, 
messy and “chaotic” learning with connected technology is the richest and 
deepest type of learning, and one that avoids the oppressive controls of 
formal schooling. In addition to a film, Mitra’s “Build a school in the cloud” 
TED Talk became the basis for a book of the same title, which argues that 
“children in groups – when given access to the internet – can learn anything 
by themselves”. Published just a few months before the pandemic, it 
promised to help readers “glimpse the emerging future of learning with 
technology”.75 The book’s cover features a pencil represented by futuristic 
and interconnected nodes, evoking connected technology.

“Factories weren’t designed to support personalization. Neither were schools. … 
It’s time to unhinge ourselves from many of the assumptions that undergird 
how we deliver instruction and begin to design new models that are better able 
to leverage talent, time and technology to best meet the unique needs of each 
student.” 

– Joel Rose, technology and education entrepreneurxv
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THE STAGE IS SET FOR ED-TECH

With these ideas in mainstream circulation by 2020, the stage was set for  
ed-tech. Pandemic or no pandemic, people inside and outside the education 
field viewed technology as uniquely ready to improve and transform 
education. It was understood as the go-to engine to drag schools out of 
the conveyor belt logic of industrialization and into the newer, networked 
logics of the ‘information age’, the ‘knowledge economy’ and the ‘Fourth 
Industrial Revolution’. Even the contemporary language of school reform, 
with its calls to ‘update’, ‘recode’, ‘rewire’ and ‘reformat’ traditional educational 
processes, had adopted the lexicon of technology and computing. Finally – 
and crucially – technology was widely perceived as a first-option solution to 
education crises.

Not everyone in the education community enthusiastically adhered to this 
optimistic view of the revolutionary power of technology for learning. Work 
by scholars pointed out how the metaphor of school as a factory can be 
“misleading or hyperbolic or superannuated”76 and how it is often used in 
calculated ways in emergency contexts to advance commercial technology 
interests. However, these warnings were generally ignored, as were more 
specific attempts to question whether ed-tech was really achieving the 
strong educational results its boosters claimed. Anthropologist Payal Arora, 
for example, visited two sites in India where hole-in-the-wall learning 
kiosks had been set up and used by children. She discovered that despite 
significant investments of resources, the kiosks had “ground to a halt” and 
seemed to have “barely touched the community”. Only two years after the 
project’s implementation, she was surprised to discover that there was 
almost no “community memory of it”. Arora also flagged “the absence of 
independent empirical research” to confirm claims that hole-in-the-wall 
kiosks were leading to measurable educational gains, a condition that 
was not uncommon among ed-tech field projects.77 The few education 
researchers who visited active hole-in-the-wall kiosks were unimpressed and 
found little to suggest that they were facilitating meaningful and sustained 
learning. After observing children using the kiosks in New Delhi and 
speaking to parents in the community, education scholar Mark Warschauer 
concluded that a more accurate term for Mitra’s technology-centric model 
of ‘minimally invasive education’ was, in practice, “minimally effective 
education”.78 He strongly criticized the hole-in-the-wall project and others 
like it for disregarding the human and social systems where technology was 
deployed.
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“In India, as elsewhere, scarcely a day goes by without another story in a 
newspaper or journal about a successful IT project that is bringing benefits to 
ordinary people. No state in the Indian union is without a plan for bringing ICT 
to the masses; every major NGO has its IT projects. … But unfortunately, the 
hopes so widely expressed are built almost entirely on an empirical vacuum.” 
- Kenneth Keniston, professor of human development, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technologyxvi

Perhaps the most rigorous investigation of the hole-in-the-wall project 
was undertaken by Frank van Cappelle in 2003 and 2005. He spent six 
months in India conducting field research in the villages where some of the 
kiosks were located – observing the use of kiosk computers; speaking to 
children, parents and teachers; and studying screenshots taken at 10-minute 
intervals, among other modes of research. His central finding was that the 
kiosks, which were almost always set up in unsupervised public spaces, 
replicated existing inequalities in the community across dividing lines of 
caste, gender, socio-economic status and age. The kiosks he studied most 
closely were dominated by social networks from privileged in-groups and 
were largely off-limits to networks of children from out-groups. The main 
users of the computers were generally older (12 years old and above), 
wealthier, digitally literate and male. Some of them had alternative access to 
computer technology and thus pre-existing digital skills. Less advantaged 
children did occasionally use the kiosks, but because they were infrequent 
users, they never developed the same level of skills. For them the computers 
were more of a toy than a tool. Van Cappelle further noticed that when the 
hole-in-the-wall computers were connected to the internet, they were used 
almost exclusively for entertainment. The children who used the kiosks to 
access the pre-installed educational games and content did so only when 
there was no alternative content.79
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According to van Cappelle, regular users of the kiosks did pick up some basic 
digital literacy skills, such as navigating an operating system with a mouse, 
dragging and dropping digital objects, using Google to perform internet 
searches, drawing in simple programs like Microsoft Paint, and typing their 
names (an activity that was particularly popular). The children who spent the 
most time at the kiosks also appeared to develop confidence in their use of 
computers. Additionally, when children spent time at the kiosks in groups, 
as they often did, they interacted, communicated and collaborated, as they 
did in other settings.80 But these flashes of positive findings did not at all 
corroborate the impressive educational gains touted by Mitra. Van Cappelle 
observed little to suggest that users of the kiosks were making meaningful or 
sustained gains in literacy and numeracy or other areas of education – even if 
they did sometimes acquire or strengthen rudimentary digital skills. His main 
takeaway was that the kiosks mirrored – and indeed could inflame – existing 
social inequalities, a finding that formed the basis for the title of the research: 
“The darker side of the digital divide”. He concluded that it is “very possible 
and even likely” that hole-in-the-wall kiosks and similar ICT initiatives seeking 
to narrow digital and educational divides would “inadvertently widen them” 
without careful planning, implementation and oversight.81

The educational limitations of projects to parachute technology to 
disadvantaged communities extends to projects like OLPC that directed 
resources, more narrowly, to disadvantaged schools, usually in developing 
countries. Concrete evidence of improved learning achievement after large, 
expensive and logistically complex OLPC deployments were frustratingly 
elusive. A rare independent evaluation of an OLPC implementation in Peru, 
for example, found no evidence of increased learning in mathematics or 
language.82 But rigorous evaluations of OLPC rollouts in other countries were 
hard to find,83 suggesting to some that the project only had weak indicators 
of improved learning results or perhaps none. Michael Trucano, the lead 
ICT and education specialist for the World Bank, suggested that the dearth 
of conclusive impact assessments of ed-tech initiatives was connected to 
a reality that has “frustrated many people in the educational technology 
community for a long time”: namely, that “long term, sustained positive 
change (in the education sector, if not more broadly), whether as a result 
of an explicit reform process or slower, evolutionary changes in behaviour, 
typically does not happen as the result of a single discrete intervention,” 
such as the addition of technology.84 Trucano found it necessary to repeat 
this message frequently. In 2010, he rated as number one on his list of worst 
ed-tech practices, “Dump hardware in schools, hope for magic to happen”,85 
a position this ‘worst practice’ retained throughout the decade. Larry Cuban, 
a Stanford University historian of education and a long-time sceptic of 
technology fixes for education, lamented, like Trucano, that there seemed to 
be “no end to magical thinking when it comes to high-tech schooling”.86  
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Yet despite these cautionary voices, many people – mesmerized by the 
growing power and ubiquity of connected technology – rested firm in their 
conviction that transformational educational changes were just around 
the corner. They often pointed to the inside-out technology disruptions 
observed in other sectors (e.g. media, commerce and finance) as evidence. 
Warnings that education was unique and not easily compared to the 
business models of newspapers, retail businesses or banks were easily 
overrun by the hope that new technology might be able to catalyse learning 
with greater ease, lower cost and fewer school and teacher interventions, 
while at the same time facilitating more educational freedom and superior 
academic achievement. By the time a novel virus began spreading 
around the world in early 2020, ed-tech was broadly accepted – even if 
not necessarily by people closest to education – as a commonsense tool 
to transform education for the better. It was the tool at hand, and people 
believed in it fervently.

“There is just one problem with the ‘disruptive innovation’ theory: It doesn’t 
work. … Time and again, strategies that depend on disruption have failed our 
students.” 
– David Kirp, Marjorie Wechsler, Madelyn Gardner and Titilayo Tinubu Ali, authors of Disrupting 
Disruptionxvii
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Cut the red tape and 
catapult education 
to a better future

Given this history, it is unsurprising that the onset of the pandemic was 
met with optimism about ed-tech and the possibility of swift digital 
transformations in education. Many in the education community saw the 
shift to technology-mediated distance learning as a forced acceleration 
of existing plans to reimagine the how, what and where – and sometimes 
even the why – of learning, drawing on lessons from past experiments with 
ed-tech. In this way, the recourse to technology was seen less as a short-
term mitigation strategy than as the beginnings of a tectonic educational 
shift that would position technology more squarely at the centre of the 
education experience rather than schools. UNESCO, as a global leader 
in promoting education for all, also noted the importance of connected 
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technology playing a supportive role in the educational response to the 
pandemic, but it kept as a first imperative the reopening of physical schools 
and regularly affirmed the importance of keeping teachers and the human 
dimensions of learning at the centre of education, even when conducted 
remotely.87

Early in the crisis, many organizations and individuals, including prominent 
education thinkers, declared the embrace of technology as a “great 
moment” for learning and predicted that technological solutions would 
finally be deployed at scales that had been persistently difficult to achieve.88 
‘Necessity is the mother of invention’ and ‘never waste a crisis’ were common 
refrains. There was a sense that long-awaited tech-powered transformations 
such as personalized learning would finally come to pass. The pandemic 
provided a “unique opportunity” for teachers and educators to catch the 
“digital wave” at an unprecedented speed.89 Many felt the time was right to 
implement bolder changes than would have been possible or permissible 
were it not for the emergency context, with a goal to usher in a more 
modern era of education. Organizations and individuals routinely expressed 
a belief that the pandemic had finally pushed the tech genie out of the 
bottle and that learning would be disentangled from the often inconvenient 
strictures and head-spinning inefficiencies of traditional schooling. There 
were countless affirmations that post-pandemic ‘normal’ would not be 
pre-pandemic ‘normal’. Some education ministers mirrored this sentiment 
during UNESCO-organized meetings in March and April 2020, stating that 
their countries were quickly learning how to scale up and ensure lasting 
impact with ed-tech. These education leaders claimed that they would not 
look back to pre-pandemic models of education when the crisis abated 
but rather forge ahead with disruptive digital transformations. Google 
announced that education was indeed, as it had declared as early as 2018, 
“evolving at a faster pace than any other period in recent history”90 thanks to 
the unreserved embrace of technology.

“Only a crisis – actual or perceived – produces real change. When that crisis 
occurs, the actions that are taken depend on the ideas that are lying around.” 

– Milton Friedman, economistxviii

Much of the media latched onto this theme of digital renewal. Headlines 
such as “Like it or not, K-12 schools are doing a digital leapfrog during 
COVID-19”91 and “Remote learning shows the power of the cloud to 
transform education”92 were typical in 2020 and continued to appear in 2021 
and 2022. Some surveys suggested that these refrains were, at least initially, 
being echoed by the public as well. A Harris Poll survey commissioned 
by Pearson and completed by over 7,000 respondents from various 
countries in June 2020 inferred, for example, that “COVID-19 is the catalyst 
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for modernizing education”, based on affirmative answers respondents 
gave to questions such as “Thinking about the future state of primary and 
secondary/higher education, to what extent do you agree that [education] 
will fundamentally change because of the COVID-19 pandemic?”93 However, 
this survey and others like it were completed voluntarily by people via 
an online platform, introducing a selection bias that likely skewed results 
to show a stronger positive reception to technology-first educational 
transformations than a random-sample telephone or door-to-door survey 
would have done. The way questions were phrased also tended to nudge 
respondents to provide answers that signalled enthusiasm for ed-tech. 
Commonly, the questions rather than the respondents themselves 
introduced concepts, such as a coming digital transformation of education, 
that reflected a tilt towards technology.

While different technologies were quickly deployed to facilitate distance 
learning during school closures, ranging from simple radios to high-tech 
laptops and tablet computers, governments tended to focus most of 
their efforts on connected digital technologies. The perceived benefits of 
internet-based strategies vis-à-vis radio and television alternatives were 
assumed to be considerable, as connected digital technologies allowed for 
the possibility of real-time communication, gamified learning, personalized 
education pathways and teacher feedback, among other advantages. 
Embracing digital technology was also seen as forward-looking, whereas 
reliance on older, if more widely owned, technologies like televisions 
was often interpreted as backward looking. Many governments – often 
encouraged by international organizations – chose to invest heavily in rising, 
future-oriented internet technologies. Countries and schools sometimes 
announced bleeding-edge AI, blockchain and virtual reality solutions 
to improve distance learning during the pandemic. They also outlined 
strategies to leapfrog over less advanced technologies – even if these 
technologies were very rarely used by more than a handful of teachers and 
students. Internationally, there was a desire to be perceived as standing at 
the vanguard of ed-tech, to be hitching education systems to the power and 
dynamism of Papert’s “Proteus of machines”.
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The high expectations for ed-tech, pervasive at the outset of the pandemic, 
clouded as evidence mounted that the move from schools and classrooms 
to technology-mediated remote education was excluding huge numbers 
of learners. The assumed readiness of connected technology to carry and 
support education unravelled with alarming speed. Promises that ed-tech 
would ‘save the day’ and indelibly transform education collided into the 
challenges of implementation at scales and speeds that had never been 
attempted in the past, let alone in the midst of a health crisis. Although 
many individuals, organizations, companies and educational institutions 
endeavoured to rise to the challenge of assuring educational continuity 
with new tools and from a distance, the obstacles were relentless and 
many of them unforeseen. Assumptions about the prodigious strengths of 
technology as a versatile platform for education began to splinter and crack.

As the health crisis and school closures stretched on, it became increasingly 
apparent that technology-dependent remote learning in response to 
school closures was disrupting family dynamics, amplifying existing 
educational disparities, causing emotional and physical distress, lowering 
academic achievement, narrowing aims and possibilities for education, and 
damaging the environment. Distance learning with connected technology 
also began to threaten hard-won understandings of education as a human 
right, a public service and a common good. Models of technology-centric 
education further enabled new forms of surveillance and control on top of 
facilitating and accelerating private sector capture of public education.

Act 2 of this publication examines the adverse effects of actions and efforts 
to elevate connected technologies as a singular solution to the sweeping 
disruptions COVID-19 brought to education. It does this by contrasting the 
optimistic visions held for ed-tech against the realities of what it delivered 
on the ground and in practice. Borrowing the metaphor of ‘tragedy’, Act 2 
is the drama – the evidence-based history of the technology-first responses 
to the immense educational challenges imposed by the pandemic. This Act 
further considers the far-reaching repercussions of mobilizations to make 
technology the primary interface for teaching and learning.
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Most learners were 
left behind

Many people believed that digital ed-tech was uniquely capable of 
facilitating more inclusive access to learning for all. When millions of 
schools around the world shut down early in the pandemic in 2020, ed-tech 
appeared to offer a lifeline to formal education – a solution to ensure that 
learning would not stop, a means to mitigate and prevent interruption. 
Ed-tech had long been positioned as a powerful set of tools to expand the 
reach of education, such that it might finally become universally available. 
Affordable connectivity and hardware in the form of smartphones, tablets 
and cheap laptops heralded a promise to bring high-quality education 
to all, to reach the unreached, and to make formal and informal learning 
opportunities for children and adults alike a global reality, anytime, 
anywhere. Many assumed ed-tech was up to the task of finally transforming 
teaching and learning, turning scarce and expensive resources into plentiful 
ones such that no one would be left behind. Where schools, universities 
and other location-dependent forms of education had excluded many, 
the new digital spaces of education would accommodate everyone. And 
once technology, prompted by the disruption of the pandemic, had stood 
in for schools at a global scale, it would prove capable of bypassing the 
often exclusionary gates and tolls of schools. There would be no looking 
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back. With education moved to soaring and interlinked digital clouds, it 
would float above all, always on and available for seamless access with a 
simple click or swipe of the finger. The future had arrived via a shock to the 
educational status quo.

But these vivid promises of improved inclusion did not come to pass. Due 
to gaps in technology access, affordability and skills, efforts to actualize 
a shift to ed-tech to sustain education during the pandemic fell far short 
of what was needed to maintain the continuity of learning. This was true 
for hundreds of millions of students who had been attending schools. A 
defining element of the ed-tech tragedy is that despite attempts to pivot 
learning to technology, the closure of schools marked an abrupt halt to 
formal education for most students. Ed-tech solutions, especially in the 
form of internet-connected digital technologies, failed for many reasons. 
The most common of these, by a wide margin, traced to insurmountable 
barriers to access. For learners, teachers and families around the world, 
technology solutions for education during school closures never really 
started. Seen through this wide-angle lens, ed-tech’s defining characteristic 
at the moment it was being hailed as a tool of educational resilience and 
transformation was less its effectiveness or lack of effectiveness, but rather 
its absence.

ED-TECH? WHAT ED-TECH?

UNESCO data show that the shift to technology-dependent distance 
learning failed to maintain links to formal learning for a majority of students 
globally. This was primarily due to learners’ inability to access education 
provisioned through the internet but also through older technologies, 
including television and radio. It is estimated that at least half of all students 
expected to access remote learning systems to continue their education 
were unable to do so due to technology gaps.94 Similar divides existed for 
teachers. Much like students, they were also largely locked out of education 
when it moved over wires and waves. In many parts of the world, accessing 
education via a technology portal was so uncommon and so unrealistic 
that many families did not even know that the option existed when schools 
closed. A 2021 survey in Pakistan, for instance, found that only 30 per cent 
of households were aware of remote learning opportunities, and from 
this group, fewer than half had the technology needed to take advantage 
of these opportunities.95 For huge numbers of people, education either 
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continued to be school based, albeit with interruptions, or came to a 
complete standstill when schools closed. There was no such thing as a pivot 
to ed-tech-reliant learning.

“The COVID-19 crisis has underlined the connectivity chasm – the digital divide 
between those who are connected and those who are not.” 

– Lilia Burunciuc, World Bank Regional Directorxix

This should not have come as a particular surprise. The International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU), the specialized agency of the United 
Nations for ICT, estimated that approximately 3.7 billion people – roughly 
half of the world’s population – lacked a functional internet connection in 
2020.96 UNICEF and ITU data show that these divides often grow larger still 
when children and youth are considered. Two-thirds of the world’s 
population under the age of 25 did not have wired internet access at home 
as COVID-19 swept the globe.97 Despite efforts of governments and other 
stakeholders, the United Nations estimated that nearly 500 million learners 
from pre-primary to upper secondary school had no access to remote 
learning, of which three-quarters belonged to the poorest households  
and/or lived in rural areas.98 These connectivity deficits translated into 
severed educational opportunities during the pandemic.

Data from Africa helped clarify how absent ed-tech could be on the ground 
and in practice. The Center for Global Development (CGD) analysed the 
most comprehensive database of ed-tech products and initiatives serving 
African learners and concluded that only 19 million of 450 million school-
age children on the continent (approximately 4 per cent) were using any 
form of ed-tech at the height of the pandemic.99 Within this 4 per cent sliver, 
the vast majority of learners were linking to education not through internet-
connected devices but rather through more widely available television or 
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radio technologies. Although the total number of African students that 
benefited from ed-tech during the pandemic was staggeringly low, it 
was, nevertheless, much higher than it had been prior to the pandemic. 
According to CGD analysis, twice as many students were using ed-tech in 
the early months of 2020 when schools first closed en masse than before 
the pandemic. But because the initial starting point was so low, the peak 
number of users represented only a small fraction of the continent’s large 
student population. While the CGD research relied on imperfect data 
sources, as did most regional and global estimations of ed-tech use during 
the crisis, its unambiguous conclusion was that ed-tech failed to reach huge 
numbers of learners, regardless of modality.

“I have been practically unemployed for the past four months and barely 
manage to pay the essential bills and for food . . . How can I pay for a computer, 
an internet bill, and a school bill while my income is zero? I have discontinued 
my daughter’s education.” 

– Mother, Pakistanxx

This broad finding was corroborated by more methodologically rigorous 
telephone surveys. An NGO in Kenya, the Usawa Agenda, for instance, 
surveyed 3,700 heads of households in 42 of the 47 counties in the country 
and estimated that around 80 per cent of school-age children were not 
using ed-tech of any type. When accounting for children attending public 
schools, the percentage dropped even lower: just 10 per cent of these 
students were using ed-tech. Across Kenya, as in so many other developing 
countries, laptop, mobile phone, television and radio learning solutions 
never reached more than a slim minority of school-age children and youth. 
Practically speaking, this translated into a complete cessation of formal 
education for millions of learners who had been attending in-person schools 
prior to the pandemic. These results led the authors of the Usawa Agenda 
study to conclude: “We have been found unprepared. The reality check on 
how little our efforts to integrate ICT in education have achieved is painfully 
sobering.”100 It is significant that this study was limited to Kenya, which 
is widely considered to be among the most technology-ready countries 
in East Africa and has a digital infrastructure that surpasses many of its 
neighbours in terms of reach, quality and affordability.101 The ed-tech access 
gaps were almost certainly more severe in less developed neighbouring 
countries, including Somalia, South Sudan and Uganda, where technology 
infrastructure is considerably less advanced.

Similar severe gaps were also observed in West Africa and Central Africa. A 
survey of over 1,000 households in Senegal, for example, found that only 
11 per cent of young people were making use of ed-tech to continue their 
education at the height of the pandemic, and of this group, over 90 per cent 
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were using only television or radio as a portal to learning.102 Nationally, less 
than 1 per cent of students were engaged in online courses, despite the fact 
that Senegal, like Kenya, has better-than-average technology infrastructure 
relative to other countries in the region.103 Human Rights Watch observed 
that many African children received no instruction, feedback or interaction 
from their teachers, regardless of technology platform. This dire reality 
was also documented in interviews with students, parents, teachers and 
education officials across Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo, Kenya, Madagascar, Morocco, Nigeria, South Africa and 
Zambia.104

These findings contradicted the idea that low-tech options, such as radio 
and television, would fill the gap when digital technology was unavailable 
for education. While these older technologies helped some students 
continue their education, they too failed to provide a sturdy bridge to formal 
learning. Nor were these technologies universally accessible. According to 
World Bank estimates, only 30 per cent of the poorest households in Africa 
have a working radio and just 4 per cent have a television. Less than 1 per 
cent of these households have a computer.105

Even when technology was available in households, this did not 
automatically mean it was available to students or even teachers. During 
periods of lockdown and restrictions on movement and social gatherings, 
connected technology was in high demand. Parents and other adults in 
a home often needed to use a limited number of family computers and 
mobile phones for work. And adults, often men, accustomed to having 
control over internet-connected technology and even lower-tech devices 
such as televisions or radios, did not always cede control of them so they 
could be put to use to access remote education. As a result, children and 
youth, particularly girls, were often unable to use technology shared by a 
family for educational purposes.

In India, teachers regularly offered different time options for classes in 
recognition that their students might not be able to access devices at 
only one prescheduled time. Other teachers tried to find optimal times for 
classes by determining when their students were most likely to be able to 
use a family device.106 Expectations that a single laptop, tablet computer 
or television shared by a family would be deployed for educational use 
by children proved wildly optimistic. Even for households that were 
categorized as ‘connected’, access to technology for educational purpose 
was not necessarily ensured.

These ed-tech access gaps, especially pronounced in many settings in 
Africa, played out around the world, including in middle- and high-income 
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countries, particularly as they concerned internet-connected technology.107 
In December 2020, the World Bank estimated that half of the people in 
Central Asia were “not digitally connected” and that opportunities for 
distance education were widely unavailable.108 According to a 2021 digital 
inclusion index developed by the consultancy firm Ronald Berger, around 
one-third of the adult population in Southeast Asia was estimated to be fully 
“digitally excluded”.109 Complementary reports suggested this percentage to 
be significantly higher for children.110

“We have one computer in the family. Both my wife and I are working from 
home, so we need it. Now, both children have classes, so they need to be on the 
computer. How can we afford to buy another laptop? So, one child is missing 
class.” 

– Father, Indiaxxi

Connectivity divides posed serious barriers to distance learning even in the 
wealthiest countries. In Western Europe and North America, for example, at 
least 1 in 7 students did not have internet access at home when the 
pandemic hit.111 But even these baseline connectivity figures likely overstate 
the actual ability of learners to take advantage of technology-mediated 
distance learning. Detailed analysis of digital learning divides in the USA – 
one of the few countries where fine-grained data are available – indicated 
that one-third of students in kindergarten through Grade 12 (between  
15 and 16 million learners) were cut off from education during the pandemic 
in 2020 due to inadequate internet connections and/or a lack of suitable 
hardware.112 Similarly, an early 2021 study from the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland (UK) found that only 5 per cent of teachers in 
state schools reported that all their students had access to an appropriate 
device for remote learning at the beginning of school closures.113 Teachers 
were often the first groups to express alarm at government expectations 
that formal school-based education might seamlessly shift to ed-tech; they 
understood how severe the access gaps were at the household level.
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As school closures stretched on as a result of the intensifying pandemic, 
education leaders began to realize that students and families classified 
as ‘connected’, according to government surveys and other records, were 
often unable to make use of this connectivity to learn due to inadequate 
internet connections or insufficient hardware and software. This problem 
was observed in countries around the world and revealed the limitations 
of relying on dichotomous ‘connected’ or ‘unconnected’ categorizations to 
reliably assess how many learners could, in practice, access remote learning 
opportunities.

Globally, the COVID-19 crisis exposed a connectivity and technology chasm 
that prevented ed-tech from supporting learning. Many students who had 
access to some form of in-person, school-based education prior to the 
pandemic found themselves cut off completely when ed-tech became the 
primary interface for formal learning.

TECHNOLOGY BARRIERS MIRRORED 
AND WIDENED EXISTING DIVIDES

While country and regional data showed gaping ed-tech divides, they 
tended to obscure details about the sociodemographic groups that 
were locked out of education due to limited access to technology within 
countries. With rare exceptions, existing inequalities in place well before 
COVID-19 drew the lines of ed-tech inclusion and exclusion during the 
pandemic. According to United Nations estimates, of the hundreds of 
millions of students from pre-primary to upper secondary school that 
did not have any access to remote learning, three-quarters lived in poor 
households.114 More nuanced data showed finer disparities. Learners from 
ethnic and cultural minority groups were more likely to be disconnected 
from distance learning opportunities than those from majority groups. This 
also held true for girls and women, speakers of non-dominant languages, 
students with disabilities, students that lived in rural areas and students 
with parents with low levels of education.115 While these learners often faced 
educational disadvantages prior to the pandemic turn to ed-tech, many of 
them had been attending school and accessing formal education.

“The [government’s online] platform works well, but not everyone has access! A 
lot of kids have smartphones that they bought themselves, but what good is a 
phone if they don’t have internet?”

– Teacher, Ecuadorxxii
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When schools shut down, limitations in access to technology-enabled 
remote learning put education completely out of reach for most students. 
This functioned to replicate and intensify social divides that education 
usually aspires to bridge, however imperfectly. As explained by researchers 
at the Austrian Foundation for Development Research, “The key lesson to 
draw from the pandemic regarding digitalizing education comes down 
to the fact that layering digital technologies over existing inequality 
patterns will only exacerbate these.”116 This did not, however, discourage 
governments from leaning heavily on technology-first approaches as the 
crisis prolonged. In May 2020, UNESCO observed that a majority of national 
remote learning solutions were largely dependent on online access and, 
by extension, expensive connectivity plans and costly devices.117 The World 
Bank labelled the trend a “remote learning paradox” to highlight the futility 
of prioritizing the use of online solutions to minimize learning loss when 
“the students who are most at risk of learning losses cannot access online 
solutions”.118

Across the world, the reliance on ed-tech subverted the notion that 
education might serve as a social equalizer and instead, given the severity of 
technology access gaps, guaranteed that education would be exclusionary.

“Access to the technology and materials needed to continue learning while 
schools are closed is desperately unequal. . . .  A learning crisis already existed 
before COVID-19 hit. We are now looking at an even more divisive and 
deepening education crisis.”

– Robert Jenkins, director of education and adolescent development, UNICEFxxiii
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HEIGHTENED DEMAND FOR CONNECTIVITY 
AND DEVICES PUT A STRAIN ON POOR FAMILIES

The right to education, as defined by the United Nations and international 
agreements, stipulates that primary education is free while secondary and 
higher education are to be made free progressively. But when education 
moved from schools to technology-enabled remote learning, students and 
their families often incurred the connectivity costs needed to access formal 
learning content and, in some instances, participate in synchronous classes 
and sit for high-stakes exams. These costs, encompassing connectivity fees 
as well as hardware and software expenses, proved prohibitively expensive 
for many poor families and were a serious financial burden even for middle-
income families.

“Poor people like us fight every day to keep the stove burning. Tell me how and 
where we will afford the money for mobile phones?” 

– Parent, Indiaxxiv

As the pandemic stretched on, households were unsettled to discover that 
every family member needed or wanted a connected device when forced to 
stay at home due to pandemic-related restrictions. Families that had been 
getting by with a single radio, for instance, suddenly needed a second one. 
Parents that were not planning to buy a mobile phone or tablet computer 
for adolescent children changed their minds and used savings or credit 
to purchase devices. But the cost implications were often enormous, and 
prices were often higher than usual due to soaring demand and dwindling 
supply stemming from pandemic-related slowdowns in the production 
and transportation of everything from internet-connected mobile phones 
and computers to radios and televisions. But even as sales of technology 
skyrocketed as a result of the pandemic and school closures in particular,119 
ed-tech hardware remained out of reach for poor families. Examining data 
from 70 countries in 2020, the Alliance for Affordable Internet found that 
“nearly 2.5 billion people live in countries where the cost of the cheapest 
available smartphone is a quarter or more of the average monthly income” – 
a price level that often puts hardware out of reach. Smartphone affordability 
as a factor of income also varied enormously across countries, ranging, at 
the low end, from 4 per cent to 6 per cent of the average monthly income 
in Botswana, Costa Rica, Jamaica and Mexico, to – at the high end – 206 per 
cent of the average monthly income in India, 221 per cent in Burundi and 
as much as 636 per cent in Sierra Leone. In Sierra Leone, people earning an 
average wage would need to spend half their annual salary to purchase a 
low-end smartphone.120
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These often immense cost barriers translated into a shortage of connected 
devices for students and a de facto stop to formal education for huge 
numbers of young people and adults when teaching and learning became 
dependent on these devices.

“I am a lower middle-class person and want to give my children the best 
education that I can afford, however I cannot afford multiple devices . . . This 
is not fair. Anyone who can afford faster internet connections and multiple 
devices will have a significant advantage over my children.” 

– Father, Pakistanxxv

Students who had devices often encountered major barriers when they 
tried to get access to the connectivity they needed to continue their 
education. The pandemic quickly exposed the limits of public investments 
to bring or improve internet connectivity in schools, championed by 
consortia like Giga, an initiative led by UNICEF and the ITU. During the crisis, 
connectivity needed to extend all the way to households and individual 
learners to effectively enable access to education. In this situation, hard-won 
progress in bringing schools online was of little assistance when schools 
were forced to close. Connected schools were generally prohibited from 
allowing learners to cluster together in computer labs or around wireless 
hotspots. In many countries, students resorted to unconventional strategies 
to find free connectivity – sometimes climbing to the top of hills or even 
trees;121 travelling long distances to parks, school parking lots or other 
outdoor facilities known to have working Wi-Fi;122 or sitting directly outside 
businesses that had password-free networks.123 In response to this limitation, 
a few countries repurposed school buses into mobile Wi-Fi hotspots and 
sent them to neighbourhoods where many families lacked connectivity.124
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“I have to take my motorcycle and go to [another village] about 12 kilometers 
from home. I usually went there four times a week to get phone signal.” 

– 17-year-old student, Indonesiaxxvi

Hardware was another barrier. Governments also occasionally made efforts 
to subsidize laptops, tablets or smartphones for education, but gaps and 
bottlenecks left many people without a realistic means to access remote 
learning opportunities.125 State assistance to secure ed-tech hardware 
was virtually non-existent in poor countries and insufficient in many rich 
countries. For example, in France and Belgium, countries where social 
support for education tends to be strong, programmes to purchase and 
distribute ed-tech to disadvantaged students regularly fell short of meeting 
demand and had to be complemented with private donations.126 Across the 
world, schemes to distribute connected devices to the most disadvantaged 
learners tended to be slower and less efficient than similar schemes to reach 
more privileged learners. As one illustration, a Los Angeles Times survey of 
45 Southern California school districts revealed major delays with public 
programmes to buy and distribute technology in low-income communities. 
Some students who were promised devices at the onset of the pandemic 
did not receive them for the duration of the academic year that ended in 
June 2020. According to the survey results, nearly 1 out of 3 students in 
low-income school districts lacked devices for at least three weeks after 
campuses closed, while many waited much longer.127 But from a global 
perspective, such students were fortunate as most unconnected learners 
around the world never received state-subsidized devices to continue 
formal education.

Even when hardware was successfully provisioned, it was sometimes 
insufficiently equipped to facilitate distance learning. In the USA, a survey 
conducted by the US Census Bureau indicated that while some schools 
provided computers to households that needed them, only “a small fraction 
were supplied with devices to access the internet”, such as SIM cards or 
internet routers.128 This forced families to either fill connectivity gaps with 
personal funds – a burden that fell hardest on economically disadvantaged 
families – or remain disconnected from education.

In poorer countries, evidence emerged that families sometimes declined 
offers of state-provisioned ed-tech due to concerns that they would be 
held liable for costs if the technology was broken or stolen. Many of these 
concerns were justified. Government schemes to provide devices did not 
always come with insurance or other guarantees that families would not 
be forced to pay for missing or damaged equipment. Reports from the 
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela revealed that parents who had taken 
government-issued devices for education during periods of school closure 
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were reluctant to send their children back to school if a device had been 
lost, stolen or was not in good condition for return, on an assumption that 
they would be required to pay for it.129 Beyond this, evidence from studies 
predating the pandemic sometimes showed that valuable ed-tech could 
put learners and their families at heightened risk of theft, including violent 
robbery. For these reasons, programmes to provision ‘free’ technology to 
enable distance learning were not always successful and carried unintended 
and often unanticipated repercussions.

In addition to governments, some commercial connectivity and technology 
providers offered assistance at the height of the pandemic, often in the 
face of mounting public pressure. There were instances of leading mobile 
network operators offering waived data charges through ‘zero-rating’ tariffs 
to enable access to specified education and knowledge-focused websites 
such as the Khan Academy, Wikipedia and government-sanctioned learning 
platforms.130 However, more generic websites, including YouTube, which is 
widely considered to house the world’s largest and most language-diverse 
repository of educational content, were usually excluded from these 
discounted connectivity initiatives.

Beyond this, fragmentation and limited communication about programmes 
to offset connectivity expenses for education tended to hinder their 
use. Many families did not realize that accessing certain online learning 
materials would not count as billable data use and therefore did not use 
these materials as freely or as often as they might have done with this 
knowledge. Because the programmes varied from operator to operator, 
end users were often confused over what connectivity portals were zero-
rated or discounted in some other way. Specific mobile network operators, 
such as Orange, for example, were likely to have different zero-rating offers 
than a competitor, such as Vodafone. Also, if the zero-rating did not work 
for whatever reason, families had little recourse. Contesting charges for 
connectivity use is a typically complex process, often with slim chances of 
success. These processes can be difficult to navigate for people with strong 
literacy skills and advanced levels of education. For those with low literacy 
and education levels, it is usually impossible. Finally, it is worth observing 
that while zero-rating schemes sometimes reflected genuine efforts by 
corporate entities to help people stay connected to education via ed-tech, 
they could also arguably be interpreted as marketing ploys to attract and 
onboard a new user base of school-age learners, many of whom had been 
unconnected prior to the pandemic.

Zero-rating schemes were not always initiated by connectivity providers. 
They often traced back to educational content providers that struck deals 
with connectivity providers to zero-rate access to their specific content. 
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So instead of connectivity providers absorbing expenses for consumers to 
access educational content on a particular platform or charging consumers 
directly, the educational platform would pick up the bill. This was the digital 
equivalent of a business paying the transportation costs of shoppers who 
travel to its stores. Again, while this was sometimes a form of organizational 
or corporate philanthropy, it could also reflect less altruistic strategies to 
enlarge user bases, which could in turn increase the valuation of commercial 
educational content providers or increase revenue being generated 
from online advertisements. These ulterior motives were rarely disclosed, 
with zero-rating schemes often veiled as gifts or special offers to users. 
Unsurprisingly, the educational content providers most likely to strike these 
types of deals with connectivity providers tended to be for-profit ed-tech 
companies. What this meant on the ground was that financially stretched 
families looking for affordable means to access learning content were often 
directed to for-profit ed-tech platforms and content. Furthermore, zero-
rating schemes were rarely indefinite; they would typically phase out after 
a period of months. This added yet more complexity and often expense for 
families trying to access education via technology during periods of school 
closure.

In some countries, private connectivity providers, in addition to providing 
zero-rated access to educational and other online content, also put 
temporary freezes on service terminations for reasons of non-payment, 
often in response to directives from government regulators. Governments 
justified this incursion into private sector affairs by highlighting the 
importance of maintaining internet portals for distance learning as well as 
to other essential services. The freezes rarely cancelled or forgave dues but 
simply postponed them. When the freezes ended, families, many of them 
under financial strain due to job loss or reduced working hours, faced a 
backlog of connectivity bills.

The ability to remain connected while not making payments applied mainly 
to families with post-paid connectivity subscriptions – in other words, 
families that pay for connectivity services after they are delivered, usually 
at a fixed monthly rate. The privilege rarely extended to families that access 
connectivity through prepaid or pay-as-you-go plans. In countries around 
the world, economically disadvantaged families tend to rely heavily on 
prepaid services, and as such, these families did not benefit from the freezes 
on connectivity blocks. When prepaid connectivity credits fell to zero, poor 
families generally had no way to continue accessing internet services, 
including those used for distance education. Overall, efforts to subsidize 
connectivity for educational purposes during the pandemic rarely benefited 
the most disadvantaged because they did not have existing connections 
that could be subsidized. Just as, for example, rental subsidies rolled out 
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during the crisis missed homeless families and families living with relatives, 
so too did many efforts to offset or postpone connectivity expenses to 
assure the continuity of education.

Some countries recognized the problem with prepaid connectivity plans 
and made regulatory efforts to allow families to continue receiving service 
even when their pay-as-you-go credits were exhausted. Maintaining family 
access to education was often cited as a primary rationale for government 
interventions of this type. India was one country that pursued this approach. 
At the end of March 2020, India’s telecom regulatory authority required all 
mobile network operators to extend the validity period of prepaid mobile 
subscriptions to help low-income families maintain uninterrupted service 
during the pandemic.131 The operators claimed to comply, announcing 
free, if time-limited, talk time and mobile data. In a letter to the regulator, 
the operators estimated that they supported the continuation of services 
for 280–300 million subscribers at a cost of approximately USD 80 million. 
The operators said that they had extended the benefits as they “deemed 
fit” and tailored them to target “truly needy” customers, rather than all 
prepaid subscribers.132 The regulatory authority questioned the selective 
approach used by the operators and requested that they provide continued 
service for all prepaid users during the national lockdown. The operators, 
detecting that the authority had limited legal basis for its request, objected, 
stating that it was unsustainable and financially unviable to provide free 
connectivity indiscriminately. They argued that such an action would 
“amount to an unjustified subsidy” for customers that did not need 
assistance and would “dissuade” customers who were paying to recharge 
their connectivity credits, whether used for education or otherwise. The 
operators stated that a continuation of free or discounted connectivity to 
end users should be paid for using public resources and proposed that the 
telecom authority draw funds from the Indian Universal Service Obligation 
Fund and disburse them to operators to offset the costs of providing 
discounted connectivity.133 According to an Oxford University paper, the 
Indian regulator stopped pursuing the issue after receiving the letter, and 
Indian mobile operators went back to charging customers for service at 
standard rates.134 This action, regardless of its basis, almost certainly cut off 
educational access for families relying on the free or subsidized connectivity 
service the telecom authority was trying to maintain. It also showed that 
governments had limited options at their disposal to keep connectivity 
intact for learners and teachers in need. When public education became 
fully remote and migrated to mobile and other digital networks, it moved 
outside public control and into the business logics of connectivity providers 
that are dependent on paying customers.
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Assistance gaps aside, structural inequalities in technology diffusion meant 
that the cost of using ed-tech tended to be highest for the people least able 
to afford it and lowest for the people most able to afford it. ITU data show 
that although the average cost of mobile data as a percentage of gross 
national income is 4.3 per cent, it is over 12 per cent in the least developed 
countries and under 1 per cent in developed countries.135 This means that 
connecting to education via a mobile device during the pandemic was  
15 times more expensive as a percentage of income for people in very poor 
countries than for those in rich countries. When the WHO declared COVID-19 
a global pandemic, over one-quarter of the world’s countries, many of them 
with large populations, did not meet the Broadband Commission’s threshold 
for internet affordability, defined as entry-level broadband services costing 
less than 2 per cent of monthly gross income per capita.136

Even when connectivity costs are expressed as an absolute figure, not 
accounting for average family income, they still vary dramatically: one 
gigabyte (GB) of mobile data costs about USD 0.27 in Italy, but USD 1.52 
in Madagascar, USD 2.23 in Bolivia (Plurinational State of ), USD 10.52 in 
Namibia and USD 16.98 in Yemen.137 Huge disparities can exist not just 
between countries in different regions but across a single border. In 
mid-2020, mobile data connectivity was nearly 15 times more expensive 
in Turkmenistan than in the neighbouring Islamic Republic of Iran, for 
instance.138 These differences mattered immensely as the pandemic wore on 
and schooling as well as other spheres of life became increasingly or entirely 
reliant on connectivity. UNICEF and other organizations documented 
instances of girls and young women trading sex for mobile phone credit 
and data, among other things, in the Democratic Republic of the Congo,139 
a country where the cost of mobile data is very high as a percentage of 
median income. Long-running claims that connected technology would 
be a great equalizer for education, often emanating from organizations 
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based in North America and Europe where connectivity is inexpensive in 
both absolute terms and as a percentage of income, tended to gloss over 
the variability of fees to access the internet across countries and regions, 
as well as questions of who might pay these fees. During the pandemic, 
the burden fell hardest on disadvantaged families and often presented an 
insurmountable obstacle.

“Girls . . . were willing to ‘give’ themselves to the boys in exchange for phone 
credit, mobile data, money for transportation or food.” 

– Teenage girl, Democratic Republic of the Congoxxvii

Given the massive price differentials, it is unsurprising that overall 
connectivity use in poor countries is far lower than it is in rich countries. In 
many places, because connectivity is an expensive service, it is used in 
moderation. Experts have estimated that the average data consumption in 
low-income countries is just 0.2 GB per month compared with just over 7 GB 
per month in high-income countries.140 Put another way, digital users in 
wealthy countries are, on average, using 35 times more data than those in 
poor countries. This carries serious educational ramifications. Good digital 
learning content tends to incorporate videos, rich graphics, interactive 
lessons, synchronous sessions with teachers and peers, games and other 
features that require significant data usage. While students who use only  
0.2 GB of data learning via ed-tech in a month are still classified as 
‘connected’, their educational experience will be much different from that of 
students using 35 times that amount – and likely of diminished quality as 
well as quantity.
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The pandemic made it clear that the cost of connectivity varies widely from 
country to country and that this, in turn, affects educational uses (and non-
uses) of digital ed-tech. Prior to the pandemic, however, pricing inequity for 
connectivity had not been a hard barrier limiting access to formal education. 
For most families, schooling had been largely free of tuition. And even in 
cases where schooling required expenditures, there were more established 
and functional schemes to help offset or subsidize costs for underprivileged 
families that could not afford them. Globally speaking, internet connectivity 
was not assumed or expected by educators, even if such expectation was 
gradually changing. The pivot to full reliance on ed-tech during school 
closures changed this assumption and functioned to make education, a 
human right and a public good, more expensive and often fully inaccessible 
to those in the most precarious financial positions.

A DEARTH OF DIGITAL SKILLS 
PREVENTED TEACHING AND LEARNING

Although access to connected technology is a necessary prerequisite for 
digital distance learning, by itself it is insufficient to ensure educational 
continuity. The success or failure of approaches rests as much on people as 
on networks and devices. During the crisis, the varied human dimensions of 
distance learning were routinely overlooked, limiting the effective utilization 
of technology for educational purposes in contexts where this technology 
was available. These dimensions included everything from the ability of 
teachers and learners to use digital tools for pedagogical purposes, to the 
administrative capacities of education officials to procure and scale up 
digital learning solutions, to the technical know-how needed for parents 
and caregivers to play a supportive role.

Figure 7: 
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“For students who are brand new to the country or had interrupted schooling, 
one big issue is that they weren’t proficient in using the technology before the 
pandemic . . . Just getting a computer – that’s step one in equity. Having access 
to the content is the way bigger issue.” 

– Teacher, USAxxviii

Global data on digital skills deficits also commonly obscure the existence 
of wide and persistent gender divides. According to the GSMA, a global 
association of mobile technology operators, women are 20 per cent less 
likely to use the mobile internet than men – a telling statistic because 
the mobile internet is, by a significant margin, the most standard form of 
internet connectivity globally.141 This disparity translates into hundreds of 
millions fewer female internet users than male users. The gender gap is 
most pronounced in South Asia, where women are 50 per cent less likely to 
access the internet from a mobile phone than men. Wide gender gaps are 
also observed in sub-Saharan Africa where women are approximately 40 per 
cent less likely to use mobile internet than men.142 The GSMA notes that 
gender gaps widen at each stage of the mobile internet user journey; from 
awareness, to ownership, to adoption and, finally, to regular use.

Findings from cross-national skills assessments corroborate the existence 
and troubling staying power of digital skills divides across gender lines. The 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) found 
that women in numerous countries are 25 per cent less likely than men to 
know how to leverage ICT for basic purposes and four times less likely to 
have advanced skills.143 UNICEF analyses based on data from eight sub-
Saharan African countries (the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Gambia, 
Ghana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Sierra Leone, Togo and Zimbabwe) similarly 
found that fewer girls than boys between 15 and 18 years old possess ICT 
skills, and that adolescent boys use computers and the internet considerably 
more frequently than girls in a majority of the countries.144

“Many people have a phone but don’t know how to use it. Some people who do 
know how to use a phone borrow someone else’s.” 

– 17-year-old girl, Indiaxxix

Other multi-country studies reveal that women tend to have dramatically 
reduced access and exposure to the internet-connected technologies that 
would allow them to establish and build the digital skills needed to benefit 
from remote and technology-mediated learning.145 Oxford University found, 
for example, that in Ethiopia young women are twice as likely as men to 
have never used a smartphone.146 In India the chasm is even wider: while 
more than 80 per cent of young men have used a smartphone at least once, 
fewer than 20 per cent of young women have done the same.147 According 
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to global research published by Vodafone, twice as many girls report 
needing to borrow a mobile phone for digital access than boys. Vodafone 
also found that even when both girls and boys have good access to internet-
connected mobile devices, boys are far more likely to use them to access 
digital platforms and services and tend to use them for a much wider range 
of activities than girls.148 Technology access and usage gaps of this type are 
major contributors to digital skills gaps. It is, of course, far easier for young 
people to develop digital skills with a personal device than without one and 
when use of digital technology is encouraged and a social norm.

Because of these persistent digital gender divides, girls and women were at 
a serious disadvantage when formal education suddenly shifted from the 
physical sites of schools to technology-enabled remote learning. Gender 
imbalances in digital skills proved especially problematic because women 
are often primary caregivers and were more likely to be tasked with helping 
children access and productively use technology for learning during the 
pandemic. When they could not do this skilfully, as was often the case, 
children lost out on educational opportunities. Moreover, in many countries, 
women are also far more likely to be teachers than men. Their limited digital 
skills vis-à-vis men and male teachers meant that they tended to have 
difficulty supporting the learning of students via unfamiliar technology. A 
UNESCO 2021 study on the gendered impacts of COVID-19 school closures 
indicated that gaps in perceived or actual digital skills had much stronger 
negative impacts on female teachers compared with male teachers and 
contributed to higher levels of stress.149

Re-engineering education systems to migrate learning onto digital platforms 
requires new skills, outlooks and competencies from everyone involved, 
be they learners, caregivers, teachers, administrators or policy-makers. The 
skills that are needed tend to go well beyond basic digital skills. Navigating 
powerful course management systems or logging into synchronous video 
classes are hardly intuitive tasks for people with limited experience using 
connected technology. Even advanced technology users experienced 
problems orienting themselves to a new normal of virtual classes and online-
only communication during the pandemic. Previously unknown software 
had to be downloaded, installed and set up. Users had to register themselves 
on new platforms and systems, processes that often required email accounts 
and identification numbers that some people did not have or were unable 
to use. Many learning applications could only be accessed via unfamiliar and 
proprietary mobile operating systems, such as Google’s Android or Apple’s 
iOS, that in turn required their own registrations. The processes proved too 
complex for large numbers of users who did not yet possess intermediate to 
advanced digital skills. Ultimately, a lack of digital skills locked many learners, 
teachers and families out of education during school closures.
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TEACHERS WERE UNPREPARED 
TO SUPPORT REMOTE LEARNING

In all countries, large numbers of teachers, both men and women, lacked the 
digital skills and training needed to successfully facilitate distance learning 
– as was the case with parents. Indeed, a majority of teachers worldwide 
had no experience using connected technology for pedagogical purposes 
when schools started to close en masse in 2020. Even in wealthy countries, 
principals of secondary schools reported that only about half of working 
teachers had the necessary technical and pedagogical skills to integrate 
digital devices in their instruction.150 And far fewer were practised in teaching 
at a distance with technology. What little training teachers might have 
received for technology integration prior to the pandemic, whether as part of 
pre-service training or continuing professional development, tended to focus 
on strategies for using digital tools to enrich learning in classroom settings, 
not as a means of provisioning and facilitating distance learning.151

Troubling inequities presented other barriers. Teachers’ abilities to use 
technology skilfully were far from evenly distributed. Across countries, 
teachers serving privileged learners tended to have much stronger digital 
skills for pedagogical purposes than teachers serving underprivileged 
students. Surveys of school principals in Sweden, for example, indicated that 
nearly 90 per cent of teachers working in schools serving socio-economically 
advantaged students had strong technical skills and competencies for 
education, compared with only about 50 per cent of teachers working in 
schools serving socio-economically disadvantaged students.152 Sweden, it is 
worth noting, has one of the best-trained teacher workforces in the world and 
also enjoys high levels of equality compared with other countries. Arguably, 
the deep inequity observed there was likely deeper still in other countries 
with lower levels of equity and less investment in teacher education. Overall, 
these realities paint a bleak picture: when the pandemic hit, millions of 
teachers lacked prior training or experience using technology for instructional 
purposes in any form, let alone for fully remote learning. The realities also 
meant that underprivileged students were most at risk of having teachers that 
did not possess the technical and pedagogical skills to guide student learning 
from a distance with ed-tech.

“The government didn’t provide any tools for [online learning] . . . It was a bit as 
though they said, ‘You just need to cope’.” 

– Teacher, Polandxxx
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While some countries rolled out web-based training in a rushed attempt 
help teachers support distance learning with technology, many did not. 
Surveys of ministries of education conducted jointly by UNESCO, UNICEF, 
the World Bank and the OECD at the height of the pandemic found that 
many countries offered “no support at all at the national level to help 
teachers transition to remote learning”.153 That this result emerged from 
self-reported survey questions reveals the dearth of options available to 
teachers to prepare for digital-first modes of education. Even when trainings 
were offered, they tended to focus on important but surface-level technical 
skills. They were, in effect, crash courses in doing rather than understanding 
and cultivating reflective practice. Typical training offered step-by-step 
tutorials on how to start video classes and log attendance using proprietary 
software, for example, rather than efforts to acquaint teachers with 
advanced digital pedagogies and help them make independent judgements 
about the quality of different ed-tech tools at their disposal. In the sink-or-
swim educational environment of the pandemic, teachers used whatever 
techniques kept them afloat, regardless of pedagogical soundness. In some 
cases, this calcified bad habits, such as teachers delivering long lectures with 
digital slides via Zoom. The suddenness of the pandemic and the countless 
urgencies it triggered in education and other areas of life meant that there 
was little time and capacity for adequate professional development centred 
on ed-tech. Beyond this, restrictions on in-person gatherings meant the 
face-to-face trainings that would have helped teachers navigate ed-tech 
and practice instructional techniques for distance learning in a supportive 
environment with peers were off-limits. For teachers with very low baseline 
digital skills or those without connectivity, web-based trainings, no matter 
their relevance or quality, were fully unavailable. A few countries such 
as Saudi Arabia set up hotlines for teachers to call when they wanted 
assistance supporting distance learning and using new ed-tech tools and 
platforms, but these examples were rare exceptions globally.154

Teachers were keenly aware that their skills limitations with technology, 
along with the limitations of technology itself, would diminish the 
educational experiences of students compared with what was possible 
in classrooms and schools. In a 2020 survey conducted by Education 
International, teachers overwhelmingly ranked “managing and orchestrating 
the use of digital technologies in teaching and learning” as the most “urgent” 
of all their training needs, with a strong majority saying these needs were 
either “insufficiently met” or “not met” at all.155 This was corroborated by 
country surveys, such as one in Brazil in which over 80 per cent of teachers 
reported that they were unable to teach remotely with technology.156 In 
addition to preventing teachers from helping students when schools closed, 
this dearth of preparation adversely impacted teachers’ sense of professional 
self-worth and also their personal well-being. In the Brazil study, 2 out of 3 
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teachers reported they felt anxious following the switch to ed-tech, and less 
than 10 per cent reported feeling happy or satisfied.

Interestingly, research emerged to suggest that among teachers who 
had good baseline digital skills, educators with many years of experience 
appeared to better weather the switch to fully remote learning through ed-
tech than younger and less experienced teachers. This contradicted popular 
notions that newer and younger teachers, those of a ‘digital-first’ generation 
and with supposedly more malleable habits, would excel with ed-tech. A 
2021 global survey by T4 and EdTech Hub found that the most experienced 
teachers taught more classes online and deployed more sophisticated 
and creative types of remote teaching, such as recording videos or audio 
messages for their students, than less experienced teachers. The study 
revealed that more experienced teachers appear to have been “better able 
to transfer their long-honed skills of in-person classroom management to 
the direction and coordination of remote learning, allowing them to focus 
on the digital resources and techniques they needed to deploy”.157

The takeaway was that while solid digital skills are a prerequisite to 
successfully supporting technology-dependent education, strong 
pedagogical skills are equally vital. Beyond digital skills shortages, factors 
such as long-standing deficits in standard teacher training and structural 
issues, including low pay, insecure contracts and poor working conditions 
that disincentivize teachers from staying in the profession and building 
experience, all contributed to problems leveraging ed-tech to facilitate 
remote learning. In education, as in other sectors, high levels of professional 
training and experience helped people transition to technology-first modes 
of working. The fact that these high levels of training and experience 
were often in short supply came into stark relief when teachers needed to 
exercise flexibility and resilience during the pandemic.
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Inequalities 
were supercharged

 
Ed-tech had long promised to equalize educational opportunity and give 
all students, regardless of poverty, ethnicity, caste, gender or geography, 
a fair shot at learning. It was hailed as a tool that could bring high-quality 
education to the furthest corners of the globe and untether schooling 
from exclusionary and high-cost institutions. There was hope that the 
digital futures of education – and remote learning in particular – would be 
more equitable than education that revolved exclusively around in-person 
schools.
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Yet during the pandemic, even when learners had access to some form of 
ed-tech, their educational experience varied considerably depending on 
the type and quality of the technology and connectivity used. This tended 
to provide substantial advantages to already privileged students. Countries 
around the world invested heavily in internet-connected solutions for 
education, even though these solutions commonly reached only a minority 
of students, resulting in a bifurcation of educational opportunity.158 Major 
efforts to build the digital skills and competencies of teachers, parents and 
students to ensure technology could be used productively for learning 
tended to benefit only those with intermediate to advanced skill levels, 
leaving people with lower skill levels or no previous technology experience 
behind. Additionally, the evidence indicates that reliance on families to 
supplement and guide technology-based education placed extra burdens 
on caregivers, most often women, with negative impacts on gender equality 
in the workforce.

Full reliance on technology as a response to the educational disruption of 
the pandemic demanded new practices, rules and norms that few in the 
education community had time to carefully consider. In many instances, 
education leaders were unprepared to address the challenges ed-tech 
reliance had introduced, particularly as they concerned educational equality. 
Many of the challenges confronting them had not even been considered, 
let alone deliberated or resolved. It was often unclear if the challenges 
even fell under the remit of education authorities. Haphazard and ad hoc 
measures were adopted to fill the void and patch problems, some of them 
of dubious utility and other with questionable legitimacy or even legality. 
Scores of lawsuits are pending in countries that allow families to sue the 
state for failure to follow its own legislation pertaining to equal access to 
education.159

Dividing lines between the haves and the have-nots are not new to 
education; they existed long before COVID-19. But the technology-first 
responses to the educational challenges of the pandemic placed heavy 
burdens on families and tended to exacerbate existing social inequities 
compared with in-person schooling. In schools, there were teachers who 
could facilitate formal learning and provide support, regardless of the 
quality of technology and connectivity or the availability and capacities of 
parents and other caregivers. Whereas schools could – and often did – help 
prevent further disparities, the process of shifting site-based education to 
technology-enabled remote learning seemed only to widen them.
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LEARNING BY RADIO VERSUS REAL-TIME, 
TEACHER-LED VIDEO

The types of connected hardware used by students during school closures 
fell across a wide spectrum from high-tech to low-tech devices. At one pole 
were latest-generation laptops that could seamlessly connect to powerful 
online learning platforms and were equipped with high-quality video 
cameras, speakers and microphones. At another pole were analogue radios 
that could play only unidirectional audio broadcasts.

The technologies that most learners and their families used or tried to 
use for education during the pandemic largely reflected their country’s 
development status. Students in poorer countries were more reliant on 
lower-tech solutions, while students in richer countries often enjoyed access 
to higher-tech solutions. Analysis from the Brookings Institution, a public 
policy think tank, indicates that at the height of global school closures in 
April 2020, around 90 per cent of high-income countries were providing 
some form of online remote learning, while only 25 per cent of low-income 
countries were doing the same.160 UNESCO monitoring of responses to the 
COVID-19 educational disruption clearly shows that, as the crisis stretched 
into the second half of 2020, a growing number of countries rolled out some 
type of online learning option and often invested heavily in it. This said, 
these remote online learning options were never universal, not even by 
late 2021. Significant numbers of students in Africa, South-East Asia, Latin 
America and the Caribbean were never serviced with a robust digital option 
for public education during periods of school closure. At times, this reflected 
sober recognition that access to internet-dependent education would only 
reach a fraction of learners due to hardware, connectivity and digital skills 
limitations and was therefore not worth the investment. But more often 
it reflected a lack of resources and capacity to migrate learning content 
aligned with national curriculum online.

“The government did something resembling courses on national television. But 
since some neighborhoods experience electricity shortages all seven days of the 
week, it’s complicated.” 

– Father, Cameroonxxxi

It is important to emphasize that learners accessing education through 
radio or television had vastly different educational experiences than 
learners accessing education through a computer with broadband internet. 
Connected computers generally allow students to search and access 
large digital repositories of interactive learning materials on demand, in 
addition to opening possibilities to communicate in real time and attend 
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synchronous online video classes run by teachers. While schools did not 
offer equal educational opportunities prior to the pandemic, the shift 
to different types of ed-tech generally widened already troubling pre-
pandemic disparities. At both global and national levels, privileged students 
tended to take advantage of more expansive and more engaging digital 
learning content via connected mobile devices and personal computers. 
By contrast, underprivileged students were more likely to have either no 
options to connect to remote education or have only radio or television 
technologies. In-person schooling had helped guarantee that modes of 
education provision were reasonably similar for students from different 
backgrounds and income groups. The switch to remote learning with  
ed-tech, however, caused these modes to segregate. Even for learners living 
in the same geographic region, ed-tech learning experiences could be 
completely different depending on the hardware available to learners and 
their families.

DIGITAL ASPIRATIONS AND INVESTMENTS 
FAVOURED THE PRIVILEGED

During the pandemic, most countries aspired to provide rich, interactive 
learning opportunities to students at a distance, and this led them, largely 
regardless of development status, to elevate digital tools as a preferred 
technology. Attempts to mobilize synchronous or asynchronous online 
learning platforms to support distance education were observed across 
countries, even in many poor countries where relative few people have 
connectivity or devices that are capable of connecting to the internet. This 
appears to have had a knock-on effect of demoting lower-tech television 
and radio solutions, when available, to backup or last resort choices. Indeed, 
in many instances, these second-tier options received very little government 
support, thereby constraining educational options for learners who did not 
have internet-connected technology of any kind.

In May 2020, UNESCO observed that 60 per cent of national distance 
learning alternatives relied exclusively on online platforms.161 Given the scale 
of connectivity and equipment divides, this amounted to de facto exclusion 
of many from distance learning. Indeed, UNESCO projected that as many as 
465 million children and youth being targeted by national online learning 
platforms did not have access to the internet at home.162 This meant that 
nearly half a billion learners, approximately 50 per cent of all primary and 
secondary students globally, who had been attending in-person schooling 
were suddenly excluded because of the pivot to ed-tech.
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The tendency of countries to treat internet-connected technologies as 
primary and first-choice options for distance learning often translated into 
greater investment and support for these technologies. Governments were, 
in effect, improving educational offerings available to only a minority of 
learners who had access to internet-connected technology and were often 
privileged in other ways as well. This heightened inequity and exclusion. 
Some countries, such as Mexico and Pakistan, broke from the status quo 
and poured energies and investments into supporting lower-tech offerings, 
such as educational television.163 But this tended to be the exception rather 
than the rule. According to a 2020 UNESCO-UNICEF-World Bank survey of 
ministries of education, only two-thirds of low-income countries were using 
radio to reach primary students at the height of the pandemic, despite the 
relatively wide availability and ownership of radios compared to televisions 
and internet-connected technologies in these contexts.164 Because digital 
technologies were understood to be future-oriented and superior for 
learning, they enjoyed an elevated status, even if their potential to benefit 
large numbers of learners on the ground was very small.

EFFORTS TO LEAPFROG PROGRESS 
SKIPPED OVER DISADVANTAGED LEARNERS

In early 2020, when the scale and duration of the crisis was still uncertain, 
a number of countries announced ambitious plans to deploy frontier 
technologies beyond what already existed for educational purposes. These 
ed-tech initiatives were often presented as efforts to leapfrog progress; 
that is, to reduce steps in standard educational development, increase 
efficiency, lower costs and accelerate the rate of desirable change. In 
wealthier countries, this intent often found expression in calls to deploy 
AI, blockchain technology and virtual reality solutions for teaching and 
learning. In the context of developing countries, leapfrogging efforts were 
regularly associated with attempts to transition to digital modes of learning 
through mobile phones and other connected technologies. When applied 
to the global South, the term tended to signal implicit understandings 
that traditional school-based education was fundamentally broken and 
unfixable.

The Brookings Institution was one of many organizations to call the 
pandemic a “leapfrog moment”. In September 2020, it announced that “it is 
now more important than ever to invest in innovations such as education 
technology and leapfrog progress – both during COVID-19 and beyond”.165 
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Webinars and white papers on the subject were proposed by various 
groups, sometimes with financial backing from technology providers, and 
promoted using Twitter hashtags such as #TransformingEdu. This work 
drove a clear message: countries were not only supposed to meet the 
urgent educational needs of students during the crisis but should also lay 
foundations for more modern educational systems that would take root in 
the context of the pandemic and then blossom when it subsided.

“By turning the problem of poverty into a problem of technology, [public service 
organizations] reframe their own problems into something more manageable 
for their frontline staff and more legible to the politicians, donors and others 
who might offer support.” 

– Daniel Greene, professor of information studies, University of Marylandxxxii

The pandemic was considered a leapfrog moment precisely because it 
forced an unprecedented reliance on technology. (Few close observers 
doubted, for instance, that a different type of crisis, such as a prolonged and 
global shutdown of the internet, would have triggered commentary about 
leapfrogging educational development through non-technological means, 
such as improving the physical infrastructure of schools, reorganizing 
classroom-based instruction and changing face-to-face pedagogies.) The 
very notion of skipping steps and precipitating exponential educational 
improvement with similar or even decreased financial investment was 
and remains firmly attached to technology. The belief that the pandemic 
presented a leapfrog moment hinged on underlying convictions that 
ed-tech could provide much needed boosts to struggling education 
systems. Technology was seen as representing a more promising route to 
improvement than more established approaches that relate, for instance, 
to investments to reduce class sizes, improve teacher training or reform 
curricula. Rather than pursuing the more modest gains expected through 
conventional measures, leapfrogging was perceived to offer additional 
benefits and a higher return on investment. In this way, the process aimed to 
skip over standard steps for educational reform to deliver faster and bigger 
improvements.

Widespread calls to leapfrog educational progress during the COVID-19 
pandemic were problematic because they tended to be interpreted by 
national and local authorities as recommendations to insist on digital-
first futures for education, even though many learners, teachers and 
families could not afford and did not know how to use internet-connected 
technologies for educational or other purposes. Beyond this, leapfrogging 
steps were to be taken in the midst of a global health crisis that had 
triggered unprecedented social disruption and ushered in a host of 
economic uncertainties.
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A 2020 webinar hosted by the Brookings Institution exemplified a strain 
of thought, particularly pronounced early in the health crisis, that school 
closures would catalyse desired technological transformations to education. 
The title of the webinar – “Beyond reopening: A leapfrog moment to 
transform education?” – contained a question, but it was largely rhetorical. 
It advanced the idea that the pandemic disruptions would help countries 
move more quickly and resolutely into digital futures than they otherwise 
would. The webinar featured, among other speakers, authors of a 2020 
publication titled, Realizing the Promise: How Can Education Technology 
Improve Learning for All? The webinar host summarized the publication as 
“targeting” ministers of education around the world, “especially those in 
low and middle income countries” in order to “to help them really think 
differently about how they can employ technology to accelerate student 
learning, leapfrog, and really close the gaps that we observe today between 
low-income children and youth in poor countries, and in high-income 
countries”.166 Facilitators asked an education leader from a West African 
country several questions about the various technology-forward actions 
his country was taking to respond to the educational disruption of the 
pandemic, even though fewer than 6 per cent of families in his country 
had a computer and only 14 per cent could access the internet through a 
connected device at home, according to research and analysis from EdTech 
Hub.167

Leapfrog thinking of the type on display in the Brookings webinar and 
many other discussions hosted by leading think tanks and development 
organizations held that radio and television solutions to support remote 
education were outdated – they signalled a type of backtracking rather than 
a jump towards the future. Programmes to print and disseminate paper-
based learning materials were similarly viewed as unwelcome returns to 
an analogue age of education that countries were eager to leave behind in 
their aims to move closer to what they saw as the digital future of education.

While the language of leapfrogging was routinely couched in promises to 
improve educational inclusion and equity, the real-world application of 
the concept rarely advanced either. Instead, it was understood as licence 
and advice to move up a rung on the technology ladder of ed-tech. On the 
ground, this meant that in affluent communities where learners were well 
equipped with powerful personal computers and mobile devices, schools 
would sometimes push for the adoption and application of virtual reality 
technologies. In middle-income communities, efforts were made to move 
education to newer tablet and laptop computers with online learning 
applications requiring steady broadband internet connections. In poor 
communities and across many developing country contexts, efforts were 
made to transition education to affordable digital technologies, often 
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low-end smartphones, rather than strengthening investments reliant on 
television and radio technologies. The logic of leapfrogging held that the 
pandemic was a ‘golden opportunity’ to move education to future-oriented 
technologies and hope that these technological advances would, in turn, 
result in improved education and other desired outcomes, such as a more 
digital-ready workforce.

“Look before you leap. The notion of leapfrogging poor infrastructure in Africa 
needs to come back down to earth.” 

– The Economistxxxiii

These programmes, unfortunately, had the perverse side effect of leaving 
huge numbers of learners behind. Most people were simply not prepared 
to move up the technological ladder, nor were they typically supported 
to do so. The pandemic was, if anything, an inappropriate time to try to 
skip steps. It froze families and communities in place. Even when families 
had means to upgrade technologies and purchase a good-quality tablet 
computer in place of a low-quality smartphone to help dependants better 
follow distance learning and participate in virtual classes, these devices were 
often unavailable because of increased demand and constrained supply 
for connected hardware, itself a side effect of the pandemic.168 Purchases 
aside, instruction and support to use more advanced devices were also in 
short supply due to restrictions on movement and gatherings. People who 
might have called on a tech-savvy relative, friend or neighbour to request 
in-person assistance could not do so easily, and many technology problems 
demanded on-site interventions.

Overall, attempts to leapfrog progress during the pandemic tended to do 
very little to centre the most marginalized groups; more often, they centred 
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the most privileged learners and families, who were well-positioned to leap 
technologically despite the myriad challenges imposed by the pandemic. 
Faith in leapfrogging disincentivized many governments and school systems 
from meeting students and their parents where they were by providing non-
technical means of educational support in the form of, for example, paper-
based learning materials or by enlarged investments to expand and enrich 
educational programming tailored for radio or television. Actions to leapfrog 
to digital education, although generally well-meaning, had an unintended 
consequence of putting distance education out of reach for large numbers 
of young people and adults who had been attending schools and benefiting 
from non-digital modes of formal learning. Belief in leapfrogging seduced 
many education leaders into assuming that technology could somehow 
catalyse major educational improvements and offer a silver lining in a crisis 
that had very few.

VARIABLE CONNECTIVITY QUALITY 
AND NEW FORMS OF DIGITAL EXCLUSION

When internet connectivity was available, its quality was variable, which 
carried serious repercussions for education. Faster and more reliable 
connectivity corresponded to expanded possibilities for learning, while 
slower and less reliable connectivity limited access to education and 
constrained learning opportunities.

Internet connectivity is often understood as a binary concept, such that 
people are either ‘connected’ or ‘not connected’. In practice, however, 
connectivity falls across a wide gradient, ranging from fast and seamless to 
slow and irregular. Looking only at speed, a 5G mobile network can, for 
example, accommodate extremely fast 10 gigabit per second downloads. A 
4G network, by contrast, usually only supports up to 0.2 gigabit per second 
downloads.169 And a modern 3G connection allows plodding speeds of just 
42.2 megabits per second.170 This means that a 1 GB educational video – 
approximately 60 minutes of standard video content – would take one 
second to download with a 5G connection, but over three minutes with a 3G 
connection.171 Google research has indicated that 53 per cent of mobile 
website users will leave a web page that does not load within three 
seconds.172 This variation in connectivity quality meant that millions of 
students who were designated as ‘connected’ were connected via networks 
and technology poorly suited to sustain the type of remote online learning 
that was rolled out during the pandemic. Much of the digital content that 
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countries advised students and teachers to access during the pandemic was 
optimized for users with fast and reliable internet connections, usually 4G or 
better. Low-bandwidth solutions were generally an afterthought in country 
responses, if they were offered at all.

Variable levels of connectivity heightened existing educational inequities 
during periods of remote learning, because the connectivity many learners 
and teachers used to access online education was far from ideal. According 
to ITU’s global data published in 2021, approximately 88 per cent of people 
with mobile internet connections use 4G networks or better, about 7 per 
cent use 3G networks, and 5 per cent use 2G networks. In Africa, however, 
the percentage of 4G users falls significantly to under 50 per cent.173 ITU 
data from the pandemic period did not usually indicate the percentage of 
5G users, since the technology was so new, but Ericsson reported that over 
1 billion people, about 15 per cent of the global population, were covered 
by a 5G network by the end of 2020.174 Yet this coverage tends to only 
boost the connectivity speeds of people who already have a fast mobile 
connection. Maps of where 5G networks are being deployed correspond, 
with almost surgical precision, to maps of wealthy areas – both across 
countries and within them.

“While the whole country is shifting to the learn-from-home, we are still waiting 
for a Google page to open up in our phones.”

– Rudrani Gupta, journalist, Indiaxxxiv

Higher and lower quality networks commonly exist side by side even in the 
confines of a single city, such that higher income neighbourhoods enjoy 
higher quality connections than lower income neighbourhoods, despite 
their geographic proximity. This practice is sometimes referred to as ‘digital 
redlining’. The term traces to practices employed in the USA in the 1950s 
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and 1960s to deny loans and mortgages to people, usually minority groups, 
living in particular neighbourhoods, regardless of their loan eligibility 
according to more relevant criteria such as income and credit history.175 
According to scholars, there are concerning parallels between those now-
banned discriminatory financial practices and the policies, practices and 
investment decisions that result in the exclusion of specific groups from 
good-quality connectivity services.176 Angela Siefer, executive director of 
the National Digital Inclusion Alliance, has highlighted data to show that 
majority black communities in the USA often receive lower quality internet 
services than majority white communities, even when they are paying the 
same fees and have similar connectivity plans. She asks: “Is it intentionally 
race? One doesn’t know intentions. But one knows the outcome, which is 
the majority of the neighbourhoods that have slower speeds from providers 
… are lower income neighbourhoods, and they tend to be communities 
of color.”177 Some experts have argued that digital redlining can be “more 
insidious” than overt prejudice or exclusion because it is often difficult 
to detect but still confers serious disadvantage.178 If a family with a 4G 
mobile internet plan living in one part of a city receives connectivity that 
is significantly slower and less reliable than a family with the same 4G plan 
living in another part of the same city, it equates to unequal opportunity. 
This was particularly true during the pandemic when reliance on 
connectivity for work, education and other purposes peaked.

While a lot of digital redlining seems to stem from a cold financial calculus 
that ensures that the best-quality connectivity services, including services 
in a fixed tier like 4G or 5G, blanket the richest areas first and poorer 
areas second, the practice can be more targeted and more malignant. 
Increasingly, governments and other powerful groups, often in collaboration 
with commercial internet service providers (ISPs), redline specific groups 
and geographic areas intentionally, effectively gumming up digital links as 
a means of exercising power. This can take the form of purposeful internet 
slowdowns or, in more extreme cases, full internet shutdowns. Access Now, 
a non-profit organization dedicated to digital rights, documented 159 
internet shutdowns in 29 countries in 2020 alone. Shutdowns were even 
more frequent in 2021, with a total of 182 across 34 countries, and appear 
slated to continue. Data from 2022 suggest it was the worst year on record 
for intentional internet shutdowns.179 Villages, towns, cities, states and 
territories that are purposefully cut off from the internet are sometimes 
referred to as ‘broadband deserts’. Such deserts have been observed in 
countries across the world. The practice of blocking connectivity as a 
means of controlling or gaining leverage over opposition and out-groups 
is often seen in places where there are conflicts or territorial disputes.180 
Frequent internet shutdowns during the pandemic have sometimes been 
referred to as “lockdowns within lockdowns” and as a form of “digital 
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apartheid”.181 Internet shutdowns were also de facto attacks on education. 
While pernicious actions to block internet connectivity may have been less 
visible and perhaps less taboo than attacks on physical education facilities, 
the result – due to the heightened reliance on connectivity – was the same: 
they prevented students from exercising their right to education. Existing 
intergovernmental agreements and commitments to protect education 
from attack, such as the Safe Schools Declaration, tend to make little or 
no mention of digital infrastructure, which may have muted international 
criticism of internet slowdowns and shutdowns on educational grounds.182

While intentional internet blocks prevented some students from accessing 
connected learning opportunities, unintended technical problems 
were more common and more widespread obstacles to connectivity. 
These technical problems were by no means evenly distributed; they 
disproportionately affected learners that were underprivileged in other 
ways, thereby widening inequity. Students living in countries served by 
multiple ISPs with excellent human and technical capacities, for example, 
tended to have more reliable and often less expensive internet connectivity 
than students living in countries serviced by only one or two ISPs that 
are poorly run and have only rudimentary technical expertise. When the 
pandemic struck and schools closed, families became acutely aware of the 
quality of their internet service.183 Learners in wealthier communities could 
largely count on connectivity to function seamlessly, while learners in lower 
income contexts rarely had this luxury, even when they were paying for 
a service that was supposed to be of similar quality. Internet connections 
that cut out or slowed down dramatically tended to be more common in 
countries plagued by other challenges, such as poverty, corruption and 
weak public and private sectors.184

The capacities of ISPs mattered immensely during the pandemic because 
networks were strained when internet traffic soared as a result of lockdowns. 
Education was a significant source of stress on overburdened networks as 
millions of learners that would normally be at school and mostly offline were 
suddenly online and for long periods of time. BT, a leading British telecom 
company, reported that internet data usage increased around 50 per 
cent in daytime weekday hours during the first month of the pandemic.185 
Similar school-hour jumps were noted by large providers in other countries, 
including by Telefonica in Spain.186 This heavy use affected internet 
connectivity, and speeds sometimes slowed dramatically across the world, 
including in countries with robust digital infrastructure. In Hubei Province 
in China, for instance, mobile broadband speeds fell by more than half.187 
Similar speed reductions were noticed in Germany, the USA and Spain, 
among other countries. In Italy, home use of the internet increased 90 per 
cent compared with usage levels before the pandemic and caused the 
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internet to slow to paces that people had not experienced since the early 
2000s.188 These slowdowns made online education frustrating or unfeasible. 
Video lessons were hard to follow, resources were difficult to access, files 
took significant time to upload, and systems that were supposed to provide 
immediate feedback provided delayed feedback instead.

“My colleagues and I often stayed awake at night waiting for files to take a 
lifetime to upload to email and student WhatsApp groups. … I felt that our 
technically impaired online classes … were simply a futile exercise. These 
dysfunctional classes consistently made me feel like a talking head in a dark 
room.”

–Arif Hussain Nadaf, assistant professor, Kashmirxxxv

Wealthier countries with strong regulators and nimble ISPs were able to 
roll out solutions to accommodate the rush of internet users and bring 
connectivity speeds back to pre-pandemic levels. This often required 
complex technical adjustments, financial investments, government 
assistance and regulatory interventions.189 Companies, including AT&T, 
China Mobile, Comcast, Deutsche Telekom and Vodafone, scrambled to add 
cellular sites and fibre-optic connections to networks as well as improve 
routing and switching equipment to fortify bandwidth capacity.190 A leading 
French ISP, Orange, upgraded undersea internet cables.191 On the regulatory 
side, the European Union demanded that companies, such as Netflix 
and YouTube, reduce the large size of video files that were dominating 
scarce internet bandwidth. In the USA, the Federal Communications 
Commission granted leading telecom providers temporary access to more 
airways, a move that helped relieve pressure on mobile broadband.192 This 
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coordination and investment moved quickly in wealthier countries and 
yielded results: internet reliability and speed improved. In lower income 
countries, though, solutions, when they came at all, tended to be slower 
and less effective.193 Connections that had slowed or stopped working due 
to pandemic surges in use were not necessarily upgraded or upgraded 
quickly. ISPs with limited business and technical experience did not always 
understand how to buttress overstretched networks, particularly in the 
midst of a pandemic.

With teaching and learning having largely shifted online, the quality of 
connectivity became a key determinant in the quality of educational 
experiences. Connectivity quality in higher income countries was rapidly 
restored to pre-pandemic levels and sometimes even enhanced, paving the 
way for digital learning. However, in lower income countries, connectivity 
service that had been subpar before the pandemic sunk lower still, 
rendering digital learning unreliable and unusable. In 2020 and 2021, there 
were countless testimonials about the ways in which low-quality networks 
caused challenges for students in developing countries, including for those 
who owned first-rate hardware. Frustration with connectivity for education 
was also expressed in various surveys. A Gallup poll of higher education 
students in Pakistan was illustrative: over 80 per cent of learners said they 
had problems with internet connectivity during online classes. These 
problems regularly made education inaccessible or, at best, frustrating 
to access.194 A separate survey of higher education students attending 
Delhi University in India found that the vast majority lacked fixed-line 
broadband connections at home, and two-thirds did not have the stable 
mobile internet connectivity needed to follow education remotely. This 
prompted the student union to launch an #EducationWithoutExclusion 
campaign to protest the university’s decision to move forward with online 
examinations.195

“Every three seconds [my teacher is] like, ‘Rachel, you’re glitching. Rachel, you’re 
not moving.’” 

– 17-year-old student, USAxxxvi

Learners in wealthier countries also endured significant connectivity 
challenges. A 2020 government survey of students in 118 higher education 
institutions across Australia helped shine a light on the pervasiveness of 
connectivity issues in rich countries. The accompanying report identified 
the most frequently mentioned issues that students reported about 
their experiences with remote online learning: first among them was “IT 
problems”, above “lack of/ inadequate academic interaction” and “lack of 
engagement”. Many students complained of having slow internet speeds 
at home compared with the speeds that would have been available on 
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campus without university closures. Close to half of the survey respondents 
reported that connectivity and other IT parameters simply “did not work 
well”.196 Globally, while connectivity problems may have been less severe 
and less frequent in rich countries than in poorer countries, they presented 
challenges everywhere, especially for underprivileged students and 
teachers.

Pandemic changes also disrupted strategies students – often students from 
poorer households – used to establish free links to the internet. For example, 
learners that relied on public Wi-Fi hotspots of the type found in schools, 
libraries and community centres or those offered by private businesses, such 
as mall operators, restaurants or coffee shops, were suddenly without access 
as many of these centres and businesses closed during lockdowns. This, 
however, did not necessarily stop students from trying to get online. Media 
accounts relayed how learners, sometimes in violation of stay-at-home 
orders, roamed through neighbourhoods in search of homes or businesses 
still beaming out an unlocked internet connection, a sort of turn-of-the-
century digital nomadism. Young people hoping to follow education online 
would sometimes make their way to parking lots in front of fast-food 
restaurants to piggyback on open Wi-Fi signals intended for employees and 
customers.197 Some governments tried to outfit school buses so they could 
be used as mobile Wi-Fi hotspots,198 but these efforts, usually limited in 
scale and duration, only patched deep connectivity inequities that surfaced 
during the pandemic.

Viewed from a global level, variations in connectivity quality gave rise to fast 
and seamless channels to education as well as slow and unreliable channels, 
a bifurcation of educational opportunity that was unique to the shift to 
ed-tech. While in-person, school-based education was hardly equal prior 
to the pandemic, there were not fast and slow lanes, at least not in a literal 
sense. In a physical classroom, the body and voice of a teacher never froze, 
and printed education resources did not pixelate or disappear because of a 
faulty wireless connection. This was a consequence of moving education to 
digital environments. It reinforced disparities in the quality of educational 
experiences of disadvantaged learners and out-groups.

The experience further revealed that the promise of connectivity to help 
equalize education for underprivileged learners tended to rest on the 
faulty premise that connectivity itself was equal (or might quickly be made 
equal). The pandemic disruptions highlighted the many ways connectivity 
was profoundly unequal, even when it was available. Its reliability and 
speed varied between learners in different geographical areas and those 
with different connectivity plans, hardware and providers. These divisions 
accelerated and intensified existing inequities and made education less 
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fair than it had been before the pivot from schools to fully remote digital 
learning.

EFFORTS TO PROVIDE DIGITAL SKILLS TRAINING 
LEFT LOW-LEVEL USERS BEHIND

Ministries of education were quick to recognize digital skills deficits as 
a central challenge to scaling up technology-mediated learning during 
the pandemic, and this was true across countries at different levels of 
development. An Oxford University Press survey of English teachers in  
92 countries found that inadequate digital skills and competencies ranked 
as the greatest barriers to technology use for education, just behind poor 
digital access.199

But options to build the digital skills of these groups were limited during 
the pandemic. Restrictions on movement and gatherings meant that any 
training efforts had to be conducted at a distance. Despite the physical 
limitations caused by the pandemic, many governments attempted to 
support digital skills building. There was recognition that gains in digital 
literacy would help education reach more learners during the pandemic and 
also likely improve its quality by eliminating capacity barriers that inhibited 
the productive use of connected technology for learning. In a number 
of countries, brochures on how to support learning via technology were 
printed and disseminated by schools, districts, states and various ministries. 
Courses in digital pedagogy were hastily organized for teachers and parents, 
almost always through an online platform of some type. How-to guides 
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for ed-tech, and digital technology more generally, were disseminated 
electronically. But digital guides and training of this sort could not reach 
people who did not use or know how to use connected technologies and 
navigate the internet. It was the digital equivalent of searching for non-
literate people in library aisles stacked high with books.

Like teachers and parents, students also needed help building their 
digital skills. At the global level, not all or even most young people were 
‘digital natives’ in the sense that they grew up surrounded by connected 
technology. Many of them were as unfamiliar with ed-tech as older adults 
when the pandemic hit, and young children often lacked the literacy skills 
and general knowledge that provide important foundations for digital 
skills. Even students that were dexterous with technology still needed time, 
practice and assistance to familiarize themselves with new online tools 
and hubs for education. They often looked to teachers and parents for IT 
support. This was convenient for children in regular contact with adults 
who possessed advanced technology skills and a serious disadvantage 
for students who could not easily receive or request technical assistance. 
In the Oxford University Press study, 1 in 2 teachers said a lack of parental 
understanding of digital tools and online platforms limited the effectiveness 
of support available to students.200

Conventional modes of teaching basic digital skills in physical settings, 
including computer labs staffed with on-site instructors, tended to be 
off-limits due to COVID-19 restrictions. This blocked the hands-on, over-
the-shoulder training commonly used to help digital novices become more 
autonomous users of technology. The online seminars commonly offered 
during the pandemic about how to use ed-tech productively excluded, by 
definition, people who did not already have the requisite skills to go online 
and navigate digital spaces to find these seminars. This meant that people 
with nascent digital skills – and often those most in need of education or with 
children most in need of education – tended to be left behind. It also rendered 
schemes to distribute connected devices to teachers and caregivers with very 
low-level digital skills dubious in value. For hardware provision programmes 
to serve an educational purpose, they needed to be accompanied by training 
on how to use these devices for teaching and learning.

As the pandemic wore on and education became increasingly dependent on 
digital spaces, it was hard to avoid the conclusion that the digital upskilling 
programmes that countries and education systems rolled out in response 
to the pandemic were serving more advantaged leaners and households. 
Programmes to develop the digital skills and capacities that underlie 
learning with ed-tech generally failed to reach those who needed it most.
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TECHNOLOGY PRIVILEGED FAMILIES WITH 
TIME TO SUPPORT EDUCATION AT HOME

In practice, country efforts to assure educational continuity at a distance 
through technology were dependent on the active engagement of families. 
This involved serious time commitments. Parents and other caregivers had 
to help children navigate digital learning portals and establish schedules 
and routines for technology-mediated instruction – tasks that were 
previously fully and largely managed by teachers and schools. Language 
skills also took on outsized importance: parents with limited command of 
the official languages of instruction could not easily facilitate technology-
based learning from home.

Ed-tech had long been presented as an equalizer that would allow children 
with different home environments and varying access to parental support 
to participate without constraints. Yet families quickly discovered that often 
ad hoc models of remote technology-based education rolled out during the 
pandemic required lengthy and regular time commitments – in addition 
to financial obligations and digital competencies. Media accounts and 
academic studies described how parents felt exhausted and perpetually ‘on 
call’ when school closures moved formal education into the home.201

“I can’t keep doing this. Please open the schools. The idea that I might have to 
continue to work while facilitating another subpar semester of virtual learning 
is almost too much to bear.” 

– Nicole Russell, writer and mother, USAxxxvii

A 2020 study from China attempted to quantify the time primary 
caregivers, usually mothers, spent assisting children with learning tasks. 
It found that despite the widespread use of ed-tech, caregivers dedicated 
approximately 50 to 60 minutes per day supporting distance education, 
often by troubleshooting connected technology.202 One-third of the over 
4,000 families surveyed for the study said that this time obligation hindered 
them from doing other work or searching for a job. The study estimated 
that this time loss translated into an expected income loss of roughly 
two months of an average worker’s yearly salary. Given this reality, it was 
unsurprising that poor and rural caregivers spent considerably less time on 
their children’s education than wealthier urban caregivers. In addition to the 
costs of time, the China study found that a strong majority of families had 
to independently bear the costs of technology purchases to keep children 
connected to distance education. These outlays of time and money led to 
reductions in household incomes and placed a disproportionate burden on 
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poor households that had less of a margin to absorb new costs associated 
with the switch to ed-tech. Separate research observed that these strains 
resulted in decreased spending on food and health as well as on education 
in poor rural households in China, a factor that put underprivileged children 
at further educational disadvantage.203

Studies from the USA similarly indicated that caregivers were spending 
extensive time mediating technology-dependent education. A household 
survey conducted in California suggested that parents logged an average 
of 6.5 hours per child to support learning activities in a typical week.204 This 
amounted to close to 80 hours per month for a family with three children 
– hardly, in effect, the seamless and minimally time-consuming experience 
parents had hoped remote learning with ed-tech might deliver as they 
struggled to meet work obligations that did not always change with the 
closure of schools. There was often a sense of obligation associated with the 
time demands of distance education. Parents unable to carve out several 
hours a week to help their children navigate and stay focused on digital 
education tasks sometimes fretted that they were ‘bad parents’.

The children that lost out in this arrangement were those who could not 
lean on family members with sufficient time to support ed-tech modes 
of distance learning. These learners commonly came from immigrant or 
refugee families, single-parent households or families with two working-
class parents. By contrast, children of caregivers with sufficient availability 
to help mediate technology-reliant remote learning enjoyed significant 
advantages that often reflected other socio-economic privileges.

While parental ability to support children’s education was not a new 
barrier to learning, the shift to remote learning made it a hard barrier, 
one that could halt formal education altogether. When children attended 
schools staffed by professional teachers, they generally received education 
regardless of how available or unavailable parents might be at home. Many 
school systems even had strategies and protocols in place to provide extra 
educational services to children that had overstretched caregivers and other 
home situations likely to hinder educational equality. School closures and 
the recourse to ed-tech changed this. Education could be – and regularly 
was – interrupted because parents were not at home or unavailable to 
resolve problems that often arose with ed-tech. This carried particularly 
high stakes for younger children who were less likely than their older 
counterparts to be able to learn autonomously with ed-tech.
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WEALTHY FAMILIES FOUND ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

When privileged parents could not spend time supporting the remote 
learning of children or were concerned about the quality of distance 
education being offered by public institutions, they often found alternative 
solutions. So-called pod schools or learning pods for example, became 
popular with parents living in wealthy enclaves. This education model, 
prevalent in the USA but observed in other countries as well, established 
informal microschools for small groups of students who lived in close 
proximity. Pod schools commonly involved in-person instruction provided 
by paid educators who also helped ensure the facilitation of distance 
learning provided by accredited schools.205 These models often amounted 
to an outsourcing of the time and labour needed to manage and facilitate 
ed-tech learning.

Pod schools also afforded families the possibility of bypassing technology-
only modes of learning in favour of in-person instruction and peer-to-
peer interaction, despite lockdowns and school closures. Fees for these 
alternative educational arrangements tended to be prohibitively expensive 
for poor families. In wealthy countries, costs could exceed USD 2,000 per 
child per month.206 This, however, did not slow their growth. In the first 
half of 2020, a cottage industry of companies and consultants emerged to 
help high-income families organize pod schools – sometimes precipitating 
a mass flight from public schools. In some affluent areas in the USA, pod 
schools became so widespread that public school leaders felt compelled to 
express their concerns that these unofficial and unsanctioned schools would 
widen access and equity gaps in in education.207 Critics picked up on these 
concerns and accused families participating in pod schools of “opportunity 
hoarding” and directing energy, resources and advocacy away from public 
schools at a moment of crisis by constructing pay-to-use solutions for their 
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children, thereby heightening exclusion.208 Some pod schools also violated 
quarantine restrictions on movement and gatherings and were condemned 
on the grounds of jeopardizing health as well as equity. Ironically, these 
shadow education institutions tended to germinate in online spaces and 
through the efforts of internet-savvy parents intent on insulating their 
already advantaged children from the online learning that was being rolled 
out, often chaotically, by public schools. It was, at root, a case of families 
using connected technology to shield young learners from the perceived 
weaknesses of ed-tech as a primary medium for learning. Families without 
the connectivity and digital skills needed to find and organize pods were 
doubly disadvantaged: they could not access the formal remote and online 
education being offered by public institutions nor could they easily access 
alternative non-public options for education.

“When parents with privilege open their checkbooks and create private one-
room schoolhouses for their children, they follow a long pattern of weakening 
the public education system they leave behind.” 

– Valerie Strauss, education reporterxxxviii

Apart from pod schools, privileged families also turned to high-priced 
private schools that were sometimes assumed to offer better education 
in the face of the unique challenges posed by the pandemic. Student 
enrolment in private schools declined globally for much of 2020 and 2021 
due to high unemployment and other disruptions that decreased household 
income, as witnessed in India and other high-population countries.209 
However, enrolment in private schools often increased almost exclusively 
among wealthier families. In numerous countries, well-off parents decided 
that public schools were unable to satisfactorily manage the transition to 
ed-tech and opted instead to pay tuition to privately run schools with more 
experience and/or resources to support learning at a distance. In Canada, 
for instance, private schools advertised smaller classes and a greater ability 
to adapt to the disruptions of the pandemic, attributes that prompted many 
rich families to pull children out of public school and enrol them in private 
institutions.210 In the USA, high-income and white parents of young students 
were much more likely to exit public education systems in favour of private 
school alternatives compared with low-income families.211 In the Republic 
of Korea, the pandemic and associated school closures led numerous 
upper-class families to enrol their children in for-profit ‘cram schools’ that 
commonly marketed more intensive, autonomous and exam-centred 
remote learning experiences than those being offered by public schools.212

The marketing surrounding such schools tended to use the pandemic 
as an opportunity to draw students from public schools to private ones. 
Advertising by private education institutions commonly targeted parents 
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and students with messages of “uncertainty” while promising to provide 
‘certainty’ – for a price.213 Around the world, private schools and universities 
flaunted their ability to offer boutique ed-tech experiences that would 
demand less parental oversight and intervention and be of higher quality 
than experiences and services provided by public institutions.214 A survey 
of teachers conducted by McKinsey in eight countries (Australia, Canada, 
China, France, Germany, Japan, UK and USA) suggested that private 
schools – which often had superior resources overall and better technology 
capacities compared with public schools – might indeed have been better at 
managing the pivot to ed-tech. Findings revealed that teachers who taught 
at public schools gave remote learning – as assessed on a scale 1 to 10, with 
1 being abysmal and 10 being superb – an average global score of 4.8, while 
their peers in private schools averaged a rating of 6.2. Perhaps even more 
telling was the finding that teachers working in schools with high levels of 
poverty found virtual classes to be “especially ineffective”, rating them 3.5 
out of 10, and, as the report authors put it, “bolstering concerns that the 
pandemic has exacerbated educational inequalities”.215

The tendency to switch to private schools was not only prompted by a 
concern for higher quality technology-first education. It was also driven by 
recognition that in some countries, private institutions, not always subject 
to the same rules and regulations as public institutions, were able to reopen 
sooner and have greater agility in doing so. At the start of the 2020/21 
academic year, numerous affluent parents in the USA turned to private 
schools because those schools often offered in-person education, while 
public schools continued to rely on distance learning with ed-tech. In mid-
2020, the National Association of Independent Schools in the USA noted 
that its network of high-priced schools had reported a 58 per cent increase 
in interest from families from before the pandemic. Some of these member 
schools cost over USD 60,000 per year to enrol a single student.216 Parents 
with more limited means, enticed by supposed guarantees of  
in-person schooling, also switched their children to non-public institutions. 
For these families, it was often a simple dollar-and-cents calculation: 
even after paying new tuition bills, parents could break even or make 
more money if they could work longer hours by avoiding the labour and 
interruptions of overseeing technology-centric distance learning from the 
home.217 Enrolling children in schools open for in-person instruction was 
therefore a way to minimize or try to minimize exposure to technology-
based distance learning from home. This elite flight from public schools, 
observed most distinctly in the USA, further segregated education and, in 
many instances, diverted vital funds away from public institutions at the 
moment they were most needed.
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Another side effect of this movement was a boom in enrolments at 
private religious schools. For instance, the Association of Christian Schools 
International, one of the largest networks of evangelical schools in the 
USA, recorded student growth of over 10 per cent in its global network 
of over 3,500 schools between the 2019/20 and 2020/21 academic years. 
Ray Moore, founder of the Christian Education Initiative, called the growth 
a “once-in-100-year moment” for the growth of religious education.218 
Like other private schools, religious institutions regularly publicized the 
availability of in-person classes and manageable ed-tech.

These alternative options for education were usually outside the reach of 
poor families, who had to contend with the non-boutique options available. 
Private schools often proved more adept, at least initially, at making changes 
to adapt to the disruptions presented by the crisis and were able to offer 
better quality distance education that could be easier for learners and their 
families to use and follow. Notably, this ‘premium’ provision of education 
tended to make use of mixed modes of learning that included a range 
of tech and non-tech strategies. In the final analysis, the shift to ed-tech, 
particularly in high-income countries, prompted an exodus of privileged 
learners from public institutions to private institutions that promised 
to ensure a smoother switch to distance education or allow in-person 
instruction. 

SOCIOCULTURAL DIFFERENCES PUT POOR FAMILIES 
AT A DISADVANTAGE

Beyond the capacity, time and resource limitations that led to increased 
disadvantages for poor families, negative self-perceptions of academic 
ability – disproportionately observed among underprivileged parents 
and caregivers – likely further impeded the learning of poor students 
when education moved from in-person schooling to remote ed-tech. A 
major review of research conducted prior to the pandemic found that 
low-income families consistently report feeling less able to support their 
children’s education than middle- and upper-income families and also give 
lower rankings to their sense of academic self-efficacy. The review argued 
that these negative perceptions likely intensified among underprivileged 
caregivers during the pandemic, when families were unexpectedly thrust 
into the role of facilitating education at home through technology.219 
Separate studies conducted during the pandemic corroborated that 
working-class parents felt considerably less comfortable and capable of 
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supporting technology-mediated distance learning for their children than 
wealthier parents.220 This could, in turn, trigger stress and anxiety because 
families worried that their limited capacities to support home-based 
learning with technology would hurt the chances of their children to 
succeed academically.

Social science research has shown that underprivileged families historically 
tend to place greater trust in and reliance on teachers to make good 
decisions concerning education. For this reason, they take a relatively 
hands-off approach to formal education, whereas more privileged families 
are more likely to carve out a role for themselves in educational processes 
and engage more actively with schools and teachers.221 Privileged families 
are generally more reliant on independent cultural norms, whereas families 
that are less well-off tend to rely more on interdependent cultural norms, 
both by necessity and learned experience.222

These differences put underprivileged families at a sharp disadvantage 
when education moved from schools to the home via connected 
technology. Ed-tech was distinct from school-based learning in that it almost 
always required active facilitation by adults at home. The solutions were 
typically new and untested at scale and, for these reasons, uncertain and 
often prone to glitches or outright failure. Their successful implementation 
demanded regular oversight and intervention from families. The lines that 
marked in-person schooling as an external responsibility that families could 
entrust to professional educators became blurred. In this changed context, 
hands-off family approaches to education were no longer sufficient. Ed-tech 
required caregivers to exercise engagement and independence.

Wealthy families tended to make this transition with relative ease, as it 
conformed to their earlier orientations towards education. Poorer families 
had more difficulty with the transition, largely because it did not fit their 
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existing expectations of education. As was documented in Pakistan during 
the pandemic, as well as in other countries, underprivileged parents 
were sometimes criticized by their children’s teachers for not being more 
involved in supporting education that had become reliant on ed-tech in the 
home environment.223 Yet from the perspective of these parents, teachers 
and schools were not providing necessary services. Many parents did not 
deem it their role or within their capacities to support education being 
provisioned over connected technology in the home.

The pandemic also increased the stakes for productive and regular 
communication with schools and teachers. Such communication was often 
the only available means for families to unblock the many problems that 
arose with the overnight shift to remote learning with ed-tech, problems 
that ranged from the trivial (optimizing user settings on the operating 
system of school-issued devices) to the essential (finding, accessing and 
uploading assignments and examinations). Normal and more established 
modes of communication with families, such as report cards or pre-planned 
meetings with teachers, were no longer feasible with the closure of 
schools. The turn to fully remote learning demanded that families exercise 
proactive, ad hoc and informal strategies to establish contact with teachers 
or other authorities who could answer questions or provide guidance. 
Underprivileged families tended to be less comfortable and also less familiar 
with such strategies.

Moreover, the modes of getting in touch with education professionals also 
changed. Like education itself, communication with teachers relied almost 
exclusively on connected technology, often involving proprietary messaging 
apps, such as Apple’s iMessage, Tencent’s WeChat, Facebook’s Messenger or 
WhatsApp. Teachers often encouraged parents to contact them directly at a 
personal mobile phone number. While this was well-meaning and arguably 
a commonsense solution to provide support during a major education 
disruption, poor families were less likely than wealthy families to feel 
entitled to contact teachers at their personal numbers, especially outside 
of normal working hours. More privileged families had fewer qualms about 
this. Research conducted for this publication found numerous examples 
of teachers complaining about relentless messaging from parents who 
enjoyed socio-economic advantages. The research also surfaced evidence to 
show that teachers serving underprivileged children often had the opposite 
complaint: parents almost never messaged them.

These overlapping cultural factors put underprivileged families at a triple 
disadvantage: (1) Low self-perceptions of academic ability and capacity 
to help children with academic tasks caused stress and likely resulted in 
low levels of assistance. (2) Belief in and respect for interdependencies 
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and the separation of formal education from home life was poorly 
suited to the successful uptake of ed-tech, which often required vigilant 
parental facilitation and oversight. (3) Trust in educators to do their work 
autonomously and without proactive family interventions resulted in 
reduced communication with teachers at a time when this communication 
was especially necessary. The combination of these factors likely contributed 
to the underachievement of disadvantaged children observed during 
the pandemic. Studies from Belgium,224 France,225 the Netherlands,226 
South Africa,227 the USA228 and other countries with reliable data found 
unambiguous evidence that the academic achievement of disadvantaged 
learners was considerably lower than would have been expected were it 
not for the pandemic and reliance on home-based remote learning with 
ed-tech.

SCHOOL-BASED INEQUITIES WERE AMPLIFIED 
IN THE TRANSITION TO REMOTE LEARNING

Prior to the pandemic, there was a sense that digital learning could be 
disassociated from schools. Popular thinking held that, on the internet, 
geographic constraints melted away. The physical space of the school that 
contained – and did much to shape – educational experiences prior to the 
pandemic no longer existed when teaching and learning suddenly shifted 
from classrooms to virtual spaces accessed from home. For some, this shift 
signalled the arrival of deep and presumably permanent transformations 
to education. In digital spaces, schools would no longer be the principal 
arbitrators of educational exchange, and, in their stead, new and superior 
pedagogies could emerge. These changes, it was often assumed, would 
enable more effective, efficient and innovative means of organizing learners 
and teachers in education.

During the COVID-19 educational disruption, however, the school, as an 
institution, remained the locus and principal arbitrator of virtual education 
experiences. In virtual spaces, just like in physical spaces, schools continued 
to organize what teachers and students did, when they did it and how. 
Around the world, models of digital learning mirrored, with remarkable 
uniformity, school-based models. In online spaces, students entered virtual 
equivalents of the schools and classes they had attended prior to the 
pandemic. These virtual schools and classes were usually led, maintained 
and taught by the same people that led, maintained and taught them in 
person and at school. When digital learning worked, students typically 
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found themselves in a synchronous virtual class with the same instructor 
and classmates that they had been working with prior to the pandemic. In 
practice, the shift from in-person schooling to fully remote virtual learning 
was less an exercise in transformation than an exercise in replicating 
traditional school education in digital environments.

Such an approach largely guaranteed that the quality of a student’s 
online learning experience would be determined by the school that he or 
she had attended prior to the pandemic. This led to predictable results: 
well-resourced schools managed the digital transition far more smoothly 
than their poorly resourced counterparts. The inequities that had marked 
in-person schooling were, in effect, projected into the remote virtual 
experience.

“I have colleagues in schools in the center of [the nearby city of ] Antigua, who 
do meetings on Zoom or send assignments through [Google] Classroom. Those 
of us from the villages don’t have access to this technology.” 

– Teacher, Guatemalaxxxix

This projection often entailed amplification. Inequities did not merely 
remain the same with the transition to remote learning with ed-tech, they 
rather enlarged and become more severe. The digital transition was so 
complex and demanding of resources as well as new technological and 
pedagogical capabilities that many low-performing schools struggled to 
provide any educational services online. And even when they could, they 
often had trouble delivering synchronous learning opportunities where 
learners could interact with teachers and peers in real time. High-performing 
schools, by contrast, generally managed the digital transition with greater 
ease and provided a reasonable approximation of school- and class-based 
instruction online. These schools also tended to do much more to support 
offline modes of learning by, for example, sending physical learning packs 
to homes or sometimes establishing mechanisms for families to request and 
receive hard copies of books from school libraries. This meant the learners 
served by schools providing good-quality ed-tech services were, ironically, 
the most likely to have access to learning resources not dependent on 
ed-tech. The inverse was also true: learners most likely to need physical 
learning materials because their schools did not provide suitable ed-tech 
services were the least likely to be able to get them from schools. Only in 
rare instances were resources (technological, physical and financial) shifted 
to underperforming schools to help them support distance learning.

“The quality and quantity of pedagogical support received from schools varied 
according to the social class of families.” 

– Researchers studying the effect of the pandemic on the achievement gapxl
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Research conducted in the UK detailed these new digital forms of school 
inequality. Studies found that schools serving poor students were less 
likely than schools serving better-off students to provide online classes, 
online video conferencing and online chat functions and more likely to 
support home-learning through passive means, such as assigning learning 
tasks.229 Likewise, a majority of wealthy households reported receiving 
active help from schools in the form of online teaching, private tutoring 
and online chats with teachers. Yet only a minority of poor households 
received similar support. Another UK study suggested that children from 
upper- and middle-class families were more than twice as likely to attend 
online lessons everyday than those from working-class families.230 Whatever 
the metric, schools serving wealthy students, at least in the UK, seemed 
to provide greater ed-tech services and support. These schools were more 
likely to message students and their parents, broadcast lessons and provide 
technical assistance.

In the USA, research found that schools serving minority students did very 
little to support digital learning. A national review of educational data 
conducted by McKinsey suggested that only 60 per cent of black students 
and 70 per cent of Hispanic students were regularly logging into online 
instruction, meaning between 30 per cent and 40 per cent of black and 
Hispanic students received no online teaching, compared with only 10 per 
cent of white students.231 The review further estimated that when black and 
Hispanic students did receive remote digital instruction, it was likely to be 
of low quality. The McKinsey researchers concluded that these and other 
discrepancies would result in twice as much “learning loss” for students 
attending schools serving low-income students than for those in schools 
serving average-income students.

“Schools have responded to the crisis by offering markedly different packages of 
home-learning materials. This has led to substantial inequalities along socio-
economic divides.” 
– Researchers studying inequalities in children’s experiences of home-learning during school 
closuresxli

Some social scientists have suggested that the varied school support 
evidenced during the pandemic may have been heightened by low 
expectations held for underprivileged students – a bias that had been well 
documented prior to the pandemic.232 An important examination into why 
distance learning during the COVID-19 pandemic likely increased social 
class achievement gaps in the USA found that differences in perception 
may have influenced the behaviour of teachers during school closures, such 
that teachers in privileged neighbourhoods provided more information 
to students because they expected more from them in terms of effort and 
achievement. The authors wrote: “The fact that upper/middle-class parents 
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are better able than working-class parents to comply with the expectations 
of teachers may have reinforced this phenomenon. These discrepancies 
echo data showing that working-class students tend to request less help 
in their schoolwork than upper/middle-class ones, and they may even 
avoid asking for help because they believe that such requests could lead to 
reprimands.”233

“Schools set the terms for whether students can mobilize their playful digital 
pursuits for achievement, and they do so differently by student class and race. 
At schools serving primarily working- and middle-class youth of color, teachers 
communicate to students that their digital play is not valuable for learning. At 
a school serving wealthy and white youth, teachers communicate to students 
that their digital play is integral to learning and achievement.” 

– Matthew H. Rafalow, author of Digital Divisionsxlii

Schools were the pivotal on-off switch for technology-reliant remote 
learning. When schools closed, ed-tech was essential for continuity of 
teaching and learning; when they reopened, education was less reliant 
on technology, if at all. It did not take long for a near-global consensus 
to emerge that remote ed-tech modes of learning were far less effective 
than school-based modes, even if they were still deemed necessary for 
health reasons. Just a few weeks into the crisis, parents, teachers, learners 
and policy-makers stood united in their opinion that traditional in-person 
schooling was strongly preferable to distance education, and this view 
hardened as the crisis stretched on. Yet around the world, schools serving 
underprivileged students were often slower to reopen than schools serving 
more advantaged students. The disparities could be particularly striking in 
countries with decentralized education systems. In the USA, for example, 
a RAND Corporation study found that while only one-third of schools 
nationwide were using fully remote instruction in October 2020, half of 
schools with high levels of poverty were doing the same. When it came to 
US schools serving student populations that were under 25 per cent white, 
this figure shot up even higher: nearly two-thirds were using fully remote 
instruction.234 This meant that poor and minority students, those most likely 
to be disadvantaged by technology-reliant remote learning, had to contend 
with this mode of education for longer durations than more privileged 
students. It was a compounding of disadvantage: the forced transition to 
remote ed-tech resulted in an exacerbation of inequality, and so did the 
often delayed transition back to in-person schooling.

As school closures stretched beyond 2020 and deep into 2021 and 
even 2022, it became increasingly apparent that the quality of schools 
determined, to a considerable extent, the quality of digital learning 
experiences. This contradicted the promise of what ed-tech was supposed 
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to deliver. Before the pandemic, many education experts saw connected 
technology as a means to circumvent lower quality schools and provide 
learners and families direct channels to first-rate instruction and educational 
content residing online. Ed-tech, the thinking went, should open portals 
to high-quality education, regardless of the capacities of local schools and 
educators. But in the response to the COVID-19 school closures, schools 
shaped and mediated experiences with ed-tech for remote learning. 
Unsurprisingly, low-performing schools provided poorer experiences (or 
none at all) while high-performing schools provided better experiences. 
The ideas widely circulated before the pandemic that ed-tech could be 
parachuted into communities with broken education systems and provide 
cost-effective alternatives to schools proved illusory in practice throughout 
the crisis. Even when schools were closed, they still influenced ed-tech 
modes of learning, and further exacerbated inequity in the educational 
experience.

NO ROOM FOR ANYWHERE LEARNING 
AND FIXED TIMES FOR ANYTIME EDUCATION

Distance learning during the pandemic was not placeless learning. It rather 
moved the physical location of education from the communal and publicly 
supported social space of schools to the private space of homes. This shift 
carried insidious repercussions for education and educational equality, 
commonly resulting in disadvantages for underprivileged families.
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Technology-mediated education, despite its ‘online’ and ‘virtual’ labels, still 
required a physical learning space for students, whether in the home or 
elsewhere. The corporal bodies of students did not disappear; they had to 
be somewhere to learn with a screen or other technology. In a best-case 
scenario, a learning space might include a private room for study; protection 
from wind, rain, snow and heat; quiet or manageable levels of sound; a desk 
or table; a comfortable chair; adequate lighting; and physical resources 
to support study such as pencils, pens, notebooks and paper books. 
Globally, very few students, especially poor students, had home-learning 
environments that provided such conditions.

“It is not easy to study in these conditions because we do not have enough 
space at home to do so and she is often disturbed by her brothers and family 
members.” 

– Father, Democratic Republic of the Congoxliii

Schools were created to facilitate education, and their architecture, design 
and physical organization usually reflected this function, even if imperfectly. 
Students’ homes, in contrast, tended to be busy, shared spaces that served 
multiple functions – places for sleeping, washing, cooking, eating, working, 
entertaining, relaxing and caring for children or older people. Few were 
optimized for learning, even if the accommodation of study and learning 
was one of their many purposes. This meant that when schools shut down 
and learning moved to the home, students occupied spaces that were not 
intended to be a principal location for formal education. Families did what 
they could to repurpose their homes to accommodate distance learning, 
but these efforts quickly ran into material constraints: a quiet space was 
not always available, tables and chairs had to be shared with others, paper 
was hard to come by or there was little or no money for books or other 
educational resources.

Schools normally play a vital role in equalizing imbalances in home-based 
spaces. Prior to the pandemic, the physical space of education was quite 
consistent for students attending the same school, regardless of a student’s 
home situation. These spaces tended to support education in ways that 
homes did not or could not. The best-resourced schools had amenities that 
were rare in even the wealthiest households. These could include science 
labs and technical equipment, music rooms and instruments, art studios, 
workshops for carpentry, theatres, sports fields, gyms and other specialized 
spaces to support physical education. Under-resourced schools, offered 
far fewer options but nonetheless tended to provide basic amenities often 
unavailable in the homes of the children they served, including running 
water, toilets, playgrounds, desks and textbooks.
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These realities meant that the closures of schools and the shift to home-
based learning entailed a change in physical environment that was less 
conducive to education. This was observed across income groups in and 
across countries. Extremely wealthy students that had been attending 
high-priced private schools may have found, for example, that they could 
no longer take advantage of sophisticated laboratory equipment, libraries 
or media centres that had previously supported learning, even if they 
encountered few obstacles learning from home with ed-tech. Yet these 
students still had private rooms, equipped with doors they could shut, 
desks, comfortable chairs and other material amenities to support study. 
Their physical home environment may not have been as educationally 
enriching as their school environment had been, but it was still highly 
conducive to learning with connected technology. The same could not be 
said for less privileged learners. For them, the physical home environment 
was often a place that made technology-dependent modes of distance 
learning difficult and, in some instances, impossible.

“These children  . . . they often don’t have electricity – not even a lamp to study. 
So, the [distance learning] classes benefit only children in  . . . the big cities.” 

– Teacher, Burkina Fasoxliv

Extensive data, mainly from high-235 and middle-income countries,236 
highlighted the ways spatial and material constraints at home heightened 
disadvantage for underprivileged learners. A 2020 European Commission 
policy brief on fairness, for instance, found extensive evidence of home 
environments poorly suited for formal learning with technology. Across all 
21 European countries studied, over 94 per cent of advantaged students 
had access to reading material at home, but this figure fell to as low as 
76 per cent for disadvantaged children.237 The policy brief also noted that, on 
average, 25 per cent of young children in European countries “miss out” on 
a quiet learning environment, ranging from a low of 9 per cent in Denmark 
to a high of 49 per cent in Italy. In the USA, a nationwide survey indicated 
that only 70 per cent of fourth grade students with low performance in 
mathematics reported having a quiet place to do their schoolwork during 
the 2020/21 school year, compared with 90 per cent of high-performing 
students.238 A study conducted in China found that a significant proportion 
of students lacked a table, while large numbers of students, especially 
in rural areas, did not have an isolated room, a quiet study environment 
or access to basic learning tools. The study concluded that “students in 
rural schools had categorically worse learning conditions than their urban 
peers”.239 A UK study found that 1 in 5 children in low-income households 
spent lockdown in an overcrowded home, while children from black, 
Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds were significantly more likely to 
experience poorer indoor conditions than white children and have less 
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access to outdoor spaces.240 Separate research in Australia concluded that 
children living in low socio-economic areas were 12 times as likely to be 
living in an overcrowded situation. These realities presented major barriers 
to home-based digital learning during school closures.241

Prior to the pandemic, connected mobile devices were commonly hailed as 
tools that could untether learning from specific physical locations (generally 
assumed to be schools) and enable ‘anywhere and anytime learning’. This 
quality was supposed to assuage educational inequalities by empowering 
learning at times and in spaces selected by students. But during the 
pandemic, the anywhere of ‘anywhere learning’ was almost always the 
home. Students could rarely leave their homes to find more conducive 
learning environments, regardless of the quality of their connected mobile 
technology or the comfort or discomfort of their physical environment. 
Governments restricted movement due to the risks of the pandemic. But 
there were other restrictions that kept ed-tech modes of learning tethered 
to the home: Wi-Fi signals with limited range, the need to regularly recharge 
batteries and parents that did not want children and youth wandering 
away, even if the home environment was poorly suited for learning. Also, in 
the context of the pandemic, the places that students might have typically 
gone to find a better learning space, whether libraries, community centres, 
cafes, parks or even the homes of friends or relatives, were often closed or 
otherwise off-limits.

The challenge of finding appropriate physical learning spaces was 
particularly acute for homeless and home-insecure young people, for 
whom schools had previously been sanctuaries of stability and physical 
comfort. Solutions for these students to secure spaces to participate in 
remote learning with ed-tech tended to be extremely limited. Recognizing 
the special disadvantages of homeless students, some municipalities 
experimented opening spaces where students could access and use ed-tech 
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in comfortable and sanitary environments. The city of Baltimore in the USA, 
for example, piloted “small group in-person learning sites” hosted at schools 
and with strict social-distancing procedures. The sites gave homeless and 
other vulnerable students places they could go to participate in virtual 
classes without interference.242 The sites appear to have been successful, 
but they benefited only 200 learners in total, a small fraction of Baltimore’s 
homeless student population.243

“There was no table for two kids to study, therefore, I had to send my daughter 
to her grandmother.” 

– Mother, Kyrgyzstanxlv

Just as the anywhere aspect of ‘anywhere and anytime learning’ with ed-
tech was largely illusory in practice, so too was the anytime aspect. This 
was largely because many schools and teachers ran synchronous classes 
with exact start and end times or otherwise insisted on rigid time schedules 
for home-based remote learning. Class schedules that had been in use at 
schools before the pandemic were sometimes transferred wholesale into 
the digital environment. In communities where ed-tech was plentiful and 
distance learning was ‘working’, the times for education were not normally 
freed from prescribed timetables and schedules. In some instances, 
bureaucratic prescriptions for class times became stricter with remote 
learning: choices of start and end times for learning that had existed at 
schools or universities were often stripped away, such that timings were 
specified unilaterally. While some families welcomed clearly structured 
schedules for virtual learning, others were frustrated by them and perceived 
a missed opportunity to rethink the centrality of timekeeping to the 
organization and processes of education.

Many of the negative repercussions of strict, inflexible scheduling for 
home-based distance learning seemed to fall hardest on disadvantaged 
students who were more likely to be saddled with time conflicts in the form 
of home or work obligations. Students who might have had time for fixed 
learning schedules when schools were open were not as available when 
schools closed and other routines and expectations arose. Young people 
from poorer households were far more likely than those from wealthier ones 
to have time-inflexible domestic obligations such as caring for siblings or 
older family members who were also largely confined to the home during 
the pandemic. They were also more likely to be working paid jobs, often 
to supplement family income that had been depleted due to widespread 
unemployment and other economic disruptions of the pandemic.

Moreover, students were commonly prevented from using connected 
devices at allocated learning times because the devices were needed by 
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other family members at the same time. Academic participation regularly 
overlapped with virtual or physical engagements that were important for 
other family members. Older family members tended to take priority if 
there were competing needs for limited technology, space or sound, as was 
common in smaller homes. Teachers grew accustomed to seeing messages 
in class chats such as ‘Have to go now, dad needs the computer’. They also 
learned that one of the reasons students might refuse to speak in an online 
class when called on was not because they were unprepared or did not want 
to intervene, but because they were sitting near adults in a closed space 
and were not free to speak out. Families regularly complained that student 
participation in virtual classes was noisy, as students did not always have or 
use headphones, and oral participation required breaking silence at times 
that could be inopportune for adults sharing the home. Bandwidth was yet 
another finite resource that tended to become scarce in crowded homes 
at peak hours for educational participation, and family allocation of it did 
not always favour education. Parents would ask children to disable internet 
connections that were supporting education in order to preserve a different 
connection – perhaps a mother or father in a video call with an employer 
or an older sibling in a separate online class preparing for a high-stakes 
examination. The time and spatial problems that presented obstacles for 
online education applied to low-tech devices as well. Children relying on 
television or radio as a link to education rarely exercised full or even partial 
control over these unidirectional technologies.

None of these obstacles had been an issue when schools were open. The 
time challenges of distance learning arose largely because homes had 
typically become the only space for formal learning. During the pandemic, 
the lived reality for many students with connected technology bore no 
resemblance to the ‘anywhere and anytime learning’ presented as a strength 
of ed-tech. The promise of ed-tech to make learning more flexible and 
equitable, particularly for children with challenging home environments, 
was largely unrealized in practice. Ed-tech learning was not ‘anywhere’, nor 
was it ‘anytime’, even if this was theoretically feasible.
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VIDEO CLASSES MADE INEQUITY JARRINGLY VISIBLE

Reliance on new digital technologies to maintain the continuity of formal 
learning during school closures demanded new practices, rules and 
norms that presented unique and often under-anticipated challenges for 
disadvantaged learners. Perhaps no place was this more evident than in the 
embrace of synchronous video classes. Through the use of video and audio 
capture, these classes allowed teachers and students to see each other in 
organized digital environments and in real time, thereby approximating 
school-based modes of instruction. Software such as Google Meet, Microsoft 
Teams, Skype and Zoom typically mediated the virtual experience.

“Mom! My classmates can hear you! Mooooom! The teacher  . . .   
The teacher can hear you!” 

– Teenage girl, Mexicoxlvi

Video classes were widely presumed to offer a best-case scenario for 
technology-first approaches to education, and schools, school systems and 
ministries of education elevated them as a preferred or sometimes singular 
way for students to remain connected to formal learning opportunities. 
Teachers also tended to like video classes because they felt familiar. The 
technology enabled them to observe student reactions and expressions 
just as they had done in brick-and-mortar schools. The classes further 
accommodated, even if awkwardly, pedagogies that had been used in 
traditional classroom environments. Furthermore, research conducted 
mostly prior to the pandemic had suggested that synchronous video 
lessons could be more effective for distance learning than non-video or 
non-synchronous options and appeared to promote interactivity and 
engagement,244 foster community building245 and counter feelings of 
loneliness.246

When video classes were first rolled out following the sudden and often 
chaotic closure of schools, media accounts and survey data indicated 
that many teachers and students were happy to see each other in online 
spaces. Familiarity in all forms was welcomed in the isolating context of 
the pandemic, and for many young people, nothing was more familiar 
than being in a formal learning environment with teachers and peers. The 
video aspect was important; it made ed-tech modes of remote learning 
seem ‘normal’, and it carried emotional weight. Media accounts relate that 
some teachers recalled tearing up upon seeing the faces of their students 
in virtual meeting rooms for the first time. Although video calls are over 
a decade old, the ‘magic’ of technology that allows people in different 
locations to clearly see and hear each other felt fresh again. Many students 
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had equally warm responses; they were thrilled to see both their teachers 
and their classmates again. When video classes worked, there was a sense 
that the pre-pandemic learning community had been reassembled. The 
software supporting these virtual gatherings tended to bring strong visual 
attention to whoever was speaking by making this person appear larger on 
the screen, but everyone in the class was usually visible. In some ways, it was 
very similar to school: a teacher at the front of the ‘room’ and students facing 
the teacher, with everyone able to see everyone else. There was a catch 
however: students and teachers were not in the public space of the school 
but in the private space of the home.

The hazards of video capture outside the space of school became 
immediately apparent. Just beyond the face of a student or teacher was 
the previously intimate space of the home. Its sights and sounds became a 
backdrop for participation in education. While some of this was relatively 
harmless (the questionable decor of a teenager’s bedroom) or even 
humorous (a pet jumping into the lap of an unsuspecting teacher), some 
of it was a source of embarrassment or indignity. A tilt of the camera could 
spark recognition that a student was living in an overcrowded house 
with multiple relatives, in a dilapidated space or in a place that signalled 
homelessness – a rundown residence, a car, a shelter or a tent encampment. 
Young people would catch glimpses of a classmate’s home life and see 
realities that had never been shared or discussed: a disabled family 
member, religious icons, people of different ethnicities and cultures, adults 
in unconventional dress or even signs of drug or alcohol use. Household 
life, from the banal to the unusual, shot into view. Information students 
had not previously disclosed or did not want teachers and peers to know 
was exposed, often without intent or warning, by cameras that mediated 
participation in education.

More worrying was the fact that the new video mediums of ed-tech opened 
entirely new tributaries for bullying, harassment and privacy violations, 
much of it aimed at girls and young women as well as other learners facing 
sociocultural disadvantages. Media accounts relate how teachers and 
principals were sometimes taken aback by how casually students would 
capture and circulate images and videos, typically taken surreptitiously, of 
their classmates in unflattering poses, often with commentary intended to 
degrade. Students could be brutal in their interpretations of what they saw: 
somebody’s mother seen in the background of a video called a sexist name; 
somebody’s disabled sibling labelled with a slur; and someone’s same-sex 
caregivers berated with homophobic barbs. While bullying is hardly new 
to schooling, the windows into students’ homes gave bullies, and those 
abetting them, more opportunities for denigration, privacy violations and 
harassment.247
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There were concerning gender aspects to this phenomenon. In the new 
screen-based space of education, girls and young women participating 
in classes could be easily photographed or video recorded without their 
knowledge or consent. In the physical setting of school, this secretive 
capture would have been much more difficult and perhaps presumed to 
be more invasive. But online, young people, accustomed to norms that 
anything in a digital space is fair game for replication and distribution, 
took screenshots without compunction and distributed them.248 It was 
not uncommon for education authorities to learn that photos of girls and 
young women speaking in Zoom-type video classes were being bounced 
around public or semi-private social media channels maintained by groups 
of boys or men. These photographs could quickly be pulled into darker 
corners of the internet. Concerningly, the images often carried the name 
of the student photographed or recorded, as the software used by schools 
for video lessons commonly affixed a student’s full name to his or her video 
feed. In some instances, technical options were available that harboured the 
potential to mitigate some of the risks associated with malicious video and 
image capture. Zoom and similar applications, for example, tended to offer 
functionality that could make student video feeds visible only to teachers 
and not to other students. Separate technical features could help block 
unapproved image capture, but these options were almost never fail-proof.249

But even when features that could help mitigate cyberbullying were 
available on videoconferencing platforms,250 teachers were often unaware 
of them or did not know how to successfully activate or test them. Controls 
of this type commonly resided deep in settings that teachers did not know 
how to use or sometimes could not access because they did not have 
the necessary administrator privileges and controls. To protect a Zoom 
virtual classroom, teachers would need to understand options to lock the 
meeting, control screen-sharing, enable the ‘waiting room’, lock down the 
chat, remove participants, report users, suspend participant activities and 
rename participants – in addition to several other non-standard options.251 
For many instructors, simply getting through a single video class in default 
settings was difficult enough without having to navigate features that were 
challenging to activate and took practice to use. Beyond this, students 
often objected to school actions to block learners from seeing their 
classmates, and indeed, there were good reasons – pedagogical, cultural 
and social – for allowing students to see each other as well as a teacher in 
a synchronous lesson. Many assumed a class with all video cameras on was 
more participatory and helped establish coherent – and seen – communities 
of learners.

Virtual backgrounds and filters offered by some of the applications 
supporting video calls helped to obscure the homes and personal spaces 
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of students. This technology would keep objects in the foreground of the 
video clear and in focus, usually the face and body of a student or teacher 
while obscuring the background. Software supporting synchronous 
classes commonly offered options that allowed students, teachers and 
other users to select backgrounds that made it seem as if they were, for 
example, participating in a meeting from a beach, mountain landscape or 
alien planet. Media accounts form the lockdown period suggest that some 
students delighted in expressing themselves with these new virtual tools 
and often designed their own backgrounds rather than selecting from 
default options offered by platforms such as Microsoft Teams. Teachers 
would surprise and humour their students by appearing to teach from, 
say, the Moon one day and an undersea submarine the next. But just as 
it took white-collar professionals time to discover these virtual blurring 
and obscuring tools, it also took time for educators and students to find 
them. Many students used unfiltered video capture for weeks before they 
started to make tentative and then sometimes more regular use of virtual 
backgrounds. Norms often took hold that discouraged unreal backdrops 
on the grounds that these distortions were often perceived as obnoxious or 
distracting.

Students’ self-expression with virtual backgrounds could also raise questions 
of appropriateness for formal academic settings. A student showing up to 
class with a brand name behind them, a picture of a celebrity, or a political 
slogan presented problems for teachers and administrators. It was unclear 
whether schools should be or were allowed to regulate these expressions. 
Given the hazards introduced by virtual backgrounds, some education 
systems established norms that students should keep their video feeds 
unaltered with no virtual background. This sometimes developed into an 
unspoken position that there was ‘nothing to hide’ and was seen by many 
educators as the ideal setting as it allowed them to see students and their 
surroundings, as they had been able to do in physical classrooms.

In countries around the world, numerous schools appear to have prohibited 
or strongly discouraged the use of background filters on the grounds that 
they were distracting. In other instances, schools appear to have mandated 
the use of specified filters, such as a simple blurring tool or backgrounds that 
did not leave room for self-expression. Required use of virtual backgrounds 
was, arguably, the digital equivalent of school uniforms and may have 
helped students with difficult home situations feel more comfortable 
participating in video classes. Like the physical school setting itself, virtual 
backgrounds helped equalize – or at least disguise – inequities that existed 
beyond the school. (Interestingly, there were anecdotal accounts that very 
wealthy students, like their disadvantaged peers, preferred options to 
obscure their background surroundings in video classes. This may have been 
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because they were embarrassed about the opulence of their surroundings 
– a potential sign that even highly privileged youth recognized educational 
spaces as deserving of at least surface-level expressions of equality.)

However, despite these filters, the realities of home life could pop into 
view unexpectedly, often posing challenges or causing embarrassment 
to students facing disadvantage.252 In select instances, requirements to 
use video capture for academic participation may have blocked a child’s 
access for reasons unrelated to technology or digital skills constraints. 
Media accounts included testimonies from teachers who noted that some 
of their most underprivileged students never attended video classes but 
participated in other forms of digital education. Some speculated that this 
non-attendance might trace back to caregivers prohibiting students to join 
classes that showed the insides of homes where marginal, unsafe or possibly 
even illicit activity was taking place, such as drug or alcohol use. Indeed, it 
is not hard to imagine that a family living in derelict conditions might have 
uniformly barred students from turning on video cameras to participate in 
education.

While filters may have served as a virtual stand-in for school uniforms by 
equalizing views and expressions of family wealth or poverty, complications 
arose with actual school uniforms. Schools and school systems that had 
required students to wear uniforms discovered that young people often 
had no interest in wearing these uniforms to join video classes from home 
or that parents were opposed to the idea. In some countries, such as 
Thailand, there were brief experiments with virtual school uniforms – a 
visual effect that made it look as if a student was dressed in traditional 
school clothing, regardless of what the student was actually wearing.253 But 
these experiments often resulted in a distorted appearance and tended to 
be short-lived. With the physical space of the school shut down, it became 
unclear whether schools should or could require uniforms for academic 
participation in virtual spaces. Students were at home, after all. This issue 
became especially fraught in highly conservative societies where the 
dress of young people, especially of girls and young women, tended to be 
carefully monitored by schools. There were also other cultural complications. 
Female students who would typically wear a hijab in the public space of 
the school, for instance, would not, under normal circumstances, wear this 
covering garment in the private space of the home but often felt obliged 
to do so when joining a video class because it implied entering a public 
space.254 This had the effect of blurring the separation of the private and 
public, even in the space of the home.

Around the world, the suddenness of the school closures during the 
pandemic meant that video classes became a reality for millions of learners 
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and teachers in the absence of rules and norms to guide educational 
practices in the new virtual spaces made possible by ed-tech. In many 
contexts, answers to even the most rudimentary questions were lacking: 
Uniform or no uniform? Virtual background or no virtual background? There 
were a host of other questions too. Many students and families, for example, 
were unsure whether they could video record a synchronous online lesson. 
Lacking guidance from school administrators, media accounts suggest 
that teachers sometimes established their own guidelines, but these could 
differ from instructor to instructor, such that students at the same school 
and in the same class cohort might be encouraged to record their science 
class but be prohibited from recording their mathematics class. Yet with 
the technical capability to record or take a picture of anything happening 
on a computer screen rarely more than a few clicks away, privacy was never 
assured. Many educators believed that an advantage of the new digital 
medium was the ability to record lessons so that students could replay them 
to review content and strengthen understanding. Yet, this ‘commonsense’ 
functionality posed problems because the recordings typically included 
video footage of minors, and the legality of putting the content online was 
unclear, even in a password-protected location intended for school use. In 
some instances, issues around permissions and consent became paralysing 
and arguably prevented some of the unique and perhaps advantageous 
features of ed-tech from being fully realized.

Governments as well as private providers of education felt enormous 
pressure to roll out options for distance learning, and rule books and 
statutes that might have been consulted or established in a non-emergency 
context were commonly swept aside. Pandemic school closures were 
commonly understood as crises, and they were met with quick and often 
top-down decision-making that attempted to maintain educational 
continuity and avoid learning loss. The crisis framing often prevented 
teachers, students and families from voicing misgivings about video classes 
and other new educational practices that emerged during the pandemic.

“No one knows what the punishment is to have our video turned off. I guess the 
professor is going to reduce our participation grade, or maybe they’ll call us out 
during lecture.” 

– University student, USAxlvii

For much of 2020, 2021 and into 2022, schools and universities around the 
world made video participation in classes obligatory during periods of 
school closures. Data on video requirements for educational participation 
are difficult to find; however, a rare survey on the topic conducted by 
Education Week in the USA helps shine a light on practices at the school 
level. It found that “more than three-quarters of teachers, principals and 
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district leaders whose schools or districts provide live remote instruction say 
that if students have working cameras on their devices, they must keep 
them on during class”. Of this group, a strong majority said students would 
“face consequences” if they turned the cameras off during class. The most 
common consequences were “parental notification”, followed by “losing 
participation points” or “facing a lower grade”, followed by “being marked 
partially or fully absent”.255 These requirements clearly put students with 
patchy Wi-Fi and other connectivity and bandwidth issues at a disadvantage. 
It also arguably put students without a camera at a disadvantage, as they 
were literally unseen during online classes. Interestingly, the survey found 
that 88 per cent of elementary school educators required that students kept 
their cameras on compared with only 60 per cent of their high school 
counterparts. It is possible that this reflected beliefs that young children are 
less likely to stay academically engaged off camera than teenagers, or beliefs 
that it is more important for elementary school teachers to see students 
than it is for teachers of older students. Regardless of the reasons for the 
disparity, the sudden shift to remote learning during the COVID-19 school 
closures normalized technology-dependent models of education that 
replicated classroom-based instruction and established understandings that 
being seen on camera and in Zoom-like digital environments was the 
equivalent of school attendance. This held true across education levels, from 
lower-primary through tertiary education.

 
Even schools and school systems that did not mandate student camera use 
during classes often required that students quickly turn their cameras on 
during online roll calls or other forms of attendance taking. Media accounts 
reveal that these visual checks were common at the beginning of classes 
as well as at the end of classes, in many contexts, and they were sometimes 
conducted unexpectedly in the middle of classes to check in on students 
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who may have logged into a class but chose not to follow it, or who may 
have stepped out for a few moments. Seeing a student’s name or profile in 
a list of digital participants was, for many, insufficient; education authorities 
insisted on seeing the actual student, even if only momentarily. Notably, 
the Education Week survey found that US educators in majority non-white 
school districts were twice as likely to require students to use cameras, no 
exceptions allowed, than educators in majority white school districts.256 
Sight-based digital attendance-taking practices tended to be agonizingly 
slow and struck many families as unnecessary, given that students were in 
their homes.

Vigilant attendance checks had arguably been necessary when school 
education was conducted in physical locations outside the home. Brick-
and-mortar schools, unlike virtual ones, serve a protective function as 
well as an educational one, and families and other community members 
understandably expect schools to account for young people and 
notify families of absences. But in the ed-tech-enabled home-learning 
environment of the pandemic, it was not clear why visual confirmation of 
attendance was necessary. If there was one onerous administrative task 
that virtual classes were supposed to ease, it was the taking of attendance. 
Like many ed-tech practices, though, the habit was simply transported, 
without much introspection, from the physical environment of schools to 
the virtual environment of remote education. Arguably, school leaders and 
teachers felt they could continue to fulfil a protective function, or some 
approximation of it, even at a distance. Whatever the reason, the shift to 
ed-tech in school systems across the world clouded once-clear meanings of 
attendance and absence, requirements and non-requirements, and often 
in ways that disadvantaged underprivileged learners, including those who 
faced difficulty joining video classes or who were reluctant to do so.

“We have students who are parents, whose children need homeschooling. We 
have students who don’t have a room in which they can close the door. We 
have students who are couchsurfing, or students with very personal home 
environments, and students across the world … who would wake up their 
family if they talked.” 

– Carleigh Kude, assistant director for disability advising, Stanford Universityxlviii

Many students, families, teachers and school and university administrators 
were unwelcoming of rules and norms to turn on video feeds during 
classes. Petitions seeking to make video participation voluntary rather 
than a requirement were common in high-income countries where these 
rules tended to be in effect. Even students at elite universities felt the 
video classes could be invasive and inappropriate, more an attendance- 
and behaviour-checking mechanism than one to meaningfully improve 
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teaching and learning.257 A rare US study of student reasons for objecting 
to video classes found that the main concerns included judgements from 
other people, the physical space of homes being seen in the background and 
having a weak internet connection. The study suggested that these concerns 
were likely to “disproportionately influence underrepresented minorities”.258 
It was significant that the study included only undergraduate students at 
Cornell University, an Ivy League research university in New York that charges 
annual tuition rates of over USD 60,000 per year259 and has a considerably 
more privileged student population than most universities. If these well-off 
students were concerned about their homes being seen and about poor-
quality internet connections, less privileged students were likely facing 
similar hesitations and challenges. And indeed, at other universities requiring 
video participation, administrators in accessibility offices were flooded with 
letters requesting formal permission to turn cameras off during class.

A key takeaway from the questions and problems surrounding the use 
of video classes was that the shift from in-person education to remote 
online learning affected norms and practices that extended well beyond 
the learning per se. While video classes may have helped assure the 
continuity of formal learning in some contexts, they also provided 
unexpected and often uninvited windows into student realities. These 
realities varied significantly across students’ home and living conditions. 
The camera aspect of video classes unmasked deep inequalities reflected 
in home environments that the physical space of the school had kept 
hidden and, usually, better balanced. The cameras students switched on 
at home beamed jarring reminders that the physical space of a school was 
a sanctuary for many students, one that afforded them dignity despite 
home situations that sometimes provided very little. This video exposure 
could be distressing for young people who are more likely than adults to be 
concerned with fitting in and meeting group expectations of normalcy.

Done in the name of assuring the continuity of education, this practice 
made private spaces, with their differences, inequalities, eccentricities 
and defects, newly public. The unveiling of the home tended to be 
especially distressing for underprivileged students living in challenging or 
embarrassing home conditions – real or perceived. Remote learning through 
ed-tech enabled formal education to move into the private space of the 
home during periods of school closures. A defining ripple effect of the shift 
to remote, technology-facilitated education during the pandemic was the 
shattering of lines that had previously delineated the private space of the 
home from the public and shared space of the school, in ways that not only 
exposed, but possibly heightened inequalities.
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HARDSHIP AND HEIGHTENED EXCLUSION 
FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

Ed-tech was widely presumed to carry advantages for students with certain 
disabilities vis-à-vis school-based education. It was thought that powerful 
connected technology, matched with appropriate digital content and 
pedagogies, might better assure educational inclusion for the nearly  
100 million children and youth estimated to have moderate to severe 
disabilities worldwide,260 80 per cent of whom live in developing countries.261

Prior to the pandemic, it was widely understood that students with 
disabilities faced acute challenges in accessing and successfully completing 
school-based education and were among the most left behind in education 
systems worldwide. A UNESCO study of ten low- and middle-income 
countries found that children with disabilities were 2.5 times more likely 
to never attend school than their peers without disabilities. When they 
did attend school, they were nearly 20 per cent less likely to achieve 
minimum proficiency in reading.262 Similar gaps existed at the level of higher 
education. Data from the USA indicated that only 1 in 3 students living with 
disabilities graduated from four-year institutions within eight years. This 
fall-off rate is very high, even when compared with rates for students facing 
other disadvantages such as poverty.263 The fact that these data come from 
a rich country that has and enforces laws to help assure the educational 
inclusion of students with disabilities, suggests that such non-completion 
rates might be even higher in other countries.

“It’s difficult to manage a child with a disability full time on your own. [The 
pandemic] is exposing all the cracks, the stress of raising a child with a 
disability.” 

– Eileen Costello, paediatrician and clinical professor, Boston Universityxlix

Beyond issues of access and inclusion, multi-country studies have 
routinely found that learners with disabilities tend to receive inferior-
quality education, especially when they are separated from peers that are 
not disabled.264 And disability challenges are, unsurprisingly, commonly 
compounded by other disadvantages, including those that might stem from 
income, gender, language or geography. The World Bank, for example, has 
documented how girls living with disabilities complete schooling at lower 
rates than boys with disabilities.265

Against this backdrop of existing disadvantage, the early decision to meet 
the educational disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic with connected 
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digital technology was interpreted by some as a potentially hopeful sign 
regarding the inclusion of students with disabilities. Ed-tech had long 
been seen to carry considerable potential to help make education more 
accessible than it has historically been in schools. For learners with physical 
disabilities who could not easily move to, from and around brick-and-mortar 
schools, an option to learn remotely from home was sometimes viewed as 
a welcome development.266 The same could be true for students with vision 
and hearing impairments who were pleased at the prospect of shifting 
educational content from paper-based mediums to digital devices with 
text-to-speech functionalities and options to seamlessly resize text and 
other visual media. For students with cognitive learning disabilities, ed-tech 
promised to help tailor learning to meet specific needs and enable greater 
repetition and review if desired.

These promises, however, were rarely realized during COVID-19 school 
closures,267 even if there were a few bright spots, particularly in universities 
where technology integration in education was already well established.268 
Available evidence indicates that students living with disabilities faced 
heightened disadvantages during the pandemic-related school closures 
and the reliance on ed-tech for remote learning. In May 2020, a UN policy 
brief on responses to COVID-19 announced that learners with disabilities 
were being “disproportionately impacted” by the pandemic disruption to 
education and the heavy reliance on connected technology.269 Data on the 
extent of this impact became increasingly available as the crisis stretched 
on for months and then past one- and two-year marks. In December 2020, 
UNICEF reported that over half of the 157 countries it surveyed about 
educational responses to the pandemic had not adopted any measures 
aimed at facilitating learning at a distance for children with disabilities.270

Around the world, accommodations for students with disabilities were 
regularly overlooked in the rush to deploy technology-enabled remote 
learning to ensure education during school closures. As school systems 
worked, often under enormous pressure, to digitalize learning materials 
for students, basic accessibility requirements for digital learning content 
– such as embedding text descriptions in digital files of images, which are 
essential for visually impaired students, or including transcriptions with 
audio files and caption options with videos, which are essential for hearing 
impaired students – were commonly ignored. Skipping these steps – which 
would have been required or at least more standard under less hurried 
circumstances – rendered much of the digital learning content developed for 
use during the pandemic difficult or impossible for students with disabilities 
to use. Moreover, heavy reliance on third-party learning platforms and 
apps tended to compound these problems. Many commercial solutions did 
not have strong accessibility options for students with different types of 
disabilities because of the expenses involved to develop them.
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In addition to facing unique learning challenges, many students living with 
disabilities have health vulnerabilities that made the need to avoid social 
contact during the pandemic particularly imperative. Indeed, young people 
with disabilities were nearly twice as likely as peers without disabilities to 
have acute respiratory infection symptoms, increasing their risk of mortality 
from infectious diseases such as COVID-19.271 Because of these heightened 
risks, students with disabilities were particularly dependent on screens and 
internet platforms to open portals to learning and interaction with peers 
and adults beyond the home. Yet far too often, these screens and platforms 
were either not provisioned or not appropriately accessible. When students 
with hearing impairments were directed to educational videos without 
captioning, learning was no longer possible. Learning also came to a 
standstill when blind students who had been learning using Braille books at 
school were told to navigate to educational websites without features and 
functionality to help them perceive, understand or otherwise interact with 
the digital content.

“I remember sitting, watching the school’s presentation of how they want to 
handle COVID-19 [on Zoom] … But most of the presentation was on athletics. 
There was five seconds on special education [for students with disabilities].” 

– Mother of a child with autism, USAl

More specific evidence of the ways in which the pivot from schools to 
remote learning with ed-tech exacerbated inequality for students with 
disabilities comes from individual countries. In the USA, for example, 
none of the 15 school districts’ distance learning plans reviewed by the 
US Government Accountability Office (GAO) included details on how 
specialized instruction or related services for students with disabilities would 
be provided. This was less a case of insufficient planning than an absence 
of planning altogether. The only evidence the GAO could find of planned 
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support were occasional notations that “parents of students with disabilities 
would be contacted individually by a special education teacher”.272 But even 
this practice was rare during the pandemic. Special education teachers were 
often supporting numerous students often across different schools and did 
not always have contact information for students under their care, nor had 
they been trained in how to provide support at a distance, assuming this 
was even possible. The physical therapy required by many students with 
disabilities, for example, could not be provisioned online no matter how 
good the technology. By June 2021, the US Department of Education, like 
many other national ministries of education, was clear-eyed that school 
closures and the move to technology had “significantly disrupted” the 
education and related aids and services student with disabilities “need 
to support academic progress and prevent regression”. The Department 
of Education acknowledged that these disruptions were exacerbating 
“longstanding disability-based disparities in academic achievement”.273

“I am a barrier to my own daughter’s education. I am unable to support 
her when she is studying because I am unable to read Braille materials. My 
daughter feels jealous when I am assisting other children who use print. … It is 
as if I am not interested in her schoolwork, which is not the case. I wish I knew 
Braille.” 

– Mother of a visually impaired daughter, Malawili

Although some governments launched websites on how to support the care 
and learning of children with disabilities,274 this type of guidance tended 
to be the exception rather than the rule. In 2021, a study on the pandemic 
experiences of parents of children with autism found that investing in strong 
support systems for parents was the best way for authorities to help autistic 
children struggling with educational and lifestyle changes brought on by 
the pandemic.275 But testimonies from parents with children with disabilities 
regularly indicated that this support was lacking or non-existent. Ed-tech-
reliant learning thrust parents of children with disabilities into the role 
of teachers and therapists, and parents did not always know how to fulfil 
these roles. In many cases, this work had been previously undertaken by 
trained professionals at schools. A survey conducted in Malawi found that 
99 per cent of parents of children with disabilities reported “overwhelming 
dissatisfaction” with the educational experiences of their children during 
periods of school closure. Approximately 85 per cent of the parent 
respondents said that they had not received any support from a school or 
teacher. In interviews, they stressed that technology-based educational 
resources such as educational television tended to be inaccessible to their 
children, assuming it was even available at all. The Malawi parents also 
voiced frustration that they were not better able to assist the learning of 
their children on their own.276
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Moreover, students living with intellectual or developmental disabilities 
such as Down Syndrome or autism are often more sensitive than others to 
changes in educational routines. These changes were relentless during the 
pandemic and the switch from school-based learning to technology-based 
remote learning. The unfamiliarity of government officials, schools and 
teachers with ed-tech tended to result in a steady flow of new directives, 
schedule alterations and other changes that could frustrate and disorient 
even the most flexible learners and families. Reliable routines took months 
to establish and sometimes never took hold, even as school closures 
extended deep into 2021 and 2022. These changes tended to carry special 
challenges for students with disabilities and the caregivers supporting them.

Around the world, the voices of learners with disabilities were largely 
ignored during the hasty switch to remote and technology-reliant 
education. Evidence shows that consulting people living with disabilities 
and the organizations representing them is key to the successful planning of 
inclusive, open and distance learning solutions.277 Yet, in 2020, UNICEF found 
that civil society organizations advocating for learners with disabilities were 
almost never consulted in the design, implementation and monitoring of 
national COVID-19 educational response plans. Seeking input of this sort 
would have been more routine in a non-emergency context and ensure 
greater accommodation of this group. 278

As school closures became prolonged, evidence mounted that, with rare 
exceptions, the deployment of ed-tech was resulting in severe educational 
exclusion for learners with disabilities. The Global Partnership for Education 
noted that ed-tech solutions routinely lacked the most “basic and necessary” 
accessibility features to render them usable for children with disabilities. 
It further observed that students with disabilities are uniquely dependent 
on the human care and support commonly provided by schools, and this 
support evaporated when schools closed and education moved online.279 
UNICEF found that over 80 per cent of countries in Eastern Europe and 
Central Asia reported prolonged disruptions in access to disability-related 
health and education services in late 2020.280 In countries around the world, 
the shift to remote learning through ed-tech marked the end of actions and 
programmes to support students with learning and physical disabilities that 
had been active when schools were open. This could be catastrophic for, 
as one example, deaf students learning sign language who lived in families 
where no one else was able to teach or communicate in this language.

While the physical space of schools had often been inadequate for learners 
with disabilities before COVID-19, the virtual spaces of ed-tech commonly 
proved even more inadequate. Although the pandemic may have helped 
clarify the potential to provide new forms of accommodation for students 
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with disabilities, perhaps particularly for students with physical disabilities 
that made travelling to and from school challenging, it only rarely delivered 
on this potential. More often, the shift to ed-tech resulted in further 
hardship and heightened exclusion for a group that had already been 
experiencing disadvantage with in-person schooling.

AN AMPLIFICATION OF DIGITAL GENDER DIVIDES

The pivot from school-based education to remote learning was commonly 
handled in ways that arguably replicated or reinforced existing digital 
gender divides. These divides as well as their origins had been well 
documented before the pandemic. A 2019 UNESCO study identified several 
factors that explain why girls are less likely than boys to use connected 
technology and develop the knowledge and practical experience needed 
to use it productively for learning and other tasks: differential access to 
connectivity and hardware, cultural and financial barriers, disparities in 
digital skills and capacities, and low self-confidence.281 The study highlighted 
the persistence of digital skills gender gaps, noting that over a decade of 
national and international efforts to close them had accomplished very little. 
Indeed, data collected by the ITU indicate that these gaps are widening in 
many regional and national contexts.282

The pandemic rush to roll out distance learning solutions largely overlooked 
these digital gender divides. A review of the massive deployments and 
uptakes of ed-tech that were mobilized as a response to school closures 
reveals very little evidence of gender-responsive or gender-transformative 
strategies. Few countries used the pandemic context and its heavy reliance 
on connected technology as an opportunity to address the gender biases 
and exclusions that are at the root of digital gender divides. The many 
campaigns and trainings launched to build or reinforce the digital skills 
of parents so that they could better support ed-tech modes of learning 
with children during the pandemic generally disregarded gender. The 
audience envisioned for these campaigns was a generic adult, even though 
the target recipients were far more likely to be mothers and other women 
between the ages of 20 and 50 years old who tended to be apprehensive 
about helping children use technology as a portal to education. Some of 
these programmes even seemed to imply that fathers would troubleshoot 
technology problems, while mothers would simply monitor and encourage 
students to spend time on ed-tech learning tasks. A review of stock photos 
that accompanied parental guidance regarding ed-tech-dependent 
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education tended to feature pictures of men standing over the shoulder 
of a child working on a digital device of some sort. These assumptions 
and images further entrenched gender stereotypes about technology 
proficiency.

“If parents give their son a mobile phone, the community doesn’t say anything, 
but when parents give a girl a phone, the community asks questions.” 

– 17-year-old girl, Indialii

Training aimed at teachers was similarly problematic. Reviews of crash 
courses developed to help educators improve their digital skills and 
establish foundations for digital pedagogies during the pandemic found 
that they almost never included instructions or ideas about how teachers 
might seek to break down gender stereotypes concerning technology. 
Nor did they recommend specific actions to help include and encourage 
girls to participate in the digital environments used for education. Yet this 
encouragement would have been warranted. Numerous studies have shown 
that girls are far more reticent than boys to use unfamiliar technology, post 
in online forums, make changes to default settings or experiment with 
the advanced functions of devices they already own.283 In some countries, 
girls and women who have mobile phones only know how to answer voice 
calls – typically received from male family members.284 As education moved 
into digital spaces, there was abundant evidence that girls were likely to be 
excluded or marginalized. Yet despite this, special provisions to ensure their 
equal participation seem to have been rare.

Teacher practice could also reinforce troubling gender stereotypes. During 
the pandemic, media accounts indicate that many classroom instructors 
designated select students to provide remote tech support to classmates 
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during lessons. This allowed teachers to focus on the content of their 
instruction. While perhaps a useful strategy, the students chosen to provide 
this support were usually reported to be boys. The consistent designation of 
boys to fulfil technology roles arguably reinforced assumptions that boys are 
more likely to be ‘natural’ users of technology than girls.

Related to this, long-standing gender divides in digital skills meant 
that female teachers were often considerably less prepared to support 
technology-based learning than their male counterparts. Studies conducted 
in 2020 showed that female teachers consistently reported higher levels of 
stress using digital technology for instructional purposes and lower self-
perception of their digital competencies compared with male teachers.285 
Large multi-country studies have found that women are between 1.5 and 
2 times more likely than men to report a lack of skills as a primary barrier 
to internet use.286 Practically speaking, this meant that synchronous classes 
with male teachers tended to run more smoothly than classes with female 
teachers. When education largely went online during the pandemic, 
these disparities only reinforced existing gender divides in digital skills. 
For instance, students might see first-hand examples of male teachers 
exhibiting their dexterity with technology by setting up online breakout 
rooms for small group discussions or being willing to use other complex 
technology features in new digital environments. Similarly, they might 
watch female teachers struggle with the technology in ways that could 
be embarrassing, or even humiliating. For female students, often already 
lacking confidence in their digital skills, this arguably fuelled a vicious cycle, 
reinforcing rather than dispelling their self-doubt.

Testimonies indicate that with teachers and peers around, students often 
perceived unfamiliar online learning environments as carrying high stakes, 
reputational as well as academic. Digital skills are best developed when 
students feel comfortable that they can make mistakes, and this tends to 
be particularly true for girls.287 But the newly established virtual learning 
environments were hardly locations for experimentation. They also tended 
to assume that users already possessed basic to intermediate digital literacy, 
which was rarely the case, especially for girls. Tasks such as uploading 
a graded assignment, successfully logging into an online platform and 
completing a problem set or downloading a school-specified app were 
neither simple nor intuitive. Testimonies from the pandemic suggest that 
girls struggled more than boys to complete these processes and often 
felt overwhelmed. This could result in girls disengaging from education, 
including girls that had been excelling when learning was school based and 
less technology dependent.
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Subtle and overt signals that men and boys have special or innate aptitudes 
for technology compared with women and girls, however baseless in 
reality, were common in ed-tech spaces. For example, whenever a female 
teacher asked a male student, her junior in age, for help with a technology 
issue during on online classes, this could reinforce a problematic belief 
among students that boys are superior technology users even to their 
adult female teachers. Similarly, online classes and trainings offered to help 
children as well as youth and adults make productive use of technology for 
learning during pandemic lockdowns tended, in reviews conducted for this 
publication, to be led by male instructors, again reinforcing views that men, 
and not women, understand technology. These realities point to missed 
opportunities to deconstruct and discard problematic gender expectations 
related to technology.

Research conducted prior to the pandemic found that girls’ and women’s 
interest in technology is significantly higher when technology subjects 
are taught by female teachers, while boys’ and men’s interest is unaffected 
by a teacher’s gender.288 The pandemic offered a unique opportunity to 
elevate female technology experts as role models and mentors. When girls 
see and interact with women and other girls who are highly proficient with 
technology, it inspires them to develop interest in technology and nurture 
beliefs that they can use it as well or better than their male counterparts.289 
But, based on reviews conducted for this publication, such female role 
models were often missing in digital spaces dedicated to education during 
the pandemic, and the myths around gender and technology were likely 
perpetuated.

Device distribution efforts could be equally insensitive to gender. Specialists 
in educational technology know that when connected devices are given to 
families, they are often monopolized by male members. Special actions and 
checks are needed to ensure girls and women are actually the end users of 
devices. An Oxfam project in South Asia, to cite one example, had so much 
trouble deterring men from appropriating mobile phones intended for 
women that it started procuring and distributing pink phones, assuming 
that the colour would help dissuade men from using them.290 Significant 
bodies of research detail how cultural and family practices bestow digital 
hardware with strong male associations.291 Families are more likely to 
purchase and provide digital technology to boys than to girls, tablets and 
smartphones are often marketed as gifts for boys and young men, parents 
are more likely to place a family computer in a son’s room, and fathers are 
more likely to help and encourage boys to develop computer skills than 
girls.292 Despite widespread knowledge of these trends, a review of the large 
and typically expensive technology distribution projects undertaken during 
the COVID-19 pandemic indicates that very few targeted girls specifically, 
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even though it was well known that girls are less likely to have technology 
than boys – a trend that extends across developed and developing countries 
alike, albeit with less severity in wealthier countries.

“Girls in our [TechEnabled Girl Ambassadors] sample across Africa say that a 
quick way to access phones is through romantic or sexual relationships with 
more affluent boys and men, who will give them a phone.” 

– Girl Effect and Vodafone Foundationliii

Corroborating global research that documented major digital gender 
inequities before the pandemic, a study by Girl Effect in partnership with 
Vodafone suggested that boys are 1.5 times more likely to have a mobile 
phone than girls.293 Similarly, multi-country research by UNICEF found that 
girls aged 15 to 19 are significantly less likely than boys to have used the 
internet in the preceding 12 months.294 Gender differences in frequency of 
internet use can be staggering. In Nepal, for instance, rates of internet use 
among boys are double that of girls. In Pakistan, internet use is four times 
greater for boys than for girls.295 The Girl Effect study found that girls are 
more than twice as likely as boys to need to borrow mobile phones from 
family members – often male family members – to gain digital access, a 
situation that tends to turn girls into technology supplicants.296

Yet despite these divides, evidence that countries developed or used 
gender-responsive strategies to guide their actions and investments 
to transition from school-based learning to technology-based learning 
was thin. Moving education to technology was not a neutral change: it 
carried distinct disadvantages for girls, and there appears to have been 
limited action to minimize these disadvantages. Given these realities, it 
is not particularly surprising that female students reported significantly 
higher increases in education-related stress than male students during the 
pandemic.297

With more careful planning and better sensitization, the education sector’s 
embrace of ed-tech during the pandemic could have helped ‘un-gender’ 
technology as male. The educational disruption and its uncompromising 
– rather than voluntary – reliance on technology arguably offered an 
opportune moment to close digital gender divides by helping women and 
girls understand that they have the same right to use technology as boys 
and that they can be equally or more skilled technology users. Yet, evidence 
reviewed for this publication suggests that this did not happen. On the 
contrary, it seems that problematic gender stereotypes about technology 
that disadvantage women and girls intensified. In the rushed attempt 
to keep learning opportunities intact following abrupt school closures, 
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there is little evidence that women and girls received special attention to 
counterbalance known digital inequities. This is not to say that girls and 
women did not, in some contexts, gain new levels of access to technology 
during the pandemic or improve their digital skills as a result of the shift 
to ed-tech; this almost certainly did occur. But it seems wishful thinking to 
imagine that this was enough to close skills and confidence gaps with boys 
and men, who also advanced digitally during the pandemic. Pre-existing 
gender skills and confidence gaps with boys and men were rarely accounted 
for, if at all. Future research will allow for more precise determinations 
regarding whether and to what extent digital gender divides widened 
during the pandemic recourse to distance learning. ITU data published 
in late 2022 provided an early, if incomplete, indication. According to the 
organization, “while women account for roughly half of the population, they 
account for a disproportionate – and increasing – share of the global offline 
population: women now outnumber male non-users by 18 per cent, up from 
11 per cent in 2019”.298

A STEP BACKWARDS FOR THE LABOUR 
PARTICIPATION OF MOTHERS

As schools closed and children spent their days at home, large numbers of 
women left the workforce, heightening gender inequalities in employment. 
The disproportionate deterioration of women’s labour-market participation 
compared with men’s was sometimes referred to as a ‘she-cession’ to 
highlight the gendered aspects of the COVID-19 recessions that swept the 
globe beginning in early 2020. A study conducted by the International 
Monetary Fund in 38 advanced and emerging market economies 
corroborated steep declines in women’s employment. It found that  
between 2019 and the second quarter of 2021, women’s employment 
declined 2.5 per cent, while men’s employment fell significantly less by only 
about 2 per cent.299

“I am all by myself educating and taking care of my children. My husband 
doesn’t help me at all as he has to work. Sometimes I don’t have time to sleep.” 

– Mother, Kyrgyzstanliv

While declines in female employment during the pandemic trace to a 
variety of factors, the time commitments required to facilitate technology-
first modes of remote education with children appear to have been a major 
contributor. Detailed 2020 analysis of employment and economic data 
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in the USA, for instance, showed that a 10 per cent rise in school closures 
was associated with a 1.5 per cent reduction in workforce participation 
for mothers compared with women without children. Across the USA, this 
translated into 1.6 million fewer working mothers than would have been 
expected without school closures. By contrast, the labour-force participation 
for fathers was not any more sensitive to school closures than it was for men 
without children.300 These declines continued in relative lockstep with school 
closures. A US Labour Department report in October 2021 found that the 
number of working women aged 20 and older had declined by roughly  
2 million since February 2020 – double the number of men in the same age 
bracket.301 This report linked school closures to a female exodus from the 
labour market by showing that unemployment for women tapered off in 
parallel with school reopening.

Similar trends showing the adverse impact of COVID-19 school closures on 
women’s participation in the workforce were observed in other countries, as 
highlighted by the Peterson Institute for International Economics. In Japan, 
for instance, labour-force participation by men barely changed as schools 
closed en masse in the first quarter of 2020. By contrast, 1 million women 
left the labour market in this first quarter, despite a government policy 
that sought to offer paid leave to parents unable to work due to childcare 
obligations tied to school closures.302 While some countries, especially those 
that implemented programmes to support day care and other child services 
during the crisis, saw less backsliding on gender equality in workforce 
participation than others, globally the pandemic and the forced retreat to 
home-based and technology-facilitated learning disproportionately affected 
women’s participation in the workforce and exacerbated gender inequalities 
in the labour market.

“My kids had nowhere to go, nowhere to be, no outlet. I found a job, and they 
were angry at me because I’m leaving and they can’t.” 

– Mother, USAlv

Data released by the International Labour Organization (ILO) at the end of 
2020 showed how fallout from COVID-19, and school closures especially, 
were “squeezing” working mothers out of the labour force globally. Noting 
that “women’s labour-force participation is shaped by domestic and 
caregiving responsibilities in ways that men’s is not”, the organization cited 
evidence to show that in Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica and Mexico partnered 
women with children were experiencing much sharper pandemic-related 
drops in labour-force participation than men. It further explained that 
according to data from 55 high- and middle-income countries, nearly 
30 million women aged over 25 lost their jobs between the fourth quarter of 
2019 and the second quarter of 2020 and linked these job losses to school 
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closures.303 A later ILO report from March 2022 showed dramatic declines in 
women’s labour participation rates across all regions. It explained: “In 2020, 
the pressures of juggling work and family, coupled with school closures 
and job losses in female-dominated sectors meant even fewer women were 
participating in the workforce. About 113 million women aged 25–54 with 
partners and small children were out of the workforce in 2020 [globally].” The 
ILO called this figure “astonishing” when contrasted with the comparable 
figures for men. For men with partners and small children, only 13 million 
were out of the workforce, 100 million fewer than women.304

When schools began closing en masse, ed-tech was initially held up as a 
solution that might help parents, and mothers in particular, continue work 
unrelated to childcare. This ‘benefit’, however, rarely seems to have been 
realized in practice. Anecdotal evidence reviewed in media sources, 
suggests that, in fact, the opposite may have been true: ed-tech modes of 
learning increased parental and caregiving obligations. Mothers often noted 
that the shift to technology-based distance learning made schooldays more 
demanding in terms of oversight and obligations than days without school. 
They lamented that they needed to be constantly on hand to assist 
technology-dependent learning. Where in-person schooling had freed up 
hours of uninterrupted time for parents to work and pursue professional 
goals, remote learning with ed-tech was, by contrast, consuming large 
amounts of parental time and focus, a burden that fell disproportionately on 
women. This deepened inequalities in gender labour divides and chipped 
away at global progress to establish more gender-equal workforces.
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SCHOOL CLOSURES CONTRIBUTED TO 
INCREASES IN CHILD LABOUR

The inaccessibility, unreliability and poor quality of technology-first 
learning from home appears to have prompted many families, especially 
economically distressed families, to give students who had previously been 
attending school new or increased work obligations. In places where the 
connectivity, devices and capacities needed to leverage technology for 
education were scarce, students were regularly put to work.

“My father is a farmer. He sometimes asks me to help him in the field. But he 
didn’t ask me to join him when I had school. But now I do not go to school, so I 
go to the fields to help him with his work.” 

– 17-year-old boy, Bangladeshlvi

In June 2021, the ILO reported troubling data indicating that global progress 
to end child labour had stalled for the first time in two decades. In a major 
publication, the organization, in partnership with UNICEF, noted that 160 
million children globally were working, a disconcerting rise of 8.4 million 
from the last time global data were published in 2016. The report 
highlighted that children between 5 and 11 years old made up half of 
the total figure, and that the number of children aged 5 to 17 engaged in 
hazardous work – defined as work that is likely to harm their health, safety or 
morals – had jumped by 6.5 million to 79 million since 2016. Not all of these 
rises could be reliably attributed to particular disruptions and hardships 
imposed by the pandemic, including increased poverty and sharp declines 
in social services, but the ILO and UNICEF were careful to identify school 
closures and limited access to remote learning as contributing factors, 
particularly for children in vulnerable situations.305

Qualitative research conducted in 2020 and 2021 indicates that families 
that might have kept children in formal education had it been accessible via 
physical schools or remote learning instead pushed children into work when 
it was not accessible. Although various data limitations make it challenging 
to draw straight causal lines between the absence and limitations of ed-tech 
and spikes in child labour, considerable evidence suggests that these lines 
do exist. A 2021 ILO article about the acceleration of child workers into 
the construction sector in Uganda, for instance, noted that “education has 
been an important solution to combat child labour”.306 When links to formal 
education broke, families often saw children as idle and pushed them into 
jobs and labour that had no connection to curricular learning.307

Global progress to end 
child labour had stalled 
for the first time in two 

decades during the first 
year of the pandemic.
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Testimonials from children regularly supported this view. Children 
interviewed in West Africa as a part of a World Vision research project said 
that the cessation of school-based education and limited availability of 
remote learning alternatives precipitated their entry into labour.308 Separate 
reporting from Burkina Faso found examples of parents who worked in 
granite mines bringing their children with them to support often hazardous 
mining activities, because the children had no means of continuing their 
studies with prohibitively expensive connected technologies when schools 
were closed.309

“There are some instances where parents ask children to go out to work to 
earn some income to support the household expenses. These incidences 
have become common due to the closure of schools during this period of 
coronavirus” 

– 17-year-old girl, Ghanalvii

School closures and the limited reach and effectiveness of ed-tech also 
seem to have led to meaningful upticks in unpaid domestic work completed 
by children, especially for girls. Analyses of the gendered impact of school 
closures found that when girls spent increased time at home, they were 
often burdened with new domestic chores and responsibilities – work 
that had been done by someone else when schools were operational. This 
change was documented almost exclusively in contexts where ed-tech 
modes of education reached relatively few families and learners, including in 
Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Niger and Pakistan. Burdens of care, such as cooking, 
cleaning or helping young siblings or older relatives, also fell heavily on girls 
in poor contexts where technology options to access education from home 
were typically non-existent during periods of school closure.310

The global takeaway from this evidence is clear: if voids left by school 
closure could not be filled with remote learning or other means to assure 
the continuity of learning, they were often filled with work. This meant the 
problems associated with access to ed-tech ran deeper than stalled learning 
– they could increase the likelihood that vulnerable children and youth 
would make a transition from education to labour. While some of these 
transitions proved temporary and reversed with the opening of schools, 
others did not. Early shifts to work are often permanent, especially for 
underprivileged children, as noted by the ILO: “When children leave school 
and enter paid employment, it can be very difficult for them to resume their 
education.”311 A defining characteristic of the pandemic and school closures 
is that when ed-tech alternatives were unavailable or failed, as was common 
globally, families put children to work, and some of these children did not 
have opportunities to return to education.
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Learners engaged less, 
achieved less and 
left state-provisioned 
education

A central promise of ed-tech was that it would enable more engaging, 
more effective and more relevant learning that would, in turn, improve 
educational outcomes. There was also an assumption that ed-tech would 
make learning more instant and seamless by removing pervious restrictions 
on when and where education could happen. Such developments would 
improve the quality and accessibility of education in ways that would 
accelerate academic progress.
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However, the available evidence suggests that leaning outcomes declined 
dramatically when schools closed and remote learning with ed-tech was 
deployed as a replacement during the pandemic. This trend was observed 
in contexts where access to ed-tech was limited as well as in contexts where 
the availability of devices and connectivity was not a barrier to education. 
Around the world, technology-mediated remote instruction proved to be of 
considerably lesser quality than face-to-face education.

As teachers struggled to adapt their pedagogical approaches to facilitate 
teaching and learning in digital environments, student achievement either 
stalled or regressed. Students participating in remote learning rarely had 
opportunities for educational experiences beyond academic learning 
tasks. The socialization and non-academic experiences that were typical in 
school-based learning environments tended to vanish in the new virtual-
only spaces. As a result, many students became disengaged. While some 
took up work, a large number remained idle – not engaged in education, 
employment or training. The closure of schools and universities and the 
shift to technology-facilitated remote learning also caused many students 
to abandon formal education altogether, sometimes with little prospect of 
returning when schools reopened.

 

TIME DEDICATED TO EDUCATION 
DECLINED DRAMATICALLY

One largely overlooked outcome of the pivot to fully remote learning 
during school closures was that students spent dramatically less time on 
formal education, even in places where devices and connectivity were 
plentiful. This trend, which appears to have been consistent across countries, 
contributed to slowdowns in learning and developmental progression, 
particularly for children and youth who did not have strong opportunities 
for educational progress at home.

Studies conducted in numerous countries indicate that the number of hours 
per day and per week that students participated in formal learning tasks 
routinely fell by 50 per cent or more when schools shut down and education 
moved to technology-mediated platforms. Research from the UK, for 
example, revealed that up to three-quarters of students attending state-run 
schools received just one or no daily online lessons after schools were first 
closed, despite a government policy of distance education.312 In Ecuador, a 
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2020 World Bank rapid-response telephone survey of 1,500 secondary 
school students between the ages of 14 and 18 found that a majority of 
students were spending either no time or between 0.5 and 4 hours per 
day on educational tasks. Even the high end of this range is considerably 
less time than students would normally spend on education at in-person 
secondary schools in Ecuador.313 Similar drops were found in developing 
countries. In Bangladesh, study time fell from ten hours to two hours 
per day, a decline of 80 per cent.314 Data from Ghana indicated that 
approximately one-third of students were spending no time on education, 
and of those who were spending some time, 35 per cent were dedicating 
less than 30 minutes per day.315

Education researchers have long observed that time spent on education is 
not always of equal value. Live and direct instructional time with teachers 
is generally considered to be especially beneficial to improving learning 
achievement. But during the shift to remote learning, this time was almost 
always curtailed. A 2020 survey of households in California, USA, revealed 
that in a typical week, students had only three hours of live contact via 
phone or computer with their teachers, a fraction of the time that would 
have been standard at an in-person school. These averages, as bad as they 
were, obscured alarming disparities across lines of class and race. The 
California survey showed that children in high-income families typically 
had one more hour of live instruction per week than children in low-income 
families, and approximately 40 per cent of black students reported no live 
contact with educators.316 Similar evidence accumulated in other countries 
to suggest that when ed-tech was available, it was being used more often, 
in more productive ways, and for longer durations with students that had 
enjoyed educational and other social advantages prior to the start of the 
pandemic. The disparities were often considerably more pronounced than 
they had been when education was conducted in person and at schools.

Furthermore, in some contexts, student time spent on education continued 
to decline as the crisis extended into mid-to-late 2020 and throughout 
2021, a period in which reliance on ed-tech often deepened. This was a 
reversal of early expectations that students and their families would quickly 
overcome learning curves associated with the switch to ed-tech and fall into 
routines that allotted appropriate time to learning – durations that would 
approximate instructional time at schools. A 2021 UK study found that the 
amount of time students spent on formal education declined significantly 
between the outset of the crisis in early 2020 and the end of the school 
year in June. The decline was estimated at nearly 40 minutes per day for 
primary school learners and almost 50 minutes per day for secondary school 
learners. These were significant drops, especially considering that the time 
spent learning was already much lower than it would have been at a typical 
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in-person school. This led the researchers to remark, “We find little evidence 
that students in aggregate adapted to the school closures; indeed … 
learning time fell substantially for children [as the lockdown progressed].”317

In places where connected technology was plentiful, students often shifted 
time that would have been spent learning in a school setting to the passive 
consumption of digital media. In Germany, a survey of parents showed that 
the time children spent on school-related activities dropped by half – from 
7.4 to 3.6 hours per day – when schools closed because of the pandemic. 
The same survey also showed a corresponding rise in the time German 
students spent on other technology-mediated activities, such as watching 
television, playing computer games and scanning social media on mobile 
phones – from 4 to 5.2 hours per day.318

“Throughout the Zoom meetings, I personally didn’t feel comfortable with it. I 
get distracted easily, so it was not possible, and I gave up. I stopped showing up 
and I didn’t finish the last semester.” 

– University student, USAlviii

Research conducted for this publication could not find any evidence to 
suggest that students spent more time on formal education activities after 
the shift to technology-dependent distance learning than before the shift. 
And even instances of comparable time were very rare. At some level, this 
was surprising. Given that so many other activities were off-limits during the 
pandemic, a retreat into schoolwork did not seem implausible. Indeed, many 
businesses noticed that employees, even those on fixed salaries, worked 
significantly longer hours during the lockdown than they had before the 
pandemic.319 This sometimes led to improved productivity, and, as a result, 
a number of firms moved quickly to make remote working arrangements 
more permanent. In the education sector, however, these sorts of ‘successes’ 
were unheard of, even in the best-resourced schools. Across countries, 
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the evidence indicates that the amount of time students dedicated to 
studying never matched the durations governments expected and was 
sometimes drastically below official recommendations. While time spent 
on education activities is an imperfect proxy for learning achievement, 
the correlation is almost always positive: more time spent on education 
generally corresponds with improved educational achievement.320 During 
the pandemic, the global trend was that remote education via ed-tech 
resulted in significantly less frequent and less sustained learning than would 
have been expected in a traditional school environment.

LOWER AND SLOWER LEARNING GAINS 
WITH ONLINE LEARNING

Beyond changes to time spent on education, much of the available 
research indicates that the switch to remote learning with ed-tech resulted 
in learning progress that was lower and slower than what would have 
been expected had school-based educational models not been disrupted 
by the health crisis. One of largest and most comprehensive US studies 
of the impact of technology-dependent modes of learning during the 
pandemic found that “remote instruction was a primary driver of widening 
achievements gaps” and that there were “profound” and uniformly negative 
consequences for student achievement vis-à-vis in-person schooling.321 In 
areas where students were reliant on technology the longest, achievement 
growth was low for all subgroups that were studied but especially low for 
students who normally attended high-poverty schools. These findings 
correspond with pre-pandemic studies of online-only schools that found 
large, negative effects in learning achievement compared with achievement 
in brick-and-mortar schools.322

While a more precise global picture of the learning that occurred – and did 
not occur – during the pandemic will continue to come into fuller focus with 
the full resumption and analysis of large-scale local, national and cross-
national learning assessments, the existing data paint a discouraging picture.

One of the earliest indications that remote learning through ed-tech was 
not facilitating academic gains came from a detailed analysis of data 
collected from an online mathematics platform used by nearly 1 million 
elementary school students in the USA as part of the regular school 
curriculum. The study observed meaningful learning declines linked to 
COVID-19 school closures and the ensuing reliance on technology for 
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education. The declines were particularly pronounced in children from lower 
income communities who, on average, scored 50 per cent below levels that 
would have been expected without school closures. The study concluded 
that although the mathematics platform captured only one aspect of 
education, it provided an early warning of the ways the switch to remote 
learning was amplifying inequality in the long run by hindering human 
capital development, especially for lower income children.323 Poor results in 
mathematics, detected early in the USA, were soon observed in numerous 
other countries. Researchers in Germany, for instance, found that fifth grade 
students showed significantly lower competence levels in mathematics 
in 2020 than in previous years.324 Later investigations corroborated these 
early findings. Numerous studies published in 2021 and 2022 indicate that 
learning progression in mathematics stalled when teaching and learning 
was conducted remotely through connected technology.325

“What happened in spring 2020 was like flipping off a switch on a vital piece 
of our social infrastructure. Where schools stayed closed longer, gaps widened; 
where schools reopened sooner, they didn’t. Schools truly are, as Horace Mann 
famously argued, the ‘balance wheel of the social machinery.’” 
– Thomas Kane, faculty director of the Centre for Education Policy Research, Harvard 
Universitylix

Evidence of slow learning progress in mathematics is particularly troubling 
because mathematics instruction has long been considered an area where 
technology-first approaches might result in learning achievement that is 
superior to that observed in traditional in-person instruction. Prior to the 
real-world experiences of the pandemic, dynamic applications used on 
smartphones or computers were thought to be well-suited to organizing 
and pacing problem sets for students and showing them how to derive 
correct answers. Automatic and continuous assessment held the promise 
of helping learners quickly identify and fill gaps in understanding, much 
like a private tutor might do.326 The thinking was that interactive images, 
animations and videos could complement content and bring abstract 
concepts to life in a way that is impossible for textbooks to do. Technology 
could also, in theory, help students better appreciate real-world applications 
for everything from basic arithmetic to advanced calculus. Finally, because 
of the universality of mathematics, good-quality content was assumed to be 
easily shared across different communities and even countries, and hence 
more readily accessible than content for other more text-heavy and context-
dependent subjects, such as history. Yet studies on learning achievement 
during the pandemic showed that ed-tech gains in mathematics were 
considerably lower than what would have been expected with standard 
school instruction.327
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A 2021 study of 700 mathematics educators in France, Israel, Italy and 
Germany offered insights into why teacher-led education delivered 
online was producing substandard results.328 The main finding was that 
teachers were unprepared for the shift to digital pedagogy and had 
trouble supporting student learning in virtual environments, even as they 
worked to find solutions to problems they had not encountered before. 
The researchers identified four specific areas of difficulty vis-à-vis distance 
learning during the pandemic: (1) supporting student learning through 
specific methodologies, (2) developing assessments, (3) supporting 
struggling students such as those living in difficult situations, and (4) 
exploiting the potentials of technology to foster mathematical learning. 
They also found that teachers had trouble developing inclusive teaching 
methods in unfamiliar digital environments. Overall, the study illustrated 
just how difficult it was for teachers to shift mathematics education to 
technology-dependent environments, even in cases where good-quality 
technology and connectivity were widely available. The study notes that 
many teachers wanted to better assure fairness and equity for low-achieving 
students and were disturbed that they could not achieve “educational 
justice”. The shift to ed-tech was, in this way, frustrating for teachers as 
well as students. The study concluded: “Among the challenges that this 
situation has brought, a central role is played by the contrast between 
the potentialities provided by digital resources in fostering the creation 
of effective interactive environments for teachers and students and the 
risk that the actual situation could amplify the social gap that exists in the 
world.”329 This risk became a reality throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

Early indications that the switch to remote learning and ed-tech went 
hand in hand with poor learning progression in mathematics and other 
subjects were quickly corroborated in other countries where studies were 
available. In the Netherlands, researchers examined test scores following 
pandemic school closures and concluded that students made “little or no 
progress” when learning at home with technology-mediated instructional 
approaches.330 Students from disadvantaged households made the 
least progress. The authors of the study presented the Netherlands as a 
best-case scenario for mitigating learning loss given the country’s short 
lockdown, equitable school funding and world-leading rates of broadband 
access and technology ownership. The study suggested that learning 
loss might be equally bad or worse elsewhere, a concern that was quickly 
corroborated as more data became available. In late 2020 and early 2021, 
various researchers highlighted data indicating that school closures and full 
reliance on technology for education were slowing or stopping standard 
academic learning progression. Beyond academic losses, school closures 
also triggered cultural loss. Research in India, for example, found that over 
90 per cent of primary school students examined as part of an educational 
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study lost at least one language ability due to school closures and the failure 
of remote learning to forestall this unfortunate result.331

In December 2020, studies in the USA, often the first country to release 
large and reliable quantitative data sets, showed unmistakable signs of 
underachievement when learning was remote and largely or fully reliant on 
ed-tech. The consulting company McKinsey analysed results from curricular 
and diagnostic assessments used by nearly 30 per cent of kindergarten 
to Grade 8 students across the country, for instance, and found that 
students learned only 67 per cent of the mathematics and 87 per cent of 
the reading that would have been typical at their grade level without the 
pandemic disruption.332 This equated to students losing three months of 
formal education in mathematics and close to two months in reading over 
the approximately four-month period when most schools shut down and 
learning was delivered remotely through technology platforms. The authors 
of the study noted that some students did not learn any new material 
once the pandemic hit and “may have even slipped backward”. Curriculum 
Associates, the organization that generated the raw data for the McKinsey 
study, confirmed these trends, arguing that “the shift to remote learning 
has magnified already pervasive inequities for millions of school children”.333 
The organization’s follow-up research observed that Grade 1 and Grade 2 
students finished the 2020/21 academic year further below expected levels 
in reading than in any previous year, sometimes two or more grade levels 
below expectations, a deficit that is projected to almost certainly hamper 
future education progression.334

These early findings of widespread declines in academic performance were 
harbingers of national testing results that were to come. Results reported by 
the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in late 2022 – the 
first national test results since the start of the pandemic – showed that the 
reading abilities of 9-year-olds in the USA fell by the largest margin in over 
three decades, and that mathematics performance had the sharpest drop 
on record.335 Only 36 per cent of fourth grade students and 26 per cent of 
eighth grade students were considered proficient in mathematics, down 
from 41 per cent and 34 per cent, respectively, in 2019.336 As alarming as 
these national figures were, they obscured huge equity gaps.337 The NAEP, 
commonly referred to as ‘America’s report card’, showed performance 
in mathematics falling by 13 points for black students compared with 5 
points for white students.338 And for both mathematics and reading, the 
lowest-performing students had steeper declines than the top-performing 
students, compounding pre-pandemic inequities and perhaps reflecting 
the longer school closures in poorer communities.339 Studies that sought 
to examine the specific links between poor academic performance and 
ed-tech modes of learning (rather than wider pandemic disruptions) 
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strongly suggested causality instead of mere correlation.340 Regardless of 
socio-economic status, the more time students spent relying on technology 
as a primary means of education, the more their learning suffered. 341 The 
director of the Centre for Education Policy Research at Harvard University 
summarized the situation in plain language: “Distractions, technical glitches, 
and the many other pitfalls of online education made it far less effective 
than in-person school.”342

Such declines were hardly limited to the USA. In late February 2021, South 
Africa’s Department of Basic Education announced a drop in Grade 12 
pass rates, a setback in a country that had previously seen year-on-year 
improvements.343 A study of the impact of pandemic-related school closures 
on learning outcomes in Colombia compared student achievement on 
national assessments in the five years preceding the pandemic (2015–19)  
with student achievement in the two years after the onset of the pandemic 
(2020–21). The study noted a decrease in overall results from the previous 
years and highlighted that learning losses were highest in areas of the 
country where school closures were longest.344 Similar analysis of 2021 
academic results in Chile showed that 43 per cent of students were below 
the expected level in mathematics, and 60 per cent were below the 
expected level in reading.345 A study from Mexico found large pandemic-
related learning loss in both reading and mathematics by comparing the 
survey data from 2019 and 2021 and interviewing over 3,000 children.346 
Research from Brazil estimated that during periods of remote learning 
with technology, test scores were “as if students had only learned 27.5 per 
cent of the in-person equivalent”.347 A longitudinal data study from Italy 
found significant changes in student achievement due to school closures 
and reliance on remote learning. Interestingly the changes were minor for 
younger children but significantly adverse for older children. The study 
speculated that the result reflected the fewer number of days school were 
closed for young children than older children. The finding was further 
evidence of associations between remote learning and heightened learning 
loss.348 Studies and data from developing countries are challenging to find, 
but anecdotal evidence suggested that learning loss during periods of 
remote learning has been steep. A remark made by Kassaga Arinaitwe, head 
of the NGO Teach for Uganda, was typical of leaders of other civil society 
educational organizations in the global South: “Many [children] are so 
behind, it will need an entire year to bring them back up to speed.”349

“The pandemic has exacerbated educational inequalities between children 
from different socio-economic backgrounds, which were already large before 
the pandemic” 
– Bastian Betthäuser, Anders Bach-Mortensen and Per Engzell, authors of a multi-country 
review of learning outcomes during the COVID-19 pandemiclx 
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In a rare multi-country examination of the effectiveness of technology-
mediated distance learning, McKinsey surveyed teachers in eight countries 
(Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, Japan, the UK and the USA) to 
gauge their sense of student progress during periods of school closure. 
Teachers were asked to rank the effectiveness of remote learning on a scale 
of 1 to 10, with 1 being fully ineffective and 10 being comparable or better 
than learning that would normally occur in a classroom. Teachers who 
taught at public schools gave remote learning an average score of 4.8. Those 
working in schools with the lowest resources and with poorer students 
found virtual classes to be “especially ineffective”, with a rating of 3.5 on 
average. These teachers also reported the greatest estimated learning losses 
for their students, in some instances nearly double the losses observed by 
teachers working with more privileged students. A majority of teachers in 
the USA and Japan, countries where the lowest scores were given overall, 
ranked the effectiveness of distance learning only slightly better than 
skipping school completely.350

 

While few in education expected the switch to remote learning and reliance 
on ed-tech to result in learning gains the same as or similar to in-person 
school instruction, the size of the gap was daunting. Preliminary research 
reveals that overall learning achievement was far lower than it would have 
been without a switch to remote learning, even in contexts where ed-tech 
was widely accessible. In late 2021, a World Bank simulation suggested 
that in low- and middle-income countries, the number of children living 
in so-called learning poverty – generally defined as those unable to read 
and understand a simple text by age 10 – will “rise sharply, potentially up to 
70 per cent” from pre-pandemic levels of around 55 per cent.351 And by June 
2022, the World Bank had reviewed sufficient evidence of stalled learning 
progress to state conclusively that global learning poverty had indeed 
“surged” to the 70 per cent level, according to its modelling.352
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In 2022, McKinsey, drawing on UNESCO data, projected that students were, 
globally and on average, eight months behind where they would have been 
absent the pandemic.353 This translates into nearly a full academic year of 
learning achievement lost during the two years of school closures, when 
reliance on ed-tech spiked. By late 2022, it was clear at the global level, 
and even in contexts where technology was widely available, that remote 
learning alternatives during school closures had produced poor learning 
gains compared with what would have been expected had in-person 
schooling continued without the pandemic disruption.

Perhaps the clearest global picture of the effects of pandemic school 
closures and prolonged recourse to remote learning with ed-tech was 
contained in a January 2023 meta-analysis of studies from 15 countries 
(Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Mexico, 
the Netherlands, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK and 
the USA). The study estimated that students across these countries, many 
of which had very short school closures by global standards, lost on 
average about 35 per cent of learning compared to a normal school year. It 
found that learning deficits were largest for children from disadvantaged 
socio-economic backgrounds, a finding that held steady irrespective of 
different timepoints during the pandemic, countries, grade levels and 
learning subjects. The study indicated that learning deficits appeared to be 
particularly severe (based on the limited number of studies available) in the 
middle-income countries included in the review (Brazil, Colombia, Mexico 
and South Africa). It further noted that “learning deficits are likely to be even 
larger in low-income countries, considering that these countries already 
faced a learning crisis before the pandemic, generally implemented longer 
school closures, and were under-resourced and ill-equipped to facilitate 
remote learning”, adding that a dearth of evidence from these countries 
made estimations difficult.354

DISENGAGEMENT AND DROPOUT FOLLOWED 
THE SHIFT TO ED-TECH

Beyond the learning losses and diminished academic performance, overall 
engagement with education declined with the transition to distance 
learning during the pandemic, sometimes leading students to drop out 
of education altogether. When schools close, especially for prolonged 
durations, some students do not engage in alternative education offerings 
– even in instances where these are offered – and do not return to schools 
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when they reopen. The reasons vary but can often be traced back to 
students working, having children, getting married or being saddled with 
domestic obligations. In 2021, UNICEF estimated that 10 million more 
girls are at risk of becoming child brides before the end of the decade as a 
result of pandemic shocks such as school closures and increased economic 
insecurity.355

“Survive school or survive life? I can’t blame the students – a lot of them choose 
work.”

– Upper secondary school dean, USAlxi

Many youth who disengaged from schooling during the pandemic did 
not immediately transition to work, as might have been expected without 
a global health crisis on the scale of COVID-19, but rather appear to 
have remained idle, entering a demographic category all countries seek 
to minimize: youth who are not in education, employment or training 
(NEET). Data collected by the ILO highlighted troubling increases in NEET 
rates around the world and noted that “the rise in inactivity has not – in 
general – been offset by a return to education”.356 This signalled that student 
departures from education, which greatly accelerated during periods of 
school closures and full reliance on remote learning, did not always reverse 
after schools reopened. In other words, the disengagement and dropout 
prompted by school closures and remote learning alternatives were proving 
permanent.

“I loved going to school . . .  I was good at it too. I even wanted to go to the 
university someday. No one asked me if I wanted to marry.” 

– 15-year-old girl, Afghanistanlxii

A primary goal of ed-tech during the COVID-19 crisis was to preserve the 
habit of formal learning. While remote learning with ed-tech kept links to 
formal education intact for some students, teachers and families, there is 
mounting evidence that these links routinely failed, even in instances where 
technology was plentiful and people had the requisite skills to use it for 
educational purposes.

Arguably, this shortfall was predictable in light of considerable previous 
research demonstrating that students are far less likely to follow and 
complete technology-mediated education than in-person education. Prior 
to the pandemic, studies had documented dramatically higher dropout 
rates in virtual settings than in physical ones. As one example, analyses 
of online-only charter schools in the USA – one of the few countries to 
allow secondary school students to attend full-time virtual schools – found 
that many failed to matriculate their students on time and that a high 
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percentage of students dropped out completely.357 Similarly, massive 
open online courses (MOOCs) – a widely used model of technology-reliant 
education that is almost always exclusively virtual – had also been shown 
to have very poor retention rates. It is not uncommon for just 1 out of 10 
students who start a MOOC to finish it.358 While (normally) optional online 
university courses such as MOOCs cannot be easily equated to government-
mandated distance learning during the pandemic, they illustrate that 
learners – even motivated adults who voluntarily sign up for classes and 
typically already have high levels of education completion – do not have a 
strong track record of following online education for extended periods of 
time. This is particularly true for younger learners who tend to quickly lose 
interest in digital learning content and are more stimulated in in-person 
learning environments. Where ed-tech had shown promise was when it was 
used in schools and by teachers. This promise was considerably dimmer 
though when technology served as a singular interface for education with 
no in-person component.359

Despite this evidence, many people held that children and youth were 
inherently interested in technology and maintained that it could make 
education more stimulating and rewarding. Educational researchers tended 
to be wary of these claims. They underscored that empirical evidence of 
ed-tech’s effectiveness, especially as it related to engagement and retention, 
was “severely lacking”.360 While careful not to discount ed-tech’s potential, 
scholars observed that the available research had failed to conclusively 
prove many of the widely assumed benefits of technology-centric 
learning.361

Studies extolling the virtues of ed-tech tended to be narrowly concentrated 
in the USA or other rich countries and often used questionable 
methodologies.362 Others came from developing country contexts and 
compared the outcomes of ed-tech interventions to traditional schooling 
that was widely known to be failing, often due to severely under-resourced 
institutions and underqualified teachers. Education-focused ‘tech4dev’ 
(technology for development) projects, for instance, tended to be small-
scale experiments and often came with resources and support that went 
far beyond what was typically available in mainstream school systems. In 
these scenarios, it was difficult to determine if the technology was the key 
factor when improved student learning was detected or whether such 
improvements stemmed from more support, encouragement and oversight 
to learners and teachers. In either case, the studies rarely produced 
conclusive evidence of improved retention and engagement. More often, 
the focus was on learning achievement as measured by standardized 
testing. When COVID-19 flared into a global pandemic, little was known 
about ed-tech’s effectiveness overall and even less about its ability to 
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facilitate and motivate educational advancement over sustained periods of 
time in diverse learning and cultural contexts.

“I hate those days when we were not able to go to school, not able to meet 
our friends or go out to play. We are ready to wear masks and maintain social 
distancing but I hope that schools do not ask us to sit at home and attend 
online classes again.” 

– Secondary school student, Indialxiii

There is, however, a greater consensus around factors that do sustain 
student engagement, achievement and school completion. The learning 
environment is of paramount importance. A 2021 review of more than 
130 studies stressed that efforts to maximize student retention and interest 
in learning hinge on learning environments that (1) help students develop 
identities and relationships that positively promote academic expectations; 
(2) allow teachers to listen, use humour, foster dialogue and show interest in 
students; (3) maximize opportunities for active and problem-based learning; 
(4) support learners at key moments of transition, particularly between 
grades and schools; and (5) offer courses and schedules aligned with 
student needs and interests that encourage work in small interdisciplinary 
groups.363 Such learning environments were challenging to create in 
schools and classrooms, and they tended to be far more challenging to 
establish in virtual spaces, given their many limitations vis-à-vis physical 
environments and face-to-face socialization. Few people had carefully 
considered how ed-tech might forge and strengthen the relationships, 
dialogue and group learning that help motivate academic completion. And 
far fewer had considered how this might be accomplished at a distance, in 
physical isolation and over long periods of time, as was suddenly needed 
with the arrival of COVID-19. It had long been assumed that schools would 
establish the principle learning environments for children and that digital 
spaces would be decidedly secondary. Prior to 2020, ed-tech offerings were 
largely constructed around microlearning – short-term engagement with a 
particular topic or subject – not the macro application of ed-tech that the 
unusual conditions of the pandemic demanded.

These realities did not bode well for the rapid transition to fully remote 
ed-tech. Almost immediately, data emerged from different parts of the 
world to indicate that disengagement from technology-facilitated distance 
learning was severe. National and international surveys of students routinely 
found large spikes in disengagement and anecdotal evidence of decreased 
motivation and effort. One multi-country survey of students from nearly  
90 different universities was typical: 4 out of every 5 students reported lower 
overall engagement and academic performance as a result of technology-
only modes of learning.364 A separate survey of over 10,000 secondary school 
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students in the USA saw a significant decline in the percentage of learners 
reporting that they were fully engaged in education.365

More troubling still were signs that students were dropping out of education 
altogether. Mexico’s Interior Ministry, for example, reported that 5.2 million 
students under the age of 18, approximately 14 per cent of all school-age 
children, did not register for classes at the start of the 2021/22 academic 
year,366 an unprecedented exodus from formal education compared with 
pre-pandemic enrolments.367 While such a large-scale departure from 
education cannot be attributed purely to the shortcomings of distance 
learning, they were very likely a contributing factor. Mexico instituted 
large-scale shifts to distance education beginning in March 2020 and relied 
heavily on educational television broadcasts, in part due to the country’s 
uneven internet connectivity. In the following months, testimonies from 
learners indicated disillusionment with such remote learning, education 
delivered by television. Many decided to drop out and enter the workforce, 
sometimes to help their economically strained families.368 A similar trend 
was observed in Pakistan, which also relied on educational television to 
replace in-person schooling. The Center for Global Development found 
that the proportion of children from low-income households watching 
educational television programming dropped from 1 in 5 to 1 in 7 during 
the pandemic.369 Many of the programmes amounted to little more than 
teachers reading lessons aloud with no attempt at sustaining student 
engagement. While online environments offered more opportunities for 
engagement, the pedagogical model was often very similar to the dry 
television programming: an instructor merely reciting a lesson and only 
rarely, if ever, inviting virtual interaction.
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Disillusionment and fatigue with ed-tech modes of remote learning were 
observed across the world. In general, the longer the reliance on ed-
tech for remote learning due to school closures, the greater the rates of 
disengagement and dropout from formal education. A scan of news stories 
from 2020 to 2022 brought specificity to this blunt reality. In Bangladesh, 
experts estimated that more than 45 per cent of secondary-level students 
were at immediate risk of dropping out in mid-2020 and that the risk would 
grow higher if reliance on remote-only modes of learning remained in 
place due to continued school closures.370 In Canada, 5,500 children in the 
country’s largest school district expected to return to in-person classes in 
2021 did not, following a lengthy period of distance learning.371 In France, 
teachers in 2020 claimed that 30 per cent of their students were fully 
disengaged from online learning.372 In Colombia, the World Bank estimated 
in mid-2020 that if distance education was maintained, 76,000 students 
were likely to abandon their studies.373 In Hungary, experts calculated that 
up to one-fifth of children disappeared from the education system during 
periods of remote learning in 2020.374 In Ireland, schools in disadvantaged 
areas reported disengagement rates of 25–50 per cent among students 
participating in online learning in 2020.375 In Peru, the national high school 
dropout rate surged from 11.8 per cent in 2019 to 17.9 per cent in 2020 
when the country was reliant on distance learning with ed-tech.376 In the 
Philippines, school enrolments dropped in the 2020/21 academic year, 
with a 9 per cent decline compared with the previous school year.377 In 
South Africa, over 300,000 children were estimated to have dropped out of 
primary school during the first year of COVID-19.378 In Spain, the government 
estimated that up to 12 per cent of schoolchildren had not followed 
distance learning during the 14 weeks of confinement.379 In the USA, nearly 
50,000 Los Angeles students were reported absent on first day of the new 
school year in 2022.380 At the global level, UNESCO released a study in 2021 
projecting that 24 million children and youth were likely to drop out of 
school as a result of the pandemic.381

By late 2021 and 2022, it had become obvious that a prolonged reliance 
on remote learning often coincided with fewer students showing up 
for school, even when schools reopened. In the USA, a country that 
experienced especially long school closures, researchers noted in July 2021 
that enrolment in public schools had dropped by 3 per cent nationally 
and by 13 per cent among preschool and kindergarten students, an 
unprecedented decline.382 In a separate study, researchers noted that 
among students who remained enrolled in school, absenteeism increased 
dramatically.383 Available data showed alarming rises in the number of 
students reported as chronically absent, defined as being away from school 
for more than one out of every three days.384 Some countries reported that 
twice as many schools saw rises in chronic absenteeism compared with 
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years before the pandemic.385 Increases in absenteeism were documented 
for teachers as well. The National Center for Education Statistics in the 
USA, for instance, found that 3 out of every 4 schools reported increases 
in teacher absenteeism in 2021, a percentage that was far higher than 
what had been recorded in the years before the pandemic school closures 
and the deployment of remote learning.386 By mid-2022, researchers were 
drawing a direct line between student dropout rates and prolonged reliance 
on technology-facilitated remote learning as a substitute for in-person 
schooling. The American Enterprise Institute, a public policy think tank, 
stated that the COVID-19 pandemic had caused “the largest enrolment 
declines in the history of American public schools” and that school districts 
provisioning instruction remotely “saw more students leave” compared to 
those that returned to in-person learning.387 These trends, quantifiable in the 
USA due to frequent and reliable data reporting, were also observed in other 
countries.388

"The COVID-19 pandemic caused the largest enrolment declines in the history of 
American public schools.” 

– Nat Malkus, deputy director of education policy studies, American Enterprise Institutelxiv

These trends were evident in tertiary levels of education as well as in 
basic and secondary levels. Many universities, colleges and technical and 
vocational institutions reported significant declines in enrolment after 
in-person education moved online. In countries where national data were 
available, significant declines in post-secondary enrolment followed the shift 
to remote digital learning. The National Student Clearinghouse Research 
Center (NSCRC) in the USA reported that undergraduate enrolment was 
down approximately 4 per cent one month into the fall 2020 semester 
compared with the same period in 2019.389 The June 2021 numbers from the 
NSCRC were even worse, showing the largest and most sustained decline 
in college enrolment in a decade – a drop of over half a million students 
nationally.390 Students from less advantaged groups were the most likely to 
drop out. Especially sharp declines were reported for US students of Latin 
American origin or descent. Across the USA and in other countries, students 
spanning all demographic groups cited difficulties with online learning as a 
reason to leave higher education. In April 2020, a survey of college students 
found that three-quarters of them were unhappy with the quality of online 
classes.391 A separate survey found that 35 per cent of respondents were 
considering withdrawing from their current school if it only offered a remote 
e-learning option in the following academic year.392

Similar enrolment declines were observed in other countries, including 
in Japan, where large numbers of students dropped out of universities 
and other higher education institutions,393 and in Australia, where tertiary 
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enrolments for 20- to 24-year-olds were down by 66,100 students in 
December 2020 compared with 2019 numbers.394 In Latin America, surveys 
of undergraduate students found a strong preference for classroom-
based education following the move to online learning. The main 
concerns expressed by respondents were not being able to focus during 
virtual classes and not being able to interact and engage personally with 
professors. Low- and mid-tier higher education institutions in Colombia, 
Mexico and Peru braced for major declines in new student enrolments.395 A 
survey of officials at more than 50 public and private universities in 14 Latin 
American countries found that a majority of respondents expected 
enrolments to continue dropping until schools resumed in-person 
instruction.396 Globally, reports warned that secondary school graduates will 
“probably think twice” before starting college as a virtual experience and 
either wait to get the “full college experience” or enter the workforce full-
time397 – predictions that proved true as the pandemic stretched into 2021 
and 2022.398 The global takeaway is that the switch to ed-tech-dependent 
education resulted in less demand for this type of education and fewer 
students completing formal education, especially at tertiary levels.

“Universities should not be allowed to charge students full price for remote 
learning!” 

– Third-year university student, USAlxv

Students in higher education were often vocal in their belief that the 
switch to ed-tech was falling short of their expectations and driving them 
to disengage and to drop out from education. Many students, when it was 
permitted, took leaves of absence to avoid technology-centric education. 
Proof that students were disillusioned was perhaps best corroborated by 
widespread demands for tuition reductions and refunds – evidence that 
students felt technology-based education was not as valuable as education 
that was less technology reliant. These demands and complaints sometimes 
crystallized into legal action. In Republic of Korea, for example, the National 
University Student Council spearheaded a class action lawsuit against the 
Ministry of Education to seek partial refunds for educational fees that were 
paid, the students argued, with an understanding that attendance would 
involve more than logging into classes through a computer.399 The suit 
involved over 3,500 students across 42 universities.400 Similar lawsuits were 
filed in other countries, including against elite institutions such as Harvard 
University. Like most universities, Harvard contested the student allegations, 
and in June 2021 Harvard won the legal dispute when a judge ruled that the 
student plaintiffs failed to establish that the university had “contractually 
promised them in-person instruction and access to on-campus facilities”.401
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Universities also regularly argued that their own costs had increased due 
to the sudden switch to ed-tech, so expense reductions were out of the 
question. Even so, student complaints about tuition appears to have been 
effective in some instances. In 2020 and 2021, a number of private and 
public educational institutions in various countries did reduce fees or, 
less commonly, extend refunds. The discounts tended to be modest. For 
example, John Hopkins University in the USA announced a 10 per cent 
reduction in undergraduate tuition for a semester in which all classes 
were conducted online.402 Tuition freezes were also offered, but these only 
pushed students’ educational expenses into the future and rarely signalled 
a concession that ed-tech modes of distance learning were problematic. 
The freezes were issued under the rationale that students and families were 
facing economic hardship, not that the remote learning experience was 
substandard.

Regardless of whether fees were reduced, frozen, left unchanged or 
sometimes hiked upwards, student backlash against fully remote digital 
learning was widespread during the pandemic. The backlash sometimes 
even spiralled into outrage as the health risks of in-person schooling were 
increasingly called into question, particularly as the WHO and other groups 
released guidance on how to safely resume face-to-face education. While 
protest was most visible at higher education levels, younger students also 
found the shift to remote digital learning disengaging and substandard. 
However, owing largely to their young age and limited experience with 
political engagement, their voices tended to remain unheard.

While numerous factors drove student decisions to discontinue formal 
education, the limitations and problems with ed-tech modes of learning 
seem to have been a strong contributing factor. Had the shift to technology-
reliant remote learning largely succeeded in offering students a viable 
option to continue their studies during the pandemic, arguably this might 
have prevented the widespread decline in engagement and large-scale 
flights from education that were seen around the world. As it was, there 
was a shared impression that the quality of education had been reduced 
in the migration to remote learning at the same time that economic 
insecurity rose in many households. The choice left to families was either 
to accept the shortfalls of technology-dependent remote learning and stay 
enrolled in school or to drop out of education entirely, either temporarily or 
permanently. Many students, especially at tertiary levels where education is 
voluntary, chose the latter option. One legacy of the deployment of digital 
remote learning in response to the COVID-19 will be the many students that 
left formal education when it pivoted from in-person schools to online and 
broadcast platforms.
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A FLIGHT FROM PUBLIC EDUCATION 
TO HOME-SCHOOLING

Aside from the sharp increase in student dropout rates, another type of fall-
off from state-provisioned education documented during the pandemic was 
an increase in home-schooling. While the choice to home-school children 
has numerous motivations, there is evidence that large numbers of families 
made this transition due to concerns and complications stemming from the 
pandemic. For some families, the decision was based on health grounds. 
Parents pulled children out of mainstream education because they feared 
that schools open or reopened for in-person instruction would put their 
children at higher risk of contracting COVID-19. Families sometimes feared 
not only for the health of their children, but for other family members who 
might at greater risk of death or serious illness if a child became infectious. 
But for many other families the decision to home-school children traced 
to exhaustion and disillusionment with technology-first modes of remote 
learning. These families felt they could do a better job providing instruction 
at home than educational authorities were doing at a distance with ed-tech.

Although solid data on home-schooling trends tend to be imprecise even in 
countries with well-resourced education systems and robust data-collection 
mechanisms, a number of reports signalled that school closures and the 
switch to ed-tech corresponded with significant growth in home-schooling 
rates. Research conducted in the UK, for instance, estimated that the 
number of children being home-schooled in England increased by nearly 
40 per cent between 2019 and 2020.403 While the total number of home-
schooled children in England remains relatively modest in absolute numbers 
– about 75,000, slightly under 1 per cent of all school-age children404 – this 
was nevertheless a significant uptick. Similar rises were observed in Australia 
and New Zealand. In Australia, all states and territories apart from Tasmania 
reported an over 19 per cent increase in home-school registrations between 
2019 and 2021.405 By 2022, in the most populous state, New South Wales, 
which includes Sydney and the federal capital, Canberra, the jump was 
nearly 30 per cent.406 In New Zealand the increases were more dramatic. In 
October 2022, the number of children being home-schooled was estimated 
to have increased by 80 per cent since the start of the pandemic. While 
the absolute numbers remained relatively small, in the low thousands, it 
was, nevertheless, a distinct trend without recent precedent. Israel was yet 
another country that saw a dramatic increase. In 2022, national data showed 
that requests to home-school children surged fivefold between 2020 and 
2021. News sources reporting these figures quoted families expressing 
exasperation with school closures and remote learning and citing these 
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concerns as factor in their decision to file the request.407 This trajectory 
could also be detected in India with media calling attention to ways the 
pandemic was ushering in confidence in a “culture of home-schooling”408 
and pamphlets labelling home-schooling a “rising trend”.409

Expressed in absolute numbers, perhaps the steepest pandemic spikes in 
home-schooling were observed in the USA. An October 2020 Pew survey 
found that an unprecedented 7 per cent of US parents were formally home-
schooling their children, up from around 3 per cent before the pandemic 
and the transition to technology-dependent remote learning.410 This massive 
growth was corroborated by surveys conducted by the US Census Bureau411 
and supported by academic work accounting for limitations with raw survey 
data.412 The academic work suggested that over 3.7 million school-age 
children were home-schooled during the 2020/21 academic year, or 6.7 per 
cent of the school-age population. The doubling of home-schooling in the 
USA seems to have been triggered, at least in part, by families disillusioned 
with the technology-first approaches to education adopted in response to 
the pandemic.

In the USA, black households saw by far the largest increases in home-
schooling, rising from 3 per cent of households to 16 per cent of households 
nationwide – an unparalleled jump. This rise is arguably fuelled to some 
degree from the reality that black families were often the least likely to 
benefit from technology-dependent modes of learning when schools 
were closed and commonly experienced low-quality provision of remote 
digital learning. During the pandemic, members of the National Black 
Home Educators organization rose from 5,000 to 35,000. The programme 
director of this 21-year-old organization attributed the rise to the numerous 
difficulties black families experienced with virtual learning, including limited 
internet access.413

Across the world, jumps in home-schooling rates corresponded to pandemic 
school closures. Many parents drew a straight line between their decision 
to home-school their children and their dissatisfaction with government-
provisioned remote learning with ed-tech and, sometimes, concerns about 
excessive screen time. Many parents saw what was happening on their 
children’s devices and felt they could do a better job directing learning 
through a use of online and offline modalities. Overall, the growth in 
home-schooling appeared to signal a spiralling lack of faith in government-
provisioned education. Available evidence indicates that the failures of 
ed-tech modes of education, perhaps combined with previous and wider 
reservations about state-provisioned education, marked a breaking point for 
some families, prompting them to remove children from formal systems of 
education altogether and assume the responsibility of educating them at home.
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Education was narrowed 
and impoverished

A central promise of ed-tech was that it would open new and exciting 
horizons for education, unencumbered by the many physical limitations 
of schools. In digital spaces, students could traverse the world with clicks 
and scrolls, tour the insides of cells and explore subterranean spaces – 
experiences that would be impossible or prohibitively expensive outside 
of screen-based mediums. Virtual environments would further enable 
language acquisition and help learners who are new to a community 
become more familiar with its norms and cultural traditions. Ed-tech 
proponents also spoke of the ways technology could help link education 
to other social services, providing teachers and schools more holistic 
understandings of their students and pave the way for superior support. 
For teachers, ed-tech was supposed to expand pedagogical possibilities 
and help better focus their human energies on teaching, while streamlining 
or automating laborious administrative tasks. It would ease the work of 
teachers, rather than add burdens, and make teaching more impactful and 
ultimately more rewarding. In the popular imagination, ed-tech was seen as 
a tool to finally break the factory model of education and facilitate learning 
that was more diverse, personalized and effective – and, in doing so, pull 
education into the modern and digital age.
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These enthusiastic visions, however, were rarely realized in the hurried 
implementation of technology-enabled distance learning in response 
to mass school closures. While ed-tech allowed some learners to follow 
curricula that guided them through academic content in various subjects, 
many discovered that the educational experiences it enabled were flat 
and monotonous – a daily routine less of discovery and exploration than 
traversing file-sharing systems, moving through automated learning 
content, checking for updates on corporate platforms and enduring long 
video calls.

More importantly, student well-being was routinely overlooked in the jump 
to remote learning with ed-tech. Various social services available to young 
people converge at schools, ranging from psychosocial support to free 
school meals, and when physical schools were shut down, the education 
sector had difficulty providing for students’ needs beyond academic 
learning. The many and varied functions of education – physical and social 
development, civic learning, fostering communities, assuming safety and 
building generational cohorts – were largely lost in the pivot to online 
learning. So too were understandings that education should fulfil public and 
shared societal goals as well as private ones.

Moreover, despite the promise of ed-tech to democratize education and 
personalize learning, unshackling students from the school-based systems 
that ed-tech proponents considered constraining or oppressive, the reality 
of its implementation during the pandemic was often characterized by 
further automation and homogenization of the educational experience. As 
huge numbers of students became reliant on just a handful of educational 
platforms, the factory model became global instead of merely local or 
national. The pedagogical choices of teachers were often dictated by digital 
systems. Digital learning applications tended to employ behaviourist 
pedagogies that could accommodate huge numbers of students without 
reliance on teachers, and this stripped education of its human touch.

Education mediated by technology also moved into virtual spaces that 
were owned and controlled by private and often for-profit providers. These 
providers, despite offering services that hundreds of millions of students 
depended on to access education, tended to view education as one branch 
of much wider business interests, rather than a core area of focus. Overall, 
the myriad roles school-based education had fulfilled prior to the pandemic 
were often narrowed to corporate-controlled, screen-based experiences that 
provided a continuation of academic learning to some degree, but not the 
wider and more varied social learning that is typical of in-person schooling.
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ENGINES OF SOCIALIZATION AND 
ACCULTURATION SLOWED

The shift of formal education from in-person schooling to fully remote 
learning through digital mediums heightened awareness that human 
contact and social interaction lie at the heart of education. Much of the 
learning that takes place in the physical and social spaces of schools, such as 
interaction with others through play, sports, art and extracurricular activities, 
is not purely academic and is poorly suited for remote delivery through 
technology. Even in instances where distance learning worked smoothly, 
it tended to gloss over important social and civic learning. Survey data as 
well as first-hand accounts indicate that teachers and students alike found 
technology-enabled distance learning to be a largely insufficient substitute 
for the experience of being in school with person-to-person exchanges and 
communication. Many of the extracurricular activities that revolve around 
schools, from sports to social events to clubs of various types, came to a 
halt with the closure of schools and could not be replicated or easily moved 
online. The rich school and community traditions that give expression to 
a wide range of cultural practices largely vanished in digital spaces. These 
non-academic educational pursuits often provide students with a sense of 
purpose and belonging that helps them engage with curricular study and 
assimilate into societies and cultures.

Lost opportunities of this type tended to disadvantage immigrant, refugee 
and other students unfamiliar with community norms, which may include 
accepted greetings, dress, etiquette and hygiene. Schools and universities 
have long prided themselves on modelling and developing appropriate 
social behaviour, and these functions, largely dependent on face-to-face 
interaction, whether in the classroom or on the playground, did not transfer 
easily to screens. By contrast, remote learning with ed-tech did very little to 
help students understand or take part in sociocultural practices that have 
historically centred around school as a physical location where people meet 
and to which they belong.

“Latent functions of education like childcare aren’t less important; they are just 
spoken about less explicitly. And when we kneecap them, their importance 
becomes clearer.” 

– Zeynep Tufekci, associate professor, University of North Carolinalxvi
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Considerable evidence indicates that these limitations posed acute 
challenges for speakers of minority languages. These learners quickly 
discovered that remote digital learning alternatives to schools severely 
limited their immersion in non-native and often majority languages used 
at school. Specialists in language acquisition highlight the many ways 
minority language speakers depend on schools to connect new words 
and sounds with meaning by observing the facial expressions of teachers 
and peers moving through hallways and playgrounds, and seeing how 
other students respond to spoken and written language.414 The many 
low-stakes opportunities people had to practice an unfamiliar language 
at school largely disappeared when schools closed, putting language 
learners at a considerable disadvantage.415 While students from linguistic 
and sociocultural minority groups might have still been able to pursue 
remote digital learning, including courses dealing with language and 
culture, the space of the school itself – a wider and arguably more important 
site of language and cultural learning – was inaccessible when in-person 
education was replaced by technology portals. Even well-off exchange 
students in higher education were dissatisfied with distance learning during 
the pandemic. A study of international students, many of them non-native 
English language speakers, enrolled in post-secondary schools in Ireland 
found that only 1 in 10 respondents reported positive experiences with 
ed-tech as a primary mode of learning.416 Such challenges led speakers 
of minority languages to abandon distance education in much higher 
numbers than speakers of majority languages. These negative effects were 
also apparent at lower levels of education. In the USA, for instance, research 
conducted at the end of 2020 found that English language learners in 
Connecticut were deemed “second only to homeless students in their drop 
in attendance in virtual and in-person classes”.417

“For English-language learners, if you’re not having those casual, informal, low-
stakes opportunities to practice English, you’re really at a disadvantage.” 

– Sita Patel, clinical psychology professor, Palo Alto Universitylxvii

The shift to home-based distance learning with technology also led to 
a dramatic reduction in synchronous interactions with peers and adults 
outside the home. These interactions help young people learn to live 
with others and experience different world views and opinions. While 
the home is a rich site of social and cultural learning, schools open young 
people to experiences not available in the home. The balancing of these 
two influences is widely understood as advantageous, especially when 
the cultural practices of the home are different from the cultural practices 
outside the home.
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STUDENT WELL-BEING AND PROTECTION 
WAS NEGLECTED IN DIGITAL SPACES

In many countries, school closures and the shift to remote learning with 
ed-tech marked the suspension of crucial social services that complemented 
or were prerequisites for education. This included safety, health care, 
nutrition and counselling provided by schools or in cooperation with them. 
In countries around the world, the remote learning experience tended to 
elevate academic learning over a more holistic concern for child and youth 
well-being. While the medium of technology could help assure learning 
continuity, it was poorly suited to attend to student needs beyond academic 
study.

“Every day out of the classroom brings the most vulnerable children closer to 
dropout, gang violence, abuse or human trafficking.” 

– Jean Gough, UNICEF regional director for Latin America and the Caribbeanlxviii

Various studies of school closures show that they often carried devastating 
health consequences, including increased exposure to violence and 
exploitation, rises in childhood pregnancies and sexual violence, and 
stunted mental development due to reduced social interaction.418 These 
consequences, in addition to learning loss, carried considerable costs to 
societies. A 2017 review of scientific publications examining the economic 
costs and benefits associated with different responses to the 2009 influenza 
pandemic had found that the “economic cost per death prevented” for 
school closures was over three times more expensive than the next most 
expensive intervention and over 4,000 times more expensive than the least 
expensive interventions, which included contact tracing and face masks.419

In January 2021, UNICEF and the World Food Programme estimated that 
39 billion school meals had been missed globally since the start of the 
pandemic, leading to spikes in hunger and malnutrition.420 Earlier studies of 
school feeding programmes had found that they provided dramatic benefits 
for poor families. The Midday Meal Scheme in India, for instance, decreased 
calorie deficits in children by 30 per cent.421 A 2018 World Bank study found 
that school-provisioned meals resulted in important cost saving for poor 
families; these meals could represent as much as 15 per cent of a family’s 
daily income.422 But when schools closed, free or reduced-cost meals were 
no longer available.
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Similarly, important mental health services for children and youth that 
were centred around schools were unavailable during school closures.423 A 
March 2021 WHO report stated that the pandemic was disrupting or had 
halted critical mental health services for students in 93 per cent of countries 
worldwide at a time when demand for these services was peaking.424 
Experts around the world observed that the closure of schools severely 
compounded and complicated public health crises triggered by the spread 
of COVID-19.425

The disruption of key school-based services that help assure the well-being 
of young people was largely overlooked during the pandemic when the 
focus was on the continuity of teaching and learning remotely. There is 
extensive evidence of schools doubling and tripling budgets to purchase 
ed-tech hardware and software during the pandemic, but less evidence 
of schools making similar investments to ensure meals were delivered to 
children in need or to strengthen the provision of counselling in virtual 
spaces. A joint UNESCO-UNICEF-World Bank survey conducted in low-
income countries, for example, found that very only a small number of 
countries – fewer than 10 per cent – took significant measures to reinforce 
school nutrition or make it more flexible during the pandemic, even though 
young people in these countries tend to be highly dependent on school 
meals for daily nutrition and calories.426 Arguably, the focus on maintaining 
learning continuity and avoiding learning loss through remote learning 
diverted attention and investments away from efforts to protect and 
preserve some of the vital non-academic functions of schools.

Around the world, dedicated teachers attempted to attend to the 
mental and physical health of their students despite the lack of physical 
proximity. They used technology to provide support outside the bounds 
of academic learning but with limited success. Online teacher forums 
were full of concerns that interacting with students through screens and 
on virtual platforms, typically as part of large groups, made it difficult to 
support the mental and physical health needs of students. The hashtag 
#MaslowBeforeBloom began trending in educator circles on Twitter, a 
reference to Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of basic human needs and 
Benjamin Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives. The ‘before’ was 
sometimes written in all capital letters to stress the idea that the basic 
human needs explained by Maslow, encompassing physiological needs 
(food, rest, warmth), safety needs (security), and belongingness and love 
needs (friends and relationships), must be prioritized before the narrower 
learning processes explained by Bloom.427
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“I cannot demand much from these children . . .  They live the daily violence 
within their home . . .  School is a place where children go to protect themselves 
from their reality.” 

– Primary school teacher, Chilelxix

Remote learning also posed challenges in detecting abuse. The in-between 
moments that had been routine in the physical space of the school, such as 
when students left and entered classrooms, during breaks, over lunch and 
between extracurricular activities, were missing. Students did not linger 
in digital classrooms to share feelings or talk through fears and anxieties. 
Norms often developed around synchronous technology learning platforms 
such that teachers were the first ones to exit and end online lessons. This 
was a reversal of practices that were typical with in-person schooling. At 
schools, teachers generally remain in their classrooms after the completion 
of lessons and often make a point of being available to meet with students 
who might want to talk to them. Evidence captured in media suggested 
that many students were too intimidated to set up private online meetings 
with teachers due to the formalities this required in digital spaces – often 
the circulation of an electronic calendar item and the creation of a meeting 
link. In digital mediums, meetings tended to be either fully private or 
fully communal. The semi-private hallway and open-door chats that were 
possible in schools and often preferred by students had no parallels in 
digital spaces, and likely limited possibilities for sensitive conversations 
about mental and physical well-being.
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Despite these obstacles, students often did reach out to educators about 
problems that went beyond learning. Teachers in various national contexts 
reported receiving unsettling messages from students such as ‘I don’t 
feel safe in my home’. Replying to these online calls for help was rarely 
straightforward. The standard protocols and usual practices to deal with 
situations of endangerment did not transfer easily to digital-only interfaces. 
Established procedures tended to assume the physical presence of teachers 
and students and in-person involvement from social workers and other 
supportive adults.

“[When schools closed], we no longer had that window into children’s lives. The 
screening … for trouble at home; the observation that a child is falling asleep at 
their desk or seems hungry or lacks an appetite.” 

– Lauren Bauer, education and safety net policy researcherlxx

These barriers were significant because teachers are often the first 
and primary reporters of abuse and other forms of child and youth 
endangerment. Given this reality, it was perhaps unsurprising that, in 
many countries, the closure of schools and the shift to home-based 
remote learning corresponded with what was almost certainly a sharp 
under-reporting of abuse. To illustrate the scale of this problem, a survey 
of children’s advocacy centres across the USA reported serving 40,000 
fewer children between the first half of 2020 than in the same period in 
2019, a drop of over 20 per cent. The executive director of the group that 
organized the survey said, “We have absolutely no reason to believe the 
actual incidence rate has declined. What we really believe is that there are 
40,000 fewer kids that haven’t been saved from abuse.”428 By 2022, it was 
increasingly clear that, if anything, abuse appears to have increased during 
the pandemic. A nationwide government-led survey in the USA found that 
over half of upper secondary school students said they suffered emotional 
abuse, defined as swearing, insulting or belittling, from a parent or 
another adult in the home while schools were closed, and 1 in 10 said they 
experienced physical abuse.429 These figures were much higher than they 
had been when comparable research was conducted in 2013.430 The National 
Director of Adolescent and School Health called the study findings “beyond 
worrisome”.431 This data mirrored equally concerning findings trickling in 
from smaller studies in other countries.432 When connected with learners 
only through technology, teaching personnel did not, perhaps simply could 
not, detect and flag potential abuse at home in the same way that they had 
done when students were in school.

During periods of remote learning, there were also fewer options to assist 
students experiencing homelessness. For this group, estimated to include 
around 150 million children globally, the physical space of school is often 
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a sanctuary and pillar of stability.433 When schools closed, this sanctuary 
evaporated and the academic participation of students experiencing 
homelessness plummeted well below pre-pandemic levels. This was hardly 
surprising given that these students were far less likely than students with 
homes to have the connectivity and devices needed to make productive 
use of digital learning. They were also less likely to have access to physical 
spaces conducive to learning via technology. For many learners, school is 
attractive because it provides a comfortable and enriching place to spend 
the day. Experts have observed that the community aspects of physical 
schooling, including the routine of seeing friends and receiving support and 
encouragement from adults at a fixed location, holds particular importance 
and value for students living through homelessness. Schools are also often 
places where children experiencing homelessness are first identified. But 
when schools closed and education largely moved online, this identification 
step collapsed and consequently so did the initiation of support offered to 
students and their families. In the USA, a report by SchoolHouse Connection 
and the University of Michigan estimated that 420,000 children and youth 
experiencing homelessness who might have been identified and enrolled 
in schools in pre-pandemic times simply vanished from educational 
institutions when learning transitioned to technology.434 This amounted to a 
major reduction in the ability of schools to find and support children, youth 
and families experiencing homelessness and prioritize their education and 
well-being in public systems of care. The head of SchoolHouse Connection 
summarized the report’s findings this way: “There is nothing equitable about 
distance learning for children and youth who are homeless. The cost of 
keeping everyone safe is costing some children much more.”435

“I am concerned they are getting lost in the ‘masked’ shuffle, or in the virtual 
void. … I just fear kids experiencing homelessness will become even more 
invisible than they already are.” 

– School district homeless liaison, USAlxxi

Around the world, the move to technology-enabled remote learning was 
interpreted as an endeavour to preserve academic learning. What was less 
commonly acknowledged was that this singular focus, which oriented so 
much action and investment in education, tended to place student well-
being, more broadly defined, in a secondary position. UNESCO worked 
to reassert the need for education, and teachers in particular, to prioritize 
students’ physical, psychological and social-emotional well-being over 
academic obligations,436 but much of the ed-tech deployed during the 
pandemic tended to sideline these fundamental needs. The overriding aim 
was to maintain academic progress.
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A VOID OF SUPPORT TO NAVIGATE BEREAVEMENT

Just as online modes of education struggled to support students 
experiencing abuse or homelessness, it also provided limited options 
to assist students who lost a parent or other close relative during the 
pandemic. A research team writing in The Lancet medical journal estimated 
that over 1 million children globally lost a primary caregiver, either a parent 
or custodial grandparent, to COVID-19 between March 2020 and April 
2021, and many more experienced the loss of a secondary caregiver, an 
older relative or co-residing grandparent.437 Although schools typically have 
protocols in place to assist students grieving the loss of caregivers as well 
as processes to link them to support outside of schools when necessary, 
these processes and links were generally unavailable via the remote learning 
technologies during periods of school closure.

The authors of The Lancet article cited extensive evidence to clarify that 
providing adequate support to grieving children carries high stakes: 
“Ineffective responses to the death of a parent or caregiver, even when 
there is a surviving parent or caregiver, can lead to deleterious psychosocial, 
neurocognitive, socioeconomic, and biomedical outcomes for children”, 
including increased risk of post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, 
domestic abuse and suicidal behaviours as well as sexual, emotional and 
physical violence. Another report from 2021, entitled Hidden Pain, affirmed 
the myriad ways the traumatic loss of a caregiver is associated with 
depression, addiction, lower academic achievement and higher dropout 
rates and noted that these associations tend to be especially pernicious for 
young children.438
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Schools had often been sites where adults outside a family were first made 
aware that a student’s parent or caregiver had died. And the school was 
commonly the institution that initiated effective bereavement approaches, 
including psychosocial support, empowering surviving caregivers to 
facilitate adaptive grieving, open communication and trauma-focused 
therapy. However, the movement of education to technology-only platforms 
made it difficult for schools to fulfil these obligations. There was, simply said, 
no app for helping a child cope with the loss of a parent or caregiver, and 
schools and teachers were sometimes unaware when a parent of a student 
died. Young people did not always feel comfortable sharing this information 
in digital spaces geared for academic learning.

The authors of The Lancet article observed, “Throughout this pandemic, 
children have been falling under the radar.” Teachers have long functioned 
as this radar and schools have long served to provide bridges to essential 
social services for children. The Hidden Pain report called in-person 
schooling “the most convenient location to identify and serve bereaved 
youth” and lamented the way pandemic school closures made it more 
difficult for children and families to engage in important social supports. 
Ed-tech, at least as it was implemented during the pandemic, generally 
lacked the mechanisms to detect student needs, including those that were 
arguably more important than learning.

“My art teacher literally emails us that we need to do the work and when 
someone in our class’s family member died w corona he was like idk if i believe 
u and even if it’s true she still needed to turn everything in ‘on time.’ no one cares 
abt their students’ mental health.” 

– @sophia, TikTok postlxxii

TECHNOLOGY STIFLED PEDAGOGICAL POSSIBILITIES
AND THE AGENCY OF TEACHERS

Remote digital learning tended to homogenize teaching practices due to 
the various limitations of electronic media, the design decisions of software 
developers and teachers’ unfamiliarity with digital platforms as a primary 
vehicle for teaching and learning.

Pedagogical practices that teachers had developed and refined over years 
in classrooms rarely transferred easily to digital spaces. The way instructors 
monitored student work, used body language to assure classroom 
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management, elicited interest in subject matter and provided support 
and encouragement to students often had no analogue in online spaces. 
There was no way to hold eye contact, no way to place a hand on the desk 
of a student who was losing focus and no real way to invite spontaneous 
reactions.

Modern pedagogical approaches – such as constructivism, which draws 
on ideas from Jean Piaget; social constructivism, which draws on ideas 
from Lev Vygotsky; and liberationism, which draws on ideas from Paulo 
Freire – tended to collapse in digital environments. Much of ed-tech was 
geared towards behaviourist pedagogies, reflecting ideas from thinkers 
such as Ivan Pavlov and B.F. Skinner. As an example, synchronous video 
apps commonly elevated teachers to principal figures of authority. Other 
ed-tech platforms encouraged teachers to lecture, model, demonstrate and 
engage students in recitation and repetitive tasks. Pavlov’s bell rang loudly 
in ed-tech apps. Distinctive teacher strategies to co-construct knowledge 
with students, place students at the centre of group learning exchanges 
and collaboratively decide directions for education, for example, were rarely 
accommodated by technology that was built for hierarchical control and 
generic ‘everyone and no one’ users. Technology tended to be heavily tiered 
with permissions clustered according to groups, such that systems owners 
had expansive privileges while administrators, users and participants had 
respectively fewer privileges. The systems reflected a logic of top-down 
control and were, many observed, anti-democratic, making the practice of 
democratic and emancipatory pedagogy difficult or even impossible.439

“Edtech is not its own pedagogy. Instead, it needs to be used in accordance with 
sound pedagogy.” 

– Matthew Lynch, expert on education equity, reform and innovationlxxiii

While the physical setting of schools and classrooms had certainly imposed 
pedagogical constraints before the pandemic, teachers were accustomed 
to them and, more importantly, knew how to navigate them. They knew 
their instructional practice had to account for rooms with particular layouts 
and resources, reflect various sociocultural norms and accommodate fixed 
schedules. But many teachers found that ed-tech introduced considerably 
more limitations, even if it occasionally opened new possibilities for 
teaching and learning. Teachers discovered they could not, for instance, 
work with students in small groups because of the way a particular piece 
of software had been designed. Other educators learned that preferred 
methods for providing student feedback had been forced into templates 
and rubrics that could not be altered. Numerical scoring systems that 
might have been optional or even discouraged in school and classroom 
environments were suddenly mandated by digital systems. Around the 
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world, technology, often developed with little or no input from teachers 
and other education professionals,440 shaped teaching methods in profound 
ways.

“I like seeing students, learning their names, seeing their style, talking to them. It 
is very hard to teach to names in a black box.” 

– Digital art teacher, USAlxxiv

In digital environments, systems tended to exercise considerably more 
power and control than their human users. Various settings were locked or 
required administrator permissions that teachers did not always possess. 
Ways of working and communicating with students were often strictly 
prescribed and dictated by workflows. Students might, for example, 
upload assignments that would then appear on a teacher dashboard of 
some sort. The dashboard would instruct teachers to take specific and 
often narrow actions to grade or ‘respond’ to the assignments, which were 
then automatically sent back to students. These workflows were typically 
unidirectional: action, reaction, action – a conveyor belt rather than an open 
exchange. Electronic systems also made pedagogical interactions more time 
bound than they had been in the past. The buffers and breaks that allowed 
instruction or conversations to go overtime at physical schools often 
had hard stops in digital learning environments. Apps would sometimes 
transport teachers or students to new digital locations automatically. This 
teleporting often cut conversation short.

Additionally, bureaucratic forms that teachers had previously disregarded 
because they did not find them practical or beneficial could no longer be 
ignored when they moved to electronic systems. A computer would insist 
on their completion as a prerequisite for submission and continuation. 
Teachers regularly voiced frustration on social media that digital platforms 
were forcing them to spend more time filling out surveys of various sorts 
and different evaluations of students than actually teaching. And indeed, 
many systems reflected the wishes of administrators and policy-makers 
to accumulate data, instead of the learning needs directly observed by 
teachers. Much of the early commentary on the shift to ed-tech in 2020 
celebrated the large amounts of data that would be produced about 
learning interactions when they moved from unseen and unrecorded 
offline spaces and into spaces that were easy to record, log, document and 
surveil. But for many educators and students, it was far from evident how 
these data were improving education or might do so in the future. The data 
were also very rarely available to teachers to study, synthesize and use in 
their practice. Most often information was piped directly to private sector 
technology companies who used it for purposes that were not always 
understood or communicated.441
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“Only a handful of apps are designed with an eye toward how children actually 
learn.” 
– Hirsh-Pasek, K. et al., authors of a research paper about digital technology and child 
developmentlxxv

Beyond this, ed-tech systems developed by small technical teams, often 
located in a handful of North American or European cities, arguably 
privileged Western pedagogical practices and norms – even when learning 
content could be adapted. Many teachers were dismayed to find software 
suggesting that they respond to student work with grinning emojis or GIFs 
laden with references to Western popular culture, a visual shorthand that 
was, depending on the cultural context, sometimes assumed to be lazy, 
unserious, non-academic or even insulting.

Despite these constraints, many teachers went to extraordinary lengths 
to adapt to the new digital environments and find workable pedagogical 
approaches. In some instances, governments provided support in the form 
of crash courses that served as primers to orient teachers to technology-
dependent instruction.442 But these efforts tended to narrowly target 
technical skills and helped teachers enter and use systems rather than build 
the sophisticated competencies and experiences needed to implement 
effective digital pedagogies in virtual spaces. Some of the habits teachers 
developed during the pandemic, such as lecturing for long periods of 
time during synchronous classes and without visual learning aids, were 
arguably bad habits even if systems invited or sometimes encouraged these 
approaches.

In the context of the pandemic and school closures, whatever was good 
enough pedagogically was usually assumed to be better than nothing. 
When teachers found approaches that worked reasonably well, they tended 
to stick with them. Time and head space for creative experimentation was 
a luxury few teachers had when they were forced to adapt learning to 
technology platforms with little training and for large numbers of students. 
A global survey of over 20,000 teachers from 165 countries conducted by  
T4 Education found that in best-case scenarios, teachers received only 
around ten days of professional development to help them navigate the 
transition from in-person education to remote digital learning.443 To put 
this in context, many of the world’s best teacher training colleges and 
universities advise at least a full year of education and training to prepare 
novice teachers to skilfully harness online technologies to improve student 
learning.444 These institutions also tend to treat teaching and learning in 
digital environments as distinct from teaching and learning in physical 
classrooms, as they involve uniquely different outlooks and competencies. 
Abilities honed for teaching offline were not always transferable to teaching 
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online, even if they may have provided a useful point of departure and 
reference. The pedagogical possibilities and limitations were distinct.

Early expectations that the pandemic would open doors to breakthrough 
pedagogical innovations and assurances that “necessity is the mother of 
invention”445 were rarely fulfilled in practice. The reality for schools and 
teachers was more often a hurried search for basic, often behaviourist 
instructional approaches that worked passably well in digital spaces. 
Innovation tends to thrive when there is stability, collaboration, time to 
incubate and refine ideas, and the freedom to test and make errors, among 
other factors that were in short supply when teachers were asked, practically 
overnight, to practice their profession in an entirely new medium and with 
children’s futures at stake.

CORPORATE AESTHETICS AND LINGUISTIC HEGEMONY
REPLACED THE VIBRANCY OF THE CLASSROOM

Beyond contributing to the standardization and automation of learning 
processes, the spaces where this learning happened also changed with 
the shift to ed-tech. For many students around the world, synchronous 
distance learning unfolded in one of just three digital locations: Google 
Meet, Microsoft Teams or Zoom. For the most part, these locations bore no 
sign of local communities; they were corporate and placeless and could, 
as transnational digital services, move relatively seamlessly over school, 
district, county, state and country lines that had once defined educational 
experiences.

“Even under optimal conditions, virtual school meant flattening the 
collaborative magic of the classroom into little more than an instructional 
video.” 

– Fourth grade teacher, USAlxxvi

Sometimes the full breadth of the digital educational experience – 
encompassing virtual classes, digital reading and writing, assignment 
completion and submission, and online communication and collaboration 
– unfolded in or around these platforms. For much of 2020 and 2021, and 
even into 2022, Google Classroom, complemented by a wider array of 
Google G Suite apps, and Microsoft Teams, complemented by a wider array 
of Microsoft Office apps, became de facto classrooms for entire countries 
during the pandemic.446
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Accounts related in online forums and in media indicated that school 
leaders, teachers and students tended to experience these virtual spaces as 
significantly less versatile or customizable than the four walls of traditional 
classrooms. Teachers could not place maps, diagrams and other learning 
supports on walls, nor could they, in many instances, alter the look and 
feel of interfaces – not even their colour schemes. The design, controlled 
by professional teams in faraway locations, placed a corporate veneer over 
a school’s or a teacher’s aesthetic idiosyncrasies. The visual diversity and 
messiness of schools – sometimes overflowing with objects brimming with 
cultural, historical and community meaning – were replaced with the clean 
lines and logical efficiency of modern user interfaces. In place of science 
classrooms with animal skeletons, botanical illustrations, drawings of insects, 
photographs of planets and posters of the periodic table, was the primary-
colour pop and minimal aesthetic of Google, the bubble-filled universe of 
Skype or the blue and teal hues of Lark, a collaboration platform used for 
educational purposes in China and other parts of Asia. While some open-
source systems such as Drupal and Moodle gave educational institutions 
substantial control over platforms used for learning, many other providers 
kept their products largely locked and offered only limited personalization 
options, even for large institutions.

“I found the interface boring a bit. The colors used are a bit plain, and I don’t 
see much of an option for us to maybe personal message a classmate because 
I don’t know who is online. So, for me the interaction is a bit boring as it is only 
one-way communication with teachers.” 

– University student, Malaysialxxvii

This also applied to language. Many ed-tech utilities were only available 
in a dominant language, even in communities that had been using a 
minority language for in-person school instruction. According to many 
commentators, the English language and the Latin alphabet assume a 
hegemonic position within modern information-processing systems. 
This language hegemony grew stronger still with the turn to global 
digital learning,447 as many of the ed-tech solutions deployed during the 
emergency had been engineered and developed in English by anglophone 
teams, often based in North America. This domination meant that a reliance 
on ed-tech often entailed a forced embrace of English language educational 
content or navigating various English language portals to find digital 
content in other languages. Even if a digital ‘skin’ changed the appearance 
of an app and its outward-facing language, the typically English language 
original was often just underneath and would sometimes surface due to 
incomplete translations or technical glitches. After conducting a reflection 
workshop in December 2020 with teams from ten countries, the EdTech 
Hub, a global non-profit research partnership, reported that “language 
created barriers in accessing technology; learners, parents and teachers who 
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did not speak English, or the dominant national language, were unable to 
use platforms and online resources designed in these languages”.448 In some 
regions of the world, ed-tech entrepreneurs and venture capitalists saw this 
as an opportunity to cater to non-English users by funding, developing and 
propagating digital ed-tech in vernacular languages. This was especially 
the case in multilingual areas such as India,449 the Middle East and North 
Africa450 and sub-Saharan Africa,451 but also in countries where English is the 
dominant language, including the USA.452 However, because many of these 
ed-tech solutions were deployed in a rushed manner, the English language 
versions often functioned far more smoothly than other language versions, 
which sometimes had not been as thoroughly error tested. Thus the sudden 
turn from in-person learning in schools and classrooms towards fully remote 
ed-tech was, for many students, a turn away from their native tongues 
towards the hegemonic lingua franca of digital spaces: English.

It is also significant that many of the digital spaces that served as a nexus for 
education during periods of school closure were not, in fact, designed for 
this use or even for education per se. Google Meet, Lark, Microsoft Teams 
and Zoom all classify themselves as generic communication, collaboration 
and productivity tools, rather than dedicated educational tools. This generic 
nature affords the platforms versatility, but it also means that functionalities 
that would be beneficial in a teaching and learning environment are often 
missing. In 2020, many teachers called on Zoom to spin off a stand-alone 
app exclusively designed for educators, requesting better functionality 
to break students into subgroups, more robust chat functions and richer 
ways of presenting lessons, among other education-targeted upgrades.453 
Zoom, however, remained a largely multifunction utility, even if it did, 
in some instances, respond to specific requests from large educational 
systems, such as when it shored up its privacy features after New York City’s 
education department, encompassing over 1,800 schools, banned the use 
of the platform.454 While many in education perceived Zoom’s platform to 
be a nucleus for education during the pandemic, it was less clear whether 
Zoom and similar providers saw education stakeholders as a principal client 
group, despite the fact that Zoom was supporting virtual classes for over 
90,000 schools across 20 countries in April 2020.455 Media organizations 
reported that that Zoom’s platform was, at the same time and across all 
sectors, serving over 300 million meeting participants per day, meaning that 
schools, teachers and students represented just one client group among 
many for the company.456 The education sector’s importance may have 
been further diminished because Zoom provided pro bono or discounted 
prices to some educational institutions during the height of the pandemic. 
Schools and educators were not, therefore, necessarily the strongest 
customer base in terms of paying customers. The CEO of Zoom stated in a 
company blog post that the platform had been “built primarily for enterprise 
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customers – large institutions with full IT support [ranging] from the 
world’s largest financial services companies to leading telecommunications 
providers, government agencies, universities, health care organizations, and 
telemedicine practices”.457 Conspicuously missing from this list were primary 
and secondary schools. When under pressure, commercial technology 
representatives sometimes noted that their tools and platforms had not 
been developed to stand in for schools, even if they were being propelled 
into this role and their companies were, in many instances, benefiting 
financially from an expanding user base of young new users.

Even relatively mature online platforms that had been built expressly for 
education were not intended to carry the full weight of schooling and 
had generally assumed a school-based experience for most teaching and 
learning. Google Classroom for instance, a platform that became something 
close to an all-purpose distance learning hub for large education systems 
and tens of thousands of schools during the pandemic, had not originally 
been built for this purpose. Rather, it had been designed as a digital 
extension for in-person schooling, a place where teachers could upload 
handouts and remind students of upcoming assignments. Google made a 
series of adjustments to the platform during the pandemic so it could better 
accommodate virtual class meetings through improved integration with 
Google Meet, Google’s video meeting utility that, itself, had not originally 
been developed with education in mind.

While schools as physical locations are often criticized as being poorly 
optimized for learning, they are, in most instances, designed and built 
expressly for education and not alternative purposes. They provide 
principals and teachers at least some margin for personalization and 
alteration to accommodate community and pedagogical goals for learning. 
Virtual spaces are sometimes described as more malleable than brick-and-
mortar schools. They are widely imagined as blank slates where anything 
is possible and options to add educational functionality are myriad and 
ever-expanding. But during the pandemic, the digital spaces and platforms 
that supported learning proved in practice to be largely fixed, unchangeable 
and corporate. In many respects, they were the opposite of blank slates 
– teachers, school leaders and sometimes even education ministers had 
little control over how they worked and appeared. And because many 
of the corporations that provided ed-tech during the pandemic were 
headquartered in countries far away from where their devices and services 
were used, even regulation or ensuring compliance with existing rules could 
be difficult. Staff at education ministries around the world were quick to 
learn that multinational technology companies were not as responsive as 
their domestic network of schools. Control of the digital spaces of education 
lay largely outside their reach and oversight.
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AUTOMATION, STANDARDIZATION AND 
HOMOGENIZATION OF THE LEARNING PROCESS

Although internet-connected digital technology had long been positioned 
as an antidote to a perceived factory model of education, its practical 
application during the pandemic was arguably no more than an entry 
into vastly enlarged virtual factories. Many of the technology-dependent 
learning platforms and apps adopted during the crisis made students 
feel as though they were anonymous and interchangeable units being 
directed by unprecedented levels of automation. This was especially 
true for asynchronous apps where learning was guided by algorithms 
instead of teachers. But even in more human-mediated digital learning 
spaces, a student’s membership in a particular community, family, school 
and class was often irrelevant. Affiliations that had organized learning in 
physical spaces, such as age and geography, tended to melt away in the 
new virtual learning environments that were spaces for everyone and no 
one and existed everywhere and nowhere. While some ed-tech solutions 
had appealing user interfaces and carried labels like ‘AI-enabled’, ‘smart’, 
‘adaptable’, ‘agile’ or ‘personalized’, much of the learning experiences these 
solutions facilitated were rote: a linear progression through machine-
dispensed learning content with limited, if any, possibilities for interaction 
with peers and teachers.

Many students’ experiences of remote online learning amounted to little 
more than logging into a video call and watching a teacher lecture and 
overview slide presentations. Other students were directed to watch 
educational videos, and indeed for the hundreds of millions of students 
without access to connected technology who were reliant on television 
broadcasts for ed-tech, this was the only option that existed.

Automation was a key ingredient of many ed-tech utilities used during the 
pandemic, especially those that served underprivileged learners who lacked 
options to follow synchronous teacher-led lessons in virtual spaces. Systems 
that did not require human intervention had a substantial advantage 
over systems more reliant on teachers and other human operators. Once 
established, they could quickly realize economies of scale, such that the 
cost difference of provisioning education to 1 or 100 or 100,000 learners 
was often very small.458 This seamless scalability, reflecting a pursuit of 
cost-efficiency through ‘bigness’ that has guided the development of many 
digital services in use today, allowed educational platforms to rapidly 
expand the number of learners they accommodated – a feat that would 
have been unimaginable with brick-and-mortar institutions.
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“It would be nice to put actual faces to names, or should I say dots.” 

– Eighth grade maths teacher, USAlxxviii

While this efficiency may have helped propel the uptake and use of digital 
learning content, it often had the side effect of stripping education of a 
human touch. In fully automated digital spaces, learning was guided by 
algorithms and bots, not human instructors that students knew and could 
see. The novelty of these systems tended to wear off quickly. Learners 
recognized that they were being tugged through worlds of algorithmically 
controlled and often gamified educational content. Encouragement from 
bot guides was often repetitive and came at the same predictable intervals. 
Learning was commonly structured in an identical unit-to-unit and module-
to-module manner. This repetition caused students to grow exhausted and 
bored, and they regularly reported that learning journeys in virtual spaces 
felt less like knowledge explorations than treadmills of completion.459

“Something is lost when alternating periods of passivity and activity are 
compressed into interactivity, until eventually education becomes a continuous 
cybernetic loop of information and feedback. How many keystrokes or mouse-
clicks before a student is told they’ve gone wrong? How many words does it 
take to make a mistake?” 

– William Davies, sociologist and political economistlxxix

The tedium felt by students was not necessarily a failure of content design. 
Many of the learning applications and systems deployed during the 
pandemic had not been intended for prolonged use; they assumed instead 
a user who might engage with educational content for short and irregular 
periods of time – not extended durations, as was sometimes tacitly or 
explicitly advised in order to fill time that had previously been devoted to 
in-person schooling. Similarly, some of the software put forward as core 
educational tools had been developed to supplement rather than replace 
classroom-based learning. As the pandemic and its reliance on ed-tech wore 
on, media accounts relayed that students and their caregivers complained 
about the automation and lack of variety that defined many technology-
mediated educational experiences.

The pandemic also pulled back the curtain on much of the software that 
promised to deliver personalized learning. Students and teachers found 
that a lot of ‘personalized’ content was little more than simple ‘if A, then 
B’ decision trees hard-coded by software engineers. The learning was 
personalized only insofar as a deck of questions or flash cards changed 
depending on whether input provided by a student was deemed correct 
or incorrect. Systems that were supposed to ‘know’ students did not know 
them at all, outside the narrow bounds of tracking various metrics about 
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their use of unidirectional software, including, for instance, time on task, 
progression and right-or-wrong answers. These systems tended to ask 
students to demonstrate knowledge and understanding by answering fixed 
multiple-choice questions. Gone were the open discussions, spontaneity 
and human-controlled feedback that had often defined in-person classroom 
experiences led by professional teachers. For many learners, the digital 
pedagogies enabled by ed-tech, far from being emancipatory, innovative 
or imaginative, felt fixed, flat, homogeneous and rooted in the logics of 
machines.

“The virtues of men are of more consequence to society than their abilities, 
and for this reason the heart should be cultivated with more assiduity than the 
head.”

– Noah Webster, lexicographerlxxx

Many teachers expressed that they felt sidelined by the automation and 
standardization of learning processes that tended to accompany the shift 
to ed-tech. A global survey by Education International found that ed-tech 
rolled out during the pandemic was regularly selected and deployed 
without teacher input or consultation. The organization argued that the 
emergency context resulted in a proliferation of “a unilateral top-down 
decision-making structure that overtly disregards the professionalism 
and experience of teachers and ESPs [education support personnel]”.460 
Regardless of how technology was selected, educators were surprised to 
learn that their former role directing student learning was regularly reduced 
to monitoring dashboards and ensuring the completion of units, sessions 
and assignments selected by autonomous systems – more proctoring 
than teaching. Many teachers voiced a loss of control and autonomy when 
technology supplemented schools as the primary interface for formal 
education.

“Automated interventions in education are expanding fast and often with 
limited scrutiny of the technological and commercial specificities of such 
processes.” 

– Morten Hansen and Janja Komljenovic, education researcherslxxxi
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Immersion in technology 
was unhealthy

The impetus to close schools and transition to remote learning with ed-tech 
was the protection of health. It was understood that school closures 
and remote learning would slow the spread of COVID-19 infections and 
minimize illness and death for learners, teachers, families and wider 
communities. There is evidence that these measures helped accomplish this 
goal, particularly early in the pandemic when infections were peaking and 
health facilities were overwhelmed.461 But the intense focus on minimizing 
the immediate risk of COVID-19 transmission often obscured the reality 
that decisions to close schools and the associated transition to technology-
mediated distance learning carried numerous and often damaging health 
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consequences, both mental and physical, that transcended the immediate 
dangers presented by the novel coronavirus.

Prior to the pandemic, the impact of ed-tech on student and teacher 
health was not typically a question of particular concern. The overriding 
assumption was that technology’s effects would be neutral, in part because 
few people foresaw it displacing schools and schooling entirely. There was 
a sense that technology-centric learning routines and activities, mixed 
with other social, recreational and developmental activities, including 
schooling as an in-person experience, did not pose any special health 
hazards. Existing studies of ed-tech tended to look for evidence of improved 
learning outcomes and greater educational efficiency. Health repercussions 
were rarely a focus of inquiry, even if there were some notable exceptions 
emanating from medical research – research that did not always find its way 
to education leaders and practitioners.

When the pandemic triggered school closures around the world, 
apprehensions that remote learning with ed-tech might represent 
a threat to health were widely dismissed as anachronistic, especially 
early in the crisis. Few alarms were raised as millions of young people 
immersed themselves in screen-based learning experiences, sometimes 
for several hours each day, in addition to spending more time online for 
communication, entertainment and leisure. Debates over screen time that 
had burned hotly in the early 2000s were considered démodé and dismissed 
as the worries of a generation still uncomfortable with the idea that 
smartphones had already transformed societies, and in particular the lives of 
young people who moved seamlessly between online and offline worlds.

These conceptions, however, were gradually exposed as incomplete and 
unmethodical, less the result of empirical research than of conjecture. The 
health repercussions of the often dramatic increases in the time young 
people were spending in front of screens, for education as well as other 
purposes, were soon documented in media and later, more systematically, 
by various medical experts and associations. Research clarified that the 
switch to education delivered remotely through technology was having 
discernible negative impacts on physical health, such as increased levels of 
physical pain reported by children due to repetitive movements to traverse 
digital spaces. Evidence further pointed to unhealthy weight gain as a result 
of sedentary behaviours associated with the retreat into technology.

The mental health repercussions were even more worrisome. Rises in 
technology use corresponded with spiking levels of stress and anxiety, 
rises in eating disorders and new feelings of isolation and alienation. When 
learning routines became dependent on connected technology, time spent 
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in digital devices soared, changing family dynamics in adverse ways and 
leaving many young people feeling adrift. Always-on internet connections 
that promised to help maintain social bonds sometimes seemed to 
accomplish the opposite – metastasizing feelings of disconnection that 
were already pronounced because of the multilayered restrictions of the 
pandemic.

Around the world, children as young as 4 and 5 years old were placed in 
front of screens, ostensibly for educational purposes, despite evidence 
that screen-based media does very little to advance learning in very 
young children and may even slow cognitive development. Many children 
and youth were unprepared to navigate online content safely and with 
appropriate self-regulation. Anecdotal evidence shows that learners 
routinely encountered age-inappropriate material when ed-tech opened 
portals to the wider internet without the filters and teacher oversight that 
are customary in school settings.

Young people also had trouble finding digital substitutes for the 
socialization, unstructured play and physical interactions that are mainstays 
of in-person schooling. Conversation diminished and people experienced 
being ‘alone together’. Family members were near each other physically 
but immersed in separate screens and traversing metaverse-like spaces in 
search of entertainment and cyber-companionship as well as education. 
This immersion – sometimes consuming most waking hours of the day – 
left learners unfulfilled and drained. Fully remote digital learning largely 
neglected to help students learn to live together, a primary objective of 
formal education, and may in fact have driven them further apart, given 
the tendency of the internet to draw like-minded people into digital silos 
and provoke polarization. As evidence of the adverse physical and mental 
health consequences associated with the pivot from schools to technology 
came into sharp relief, many medical groups advised that the health risks of 
opening schools during the pandemic were eclipsed by the health risks of 
keeping them shut and maintaining exclusive reliance on ed-tech for formal 
learning.
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF INCREASED SCREEN TIME

Without question, the decision to move education to technology increased 
the amount of time young people spent, almost always alone, in front of 
screens. Such a rise is meaningful, as it tends to correlate with poorer mental 
and physical health and greater perceived stress. Conversely, social support 
and coping behaviours are generally associated with lower total screen 
use.462 Numerous organizations, including UNICEF, have rightly observed 
that screen time is a crude indicator of digital behaviours, which can be 
healthy or unhealthy given the wide variety of engagements possible in 
digital realms.463 Nevertheless, excessive screen time remains closely and 
persistently linked with troubling health outcomes ranging from moderate 
to severe.464 And researchers continue to discover new and often adverse 
health effects associated with the seemingly ever-rising amounts of time 
young people spend using connected digital devices, a trend that is still a 
very recent global phenomenon.

The negative health consequences of excessive screen time include physical 
pain, eye strain, alteration of sleep patterns, increased levels of stress 
and anxiety, depression and lower self-esteem, among other maladies.465 
However, despite long-held concerns about the dangers of excessive 
screen time, education authorities commonly advised or, in many instances, 
mandated students to spend several hours a day in front of digital devices 
for educational purposes during periods of school closure. This almost 
always added more screen time to daily routines that were often already 
dominated by online activities for connected children and youth.

An academic review of various studies on screen time from multiple and 
mainly highly developed countries found that overall digital device usage 
across various age groups increased by up to five hours a day during the 
pandemic, compared with usage before the pandemic.466 The authors of the 
review estimated that heavy users were spending an average of 17.5 hours 
per day using digital technology, or close to the entire waking day, while 
non-heavy users were spending closer to 30 hours per week or around  
4 hours per day. In countries with high digital penetration and affordable 
connectivity, children and youth seem to have been at the higher ends of 
this spectrum. One of the most comprehensive nationwide studies on 
screen time in the USA found that children between the ages of 12 and 13 
were spending twice as much time in front of screens during the pandemic 
than before the pandemic, from approximately four hours per day to eight 
hours per day, excluding school-related work.467 When educational 
engagement was considered, total screen hours jumped higher still. This 
heavy use gave rise to new nomenclature to call attention to youth 
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immersion into virtual spaces. In the USA, for example, teenagers were 
being referred to as “screenagers”,468 and Generation Alpha, children born 
after 2010, were recast as “Generation Glass”, an unironic attempt to label an 
entire demographic group according to their fixation with the glowing glass 
screens of digital technology.469

“Though social media and video chat can foster social connection and support, 
we found that most of the adolescents’ screen use during the pandemic didn’t 
serve this purpose.” 

– Jason Nagata, assistant professor of paediatrics, University of Californialxxxii

Qustodio, a Spanish research group focused on digital safety, conducted a 
multi-country study of the digital habits of children between the ages of  
4 and 15 to shine a light on the constituent activities of increased screen 
time. It found that in 2020, children spent 25 per cent more screen time on 
online video than in 2019, 76 per cent more time on social media, 23 per 
cent more time on video games, 54 per cent more time on education and 
49 per cent time more on communication.470 Tellingly, education accounted 
for only a fraction of the overall time rise in digital use. These large jumps in 
screen time, typically far surpassing guidelines recommended by experts, 
were detrimental to health and development.

Other studies corroborated a dramatic rise in the amount of time children 
spent using screen-based media and showed particularly steep rises for 
poor families. Research encompassing Australia, China, Italy, Sweden, the 
UK and the USA found increases of nearly one hour per day among 3- to 
7-year-olds and observed more screen time in households of lower socio-
economic status, a troubling result given the correlation of screen time to 
poor health471 and lower quality relationships.472 This confirmed findings 
from pre-pandemic studies that had already revealed substantial disparities 
in media use based on family income. For instance, data collected in the 
USA by Common Sense, a research and advocacy organization centred on 
children’s use of digital media, found in 2019 that 8- to 12-year-olds from 
wealthy families used media nearly two hours less per day than children 
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of the same age from low-income families.473 This trend was observed in 
developed countries around the world during the pandemic such that, while 
screen time increased for all students, it increased significantly more for 
disadvantaged students with access to connected technology.

“You see a rapid screen time increase starting from when they are only 1–2 
months old, and that really took our breath away and made us triple-check our 
figures.” 

– Leigh Tooth, principal research fellow, University of Queensland’s School of Public Healthlxxxiii

When the pandemic hit, screen time also appears to have leaped for infants 
and toddlers. A 12-country study of 8- to 36-month-olds found that they 
too were exposed to more screen time during lockdowns than before 
lockdowns.474 Pre-pandemic studies had indicated that in many highly 
developed countries, children under 2 years old were already spending 
an average of up to three hours per day in front of screens,475 despite 
recommendations from the WHO and numerous national medical groups 
that children under 24 months old spend no time with screens and that 2- to 
4-year-olds spend “no more than 1 hour per day, less is better”.476

With the overlapping disruptions of the pandemic, it is difficult to estimate 
the extent to which the turn to ed-tech in response to school closures 
contributed to ballooning screen time beyond direct educational tasks. 
One multi-country study suggests that the educational portion of the 
increase was approximately one-third, while the other two-thirds were 
associated with entertainment.477 But the education contribution was likely 
both direct and indirect. Around the world, students were given connected 
technology to engage in formal learning activities, and this often afforded 
them wider allowances to use this technology for longer durations and with 
less oversight than would have been permissible prior to the pandemic. 
Children instructed to engage in formal learning activities through a screen 
often remained in digital environments when formal education ended. 
Anecdotal evidence indicates that parents who asked their children to set 
down digital devices, were often rebuffed by children who protested that 
they were doing schoolwork even if they were engaged in other online 
activities. Parents in Indonesia responding to an online survey about digital 
media use by young children reported that while they were deeply worried 
about screen time and recognized the importance of limiting it, they found 
it difficult to prevent their children from using online devices because of 
home-based learning.478 This finding was widely corroborated as parents 
across countries registered feeling more concerned about their children’s 
excessive screen time but also less able and less confident about limiting it 
when teaching and learning moved online.479
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Prior to the pandemic, school had often been one of the only places 
where young people in developed and digitally advanced settings were 
not regularly immersed in digital worlds for extended periods of time. 
Engagement in formal education was, in effect, the most offline part of 
their day. This reversed entirely during the pandemic and carried significant 
negative health impacts.480

PAINS, WEIGHT GAIN AND MALNUTRITION

Anecdotal and research evidence of the physical consequences of the 
turn to fully remote digital learning began to appear almost immediately. 
Children and youth using digital devices and watching television for hours 
a day regularly complained of pain emanating from fingers and wrists, eye 
irritation, neck and back aches, fatigue, headaches and trouble sleeping. 
The workstations children had at home, if indeed they had them at all, were 
rarely ergonomic. A survey of university students in India found that around 
80 per cent of respondents reported experiencing discomfort in their head, 
neck and eyes due to the switch to online-only learning. And more than 
40 per cent reported symptoms found in musculoskeletal disorders.481 
Ophthalmology experts warned of an acceleration of a “myopia epidemic” 
that was already closely associated with increased screen time.482 A study of 
120,000 Chinese schoolchildren suggested that the shift to online schooling 
had caused a threefold increase in the prevalence of short-sightedness 
among 6- to 8-year-olds in 2020.483

“[Electronic devices are] the No. 1 sleep enemy.” 

– Adiaha Spinks-Franklin, developmental behavioural paediatricianlxxxiv

Unhealthy weight gain was another common problem for screen-immersed 
youth. The sedentary nature of learning with technology decreased physical 
activity, and ad-saturated digital spaces often encouraged the consumption 
of unhealthy food and beverages. Spikes in obesity did not come as a 
particular surprise. Pre-pandemic health studies had identified a correlation 
between screen media exposure and obesity in children and attributed this 
to a number of factors: increased eating and snacking while viewing media; 
decreased physical activity; exposure to high-calorie, low-nutrient food 
and beverage marketing; and reduced sleep duration.484 As school closures 
stretched deep into 2021, paediatricians began documenting weight gains 
of as much as 20 to 30 pounds among children participating in primary 
education through remote learning.485 Alarming rises in type 2 diabetes in 
children were also widely documented, with cases sometimes doubling 
between pre-pandemic periods in 2019 and comparable times in 2020.486
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“Screen time lends itself to more sedentary time and less physical activity, 
snacking while distracted, eating in the absence of hunger, and greater 
exposure to food advertising.” 

– Jason Nagata, assistant professor of paediatrics, University of Californialxxxv

Instances of weight gain appear to have been particularly pronounced 
in many Western countries but were detected in countries throughout 
the world and closely corresponded to school closures and the shift to 
ed-tech.487 For many young people, getting to and from school as well as 
navigating inside schools was an important form of exercise. School was 
also traditionally a hub for play and sports that helped children maintain 
a healthy body weight. Increased technology use usually caused a decline 
in exercise and often invited overeating and increased consumption of 
high-calorie foods and beverages. Health studies remarked that a strong 
predictor of unhealthy weight gain in children during the pandemic was the 
duration of home- and technology-based learning, with longer durations 
foreshadowing an increased prevalence in obesity.488

While weight gain was common in wealthy countries where ed-tech was 
widely available, malnutrition was a significant risk in low-income countries 
during periods of school closure. Across the world, many students relied on 
schools for regular and nutritious meals. In Thailand, for instance, experts 
estimate that school feeding programmes provide between 30 per cent 
and 50 per cent of daily nutritional requirements for some children and 
tend to offer healthier meals than those prepared at home at the same 
price. Children’s nutrition was therefore often compromised when home-
based learning with technology became the norm. Research from Thailand 
found that children residing in rural areas who missed school meals during 
the 43-day period of national school closures in 2020 could be expected 
to lose between 5 per cent and 10 per cent of their total body weight. The 
study further estimated that nearly 270 million meals had been missed 
countrywide as a result of school closures.489

Although food insecurity during the pandemic was most pronounced 
in low- and middle-income countries, it was hardly contained to them. 
Research in the USA, for instance, found that food insecurity tripled for 
families with children during the initial wave of COVID-19 lockdowns and 
school closures.490 The pandemic provided a powerful reminder that the 
effective and widespread provision of meals and other services that benefit 
children and youth are largely dependent on schools that are operational 
as physical infrastructure. These benefits were not well supported or 
maintained when education became fully remote and digital.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION ONLINE AND IN ISOLATION

The spiral into digital worlds during the pandemic was so complete 
that attempts to mitigate the sedentary effects of technology use were 
commonly met with yet more technology. To avoid youth weight gain, for 
example, many countries turned to digital apps designed to motivate and 
guide at-home exercise routines.491 Across the world, physical education 
classes moved online, along with subject matter classes in reading, 
mathematics and other disciplines. Students were often told to complete 
workouts and stretching following an instructor’s lead either online or via a 
television programme. Others were asked to video record the completion of 
jumping jacks, sit-ups and push-ups and then send them electronically to an 
instructor as proof of completion.

Many teachers as well as students expressed disappointment with 
technology-guided modes of exercising. A study from Spain, for instance, 
found that “sadness” and “anger” were the dominant feelings of physical 
education instructors surrounding the shift of physical education from 
in-person to virtual environments.492 Families also expressed concern that 
screen-facilitated physical education would normalize exercise in isolation 
and in homes, rather than as group activities conducted outdoors or in 
communal indoor spaces. In-person physical sport and exercise can increase 
feelings of belonging and cultivate friendship and teamwork, but these 
feelings were arguably much harder to replicate when sport and exercise 
were conducted at a distance through digital mediums.
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Some educators further worried that conducting exercise and other 
physical education routines exclusively over remote technology might 
cement understandings that all forms of physical contact and touch are 
rare or forbidden in education contexts, even when the subject matter is 
the healthy maintenance of the physical body for sport and life. Research 
conducted prior to the pandemic indicated that, in some contexts, physical 
education teachers, coaches and others had grown increasingly concerned 
about the habituation of limited physical contact and expectations that 
education is – or should be – fully touchless.493 Pandemic school closures and 
remote learning made ‘no touch’ and ‘no contact’ education – even physical 
education – more common and widespread than it had been previously.

TOUCHLESS WORLDS

As lockdowns and school closures prolonged, medical experts expressed 
worry about ‘touch hunger’ or ‘touch starvation’, the condition of increased 
stress, depression and anxiety, among a “cascade of negative physiological 
effects”, brought on by reduced positive human touch.494 The hugs, 
handshakes, arms around a friend, high fives, handholding, locked arms, 
playful punches, hands on shoulders and pats on backs that had been 
commonplace at school were gone in the world of remote learning with 
ed-tech.

This was troubling because tactile communication is, according to experts, 
“absolutely vital” to our physical and mental well-being,495 particularly for 
children. Skin is the largest organ in the human body, and people are wired 
both to touch and to be touched.496 Touch is widely considered to be a 
primordial human sense, foundational to individual and communal selves. In 
the book Touch: Recovering Our Most Vital Sense, the author and philosopher 
Richard Kearney notes that the need for touch often “overrides” other 
physical needs, including even those for food and drink. Friendly touch 
catalyses processes that are well-understood to improve feelings of trust, 
strengthen emotional bonding and social connection, lower blood pressure, 
help with sleep and digestion, and bolster the immune system, all while 
minimizing fear and anxiety.497

Large multi-country studies have corroborated these benefits and found 
that people with positive attitudes towards touch have significantly higher 
levels of well-being and feel less lonely than those who claim to dislike 
touch.498 Participants in studies reported feeling better about themselves 
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and others if they had been touched recently. Touch has also been 
shown to have implications for academic achievement. Researchers have 
demonstrated, for instance, that touch appears to improve attentiveness 
and quantitative performance in mathematics, improving student speed 
and accuracy solving problems.499

“Touch is a crucial corrective to our fixation with control.” 

– Richard Kearney, philosopher and author of Touch: Recovering Our Most Vital Senselxxxvi

Academic learning is generally considered the principal objective of 
schooling, and, for this reason, it was the main, if not singular, focus of 
ed-tech solutions to school closures during the pandemic. While touch is 
typically commonplace at school, its importance is almost never counted as 
an ‘aim’ or ‘goal’ of schooling per se. Thus, when parents were told to have 
children sit in front of screens so they could follow academic instruction, 
little to no attention was paid to touch. Messaging to families about 
technology-based education rarely included mention that children, no 
longer with their friends or participating in groups, sports or play, were 
likely missing touch and that this could carry adverse repercussions for both 
physical and mental health.

Such oversight may have reflected pre-pandemic observations that touch 
is, as experts have argued, undervalued in education and other fields, 
stemming from “deeply rooted beliefs that favour the cerebral over the 
corporeal”.500 According to Sushma Subramanian, the author of How to Feel: 
The Science and Meaning of Touch, touch is “maligned” in many societies 
and dismissed as being “dirty or sentimental, in contrast with supposedly 
more elevated modes of perceiving the world”.501 Remote learning with 
technology tended to privilege these assumed ‘more elevated’ modes 
of perception and placed a premium on touchless modes of learning 
through reading, lectures, videos, writing and speaking. Learning that 
involved tactile experiences – laboratory experiments, physical education, 
different types of art – was awkward, if not impossible, to move into digital 
environments. The remote and usually technology-tethered learning 
experiences common during the pandemic engaged learners’ senses of 
sight and sound, but provided almost no tactile stimuli beyond, for example, 
haptic feedback from a mobile device or the touchpad on a laptop.

Beyond reducing touch in education, technology-only modes of distance 
learning rarely stimulated two other human senses – smell and taste. Both 
senses, like touch, can support learning and make it more interesting 
and rewarding. Chemistry, for example, often captivates students by 
demonstrating the molecular and chemical underpinnings of commonly 
encountered smells and tastes. Smell, in particular, has long been 
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understood to enhance memory and recall, such that the scents of different 
spaces, educators, materials and peers can help differentiate experiences 
and reinforce recollection.502 Even the senses ed-tech could engage – sight 
and sound, primarily – tended to lack the nuance and sophistication offered 
by the physical world, which is three-dimensional and contains vibrant 
images, light and noise that technical equipment can approximate but 
fails to fully replicate, despite steady advances. Due to these constraints, 
the predominately virtual learning spaces of technology tended to offer 
reduced and arguably degraded stimulation to human sensory organs that 
have evolved over millennia. This digital depletion of sensory experiences 
appears to be detrimental to health over long periods of time and may have 
limited the effectiveness and retention of learning as well as inadvertently 
reducing student motivation.

“Bodies, with all the risk, danger, limits, mortality and vulnerability that they 
bring, are part of our deepest humanity, not obstacles to be transcended 
through digitization.” 

– Tish Harrison Warren, priest and authorlxxxvii

Contactless and other sensory-reduced modes of learning became 
commonplace during the pandemic. This stemmed directly from the 
dangers presented by human proximity and touch during the pandemic 
and the resulting uptake and lengthy reliance on remote virtual education. 
With rare exception, the ed-tech modes of learning targeted the human 
mind and largely disregarded the human body. The body was not of interest 
or concern in the digital spaces of education for the simple reason that it 
could not exist there. While new virtual and augmented reality technology 
may point to options to engage the corporal body more fully in digital 
simulations, this hardware was functionally and financially out of reach for 
all but the most privileged families during the pandemic. For these reasons, 
students and teachers experienced the move to ed-tech as largely bodiless 
and touchless experiences. This was a radical departure from pre-pandemic 
learning experiences based at schools, which had, however imperfectly, 
involved both the mind and the body.

“We don’t need to swap out our bodies with holographs and avatars. We need 
to nurture our sense of touch.” 

– JoAnna Novak, author of fiction and poetrylxxxviii

School closures and remote learning arguably intensified what some 
thinkers have labelled a long-brewing crisis of too little touch and the disuse 
of other important human senses in educational exchange. What prevailed 
and became dominant was virtual stimulation and experiences that were 
‘synthetic’ to the extent that they existed beyond the tactile and physical 
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world. These experiences were made possible by digital technologies that 
open new horizons for experience and exchange, but, at the same time, are 
often blamed for ushering humanity, and children and youth especially, 
into unnatural and unsatisfying realms that ignore human bodies and 
their diverse sensory organs. This trend had been apparent before the 
pandemic but accelerated with its arrival. Said differently, the move to 
fully remote learning with ed-tech took some students to new extremes of 
disembodiment. It activated, with little debate or deliberation due to the 
emergency context, modes of education that many learners and teachers 
experienced as a sort of ‘excarnation’ – a disassociation from their bodies 
and the bodies of others. Evidence suggests that the retreat away from 
education that included and accounted for the corporal body and towards 
incorporeal virtual education was detrimental to well-being and to learning, 
and researchers are still deciphering the full scope of its harmful effects.

A RETREAT INTO GAMES AND PROTO-METAVERSES

When governments closed schools and enforced wider restrictions on  
in-person social gatherings and activities such as sports during the 
pandemic, young people commonly turned to digital gaming and 
metaverse-like platforms to find community and interact with others. While 
this trend was not directly related to ed-tech, it illustrates how deeply youth 
immersed themselves in virtual environments peripheral to digital learning 
when schools were not operational and lockdowns peaked. It further shows 
how games and social media platforms aimed at youth enabled digital 
modes of socialization and cooperation that were often missing from the 
pedagogies, platforms and content upholding distance education. Dramatic 
upticks in gaming and time spent on social media caused overall screentime 
to rise far beyond the additional time students spent on digital devices for 
formal learning – with concurrent and sometimes adverse implications for 
health. Despite the popularity and appeal of digital experiences adjacent 
to ed-tech and sometimes overlapping it, there is little evidence that they 
meaningful advanced education and learning.

As the pandemic spread across the world, video game play experienced 
“explosive” growth, much of it driven by games that involved competition 
or cooperation with other human players.503 In June 2021, Statista estimated 
that the total time people spent playing video games globally had increased 
by 40 per cent since the start of the pandemic, with young people fuelling 
most of this gain.504 An April 2021 Accenture report announced that the 
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global gaming market had “surpassed movies and music – combined” and 
“just keeps getting bigger”.505 The report stated that there were 2.7 billion 
gamers worldwide and estimated the direct and indirect value of the global 
gaming industry at over USD 300 billion. Accenture highlighted the growing 
appeal of social gaming – games played in real time with others – and 
noted that young people were drawn to games that prioritized connection 
and cooperation with other people. It called social interactions one of the 
“key drivers behind online gaming’s impressive growth”. Three-quarters 
of gamers said that more of their social interaction took place on gaming 
platforms as a result of the pandemic and school closures. Accenture further 
noted that the “distinctions between playing a game and social interaction 
are blurring, if not completely disappearing”.506 This rise in social gaming 
was significant because it corresponded with education becoming arguably 
less social as it moved to digital environments. It seems that young people 
wanted an outlet for connection during the pandemic and found it most 
readily in video games.

The ways young people immersed themselves in gaming reflected video 
games’ utility as an outlet for socialization. Stuck at home and often under 
quarantine, young people no longer just played video games: they watched 
others playing them, joining a surging community of e-sport spectators, and 
spent considerable time socializing in game forums and communities (the 
digital equivalent of athletes socializing on the side lines of a competition). 
Accenture estimated that during the pandemic the average gamer was 
spending 16 hours a week playing games, 8 hours a week watching games 
played by others and 6 hours a week interacting in community forums 
hosted in or adjacent to games. The massive growth of Discord, a social 
media platform widely used by gamers during the pandemic exemplified 
this blurring between playing online games and social interaction.507 
Outwardly it was a communications platform, but it enabled seamless 
incorporation of games.
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“We experimented with every feature of our games to see which versions 
allowed us to extract the most time and money from our players. For us, game 
addiction was by design: It meant success for our business.” 

– William Siu, mobile gaming developerlxxxix

Considerable evidence suggests that the move into virtual games and 
e-sports often came at the expense of physical games and sports508 and 
unstructured play.509 This trend had been in motion before the pandemic. 
According to a large study in the USA, for instance, the percentage of 
children aged between 6 and 12 regularly playing a physical team sport, 
whether basketball, football or track and field events, fell from 45 per cent in 
2008 to 38 per cent in 2018.510 This decline was assumed to have two main 
sources: first the increasing digitalization of societies and rising interest in 
e-sports, and second the growing costs associated with sports as well as 
their increasingly competitive nature.511 Some families found e-sports less 
stressful and less costly, and many parents welcomed the idea that their 
children were unlikely to be injured playing virtual games, even if excessive 
gaming is associated with physical harm (for example, repetitive stress 
injuries on hands and wrists) and mental harm (for example, depression, 
impulsivity and anxiety).512 Since 2018, the WHO has classified “gaming 
disorder” as an addictive behaviour that can “result in significant impairment 
in personal, family, social, educational, occupational or other important 
areas of functioning”.513 Regardless of the specific reasons, school closures, 
wider pandemic restrictions and the concurrent turn to digital spaces 
appears to have greatly accelerated a flight from physical sports to virtual 
ones, for boys and girls alike. A large survey of families in the USA by the 
Aspen Institute helped quantify the scale of change. It found that while 
only 19 per cent of parents said their children were not interested in playing 
physical sports, including basketball, cricket, hockey, volleyball and others, 
in June 2020, this figure rose to 28 per cent in September 2021, a period in 
which e-sports experienced unprecedented growth.514

Available evidence indicates that spikes in gaming were global. Video game 
play soared to such a degree in China during the pandemic and school 
closures that the government enacted restrictions to moderate the time 
young people spent gaming. In the second half of 2021, China prohibited 
children and youth from playing video games on schooldays and permitting 
only one hour of play a day on weekend and holiday evenings.515 The rules 
tightened earlier restrictions on video game play and other digital activities 
that policy leaders deemed unhealthy, such as online platforms that 
encouraged celebrity veneration. 516 China was one of the few countries that 
passed muscular measures during the pandemic to stem digital activities 
such as gaming that attracted large numbers of children and youth and may 
have distracted from the education that was also unfolding on screens for 
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significant periods. The government’s interventions appear to have been 
welcomed in many quarters but were perceived in others as a heavy-handed 
clampdown on new forms of digital leisure and entertainment accessible to 
minors.

“[Online video games have grown into] spiritual opium worth hundreds of 
billions.” 

– Chinese state mediaxc

An article in the International Journal of Children’s Rights expressed concerns 
about the “platforming of play” during the COVID-19 pandemic. The article 
observed that, on the one hand, gaming offered a digital avenue for children 
to “realise their rights to play, socialise and express themselves” at a time 
when there were few opportunities for them to do so. However, the article 
warned that children who spend more time engaged in digital forms of play 
tend to be “exposed to sophisticated business models and other potentially 
harmful practices which may lead to them being exploited”.517 It further 
lamented the way that the commercialization of gaming and interlinked 
data surveillance practices can strip play of its most beneficial qualities such 
as self-choice and inventiveness.

“With all of its success, our technology has greatly diminished our direct 
experiences with nature. We live mediated lives. We have created a natureless 
world. … For 99 percent of our history as humans we have lived close to nature. 
… We are at war with our ancestral selves.” 

– Alan Lightman, physicist and authorxci

As platforms supporting communication, social media, games, e-sports 
and other digital experiences became increasingly immersive and central 
to people’s lives, they were sometimes referred to as metaverses – virtual 
and simulated worlds where users can ‘live’ and undertake work and leisure. 
Instead of entering and leaving apps with narrow functionalities, children 
and youth were increasingly traversing singular platforms offering varied 
experiences for extended periods of time. Facebook rebranded itself as 
Meta in October 2021 as the number of users in its family of applications, 
including WhatsApp and Instagram, exceeded 3.5 billion people.518 This 
ecosystem hosted many young people for five or more hours per day 
through much of the pandemic. One of the primary commercial goals was 
to recruit more young people to Meta’s proprietary virtual spaces and keep 
those already there for longer durations. Internal Facebook documents 
leaked in 2021 showed that the company had a corporate target of holding 
teenage users for three to four hours a day on Instagram alone.519 Similarly, 
WeChat – a 10-year-old China-based social media app sometimes referred 
to as a ‘2D Metaverse’ – used the pandemic, like its Western counterparts, 
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to expand its sprawling digital ecosystem and provide young people with a 
one-stop platform to shop, date, create, make payments and communicate, 
among other activities.520 WeChat was commonly used for education during 
the pandemic and saw its user base grow considerably, both in total users 
and in time spent in the app. In 2021, WeChat was being used by over  
1.2 billion active users every month, and the average WeChat user was 
opening the app, usually from a mobile device, over ten times per day, with 
around 25 per cent of users opening it over 50 times a day.521 Because of 
the app’s popularity, it was a go-to space for a lot of teaching and learning 
activities in China, especially at the beginning of the pandemic when people 
tended to resort to familiar software and tools for educational purposes.

Meta and WeChat were hardly the only corporate platforms drawing 
students who were out of school and equipped with connected technology 
towards metaverse-like spaces – spaces that some commentators consider 
a “successor state” to the mobile internet.522 The video game Fortnite, for 
example, added new metaverse-like functionalities during the pandemic 
and, according to a global study, was being played by children and youth 
between the ages of 4 and 15 for over 90 minutes per day on average.523 
World of Warcraft was another video game with metaverse characteristics 
and extensive social functionality. It was being played by the same youth 
demographic group for over 140 minutes per day on average.524 Minecraft, 
a Microsoft-owned video game where users construct virtual worlds and 
interact in them, and Roblox, a gaming platform where users create avatars 
and move through virtual worlds to perform tasks as varied as building 
hotels and fighting aliens, also became wildly popular during the pandemic. 
Both were sometimes lauded as ‘educational’ because they invited creativity, 
collaboration and problem solving. In the first quarter of 2021 when many 
schools remained closed, more than 42 million users, half of whom were 
under 13 years old, logged into Roblox each day and spent a cumulative  
10 billion hours on its platform.525 The company went public in March 2021 
with a valuation of USD 45 billion and was worth approximately USD 70 
billion as 2021 came to a close.526

One major study estimated that children in Spain, the UK and the USA 
were logged into Roblox for 96 minutes per day on average.527 To put 
this in perspective, the longest time young people spent continuously in 
education-specific applications, according to the same study was under 
20 minutes per day. Only two educational apps logged average daily time 
durations of over 15 minutes: the Khan Academy, a platform offering a 
numerous educational resources and videos in various languages, and 
Kahoot, a game-based learning platform. This indicates that the dramatically 
increased time young people were spending in front of screens did not 
appear to be dedicated to education but rather involved traversing parallel 
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virtual spaces, especially those mixing entertainment, socialization and 
communication.

The shift to ed-tech almost certainly accelerated the embrace of gaming 
and metaverses. In wealthy countries where connected technology is 
widely owned, school-based education had been one of the last frontiers 
of sustained offline, non-virtual experiences. Moving education to screens 
assured more screen time overall and, beyond this, seems to have increased 
digital engagement for other purposes – particularly, gaming, social 
media use and passive viewership of videos. YouTube is arguably another 
proto-metaverse, and its use by children increased substantially during 
the pandemic. In the USA, for example, people between the ages of 4 and 
15 spent nearly 100 minutes a day on YouTube in March and April 2020, 
up from 57 minutes in February before the pandemic and the shift to 
technology-based learning.528 Similar dramatic increases in the time young 
people spent watching videos on online platforms were observed in other 
developed countries. Tellingly, the time of day students spent watching 
videos shifted during the pandemic. Before the health crisis, young people 
generally used video apps between 3 p.m. and 8 p.m., or during after-school 
hours. But with school closures and the move to ed-tech, these habits 
changed radically. Young people began spending the entire day watching 
videos, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. A similar shift was noticed in the time of day 
students played video games and used social media. What had once been a 
5-hour window of heavy gaming and social media use starting in the mid-
afternoon was replaced with a continuous 13-hour period of use.529

Many people thought and hoped that screen time would taper off or decline 
quickly as the pandemic and school closures stretched on, but the opposite 
may have been more common: usage of digital devices and time spent in 
metaverse-like spaces often went up among young people as time passed 
– a trend that some labelled “the COVID-19 effect”.530 When full reliance on 
ed-tech ended with the reopening of physical schools, screen time for non-
educational uses generally did decrease, as did screen time for education, 
naturally.531 This provided perhaps the clearest indication that the pandemic, 
school closures and the movement of education to screens catalysed an 
overall rise in screen time across the board. The embrace of remote learning 
with ed-tech appears to have had a peripheral effect of pulling many young 
people into proto-metaverses where they spent a majority and sometime a 
heavy majority of their waking days. While many commentators speculate 
that youth might someday spend nearly all their time in simulated worlds, 
the pandemic experience indicated that, by some measures, that day may 
have already arrived. No previous generation has spent close to as much 
time living behind screens. The physical, cultural and psychosocial effects of 
this trend are still only just coming into focus, with early signs pointing to 
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concerning adverse outcomes, including loneliness, withdrawal, antisocial 
behaviour and depression.

It is further significant that children around the world took refuge in games 
with social elements and in various social media platforms. Arguably they 
were seeking social connections that were severed with the closure of 
schools and that remote learning failed to approximate. Yet while video 
games are sometimes considered or marketed as educational – and 
some studies have cautiously suggested specific domains where they 
may facilitate superior learning outcomes than the use of conventional 
educational media and approaches532 – they remain, at least given the 
limitations of current technology, touchless worlds with a strong tilt towards 
entertainment. For instance, although Fortnite sometimes wins praise for 
honing teamwork, collaboration, strategic thinking, spatial understanding 
and imagination,533 it is, at core, a commercial, corporately controlled game 
where the primary objective is to be “the last one standing” by killing all 
the other players.534 During the switch to ed-tech, learners spent most of 
their time in digital spaces adjacent to education that allowed for narrow 
and often prescribed forms of interaction that doubled as entertainment. 
The metaverses of the pandemic were rarely emancipatory in the way 
education, at its best, aims to be. Indeed, sometimes these spaces appear to 
have been the reverse: constraining, controlling, redundant, corporate and 
manipulative.

A SUBVERSION OF LEARNING TO LIVE TOGETHER

The digital spaces that played host to education and so many other 
activities and experiences during the pandemic were poorly suited to 
advance important social and civic learning goals for education. Education 
has multiple interconnected academic and non-academic, personal and 
collective functions that schooling, as an in-person experience, has worked 
to fulfil, albeit imperfectly. UNESCO’s seminal 1996 report Learning: The 
Treasure Within held that education should uphold and advance four pillars 
of learning: learning to know, learning to do, learning to live together 
and learning to be. Moving education to digital spaces via remote digital 
learning during the pandemic had the effect of weakening all these pillars, 
particularly the ‘learning to live together’ pillar, which seeks to foster 
tolerance, mutual respect and productive civic and social engagement.

The shift of education from in-person and school-based environments to 
digital and online spaces risked not only ignoring the community-building 
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objectives of education but, more worryingly, subverting them. Since the 
2000s, social scientists have documented strong correlations between 
increased time spent online with digital media and rises in community 
polarization.535 Shifting the backbone of the educational experience from 
the social space of the school to the internet, as occurred in many countries, 
brought education much closer to the content and logic of the internet. This 
content and logic tend to place a premium less on building social cohesion 
and well-being, as education aspires to do, and more on generating 
adhesion – an action and technique of maximizing the time users spend 
online. Even when digital education content was not itself explicitly 
designed for adhesion, it was usually in close proximity to content that was.

Adhesion is a by-product of internet business models reliant on data 
extraction and advertising. Data extraction increases the potency, frequency 
and duration of exposure to advertising and hence profitability, while also 
revealing strategies to extract yet more data. The objective of adhesion 
is simply to keep users – be they children or adults – scrolling, searching, 
texting, browsing, absorbing, liking and swiping, whatever ensures that 
people remain connected to platforms, immersed in screens and feeding 
data into complex predictive systems that yield profit. Writer Shoshana 
Zuboff went so far as to call this digital loop “the dominant economic 
institution of our time”.536

“There are a thousand people on the other side of the screen whose job it is to 
break down the self-regulation you have.” 

– Tristan Harris, technology ethicistxcii

This so-called dominant economic institution works by extracting data 
about humans and assembling the data into predictions of human 
behaviour – expectations for how people will respond to advertising and 
other digital stimuli that are forever tested and perfected. A Facebook 
document leaked in 2018 exposed the sophistication of digital machinery 
to influence human behaviour in ways that maximize profit. The company 
used secretive AI systems to scan trillions of behavioural data points each 
day to yield 6 million behavioural predictions every second. As AI systems 
learn and improve, their capacity to manipulate people, and young people 
in particular, grows. This manipulation can be exterior and interior. Digital 
platforms routinely manipulate people’s dealings with others (exterior). 
They also manipulate the consciousness and cognition of individuals 
(interior). As playwright Ayad Akhar explained in a November 2021 essay 
about the internet: “The automation of our cognition and the predictive 
power of technology to monetize our behavior, indeed our very thinking, is 
transforming not only our societies and discourse with one another, but also 
our very neurochemistry. … This technology is no longer just shaping the 
world around us, but actively remaking us from within.”537
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Too often, this remaking has been in opposition to educational goals, 
catalysing processes and reactions that seek not to teach, expand 
knowledge or facilitate encounters with alternate world views and opinions, 
but rather to reaffirm existing biases, often by sowing distrust, arousing 
intolerance and entrenching opposition to unfamiliar ideas. Producers 
of online content have realized that burrowing deeper into existing 
predilections and hardening personal opinions is what makes internet 
content ‘sticky’, and ‘stickiness’ is the basis of adhesion. As Akhar notes, the 
internet has morphed into a force that constructs “gathering places for 
various camps of confirmed bias” and “agglomerations of outrage” incited by 
“slogans of belonging and creedal statements”.538 This outrage functions to 
accelerate social splintering: the antithesis, in other words, of learning to live 
together and a formidable obstacle to the other three pillars of education: 
learning to know, learning to do and learning to be.

Ed-tech, of course, did not build these logics and problems into the 
digital space of the internet. But when teaching and learning became 
fully dependent on online environments as a result of the pandemic and 
school closures, education entered a space with currents hostile to many 
educational ideals. Whereas a great deal of internet content tends to calcify 
and strengthen existing ideas and opinions, education, in the best cases, has 
different aims: to increase exposure to new ideas, to invite critical reflection 
on existing positions and to moderate certainty. Building these habits 
of mind underpins the cooperation of diverse societies, nurtures social 
cohesion and can prevent social division.

“Social scientists have identified at least three major forces that collectively bind 
together successful democracies: social capital (extensive social networks with 
high levels of trust), strong institutions, and shared stories. Social media has 
weakened all three.” 

– Jonathan Haidt, social psychologistxciii

Discomfort with the logics and sticky content of the internet may be one of 
the reasons so many education professionals, prior to the pandemic, were 
reluctant to embrace it as a primary interface or medium for learning. But 
the emergency of the pandemic unravelled these compunctions, and the 
internet, despite its myriad problems, was cast, in many contexts, as the only 
option to ensure the continuity of formal learning.

Students commonly experienced this shift as disorienting. Education’s 
objectives to expand, deepen and diversify thought did not easily align with 
what many young people had come to expect from the internet, namely 
the affirmation of existing beliefs, moral positions, political persuasions 
and personal tastes. On the internet, it was easy for students to turn away 
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from what much of education demands – processes of critical reflection 
and the interrogation of beliefs, however closely held. All it took was a click 
or a swipe for learners to retreat into information flows carefully curated to 
reflect and uphold certainties that they already possessed. Researchers and 
teachers alike were vocal that many young people lacked the self-regulation 
needed to resist opening apps and tabs that are less demanding than 
educational tasks. Once online, it was easy for learners to retreat into familiar 
ideological echo chambers and personalized ‘infotainment’.

Anecdotal evidence of this behaviour was abundant. Teachers complained 
that students could not stay focused in digital environments and were 
spending more time scrolling algorithmically controlled social media 
accounts tailored for adhesion. The dopamine hits triggered by an Instagram 
like, a new notification or humorous 30 second video made certain content 
and platforms hard to resist. Teacher-produced slide presentations, lectures 
and even synchronous discussions about academic subjects such as 
science and literature had trouble competing with more familiar and less 
demanding digital feeds and routines.

The jolt to digital learning was so sudden that many education systems that 
made the internet the primary or only gateway to education following school 
closures had been prohibiting its frequent or unencumbered use in educational 
settings just days or weeks before. Digital content that had been strictly  
off-limits in formal learning contexts – TikTok videos, YouTube channels, 
Snapchat feeds, Twitter notifications, among others – were now just one or 
two clicks away. Content that had previously been restricted in classrooms was 
suddenly in learners’ hands. Teachers and other authorities were physically 
remote and rarely able to see when learners’ attention drifted away from 
educational content and into other websites or apps on the open web.
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Many hoped that moving education online might help recast the logics 
that give shape, form and purpose to the architecture of the internet – the 
platforms and apps that compete for attention and adhesion. But this 
architecture ran deep and was linked to financial interests far beyond 
education. In the end, it was less a case of education moulding the internet 
to its humanistic pillars of learning, and more a case of various commercial 
companies capitalizing on the sudden uprooting of in-person education 
that brought more and younger users to the internet. Without question, the 
shift to ed-tech during fully remote learning increased student exposure to 
digital spaces beyond those expressly dedicated to teaching and learning. 
Internet content providers targeting children and youth were quick to 
notice that usage of their content was surging not after school hours, as had 
been common before the pandemic, but all day long, sometimes with spikes 
during hours that were supposed to be dedicated to online schooling.539

“Modern [people] now seek camaraderie online, in a world defined not by 
friendship but by anomie and alienation. … Instead of entering a real-life 
public square, they drift anonymously into digital spaces where they rarely meet 
opponents; when they do, it is only to vilify them.” 
– Anne Applebaum and Peter Pomerantsev, authors of “How to put out democracy’s 
dumpster fire”xciv

Student exposure to digital content and spaces where opinions and 
prejudices are endlessly confirmed and reconfirmed matters for education. 
Algorithmically optimized, AI-enhanced validation of what is already 
known or believed is not conducive to learning or to the generation of new 
knowledge and ideas. Moreover, these echo chambers have been shown to 
reduce empathy, induce quick judgements and provoke intolerance. Shifting 
learning into online spaces was not, therefore, a neutral decision. Physical 
schools, however flawed, are guided by different logics than the internet 
and stand at considerable distance from its oceans of sticky, adhesive 
content. Ultimately, the internet spaces hosting students, teachers and 
families during the crisis tended to have an orientation that was calibrated 
less for education than for its inversion: a turn inward to repetition and 
self-gazing. While digital environments can facilitate intellectual exploration 
and learning, they are, because of the commercial logics that drive them, 
more typically engineered for interiority and self-valorisation. Seen from a 
wide angle, education’s jump from in-person school environments to the 
contemporary internet weakened the ‘learning to live together’ objectives 
of education and, arguably, even undermined them by exposing students to 
discourses, behaviours and actions that have a track record of fragmenting 
social and civic life and reducing respect for difference and diversity.
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ZOOM DYSMORPHIA AND DIGITAL EXCARNATION

Beyond aspects of physical health, excessive time spent online and in 
simulation sometimes distorted the ways learners saw themselves and could 
lead to unhealthy and obsessive behaviour. Researchers noticed that with 
the turn to screens for fully remote learning many young people, especially 
image-conscious teenagers, were developing a negative self-image, in part 
because they were seeing and studying their physical features far more 
often in the digital environments of remote learning than they would have 
in brick-and-mortar schools. The applications used to attend online classes, 
whether Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, Skype or WeChat, commonly 
subjected students to hours-long exposure to their own appearance, a 
process that led many users to critically interrogate their features and fixate 
on perceived flaws. Default app settings would utilize self-facing cameras 
on laptops or mobile devices to prominently show student users how they 
appeared to others, and students rarely adjusted these default settings. In 
many instances, teachers and other education authorities required students 
to keep their cameras turned on during class, presenting students with an 
always-on view of themselves, as well as teachers and classmates, even if 
this self-reflection was unwelcome.540 The result, if transferred to a physical 
school setting, was not entirely dissimilar to educational authorities affixing 
a vanity mirror to every student’s desk.

Numerous studies have found that people of all ages will look most often 
at their own reflection in a virtual class or meeting when it appears, and 
teenagers most of all. A survey conducted for the UK Parliament in 2020 
found that nearly 60 per cent of respondents under the age of 18 reported 
feeling “worse” or “much worse” about their physical appearance during the 
pandemic than before the pandemic, a percentage considerably higher 
than older respondents.541 The term “Zoom dysmorphia” began appearing 
in academic articles about the health consequences of the shift to online 
learning. The term helped encapsulate the way rises in the use of video-
based communication and platforms correlated with increased reports of 
body dysmorphic disorder, a mental health condition most common in 
teenagers and young adults, in which people obsessively worry about flaws 
in their appearance.542

“The digital is a medium of hyper-objectification. … The digital is a set of 
technologies that mediates, intensifies, abstracts, reproduces, and generalizes 
existing forms of domination.” 

– Scholars and activists,  Precarity Labxcv
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Evidence of the uptick in the number of people experiencing negative 
body image was began pouring in from countries soon after the first 
lockdowns and school closures. A study from Poland found that the stress 
and anxiety resulting from the pandemic was “exacerbating symptoms of 
eating disorders and negative body image and that women with excess 
body weight were particularly at risk”.543 Research from Spain highlighted 
that rises in social media use observed during lockdown were linked to 
“increased drive for thinness and eating disorder risk among adolescent 
and young women”.544 A study from Australia further found that video-
based communication, an integral part of the shift to ed-tech, increased 
“appearance dissatisfaction in healthy individuals” as well as in people “with 
pre-existing body image concerns”, and also sparked increased interest 
in cosmetic products and procedures. The authors of the Australian study 
noted that over 40 per cent of the study participants who had recently taken 
part in a video call reported “noticing a new aspect of their appearance 
that they disliked”. They further documented the ways many young people 
engaged in appearance manipulation behaviours during video calls, 
including strategies to use flattering camera filters, adjust room lighting and 
change camera angles. The least common video manipulation behaviour 
was “hiding self-view” followed by “turning the camera off”.545

“The age of video conferencing opened up a Pandora’s box of physical 
insecurity.” 

– Ashely Abramson, health and psychology journalistxcvi

In addition to the prevalence of body dysmorphic disorder associated with 
video calls, moving education platforms online risked increasing student 
interaction with internet advertisements optimized to respond to body 
anxieties. In 2021, whistle-blower Frances Haugen explained how this 
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worked at Instagram, a picture-sharing social media platform owned by 
Facebook. She said Instagram used algorithms that promoted pages that 
“glorified” eating disorders to teenage girls,546 sometimes accompanied by 
paid content for commercial solutions to lose weight and improve one’s 
appearance. In a media interview, Haugen noted that as “young women 
begin to consume eating disorder content, they get more and more 
depressed. And it actually makes them use the app more. And so, they end 
up in this feedback cycle where they hate their bodies more and more”.547 
This feedback cycle, as destructive as it may have been for individuals, 
generated profits for Facebook by increasing user engagement with the 
company’s Instagram app and, crucially, its advertisements.548 Following 
Haugen’s disclosures, Facebook paused development of Instagram Kids, a 
service that was in the works for use by children aged 13 or younger.549

Around the world, advertisements and tutorials featuring beauty products 
were common in social media and other online spaces used for education 
because of business models that made ‘free’ content and platforms 
financially dependent on advertising. These advertisements, often heavily 
tilted towards fashion and cosmetics, tended to normalize dominant 
Western notions of beauty, norms that could lower the self-esteem of 
young people who did not to conform to particular aesthetic standards, 
whether because of ethnicity, body type or other factors. Regular exposure 
to idealized notions of beauty has long been problematic for people across 
demographic groups, and young people in particular. For some it can trigger 
unhealthy eating and exercise regimes and lead to dangerous disorders, 
including bulimia and anorexia. Evidence from a major review of 50 studies 
in 17 countries indicated that social media usage leads to “body image 
concerns, eating disorders/disordered eating and poor mental health via 
the mediating pathways of social comparison, thin/fit ideal internalisation, 
and self-objectification”.550 While these problems are not directly connected 
to ed-tech, moving learning into advertising-laden digital spaces made 
repeated exposure to idealized bodies and beauty advertisements hard 
to avoid. Unhealthy obsessions with physical appearance were likely 
exacerbated, trapping young people in what Naomi Wolf described in The 
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Beauty Myth as “an endless spiral of hope, self-consciousness and self-
hatred” as people try “to fulfil society’s impossible definition of ‘the flawless 
beauty’”.551

“There is no way, no tweak, no architectural change that will make it OK for 
teenage girls to post photos of themselves, while they’re going through puberty, 
for strangers or others to rate publicly.” 

– Jonathan Haidt, social psychologistxcvii

Thinkers, including philosopher Richard Kearney, have noted that the 
extended time young people spend on video calls, viewing digital 
advertisements and generally deepening their immersion in online spaces 
is inverting long-held understandings of the body. The largely digital 
existence experienced by many young people during the pandemic meant 
that a primary purpose of their bodies was not for physical interaction, 
socialization and traversing the ‘real world’ but rather for representation 
in digital spaces. It prompted people to view their bodies in ever more 
disembodied ways. Kearney has termed this phenomenon “excarnation” or 
“flesh becoming image”, the opposite of “incarnation” or “image becoming 
flesh”. He explains: “Incarnation invests flesh, excarnation divests it.”552 As 
young people spent more and more time online for education and other 
purposes, they came to understand their own bodies as objects to represent 
digitally. This view of the body appears to have sparked anxiety not only 
about physical, real-world appearance, but also and especially represented 
appearance. For much of 2020 and 2021, the body as it appeared to others 
on screens carried as much if not more meaning and significance for 
identity as actual appearance. Previously and outside the unique conditions 
of the pandemic, most people understood their bodies as objects firmly 
anchored in the physical world, an anchoring that schooling as an in-person 
experience helped reinforce.

We are seeing more body dysmorphia than we’ve ever seen. People are more 
dissatisfied with their bodies, and unfortunately the pandemic has magnified 
that further with Zoom dysmorphia.” 

– Gemma Sharp, psychiatristxcviii

Kearney’s observations about the societal impacts of bodily representation 
in digital spheres include the ways in which sex in also increasing mediated 
through online portals. While pornography consumption, including by 
young people and minors, has risen dramatically with the expansion 
of the internet and connected technology, researchers observed “an 
unprecedented increase in internet use and consumption of online 
pornography during the pandemic, and possibly even directly caused 
by it.” 553 Data from relevant sources show jumps in pornography use in 
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different countries worldwide during COVID-19 lockdowns. At the same 
time, significant declines in actual sex, especially between young people, 
a so-called sex recession, documented before 2020 and often associated 
with rises in screen time and increased immersion in digital experiences, 
became more pronounced during the pandemic.554 These trends pointed 
to a pandemic reality in which sex was increasingly virtual and mediated 
by digital portals. This new reality – heavy with simulation and light with 
physical intimacy – was often considered to carry adverse health impacts. 
Consumption of online pornography is, for instance, regularly linked 
to lower self-image and increased rates of anxiety and depression.555 
Similarly, declines in healthy, physical, non-virtual sex can have deleterious 
health consequences, both physical and mental. Changes documented 
in the frequency of physical sex on the one hand and increases in digital 
pornography consumption on the other, stood as yet another example of 
the ways the pandemic lockdowns appeared to be moving people from 
physical and bodily experiences to virtual screen-based experiences, even 
for sexual intimacy.

While these trends are rooted in sociocultural changes much wider and 
deeper than ed-tech or education, the shift of schooling to virtual spaces 
likely contributed to the dysmorphia, ‘excarnation’ and touchless existence 
that peaked during the pandemic and had concerning health implications. 
The transition from largely offline education to fully online education 
catapulted students out of physical worlds and into virtual ones, thereby 
elevating the prominence and frequency of digital interactions to a point 
where they often eclipsed physical interactions and diminished the primacy 
of the body and bodily experience. These changed norms and behaviours, 
triggered by the pandemic and standing as a perhaps unavoidable response 
to the many social and physical restrictions it imposed, appear slated to 
ripple well beyond the easing of the health crisis.556

ISOLATION, INVISIBILITY AND ALIENATION 
IN SCHOOL-LESS SCHOOLDAYS

Learning is a human experience rooted in social interaction and processes. 
When these processes moved from face-to-face settings, whether 
schools, libraries, community centres or places of worship, to virtual-
only environments, students reported feeling heightened isolation and 
depression, a trend observed across countries. Radio, television and even 
dynamic online spaces could not begin to approximate the togetherness 
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and camaraderie students felt in the physical and social space of the 
school. Uprooted from networks of non-family peers and supportive adults, 
learners reported feeling that they were on their own in ways they had not 
experienced previously. This dislocation tended to intensify a broader sense 
of unease that attended the pandemic. While the health crisis with its mortal 
dangers and unpredictability unnerved people of all ages, children and 
youth reported feeling particularly vulnerable because of their dependence 
on adults who were themselves under increased strain.

“It doesn’t do me any good to not go to school. I feel like something in me is 
missing.” 

– 15-year-old girl, Central African Republicxcix

The isolation experienced by young people due to the closure of schools 
and other pandemic restrictions was rarely short-lived. In March 2021, 
UNICEF estimated that over 330 million children had been stuck at home 
for a period of nine months or more since the onset of the pandemic a 
year earlier, heightening feelings of fear, loneliness and anxiety.557 In select 
countries and communities, these durations were much longer, sometimes 
as long as 20 continuous months, as was the case in Uganda, which closed 
schools in March 2020 and tentatively reopened them in only in January 
2022.558

“The more virtually connected we are, the more solitary we become. We ‘see’ 
brave new worlds but ‘feel’ less and less in touch with them. …Technology 
overcomes distance, but it does not always bring nearness.” 

– Richard Kearney, philosopher and author of Touch: Recovering Our Most Vital Sensec

In this context, ed-tech was seen not just as a learning tool but as a digital 
lifeline to social contact beyond the home. Families had hoped that 
educational uses of connected technology would break cycles of isolation, 
even if they observed that heavy technology use for other purposes, such 
as entertainment or scrolling social media feeds, seemed to contribute 
to withdrawal. People wanted digital learning to facilitate academic 
advancement, but they also wanted it to help young people feel less 
caged in and more socially alive. There was a desire to see technology at 
least approximate the human-to-human interactions, peer bonding and 
generational identity formation that characterized the in-person school 
experience. But technology rarely delivered on these goals. When it was 
available and worked, a rarity for most learners globally, it tended to provide 
little more than lonely portals to academic learning. Only in rare instances 
did ed-tech open spaces for unstructured conversation, play, levity and 
sustained opportunities for caring and reassurance that had been more 
common in schools.
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Some of these limitations likely stemmed from the fact that nearly all of the 
ed-tech deployed to stand in for education during the pandemic had not 
actually been developed for this purpose. Software architects and other 
technology shapers generally saw their creations as complementary to in-
person schooling, not as substitutes for a holistic educational experience. 
Even powerful school and classroom management systems tended to 
assume a strong face-to-face schooling component and therefore did not 
include features that might, for example, easily allow students to interact 
during or between lessons via chat functions. Indeed, many education 
apps had designs that actively blocked or discouraged student-to-student 
exchange that was not focused on narrow academic tasks. On many 
platforms, teachers could send chat notices to individual students, but 
students could not send messages to peers, only to the teacher or the entire 
class. As the pandemic stretched on, educators as well as parents voiced 
complaints that ed-tech systems gave low priority to socialization.

Even platforms that accommodated synchronous learning, such as Zoom, 
only rarely allowed students to interact with peers inside or outside of a 
class meeting for extended durations. The software often prevented learners 
from seeing each other as they had been able to do in school classrooms. 
In this way, technology was effectively a social blinder, as it prevented 
students from looking at their classmates, even though these classmates 
were often in close digital proximity. Technology tended to dictate an 
orientation that restricted a student’s field of view to an instructor or some 
type of educational media, often a slide presentation. Sometimes students 
could see the faces of peers on small tiles, but this ‘room-facing’ view was 
often reserved only for teachers and required administrator permissions 
to change, which students almost never had, and teachers often lacked as 
well. Teachers with advanced digital skills occasionally managed to set up 
breakout rooms in digital classes that enabled students to meet, work and 
talk in smaller group settings. And some teachers held individual calls with 
students where more open and natural conversations were possible. But 
these practices were rarely incentivized and were technically or logistically 
challenging to arrange, assuming the functionality was even supported 
by available systems and software. They also tended to place additional 
burdens on teachers who were already overstretched trying to move 
teaching and learning to unfamiliar digital spaces.

“My daughter hasn’t spoken to [friends] in over a year.”

 – Mother, USAci

Features and restrictions like this meant that the experience of using 
ed-tech was usually one of anonymity. Rampant absenteeism suggested 
that students rarely felt that they were missed when they skipped a digital 
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class.559 Anecdotal evidence showed that students quickly learned that 
they could be marked ‘present’ in online classes without actually being 
present. Young people could log into a digital class so their name appeared 
on a list then slide their device under a pillow or navigate to other online 
spaces. Systems to actively track online attendance commonly relied on 
technologies, often billed as ‘AI-powered’, that students could easily trick by, 
for example, hitting a key or moving in front of a camera from time to time. 
The non-human technologies policing attendance tended to reinforce a 
sense that attendance did not matter to actual people. This was a marked 
contrast to physical classroom settings where teachers and students alike 
noticed empty seats, often with concern and follow-up actions.

Hardware and connectivity problems could further increase feelings 
of invisibility. Learners regularly reported that they had ‘no idea’ what 
their teachers looked like. Often this was because video classes were not 
available, but sometimes it was because devices issued to or owned by 
teachers or students did not have cameras or had a camera that faced 
away from the screen, a layout typical for inexpensive mobile devices with 
a single camera. With this hardware arrangement, users could not both 
observe a class and be seen in the class. There were testimonials of students 
propping up mobile phones with front-facing cameras against mirrors so 
they could be captured on camera while still being able to see the screen 
of their phone. Other learners had connected devices with speakers but 
no microphone or a broken microphone, effectively muting them and 
foreclosing opportunities for dialogue. Students reported that when they 
were unable to respond to teacher prompts due to a malfunctioning 
microphone, teachers and classmates simply assumed that they were not 
present. And, of course, any time connectivity was lost during a synchronous 
class, the educational experience ended. Teachers remarked that students 
behaved like ghosts in online classes, appearing and disappearing for 
unknown reasons and for unpredictable durations. When a teacher fell out 
of a class, the class often collapsed entirely. Collectively, these experiences 
meant that connected education often had the paradoxical effect of making 
students and teachers feel less connected and more alone.

For many students, the isolation and loneliness they experienced during 
the pandemic peaked when they started a new academic year of remote 
learning due to ongoing restrictions on in-person schooling. For children 
and youth following a September to June academic calendar (approximately 
two-thirds of the global student population), September 2020 and 
September 2021 often entailed entering unfamiliar classes or schools 
remotely and exclusively via technology. These learners did not have any  
in-person experiences or rapport to build upon to help establish a 
supportive learning community in digital spaces. This was a marked 
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contrast to the 2019/20 academic year. When the initial pivot to remote 
learning happened in early 2020, most students had attended five or six 
months of normal in-person schooling. They had met and interacted with 
their classmates and teachers in person. This prior contact helped ease the 
transition to remote digital learning.

Subsequent academic years that began mid-pandemic (in September 
2021 and 2022) in places where schooling was still remote were markedly 
different. Students did not necessarily know each other or their teachers, 
and ed-tech, by and large, did not enable them to get to know each other, 
and certainly not to the extent that would have been possible in-person 
environment. Social distance and alienation often followed, leaving people 
feeling more disconnected from formal education than they had in the 
previous school year. Given these realities, it was perhaps unsurprising that 
dropout and disengagement surged as the 2020/21 academic year – the first 
school-less school year – got under way via ed-tech and remote learning.560 
These trends were observed again at the beginning of the 2021/22 academic 
year in systems where schools remained closed.561 As reliance on ed-tech 
stretched on for months and sometimes across academic years, learners 
and teachers lost sight of what had been a vibrant school community prior 
to the pandemic – a place where people gathered, met and had shared in-
person experiences that etched themselves into memory more clearly than 
staid online interactions.

The beginning of the 2020 and 2021 school years clarified just how isolating 
digital learning spaces were compared with in-person school experiences. 
Ed-tech could not easily build the relationships, comity, trust and goodwill 
that had helped sustain the 2019/20 academic year and the years before 
the onset of the pandemic. The isolation experienced by many students 
being schooled remotely was a poignant reminder that education is, at its 
core, a social experience built on social interactions. Despite considerable 
efforts, remote digital learning was not able to facilitate these nurturing 
experiences and interactions as effectively as in-person learning, even if  
ed-tech theoretically carried this potential.
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A PARALLEL MENTAL HEALTH PANDEMIC 
AMONG YOUNG PEOPLE

As the pandemic dragged on, the mental health of young people suffered. 
In October 2021, UNICEF and Gallup published research indicating that, 
globally, 1 in 5 people aged 15 to 24 regularly felt depressed.562 The report 
noted the strong impact of COVID-19 in young people’s lives, stating 
that the increased stress and anxiety experienced by children during the 
pandemic was caused in part by “uncertainty over lockdowns and school 
closures”. UNICEF linked lockdowns and school closures to children getting 
“less exercise, more screen time and disrupted sleep”, all of which are 
associated with “increased psychological distress”.563 The elevated use of 
technology among children and young people, exacerbated by lockdowns 
and the shift of education into online spaces, may have also contributed 
to or amplified depressive feelings during the pandemic. A pre-pandemic 
review of studies on the effects of screen time and the well-being of children 
found evidence that higher levels of screen time are associated with a 
variety of health harms, including depressive symptoms and lower quality of 
life.564

Other research observed correlations between increased loneliness 
among teenagers and smartphone and social media use.565 The Journal 
of Adolescence published a study in 2021 that sought to understand why 
teenage loneliness remained relatively stable from 2000 to 2012 but then 
increased dramatically, such that the percentage of secondary school 
students reporting high levels of loneliness doubled in Europe, Latin 
America and several English-speaking countries and rose by approximately 
50 per cent in East Asian countries. Looking at data from 37 countries, the 
authors examined various global trends that might have impacted teenage 
loneliness, including declines in family size, changes in GDP, rising income 
inequality and increases in unemployment, as well as more smartphone 
access and more hours of internet use.566 The results, the lead authors 
explained in a New York Times article, were unambiguous: “Only smartphone 
access and internet use increased in lock step with teenage loneliness. 
The other factors were unrelated or inversely correlated.” They went on to 
strongly recommend returning to children and youth “a long period each 
day when they are not distracted by their devices: the school day”.567

“Adolescents spending a small amount of time on electronic communication 
were the happiest.” 
– Jean Twenge, Gabrielle Martin and Keith Campbell, authors of a study on psychological 
well-being in adolescents and screen timecii
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During the COVID-19 crisis, several countries documented increased rates 
of suicidal thinking and behaviour among young people and children, 
inflaming a mental health issue that makes suicide among the top five 
leading causes of death for 15- to 19-year-olds globally.568 In Japan, for 
instance, a record number of school-age children committed suicide in 
2020,569 and the number of suicides committed by people under 20 rose 
10 per cent over the previous year, despite a decrease in the overall number 
of suicides across all demographic groups.570 In the USA, researchers found 
that by the summer of 2020, a few months into the pandemic, emergency 
department visits for suspected suicide attempts among 12- to 17-year-old 
girls began to increase dramatically. The rate remained elevated, and by 
the end of 2021, it was 50 per cent higher than the same period in 2019.571 
Other research from the USA showed that overall suicide rates among youth 
rose during the pandemic, particularly for those experiencing disruption to 
school and mental health care.572 A detailed study of youth suicide during 
the first year of the pandemic, published in the journal Pediatrics in 2023, 
called attention to increases in death by suicide among adolescents and 
also discussed the impact of school closures. It noted that while the exact 
relationship between youth suicide and school closures is unclear, “the lack 
of live instruction has been associated with impaired academic progress, 
decreased physical activity, lower levels of social and emotional support, 
and greater emotional distress and exposure to in-home conflict.”573 School 
closures also meant that school-based suicide prevention programmes to 
increase mental health literacy, enhance awareness about suicide risk, and 
decrease the incidence of suicide attempts and suicidal ideation ground to 
a halt. So too did other place-based and in-person mental health services 
offered beyond schools. The WHO noted that the crisis had disrupted 
or stopped critical mental health services in a vast majority of countries 
and these services could be slow to restart even when countries began 
reopening them.574
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In many countries, suicide presented a higher risk of death for children and 
youth than COVID-19. In a number of national contexts, school-age children 
accounted for less than 0.1 per cent of all COVID-19 deaths. In the USA 
and according to the data from national Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, fewer than 1,000 children between 5 and 18 years old died of 
COVID-19 in the over two-year period from the beginning of the pandemic 
in March 2020 to November 2022.575 To put this figure in context, the New 
England Journal of Medicine stated that in the 12-month calendar year in 
2016, suicide killed at least 2,300 children and youth (aged 1 to 19) in the 
USA, while motor vehicle crashes killed over 4,000.576 These data, along with 
evidence that opening schools according to recommended protocols did 
not appear to significantly increase community transmission of COVID-19, 
led the WHO and many national medical groups to argue that schools 
should be opened and remain open on health grounds.577 The preservation 
of mental health was cited as one of the most powerful rationales for school 
reopening. The American Academy of Pediatrics asserted that lengthy time 
away from school resulted in social isolation and placed adolescents at 
“considerable risk of morbidity and, in some cases, mortality”.578

As 2020 and 2021 passed, countries, some of them with schools that were 
still shuttered, began reporting unassailable evidence of spiking mental 
health problems, particularly among children and youth. In a meta-analysis 
of 29 studies that included approximately 80,000 youth globally, the 
prevalence of child and adolescent depression and anxiety was estimated to 
have doubled during COVID-19 when compared to pre-pandemic levels.579 
Data from individual countries showed similar results. A large study in the 
Netherlands found a significant rise in severe anxiety as well as in sleeping 
disorders among children during periods of school closure.580 A study in 
the UK showed the mental health problems of 5- to 16-year-olds nearly 
doubling between a control period in 2017 and a study period in 2020, 
with young women showing a significantly higher prevalence of reported 
problems than young men.581 In the USA, nearly half of upper secondary 
school students reported persistent feelings of sadness or hopelessness 
that prevented them from participating in normal activities in the first half 
of 2021. As 2021 drew to a close, UNICEF, citing mental health challenges 
among other health and well-being concerns, labelled COVID-19 the 
“biggest global crisis” for children in the organization’s 75-year history.582

“COVID-19 has interrupted essential mental health services around the world 
just when they’re needed most.” 

– Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the World Health Organizationciii
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It is impossible to pinpoint the exact role that remote learning with ed-
tech might have played in the deteriorating mental health of young 
people, but this does not mean its impact was neutral. Growing bodies of 
research have observed connections between increases in digital media 
use and “depressive symptoms, suicide-related outcomes and suicide rates” 
among adolescents,583 and that “moderate or severe” depression levels 
are closely associated with additional time spent watching television and 
using computers.584 Likewise, a number of pandemic and pre-pandemic 
studies observed correlations between screen use of more than two 
hours per day and depressive symptoms among children.585 Research 
on the impact of screen-based media on suicide rates has noted that 
social media in particular can adversely affect feelings of self-worth and 
confidence in young people. In some countries, adolescent use of social 
media tracks closely with rising rates of suicide, particularly for women 
and girls.586 UNICEF, noting that “clusters of suicide” are much more 
common among young people than among adults, observed that social 
media can contribute to this clustering and bind victims through “digital 
connections”.587

Closing schools during the pandemic undoubtedly increased the isolation 
and levels of stress experienced by children and youth and contributed 
to a deterioration in their mental health. Arguably, moving education to 
the digital spaces of ed-tech increased the prevalence of mental health 
issues among learners. Given the considerable research showing negative 
mental health repercussions arising from elevated exposure to screens, 
especially for children and youth, the immersion of education into online 
environments likely carried unique health risks.

A DIGITAL CONVEYOR BELT OF PERSONALIZED LEARNING 
AND THE NORMALIZATION OF LEARNING ALONE

Students’ feelings of isolation were arguably heightened by the reliance on 
‘personalized’ learning systems enabled by ed-tech. Before the pandemic, 
these systems had been used to complement school- and class-based 
learning that was experienced collectively. But the pandemic and school 
closures meant that technology-mediated personalized learning was 
routinely elevated to the main educational solution, while teacher-led and 
class-based instruction became secondary. Algorithms guided students 
down different learning pathways, ostensibly according to their unique 
needs and competencies, such that young people were not only learning 
in physical isolation but were sometimes following an individual learning 
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trajectory that was fundamentally different from their peers. In theory, 
this meant students were being offered a bespoke learning journey 
that accommodated their personal interests, aptitudes and challenges. 
In practice, however, the experience could be lonely, especially given 
the already isolating conditions of the pandemic. Students sensed that 
they were encountering new knowledge alone rather than as a group or 
generational cohort.

Interestingly, students following distance learning through television or radio 
programming often voiced greater feelings of togetherness. There was a 
perception among these learners that they were part of a wider community 
of peers, as the educational content they received was identical to that 
received by others in their age group. In Mexico, for example, students at the 
same grade level were expected to watch the same educational television 
programmes on the same days and at the same time of day, resulting in a 
sense that pandemic learning was a shared event rather than an isolated and 
individual exercise. Similarly, according to educators in Mali, Honduras, the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo and Zambia,588 as well as in Nigeria, Chile, 
Colombia, Peru and Ecuador,589 radio broadcasts, podcasts and other fixed 
educational content accessed by large numbers of learners appears to have 
connected learners within and across age, gender and geographic groups, 
while also engaging wider communities in learning and education.

“The path of educational progress more closely resembles the flight of a 
butterfly than the flight of a bullet. … Trying to accelerate learning by ramping 
up technology is like putting rockets on butterfly wings. More force does not 
lead linearly to more progress.” 

– Justin Reich, education researcher and authorciv

Much of the digital educational content that went under the rubric of 
personalized learning was, in fact, fully automated learning. The learning 
was only personalized to the extent that a machine cued preselected 
educational material, according to responses to particular questions or 
prompts. An algorithm, not teachers, peers or other humans, sequenced 
activities for learners. But these algorithms, however ‘intelligent’ or ‘AI-
powered’ they were purported to be, simply relied on very large data sets 
that automated the selection of content shown to individuals in ways 
that are assumed to improve student engagement or achievement.590 The 
learning was personalized in the same way search engines are personalized. 
In essence, algorithms made assumptions about individual preferences 
based on the selections and behaviour of large groups and according to 
criteria deemed relevant by the maker of the search engine, such as age, 
gender, geography, residence or other factors. Collective preferences and 
habits give rise to content that is assumed to be relevant to individuals.
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Despite expectations that personalized learning systems deployed during 
the pandemic might untether education from industrial models of learning, 
many students felt more encumbered and more constrained. Instead of 
learning in a ‘factory’ of many, that is, a physical school, students found 
themselves instead inside a factory of one, often with narrower and more 
unidirectional passageways. Students would log into personalized learning 
apps to answer questions and complete ‘sessions’, ‘modules’, ‘units’ or ‘levels’, 
following learning routes that had been mapped out by software engineers 
in faraway places. Sometimes these routes were gamified so that various 
animations would offer answers, explanations or encouragement as if 
there were a teacher present. Learning platforms offered ‘leader boards’ 
and various comparisons or competitions with other users, often people 
unknown outside of a username and icon. But even with these traces of 
other people, the learning space experienced by students was not usually 
populated with other sentient humans. It was, rather, a space built and 
controlled by a machine tracking inputs and reacting in preprogramed ways, 
according to predetermined paths.

“It’s people who personalize learning, and ‘people not technology’ must be at 
the centre of education.” 

– Paul Emerich France, teacher and literacy specialistcv

Almost without exception, these learning systems were easily scalable. 
They could accommodate 100,000 students with only marginally more 
investment than was required to accommodate 1,000. This aspect was 
critical for profitability as well as scalability. As schools closed en masse at 
the start of the pandemic, automated, profitable and scalable platforms 
that could be pitched as personalized solutions were in peak demand, 
and unsurprisingly, many experienced exponential growth in 2020. As one 
example, the user base for Duolingo, a personalized language learning app, 
grew as much in a single month – March 2020, the first month of global 
school closures – as it had in the previous nine years combined.591

After adjusting to the novelty of learning outside collective and cooperative 
school environments, many students reported feeling as though they were 
on a digital conveyor belt. In place of the discussion and conversation 
that had often accompanied classroom-based instruction, there was 
linear progression: another unit, more points, a different playlist and 
more predictable and largely repetitious sequencing. For some young 
people, these changes were an improvement from school-based learning, 
especially for students that had attended under-resourced schools staffed 
by underqualified teachers. But for many more, it was a diminished form of 
education that occurred largely isolation.
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“There is something wonderful in being in contact with other humans, having a 
human who tells you, ‘It’s great to see you. How are things going at home?’”

– Fernando Reimers, professor of education, Harvard Universitycvi

Some students confronted this digital education isolation with 
technological means. The pandemic saw a rise in the creation and 
viewership of gongbang or ‘study with me’ videos, largely unedited 
footage of a solitary student studying for hours at a time. The videos are 
widely thought to have originated in Republic of Korea as a form of virtual 
companionship and camaraderie. Although the genre can be traced to 2007, 
it soared in popularity with school closures. YouTube reported that videos 
containing the hashtag #withme in the title, of which #studywithme videos 
are a subset, increased by 600 per cent at the outset of the pandemic and 
lockdowns in March 2020.592 Some of the videos have over 8 million views,593 
and the genre, despite its outward simplicity, is vast. Videos can either be 
live or recorded, with or without music, filmed during the day or at night, 
animated or live action and have such specificities as the view outside the 
window or options to have rain or snow falling. Many videos employ specific 
study methods, such as the Pomodoro Technique, a time-management 
method that recommends short breaks at fixed intervals and is intended 
to increase focus and concentration.594 Particularly popular videos seem to 
feature tidy, quiet and sometimes spacious workspaces. Others are filmed 
in semi-communal spaces, in a library for instance, and give viewers a sense 
that they are with other learners in a studious yet public space. The videos 
stand as testimony to the ways learners used technology to feel less isolated 
while completing personalized learning and other technology-centric 
educational tasks that were often very lonely. In recognition that many 
learners were studying using internet-connected computers, study-with-me 
content creators commonly advised viewers to keep the video open on a 
corner of their desktop as a reminder that they were not alone in their ed-
tech modes of study. Sometimes, after two or even three hours of footage, 
the study-with-me video ‘companion’ would look into the camera and say, 
“Good work. Thanks for studying with me.”

“Just knowing someone else is studying with me made these two hours more 
tolerable. Whenever I have a ‘study buddy’ with me, it really helps me keep 
focused on what I’m doing.” 

– Commentator on YouTubecvii
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FRUSTRATION AND STRESS MARK THE TRANSITION INTO 
UNFAMILIAR MODES OF DIGITAL LEARNING

Students, teachers and families often reported stress and frustration 
when using or trying to use ed-tech, much of it entirely new or otherwise 
unfamiliar. For many, technology-first modes of learning seemed to present 
as many obstacles to education as they did pathways to successfully access it.

Some of this frustration stemmed from inexperience using technology 
for purposes of teaching and learning. People in rich and poor countries 
alike struggled to navigate new devices, systems, connectivity options, 
platforms and software required for education, typically without assistance 
or training. Apps had to be downloaded, usernames and passwords had 
to be established, email accounts had to be created and verified, terms 
and conditions running across multiple pages had to be accepted and 
memberships had to be initiated to online ‘suites’, ‘studios’, ‘workplaces’, 
‘collaboration hubs’ and other proprietary and commercial systems. This was 
not technology bending to accommodate education, as many families and 
teachers had expected, but the inverse: education and its many constituent 
groups contorting to the logics of digital technologies and the business 
models that finance them. People around the world experienced the 
jump from school-based, in-person learning to remote, technology-based 
learning as an exasperating and often unsuccessful exercise in trying to 
unlock learning opportunities.

Technical assistance was sparse, and parents and caregivers with low-level 
digital skills found the processes especially taxing. Many were intimidated 
by prompts that asked them to consent to lengthy terms and conditions for 
digital services. New technology users were sometimes unaware that people 
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with advanced digital skills routinely click through consent pages and barely 
glance at the legal fine print. Others needed help getting past registration 
systems with CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell 
Computers and Humans Apart) and other unfamiliar verifications designed 
to differentiate human users from automated ones. While experienced 
internet users are accustomed to prompts asking them to, for example, 
select the images with a stop sign, inexperienced users found these tasks 
baffling. Password requirements posed more obstacles. Many users did not 
know, for example, what keystrokes met ‘special character’ requirements, 
and password management is an area that can befuddle even digitally savvy 
users. Adults rarely knew how to get support from tech companies, and 
some were unaware that these companies can be very difficult to contact 
directly. Educational experiences that had been local – and had offered local 
and human networks to troubleshoot problems – were suddenly corporate 
and international, and human intermediaries were scarce or non-existent.

The frustration that many families experienced as they scrambled to 
understand and use unfamiliar digital learning systems for education 
contrasted with the sometimes celebratory discourse that greeted the 
massive deployment of ed-tech and was projected by various think tanks 
and international organizations. A June 2021 OECD report was illustrative. It 
argued that the pandemic experience had “catapulted education systems, 
traditionally laggards when it comes to innovation, years ahead in what 
would have been a slow slouch towards smart schooling”.595 Proponents of 
ed-tech often welcomed the pressure that was placed on parents, teachers, 
students and the wider education community to embrace or at least learn 
how to use technology for teaching and learning purposes. But the stress 
this entailed for many families and learners was acute, and many millions 
were excluded, despite their considerable efforts. Ultimately, ‘catapulting’ 
was not what families or educators wanted in the midst of a global 
pandemic. They wanted support and straightforward ways to help young 
people continue their educations. The sink-or-swim approaches to ed-tech 
that proliferated due to the suddenness of school closures and changed 
modes of learning caused many to sink.

Even expert technology users sometimes chaffed at the complexity and 
barriers they encountered trying to continue education in digital spaces. 
Parents in the USA and other countries occasionally posted screenshots of 
inscrutable instructions they received from education authorities explaining 
how to find and use disparate online learning resources. In digital learning 
environments, students frequently had to attend and navigate between 
multiple virtual locations, many of them behind digital barriers. This 
was a sharp contrast from school-based education where learning was 
typically housed under a single roof and directions to parents and students 
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readily available. The predictable schedules and other organizational 
structures that had characterized in-person schools, whatever their flaws, 
often evaporated in digital spaces. Many students at basic or secondary 
education levels confronted a mix of synchronous and asynchronous 
educational experiences that were staggered irregularly throughout the 
day, a significant departure from the back-to-back, morning-to-afternoon 
scheduling that had been typical of in-person schooling. These disruptions 
to routines created further aggravation. Educational reliance on ed-tech had 
ushered in new forms of unpredictability that could shorten tempers and 
create discord in the new home-learning environments.596

“Routine is really important for young children’s sense of stability in the world 
and is known to be important for healthy development in kids, so when routine 
gets disrupted, that creates additional stressors.” 
– Anna Gassman-Pines, professor of public policy, psychology and neuroscience, Duke 
Universitycviii

Adding to the sense that learners were being catapulted into ed-tech was 
the fact that very few countries had established public, free and open digital 
platforms for education prior to the onset of the pandemic. Even when they 
did have publicly available digital spaces and content for learning, they were 
not always easy to find, navigate or use. In the early weeks of the pandemic, 
one of the most viewed pages on UNESCO’s website was one that contained 
a simple list of links to respected providers of digital learning content, an 
indication of the confusion that accompanied the pivot to ed-tech. People 
were looking to an international organization, rather than local, regional 
or national education systems, for guidance on where to find day-to-day 
learning resources.

Given these contextual factors, it is perhaps unsurprising that words like 
‘chaotic’, ‘messy’ and ‘dizzying’ were frequently used by parents as well 
as students to describe the new technology-dependent educational 
experience. Frustration with fully remote learning found various outlets. 
Popular and usually un-inflammatory parenting blogs contained articles 
under all-capitalized headings such “F*** COVID SCHOOL”.597 Entrepreneurial 
online vendors marketed T-shirts and coffee mugs emblazed with the 
words “Operation enduring clusterf**k”, to frustrated teachers, families 
and students.598 This and other anecdotal evidence from around the world 
revealed that learners and their families were often uncomfortable with the 
unfamiliarity of digital learning and frustrated by the limited support they 
received.

Many parents noted that the seemingly endless technical demands of 
ed-tech degraded the quality of the time they spent with their children 
by dominating conversations and interactions that could have been 
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more human, educative and joyful. Testimonials suggest that much of the 
time caregivers and children spent together was dedicated to providing 
technology support. When web pages did not load, log-ins failed, 
connections cut out, software froze, navigation went astray, files got lost 
and apps closed unexpectedly – occurrences that could be commonplace 
– parents became ad hoc IT support workers. In addition to the time 
obligations, this demand influenced the ways parents and children spoke 
to each other during the pandemic. Parental energies were often directed 
at trying to troubleshoot broken technology portals for children, rather 
than discussing ideas, knowledge and values with them. Many parents 
wrote posts on social media to lament that they were spending limited time 
with children rebooting problematic devices, re-entering Wi-Fi passcodes, 
restarting routers and otherwise trying to troubleshoot technical problems 
and equipment. This was not, many of these parents observed, an especially 
judicious use of time. Time spent troubleshooting digital technology could 
come at the expense of other more desirable work and hobbies that could 
have been shared with children, whether cooking, gardening, completing 
home repairs, listening to music, reading books or any number of other 
pursuits that carry educational value.

Sometimes caregivers put technology aside out of frustration and simply 
started engaging children in family tasks and educational activities that 
were not screen based or otherwise technology dependent. Tablets were 
put in drawers, and non-digital tools and toys – crayons and paper or 
wooden blocks, for instance – were pulled out and put to use, regardless of 
whether a teacher, school or ministry of education had called for this type 
of activity. The practice of pushing ed-tech aside because it was perceived 
to be a source of stress and provided modest educational benefits appears 
to have been more common among highly educated and wealthy parents 
than lower educated and lower income parents, who often reported feeling 
a great deal of pressure to keep their children using and following ed-tech 
lessons offered by schools and teachers, lest their children fall behind.599

While the aggravations associated with fully technology-dependent remote 
learning subsided somewhat as new routines were established, the rapid 
pace of change meant that the sites and systems required for education 
were rarely static, especially early in the pandemic as educational authorities 
experimented with different approaches. Regular changes required learners 
and their families to download new software, create more accounts and 
accept new permissions. For millions of learners and their caregivers, 
remote technology-dependent learning remained frustrating and anxiety-
provoking for weeks and months into school closures.
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THE HIDDEN DANGERS OF RUSHED ONLINE IMMERSION

Family and government efforts to equip learners with internet-connected 
hardware such as mobile phones or tablet computers did not usually 
encompass training to help them develop the skills and competencies 
needed to use hardware safely. Just as learning via reading requires basic 
reading ability, learning via technology requires basic digital skills. Rushing 
to move underprepared learners into digital spaces without strong digital 
skills carried risks. For example, UNICEF noted that the rush to move learning 
to online environments likely placed many children at heightened risk to 
sexual exploitation, cyberbullying, unsafe online behaviour, exposure to 
harmful content and inappropriate collection, use and sharing of personal 
data.600 The National Crime Agency in the UK issued a warning in April 2020 
stating that “with children spending more time online to do school work or 
occupy themselves while parents and carers are busy, they face an increased 
threat from offenders who are also online in greater numbers”.601 Across the 
world, the usual steps to acclimate learners to online spaces and prepare 
them to mitigate risks and ensure healthy and positive experiences were 
scuttled in favour of a push to prevent learning loss. During this confused 
time, hashtags such as #KeepLearning emanating from ed-tech providers602 
were competing with hashtags such as #OnlineSafetyAtHome, emanating 
from law enforcement or child protection authorities.603

A 2020 study published in the medical journal Pediatrics used online 
tracking and parent reporting to provide a rare glimpse into the ways young 
children unaccustomed to digital spaces used technology and connectivity 
during the pandemic. The authors documented numerous instances of 
preschool children (aged 3 to 5) using apps that are classified for teenagers 
and adults, including general audience apps such as YouTube and Candy 
Crush, but also gambling apps such as Cashman, violent apps such as 
Terrorist Shooter and Flip the Gun, and horror apps such as Granny. The 
authors noted the serious implications for child privacy because “general 
audience apps and platforms may not place restrictions on the data they 
collect or distribute to third-party advertising companies”.604 The research 
also found that parents did not accurately estimate the duration of time 
their children spent on devices.

“That would always really stress me out – if the Wi-Fi would go, because I’d be 
like, ‘oh my god, I don’t know what [my students are] doing, there’s no adult 
overseeing the call.’” 

– Preschool teacher, UKcix
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Advertising, ubiquitous in online spaces, presented other risks as 
education moved into digital spaces during the pandemic. Work to track 
advertisements seen by children online and on television indicated that 
children encountered large numbers of advertisements overall, but of 
particular concern was the exposure of young children to age-restricted 
advertising content, such as for alcohol, gambling and other products 
and services inappropriate for children.605 Research has highlighted that 
children are particularly vulnerable to advertisements and often have 
trouble differentiating between advertising and content.606 Interestingly, 
this capacity is lower in online mediums than on television. Experts have 
documented that while children can identify television advertisements from 
about 5 years old, they struggle to consistently identify internet advertising 
on web pages below the age of 12.607

During the pandemic lockdowns and confinements, large numbers of 
young people came online, sometimes for the first time, with limited 
orientation and guidance. On the instruction of ministries of education 
and school authorities, students entered virtual worlds to access remote 
learning, but often they did not have the attendant digital literacy skills 
needed to safely navigate the internet. Technology-enabled remote learning 
entailed substantial risk for these students given the sometimes dangerous 
currents of disinformation, advertising, conspiracy theories, hate speech, 
pornography and calls to radicalization, violent extremism and polarization 
on the web. Many parents found it difficult to carefully monitor the digital 
behaviour of children or to install filters that could block forbidden software 
and websites on personal devices, while also allowing access to educational 
content. In a school environment, these filters would usually be in place and 
well maintained, but at home, they tended to be largely absent. As a result, 
the rushed to move education online often resulted in young people finding 
and engaging with inappropriate content.
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A CURTAILING OF CONVERSATION

During the pandemic, technology was commonly celebrated for helping 
young people maintain bonds with others beyond the home. Messaging, 
video calls, social media and emails enabled connections that could 
and certainly did facilitate education and make space for interactions 
that underlie learning. But young people and adults also reported that 
the quality of these digital interactions often left them feeling empty or 
scattered. Hardware and software used for education tended to privilege 
communication that was fast, frequent and brief rather than deep and 
textured. There was a sense that technology was truncating conversation 
and creating barriers to rich and prolonged exchanges that might allow 
people to be heard as well as to hear others, actions that are essential 
for educational exchange and departure points for the development of 
empathy and other types of socio-emotional learning.

“Smartphones and social media don’t just affect individuals, they affect groups. 
The smartphone brought about a planetary rewiring of human interaction. As 
smartphones became common, they transformed peer relationships, family 
relationships and the texture of daily life for everyone – even those who don’t 
own a phone or don’t have an Instagram account.” 

– Jonathan Haidt and Jean M. Twenge, psychologistscx

Social scientists have observed that communication conducted through 
digital technology tends to be more controlled than face-to-face 
communication. It usually requires less vulnerability and entails fewer risks 
and disappointments.608 By providing a means to avoid the often challenging 
yet rewarding demands of dealing with others, technology-mediated 
conversation short-circuits the intimacy that provides a foundation for trust, 
cooperation and friendship. During the pandemic, heavy reliance on screen-
based communication for education and other purposes arguably inhibited 
the cultivation of deeply felt human relationships that normally grow out of 
educational exchange conducted in the physical and social space of schools. 
Screens were, simply put, poorly suited for forging thick interpersonal bonds 
that can give purpose and meaning to education and other pursuits and 
also help motivate perseverance and achievement.

Prior to the pandemic, scientists studying the psychosocial effects of the 
digital revolution had noticed that technology use was conditioning people 
to expect more from digital tools such as smartphones and less from 
each other.609 This trend arguably accelerated when education, once an 
almost entirely human-to-human experience, became critically reliant on 
technology. Students were quickly habituated to see devices as principle 
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educational companions and guides, and to perceive other people involved 
in education, whether teachers, peers or administrators, through devices, 
often in disembodied forms. In several landmark books, including Stimulation 
and Its Discontents, Alone Together and Reclaiming Conversation, sociologist 
Sherry Turkle explains how this type of reliance, distance and distortion can, 
without vigilance, reduce human relationships to mere connections and 
falsely recast these connections as intimacy. Indeed, during the pandemic, 
many students participating in remote-only education reported feeling 
‘connected’ to teachers and classmates they did not really know, in the same 
way they might feel connected to a celebrity they follow on social media. The 
relationship had the trappings of closeness, familiarity and rapport, but it was 
not actually close, due to the distance of the digital medium of interaction 
and communication. This pseudo-intimacy, easy to attain through screens 
and without risking vulnerability, was ultimately psychologically dissatisfying 
and precipitated feelings of isolation and emptiness – or as Turkle phrases it, 
“cyberintimacies slide into cybersolitudes”.610

“We are increasingly connected to each other but oddly more alone.” 

– Sherry Turkle, sociologist and authorcxi

Students and teachers around the world experienced this sliding into 
cybercultures as full remote learning stretched on first for weeks and then 
months, semesters and, in some instances, a full year or longer. Remote 
learning platforms were places of communication, yes, but rarely of 
conversation. Sometimes there were not even human interlocutors. Systems 
were instead managed and run by chat bots or cartoon figures that provided 
feedback and encouragement but could not sustain enriching conversations 
the way a peer could have done on a playground or a teacher speaking 
directly with a student. And even when there was human-to-human 
exchange, technology tended to deform it. Where there had previously 
been synchronous and in-person talking at school, these was instead 
asynchronous and remote messaging inside digital platforms. Educational 
interactions that had once been conversational, with all the frustrations, 
surprises and rewards that can attend discussions about ideas and learning, 
often withered into mere utilitarian communication. Nominally, there was 
still enriching content and information, sometimes far more of it than had 
existed at school, but it was content and information stripped of personality, 
untethered, as it were, from human discourse that made it memorable and 
gave it greater meaning. Many learners experienced this technology-driven 
pivot as education losing its humanity.

Live video classes promised to open up spaces for more human-centred 
conversations via technology. But these classes tended to unfold in digital 
spaces that were overflowing with distractions. Various notifications, chat 
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threads, reminders and so forth flashed on screens, breaking student 
and teacher attention. The busy and distraction-prone space of online 
video classes therefore tended to undermine an irreplaceable ingredient 
of successful conversation and learning: careful listening. Various media 
accounts and surveys showed that teachers frequently found it challenging 
to keep students attentive during remote video classes.611 Even teachers who 
had prided themselves on facilitating good discussions in physical school 
settings reported major barriers trying to replicate the humanistic qualities 
of classroom exchanges.612 The problem, they said, was not the pedagogy 
but the medium itself.613

“Teaching in a classroom is a sensory deluge, and experienced teachers know 
how to track students’ verbal and non-verbal cues about their understanding, 
engagement, and affect. Much of that visual and aural information gets lost 
during virtual instruction.” 
– Justin Reich et al., authors of a report on the lived experiences of teachers during the 
COVID-19 pandemiccxii

Conversation could also be scuttled by software that routinely pushed 
teachers and students to communicate and participate using short 
messages. Many applications used for education made it technically difficult 
to send messages containing more than a few lines of text. Microsoft Teams, 
for instance, provided users only a very small space to compose messages 
that were then posted anytime a user hit the Enter key. This design and 
functionality discouraged communication longer than a handful of words, 
let alone full sentences and paragraphs. In the case of Microsoft Teams, 
the system itself prevented users from easily formatting text to demarcate 
separate ideas or paragraphs with line breaks. While this may facilitate 
speedy information exchange inside businesses, it is less conducive 
to helping students come to understand complex ideas and practice 
articulating them in an educational context.

Communication was also arguably degraded and, to some, dumbed down 
by systems that encouraged or even forced the use of emojis, GIFs and other 
pictorial representations in place of words. Teachers and students from 
countries accustomed to formal spoken and written language in educational 
settings were frequently taken aback to discover that an ed-tech platform, 
often originating from North America, prompted users to click on, for 
example, a smiley face emoji or a thumbs-up symbol as a response to a 
human comment or other substantive input. This messaging was sometimes 
viewed as vapid – less meaningful feedback than shallow signalling.614 While 
not ruling out new and inventive forms of communication, teachers tended 
to feel an obligation to help students use well-chosen words and thoughtful 
sentences and paragraphs to convey meaning, rather than pictorial images. 
The platforms of ed-tech did not always easily accommodate these formal 
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modes of communication though, and, in some instances, seemed to 
discourage them by prompting students and teachers alike to use word-
light and image-heavy forms of exchange.

Anecdotal evidence further suggests that many ed-tech users chafed at the 
way learning platforms seemed to insist on an endless stream of excessively 
upbeat and enthusiastic feedback and communication. Digital worlds filled 
with smiling faces and exclamation marks affixed to various prompts and 
commands (expressions like “Get ready!!!” and “Let’s go!!!!!”) were considered 
childish and the antithesis of serious education in numerous contexts. 
Yet during the pandemic these super-positive, colour-bursting digital 
spaces were sometimes elevated as principal hubs for formal learning. 
Such systems and platforms framed – and could constrain – educational 
conversations that many had perceived as more mature when they existed 
outside of the boundaries of select ed-tech applications.

The pandemic showed that while the often automated digital spaces of 
education were, in some ways, optimized for engagement via clicks and 
various other unilateral commands and selections, this engagement was a 
long way from conversation. Ed-tech tended to make student-to-student and 
student-to-teacher educational exchange shallower and more fragmented 
than they had been at in-person schools. The digital systems and platforms 
supporting education through the pandemic did not usually demand real-
time exchange, careful listening and navigating the uncertain, emotional and 
empathic aspects of communication – hallmarks of genuine conversation. 
In their place was a digital culture characterized by distraction, multitasking, 
signalling and self-presentation – one click ‘like’, ‘laugh’ and ‘love’ emojis and 
other pictorial stand-ins for human emotion and expression.

“Emoji convey a message, but this breeds laziness. If people think, ‘All I need to 
do is send a picture’, this dilutes language and expression.”

– Chris McGovern, chair of the Campaign for Real Educationcxiii

DIGITAL ADDICTION AND BEING ALONE TOGETHER

During the pandemic, many people voiced concern that they were 
becoming perniciously attached to digital technology and that self-
regulation over time spent online and in front of phones and other screens 
was slipping. While feelings of excessive and detrimental attachment to 
devices and apps had been documented well before 2020, the pandemic 
marked an inflection point: never before had connected technology been 
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so central to communication, work, education and leisure than during 
COVID-19 restrictions. Stay-at-home mandates led to the formation of new 
digital habits, intensified existing ones and triggered, for some people, 
unhealthy relationships and behaviours with technology and the internet – 
cravings, preoccupation, unsuccessful efforts to cut back on device use and 
feelings of irritation and restlessness when not online.

While clinicians debate the appropriateness of describing people’s perceived 
loss of control and autonomy in their relationships to digital devices as an 
actual addiction, the notions of ‘phone addiction’ or ‘internet addiction’ have 
certainly entered the vernacular.615 Book titles such as Digital Detox, How 
to Break Up with Your Phone, Untethered, Digital Minimalism, and The Phone 
Addiction Workbook, frequently catalogued next to titles about dieting or 
strategies to stop drinking or gambling, were hard to miss even before 
the pandemic.616 Apps that block social media and other ‘addictive’ digital 
content commonly rank among the most downloaded productivity software 
in widely used app stores – an instance of deploying technology to ease 
technology use. A 2018 survey by the Pew Research Center found that a 
majority of teenagers between the ages of 13 and 17 in the USA said they 
felt anxious, lonely or upset when they did not have a smartphone on their 
person,617 a phenomenon that has given rise to the recognition of a new 
anxiety disorder – ‘nomophobia’, shorthand for ‘no mobile phone phobia’.

“The design of modern technologies is purposefully habit-forming and 
programmed with the sort of variable rewards that keep humans engaged.” 
– Jenny Radesky, professor of developmental behavioural paediatrics, University of 
Michigancxiv

Even prior to the uprooting of in-person schools to technology-mediated 
education, many teachers and parents were concerned that students were 
spending too much time engaging with devices and in online spaces 
instead of in face-to-face conversation with other people or finding quiet 
moments for reflection or creativity. It was not only parents and educators 
who worried that technology was monopolizing too much of students’ time 
and attention; students were also concerned. In the 2018 Pew survey, a 
majority of teenagers expressed that they felt they spent too much time on 
their phones,618 a sentiment that was by no means exclusive to the USA.619

The habitual and poorly regulated use of connected technology carried 
social repercussions. The title of Turkle’s 2011 book, Alone Together, 
encapsulated the experience of many people during the pandemic. Family 
members and friends found that despite being in close physical proximity 
with each other, they were often mentally apart because of their immersion 
in personal digital devices. Turkle’s descriptions of families sitting around 
a dinner table with each individual staring into a separate mobile phone, 
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friends devising strategies to maintain each other’s attention and keep eyes 
from slipping away to screens, parents neglecting children to finish scrolling 
social media feeds and never-ending news updates, spouses pleading 
with each other to put the phone or laptop down and listen, and children 
throwing tantrums when digital devices were taken away from them were 
unsettlingly familiar during lockdowns – a period in which people’s reliance 
and time spent on screens for education and other purposes shot upwards, 
often from already high levels.

When schools and universities closed during the pandemic, it became 
apparent that these institutions had played an important role placing 
young people in physical proximity and, in many instances, encouraging 
or enforcing offline interaction, creating conditions that could help young 
people express feelings and vulnerabilities face-to-face, and in doing 
so, forge friendships and emotional connections with others. But when 
education moved to digital-only realms and closed off opportunities for 
human-to-human exchange, many young people reported finding that it 
was newly difficult to build strong interpersonal relationships or to sustain 
those that had been in place before lockdowns.620 Deeper immersion into 
technology, in part to fulfil educational obligations and owing to the unique 
restrictions of the pandemic, disrupted the equilibriums many young people 
had carved out between online, offline and blended experiences. Students 
who believed that they had exercised a more or less balanced relationship 
with technology prior to the pandemic reported that school closures and 
the shift to ed-tech made this relationship feel unbalanced and unhealthy.621 
Around the world, the powerful role that schools had played in providing 
spaces for sustained offline and non-digital experiences in highly digitalized 
societies was lost, and young people noticed themselves spending excessive 
time in virtual environments, often in ways that felt unwanted.
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“Time in simulation gets children ready for more time in simulation. Time with 
people teaches children how to be in a relationship, beginning with the ability 
to have a conversation.” 

– Sherry Turkle, sociologist and authorcxv

Research continues to clarify that excessive time spent in digital realms 
makes it difficult for people, children and teenagers especially, to learn how 
to contend with other people and their unpredictable ways outside the 
confines of digital worlds.622 Virtual environments tend to provide illusions 
of control that rarely exist in offline worlds and to downplay the mutual 
dependence and reciprocity that provide scaffolding for strong human 
relationships.623 Prolonged periods of time in digital simulations of reality 
undermine the development of empathy, an ability that develops through 
feedback on how actions affect others. This feedback is often missing in 
digital spaces or delayed to degrees that cause distortion. Many ed-tech 
apps designed for education relied largely on asynchronous communication 
– communication that slows the instant feedback vital to the development 
of healthy social skills and emotional response. For example, posting written 
comments in an asynchronous group chat is a very different and often 
less fluid exercise than participating in an oral conversation face-to-face 
at school. The conversational and non-verbal feedback received through 
direct, in-person interaction is educative to the extent that people see, 
in real time, what their words and actions do to others. The ephemeral 
nature of face-to-face interaction also tends to make it more forgiving 
– and more trusting – than the communication that unfolds in digital 
mediums, which tend to be much more permanent. These distinctions all 
have implications for the cultivation of sensitivity, sympathy, rapport and 
other important interpersonal skills. As the author Adam Alter explains, the 
more that young people disconnect from real-world interaction in favour 
of virtual interfacing, the more the development of empathy stalls and 
atrophies.624 Yet for millions of students this is what ed-tech demanded: 
virtual interfacing in place of real-life interacting. This is not necessarily to 
suggest that there were ready alternatives, given the sudden realities of the 
pandemic and disease transmission, but rather to observe that the move 
from in-person education to fully remote learning carried distinct, and often 
overlooked, repercussions for the development of important social qualities 
and emotional intelligence.

“We are learning to live with the jeopardy that even when we are physically 
together, we can be socially, emotionally or professionally alone.” 

– Daniel Miller, anthropology professor and lead author of The Global Smartphonecxvi
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Ultimately, the suspension of more challenging and more enriching 
conversations that would have happened at schools had they been open, 
as well as those that were arguably diminished due to digital dependencies, 
stand as a significant social change brought about by the pandemic. 
Arguably, there might have been more frequent and better human-to-
human conversations during the pandemic without education’s pivot to 
technology – and indeed in contexts where connected technology was 
unavailable, there was anecdotal evidence of increased and higher quality 
conversations between people living together. In the absence of technology, 
people were, to borrow Turkle’s evocation, more likely to be ‘together’ than 
‘alone together’. Even if these technology-free conversations were unlikely 
to be explicitly educational or aligned with a curriculum, they nevertheless 
likely played a role fostering socio-emotional learning and development, 
strengthening social and family bonds, and building interdependence by 
helping people come to understand themselves and others. These are all 
aims of education. In some contexts, digital interactions of the sort enabled 
by ed-tech may have, paradoxically, reduced conversation by disconnecting 
and distracting young people from the people nearest to them in favour of 
connections to learning content that was often static or automated and to 
communication that was asynchronous and remote.

ED-TECH IS POORLY SUITED FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

Debates about the uses and misuses of screen-based technology for 
education during the pandemic tended to ignore the reality that its relevance 
and effectiveness hinges on the age and development levels of learners. 
When technology was selected as the go-to tool to offset school closures, it 
was widely framed as something that would help all students. The idea was 
that devices such as smartphones and laptops capable of accommodating a 
wide range of pedagogies appropriate for learners of all ages, from adults to 
children at primary and even pre-primary education levels.

“You get genius learning from a live human being, and you get zero learning 
from a machine.” 

– Patricia Kuhl, brain scientistcxvii

Decades of research, however, have clarified that very young children 
receive few, if any, educational benefits from screen-based media. For 
children under the age of 5, screens have been shown to hijack attention 
spans, deteriorate the capacity for concentration and focus, curtail impulse 
control, hinder imagination and motivation, inhibit the ability to read faces 
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and learn social skills, detract from play, and stall emotional development, 
among other deleterious effects.625 These effects have been observed 
regardless of what is happening on the screen. For young children, the 
medium is the problem, not necessarily the content.

Numerous studies have demonstrated that screen-based media is the 
technological equivalent of junk food for the minds of very young learners. 
Like junk food, this media carries a strong pull for children but can be 
unhealthy, especially when consumed frequently and in excess. Before the 
pandemic, a major longitudinal study found that the more time children 
between 2 and 3 years old spent looking at screens, the less well they 
performed on tests for behavioural, cognitive and social development. 
Tellingly, the researchers did not find evidence of associations in the other 
direction: developmental problems leading to more screen time.626

Other studies have shown that screen technologies are poorly suited 
to facilitating the language development of young children. A 2018 
experiment, for example, examined how well children from 24 to 30 months 
old learned the name of a new object in four different conditions: responsive 
live (a live person interacting in person with a child); unresponsive video (a 
recorded video of a speaker reading from a script); unresponsive live (a live 
person reading the same script as the person in the video); and responsive 
video (a speaker interacting with the child through a video chat similar to 
a Zoom or FaceTime call). Researchers found that children were unable to 
learn the name of the object from either of the video conditions, and only 
the oldest children in the experiment, those nearing 3 years of age, reliably 
learned the new word in the unresponsive live condition. The only condition 
in which all the children learned the name of the object was responsive live, 
the interactive human-to-human scenario that most closely approximated 
interactions that take place with human caregivers or teachers.627 The 
researchers concluded that content shown on screens presents conceptual 
rather than perceptual challenges to children under 3 years old.628 While 
children in this age cohort can see and hear a video shown on a screen as 
well as adults, they understand these sights and sounds as unconnected 
and irrelevant to real life. Only at later stages of development do they grasp 
that content on a screen can and often does represent the real world.629 
The practical implication of the finding was clear: screen-based content, no 
matter how beneficial or educational it might seem to an adult, is unlikely to 
confer educational benefits to very young children.

Emerging research further indicates that, beyond stalling learning, screen-
based technology may present neurobiological risks to growing brains. A 
2020 study examining the brains of very young children with MRI scans 
found evidence that increased screen time appears to cause significant 
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physiological changes to the brain itself. Heavy use of screen-based media 
was linked to lower amounts of brain white matter, a microstructural 
tissue that supports the acquisition of language and literacy.630 The study 
concluded that screen use appears to affect young children’s brains in ways 
that are potentially harmful for cognition.

Other scholars have noted that moving reading and reading instruction 
to screens carries non-trivial consequences for learning and education.631 
In Reading in a Digital Age, David Durant explains that when text is read in 
digital environments it encourages reading that “focuses on either reading 
short pieces of text or browsing or skimming texts in search of specific 
pieces of information”, a process known as ‘tabular reading’. Tabular reading 
is distinct from linear reading, a reading that is continuous and facilitated by 
offline and off-screen paper-and-ink mediums. Durant underscores that the 
more people read on screens in tabular fashion, the more their brains rewire 
themselves to facilitate this activity and the harder it becomes for them to 
engage in deep print reading. For Durant and other reading experts, format 
does matter; text is not seamlessly interchangeable across mediums.632 
While Durant acknowledges that e-reading certainly has advantages, 
he stresses that it is not the same as reading from the printed page: “It 
fosters a different set of cognitive skills and a qualitatively different way of 
thinking.” Durant concludes that the rise of e-reading has caused tabular 
reading to eclipse linear reading, and this has, in turn, increased people’s 
abilities to access information at the expense of their ability to convert it 
into conceptual knowledge. Stunting the ability to convert information into 
knowledge is anathema to education. The essence of literacy, as understood 
by many educators and families, is linear reading, even if tabular reading is 
an important skill. Linear reading enables deep rather than surface entry 
into text and the ideas and worlds text contains. It is the reading that allows 
people to read and savour full-length books.
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Nicholas Carr, the author of What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains, carries 
these arguments further to observe that digital screens are usually engines 
of distraction, with an ability to “seize our attention only to scatter it”.633 
Similarly, reading expert Naomi Baron and the author of Words Onscreen 
highlights the ways screen-based reading devices, especially those loaded 
with applications and buzzing with notifications, consistently disrupt 
the focus required to draw meaning and nuance from text.634 They are a 
trampoline for attention, propelling readers from one place to another and 
straining sustained concentration.

Most reading experts recommend that children learning to read begin 
with text printed on paper, a medium that helps foster the development 
of linear reading skills. According to the Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development, moving reading instruction to screens, especially 
when learners are young and not yet strong linear readers, may result in 
the formation of reading habits that “short-circuit the development of the 
slower, more cognitively demanding comprehension processes that go into 
the formation of deep reading and deep thinking”.635 During the pandemic, 
a great deal of reading moved to screens, despite an emerging consensus 
among experts that learning to read on screens involves costly trade-offs. 
Although the paper-to-screen transition was, in many contexts, well under 
way prior to 2020, full reliance on ed-tech due to school closures accelerated 
this process considerably and made screens a primary reading medium for 
formal education, even for young children.

“What are the three most critical drawbacks to reading onscreen? Distraction 
first, distraction second, distraction third.” 

– Naomi Baron, linguist and author of Words Onscreencxviii

Maryanne Wolf, who has dedicated her career to studying what she calls the 
“reading brain”, called special attention to ways reading on digital devices 
can compromise the development of creativity and social-emotional 
intelligence that reading usually entails, especially for children. She details 
how slow, immersive, linear reading, facilitated by paper books, is important 
not only for academic learning but for the formation of crucial cognitive 
processes such as critical thinking, personal reflection, imagination and 
empathy. Wolf does not see digital reading as a cause for despair though. 
She argues that humanity now possesses both the science and the 
technology to understand how digital and non-digital reading mediums 
change the way people read and think, and that education systems can act 
on this valuable knowledge before changes in reading habits and reading 
instruction are “entrenched in the population” and accepted without 
“comprehension of the consequences”. Societies and educators have, she 
explains, a basis for “changing technology to redress its own weaknesses, 
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whether in more refined digital modes of reading or the creation of 
alternative, developmentally hybrid approaches to acquiring it”.636

With the onset of the pandemic, however, the global rush to move 
education and a great deal of reading and reading instruction to digital 
mediums simply entrenched tabular screen-based reading on devices 
swirling with distractions as a norm, including for young children. This 
transition occurred without the systematic examination of the cognitive, 
linguistic, physiological, and emotional impact of different mediums on the 
“acquisition and maintenance of the reading brain” envisioned by Wolf and 
others. As a result, the embrace of ed-tech in response to school closures 
propelled screens from a secondary to a primary reading medium for 
children. And this medium was poorly suited to developing deep-reading 
abilities and forging the reading-brain circuits that help young readers 
build their own storehouses of knowledge and learn to think critically for 
themselves.

“I’m eager to be proved wrong, but I suspect that for [my son] and for my family, 
Zoom kindergarten might be worse than no school at all.” 

– Author and parent of a 5-year-old, USAcxix

Beyond slowing the development of linear reading skills, education’s 
wholesale transition into screen-based learning limited children’s 
opportunities to play and develop gross and fine motor skills. Prior to their 
closure, primary schools were places where children developed coordination 
and control over their bodies by engaging in physical learning activities 
in groups, including building with blocks, writing with crayons, cutting 
with scissors, manipulating clay into shapes and navigating playgrounds. 
Schools also helped facilitate structured and unstructured play for children, 
thereby cultivating their abilities to work cooperatively, establish and 
enforce rules, compromise and arbitrate conflicts.637 The advantages of play 
for children cannot be overstated. Work by psychologists like Peter Gray 
show that play is the “major means” by which children develop intrinsic 
interests and competencies; learn how to make decisions, solve problems, 
exert self-control and follow rules; practice regulating their emotions; make 
friends and treat others as equals; and experience joy.638 Thinkers like Steven 
Horwitz have linked unsupervised and unstructured play in groups of 
peers, to democracy, tolerance and liberalism. As Horwitz explains, play that 
happens in person and outside of digital spaces and is usually encouraged 
at primary and pre-primary schools is the “key way” that children practice 
cooperating socially and solving conflicts without resorting to violence. He 
warns that losing or delaying the skills learned through play makes coercion 
more likely by threatening the human ability to “create and sustain the 
rule-governed relationships that are at the core of liberal societies”.639 The 
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benefits of play are so profound and so well established that a ‘right to play’ 
was inscribed in the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child.640

Yet despite the importance of play, the virtual and screen-based realities of 
distance education, commonly accessed by children individually, had few 
options for supporting the social and physical play that is essential for the 
development of children. While digital technology and content can open 
frontiers for different types of digital play, this type of play is generally less 
relevant, engaging and beneficial for young children – such that leading 
paediatric groups recommend no or heavily moderated and supervised 
technology use by very young children. In some instances, ed-tech modes 
of learning appear to have distracted from play. Throughout 2020 and 
into 2021 and 2022, parents of first, second and third grade students were 
regularly advised to have their children log into synchronous learning 
platforms or asynchronous educational apps in place of playing with siblings 
and other relatives. The time children spent staring at screens was time not 
spent playing with others in their household or manipulating toys and other 
physical objects that can build understanding as well as enhance physical 
dexterity and strength.

Prior to the pandemic, researchers had already observed declines in the total 
amount of time children spend in physical play, a trend that was speculated 
to trace to the growing popularity of digital entertainment and childhood 
becoming more circumscribed overall.641 Fully remote digital learning during 
school closures likely amplified this trend. Despite the limitations of ed-tech 
to encourage play that boosts cognitive, emotional, social and physical 
development for young children, many schools and school systems advised 
or mandated digital learning for early-grade learners. Parents in regions 
across the world reported receiving emails and other notifications instructing 
them to enrol their children in online kindergarten and early primary school 
grades. This was understood by many experts in childhood development as 
a surreal contradiction. Kindergarten was widely viewed as the antithesis of 
online activity – it was meant to be a hands-on, in-person, play-centric and 
social experience that many considered undigitizable. Yet the educational 
switch from in-person schooling to fully remote learning cast a wide net and 
caught various grade levels, even those serving young children for whom 
digital technology was of questionable and perhaps deleterious utility.

“The basic pattern that has been found in dozens of studies is that children 
learn better from a person who is with them face-to-face than from a person on 
a screen, even if it’s the exact same person doing the exact same thing.” 

– Georgene Troseth, psychologistcxx
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The normalization of technology use for education during school closures 
appears to have carried over to toddlers, despite there being few explicit 
mandates for the continuation of preschool learning during the pandemic. 
One of the rare multi-country studies to examine this issue found that 
toddlers experienced “increased exposure to screens during lockdown”. The 
study found that the increases in screen time appeared to be related to the 
duration of the lockdown period, such that “children from countries who 
enforced longer lockdowns had increased screen time relative to children 
from countries with shorter lockdowns”.642 According to pre-pandemic 
studies, one of the overriding reasons cited by parents for allowing or 
instructing young children to watch screen-based media is a desire to 
support education.643 In the context of the pandemic and countrywide 
efforts to shift formal education to ed-tech mediums, and amid widespread 
concerns that children of all ages were ‘falling behind’, it is easy to see how 
some parents absorbed a message that educational content presented on 
digital technology holds value for learners of any age, even toddlers and 
babies. While some countries were careful in their communications about 
ed-tech during school closures to include warnings about the importance 
of minimizing screen time for very young children, these notices appear to 
have been the exception rather than the rule.

Compared to studies of screen time for toddlers, research about the effects 
of digital media on children over 4 or 5 years of age presents a more mixed 
picture: risks remain but real educational gains are also possible. This 
research, however, tends to come with caveats on how exactly screens 
should be used and for how long. For example, various studies showing 
that good-quality educational television programming can help children 
improve their vocabulary and language skills usually observe that learning 
gains are greatest if an adult watches the content with the child and helps 
reinforce the material through talk and interaction. The learning gains 
from exposure to similar content are significantly weaker without the same 
mediation from parents or caregivers.644 But this social mode of technology-
based learning with young children was hard to apply in practice during 
the pandemic – working adults had little capacity to interact with children 
while they watched educational content for long stretches of time. As school 
closures were extended, families quickly interpreted that it was acceptable 
to have young children watch screens alone. This practice did not, however, 
conform with evidence that using screen-based media is most beneficial if 
done with others and in ways that maximize opportunities for person-to-
person exchange. The move to fully remote ed-tech during the pandemic 
unfolded in ways that normalized the use of screens as first-order learning 
tools for young children outside of social contexts.
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“That anyone – a parent, a first-grade teacher, a school principal, a journalist 
– would expect a six-year-old to have the self-control, motivation, and 
attention span to participate in remote instruction is strange – yet typical of our 
extraordinary expectations for the power of learning technologies.” 

– Justin Reich, education researcher and authorcxxi

Besides encouraging the use of screen-based media for children, remote 
digital learning routines and recommendations commonly disregarded 
WHO guidance concerning maximum screen time durations for different 
age cohorts. Early in the pandemic especially, many schools and education 
leaders tried to keep class schedules intact despite the transition to 
technology. This meant, for example, that second grade students who had 
five-hour schooldays when schools were open were supposed to spend 
five hours per day in front of screens. While fifth and sixth grade students 
could sometimes muddle through screen marathons like this, it simply did 
not work for younger learners. Many parents reported that the instructions 
coming from schools defied common sense: of course, a student under 
10 years old was likely to have problems following hours of screen-based 
instruction and educational content. In April and May 2020, some parents 
took to social media to voice their bewilderment and incredulity that 
school leaders were calling for as much as six hours of technology-based 
instruction per day. Unsurprisingly, young children were rarely eager or 
able to comply with these guidelines. (Indeed, many adults and university 
students with strong self-regulation skills found it challenging to sit through 
five or more hours of online learning day after day.) Even after some of the 
more excessive time recommendations were dialled back, many education 
systems continued to insist that young learners follow screen-based lessons 
or other educational content for two, three or more hours per day. Experts 
voiced warnings that durations of this sort, still consuming large chunks of 
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the waking day, could be detrimental to learning and development, not just 
for very young children but also for students in upper primary and lower 
secondary schools. Correlational studies compiled by child and adolescent 
health researchers have shown, for example, that 8- to 11-year-olds who 
exceed screen time recommendations score lower on cognitive assessments 
than peers who follow the recommendations.645

Viewed holistically, the available evidence strongly suggests that the 
way technology-first modes of learning were deployed during school 
closures were insufficient and perhaps even harmful for young and very 
young learners. Ed-tech was not equally relevant or usable for students 
in different grade levels and of different ages. There were good reasons 
why technology-dependent modes of teaching and learning were more 
advanced at the level of higher education than at the level of primary 
school. Yet many governments across the world turned to screen-based 
technology as a response to the educational disruptions of COVID-19 
regardless of the age of learners.646 While school leaders may have been 
quick to say that the content of ed-tech was not one-size-fits-all for different 
grade levels and students, the screen-based mediums and delivery methods 
for this content very much was.647 These mediums and delivery methods, all 
reliant on technology, were not equally beneficial to all age cohorts.

“Our daughter has never set foot in the classroom. She thinks the mobile phone 
is her school. … What we are giving our children these days is not education for 
overall development but trying to keep them busy, knowing very well this is bad 
for their future.”

– Parent of a 5-year-old girl, Indiacxxii

There is some evidence to suggest that the myriad challenges young 
children faced learning through digital portals and the frustrations this 
entailed for parents prompted some families to pull their children out of 
formal education or decline to enrol them. In the USA, the drop in enrolments 
for kindergarten students was so severe that the New York Times called it a 
“kindergarten exodus”. Data experts estimated that national kindergarten 
enrolment levels dropped by nearly 10 per cent between 2019 and 2020.648 
This equated to over 340,000 young children exiting formal education, 
even if only temporarily. More severe declines were observed in poorer 
countries. A survey of households in the western Indian cities of Mumbai 
and Pune found, for instance, that enrolment in preschools dropped by 
between 30 per cent and 40 per cent in 2021 compared with pre-pandemic 
enrolments.649 It is uncertain if family disillusionment with the transition to 
screen-centric modes of learning for preschool age children was a strong 
driving factor of the exodus, but considerable qualitative and anecdotal 
evidence suggests that it was likely a contributing factor. Parents around 
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the world seem to have realized that there were few good options to teach 
young learners remotely through screen-based technologies. Given this 
reality, these parents sometimes concluded that there was little reason 
to keep their children enrolled in schools resorting to technology-centric 
modes of distance learning, especially if these schools charged tuition that 
stretched families financially during a period of immense uncertainty.
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Environmental tolls
multiplied with 
the ed-tech boom

Apart from the promises of ed-tech to improve teaching and learning 
by making these processes more engaging, relevant, data-driven and 
efficient, ed-tech was widely promoted as a means to make education 
more environmentally sustainable. Proponents announced that ed-tech 
would gradually reduce the education sector’s reliance on physical learning 
resources and infrastructure, most immediately paper – the millions of 
textbooks, workbooks, notebooks and handouts that flow to schools and 
learners – and, in time, perhaps schools and their innumerable material 
assets – roofs, tiles, paint, desks and auditoriums.

Images of trees crashing down in pristine natural environments, logs 
travelling in dirty trucks to emissions-spewing paper mills, and crates of 
educational books being distributed across long distances in gas-guzzling 
ships and trucks – all to feed the education sector’s voracious appetite for 
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paper – were vivid in the minds of people inside and outside of education. 
This imagery, sometimes packaged for maximum emotional impact by 
education institutions seeking to reduce paper use and its associated 
costs, could be so powerful that teachers and administrators sometimes 
recounted feelings of guilt standing in front of printers and calling up yet 
another 30, 50, 100, 500 or 5,000 copies of a document to distribute to 
students. People higher up in educational hierarchies quietly voiced similar 
laments when boarding another flight to another conference in another 
city. And bureaucrats overseeing the physical maintenance of schools and 
universities knew the considerable material needs of these institutions 
were, due to limited budgets and short-term planning, commonly met 
with large orders for inexpensive goods manufactured in faraway places 
and constructed from plastic and other non-renewable materials that had 
limited longevity. There was a sense that education was not living up to its 
aspirations to practice as well as teach sustainability.

Technology, as is so often the case, was positioned as the antidote. With 
laptops, tablets and smartphones in wide circulation, the need for paper 
would plummet and the trees and other raw ingredients needed to make it 
could remain undisturbed. Pencils, a centuries-old instrument of education 
and, indeed, a common visual shorthand for education itself, would become 
redundant in the paperless future of learning, replaced by touchscreens and 
electronic styluses. And with distance and remote learning via ed-tech, there 
was a promise that the environmentally straining materiality of education 
could, in time, melt away entirely: digital clouds instead of schools, 
invisible wireless connections instead of buses, video conferences instead 
of in-person ones. The green future of education would, according to this 
narrative, be a digital future. Ed-tech companies pushed these ideas, such 
that slide decks for sales pitches to would-be buyers invariably included 
reminders that ed-tech was a financial outlay to protect the environment as 
well as to enhance learning.

But assumptions that ed-tech would transform the education sector 
into an engine and model of sustainability were simplistic at best. The 
experiences of the global turn to technology to continue education during 
the pandemic revealed the fissures and fictions of the greening narrative. 
The environmental strains of surging demand for hardware and connectivity 
were evident across global supply chains. The beginning and end points 
of this process – resource extraction and device disposal – are very likely 
to carry serious environmental scars and take a heavy toll on a wide range 
of life forms. Before and during the pandemic, people, especially children 
and youth living in fragile and mineral-rich developing countries, were 
recruited to either mine raw materials for digital devices or scavenge 
technology dumps for materials that could be sold and reused, often to 
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make more of the digital devices that education suddenly required. Huge 
upticks in technology production and use for education required power, 
and much of this power was sourced from fossil fuels. During the pandemic, 
digital technology-related greenhouse gas emissions stemming from the 
education sector rose across the planet. Rather than facilitating a cleaner 
and greener future, growing reliance on ed-tech hardware and connectivity 
infrastructure appears to have placed added stress on ecological and 
climate systems already under pressure from other areas of human 
activity. Seen from this wide-angle perspective, the ed-tech future that 
took form during the pandemic looks less like the utopian visions of green 
and unencumbered learning, and more like a dystopia of unsustainable 
production and use of technology that comes from non-renewable 
resources. 

NEW MATERIAL AND ENERGY NEEDS

The global effort to shift from classroom-based education to technology-
reliant distance learning during the pandemic triggered harmful 
environmental impacts. The transition was widely understood as entailing 
a move from physical infrastructure that is visible and tangible to digital 
spaces that are assumed to be ethereal – ‘in the cloud’. But the technology 
supporting distance learning had a sprawling physical presence and 
tangible energy needs. It is far from clear that ed-tech is – or might be – a 
greening force in the education sector, as many claim.650

“For all the breathless talk of the supreme placelessness of our new digital age, 
when you pull back the curtain, the networks of the Internet are as fixed in real, 
physical places as any railroad or telephone system ever was.”

 – Andrew Blum, author and journalistcxxiii

Throughout the pandemic, governments and families alike purchased 
hundreds of millions of devices for educational use. These devices are 
resource-intensive to manufacture and typically have very short life cycles. 
They are made of metals, chemicals and plastics that are challenging 
to mine, fabricate and source. Their use also increased demand for data 
processing and storage. Digital operations related to education spiked, 
as did energy requirements to power these operations. The infrastructure 
necessary to make ed-tech functional is not nebulous, but made of things, 
albeit things that are largely out of sight: data centres, servers, cell towers, 
switches, buildings, offices, modems, lasers, routers, cables and wires. 
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Although ed-tech is commonly thought to enable efficiencies that have 
environmental benefits – less frequent travel, reduced use of paper and 
other physical learning materials – a realistic net balance has yet to be 
calculated.651 Many of the most adverse and long-term environmental effects 
of ed-tech, such as production and disposal, are routinely overlooked. And 
because ed-tech remains so new, these effects are still only just coming into 
focus.

In many countries, ministries of education set ambitious targets of 
equipping every learner and teacher with a connected device of some sort. 
Governments and public bodies initiated huge procurements of laptops, 
tablets and smartphones. Various loaning schemes and subsidies were put 
in place to help families buy devices that they would not have purchased 
otherwise. From 2020 through 2022, school systems in developed and 
developing countries alike spent billions of dollars of public money 
to purchase digital devices, almost always from for-profit technology 
companies.652 These expenditures were often financed with non-reoccurring 
stimulus funds directed towards education, raising questions about 
the sustainability of investments in technology. Considerations about 
the upkeep, maintenance and recycling of new ed-tech hardware were 
afterthoughts, if they were contemplated at all. Education leaders with 
experience in ed-tech implementations voiced alarm, noting that the 
total cost of technology ownership, including maintenance and disposal, 
tends to greatly exceed the cost of devices alone. Huge device purchases 
made good headlines, sometimes scoring political points for leaders, but 
they introduced longer term challenges and liabilities: How would the 
devices be serviced when problems arose? Who was responsible for theft, 
loss and damage? How would operating systems be kept up to date? 
How would software be licensed and installed? While many sectors of the 
economy increased reliance on digital technology during the pandemic, the 
education sector saw some of the largest increases in terms of volume and 
sales.

“What most school districts did was they dropped everything, and they bought 
things whether they had budget for it or not.” 

– Keith Krueger, CEO of the Consortium for School Networkingcxxiv

Education sales of digital hardware such as laptops and tablets reached 
all-time highs in 2020, with growth slowing down only towards the end of 
2021.653 Some school systems doubled or tripled the number of devices they 
had before the pandemic, while other schools started buying devices for 
the first time. Orders placed for Chromebooks, low-cost laptop computers 
that run on Google’s proprietary Chrome operating system, exemplified 
the surge in education sector demand for devices. Unlike other types of 
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connected devices that can serve a variety of purposes across a range of 
industries, Chromebooks are closely associated with the education sector, 
as they are specifically marketed to governments, schools and families as 
simple and affordable devices for educational use. The technology research 
firm Gartner observed an unprecedented 90 per cent increase in the sale 
of Chromebooks in the third quarter of 2020, compared with the previous 
year.654 Expressed in absolute terms, 17 million Chromebooks were sold 
globally in 2019. This figure leaped to 31.8 million in 2020 and to 37.3 million  
in 2021,655 suggesting that more than twice as many Chromebooks were 
produced and distributed in 2020 and 2021 than would have been 
expected, were it not for the pandemic and its disruption to school-based 
education.

While fine-grained global data on hardware purchases for education use are 
not well-tracked, the national estimates that were available showed that 
tens of millions of devices flowed from factories to teachers and students. 
Futuresource, a market research consultancy, estimated that in the first 
academic year of the COVID-19 crisis, schools in the USA bought about  
30 million laptops and tablets while parents bought 2.2 million directly, a 
trend mirrored in other high-income countries during the pandemic.656 
Demand was so high for ed-tech hardware in 2020 that inventories were 
often quickly depleted to zero, and newspapers published stories of school 
systems trying to outmanoeuvre and outbid other school systems to secure 
the devices they needed, sometimes within a single country or state.657

The energy and resources required to make so much new ed-tech hardware 
are immense. The hardware is constructed from several raw and often non-
renewable materials that are mined, transported, cut, purified, moulded, 
welded, assembled, packaged and shipped as part of complex supply 
chains. A widely cited life cycle assessment – an analysis that evaluates 
the ecological impact of a product from its earliest creation to its disposal 
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and decomposition – found that approximately 33 pounds of minerals 
and 79 gallons of water are required to make a single e-reader, such as an 
Apple iPad or an Amazon Kindle, compared with less than one pound of 
materials and just two gallons of water to make a standard paper book.658 
While computers and smartphones operate with relatively small amounts 
of energy compared with other power-consuming technologies, the 
industries required to produce these electronics tend to be energy intensive. 
For example, the production of an e-reader requires 100 kilowatt-hours of 
fossil fuels, compared with only 2 kilowatt-hours to produce a paper book. 
In 2018, the global carbon footprint of manufacturing mobile phones was 
estimated to equal or exceed the carbon emissions of the Philippines, a 
country with a population of over 100 million.659 Studies comparing the 
output of greenhouse gases required to make an e-reader versus a paper 
book found that the production of an e-reader releases 100 times more 
greenhouse gases.660 This means that for an e-reader to have a net-positive 
effect on greenhouse gas emissions, it would have to result in 100 fewer 
paper books being produced. While digital devices such as e-readers 
have long promised radical reductions in paper use and production, 
these reductions have yet to materialize. According to the International 
Energy Agency, global paper production reached a record peak in 2021, 
a year in which pandemic restrictions were in full force in many countries 
and reliance on digital technology for schooling and other purposes 
was especially pronounced. Paper and pulp production are expected to 
continue increasing through 2030, in large part because of growing demand 
for wrapping and packaging stemming from increases in e-commerce 
shipments from vendors like Amazon, itself an outgrowth of digitalization.661 
Cardboard production hit all-time highs in 2021, and the international 
market for corrugated packaging is expected to equal the GDP of New 
Zealand or Greece by 2025.662

Beyond their production, connected devices consume energy and place 
energy demands on the internet infrastructure that provides the piping of 
online learning. Even though important steps have been made to improve 
the energy efficiency of data storage and processing,663 the networked data 
centres that help power the internet and online education nevertheless 
account for more than 2 per cent of global energy use, a figure that is 
growing every year.664

While many experts assume that ed-tech and internet infrastructure 
will become more energy-efficient over time, this is far from assured. 
Many of the blockchain technologies proposed to improve privacy, data 
protection and transparency, for example, are extremely energy intensive. 
The blockchain that powers Bitcoin, the world’s most recognizable 
cryptocurrency, is estimated to consume 110 terawatt-hours per year, 
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roughly equivalent to the annual electricity consumption of Malaysia.665 
Some future forms of ed-tech anticipate much higher rates of energy 
consumption. The computational and electrical power required to run 
virtual reality educational apps, those that are claimed to be just around 
the corner for many teachers and students, can be exponentially higher 
than the power needed to run an app on a standard laptop or smartphone. 
Similarly, educational apps that make heavy use of AI commonly require 
large amounts energy. Wired magazine reported that adding generative AI 
to internet search technology increases the computational power needed 
for each search by a factor of five.666 Training AI models is also, according to 
the Stanford University AI Intelligence Index, “incredibly energy intensive”.667 
One expert estimated that the cumulative electricity consumption of 
ChatGPT, a popular large language model AI chatbot, developed by OpenAI, 
may have been as high as 23 million kilowatt-hours in January 2023. This 
is roughly equivalent to the monthly energy use of 175,000 people living 
in Denmark.668 The data centres that power ChatGPT and other generative 
AI apps further require large amounts of cooling water: just training the 
GPT-3 large language model consumed an estimated 700,000 litres of 
freshwater, which is about the same consumption as the cooling tower of a 
nuclear reactor. Industry observers equate an average user’s conversational 
exchange with ChatGPT with “dumping a large bottle of fresh water on the 
ground”.669

These figures suggest that even if the energy efficiency of frontier 
technologies improves, the increasing computational demands of the 
education sector will likely cause net energy and other resource use to 
continue to rise. Although ChatGPT was only released in November 2022 
and well after COVID-19 school closures and full reliance on remote digital 
learning had crested, millions of students and teachers were using it by 
2023. Globally, emissions associated with ICT are climbing steadily higher, 
despite international commitments to reduce emissions overall. Experts 
have estimated that the global ICT industry is on track to account for 
over one-sixth of total greenhouse gas emissions by 2040, and education 
constitutes a rapidly growing slice of this industry.670

THE MOUNTING SCOURGE OF E-WASTE

Perhaps the most daunting environmental challenge associated with 
ed-tech in the near term is electronic waste, or e-waste. Even before the 
pandemic, e-waste – discarded electronic devices, such as computers, 
televisions, mobile phones and tablets – was the world’s fastest-growing 
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trash stream.671 According to the United Nations University’s monitor on 
global e-waste, the world generated 53.6 million tonnes of e-waste in 2019, 
the latest year for which global data are available.672 This is equivalent to  
82 times the number of jumbo jets ever produced (roughly 125,000 jumbo 
jets), or the combined weight of all of the adults in Europe. Just one tonne of 
e-waste equates to about 8,000 mobile phones.673

To a significant degree, the enormous volume of e-waste traces to the very 
short life cycles of consumer electronics. Many ed-tech devices, including 
mobile phones and laptops, are used on average for around three years,674 a 
period so brief that a typical device would not see a student through a full 
cycle of primary, secondary or higher education. While this is partly due to 
consumer demand for newer and better devices, it also reflects persistent 
structural problems: new software is often not compatible with hardware 
that is more than a few years old, and much of the hardware is difficult 
or impossible to repair. Buyers, including those making large educational 
purchases, have been conditioned through marketing and experience 
to see ed-tech hardware as reaching expiration dates much earlier than 
other educational purchases. Hardcover printed textbooks, for example, 
are assumed to have a lifespan of around ten years, while chairs, desks and 
chalkboards can be used for over half a century when they are cared for and 
well made. Even other electronics purchased by schools, such as televisions 
and monitors are generally assumed to have lifespans that will hover closer 
to five or ten years rather than the three or four years of tablets and laptops. 
Apple, the world’s most valuable corporation, received accolades when 
it announced in late 2021 that it would make parts, specialist tools and 
repair manuals available to help consumers maintain and repair its flagship 
product, the iPhone, estimated to be used by about 1 in 7 people globally.675 
That this announcement came nearly 15 years after the release of the first 
iPhone and was considered to be a pioneering step by industry standards 
illustrates the dismal state of repair options for these devices as well as 
similar hardware used to power ed-tech.
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Some recent government initiatives, such as the European Commission’s 
campaign for a ‘right to repair’ and the introduction in France of a 
‘repairability index’ for laptops and smartphones, seek to steer 
manufacturers towards making devices that are easier to repair, thereby 
increasing their lifespans.676 New commercial options, such as Fairphone, 
a smartphone built with parts that are easy to replace, carry a potential to 
create consumer demand for expanded maintenance and repair options for 
digital hardware.677 Other consumer electronics companies are regularizing 
designs to use modular parts that can be easily upgraded if technology 
components become outdated, in an effort to ‘future-proof’ and extend 
their life.678 Additionally, third-party verifications such as the Cradle to Cradle 
certification – an assessment of product sustainability across a variety of 
environmental stewardship, social justice and material safety categories – 
seek to establish new standards for assuring electronics are safe, circular 
and responsibly made.679 Yet these developments aside, the pace of market 
and regulatory changes needed to extend the life of electronics remains 
slow and offers little confidence that sustainability efforts can keep up 
with rapidly rising global demand for electronic devices. The WEEE Forum, 
a global leader in the management of waste from electrical and electronic 
equipment (WEEE), projected that over 5 billion mobile phones would be 
discarded in 2022 alone.680

“In a near-future of rising sea-levels, climate mass migration and low-carbon 
restrictions, much of the current hype that surrounds EdTech is likely to quickly 
seem inappropriate if not obscene. Demands for ‘One Device Per Student’, 
unlimited data storage, live streaming and the expectation for everyone to be 
‘Always-On’ will seem as anachronistic as twentieth century attitudes toward 
smoking cigarettes and burning fossil fuels.” 

– Neil Selwyn, professor, Monash Universitycxxv

With limited lifespans and options for repair, ed-tech hardware quickly 
travels from the hands of students and teachers into waste streams. In 2019, 
only 17.4 per cent of global e-waste was properly collected and recycled, 
leaving more than 44 million metric tons to find its way into landfills, illegal 
disposal sites or black markets of illegal trade.681 Such a poor recycling rate is 
particularly concerning given the value of materials that are discarded. The 
United Nations University has estimated that unrecycled e-waste contains 
USD 57 billion worth of recoverable materials, including gold, copper and 
other valuable metals, which are routinely dumped or burned instead 
of collected for reuse. This practice stems from business and regulatory 
environments that incentivize mining rather than recycling and reuse. 
The education sector is a major and growing contributor to e-waste trash 
streams that wind up in dumps. While there have been some legislative 
efforts to mandate or encourage appropriate disposal and recycling of 
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e-waste, including the Electronic Waste Recycling Act enacted in California 
in 2003682 and the 2012 EU directive on waste from electrical and electronic 
equipment, known as the WEEE Directive,683 the global volume of e-waste 
continues to climb ever upwards.

“Preventing waste and recovering important raw materials from e-waste is 
crucial to avoid putting more strain on the world’s resources.” 

– Virginijus Sinkevičius, European Commissioner for the Environment, Oceans and Fisheriescxxvi

An unfortunate legacy of the pandemic will be the hundreds of millions 
of devices purchased by the education sector that were constructed and 
sold with little regard for how they might be repaired or recycled. Without 
dramatic action to assure more sustainable practices, ed-tech is likely to 
constitute a growing portion of e-waste flows as hardware purchased during 
the health crisis breaks, becomes outdated and is discarded, starting in 2024 
and 2025 and stretching on into the decade.

ED-TECH FOR SOME, MINES AND LANDFILLS FOR OTHERS

Ed-tech production, disposal and unregulated recycling can directly 
endanger human health. When improperly discarded, electronic hardware 
releases toxic substances that contaminate air, water, dust, soil, plants and 
animals and can come into contact with adults and children. E-waste is 
commonly dumped in the poorest regions of the world,684 and children as 
young as 5 years old are recruited or forced to scavenge these dumps for 
valuable parts and metals, many of them dangerous to handle without 
protective equipment.685 This means that while many children and youth 
experience digital technology as a dynamic portal to learning, others 
experience it as labour and a health hazard.

A 2021 report by the WHO specified that e-waste ‘recycling’ activities 
are creating health risks for up to 18 million children and youth and 13 
million women globally.686 (To put these figures in perspective, Brazil, the 
seventh most populous country in the world, has a total primary school 
population of approximately 14 million students.) Insufficient education 
about the hazards of unsanctioned recycling and limited access to 
health care compound these risks. Recycling vendors routinely set up 
operations adjacent to the sites where e-waste is dumped, magnifying the 
environmental dangers confronting the adults and children who complete 
the arduous work of separating and sorting materials that can be resold. 
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The risks are particularly acute for children, who, due to their smaller size, 
less developed organs and rapid rate of growth and development, are more 
vulnerable than adults to the toxins released from e-waste.687

Like the health hazards of unregulated dumping and recycling, the 
production side of technology hardware also puts adults and children 
at risk. Human labour is required to physically extract non-renewable 
resources, such as rare earth metals and chemical elements, that provide 
the raw materials needed to fabricate digital devices. This labour is often 
conducted in hazardous mining sites and with minimal regulation or safety 
oversight. Several materials essential to the manufacture of sophisticated 
components used in hardware such as smartphones and laptops are only 
found in a few parts of the world, sometimes in extremely poor countries 
and those with weak human rights protections. The low cost of labour can 
also be a draw for mining companies pursuing higher profit margins for 
raw materials and lead to an expansion of mining operations in low-income 
countries.

Efforts to extract cobalt, a valuable chemical element used in the 
manufacture of lithium batteries, which power various types of digital 
devices, including ed-tech hardware, provide a specific example of the 
ways mining can undermine the rights of children, including their right 
to education. Over 70 per cent of global cobalt mining occurs in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, which has more than half of the world’s 
cobalt reserves.688 An estimated one-fifth of cobalt mines are small-
scale enterprises that rely heavily on child labour. Reports from different 
international organizations have detailed dangerous working conditions 
faced by children, sometimes as young as 3 years old, recruited to work 
in the mining sector for extremely low pay.689 Of the over quarter million 
Congolese people mining for cobalt, 40,000 are estimated to be children.690

In 2019, several Congolese families launched a lawsuit against some of 
the world’s largest technology companies, including Apple, Google, Dell 
and Microsoft. The suit alleged that the companies aided and abetted in 
the death and serious injury of children who were working in cobalt mines 
that the defendants claim are part of these companies’ corporate supply 
chains.691 The Guardian newspaper called the case a “landmark legal case”, 
explaining that it is the first time that such a legal challenge had been 
brought against any of the technology companies involved. In court papers, 
one of the plaintiffs asserted that her nephew, a child who died when a 
mine tunnel collapsed on him and other workers, was forced to seek work in 
the cobalt mines when he was a minor because his family could not afford 
to pay his monthly school fees of USD 6.692 In November 2021, the judge who 
heard the case in a district court in the USA said that while the complaint 
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listed “tragic events”, the suit could not trace a clear link back to the US 
technology companies. The judge dismissed the case, stating that “the only 
real connection is that the companies buy refined cobalt” and that a “long 
chain of contingencies creates mere speculation, not a traceable harm”.693 
The organization that brought the lawsuit on behalf of the Congolese child 
miners, International Rights Advocates, has appealed the decision, declaring 
its position that the technology companies named in the suit “have failed to 
take responsibility for their supply chains, despite claiming to have policies 
that allow them to monitor for and enforce their prohibition on child 
labor”.694

“Children work for at least 12 hours a day without protective equipment in 
deep underground shafts around 10 metres long, which they have often dug 
themselves. With no mask or helmet, they go down into the shafts unprotected 
and put their lives in danger to bring mineral-encrusted rocks to the surface. 
They are only paid 1 or 2 USD a day.” 

– Eleonora Tria, blogger for the children’s rights NGO Humaniumcxxvii

This lawsuit has helped highlight some of the ways the rush to secure 
the raw material needed for ed-tech and other electronics at minimum 
cost can present mortal risks for vulnerable children. At the global level, 
appeals to quickly and drastically expand digital learning need to consider 
how supplying some children with digital devices may put other children 
halfway around the world at heightened risk of exploitation. Current 
projections suggest that worldwide demand for cobalt, for instance, is on 
track to increase 60 per cent in the period from 2017 to 2025,695 in part due 
to stepped-up production of consumer electronics – an increasing share of 
which are being used in the education sector.

The child labour and health hazards associated with technology production 
and disposal cast a dark shadow over the massive deployment of ed-
tech that marked the COVID-19 pandemic. Yet this shadow is rarely 
acknowledged or discussed. As schools around the world closed in response 
to the pandemic, some children traded seats in classrooms for hazardous 
work scavenging for e-waste or working in mines to source the raw materials 
needed to produce the hardware that powers ed-tech.696 And as demand for 
ed-tech continues to outpace just labour practices, there is every indication 
that more children are likely to be put at risk due to stepped-up production.
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The private sector 
tightened its grip 
on public education

Well before the pandemic, many people were convinced that looser 
government control and greater autonomy for private actors would 
strengthen education. When education was unexpectedly uprooted from 
schools and moved to the cloud, people on both sides of privatization 
debates understood that education conducted digitally would be far more 
exposed to market logics. Although a handful of countries had robust public 
digital platforms and content to help sustain state-controlled education 
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when it became reliant on connected technology, the majority had nothing 
in place or were faced with offerings that were still embryonic and incapable 
of upholding formal education for huge numbers of students and teachers. 
In their place was a menu of solutions provided by non-public entities, many 
of them for-profit companies. Enormous corporations that had business 
interests in education prior to the pandemic became principal mediators of 
formal learning. In many instances, they controlled the ‘schools’ of the digital 
realm and much of the pedagogical experience.

This development was welcomed by some, particularly at the outset of 
the crisis. Growing involvement of the private sector seemed to promise 
faster and bolder innovation along with superior efficiency and expanded 
choice for learners and their families as well as for teachers and schools. 
Companies competing for business, the thinking went, would be forced 
to offer high-quality educational services or risk learners and educators 
walking away from them. Beyond this, it was imagined that private sector 
actors would help wrestle education from the slow-moving bureaucracies 
and public school systems that some perceived to be stuck in a non-digital 
era and frustratingly dismissive of the transformational potentials offered by 
increasingly ubiquitous connected technology. There was a sense that when 
education was propelled into digital spaces because of school closures, the 
market would be able to deliver high-quality digital education experiences 
that could meet the diverse needs of learners and help better personalize 
education. The incentive of financial rewards would fuel a rush to build 
superior quality products.

Many people also placed significant trust in the technology companies that 
were thrust into the role of education facilitators and providers during the 
pandemic. Global technology brands had grown spectacularly throughout 
the 2000s and released various tools and services that changed day-to-
day life and sometimes seemed to have power, utility and the attraction of 
novelty that bordered on the miraculous. These companies also invested 
heavily in marketing and were, on the eve of the pandemic, household 
names throughout the world. Their products were seen as more modern, 
better designed and more inventive than anything coming out of the public 
sector and especially ministries of education, which were widely perceived 
as slow to innovate.

Various surveys have found that private sector technology companies enjoy 
significantly more social trust than educational institutions, whether schools 
or colleges and universities.697 In the USA, for example, Amazon and Google 
ranked as the second and third most trusted institutions in the entire 
country, according to 2018 research led by scholars at Georgetown and 
New York University. A January 2020 survey found that major technology 
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companies enjoy significantly more trust than teachers, local police, the 
government and scientific studies.698 And a June 2020 study, undertaken to 
gauge how the pandemic was impacting trust in different organizations, 
found that four of the top five most trusted organizations were technology 
companies: Amazon, Google, YouTube and Zoom.699 According to the survey, 
people were about three times as likely to say they trusted these companies 
than to say they trusted the federal government. While these findings 
are specific to the USA, multi-country investigations suggest that people 
around the world similarly find technology corporations highly trustworthy 
and capable of offering more reliable services than those provided by the 
government. A January 2022 Ipsos study encompassing 29 countries in 
various regions revealed that technology companies constitute the most 
trusted sector globally, ahead of banks, governments, public services 
and the media.700 Interestingly, the USA was not among the countries 
indicating the most trust in technology companies, suggesting that even 
though trust levels were high in the USA, they were considerably higher 
in other countries, including Malaysia, India, Saudi Arabia, China and the 
Russian Federation.701 These data help explain some of the high hopes and 
enthusiasm that accompanied the extensive engagement of technology 
companies in the provision of education during the pandemic.

However, despite the dynamism and innovation that was expected from 
technology corporations, many learners and teachers found the digital 
education services offered to schools and families during the pandemic 
constraining and overly rote. This is perhaps because education, even 
conducted remotely and with technology, remains a social endeavour, an 
act of preparing people to participate productively in local communities 
and wider society. Continuing education during the pandemic school 
closures was, then, a social challenge, rather than a technical one. A 
better messaging system, a new tool for sharing inside an app, improved 
AI recognition of patterns and slicker user interfaces could improve the 
technology hosting education, but it rarely made the holistic education 
experience feel complete. What technology companies offered was, 
unsurprisingly, technology – not a solution for education itself, even if some 
people thought well-financed and professionally run corporations staffed 
largely by programmers and engineers might somehow deliver it.

Perhaps the most lasting influence of heightened private sector involvement 
in education during the pandemic was the way it reframed education, to a 
large extent, as a private and commercial good and a sector ripe for business 
expansion and profit generation. This could – and, in the eyes of many, often 
did – endanger the special status of education as a human right and public 
good. By any analysis, the pandemic resulted in a flood of private ed-tech 
actors becoming important players in what had traditionally been a tightly 
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regulated, state-controlled public service. It turned the education sector into 
a site of intense financial activity and speculation that, in many instances, 
produced double- and triple-digit growth in private sector companies and 
provided large monetary returns for small groups of ed-tech founders and 
shareholders. Governments commonly found themselves brokering deals 
with private and often for-profit ed-tech entities to help provision education 
remotely, rather than managing and steering the continuation of education 
themselves. These changes engendered and normalized consumer 
behaviour in education and hardened beliefs that teaching and learning are 
services that can be bought and sold largely outside government oversight, 
with the logic that higher prices would secure higher quality services. 
Globally, the turn to connected technology for remote learning during 
the pandemic resulted in an acceleration of privatization trends that were 
already under way in many countries and the entry of new and powerful 
commercial companies in the education sector whose influence is likely to 
ripple well beyond the pandemic.

UNPRECEDENTED GROWTH AND LUCRATIVE INITIAL PUBLIC 
OFFERINGS FOR COMMERCIAL ED-TECH PROVIDERS

A defining characteristic of educational responses to the pandemic was 
the creation of new and valuable market spaces for commercial ed-tech 
companies. Financial markets zeroed in on a once-in-a-lifetime investment 
opportunity in the normally staid education sector and bet on it accordingly. 
There was a sense that the conservatism typically associated with education, 
especially its cautious stance towards new, disruptive and commercial 
models of technology integration, would melt away with the hard realities 
and limited options presented by the pandemic. Rules and norms were 
being rewritten to allow private providers to play more foundational roles in 
education and employ more aggressive tactics, including marketing services 
directly to students and teachers. The changes wrought by pandemic school 
closures were so sudden that technology companies were situated as a 
lifeline for the education sector. Many felt an ethical obligation to try to 
help assure educational continuity as the health crisis swept the globe, in 
addition to pursuing business ambitions.

Money rushed in and powered corporate ambitions to monetize education’s 
pivot into digital spaces. While investment can help assure healthy 
functioning of commercial firms and promote growth and innovation, the 
capital flowing to ed-tech was largely speculative. The main objective was 
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not sustainability and innovation per se but rather the realization of large 
and short-term financial returns, as families and governments became 
newly reliant on ed-tech. The financial inflows were also a means for 
corporations to gain users and capture markets that would pave the way for 
longer term profit generation. Conventional wisdom held that there would 
be no looking back – the technology shift would become permanent. Post-
pandemic ‘normal’ would not be pre-pandemic ‘normal’.

One illustrative barometer of the leap in spending was global investment of 
venture capital in ed-tech. Funding more than doubled from USD 7 billion to 
16.1 billion in 2020.702 It spiked again in 2021, topping USD 20 billion.703 This 
rush of investment made October 2020 to July 2022 a fertile period for  
ed-tech unicorns – start-up companies with valuations over USD 1 billion  
– which increased in number from 20 to 36, according to tracking by 
HolonIQ.704 The ed-tech sector was projected by some to continue this 
vertiginous financial accent to command over USD 400 billion in total 
global expenditures by 2025.705 While broad market pull-backs that started 
in mid-2022 have moderated some of these soaring projections, ed-tech 
remains widely perceived as primed for continued growth. Across the world, 
the technology-centric educational responses to the pandemic positioned 
largely for-profit digital and online learning utilities as a new core for 
education rather than a menu of complementary services on the periphery. 
Given the unique constraints of the health emergency, the responses 
also tended to privilege commercial ed-tech solutions that minimized 
dependence on physical schools and human teachers. Speculators 
understood that if these largely school-less and teacher-less ed-tech 
solutions were successful, they would likely become more permanent and 
trigger a tectonic reallocation of resources towards technology companies.

The global nature of ed-tech deployments during the pandemic also 
strengthened beliefs that commercial technology providers might be 
capable of transforming education systems in underdeveloped countries.706 
COVID-19 was perceived by some as the catalyst needed to break cycles 
of traditional education provision that were deemed to be failing in low-
resource contexts. It gave concrete expression to views that low-income 
countries should stop trying to replicate education systems common in 
high-income countries and instead embrace a shift to technology-first 
modes and models for education. Although the global South had not 
historically been a primary geographic focus for large, for-profit private 
providers of digital education, the pandemic helped recast it as a booming 
and largely untapped market. Many investors came to see middle- and 
lower income countries as more financially enticing than rich countries, 
given their often very large youth populations and perceived receptivity 
to radical changes to education provision. In national and local contexts 
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where public funding for education was under pressure and conventional 
actions to improve faltering systems of public education were deemed too 
slow or too expensive, market-driven ed-tech was seen as an antidote, both 
during school closures and, in many places, well after they reopened. With 
the arrival of COVID-19, the large sums of money that moved into ed-tech 
generated considerable financial gains for the private sector actors involved. 
Beneficiaries were not limited to established technology companies already 
involved in education but extended to a proliferation of ed-tech start-ups 
and multipurpose technology companies, many of them with limited 
experience and expertise in teaching and learning.707

Across the world, narratives that had been in wide circulation before 
COVID-19 about the inevitability of digital transformation led by commercial 
entities became a blueprint for action during the pandemic.708 As schools 
closed in quick succession, the entire enterprise of education moved, to 
a large extent, from publicly owned, controlled and managed schools to 
privately controlled networks, platforms, applications and content. This 
process unfolded with dizzying speed, often in a matter of weeks or days 
as a response to the health crisis. Students were instructed to use a device 
of some sort to connect to distance learning via the internet, where and if 
it was available. Investors and speculators were watching this process, and 
for many, it signalled a tipping point: education was running headfirst into 
digitalization, and the primacy of school and other place-based models 
of public education was slipping. New paradigms seemed to be forming 
around digital ecosystems that were mostly private and for-profit.

“Crises lead to accelerations, and this is the best chance ever for online  
learning. … Companies are better positioned to see where the jobs of  
tomorrow will be and prepare people for them than universities.” 

– Sebastian Thrun, co-founder and chair of Udacitycxxviii

The shift to digital and remote technology during the pandemic exposed 
a system of complete or near-complete reliance on privately held and 
for-profit companies. The categories and corporations listed below help 
illustrate just how much of the educational endeavour moved towards 
commercialization as COVID-19 swept the world. The list contains many 
businesses located in the global North, many of them with global reach. In 
other parts of the world, China and India in particular, some of the central 
ed-tech actors were different. These companies, like the ones based in the 
global North, were also private and for-profit enterprises.
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 Central corporate entities in the digital shift to ed-tech

Devices: The devices used by students and teachers were 
manufactured and sold by a handful of technology corporations, 
including technology giants such as Apple, Asus, Dell, Huawei, LG, 
Samsung and Sony.

Operating systems: The operating systems used on digital devices 
typically came from one of just three technology corporations: Apple, 
Google or Microsoft. Only a minority of learners and teachers used 
open-source operating systems, such as Linux or Ubuntu.

Networks: The networks needed to connect devices and operating 
systems to the internet were controlled by large private service 
providers such as Airtel, China Mobile, Comcast, Orange, MTN, 
Ooredoo, Telcel, Vodafone and Verizon.

Platforms: The platforms and learning management systems students 
and teachers relied on to provision education remotely were typically 
controlled by for-profit companies, including Blackboard, BYJU’S, 
Edmodo, Google Classroom and Schoology. The use of the non-profit 
and open-source Moodle platform was more limited. Although many 
governments appeared to offer publicly provisioned distance learning 
platforms, this was often a practice of white-labelling corporate 
software and systems that were leased or purchased on a subscription 
basis, such that governments did not actually own or exercise strong 
control over the platforms.

Apps: The tools and apps used for educational purposes in digital 
spaces were similarly for-profit and managed by private entities. 
Providers included Adobe (Creative Suite), BYJU’S, Google (Workspace), 
Microsoft (Office) and Remind, among others.

Video classes: Leading software that enabled synchronous video 
interaction and instruction for education was privately held and 
included commercial services such as Google Meet, Lark, Microsoft 
Teams and Zoom.

Learning content: A great deal of the educational content used 
on digital devices was corporately produced, hosted or controlled. 
For example, YouTube was a primary portal to educational videos. 
Pearson offered digital learning resources, including a wide range 
of digital textbooks. And companies such as Duolingo, Udemy and 
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various MOOC companies, including Coursera, provided dedicated 
online lessons and courses. Non-profit organizations, such as EdX and 
Khan Academy, were also active in the content space but, like for-profit 
alternatives, remained outside public control and accountability.

General communication: General purpose communications systems 
widely appropriated for educational purposes were owned and run 
by private firms. Gmail, Outlook, Skype, Slack, WeChat and WhatsApp 
became essential digital infrastructure for education in countries 
around the world. All of these systems are run by for-profit companies 
accountable not to the general public but rather to small groups of 
private shareholders.

Learning data: The companies storing and processing learning data 
were almost exclusively private companies and included Amazon, 
Microsoft and Google. 

While this list does not capture all the branches and levels of learning at 
a distance with ed-tech, it sheds important light on how the technology-
based education systems forged during the pandemic relied heavily on 
a few companies driven by private and usually profit-oriented interests. 
The only central actors and players in this ed-tech ecosystem that were 
not corporately controlled were teachers, whose salaries and assignments 
tended to come from public institutions. If, however, teachers had been 
removed from the system, the shift to remote digital learning would 
have amounted to a near-complete handover of education to a relatively 
small number of interlocking and, in many instances, already powerful 
corporations experiencing massive growth in usership, market share and 
reach due to the circumstances of the pandemic.

The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to education from 2016 to 2022, 
Koumbou Boly Barry, called strong attention to this trend in a July 2022 
report entitled “Impact of the digitalization of education on the right to 
education”. The report noted that the Special Rapporteur “regrets” the way 
education technology companies, many of them “global businesses without 
interests in or a deep understanding of the contexts in which they operate”, 
perceive education as a market in which they can profit, “embedding 
private logics and actors in public institutions and decision-making 
spaces” dedicated to education. The report further flagged the symbiosis 
between the digitalization and marketization of education as “particularly 
problematic” for countries in the global South due to their heighted risk of 
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becoming “subordinated to corporate providers”. The report laments that, 
with rare exception, representatives from the global South are “missing from 
the discussion and development of digital solutions for education”.709

“The use of privately provided services and platforms also creates a harmful 
dependency of Governments in relation to private companies. … Governments 
end up not developing their own tools, giving control over data, decisions, 
privacy and autonomy.” 

– Koumbou Boly Barry, UN Special Rapporteur on the right to educationcxxix

An in-depth examination of the widely used Google Classroom app helps 
illustrate how instrumental the pandemic was in securing the centrality of 
private ed-tech providers in public education, not just in a single country or 
region, but globally. Google Classroom is a tool originally designed to 
provide teachers with a virtual extension of in-person classrooms. During 
the pandemic, it saw exponential growth as it was rapidly repurposed as a 
stand-alone distance learning platform. In February 2021, Google stated that 
its user base had grown from 40 million users to 150 million users in a single 
year, an increase of 375 per cent.710 To put this figure in perspective,  
150 million users is more than double the entire school-age population of 
the European Union.711 The pandemic was undoubtedly the trigger. 
Downloads of the app soared to 580 per cent the week of 22 March 2020, 
compared with the same week in the previous year.712 And rapid growth 
continued well into 2022. In January 2022, there were over 600,000 
downloads of the app, the largest-ever number of downloads in a one-
month period, showing the ways the pandemic was fuelling long-term gains 
in market share. These leaps and jumps were a deviation from the far more 
gradual growth recorded by the app prior to the pandemic.
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Google had aimed its sights on education well before the pandemic. In 
2017, New York Times technology reporter Natasha Singer explained that 
starting in the early 2010s, the company began “[enlisting] teachers and 
administrators to promote Google’s products to other schools”, a method 
she notes helped “upend” traditional practices used by businesses to place 
products in classrooms.713 The effort bore fruit. In the USA, the country 
where Google’s endeavours to expand its footprint in education were 
most concentrated, Singer noted in 2017 that more than half of all primary 
and secondary school students were using at least one Google service, 
such as Gmail for a school email account or Google Docs for collaborative 
academic projects. In the same year, approximately half the mobile devices 
shipped to schools were Chromebooks, effectively laptop computers with 
a Google operating system optimized to run Google apps. The company’s 
interest in education may be multifaceted, but the value of habituating 
learners to use Google products as children cannot be overstated. A student 
who uses Google apps as part of their schooling is more likely to use 
these applications after graduation. As Singer noted in 2017, educational 
institutions often facilitated this transition by, for instance, telling students 
to “make sure” they convert school email accounts “to a personal Gmail 
account”.714 These practices benefit Google owing to business models 
constructed around data extraction and advertising. The company is 
adroit at monetizing users and use of its services, including – and perhaps 
especially – those that are outwardly offered for free. The title of Singer’s 
2017 article, “How Google took over the classroom”, presaged, in many ways, 
a trend of incremental corporate capture that went into overdrive during 
the pandemic.

“[Google] has extraordinary power to affect what happens in classrooms, to 
monitor children through the interface, to intervene in the labour of teachers, 
to generate class performance data, to select content and knowledge, and to 
introduce AI and automation into schools through mundane feature upgrades. 
It markets its services as ‘magical’ but they are really technical, social, economic, 
and political interventions into education systems at enormous scale around 
the globe.” 

– Ben Williamson, education scholarcxxx

In many instances, the uptake of Google Classroom and complementary 
Google applications was not offered as a choice during COVID-19 school 
closures. Rather, teachers and learners had no option but to use these 
corporate services to stay connected to education; no alternatives were 
offered. This occurred even though Google Classroom, the only Google 
app designed expressly for education, had very low user ratings compared 
to other widely used educational apps. In September 2022, for example, 
Google Classroom had an aggregate user rating of 2.4 stars (out of a 
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maximum rating of 5 stars) from approximately 2 million user reviews in 
Google Play (Google’s app store) and an aggregate rating of just 1.5 stars 
(out of 5 stars) from an additional 2 million user reviews in Apple’s app 
store.715 For comparison, the average user rating across the millions of apps 
offered on the Google and Apple app stores is above 4 stars – 4.5 stars for 
apps in the Apple store, and 4.1 stars for apps in the Google store.716

Dissatisfaction with Google Classroom was expressed in other forums 
during the pandemic. Students, for example, mobilized campaigns on social 
media platforms like TikTok to flood the app with low ratings in the hope 
that it might be removed from app stores.717 This practice was first observed 
in China when students ‘review bombed’ DingTalk, a leading communication 
app, with negative ratings when it was appropriated for education 
purposes in the earliest wave of school closures.718 While these actions were 
sometimes dismissed as part of a time-honoured practice of students’ trying 
to escape schoolwork, a closer look at the actual reviews showed articulate 
and genuine critiques of the learning software that was imposed on young 
people and teachers during the pandemic. Commentary suggesting that 
students giving the app one-star reviews were “procrastinating” or “lazy”,719 
or that they were being “little brats”,720 were hard to square with tens of 
thousands of narrative reviews highlighting how specific functions or the 
lack of functionality made participating in education difficult and, moreover, 
distracted from learning.721 Many comments belied a broad disillusionment 
with technology-reliant distance learning. Applying a low user rating was 
one of the few ways students could express frustration with ed-tech modes 
of learning.

“The team that made this [app] has barely touched it since it came out, this app 
has been unusable for years and continues to get worse as the hardware in my 
phone slows down. As a 14 year-old I can’t afford to buy a new phone every few 
years.” 

– Student review of Google Classroomcxxxi

Despite the millions of terrible reviews, however, Google Classroom 
remained in app stores, even though other apps are investigated and 
sometimes removed when ratings are consistently low. (In the case of 
Google’s app store, this was hardly surprising – the company controlling 
the store opted not to purge its own app and service. And Apple may have 
been reluctant to remove the app of a competing technology giant out of 
concern that the practice would be considered anti-competitive, an area of 
sensitivity for both Apple and Google, companies that wield extraordinary 
influence over mobile operating systems and applications.) It is significant 
that the negative reviews continued well after the ‘review bombing’ 
campaigns lost momentum. The action signals that people were dissatisfied 
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enough with aspects of the Google Classroom utility to independently give 
it a low rating. The fact that the number of people using Google Classroom 
increased dramatically during a period when user ratings were very low 
signals that use of the service was compulsory. And indeed, for large 
numbers of students, use of the app was the only option for connecting to 
formal teaching and learning.

Google Classroom was hardly an outlier in terms of growth stemming 
from practical necessity. Similar user spikes were reported by other ed-
tech providers, including hardware manufacturers, organizations offering 
learning management systems and small companies providing single-
purpose learning applications. The e-learning platform Coursera, a privately 
held MOOC provider that had been struggling financially prior to the 
pandemic, provides a case in point. In August 2020, the company reported 
that it had seen global usage increase by 640 per cent between March and 
April 2020 when education institutions closed globally in response to the 
pandemic.722 Coursera, like other commercial ed-tech companies, used 
the COVID-19 surge in usership to seek additional financing and take the 
company public. According to Bloomberg, Coursera priced its initial public 
offering (IPO) at “the top of the range” to raise over USD 500 million in early 
2021.723 After less than two weeks of public trading on the New York Stock 
Exchange, shares in the company had nearly doubled in price, providing a 
handsome return for founders and early investors. A headline from Insider 
Higher Ed, an education news outlet, announced “Coursera IPO seized on 
the right moment”.724 In April 2021, the market valuation of the company 
was over USD 7 billion. To put the size of this valuation in perspective, the 
combined government expenditure on all levels of education in the  
28 countries classified as low-income economies725 (home to over 700 million  
people726) was estimated at USD 12 billion in 2021.727 While Coursera’s stock 
price was doubling in value, UNESCO and other international organizations 
were documenting severe declines in public funding to education. In late 
February 2021, five weeks before Coursera’s IPO “windfall”,728 UNESCO and 
the World Bank published a press release under the title “Two-thirds of 
poorer countries are cutting their education budgets at a time when they 
can least afford to”.729

“This was a perfect time to go out and do an IPO to raise a significant amount 
of capital for [Coursera] and garner a really healthy valuation.” 

– Paxton Riter, CEO of iDesigncxxxii

The stratospheric growth both in user numbers and market capitalization 
seen at Coursera was typical of ed-tech companies in 2020 and 2021, 
including at non-Western companies. As the pandemic gathered steam 
in 2020, it was possible to find private and for-profit ed-tech companies 
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reaping financial benefits from the sudden shift to remote learning in most 
countries, often with a boost from governments that were recommending 
or even mandating the use of for-profit digital utilities providing education 
services and content. For instance, the India-based firm BYJU’S, sometimes 
considered the most widely used learning app in the world, added  
13.5 million users in March and April 2020 and raised nearly USD 1.12 billion 
from private investors in the first three-quarters of 2020. The company 
garnered headlines by crossing the unicorn threshold – a valuation of 
USD 1 billion or higher – and becoming a rarer decacorn – a company with 
a valuation of over USD 10 billion. In early 2022, BYJU’S ranked among the 
most valuable private sector companies in India and employed over  
9,000 people.730 It was also considered by some to be a de facto national 
learning platform for public education during much of the pandemic.

Other examples from Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, the USA and China 
help clarify the speed and scale of the growth experienced by these 
companies. The following case studies provide illustrative snapshots of 
the rapid wealth, power and influence capture that was without historical 
parallel in education.

Indonesia spotlight – Ruangguru

In Indonesia, the country’s most visible digital learning content provider, 
Ruangguru, saw downloads of its mobile app balloon by 44 per cent 
between the three months immediately before the COVID-19 pandemic 
(509,185 downloads from December 2019 to February 2020) and the first 
three months of the health crisis (1,077,096 downloads from March to 
May 2020).731 The company’s marketing partner, Dentsu, boasted that it 
had helped Ruangguru achieve a “double-digit conversion rate” from free 
trial subscriptions to paid premium subscriptions.732 During the pandemic, 
Ruangguru accelerated expansion into other countries, especially Thailand 
and Vietnam, and launched new products, including an English Academy 
and an AI-powered homework solver. In April 2021, at a moment when 
large numbers of schools in Asia and beyond remained closed, Ruangguru 
reported that it had secured a USD 55 million investment led by Tiger 
Global Management, a blue-chip technology investment firm based in the 
USA.733 This funding secured its position as the largest education technology 
company in Southeast Asia and kicked off various acquisitions that 
extended into 2022. In June 2022, the news outlet Tech in Asia reported that 
the service was being accessed 200 million times a month and had  
38 million users in total, making it a powerhouse digital property regardless 
of sector.734 The company CEO and co-founder served as a special adviser to 
the president of Indonesia on innovation across various sectors, ministries 
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and government bodies in 2020, exemplifying the mounting influence of 
ed-tech business leaders in the highest echelons of political leadership. 
Ruangguru provides a case study of the way the pandemic propelled 
relatively modest commercial ed-tech enterprises into household names 
with national and regional reach.

Kazakhstan spotlight – Daryn Online

In Kazakhstan, Daryn Online, an educational platform established in 2019 
offering digital classes for students in Grades 1–12, saw a surge in new users 
when schools closed in late March 2020. In April alone, the platform added 
1.5 million new users in a country with 3.6 million primary and secondary 
school students.735 The government facilitated this growth by working 
with telecommunications companies to zero-rate access to the website 
and its complementary app, such that no data fees were incurred by users 
accessing the service.736 The company founder, 27-year-old Aibek Kuatbaev, 
credited the “explosive” growth of Daryn Online to the “support of the state” 
in an interview with Forbes.737 He explained: “Thanks to the government, a 
huge increase of subscribers didn’t cost us anything. Marketing and public 
relations which would have cost USD 8 million (KZT 3.5 billion) were not 
required, in the end.”738 This public sector assistance did not, however, stop 
the company from taking aggressive actions to monetize its surging user 
base of children and youth. Like other commercial ed-tech services during 
the COVID-19 crisis, Daryn Online was awash in paid advertisements and 
required users, typically minors, to consent to privacy policies that allowed 
the company to track and share personal information with third-party 
“partners and advertisers”. Tracked information included fine-grained data 
related to search history, messages to teachers and classmates, and notes 
attached to homework.739 Profits generated from these actions flowed to 
private owners and investors.

Pakistan spotlight – Taleemabad and public-private 
divisions

In Pakistan, Taleemabad, a for-profit app aligned with the national 
curriculum that uses cartoons and games to teach young children, reported 
a 660 per cent rise in use of the platform between the start of school 
closures in early 2020 and July 2020. In the same period, MUSE, another 
privately held digital education content provider in Pakistan, posted a 
200 per cent rise in growth.740 The government, like other governments 
in countries that did not have extensive public digital learning content, 
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recommended these private ed-tech platforms and steered learners and 
their families towards them.741 It is worth noting that the government of 
Pakistan also rolled out a public education television broadcast called 
Teleschool that was beamed to televisions nationwide.742 As a state-
controlled and state-provisioned broadcast, Teleschool’s learning content 
was not reliant on advertising, nor was its development heavily steered by 
growth or profit motives. Rather, the guiding motivation was to facilitate 
learning. But when education was conducted over internet technologies, 
Pakistan, like many other governments, turned to commercial providers. 
It was a situation private sector entrepreneurs welcomed and took steps 
to sustain and enlarge. In July 2020, for instance, the British Broadcasting 
Corporation (BBC) reported that ed-tech “experts” were advising the 
government of Pakistan to invest in private sector partnerships and allow 
wide-scale testing of (largely commercial) digital solutions in Pakistan’s 
nearly 200,000 public schools.743

Pakistan was hardly unique in offering a public television broadcast for 
education and pointing people to a privately controlled digital learning 
platform during COVID-19 school closures. In many national contexts, the 
public-private division was distinguished by the type of technology used to 
provision remote learning – learning content shared on radio or television 
broadcasts was commonly public, whereas online digital learning content 
was commonly private. This appears to have reflected the reality that while 
many governments had on-the-shelf educational content for radio and 
television – or were able to create it quickly and in the midst of a pandemic 
– this was not the case for internet-based offerings. Digital education 
options were, in many cases, not public for the simple fact that there was 
no public digital learning content. Alternately, there may have been some 
digital content available, but, due either to its low quality, nascent nature 
or disorganization, it was not widely taken up or promoted by public 
authorities. Understandably, governments were not keen to steer people 
to public digital learning resources they knew were lacking in significant 
ways. It was, arguably, easier to steer them to higher quality commercial 
options – and also options that the government would not have to answer 
for because, at the end of the day, the provider was a private company.

USA spotlight – Chegg

In the USA, Chegg, a California-based company offering a wide range of 
education services, including homework assistance, exam prep, learning 
content and writing support, saw year-over-year revenues increase by 57 per 
cent in the first year of the pandemic. This equated to about USD 200 million  
in new money on a total revenue of USD 644 million. The company’s subscriber  
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base rocketed by 67 per cent to a total of 6.6 million global subscribers 
in the same period.744 In a 2021 note to investors, Chegg’s CEO stated 
that because the company was “built to scale online” it was able to meet 
the increased demand for online learning stemming from the pandemic 
“without missing a beat”. Mirroring statements made by other ed-tech 
business leaders, the CEO clarified that the changes brought by the 
pandemic had accelerated efforts that “weren’t on our roadmap at the 
start of the year”. Such changes included increasing investments in 
e-commerce infrastructure for education, developing new content aimed at 
international markets and improving technology to stop users from sharing 
paid accounts. The company’s chief financial officer summarized the 2020 
earnings results: “By any measure, 2020 was our best year as a company. We 
far exceeded our initial expectations for revenue.”745 The company’s share 
price soared from about USD 30 per share in mid-March 2020 to peaks 
of USD 110 per share in February 2021, an over threefold gain. Chegg’s 
market valuation briefly exceeded USD 11 billion, making it another ed-tech 
corporation that morphed from a unicorn into a mightier decacorn during 
the pandemic.746 The company’s revenue growth continued in 2021, rising an 
additional 20 per cent to exceed USD 775 million in total.747

In a May 2022 podcast, titled “Educational technology in the age of 
COVID-19”, Chegg’s vice-president of engineering noted that globalization 
has made it easier for Chegg and other commercial ed-tech companies to 
enter new foreign markets quickly with scalable learning platforms and 
content. When prompted to provide guidance to entrepreneurs, he noted 
that the conditions brought about by the pandemic provided the right 
kind of set-up for “hypergrowth”, adding, “My advice – now is the time to 
open an educational technology company.”748 In statements, Chegg has 
noted that, as an ed-tech firm, it is driven by a desire to “provide services 
that create overwhelming value for academic and professional learners”. In 
the same statement, however, it added that its top priority is to “deliver on 
financial goals”.749 This guiding monetary obligation is not unique to Chegg. 
It is shared by commercial ed-tech firms regardless of their location, areas of 
focus, size or reach. It is simply the logic of any for-profit firm – the creation 
of value for investors.

China spotlight – private sector growth and 
subsequent regulation

Perhaps ground zero for soaring private sector growth in ed-tech was in 
China, home to approximately 340 million learners between pre-primary 
and tertiary education levels, most of them locked out of physical education 
institutions as the pandemic spread in early 2020 and periodically after 
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this as the virus flared in different localities deep into 2022.750 Ed-tech was a 
growth sector in China before 2020, but the health crisis launched it to new 
heights. Between 2018 and 2020, the ed-tech market grew close to 120 per 
cent, from a USD 22 billion industry to one valued at USD 48 billion.751 The 
school closures triggered by COVID-19 caused the number of daily active 
users of educational applications to increase by nearly 50 per cent between 
2019 and 2020, a jump that commentators called “staggering” and “a windfall  
rarely seen in any industry”.752 Indeed, massive investments poured into 
ed-tech firms. Venture capital firms such as Sequoia and Softbank, sovereign 
wealth funds such as Singapore’s Temasek, multinational technology 
corporations such as Tencent and Alibaba, private equity firms such as Jack 
Ma’s Yunfeng Capital, hedge funds, small-operation financial speculators and 
individual investors alike directed money into ed-tech companies serving 
the Chinese market.753

CompassList, a market research firm focused on technology start-up 
companies, estimated that nearly CNY 50 billion (approximately USD 7.7 
billion) flowed into the Chinese K–12 ed-tech sector in 2020 alone.754 This 
amount was estimated to be more than the cumulative capital inflows of the 
past decade.755 Analysis by CompassList indicated that over 80,000 ed-tech 
 start-ups were launched in China in 2020.756 As in other countries, ed-tech 
companies, boasting soaring user numbers and other impressive metrics 
of growth, such as page views, monthly visits and so forth, attracted 
unprecedented investment. Yuanfudao, an established online education 
platform that provides tutoring services primarily to Chinese primary 
and secondary students, raised over USD 2.2 billion after ten months of 
the pandemic.757 Near the end of 2020, the company was estimated to be 
worth USD 15.5 billion, making it the most valuable ed-tech firm in the 
world at the time, according to PitchBook, a financial data company.758 Other 
powerhouse Chinese ed-tech companies also used the pandemic to fuel 
fundraising. Zuoyebang, a company offering online courses, live lessons and 
homework assistance, raised nearly USD 3 billion in 2020 on an estimated 
value of USD 10 billion.759 According to the company, the service was reaching 
170 million active users monthly, and 50 million people were using the service 
each day. In late 2020, Zuoyebang’s paid live stream classes reached more 
than 10 million users – the equivalent of the entire K–12 student population 
in Germany. Near the end of 2020, 8 of the top 14 highly capitalized and 
privately held ed-tech companies in the world were based in China.760

Soaring valuations of Chinese ed-tech companies did not, however, 
always signal profitability. In fact, it almost never did. Industry researchers 
estimated that the ed-tech start-ups reliably generating profit represented 
just a sliver of the market, only 5 per cent of all ed-tech companies. Yu 
Minhong, an ed-tech investor and founder of the New Oriental Education 
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and Technology Group, told CompassList, “I still haven’t seen a sustainable 
business model in the online education sector. To earn one cent, companies 
have to spend two cents first.”761 Much of the money raised by these 
companies was funnelled into advertising. Ads for ed-tech firms were 
ubiquitous in China starting in 2020. They appeared on billboards, in 
popular television shows, on social media feeds and in a wide array of 
other digital and online environments. Yuanfudao, for example, doubled 
marketing expenditures between 2019 and 2020, from CNY 500 million 
(USD 77 million) to CNY 1 billion (USD 155 million).762 The company also 
became an official sponsor of the 2022 Winter Olympic Games held in China, 
joining long-established companies like Intel, Toyota, Air China, Samsung, 
Coca-Cola. Sceptical observers called the advertising juggernaut a “cash-
burning competition” and documented signs of a speculative bubble.763 
Education professionals noted that money pouring into advertising was 
money that did not fund the development of improved teaching and 
learning content or new resources and technology to support students and 
teachers. It was instead money that flowed out of the education sector at a 
time of major educational disruptions. Nevertheless, money kept rushing 
into – and quickly out of – Chinese ed-tech firms into 2021.

In mid-2021, the Chinese government – concerned over the influx of 
financial speculation in ed-tech and the rising cost of digital education 
amid widespread perceptions that supplemental education, often delivered 
via ed-tech, was necessary for academic success – made a major policy 
change. Authorities banned companies and other entities that teach school 
curriculum subjects from making profits, raising capital, listing on stock 
exchanges worldwide or accepting foreign investment.764 This policy shift, 
announced by the General Office of the country’s Central Committee and 
the General Office of the State Council, effectively forced ed-tech firms to 
operate on a not-for-profit basis. The restrictions appear to have enjoyed 
strong public support and were, according to the government, designed 
to control the often excessive out-of-pocket costs parents incurred to 
supplement the education of their children. According to a 2018 estimate, 
Chinese parents were spending an average of USD 17,500 per year on 
extracurricular tutoring intended to confer competitive advantages to 
their children, and some were paying as much as USD 43,500 per year.765 
A separate 2020 report estimated that the average Chinese family spent 
11 per cent of annual family expenses on education services, much of 
it offered by for-profit ed-tech providers.766 This outlay was assumed 
to create disincentives for families to have children at a time when the 
Chinese government was expressing concerns over declining birth rates. 
Government officials explained the new policy as an attempt to bring 
education costs under control and “reduce the [financial] burden of students 
enrolled in compulsory education”.767 The legislation was widely referred to 
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as the Double Reduction policy, a shorthand for the longer policy name: 
“Opinions on Further Reducing the Workload of Students in Compulsory 
Education and the Burden of Off-Campus Tutoring”.768

Ed-tech business leaders and entrepreneurs called the policy U-turn a 
“worst-case scenario” and heavy-handed intervention that would stifle 
innovation and paralyse a nascent industry that was gaining momentum.769 
But the government was resolute, rationalizing its intervention as a 
mechanism to tame an out-of-control shadow education industry that 
had been “severely hijacked by capital” and was threatening “the nature 
of education as welfare”.770 Commentators supporting the government 
action noted that the government’s “strike” against the ed-tech industry 
was designed to rein in unscrupulous practices.771 These included false 
advertising and complex schemes companies used to attract new users, 
such as offering learners heavily subsidized subscriptions to online classes 
on a trial basis and making the fees excessively expensive once the trial 
period ended. Ye Liu, a sociologist who studies educational inequality in 
China, interpreted the policy shift as an instrument, however blunt, to 
“respond to the concerns of the poor” burdened by the perception that they 
need to spend large sums of money to provide educational advantages 
to their children. Michael Norris, the leader of a consumer and technology 
research organization focused on China, saw the “crackdown” as strategy to 
eradicate “tech-mediated harm” in education.772 By any analysis, the decision 
had immediate and sweeping financial consequences. Many of the country’s 
largest ed-tech firms saw their market values plunge by around 75 per cent, 
more or less overnight.773 Analysts at Goldman Sachs quickly adjusted their 
valuation of China’s largely ed-tech-based private education market from 
USD 100 billion to USD 24 billion.774 The policy action in China was a rare 
instance of muscular government intervention to pump the breaks on the 
privatization of education services that accompanied the forced switch to 
digital modes of teaching and learning during the pandemic.

“The surge in EdTech spending brought on by COVID-19 is expected to re-
calibrate to a longer-term integration of digital technologies, and transition to 
much higher adoption of online education over the coming years.” 

– Patrick Brothers, co-CEO at HolonIQcxxxiii

The unprecedented growth experienced by private sector companies 
featured in the country spotlights were far from outliers. Almost every 
country saw select ed-tech corporations boom during pandemic school 
closures, even if the unique regulations instituted by China dramatically 
curbed financial speculation and investment in the sector.
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The year 2021 provided regular reminders that the ed-tech industry was 
continuing to rocket to new financial height. Following Coursera’s example, 
numerous ed-tech firms listed on public stock market exchanges. Examples 
included Duolingo,775 PowerSchool,776 Nerdy777 and Instructure,778 among 
others. A November 2021 headline in PitchBook, a broker of financial data 
and insights, read: “Edtech backers rewarded as IPO pipeline heats up”. 
PitchBook estimated that so much venture capital had flowed into the 
sector that the number of ed-tech unicorns, had nearly doubled between 
2020 and 2021.779

Larger technology companies that counted schools and ministries of 
education as customers also saw ballooning growth and profit throughout 
2020 and 2021. Zoom, for example, documented a thirtyfold profit 
increase in a single year of the pandemic, from USD 22 million in 2019 
to USD 672 million in 2020.780 Several MOOC providers, in addition to 
Coursera, experienced comparable “exponential growth”.781 Class Central, 
a MOOC aggregator, had 9 million users visiting the site at the end of 
April 2020 compared to just 500,000 at the end of February 2020, the 
last pre-pandemic month in most countries.782 Udemy, a for-profit MOOC 
provider offering a large repository of learning and training courses, saw 
its consumer base grow by 425 per cent in the weeks following the start 
of the COVID-19 crisis.783 New users came onto the platform faster in India, 
Italy and Spain than the USA, where the company is based, exemplifying 
the global reach of ed-tech providers.784 In late 2021, Udemy completed, 
according to Bloomberg, an ambitious and successful IPO, raising over 
USD 420 million at a valuation of USD 4 billion.785 This USD 4 billion valuation 
figure was approximately the same amount governments and corporations 
cumulatively pledged to the Global Partnership for Education during 
its 2021 fundraising summit.786 This meant that a single commercial ed-
tech company was worth more than the world’s largest fund dedicated to 
supporting under-resourced education systems globally for the next five 
years.

“We believe for-profit businesses in the education industry are well-positioned 
to benefit from the global theme of rising demand for advanced education.” 

–Pedro Palandrani, director of research, Global X Education ETFcxxxiv

Apart from enriching individual companies, the pandemic cemented ed-
tech as a distinct branch of financial markets and one ripe for speculation 
and growth. Soon after the start of the COVID-19 crisis, two different 
exchange-traded funds (ETFs) dedicated to ed-tech were launched: Global 
X Education ETF (EDUT) was listed on the Nasdaq Exchange in July 2020, 
and Rize Education Tech and Digital Learning ETF (LERN) was listed on the 
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London Stock Exchange a few months later in September 2020.787 These 
funds came on the heels of an earlier ed-tech fund, Edutainment Equity 
Fund, launched by Credit Suisse in September 2019, which saw its share 
prices double between March 2020 and early 2021.788 These financial 
instruments were noteworthy because they offered investors an easy way 
to bet on ed-tech without having to select individual corporations. The 
funds further provided financial professionals tools to consolidate interest 
in the continued growth and proliferation of the ed-tech industry. The 
prospectuses and market materials announcing the new ed-tech ETFs 
were not shy about identifying the pandemic as a catalyst for short-term 
growth as well as attractive long-term gains. A company brochure on the 
Global X Education ETF called COVID-19-induced school closures “the most 
immediate use case” for ed-tech and projected that “social distancing will 
remain a consistent theme even after the pandemic runs its course”. The 
brochure further elaborated an investment case for ed-tech on the grounds 
that education expenditures might gradually shift away from schooling as 
a place-based experience and towards digital experiences. It stated that 
virtual classrooms were a promising business opportunity because they 
“remove the costly physical aspects of some education mediums” and would 
“exclude high-cost budget items like room, board and transportation”. 
The brochure concluded that the global education industry was “ripe for 
transformation” and offered unique “opportunities for for-profit companies” 
that investors could “access” through the ETF.789 Ben Williamson, a scholar of 
education, highlighted the significance of ed-tech ETFs in his popular Code 
Acts in Education blog. He explained that because ETFs act as “gatekeepers” 
and define which companies from the wider ed-tech sector are eligible 
for inclusion in the funds, they are “shaping the edtech market”. With the 
ever-increasing influence of ed-tech, Williamson argued, ETFs such as Global 
X Education and Rize Learning have, to a significant degree, “positioned 
themselves to reshape education itself”.790

The rapid rise in financial gain and power for for-profit ed-tech companies 
during the pandemic stood in stark contrast to the chronic underfunding 
of public education globally. COVID-19 created a split screen view of 
financing directed to education. On one screen, capital was flooding into 
commercial and profit-oriented ed-tech corporations. On the other, public 
sector financing of education was slowing, and in some deeply indebted and 
low-income countries, it was collapsing. In 2020 and 2021, as the pandemic 
spread unsparingly, emergency spending to prop up various sectors and 
services rarely supported education. UNESCO estimates that less than 
1 per cent of public money in COVID-19 stimulus packages was directed to 
education.791 Simultaneously, however, massive sums of money poured into 
private sector ed-tech companies, such that many of them doubled or tripled 
in value, generating large profits for financial speculators and other investors.
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It is difficult to overstate the financial power that technology companies 
involved in ed-tech amassed during the pandemic, even if investments 
cooled considerably as the pandemic and government stimulus spending 
wound down in 2022 only to pick up again in 2023. At the beginning of 2022, 
the market valuations of just two of the largest publicly traded technology 
companies, Apple and Microsoft, exceeded the annual expenditure on 
education and training for the entire world, projected at USD 5.4 trillion or 
around 6 per cent of the global GDP. In early 2022, Apple became the first-
ever company to reach a market valuation of USD 3 trillion.792 It took Apple  
42 years to reach a USD 1 trillion valuation (1976 to 2018), an additional  
48 months to add another USD 1 trillion (August 2018 to August 2020), and 
a mere 16 months during the COVID-19 pandemic (August 2020 to January 
2022) to add a further USD 1 trillion.793 According to the World Bank, only six 
countries in the world have GDPs over USD 3 trillion: the USA, China, Japan, 
Germany, the UK and India.794 Apple and other technology companies with 
trillion or multibillion USD valuations have openly identified education as 
a growth market and a driver of future revenue. Their financial influence is 
without comparison.

CORPORATE DEPENDENCIES AND 
REDUCED GOVERNMENT OVERSIGHT

Across countries, the rapid adoption of ed-tech for remote learning during 
the pandemic deepened the education sector’s reliance on private providers 
of technology products and services. School closures pushed education into 
corporately controlled ed-tech ecosystems, accelerating the privatization 
of teaching and learning. As remote, technology-first learning models 
stretched from early 2020 deep into 2021 and 2022, it became increasingly 
evident that the growing influence of private providers in education was, 
in many contexts, undermining education as an inclusive and equitably 
distributed public good guaranteed by the state.

In 2016, Kishore Singh, the then UN Special Rapporteur on the right to 
education, cautioned that a growing reliance on digital technology risked 
pushing education towards heightened or even exclusive reliance on 
corporate for-profit providers. In a 2016 report to the Human Rights Council, 
he observed that the education sector’s mounting and misguided faith in 
the ability of technology to solve complex educational challenges quickly, 
cheaply and easily was catalysing the commercialization of education. 
The report warned that mainstream models of online learning would, if 
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left unchecked, “weaken public provision of education” and, in lockstep, 
“promote the privatization and commercialization of public education”. The 
report went on to advise that digital technologies not be “allowed to erode 
the concept of education as a public good”, and the Special Rapporteur 
recommended more “prescriptive, prohibitive and punitive regulations on 
the use of digital technology in education” in order to prevent education 
from becoming another consumer good dictated by market logics. 
While Singh expressed worries that “distance education formats” might 
“undermine human values in education” and chip away at commitments to 
assure free and high-quality public education for all, he imagined that this 
would be a gradual process.795 Little did he imagine that a global pandemic, 
lurking just around the corner, would vastly accelerate and give global 
scope to the privatization trends he foresaw.

The rapid growth of private and for-profit ed-tech providers entering the 
education sector during the pandemic was met with deep concern in 
the education community. Many school leaders, teachers and education 
scholars felt that new technology-first and technology-dependent models 
of teaching and learning were quickly dismantling norms that place 
education beyond market logics of services, products, profit and loss. These 
models, they worried, were subverting education’s special status as a public 
good and a human right and risked contorting teaching and learning into a 
commercial services and products that would ebb and flow according to the 
whims of markets. The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to education in 
2020, Koumbou Boly Barry, warned early in the pandemic that “the massive 
arrival of private actors through digital technology should be considered 
as a major danger for education systems and the right to education for 
all in the long term”.796 In a 2022 report on the impact of digitalization on 
education, Boly Barry again concluded that the privatization dangers she 
had flagged at the outset of the pandemic were no longer on the horizon 
but were rather a here-and-now reality. She observed that education 
technology companies were “embedding private logics” in public 
institutions of education. She further noted that public education was likely 
to face increasing pressure from large technology corporations and rich 
philanthropists that “aim to find ways of combining education and profit”.797

Academics, too, were quick to sound the alarm about the tech industry’s 
“pandemic profiteering”, claiming it was “morally unjustifiable for tech 
companies to walk away from the pandemic with massive profits while 
schools are burdened with debt”.798 Williamson observed that commercial 
actors were leveraging the health crisis to “actively reorganize public 
education as a market for its products, platforms and services” with a view 
to reshape public education around private providers and consolidate gains 
in market share resulting from the shock of school closures.799 On occasion, 
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even ed-tech business leaders expressed similar views. The former CEO of a 
multinational technology services and consulting company based in India, 
for instance, called for a halt to celebrations of value creation in the ed-tech 
industry by asking: “Is it right to start seeing education as a business for 
people to invest in for huge returns? Are the days of ‘Education for Good’ 
getting replaced by ‘Education for Profit’?”800

“In many cases, the beneficiaries of the digitalization of education may well be 
businesses, not students or society.” 

– Koumbou Boly Barry, UN Special Rapporteur on the right to educationcxxxv

In some countries, the turn towards the private sector for ed-tech services 
threw into question the role of states and governments to assure the right 
to education in the context of the pandemic. While some governments kept 
a steady and controlling hand on the provision of education by rolling out 
public, free and open online learning supports for students and teachers 
while simultaneously developing plans to reopen schools quickly, others 
found themselves stepping back from direct provision and towards new 
roles as brokers for large companies. Governments sometimes established 
formal contracts with private providers of digital education services to help 
fulfil right-to-education obligations, but more often, they cleared regulatory 
pathways to provide ed-tech companies permissions and allowances 
that afforded them wide access to students, teachers and families. In 
many countries, the shift to online learning amounted to little more than 
ministries of education instructing students and teachers to start using 
‘free’ commercial services provided by private sector businesses. A study 
conducted by Human Rights Watch identified 163 ed-tech products and 
services formally recommended by 49 countries, the vast majority of which 
were created and controlled by non-government entities, usually private 
and for-profit businesses.801

This established dependencies that linked the right to education to the 
operation and health of for-profit businesses. When control over education 
exchange was offloaded to corporations such as Microsoft, Google, 
Facebook (Meta) and Zoom, problems with these providers could – and did 
– disrupt the learning of millions. This was seen, for example, when Zoom 
ceased to work temporarily when students in the northern hemisphere 
returned to distance learning after the summer break in 2020. The outage, 
associated with a surge in educational use of the utility, prevented students 
around the world from accessing synchronous instruction.802 While the issue 
was quickly resolved, it demonstrated the hazards of building so much 
educational infrastructure around a single privately controlled platform. 
Zoom declined to specify the cause of the outage, an option that would 
not have been available to most public providers of essential services. 
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Similarly, in October 2021, Facebook and its multiple subsidiaries, including 
Messenger, WhatsApp and Instagram, went dark for multiple hours, 
momentarily cutting off millions of learners from education services that 
relied on these products as a technical backbone.

Around the world, careful public sector oversight was often missing when 
teaching and learning moved online. Many governments simply hoped 
private service providers would be able to support the weight of public 
education, and when these providers encountered problems, there was 
little governments could do beyond hope they would become operational 
again quickly. Recognizing their precarious reliance on commercial ed-tech 
companies, some governments actively assisted them by, for example, 
brushing away regulatory barriers or adopting flexible interpretations of 
existing legislation intended to assure the online safety and data protection 
of children. In the UK, laws passed to ensure that commercial interests 
do not outweigh children’s interests, as well as rules and agreements to 
prevent children from receiving marketing and advertising messages during 
their learning, were not rigorously applied to ed-tech providers during 
the pandemic, according to analysis by the Digital Futures Commission. 
The commission found that while it was generally thought that the rules, 
packaged in a statutory code of practice, “would apply to all EdTech”, there 
was “ample leeway for EdTech providers to judge their products out of 
scope” of the relevant legislation.803 It is telling that many governments did 
not announce until 2022, after schools had largely reopened, that powerful 
commercial ed-tech providers such as Google and ClassDojo were out of 
compliance with legislation that existed before 2020, such as the General 
Data Protection and Regulation (GDPR) laws active in Europe since 2018. 
Citing GDPR violations, regulators in Denmark, for example, issued a ban on 
the use of Google products in public schools in July 2022, well after the peak 
of educational disruptions wrought by the pandemic.804

Countries came to recognize that their heavy or sometimes singular reliance 
on private providers introduced risks that were challenging to regulate in 
educational contexts. Reports that commercial online learning platforms 
were being flooded with inappropriate advertising, featuring, in some 
instances, violent or pornographic content, soared in lockstep with the 
pandemic-era shift to digital learning.805 So, too, did privacy breaches. But 
because private providers of educational content were often shielded from 
the rules and regulations that would normally apply to digital services 
providers, they tended to enjoy looser privacy controls. Learners remained 
connected to these services, despite their problems, because there was 
rarely a viable public alternative.
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“We don’t monetize the things we create. We monetize users.” 

– Andy Rubin, creator of Androidcxxxvi

Countries’ reliance on ‘free’ ed-tech services, such as Google Classroom, 
often weakened public control over them. If governments were paying for 
an ed-tech solution, they might rightly expect to have some say over its 
design, use and terms of service. Yet because many of these services were 
free to use, governments found themselves in a weak negotiating position. 
Requests directed to ed-tech providers, often enormous multinational 
companies, tended to be framed as favours rather than directives. The 
only real stick governments had was regulation, but rules proved difficult 
to enforce even when governments were motivated to do so. In some 
instances, this was because ed-tech companies operated from outside 
the countries where their services were being used, complicating issues 
of liability and compliance. In other instances, it was because existing 
regulations were years, if not decades, behind the new technologies that 
were being deployed during the pandemic for educational purposes. 
Compounding this challenge, corporations devised terms and conditions 
and adopted other practices to skirt existing regulations.

In instances when school systems did pay for services, they often found 
themselves buying credits, licences and subscriptions rather than digital 
products they could own, alter and use for unlimited durations. They were, 
in effect, renters and not owners and, as such, they had limited options 
to modify or optimize the technology, platform or content being used 
for education. Customization features that did exist, often enabled little 
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more than cosmetic changes, alterations to a colour-scheme for instance. 
The subscription payments, or ‘rent’, due at regular intervals, had to be 
indefinitely paid or the service could be shut down with a flip of a switch. 
Prices were often assessed per student, giving ed-tech companies financial 
incentives to grow quickly and lock in existing customers.

Private companies that supported education for much of the pandemic 
frequently resisted making major structural and design changes to adapt 
widely used products and services to better accommodate teaching and 
learning. Educators often had clear ideas about what extended functionality 
and options would make general purpose applications more supportive 
of synchronous instruction at a distance. As one example, early in the 
pandemic, teachers and other educational stakeholders pushed Zoom to 
build a separate education-focused product using its core technology.806 
While Zoom could support remote instruction, its design and functionality 
tended to reflect the needs of white-collar businesses rather than schools. 
The requests coming from the education sector went largely unheeded. 
Anne Keehn, Zoom’s global lead for education, told the publication Fast 
Company that the corporation’s core priority was to educate teachers on 
the features Zoom has, not to develop new software for specific use in 
educational contexts.807

Even when companies showed a willingness to make changes that would 
strengthen the educational utility of products and services, this was not 
always possible due to the multiple layers of technology and corporate 
dependencies. During the pandemic, huge numbers of ed-tech providers 
relied on a single company for the cloud computing and data processing 
that powered their respective services: Amazon. While many people think 
of Amazon as an online retailer, its primary profit engine is a subsidiary 
called Amazon Web Services (AWS). In 2020, AWS generated 60 per cent 
of Amazon’s operating profits even though it accounted for only 12 per 
cent of the corporation’s total revenue.808 The dominant position that AWS 
holds in the sector is, according to education scholars Ben Williamson, 
Kalervo Gulson, Carolo Perrotta and Kevin Witzenberger, akin to a state-like 
corporation that influences education through a connective architecture 
of cloud computing, infrastructure and platform technologies.809 These 
scholars detail how AWS, aided by the education sector’s increased 
reliance on digital services triggered by the pandemic, cemented itself as 
an “essential technical substrate” of teaching, learning and educational 
administration. Because AWS provides the technical backbone for most 
ed-tech solutions, even those that might not seem to have any outward 
connection to Amazon, the company has asserted itself as a “cloud landlord 
for the education sector” capable of “governing the ways schools, colleges 
and edtech companies can access and use cloud services and digital data, 
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while promoting a transformational vision of education in which its business 
interests might thrive”.810

While the ways that public education was platformed by private and for-profit  
ed-tech companies during the pandemic has been well documented, 
what is less discussed is that many of these companies were themselves 
platformed by AWS. Amazon controlled the hosting, storage, processing and 
analytic tools necessary for smaller companies to operate. This established, 
as Williamson and his co-authors explain, new types of reliance and 
technical lock-ins, whereby functionalities offered by third-party education 
platform companies could “only exist according to the contractual rules 
and cloud capacities and constraints of AWS”.811 These rules, capacities 
and constraints, while capable of accommodating education, were hardly 
optimized for it. AWS provides foundational digital services to organizations 
across a wide range of sectors and is therefore not honed for education 
specifically. Yet because AWS provides the technical foundations for so much 
ed-tech, it exerted enormous influence on education during the pandemic 
and is in a commanding position to continuing influencing the digital 
futures of education beyond the pandemic. According to Williamson and 
his co-authors, the “infrastructural rearrangements” that thrust AWS into a 
central role in the education sector have solidified to such an extent that 
they would be extremely expensive and challenging to reverse, making AWS 
“the default digital architecture for governing education globally”.812 Never 
before has a for-profit corporation, surpassing the authority of schools, 
universities, ministries of education and potentially even states, played 
host to so many services and so much of the data that make education 
possible in digital spaces. As recently as 2010, schools and universities 
commonly controlled their own digital architecture – the servers, hard 
drives and processors that supported websites, student databases, learning 
management systems, teacher portals and so forth. But these services were 
quickly outsourced to AWS via a constellation of commercial and consumer-
facing ed-tech solutions before and especially during the pandemic. 
Education quite literally slipped out of the hands of public authorities and 
into the laps of technology corporations accountable to private investors.

“The governance of public sector and its institutions is becoming increasingly 
dependent on the standards and conditions set by multinational big tech 
corporations like Amazon and Google.” 
– Ben Williamson, Kalervo N. Gulson, Carlo Perrotta and Kevin Witzenberger, education 
scholarscxxxvii

Due to their outsize influence, large ed-tech companies tended to have an 
upper hand over governments in shaping the legal terms and agreements 
that facilitated the rapid deployment of remote education services in 
response to school closures. School systems tended to have limited 
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familiarity purchasing digital products and services and would often sign 
a template agreement provided by a corporate provider rather than insist 
on their own agreement. Typically, government contracts with outside and 
private sector vendors would contain various protections and restrictions 
including, for example, carefully worded clauses concerning issues such 
as accessibility, data protection, safety and liability. But public authorities 
commonly lacked pre-prepared agreements for digital education services. 
These agreements tended only to cover the provision of material goods that 
schools and universities were more accustomed to bidding and purchasing. 
Unsurprisingly, when a corporate ed-tech provider provided the base 
contract for a legal agreement, it tended to afford the company generous 
privileges and protections, including limited responsibility for problems 
such as software failures or data breaches.

But more often, institutional contractual processes were bypassed 
altogether, due to the time pressures imposed by the pandemic. In their 
place, individual students and their families were asked, if not explicitly 
instructed, to enter into direct agreements with private ed-tech providers 
and other general-service technology companies. According to research 
conducted by Human Rights Watch, these agreements commonly included 
language that required users to forfeit their data and privacy.813 This put 
students in the unusual of position of having to consent to legal agreements 
to continue their education, including students who were too young to 
have sufficient reading skills to comprehend multiple pages of terms and 
conditions of use.

With large volumes of student and teacher data moving into various 
proprietary and private systems due to prolonged school closures, it 
became harder for schools to break away from using them. Education 
systems around the world became more and more reliant on the decisions 
and designs of ed-tech providers, and the public sector was left with very 
little control over what education could or should look like for students in 
digital environments. These decisions increasingly rested with corporate 
executives working to generate value for private investors as a first-order 
priority. While profit motives can – and within the context of the pandemic, 
almost certainly did – motivate companies to innovate and build superior 
ed-tech products beneficial to learners and teachers, these were motives 
that had, in most national contexts, been kept at arm’s length within the 
education sector. It was a sector where, historically, cooperation, public 
investment and trust, rather than the logic of business competition, had 
been the main engine of national efforts to assure and expand the human 
right to education. The closure of schools and the shift to ed-tech during the 
pandemic turned this dynamic on its head.
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“New kinds of technical arrangements, introduced as temporary emergency 
solutions but positioned as persistent transformations, have affected how 
teaching is enacted, and established private and commercial providers as 
essential infrastructural intermediaries between educators and students.” 

– Ben Williamson and Anna Hogan, education scholarscxxxviii

CULTIVATING CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR IN 
STUDENTS, FAMILIES AND TEACHERS

Among the most profound impacts of the pandemic shift to ed-tech was 
the amplification and normalization of consumer behaviour in education. 
Around the world, students, schools, teachers and families were positioned 
as customers or providers of educational goods and services operating in a 
competitive marketplace. Education that had been previously understood 
and treated as a largely collective and community endeavour, sustained 
with public resources and services that were shared and managed at 
national, state and local levels, was often recast as a private commercial 
good when it moved online. Corporations marketed and sold a wide variety 
of ‘solutions’ to support learning and knowledge development in order to 
generate profit. As this occurred, community control and stewardship over 
education were weakened and, in some instances, evaporated completely.

The strong associations between the digitalization of learning and the 
entry of commercial logics in education were well documented before the 
start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Observers noted that when education 
moved into digital spaces, it often took the form of a transactional client-
consumer relationship. Many for-profit ed-tech providers were accustomed 
to seeing digital education as a marketplace where buyers and suppliers 
negotiated terms and prices, like other digital marketplaces, such as those 
for entertainment. Albert Hitchcock, the chief operating and technology 
officer at Pearson, one of the world’s largest corporations focused on 
education, explained in 2018 that the company’s main mission was to 
“transform education through the digital medium” and that this would 
be accomplished by delivering “a competitive digital experience” to 
“consumers” and “institutional customers”, where ‘consumers’ meant learners, 
and ‘institutional customers’ meant schools and universities. Inspired by 
other platform businesses such as Netflix and Spotify, Pearson, along with 
many of its competitors, sought to develop a “highly scalable” and “global” 
digital destination to provide education to millions of learners on a fee 
basis.814
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With these business plans unfolding in plain sight, human rights advocates 
called critical attention to the cosiness between the digitalization of 
education and its commercialization. In 2016, for instance, the UN 
Special Rapporteur on the right to education Kishore Singh warned that 
the use of digital technologies in formal learning was cultivating “more 
consumer-oriented attitudes” towards education. He further explained 
that the global ed-tech actors were treating teaching and learning as 
profit-driven activities.815 These trends accelerated greatly when schools 
closed globally due to the pandemic and pushed education online, often 
exclusively. Technology-mediated education was no longer a choice. Largely 
unregulated digital spaces, predominately controlled by corporations and 
governed by market logics, suddenly went from merely supplementing 
or complementing public education to upholding it. With little warning, 
education lurched away from a known and usually trusted public institution 
– a local school – and into a space that felt more like a chaotic shopping 
bazaar than a tightly regulated service guaranteed by the state. By mid-
2022, Koumbou Boly Barry, the UN Special Rapporteur who succeeded 
Kishore Singh, explained that the digitalization of education had become 
so closely linked to the marketization of education that, for many observers, 
the two could no longer be separated.816

“Education policy and education reform are no longer simply a battleground of 
ideas, they are a financial sector, increasingly infused by and driven by the logic 
of profit.” 

– Stephen Ball, professor of education, University College Londoncxxxix

The commercialization and consumerization of education during the 
pandemic was facilitated by a presumption that the ideal model for digital 
learning was each student using a unique device, one that would not be 
shared with others. Scheduling for online distance education reinforced 
this view. Start times for synchronous online classes routinely overlapped 
for students in different grades, effectively forcing families to have 
unique devices for children in different grade levels. If there was only one 
device and classes were running concurrently, at least one child would 
be unable to participate. This contrasted with the staggered schedules 
that were characteristic of television and radio broadcasts of educational 
content, such that content targeting primary grade level students played 
at a different time of day than content targeting secondary grade level 
students, a scheduling arrangement that allowed children at different 
grade levels to share a single television or radio and still participate in 
remote learning. The pedagogies of digital distance learning also tended to 
buttress understandings that every student should have a unique device. 
The instruction offered in applications, platforms and synchronous learning 
spaces used during the pandemic almost always took it for granted that one 
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learner was using a device, rather than two or more learners, even though 
there are digital pedagogies to support multiple learners that are using a 
single device or screen concurrently – pedagogies that can reinforce notions 
that learning is a social process, relational and most effectively conducted 
with others.

Reflecting these assumptions, governments around the world launched 
huge procurement programmes to equip school-age children with 
dedicated devices, such as Google Chromebooks. The one-to-one ratio of 
students per device helped turn learners into individual consumers that 
could be tracked, profiled and ultimately targeted with marketing and 
advertisements, if not necessarily inside learning spaces, then outside of 
them, where students invariably navigated. This arrangement formed the 
basis of a complex global ecosystem of digital advertising that, across 
industries and sectors, was estimated to be worth over USD 375 billion in 
2020 and over USD 450 billion in 2021.817 It established profit incentives 
for ed-tech providers to attract as many users as possible and keep them 
engaged for the longest possible durations. Quite predictably, this in 
turn led to a rush of marketing to get learners to sign up for and start 
using commercial ed-tech apps. Money spent on marketing, educational 
professionals were quick to observe, was money not spent on improving 
digital education offerings. It rushed instead to companies that sold digital 
advertising.

The shift to connected technology further presented families ways to 
instantly purchase learning content and services outright for individual 
children, an activity that had certainly been possible offline but tended to 
require significantly more time and effort, such as finding, engaging and 
scheduling an in-person tutor. In the digital space, though, purchasing 
education had never been easier, with families around the world in 
possession of devices connected to app stores that were seamlessly linked 
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to bank accounts and credit cards. A click and a swipe could initiate a paid 
education service or, alternately, a free service that generated profit through 
data harvesting and targeted advertising.

Since at least the 1990s, the organization and technical architecture of 
the internet has been gradually optimized to treat users as consumers 
and to spin off profit from their online activity. It should not have come 
as a surprise, then, that when the internet played host to education at a 
global scale during the pandemic, learning became governed by logics 
and technical processes that tended to view students as commodities 
that could be monetized. Although there were sites and platforms that 
offered something akin to a digital commons for education and knowledge 
dissemination, Wikipedia being perhaps the most prominent example, 
these were outliers. The default ed-tech experience tended instead to 
treat learners as individual consumers and to extract profit from them in 
exchange for services.

This model for digital education stood in contrast to broadcast modes of 
remote learning also used during the pandemic. The broadcast model 
tended to anticipate collective use of hardware, such as televisions or radios, 
and presented fewer options to commercialize and profit from education. 
The challenges of individualizing users and treating them as distinct 
consumers meant that education delivered via broadcast technology 
tended to be less commercial. While education broadcasts on television 
and radio sometimes featured advertisements, these were targeted to a 
general audience and not aimed with laser precision at individuals whose 
personal data had been harvested, as was typical in many online education 
environments.

Similarly, when education is conducted in face-to-face settings, students are 
rarely treated as consumers. Brick-and-mortar public schools – both public 
and private – usually have rules in place to prevent actors, whether those 
embedded in education or outside of it, from overtly treating students and 
their families as consumers and submitting education to the full force of 
business logics. Even the most market-oriented for-profit schools do not, for 
example, affix screens to the desks of individual students and intermittently 
play personalized advertisements, as YouTube and other commercial online 
platforms hosting learning content do routinely.

“‘Personalized learning’ on a machine is an oxymoron.” 

– Diane Ravitch, education historiancxl
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With masses of learners newly in possession of connected hardware during 
the pandemic, ed-tech providers seized an unprecedented opportunity 
to market and provide services to students and their families directly, 
bypassing schools. This represented a shift from standard pre-pandemic 
modes of operation. Before COVID-19, ed-tech companies, especially the 
bigger and more established ones, largely transacted with institutions, 
namely schools, school districts or national ministries of education. 
While institutional agreements helped ed-tech firms secure large deals 
and sometimes for long durations, the agreements tended to be hard to 
negotiate and routinely encountered cumbersome approval processes 
and hurdles related to budget uncertainties and compliance issues. Many 
companies often wanted to circumnavigate these processes and adopt a 
direct-to-consumer business model. The pandemic provided the tipping 
point. With schools closed and students learning from home, ed-tech 
providers sensed it was an optimal time to pivot their business away from 
institutional relationships with public education authorities and towards 
individuals. Pandemic disruptions also tended to suspend the authority 
of schools as intermediaries to connect young people to education 
services. Schools could be slow to act to lay institutional foundations for 
remote learning, and teachers and students found intermediate and ad 
hoc solutions on their own. Ed-tech providers launched direct marketing, 
outreach and advertising campaigns to pick up student and teacher users in 
the vacuum created by school closures. This process repositioned learners 
and families as stand-alone consumers and subtly encouraged them to 
develop consumer behaviours and attitudes as they sought to continue 
education.818 Business and marketing models targeting individuals yielded 
results and proliferated in 2020 and 2021 and remained widespread 
in 2022. They often catalysed more significant rises in user growth and 
profit than older approaches of selling ed-tech products to schools and 
school systems.819 Although the change promised to carry some benefits 
for learners, such as expanded choice, it also left families vulnerable to 
commercial exploitation and interference while they pursued knowledge 
and the right to education.

“Everyone that has a direct-to-student outreach is reporting a huge growth.” 

– Paul Freedman, CEO and co-founder of an education consulting firmcxli

Consumer protection and human rights groups recognized these new 
vulnerabilities as education became more and more reliant on commercial 
ed-tech providers. In April 2020, as school closures were peaking globally, a 
consortium of around 30 civil society organizations, including Campaign for 
a Commercial-Free Childhood, Consumer Action, Corporate Accountability, 
Digital Rights Foundation and Parents Together, penned an open letter 
calling on governments to safeguard education from corporate overreach 
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and shield learners from actors “who see them only as consumers”.  The 
authors implored public authorities to “procure and recommend only those 
technologies which openly demonstrate that they uphold children’s rights” 
and further called on them to offer secure online spaces for children to 
access knowledge “without commercial interference”. The letter included an 
appeal to private ed-tech providers asking them to refrain from “[misusing] 
the additional power that the [pandemic disruption to schooling] conveys 
on them, to further their commodification and use of children’s personal 
data, for their own purposes and to extract profit”.820

“States must take all effective measures, including particularly the adoption 
and enforcement of effective regulatory measures, to ensure the realisation 
of the right to education where private actors are involved in the provision of 
education.” 

– Overarching principle 4, Abidjan Principlescxlii

With governments ceding control of education to ed-tech providers 
in the face of massive school closures, various civil society groups and 
public education advocates evoked the Abidjan Principles to demand 
that governments more forcefully regulate private ed-tech companies to 
ensure the universal and equitable provision of education.821 Adopted in 
February 2019, the Abidjan Principles compiled and unpacked existing 
legal obligations that countries have regarding the delivery of education, 
with a particular focus on the roles and limitations of private actors in the 
provision of education. The principles were widely interpreted as an attempt 
to, if not compel, at least encourage governments to rein in the growing 
power and influence of commercial education providers. The very existence 
of the principles demonstrates that international education experts were 
worried enough about an acceleration of consumerization trends and the 
encroachments of non-state entities in education to devote a three-year 
consultative process to the topic and, ultimately, ring alarm bells calling for 
more vigilant public oversight. It is significant that the Abidjan Principles 
were formulated before the pandemic. Had states been satisfactorily 
regulating private and often for-profit entities, there would have been less 
need for the principles and the various advocacy campaigns organized 
around them. They stand as an implicit admission that many governments 
were not doing enough to provide free and public education or to regulate 
private education providers that were, in many contexts, filling the gap, even 
before COVID-19. As the pandemic took hold and greatly elevated reliance 
on private ed-tech providers, this failure to act to protect against rapid 
consumerization tilted education further into the hands of private actors 
and exposed learners and families to new risks.
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Recalling the Abidjan Principles and other frameworks, human rights 
groups noted that although students would seem to warrant expanded 
consumer protections when education was conducted digitally with 
commercial providers, these protections were often poorly defined and, in 
some instances, less robust than protections afforded to consumers of more 
established digital services, such as online banking and online shopping. 
A lot of the most important rules to protect consumers from bad actors 
had been shaped in a pre-digital era and were difficult to apply to ed-tech 
providers that were not operating classes or tutoring services conducted 
in person and at fixed geographic locations. Beyond this, the nascent legal 
frameworks that did exist to provide protections and recourse for consumers 
of digital goods and services rarely differentiated between adult and child 
consumers, a distinction that was meaningful when it concerned ed-tech 
providers. Prior to the pandemic, children had not historically been regular 
‘consumers’ of digital services, even if this had been changing with the rapid 
expansion of inexpensive mobile connectivity and growing acceptance of 
child and youth participation in social media and other digital realms.

Vacillating responses to ed-tech regulation during the pandemic 
belied confusion about how education, once moved to digital spaces 
and mediated by commercial providers, was to be regulated and what 
regulations applied. Standard practices to protect consumers, including 
transparent disclosure on products and services, detailed information 
about companies, accuracy of marketing and advertising materials, and 
obligations to allow and redress grievances, were not always applied to 
ed-tech companies. In India, for instance, courts in the country, prior to the 
pandemic, had taken a conflicting view on whether educational institutions 
provide a ‘service’ and are, therefore, governed by the provisions of national 
consumer protection laws. In 2020, India reinforced consumer protection 
rules for e-commerce to rein in fraud and poor-quality providers at a 
moment when ed-tech and other technology companies were growing 
rapidly during the pandemic.822 Yet the applicability of Indian e-commerce 
rules depends on the specificity of the business model that a particular 
company follows and therefore requires a case-by-case analysis to ascertain 
whether or not they apply.823 This establishes a grey area that limits the legal 
protections afforded to learners and teachers accessing services offered by 
ed-tech companies. Numerous voices in India have called for greater efforts 
to shield students and their families from the deceptive and unethical 
practices used by some private ed-tech providers, particularly concerning 
payment methods, refunds and advertising.824
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“We’re turning to the profit-driven internet as a tool to educate our children. 
We’re asking the internet of Netflix and TikTok, Verizon and Comcast, Amazon 
and Apple – a realm optimized for pleasure and productivity and commerce, at 
the expense of privacy and sanity and equity – to help us develop the minds of 
our young.” 

– Will Oremus, technology reportercxliii

The cultivation of consumer behaviour in education also heavily targets 
parents and caregivers who are encouraged to think and behave as 
consumers in a new market-driven education economy. This was especially 
the case for those who found themselves responsible, during periods of 
lockdown, isolation and quarantine, of supporting the remote learning of 
children and keeping them occupied and mentally stimulated. Families that 
were unable to access publicly provisioned online learning, because it was 
either not up and running or of low quality and reliability, took matters into 
their own hands, directing their children to use learning apps marketed 
directly to consumers. They could access these services for free, establish 
paid subscriptions or pay one-time fees to unlock ed-tech content. Ed-tech 
marketing strategists took advantage of the added sense of responsibility 
felt by parents and caregivers to assure the continuity of education. Parents 
were described by companies as a “new key audience” to drive the growth 
of ed-tech products.825 EdSurge, a news outlet devoted to ed-tech and 
the future of learning, observed that BYJU’S, the provider of India’s most 
widely used commercial learning app, was effective at picking up new 
subscribers by ensuring marketing was “attuned to the psyche of parents” 
and by “creating whimsical and, at other times, emotionally compelling 
commercials that tap into both parents’ worries about whether their kids are 
learning and kids’ passion for handheld devices”. This tailored and direct-to-
consumer advertising would help ensure, as EdSurge phrased it in July 2021, 
that the “next wave of edtech will be very, very big – and global”.826

Some ed-tech providers offered free content or provided a temporary 
suspension of fees during the pandemic, usually as part of wider strategies 
to pick up users that they could later transition to paid services. But many 
providers required payment to access content. The fee structures were rarely 
simple. Families discovered that there were tiered packages to select from, 
such as platinum, gold, silver and bronze offerings, each unlocking different 
functionalities, layers of content and customization options. Other providers, 
following a software-as-service business model, offered subscriptions of 
various durations with different prices for one-month, six-month, one-
year and lifetime subscriptions. Even distinctions between free and paid 
content were muddied by apps that offered free access to some content but 
required payment to unlock ‘premium’ learning content. Internet parenting 
forums delineated strategies to jump to and from different apps that offered 
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time-limited free trials to avoid incurring costs. Much of this paid content, 
and some of the free or ‘freemium’ content as well, promised to give learners 
a competitive advantage over their classmates. Accompanying advertising 
typically framed learning as an individual good and service, not the more 
pluralistic community good and service that school-based learning tended 
to emphasize.

Around the world, many caregivers felt compelled to pay for commercial 
solutions when it took governments time to roll out or scale up free public 
systems. In many countries, a freely accessible digital space to support 
public education never materialized, even two years or more into the 
pandemic. Pressure to produce public learning platforms on the internet 
often dissipated with the reopening of schools, and projects to develop 
public learning platforms in service of public education were shelved due 
to budget limitations and reduced urgency. This, in turn, helped ensure that 
the digital spaces of education would remain under the control or heavy 
influence of private and commercial providers.

“There are entirely too many education platforms to keep track of – my children 
work with 11 different types of software.” 

– Mother of five, USAcxliv

Furthermore, paid ed-tech applications were often deemed by many 
families to be of higher quality than free options, whether provided by the 
government or a non-state entity. Early in the crisis, many government-
established and government-run ed-tech platforms experienced problems, 
ranging from glitch-prone software to hard-to-navigate interfaces and 
slow speeds due to overwhelmed servers. The platforms sometimes failed 
outright or were compromised by cyberattacks – problems that, in some 
instances, were never fully resolved. Deep into 2020 and 2021, bugs in 
public learning platforms posed obstacles for the teachers and learners that 
were reliant on them. As one example, when France ordered a second round 
of school closures in April 2021 when COVID-19 cases spiked throughout 
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the country, many people signing into the government-endorsed remote 
learning platform Ma classe à la maison (My class at home) experienced 
the same problems they did during the first round of school closures a 
year earlier.827 Teachers and learners struggled with lag time navigating 
the system, and some users experienced a total inability to access the 
platform for up to three consecutive days due to repeated cyberattacks. 
Significant cybersecurity measures were undertaken by public authorities 
to improve the platform, but users on social media continued to report 
technical difficulties that could interfere with education.828 It is significant 
that these problems occurred in France, where the government dedicated 
considerable energy and investment to assure the public provision of 
education extended to digital spaces. Government supported online 
learning platforms crashed in other wealthy countries, too, such as in 
Australia.829 In poorer countries, public portals for distance and technology-
based education were sometimes so error-prone and disorganized that 
families often found them unusable. At the end of 2022, UNICEF reported 
that one-third of nationally developed platforms to support remote digital 
learning during the pandemic were not functional.830 Without other options, 
families often took educational matters into their own hands and came to 
rely on commercial ed-tech providers that promised a more seamless and 
orderly remote learning experience. Frustration with the sometimes very 
low quality and unreliability of free digital learning platforms and content 
gave validity to a view that commercial ed-tech options were superior. 
Tiered price options offered by commercial providers further supported 
perceptions that more expensive offerings were of a higher quality than less 
expensive options, reinforcing implicit and explicit messages that families 
can and perhaps should purchase education services according to their 
means, a view that is anathema to the principles that underlie the right to 
education.

Services provided by teachers regularly benefited commercial ed-tech 
companies and sometimes in opaque ways. For example, various ed-tech 
firms encouraged educators to record lessons that could be disseminated 
without their presence indefinitely and, in some instances, without their 
explicit approval. Compensation tended to be modest, if it was offered at 
all. Recordings of human teachers, complemented with other automated 
and on-demand learning resources, including AI ‘tutor’ chatbots and other 
dynamic tools, were bundled together as courses, units or modules and 
marketed to learners as stand-alone products that did not require the 
intervention or involvement of human teachers. In digital environments, 
the temporal and geographic remove of teachers could be so extreme that 
students were not always sure they were dealing with a live human teacher. 
This was poignantly exemplified in 2021 when a student at a university 
in Quebec, Canada, discovered that his art history professor, the assumed 
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instructor of a class being conducted remotely during the pandemic, had, 
in fact, died two years earlier. The university was using the professor’s 
recorded lectures, originally developed for use as complementary teaching 
tools, as the centrepiece for a distance education class. Writer Tamara 
Kneese, noted that while the incident in Quebec was particularly egregious, 
it raised “questions about copyright and control over faculty members’ 
online course materials and the various ways faculty labour within higher 
education is degraded and devalued”.831 The case further illustrated the 
ways that full reliance on remote digital learning could enable new means 
of appropriating teachers’ labour. Educational institutions and ed-tech 
firms alike had an expanded set of tools to separate human teachers 
from education services aimed at learners, a practice that almost always 
reduced costs by minimizing the expert involvement of teachers and the 
compensation this required.

“HI EXCUSE ME, I just found out the prof for this online course I’m taking *died in 
2019* and he’s technically still giving classes since he’s *literally my prof for this 
course* and I’m learning from lectures recorded before his passing.” 

– University student, Canadacxlv

Large technology companies regularly sought to educate teachers about 
how to leverage their products for educational purposes, often emphasizing 
the utility of using a suite of propriety applications or using integrated 
hardware and software solutions. Apple’s Distinguished Educator (ADE) 
programme is one such example. Established in 1995, this programme, 
according to its own promotional literature, aims to “recognize K–12 and 
higher-education pioneers who are using Apple technology to transform 
teaching and learning”. Educators selected for the programme through a 
competitive application process are described by Apple as being “active 
leaders from around the world helping other educators rethink what’s 
possible with iPad and Mac to make learning deeply personal for every 
student”. Numbering nearly 2,000 individuals across 43 countries, ADEs fulfil 
roles as “trusted advisors” who “work closely with Apple to foster innovation 
in education” as well “passionate advocates” and “global ambassadors” 
for leveraging Apple products to “develop and promote powerful ideas 
for improving teaching and learning worldwide”.832 While Apple’s ADE 
programme and others like it, including Google’s Certified Educator 
programme833 and Microsoft’s Educator programme,834 can create dynamic 
communities of practice and are often appreciated by teachers, they are 
tightly anchored to massive corporations. The outward quest for better 
education and improved pedagogy is, in effect, viewed through a branded 
lens.
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“A few exceptional teachers may become major contractors or part-owners of 
an education business, but the majority may become less and less important in 
the edtech space. Marketing managers and sales professionals are much more 
important to get new subscribers.”

– V. Santhakumar, professor, Azim Premji Universitycxlvi

Recognizing that the pandemic was forcing greater and more prolonged 
exposure to various digital tools, commercial ed-tech providers large 
and small were fast to roll out flash trainings for teachers to explain the 
educational utility of different services and products. These trainings 
facilitated and accelerated user uptake of proprietary ed-tech tools. Google’s 
Teach from Anywhere website, for example, launched at the peak of school 
closures in 2020, promised to give teachers and families “the tools and tips 
they need to help keep students learning”, yet on close inspection, all the 
tools recommended to accomplish this task were Google products. The site 
contained detailed guidance on how to use Google Meet, Chromebooks 
and Google Workspace for educational purposes as well as a video series 
to help teachers “solve key teaching and learning challenges with Google 
Classroom”. Under headings with questions such as “How do I manage a 
virtual classroom?”; “How do I make lessons accessible to all?”; “How do 
I keep my students engaged?”; and “How do I keep in touch with other 
teachers?” were links to tutorials on how to use various Google products. 
Much of the language contained in the Teach from Anywhere website was 
unabashedly promotional. The resources on Chromebooks, for instance, 
described the hardware this way: “Running on the fast, secure, and intuitive 
Chrome OS, Chromebooks are powerfully simple devices that help 
students and teachers be more productive and creative – whether they 
are at school, at home, or anywhere in between”.835 Google was hardly the 
only corporation to feature the ways its products could be deployed for 
education as schools closed globally. An article published on the Microsoft 
365 blog in March 2020, authored by the corporate vice-president, was titled 
“Helping teachers and students make the switch to remote learning” and, 
unsurprisingly, explained how to use Microsoft products for education.836 
Apple encouraged educators in the USA to schedule free, one-on-one virtual 
coaching sessions with company-employed and affiliated learning specialist 
early in the pandemic.837 These sessions, like other training resources Apple 
developed for educators, were effectively guides about how to leverage 
Apple’s hardware and software offerings for distance learning. Technology 
companies recognized that if teachers started using proprietary products 
and systems, they would, in many instances, use them with students and 
sometimes recommend them for bulk purchase by schools or universities. A 
teacher using a particular ed-tech app with just one single class might mean 
30 or more students gaining exposure to that app from a young age.
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“Don’t have a Google Workspace for Education account? Check out the schools 
tab to learn how your administrator can sign up for our suite of tools for no 
cost.” 

– Google’s Teach from Anywhere websitecxlvii

As the pandemic stretched on and reliance on technology deepened, 
evidence emerged that teachers were developing more comfort and 
expertise with ed-tech. One UK study, for instance, found that close to 
two-thirds of teachers reported feeling “more confident” using technology 
for teaching and learning several months after school closures.838 But these 
expanded skill sets often boiled down to narrow knowledge on how to 
use proprietary and for-profit platforms to connect with students. This is 
not to suggest that such skill sets were without value, but they arguably 
contributed to a branding of teaching and learning such that digital 
pedagogies were tightly bound to products from a particular corporation. 
UNESCO and other educational organizations have long advised that 
teachers learn to deploy technology for education in ways that are, to 
the extent possible, brand agnostic.839 An end goal is to help teachers 
independently assess the attributes and limitations of a wide range of 
commercial and non-commercial products to make expert determinations 
about what products to use (and not use), in dialogue with and reflecting 
guidance from school and ministerial authorities.

Facilitating teaching and learning with technology, especially from a 
distance, requires extensive training and hands-on experience. It demands 
unique competencies and technical skills that are often quite separate from 
the competencies and skills required for teaching in an in-person setting, 
even if there is some overlap. The UNESCO ICT Competency Framework 
for Teachers report recommends the development of 18 distinct skills to 
support knowledge acquisition, knowledge deepening and knowledge 
creation across various areas, including curriculum and assessment, 
pedagogy, administration and professional learning, a process that normally 
unfolds over months, if not years.840 These complex and layered skills cannot 
be taught overnight, nor are they easily compatible with corporate training 
modules that elevate the promotion of proprietary ed-tech products. Few 
teachers had opportunities to develop advanced and brand agnostic digital 
pedagogies during the rushed transition from in-person instruction at 
schools to distance learning using ed-tech. This lack of teacher experience 
put ed-tech providers in an influential position. Their utilities often mediated 
the bulk of the education experience, sometimes bypassing public school 
instructors entirely and sometimes using teachers to drive new users to their 
services. Both scenarios rightfully alarmed advocates of public education 
free from commercial interests.
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Surveillance, control and 
machine processes marked 
the move to ed-tech

When the pandemic prompted a transition away from in-person schooling 
and towards remote learning with ed-tech, many observers held high hopes 
for the vast amounts of data that education would generate when it was 
conducted in digital spaces. With computers as educational intermediaries, 
the practices, interactions, progress, learning and behaviours that had been 
ephemeral in the physical environment of schools would be easy to track, 
log and analyse. What had previously been obscured would become visible.

Ed-tech companies advanced claims that the data they collected – the 
clicks, page views, right answers, wrong answers, changed answers and 
time-on-task metrics – could be woven into intelligence that would guide 
educational interventions, both at classroom and system levels. The 
assumption was that information recorded in digital mediums would flow 
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into powerful computer systems that would find previously unseen patterns, 
correlations and causations that would then direct actions to improve 
education and personalize it to better support the learning of individual 
students. This thinking further held that unbiased machines would manage 
this direction and personalization with greater accuracy and objectivity than 
teachers and other humans involved in education.

Before and during the pandemic, technology’s capacity to generate 
real-time data was also regularly elevated as a rationale for transitioning 
more of education into digital environments. For proponents of ed-tech, 
tracking and processing learning data in real time promised something 
close to educational omniscience: teachers could glance at a screen and 
see, moment to moment, how students were learning. This tech-enabled 
knowledge would be complemented by computer-generated instructions 
specifying what interventions were needed for which students and when. 
The data collected and generated by ed-tech would therefore direct 
teaching and learning in machine-mediated input-output feedback loops. 
At school, district and national levels, real-time data would flow into 
automated monitoring systems tirelessly analysing teacher, school and 
system effectiveness. This analysis would, in turn, ensure the selection of 
superior supports for individual learners, place better information at the 
fingertips of teachers and parents, and clarify the policies and investments 
needed to strengthen schools and wider education systems.

The data streams of ed-tech further promised to help clarify research 
questions about what teaching approaches, content, prompts and 
incentives are most impactful in different contexts, thereby turning the 
art of education into a more data-driven science. Many believed that as 
teaching and learning moved into digital spaces, technology would reveal 
optimal ways to teach different concepts and subjects. Just as dynamic 
digital maps can show the quickest way to travel, step by step, from 
one physical destination to another, even after accounting for complex 
variables like weather and traffic conditions, ed-tech would, in the popular 
imagination, manage similar feats with learning – it would guide students 
and teachers, step by step, to desired learning outcomes. Even questions 
about how to foster complex and desirable behaviours like kindness, 
empathy and tolerance through education could, it was imagined, be 
answered with new certitude in the data-rich spaces of ed-tech. In place of 
the small sample sizes of traditional educational research and the possible 
error and bias in human analysis, there would be fountains of raw and 
ideologically untainted data to facilitate knowledge breakthroughs. The big 
data bounties of ed-tech matched with the unparalleled processing power 
of modern computers would, it was assumed, unlock the many mysteries of 
education.
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“Big data purports to provide a basis for technological innovation that promises 
progress and disruption, and analyses of these data influence both the smallest 
and the most consequential decisions made by individuals and organizations.” 

– Kalervo Gulson, Sam Sellar and P. Taylor Webb, education scholarscxlviii

Greater reliance on ed-tech also promised to make education fairer. 
Subjective assessments of student performance, so often stained by cultural, 
ethnic, language, gender and socio-economic biases held by teachers 
and schools, would be replaced by machines programmed to see beyond 
these markers. Technology would power better and more meritocratic 
assessments of student work. It would measure learning progress more 
objectively and pinpoint student aptitudes, directing attention to areas of 
strength and intervening in areas of weakness. Ed-tech would, in sum, be 
immune to biases that so often confront students, and minority students 
especially, in human-led classrooms.

These visions, however vivid and desirable, were rarely realized in the actual 
implementation of ed-tech during the pandemic. Instead, the shift from 
in-person education to digital-only learning environments introduced 
considerable risks stemming from increased data capture, surveillance 
and machine processes in education. Ed-tech generated data, no doubt, 
but these data tended to wind their way to people and parties less 
interested in knowledge expansion and improved learning than in placing 
advertisements, policing ideas and shaping beliefs and behaviours for 
commercial or political gain.

Evidence suggests that, around the world, teachers, learners and others 
involved in education often had trouble deciphering the relevance of data 
presented to them on digital dashboards. Additionally, teachers, as well as 
school officials, tended to have only limited understandings about what 
information was tracked by ed-tech, who controlled it and how, exactly, it 
could be used for pedagogical purposes.841 When information was analysed 
and presented to learners, teachers and others involved in education, it 
tended to give outsized importance to easily quantifiable indicators of 
learning – time spent in a learning app, for example – but had less to say 
about how well or poorly students were comprehending and generating 
ideas or productively applying new concepts. Just as a step counter on a 
smartwatch provides a narrow, if intriguing, indicator about health and 
fitness, the information tracked, measured and analysed with ed-tech had 
something to say about learning, but its relevance was often questionable. 
And it could obscure other measures that were more important but less 
visible to technology because they were contingent on human observation 
and judgement.842
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Behind screens and in online environments, teachers and students 
commonly became unwitting targets of complex data capture operations. 
While many of these processes were typical of business models that underlie 
‘free’ digital services, they had not previously cast a wide net around children 
and youth involved in formal education. As the pandemic stretched over 
the one-year and two-year marks, ed-tech corporations took on new roles 
as ad hoc education authorities, assuming functions that were historically 
the responsibility of public sector organizations. Many of these corporations 
treated student data as a commodity – assets that could be extracted and 
auctioned for profit. Illicit hackers also flocked to education, seeking to 
exploit security loopholes and hijack sensitive educational data that could 
be ransomed for financial gain. During the pandemic, education was, far and 
away, the sector most likely to be targeted by malware attacks.843

At the level of classrooms, it became apparent that a side effect of 
data- and machine-driven processes was that pedagogical tasks could 
become dictated by what could be digitally performed and measured. 
Educational relationships became less human and less personal when 
they were mediated by automated systems and corporately provisioned 
platforms hosting education. In these new learning spaces, surveillance was 
ubiquitous, and student mistakes, questions, behaviours, ideas and opinions 
were regularly crystalized in permanent digital footprints that could shadow 
students for life. Essays authored by teenagers and linked to them with 
fixed markers such as birth dates, school-issued identification numbers and 
other unchanging identifiers routinely leaked out of ed-tech utilities and 
into the wider internet, where they were quickly indexed by machines for 
seamless retrieval via search engines. Opening the classroom to out-of-
context scrutiny also provoked new clampdowns and constraints on what 
teachers were allowed to do, say and teach. Politicians as well as parents 
could hover over education and log ideas and practices that they did not 
like, dismantling long-held norms that treated teacher-student relationships 
as privileged and warranting protection from the unnecessary scrutiny of 
outsiders.

Existing educational governance was largely unprepared to guide an orderly 
transition to remote learning with ed-tech that upheld the right to privacy 
as well as the right to education. There was a belief that governments 
should step out of the way and refrain from imposing regulations that 
might hamper the technological progress that suddenly seemed vital to 
the provision of education during the health emergency.844 But this step-
aside mindset all too often brought students face-to-face with educational 
utilities designed to monetize users and small print, click-here-to-accept 
agreements drafted to advance the financial interests of corporations 
and private investors. Opting out was not a realistic option when ed-tech 
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provided a singular link to compulsory education. Around the world, 
students and their families signed away their privacy and submitted to new 
extremes of surveillance and control in order to pursue education in digital 
environments. This was an affront to the right to education, a human right 
intended to expand and reinforce other rights, including the right to privacy 
and to freedom of opinion and expression. 

NEW DATA GOLD AND THE MANY EYES OF 
ED-TECH SURVEILLANCE

The shift from school-based education to distance learning with technology 
enabled new and invasive forms of surveillance that regularly violated 
student and teacher privacy. Ed-tech could watch educational exchanges 
with unprecedented levels of detail. Every selection, sound, click and 
gesture could be tracked, logged, analysed and fed to various education 
stakeholders – usually teachers, but also parents, school leaders, district 
administrators, policy-makers, employees at ed-tech firms and others. This 
information, however, routinely moved outside of education. It was sold to 
third parties, often for advertising purposes, and in some contexts, it was 
used to detect political dissent and flag ideas that were deemed dangerous 
by schools or other government authorities.845

Surveillance is hardly new to education. Schools have long been spaces 
of supervision and monitoring, and these actions help schools assure 
protection, especially for younger children. Everything from teacher 
observation of students and management of classroom behaviour 
to informal assessments of learner comprehension and high-stakes 
standardized examinations can be classified as forms of ‘watching’. But 
moving education activities to digital technology vastly expanded what 
actions could be watched, as well as by whom.

“The actual benefits of EdTech and the data processed from children in 
schools are currently not discernible or in children’s best interests. Nor are they 
proportionate to the scope, scale and sensitivity of data currently processed 
from children in schools.” 

– Digital Futures Commissioncxlix

Also, with tens of millions of students learning on a handful of proprietary 
platforms – whether learning management systems such as Blackboard, 
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Canvas and Google Classroom or more multipurpose communication 
utilities such as WhatsApp – the traditional boundaries of schools, districts, 
states and even countries and regions were largely erased. In digital 
spaces, the actions of students and teachers scattered across the globe 
were quickly codified as views, clicks and time spent on pages and then 
beamed to faraway locations and used for various purposes. This gave the 
owners of these spaces – mainly multinational technology corporations 
– unprecedented powers of surveillance. They had views of learning that 
could toggle from the micro (e.g. specific behaviours of individual students) 
to the macro (e.g. transnational trends related to learning activity). It was a 
data-rich view of education that could rival and surpass the views available 
to national governments and intergovernmental organizations.

Data in the digital age are a commodity, often lauded as the ‘new gold’, 
and data collected and generated by ed-tech are no exception. During 
the pandemic, educational data were routinely sold to different parties, 
some involved in education and some not. Without regulation, ed-tech 
data tended to flow to the highest bidders and traders who used the data 
to generate returns that surpassed the purchase price. The data trails of 
learners and teachers were scraped from applications used for distance 
education and mined for information about users’ behaviours and responses 
to stimuli – information that could be used to make ed-tech more effective 
but that was also valuable in sectors beyond education, such as marketing, 
advertising, politics and other spheres. Teachers and many education 
leaders usually had only a blurry sense of how data captured by ed-tech 
utilities were or could be harvested, by whom and to what ends. A major 
2022 study conducted by the Digital Futures Commission in the UK, for 
instance, found that school officials often had trouble answering basic 
questions about why educational data were collected in the first place, let 
alone about the particularities of what data were collected.846 Information 
about data generation and use was buried in the fine print of lengthy 
agreements written in legalese that even skilled readers had trouble 
comprehending. People around the world most often clicked ‘I agree’ and 
hoped for the best.

The effortless portability of data captured in digital learning environments 
during the pandemic was a marked departure from school-based learning 
spaces, where words and actions did not normally travel beyond the four 
walls of a classroom. Ed-tech companies operating under loose regulations 
not necessarily intended for education or to protect minors commonly 
bundled this information in ways that maximized its value to parties 
outside education – parties that were willing to pay. Bundling data for 
educational purposes could be a secondary priority. The 2022 study by 
the Digital Futures Commission on education data realities in UK schools 
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found, for instance, that teachers and school staff could only present 
“modest examples” of beneficial uses for education data in schools. The 
researchers noted that the two vital components needed to make data 
valuable for educational purposes were largely missing: “the ability of staff 
to manipulate the data appropriately, and their critical knowledge that data 
provide only indicative information that requires further detailed, often 
sensitive, investigation to ensure that the child’s well-being is considered 
as well as performance”. The report concluded that the data benefits touted 
by ed-tech companies are “simply not there – or not there yet”. While it 
acknowledged some benefits, the report continued, “the technology 
typically does not generate data that solely illuminate or inform educational 
decisions”, noting that the data are “used for a host of other purposes, not 
all of them apparent to the school”.847 In effect, the data were used to benefit 
parties and interests beyond education and educators and not necessarily in 
the best interests of children and youth.

“Continuous surveillance in education has become so deeply naturalized that 
the question of whether personal educational data should be collected in the 
first place is rarely asked. Data collection is increasingly built in the educational 
process as a basic requirement, leaving no room to question whether or not 
data should be collected at all.”
 – Marko Teräs, Juha Suoranta, Hanna Teräs and Mark Curcher, social science scholars, Tampere 
Universitycl

Teachers and school leaders were not the only ones who had trouble 
understanding and manipulating the volume and nature of data generated 
by ed-tech. Even skilled data scientists had trouble deciphering how the 
mountains of data collected via technologies facilitating and surveilling 
education was actionable for the purpose of improving education – or how 
the data might surpass the capacities of skilled human teachers or expand 
their abilities in ways that went beyond obvious benefits such as superior 
ways to log attendance, disseminate assignments, share resources, track 
completion and so forth.848

Quandaries about how to productively use education data are not new. 
In the 2010s, several major projects in the USA that aimed to improve if 
not reinvent education with more expansive, centralized and coordinated 
data collection fell flat. For example, inBloom, an ed-tech initiative to help 
personalize student learning and improve education through streamlined 
data collection and sharing, collapsed after just a few years amid pushback 
from parents concerned about their children’s data privacy.849 Although 
its promoters claimed that inBloom ran into unfair “mischaracterizations” 
and “misdirected criticism” before it had a chance to show the value of 
standardized and consolidated student data collection,850 the system never 
demonstrated meaningful educational improvement despite funding of 
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USD 100 million from powerful philanthropic organizations, including the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Carnegie Foundation.851

“Modern education reform has been driven in large part by wealthy amateurs, 
convinced that their expertise in other areas can be translated into reform, 
rebirth and revival.” 

– Peter Greene, education authorcli

A perhaps more prominent and cautionary example was AltSchool. Founded 
by a former Google executive, AltSchool sought to analyse fine-grain 
data collected from a network of high-cost private schools to personalize 
learning and gather insights to transform education.852 AltSchool campuses 
used in-house learning apps, cameras and microphones to monitor 
words, fidgets, facial expressions, clicks and social interactions for insights 
that might pave the way to improved instruction.853 The founder aspired 
to establish systems that would incorporate wearable devices to track 
everything from students’ heart rates to the exact time between meals.854 
This information, derived from both digital and non-digital teaching and 
learning experiences, moved from AltSchool classrooms to computer 
systems where it was studied by data scientists – often recruited from 
sectors far removed from education – for meaningful patterns.855 Proponents 
of AltSchool spoke of the ways in which better data collection and analysis 
had triggered major changes to established practices in other fields, from 
how professional athletes were scouted to the ways department stores were 
designed and organized, and said similar data-driven changes were overdue 
in education.856 Yet the much-anticipated transformations and exponential 
improvements in learning never came to pass.857 AltSchool’s most novel 
offering was a ‘playlist’ of learning tasks and resources that were, in theory, 
personalized for each student and presented on a tablet or laptop computer. 
These playlists directed the learning content and trajectories of children in 
preschool and early primary grades as well as older students up to Grade 8.858

“Former Googlers and I are thinking about what big thing do we dedicate 
ourselves to next? Where is our background in technology and personalized 
technology relevant? What can we work on for the long term? Because you 
don’t leave a place like Google to do something hokey and small.” 

– Max Ventilla, CEO and founder of AltSchoolclii

Although AltSchool attracted around USD 175 million in capital from 
prominent Silicon Valley investors, including Mark Zuckerberg, Peter Thiel, 
Marc Andreessen and Laurene Powell Jobs, it folded in 2019 after just six 
years of operation.859 A primary cause was parents pulling their children 
out of AltSchool campuses because they felt their children were falling 
behind academically. Other parents came to believe their children were 
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being enlisted as beta testers or guinea pigs to facilitate the development of 
educational software that could be marketed and licensed to large numbers 
of educational institutions. They expressed frustration that AltSchool leaders 
seemed to be beholden first to the organization’s influential investors and 
second to the families and children enrolled in its schools. Parents and 
teachers alike expressed disillusionment with attempts to use technology 
to personalize learning and came to question the value of pervasive data 
collection to improve teaching and learning.860 One AltSchool teacher told 
a technology news outlet that at AltSchool: “There’s this assumption that 
every kid needs a different activity to meet their needs, and that by applying 
tech, one can simply send them individualized content through a video or 
activity card. But that’s not necessarily true. It’s not best for kids to learn only 
through a video or other content that’s sent primarily for consumption. And 
tech that operates under this assumption really undermines educators and 
the value of good teaching.”861 When AltSchool shut down, its number of 
campuses had contracted from seven to four, and the remaining campuses 
were sold to a for-profit operator of Montessori Schools.862 AltSchool recast 
itself as a “technology-enabled service organization” and installed a new 
leadership team.863

AltSchool and inBloom exposed some of the limitations of attempts to 
improve education quickly and definitively by corralling large and complex 
data sets and making them readable by computers. This is not to suggest 
that these two initiatives did not produce valuable, if very expensive, 
lessons, but they strongly indicated that technology-enabled data mining 
and analytics – sometimes referred to as ‘Moneyball tactics’ – did not 
apply as neatly or effectively to teaching and learning as they did to other 
problems and sectors. Education is not a sports game with narrow statistical 
metrics, rules and objectives; nor is it a retail shopping experience, where a 
seller’s overriding goal is to induce consumers to spend money. It is also not 
a digital platform in need of eyes to profit from advertisements. Education, 
by contrast, has multifaceted aims and objectives that have proven 
perennially difficult to advance and analyse with data generated by ed-tech 
alone.

The well-funded AltSchool and inBloom initiatives further provide reminders 
that data derived from education are not natural or essential elements 
extracted in neutral ways.864 As Williamson has argued, “Data may be big, 
but at the same time, often tend to erase complexities, context, meanings, 
and causal factors, so producing highly partial and incomplete renderings 
of reality”.865 It is telling that although many countries are 20 or more years 
into a digital revolution, attempts to transform education with expanded 
data collection and superior analytics have yet to yield the massive changes 
that have seized other sectors. The search to generate new answers with 
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data, while necessary and admirable on the one hand, can obscure what 
existing data say very clearly about education, such as the importance 
of retaining rigorously trained and well-supported teachers, maintaining 
manageable class sizes and ensuring well-resourced schools. Arguably, the 
turn to big data is often a search for shortcuts around well-understood and 
time-proven solutions to educational challenges. As inBloom and AltSchool 
demonstrated, there is no assurance that new and technology-driven 
modes of data collection will pave the way to better education and superior 
learning outcomes. These lessons, however, were not front of mind when in-
person education was replaced by remote education that was easy to surveil 
during the pandemic. Ed-tech providers and enthusiasts were once again 
hailing that deeper, wider and more frequent data collection would pave a 
straight road to improved learning outcome. More data were assumed to 
signal better data, and the increased collection of data was often mistakenly 
conflated with knowledge and intelligence.

“Children shouldn’t be compelled to give up their privacy and other rights in 
order to learn.” 

– Hye Jung Han, children’s rights and technology specialist, Human Rights Watchcliii

If the data collected by ed-tech providers carried minimal use and benefit to 
teachers and school leaders concerned with education, the data collected 
by outside entities were almost never used for educational purposes. These 
entities siphoned educational data from digital spaces and mined them 
for commercial purposes. In countries around the world, ed-tech utilities, 
including those formally recommended by governments for distance 
education, commonly threw open doors to third-party surveillance.866 
Large studies of leading ed-tech software and platform providers found 
that an overwhelming majority of them allowed learner data to be sold or 
tracked by outside entities for marketing and other purposes far removed 
from education.867 Human Rights Watch titled its 2022 report documenting 
extensive privacy and children’s rights violations by leading ed-tech firms 
How Dare They Peep into My Private Life? The title sought to give expression 
to the anger felt by students and teachers who were surveilled by an 
“invisible swarm of tracking technologies” while trying to exercise their right 
to education.868

In addition to known and intended actors surveilling student and teacher 
activity, ed-tech vulnerabilities allowed unknown and malicious actors to 
track and observe ed-tech users with the application of malware, spyware, 
viruses and ransomware. While the education sector was developing 
online learning strategies, cybercriminals were working out ways to access, 
breach and steal educational data. In early 2021, the US Federal Bureau 
of Investigation reported that schools had become the leading targets of 
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ransomware attacks. Hackers repeatedly held educational data controlled 
by a particular school, university or system of education institutions hostage 
for up to millions of dollars.869 The data in question were deemed so sensitive 
and valuable that institutions often – and usually quietly – paid the ransoms, 
which solved an immediate problem but incentivized further attacks. Laws 
concerning the disclosure of educational data breaches were often non-
existent, suggesting that the alarming number of reported attacks was 
likely a significant undercount. In the USA, the State of California sought 
to address this problem of disclosure by passing a law in October 2022 
mandating schools to report cyberattacks impacting 500 users or more.870

“If you’re a bad student and had disciplinary problems and that information is 
now out there, how do you recover from that?” 

– Joe Green, cybersecurity professionalcliv

At the international level, tracking by Microsoft indicated that education 
as a sector was far more likely to be targeted by malware than any other 
sector. Troublingly, during the pandemic, malware attacks launched against 
ed-tech users surpassed attacks against technology users in all other sectors 
combined.871 During the switch to distance learning, individual teachers, 
learners and their families became much more susceptible to data theft 
at the hands of hackers. They were required to quickly download new 
software and create accounts with little to no online security training or 
advice, making the contents of their devices vulnerable to phishing and 
other schemes used to steal data and hijack systems. When cybercriminals 
took control of devices remotely, they could search for financial information, 
track a user’s locations, record keystrokes and even commandeer camera 
and microphone controls. The proliferation of ed-tech apps, many of them 
requiring usernames, credentials, accounts and passwords, created scattered 
digital outposts for education that individuals often needed to manage and 
protect, sometimes with very little assistance or guidance.872 This established 
new vulnerabilities that cybercriminals were quick to exploit.

In countries around the world, ed-tech introduced heavy technological 
surveillance and various online risks to a population who, until then, had not 
typically had extensive experience with them: the millions of children that 
were plunged, often with little or no preparation, into the world of digital 
learning. Despite the vulnerability of these new users – all of them under 
the age of maturity needed for consent to legal agreements and some as 
young as preschool age – laws and regulations largely failed to keep pace 
to assure adequate privacy protections and, in some cases, were absent 
entirely.873 Some schools and school systems relied on outdated policies that 
effectively gave ed-tech providers carte blanche to collect and use student 
data. These data were uploaded to proprietary ed-tech systems during 
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the pandemic, either by school administrators or by learners and parents 
complying with instructions from schools.874 Much of the data were sensitive 
and included information that extended beyond teaching and learning, 
such as notes about a student’s home life, medical conditions, behaviour 
and overall welfare. The information provided deep insights into the lives of 
learners and was intended only for professionals close to students working 
to promote good-quality education, health, development and holistic well-
being.

“We collect basically everything you can about a student … you can even 
collect down to things like the doctor’s contact details … then you have to 
have information about their parents and their careers, so you get personal 
information on other people as well. And it’s information you have to have.” 

– School vice principal, UKclv

When ed-tech providers found that wide-net data-collection techniques 
might run afoul of policies concerning the treatment of children’s personal 
records, they often devised creative ways to circumnavigate them. Google, 
for instance, included clauses in its user agreements to classify the company 
as a “school official”.875 This definitional sleight of hand was a technique to 
conform to laws in the USA that restrict the sharing of student data and 
educational records to school officials. Objections that the authors of this 
law almost certainly did not have a huge corporation in mind when they 
specified that only school officials should handle student data were brushed 
aside. Google was a school official because the legal fine print said Google 
was a school official. The corporation was, therefore, able to function as a 
steward of student data like a teacher, school principal or someone else 
close to learners in a particular community. These hops and skips around 
existing regulations were common during the pandemic. In many cases, 
they were not even needed. Government regulations and protections 
concerning digital education data tended to be nascent at best and absent 
at worst when schools began closing en masse. The laws that did exist 
had largely been formulated at a time when regulators never expected 
that digital platforms might one day function as schools and provide 
singular repositories for information related to education. This gave ed-tech 
companies considerable latitude to set their own standards and self-monitor 
compliance.

“Data processed by edtech platforms, whether generated from children, teens, 
or adults, deserves special protection and care. It does not always receive this 
care.” 

– Joe Jerome, policy director, Common Sense Mediaclvi
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While governments were largely unprepared to regulate the privacy 
implications the switch to ed-tech entailed, the technology companies 
at the centre of the transition were well-practised at gathering large 
amounts of personal data and using the data to expand market share, 
tailor applications, steer new development and, overall, generate value for 
shareholders. Companies such as Google and Facebook (Meta) had spent 
years meticulously building robust networks with sophisticated tracking 
tools. When learning activities moved online due to the pandemic, they 
were able to follow student’s digital footprints across the internet, both 
in their own proprietary applications and often beyond. Apps used for 
educational purposes, and especially those offered for free, generated 
monetizable data, in addition to familiarizing users with company-specific 
offerings. In summary, the expansive powers of surveillance enabled and 
utilized by ed-tech providers during the pandemic largely benefited parties 
outside or peripheral to education and provided only limited advantages to 
learners and teachers.

FORCED CONSENT AND NEW LEVERS OF CONTROL

When data agreements are aimed at consenting adults, people commonly 
tolerate the ‘my data for your services’ trade-offs that underlie many online 
services and platforms. This arrangement, however, was more complicated 
when it involved minors pursuing education during the COVID-19 
pandemic. As school closures swept the world, children and adolescents, 
many of whom had been barred from signing up for accounts with large 
internet companies like Google or Microsoft just months before, were 
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assigned usernames and passwords to access services connected to these 
companies. Methods for establishing more anonymized means of accessing 
education services were commonly overlooked. Huge numbers of children 
and youth were instructed to set up email accounts and other profiles 
on systems not designed for children or education but rather for adults 
operating in professional workplaces. Sometimes it was up to schools to 
determine the default settings for what information might be included and 
how students might be tracked using information such as birth dates and 
genders. There were rarely, however, options not to have a user-specific 
profile, and this block on anonymity greatly facilitated digital tracking and 
data harvesting aimed at individual students as opposed to classes, schools 
or other group cohorts. Apps hosting content, including those serving 
primary school children, routinely required unique user log-ins to access 
learning materials. This practice was akin to, say, Wikipedia refusing to show 
internet users the content of an encyclopedia entry unless they entered 
unique identifying credentials. Learning resources that were extremely low 
cost to share widely and anonymously in digital environments commonly 
resided behind gates of this sort.

Migrating an entire school or school system onto digital platforms such 
as Google Classroom effectively bypassed the typical agreements and 
permissions that individuals consent to in exchange for the ability to use 
software and join platforms. Parents were seldom consulted or properly 
informed about decisions made on behalf of children. Schools were likewise 
not always aware of the range of online privacy and security implications 
that they agreed to. According to the Digital Futures Commission, schools 
faced major data protection challenges as a result of “the power imbalance 
between schools and major EdTech providers, the complexity and opacity 
of EdTech data processing, and the paucity of guidance on EdTech decision-
making and procurement from government”.876
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The power imbalance between providers and users similarly disadvantaged 
learners and families when they were tasked with accepting terms and 
conditions set by ed-tech companies. Approaches to offload consent to 
individuals tended to reflect a perspective that end users were well-placed 
to decide whether the benefits of a digital service were worth its costs 
and trade-offs concerning data collection, compromises that sometimes 
supported the business models of ed-tech companies. But this was not 
usually the case in practice. Numerous studies have found that very few 
people read terms and conditions for services, young people especially.877 
In one experiment, 99 per cent of users agreed to ridiculous permissions 
such as surrendering the right to name their first-born child when this 
and other outlandish clauses were inserted into terms and conditions.878 
Researchers found that participants tended to view the terms as a nuisance 
and ignore them in order to “pursue the ends of digital production, without 
being inhibited by the means”.879 Additionally, users have an “inner feeling” 
that even if they read through an agreement, they can “neither raise their 
voice to oppose, change, or even refuse to accept” the terms.880 The long 
length of terms and conditions introduce a serious burden. As one example, 
in November 2020 users in the UK who wanted to sign up for Microsoft 
Teams, an app widely used for educational purposes, were asked to agree 
to over 18,000 words explaining the privacy policies and terms of service, a 
document length that would take a typical person 2 hours and 30 minutes 
to read carefully.881 (By comparison, William Shakespeare’s Macbeth contains 
just over 17,000 words.) Agreements approaching or exceeding 10,000 words  
are hardly outliers and include WhatsApp, Messenger and Zoom, among 
other apps.882 According to one estimate, a typical American, for instance, 
would need to spend 250 hours a year reading digital contracts to use 
a standard assortment of online services.883 The complexity of these 
agreements present another barrier. Analysis by Reboot, a digital marketing 
firm, found, for instance, that TikTok, an app widely used by teenagers, had 
among the most complex terms and conditions of leading apps. Although 
users as young as 13 are allowed to sign up for the service, Reboot estimated 
that complexity of the terms of service would require reading skills typical 
of a 20- or 21-year-old.884 During the pandemic, this created a reality in 
which new users of ed-tech services rarely understood the particulars of the 
trade-offs presented to them in the small print of long and challenging-to-
understand agreements. When the provision of core educational services 
depended on agreeing to ed-tech conditions, users could not easily behave 
like discerning customers – they were forced to accept the associated terms. 
Educational continuity depended on clicking ‘I agree’.

Once these agreements were in place, the data collected by ed-tech utilities 
tended to reside in digital repositories off-limits to individual students and 
their families, and sometimes to teachers and schools as well. Control of 
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the data shifted to the developers and providers of ed-tech. During the 
pandemic, parents often ran into obstacles when they asked to review 
digital data collected about their children.885 Students, including those 
who were not minors, encountered similar difficulties accessing their 
own data records held by entities beyond their educational institutions.886 
Ed-tech organizations often had policies in place granting them wide 
control over the user data they collected and, as such, were under limited 
or no obligation to share this information, even when requested by the 
individuals who generated it. Requests that were made could also be slow-
walked or outright ignored with little recourse. In other instances, ed-tech 
providers only granted institutions permissions to view, use, correct, delete 
or share data collected from learners on their platforms.887 For example, 
the September 2021 version of Zoom’s K–12 privacy and security policy 
stated that students and parents must contact their school districts for any 
request to access or delete data, which commonly included students’ profile 
information, contacts, calendars, settings, video recordings, messaging 
content and device and location information, among other data.888 Many 
families had never been in contact with educational bureaucracies beyond 
the level of the school and did not know how to reach them, let alone 
successfully submit a request concerning data collection and use.

When requests, often originating from parents, did reach educational 
authorities, it was not always clear what data could and could not be shared, 
removed or altered in line with requestor demands. Action to successfully 
fulfil a data request also assumed that educational authorities understood 
the processes of how to access and manipulate data held on proprietary 
platforms that schools were, in most instances, either leasing from an 
outside ed-tech organization or using for free. This action sometimes 
required a school administrator to fill out extensive forms that were, in turn, 
submitted to commercial ed-tech providers. Operators at the school level 
did not always have strong or even passing knowledge of the steps needed 
to honour data requests; others were too overwhelmed with more pressing 
demands to follow up on requests. A seemingly simple request from a 
parent to delete, say, posts a young student made on a communication 
platform like Zoom or Microsoft Teams could initiate a labyrinthine and 
time-consuming process that was not necessarily assured to achieve the 
desired action of erasure. And even when an erasure request was reported 
as fulfilled by an ed-tech company, it could be challenging for students, 
parents and schools to verify. Although leading ed-tech companies usually 
granted schools the right to audit the data they held, this was generally 
far too costly for schools to realistically contemplate.889 As a result, schools 
tended to blindly accept that ed-tech companies fulfilled requested actions 
pertaining to learner data.
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“The reality is that schools are outmatched. They not only need more resources 
and personnel to devote to privacy and information security, but they need 
more help overseeing and monitoring edtech companies generally.” 

– Joe Jerome, policy director, Common Sense Mediaclvii

Given these obstacles, it appears that schools and ed-tech providers tried 
to discourage data requests from students or parents.890 Requests that 
did reach ed-tech firms were commonly redirected to schools or wider 
school systems. These deflections amounted to a de facto data policy 
in lieu of more established rules and regulations. They arguably shaped 
and entrenched understandings that ed-tech companies, despite their 
considerable resources, were outside the reach of educational end users – 
namely, students and parents. Their accountability traced, instead, only to 
the school authorities who set the dials on a given ed-tech product, whether 
a learning management system, software to track and filter web searches, or 
a subject-specific learning app.

The Digital Futures Commission examined this problem in the context of the 
UK and found that while national regulations held schools responsible for 
children’s education data, ed-tech companies “undermine schools’ control 
over education data processing, along with children’s and parents’ ability 
to object to data processing or manage children’s data”.891 It argued that UK 
rules were deeply flawed because they gave schools the responsibility but 
not the power to control ed-tech data processing. The commission’s detailed 
examinations of the data policies and practices of Google Classroom and 
ClassDojo, both leading ed-tech providers, found that the corporate power 
of ed-tech and its “ethos of data maximisation (rather than minimisation), 
and commercially motivated policies and designs place a near-impossible 
burden on any school, parent, caregiver or child wanting to manage how 
data processed from children are used”.892 These impossible burdens were 
not specific to UK schools. Around the world educational institutions were 
thrust into an uncomfortable intermediary position, trying to relay specific 
requests concerning learner data to ed-tech providers, organizations that 
often required the submission of proprietary forms to address non-standard 
requests related to data. For the duration of school closures and heavy 
reliance on ed-tech, schools commonly struggled to effectively identify, 
control and limit what types of personal data were collected, how they were 
used and to what ends. Expectations that schools would suddenly be able to 
successfully navigate the thicket of complexities surrounding the collection 
and use of education data by managing outside providers proved to be overly 
optimistic. The reins largely stayed with the ed-tech providers, while schools, 
broadly speaking, did their best to stay out of the way and ensure compliance 
with the incomplete rules and limited guidance that existed when educational 
processes moved into heavily surveilled digital spaces during the pandemic.
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Some of the ed-tech solutions rolled out during the pandemic previewed 
a future in which technology might permanently log and seek to quantify 
nearly all educational interactions and assessments, starting from the 
earliest grades through secondary and tertiary education levels. Technology 
that tracks the minutiae of educational performance over students’ 
lifetimes – etching every step and misstep in a digital dossier – could give 
outsize importance to banal assignments and tests, potentially diminishing 
students’ future opportunities in ways that are not necessarily foreseen 
today. Professional-level employers routinely demand detailed educational 
transcripts and test scores from prospective employees. Given this existing 
norm, it is easy to imagine that employers in the future would want to 
review the most detailed educational dossiers available. Much of the 
ed-tech rolled out during the pandemic expanded the volume and type 
of educational data collected and recorded from pre-pandemic levels, 
and these data might, down the road, expose learners to information 
requests from prospective employers that look well beyond markers that 
are currently considered significant. Because it is challenging to anticipate 
what techniques future employers might use to comb through educational 
data and what data they will deem more and less important, it is hard 
for learners and their families to understand, with confidence, what data 
generation is low stakes and what is high stakes. In this context, assurances 
that an assignment, quiz or examination logged in a database and linked to 
an individual are ‘no big deal’ can be difficult to take at face value given the 
many uncertainties surrounding how these data might be used 10, 15 or 
20 years in the future. Simply said, educational data that are recorded – and 
incorporated into digital dossiers of the kind that exploded in popularity 
during the pandemic – may end up conferring advantages or, conversely, 
disadvantages to learners in ways that are not fully known today.

Recent digital era regulations allowing EU citizens the right to demand that 
social media and other internet companies delete compromising posts and 
other information tagged to them (known colloquially as the ‘right to be 
forgotten’) were occasionally held up as a promising blueprint for thinking 
about students’ right to their personal data on ed-tech platforms. Although 
this legislation points to regulatory solutions that might minimize harm 
from undesirable data and, in theory, affords individuals more control over 
the permeance of digital information, in practice, it is limited in scope. As 
an example, in 2019 Google won a court case against a French privacy 
regulator when a court ruled that while the “request for de-referencing 
made by a data subject” could be upheld within the European Union, 
there was no legal obligation for Google to delete the data from all 
versions of its search engines. This meant that the data that the individual 
petitioned to have deleted could still be retrieved and seen in other parts 
of the world.893 The ruling was a reminder that digital data rarely respect 
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national boundaries and, as such, can be challenging to regulate effectively 
with domestic laws alone and only limited regional and international 
coordination. Overall, the pandemic showed the extent to which rules and 
guidance about data privacy, particularly as it concerns education and 
the special sensitivities associated with educational data collected from 
and generated by children, remain loosely formed, even though the near-, 
medium- and long-term stakes for learners can be very high.

“We will need to envision privacy as a collective social good in need of collective 
solutions: strong public regulation that systematically reins in the parties who 
trample it.”

 – Sarah Elizabeth Igo, author and historianclviii

In addition to students, teachers were regularly asked to consent to digital 
tracking and other forms of surveillance in the virtual spaces that hosted 
education during the pandemic. While teachers are adults who can agree to 
terms of a user agreement, their consent was often expected and, in some 
cases, an unstated condition of employment. Teachers had little room to 
negotiate. Education International and other groups representing teachers 
called attention to the coercion inherent in these arrangements.894

The permanent monitoring and surveillance that characterized a lot of 
ed-tech apps – usually implemented with little analysis of the impacts on 
teachers’ rights – created new workplace pressures on teachers already 
struggling for professional autonomy. Surveillance capabilities tended 
only to get stronger as reliance on ed-tech was prolonged. The extensive 
research conducted for this publication was unable to identify a single 
example of an ed-tech company rolling back surveillance functionalities 
during periods of school closures. Upgrades Google made to its Google 
Classroom utility in 2021 provided an illustration of the type of stepped-up 
surveillance that confronted teachers in online environments. The software 
changes allowed school administrators to generate “audit logs” that detailed 
teacher actions on the platform and flagged “instigating events”.895 These 
flags would document everything from mundane tasks like teacher archival 
of classes to more dramatic actions like teacher removal of a student from a 
digital class. The system also produced adoption and engagement insights 
and visualizations, allowing administrators to see which teachers were – and 
were not – using different Google education tools. It also provided teachers 
feedback about which students were using Google applications and to what 
extent. The major takeaway was that the systems of ed-tech were watching, 
recording, organizing, curating and sharing large volumes and types of 
information about teacher actions and practices, even though the utility of 
these data to improve teacher oversight in ways that might prompt better 
instruction was contested.
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Combing through the small print about surveillance options available on 
mainstream digital education platforms, layers of panoptic control were 
easy to detect: teachers watching and controlling students; administrators 
watching and controlling teachers; ministry of education officials watching 
and controlling administrators. While these hierarchies were not new, the 
extent of the powers of surveillance and control that ed-tech enabled were 
often without precedent. Ed-tech permissions could create a rigid system of 
power with administrators enjoying numerous options and levers to watch 
and control educational interactions. Teachers, by contrast, would have 
fewer surveillance and control options, and learners fewer still. This was, in 
many respects, a digital architecture tailor-made to enforce strict control at 
different levels, and it ran counter to goals embraced by many education 
systems to model egalitarian societies.

PRIVACY AND PERSONAL DATA SLIP AWAY 
IN THE DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTS OF EDUCATION

Incursions on student and teacher privacy grew significantly when learning 
became largely mediated through technology and digital platforms, rather 
than in in-person schools. Regulations governing how ed-tech companies 
collect, store, use, sell and share data collected on their platforms were 
embryonic prior to the pandemic, if they existed at all. And during the 
COVID-19 health crisis, governments did very little to step up privacy rules, 
mainly because they were inundated with other concerns, but also because 
they were reluctant to disrupt operational ed-tech practices and business 
models at a time when the continuity of education was largely dependent 
on them.
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Careful evaluations of how leading ed-tech organizations treated data 
collected in their respective systems found that an overwhelming majority 
had limited privacy protections. Data generated through educational 
tasks were routinely passed to other parties for purposes unconnected to 
education, such as advertising. As one striking example, the digital advocacy 
organization Common Sense found that only 20 per cent of 150 ed-tech 
products it evaluated received a ‘passing grade’ for acceptable privacy 
practices. The methodology used by Common Sense examined each ed-tech 
product according to three basic privacy criteria: first, whether the product 
had a publicly available privacy policy; second, whether it supported and 
used encryption when users were logged in; and third, whether it used 
online trackers. In the review, performed in 2019 (before the beginning of 
the pandemic), 20 per cent of the applications looked at failed to meet even 
the most basic privacy and security standards, while 60 per cent of ed-tech 
apps were flagged for caveats and concerns.896

Disappointing assessments of this sort likely reflected a regulatory reality 
that asked ed-tech companies to self-monitor their data privacy practices. 
Even when relatively robust regulatory frameworks existed (at least by 
global standards), there was typically lax enforcement or punishments for 
offences. In the USA, for example, as late as 2021, no state had announced 
a public investigation against any ed-tech provider under existing student 
privacy laws.897 Regulators in Europe have been similarly slow to police the 
privacy violations of technology corporations, including those involved in 
ed-tech. As of mid-2020 and two years since the passage of the EU-wide 
GDPR, only a single technology company, Google, had been penalized 
under the law. The GDPR fine assessed to Google totalled slightly over  
EUR 50 million, a figure that amounted to just one-tenth of Google’s daily 
sales revenue at the time.898 This tepid action can be traced to resource 
limitations that curtailed the formation and prosecution of legal cases needed 
to hold privacy violators accountable. A 2020 survey of European technology 
privacy regulators found that over two-thirds felt their budgets were 
insufficient to fulfil their responsibilities.899 Since the pandemic has wound 
down, however, Europe has brought more – and more punitive – cases against 
technology corporations for privacy violations, including those that concern 
children’s privacy. In 2022 and early 2023, for example, regulators in Ireland 
prosecuted a series of successful cases against Meta (previously Facebook) for 
failing to adequately handle and safeguard user data.900

“Regulation designed to protect children’s education data, their privacy, and 
other rights is undermined by EdTech companies’ complexity and lack of public 
scrutiny about these companies, rendering it less effective.” 

– Digital Futures Commissionclix
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Perhaps because of the limited regulation and lack of clear privacy rules 
related to ed-tech, providers of digital learning services regularly shared, 
sold and traded the data they collected. Indeed, many commercial ed-tech  
providers depended on business models that required collecting and 
tracking user data in an effort to maximize engagement and sell targeted 
advertising, a process that almost always involved passing information to 
third parties.

Evidence of the ways data generated by ed-tech moved outside education 
is abundant. In September 2020, the International Digital Accountability 
Council investigated the privacy practices of global ed-tech applications 
spanning 22 countries. Of the 123 applications the council manually tested, 
79 were observed to be communicating user data to third parties, defined 
as “any entity that is not the developer of the app or a parent company of 
it”.901 A separate and later study conducted by Human Rights Watch found 
that the majority of ed-tech products endorsed by governments during 
the pandemic “put at risk or directly violated children’s privacy and other 
children’s rights, for purposes unrelated to their education”. The Human 
Rights Watch study called the third-party tracking “dizzying” and noted that 
a child logging into a typical commercially provisioned ed-tech platform 
“could expect to be tracked by an average of six third-party trackers”.902 
The prevalence of these practices was corroborated again by a detailed 
study conducted by the Digital Futures Commission on educational 
utilities offered by Google and ClassDojo, two of the largest private ed-tech 
providers in many countries. The commission found that both companies 
were “collecting children’s educational data and processing and profiting 
from that data for advertising and other commercial purposes – often in 
ways that are likely non-compliant with data protection”.903

Available evidence suggests that the already poor data privacy practices 
of ed-tech providers worsened during the pandemic. Since 2018, Common 
Sense has been evaluating the way leading ed-tech utilities treat data. The 
share of utilities exercising data practices that the organization classifies 
as ‘worse’ rose substantially between 2018 and 2021. Over this four-year 
period, it documented a 600 per cent increase in the share of ed-tech 
providers selling data, a 62 per cent increase in the share of providers using 
behavioural advertising, a 290 per cent increase in the share of providers 
that create advertising data profiles, and a 130 per cent increase in the share 
of providers that track users. More modest increases were also observed 
between 2020 and 2021. Common Sense cautioned that some of the 
changes observed between 2018 and 2021 reflect a decrease in the number 
of unclear data and privacy policies, which enabled superior classification of 
‘better’ and ‘worse’ practices. The organization explained that the decrease in 
unclear policies is commendable because it means that privacy policies are 
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more transparent, even if they reveal worse data practices.904 Nevertheless, it 
is hardly reassuring that improved transparency revealed worse data privacy 
practices.

“Children are disadvantaged by the power imbalance between them and 
school authorities under normal circumstances. But this imbalance is only 
made worse in the current circumstances [of the pandemic], as some States 
Parties choose to impose surveillance, and allow commercial companies into 
children’s home life without consent.” 

– Open letter to policy-makers by children’s advocacy organization Fairplayclx

In addition to letting ed-tech companies mine student data for purposes 
related to advertising and other non-educational aims, the loose 
stewardship of student data that characterized many ed-tech provisions 
during the pandemic opened the door to malicious hacks. This was 
exemplified by a 2022 cyberattack on Illuminate Education, a large ed-tech  
company that offers student-tracking software. The data breach 
compromised the personal information of well over a million students 
across various districts in the USA. The information that was stolen included 
names, birthdays, ethnic classification and test scores. In some instances, it 
also included information about disabilities or citizenship status, as well as 
disciplinary actions and tardiness records.905

Hacks such as the one targeting Illuminate Education are concerning 
because the data collected by ed-tech can be deeply personal. For example, 
the pandemic saw a proliferation of utilities that track student activity in 
digital environments, regardless of platform or software. These new tools 
record every internet search, every page viewed and every app opened, 
providing schools and teachers extensive surveillance and filtering 
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capabilities. Major providers include GoGuardian, Gaggle.Net, Securly 
and Bark Technologies, among others. The software is usually loaded on 
computers provisioned to students by educational authorities, runs 24 hours  
a day, seven days a week, and is active whether a student is at home or 
at school. This type of personal tracking – and the logging of all internet 
searches especially – creates dossiers that are, understandably, highly 
sensitive. If these data are leaked or stolen, they could expose individuals 
to embarrassment or even blackmail, depending on the nature of the 
information in question.

“The software that many school districts use to track students’ progress can 
record extremely confidential information on children: ‘Intellectual disability.’ 
‘Emotional Disturbance.’ ‘Homeless.’ ‘Disruptive.’ ‘Defiance.’ ‘Perpetrator.’ 
‘Excessive Talking.’ ‘Should attend tutoring’.” 

– Natasha Singer, technology and education reporterclxi

DATAFICATION OF LEARNING AND HUMANS

Datafication is a process of rendering things and activities into quantitative 
data that enable analysis, particularly by computers. The shift to remote 
learning technology greatly accelerated datafication practices in education, 
a trend that was well under way prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Digital 
ed-tech translated people and educational experiences into numerical data 
that were piped into databases and used for a wide variety of tasks, from 
measuring learning progress to making analytic predictions about student 
aptitudes, challenges and learning preferences. Turning technology-reliant 
educational exchange into number-based data was relatively seamless 
because binary systems underlie digital processes. Digital ed-tech therefore 
spoke a language of numbers by design and by necessity. No matter what 
was happening on the screens, platforms and software of ed-tech, it was, at 
a base level, a string of numbers, ones and zeros – commands of ‘on’ or ‘off’.

The process of turning the inputs, outputs and actions of education into 
numerical data is synthetic. There is nothing natural about representing 
students, teachers, learning or knowledge as chains of binary numbers 
that enable computer operations, even if this process can greatly facilitate 
educational tasks and improve the scope and accuracy of record keeping. 
While binary digital data are, of course, a tool that underlies powerful 
analytics that can help represent and make sense of a wide range of human 
activity, they do not necessarily represent what occurs in education and 
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other spheres of life easily or neatly. They can morph and twist the lived 
experience of education and give it entirely new presentation.

Datafication can also involve highly subjective decisions. There are many 
ways to ‘data-fy’ a particular educational actor or process, each with 
respective consequences reflecting different assumptions. Many ed-tech 
systems rolled out during the pandemic prompted teachers, for example, 
to assess students according to fixed categories such as engagement, 
performance and effort. Teachers would click boxes to mark the student as 
‘excellent’, ‘good’, ‘acceptable’, ‘poor’ or ‘failing’ under each category. Different 
categories were assigned different weights such that some categories 
contributed more to a holistic assessment than other categories. These 
systems produced crisp and authoritative-seeming outputs about how 
individual students were faring educationally, but they were anchored in 
system-level assumptions about both what criteria to use to assess students 
and the mechanics of translating a marking such as ‘good’ into a numerical 
form. While rubric-based assessments that facilitated the translation of 
performance into qualitative data have long been a hallmark of education 
systems, ed-tech made these systems easier to apply and use. Importantly, 
ed-tech could also automate processes of this sort, taking them largely 
out of human hands. Instead of asking teachers to assess something like 
student engagement according to fixed option choices, ed-tech software 
found proxies to generate these rankings automatically. Proxies for 
assessing engagement might include numerical indicators of how long a 
student was logged into a particular learning platform, how quickly and 
frequently a student made inputs into a system, how much progress was 
made in a given learning module, and so forth. These individual pieces of 
data would be compiled and processed to make determinations about 
a student’s engagement. The output information was then presented to 
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teachers on dashboards, sometimes with recommended interventions. A 
system might, for instance, advise a teacher to instruct a student to repeat 
a module or spend more time and make greater progress inside certain 
learning software. In some instances, the system might even offer to send 
a template digital message of encouragement to the student. The teacher 
would usually have the option to tailor the message or send it without 
personalization or alteration.

“Datafication introduces new regimes, routines and hierarchies into schools 
that not only change the values and beliefs of teachers and staff, but also the 
focus and priorities of curriculum and assessment” 

– Luci Pangrazio and Julian Sefton-Green, education scholarsclxii

These practices – enabled by datafication – could dictate educational 
priorities in profound ways. For instance, knowing that the time spent 
inside a learning platform and the frequency of clicks made in the platform 
would positively influence assessments of student engagement, students 
would, understandably, take these actions regardless of whether or not 
they were conducive to learning. Stephen J. Ball, a professor of sociology of 
education at University College London, argued in Governing by Numbers 
that education stakeholders need to come to terms with the reality that 
“numbers do not simply represent”, but, rather, “have real effects” on 
what is and is not emphasized educationally. He explains that what he 
calls the “tyranny of numbers” can sidestep difficult and important issues 
about education objectives and processes in favour of a myopic push to 
improve quantitative measures of educational progression.906 Similarly, 
education scholars Kalervo Gulson, Sam Sellar and P. Taylor Webb advance 
an argument in Algorithms of Education that “the increased datafication 
of education … offers less and less control, as algorithms and artificial 
intelligence further abstract the educational experience and distance 
policy-makers from teaching and learning”. They warn that data-rich ed-tech 
systems and practices are causing schools and school systems to rely on 
“synthetic governance – a governance where what is human and machine 
become less clear – as a strategy for optimizing education”.907 This synthetic 
governance was facilitated by the quantitative data generated by ed-tech, 
and it could create incentives for various education stakeholders, whether 
learners, teachers or school leaders, to give such data importance regardless 
of the value of what, precisely, was behind those numbers. Incentives of this 
type tend to devalue the expertise, judgment and experiences of subjective 
human teachers, establishing instead deference to the supposedly objective 
calculations of machines. In such a context, teachers could be ‘robotized’  – 
conditioned to cede important decision-making to algorithms and prioritize 
the collection of data that is easy to feed into machines.
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Prior to the pandemic, scholars observed that datafication techniques 
were turning the physical and social sites of schools into data platforms – 
sites where various types of ed-tech hardware and software transformed 
educational processes and exchanges into numerical forms comprehensible 
to digital technology. When in-person schooling was interrupted and 
formal education became fully reliant on remote learning technology, 
this process accelerated considerably. With formal learning moved into 
digital environments almost exclusively, schools were not merely like 
data platforms; they were data platforms. This could make schooling and 
education feel less human. People and actions were inscribed into data that 
were then used to make inferences about what students could and could 
not do and what corresponding interventions should be taken in response. 
Many education stakeholders experienced the stepped-up datafication that 
accompanied remote learning with ed-tech not as something entirely new 
but as a more extreme version of datafication practices that were already 
familiar. In this way, full reliance on digital technologies for education 
helped normalize expectations that students and teachers would be subject 
to constant surveillance and the datafication it enabled. As one example, 
Blackboard, a learning management system popular in higher education, 
announced that it captured 25 billion digital interactions each week. 
These interactions were generated by surveilling complex educational 
activities and then distilling them into machine-readable data. According 
to the company, these interactions were used to establish and refine the 
largely automated nudges and reports that students and their instructors 
received.908

Ben Williamson, an education scholar who has dedicated his career to 
understanding the many ways new technologies are influencing and 
changing education, brought specificity to what datafication can entail in 
education. Writing in 2019 on the eve of the pandemic, he wrote:

To offer a simple example from the datafication of education, when 
a child enters a database, she is chopped up into data points, turned 
into bits, aggregated with other data, evaluated against norms 
and so on. Over time, as more data becomes available from the 
student’s activity, it becomes possible to generate a data profile of 
her skills, progress, abilities, and knowledge—often known as a 
‘student model’—which can be compared with regularities in massive 
datasets. Sometimes these profiles are called ‘data doubles,’ as if 
they represent a digital shadow version of the profiled individual. 
But, importantly, the data can always be called up and arranged 
differently—data doubles are really data multiples. When one of these 
data multiples gets selected as the student model, it becomes a make-
believe substitution which can then be used to inform how the teacher 
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approaches that student, or how an algorithmically personalized 
learning program assigns her tasks. As such, the substitute profile 
built out of the data takes an active ontological role in shaping the 
‘real life’ of the student—a process that could always have been done 
otherwise, with different real-world results. The data play a part in 
‘making up’ the student.909

Due to the pandemic shift to fully remote learning, huge numbers of 
students entered databases of the sort described by Williamson. While 
this was not necessarily problematic and could carry distinct educational 
benefits, it commonly resulted in educational decisions being taken out of 
the hands of teachers and outsourced to computers that saw students only 
as numbers or bits. It was, as Williamson explained, a case of computers 
educating a “digital shadow” of a student rather than the actual flesh-
and-blood student who, even with advances in technology, remains more 
knowable to a skilled human teacher than to a computer algorithm.

Williamson stresses that datafication practices in education rest on 
assumptions that “patterns and relationships contained with datasets 
inherently produce meaningful, objective and insightful knowledge 
about complex phenomena”. But these assumptions were hardly assured. 
Williamson cites an example in which 29 teams of data scientists reached 
different conclusions from their analysis of the same data set. This showed 
that “significant variation in the results of analyses of complex data may be 
difficult to avoid and that subjective analytic choices influence results”.910 
The analysis offered up by ed-tech was similarly predicated on a range 
of subjective analytical choices. These choices were commonly taken 
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outside any public oversight and then embedded in proprietary black box 
algorithmic engines. Although the techniques ed-tech systems used to 
collect, process and output information were often presented as definitive 
and objective, they were, in fact, molten and could be cast in a variety 
of different ways based on different assumptions about data and their 
relevance, meaning and connection to education. These assumptions were 
shaped by particular cultural contexts – how data are treated depends to 
a considerable degree on the teams that are processing them and on the 
worldviews they hold. Scholars have argued that datafication approaches 
in education commonly see data as decontextualized, universalistic and 
connected to individuals instead of groups. These approaches can elevate 
technocratic ideals originating in the global North. Scholars Kalervo Gulson, 
Sam Sellar and P. Taylor Webb have said that when data-driven rationalities 
of this sort are applied to education governance it can result in “anglo-
governance models”.911 During the pandemic, ed-tech utilities reflecting such 
ideas and models about educational data spread around the world. This 
interjected (or could even impose) particular data practices on people and 
cultures that may have taken a very different view of uses and misuses of 
data in education had they been developing ed-tech utilities from scratch.

“Data do not pre-exist the practices and technologies that bring them into 
being. As such, data are products of social practices.” 

– Ben Williamson, education scholarclxiii

Ed-tech companies often claimed that their proprietary backend 
datafication processes could provide schools and teachers with intelligence 
about everything from students’ day-to-day learning performance to 
warnings about which students are most likely to drop out. Some ed-tech  
utilities even purported to be able to determine students’ emotional 
states by quantifying, corralling and crunching educational data, a process 
sometimes referred to as ‘sentiment analysis’. As one specific example, 
GoGuardian – software that records and filters student internet searches 
and other digital activity – said that its machine-learning models could 
analyse the data it scraped from queries, clicks and digital posts to detect 
emotional distress such as suicide ideation and risk of self-harm. Although 
GoGuardian’s system made determinations as consequential as assessing 
and flagging suicide risk, the company, according to reporting from 
Bloomberg, “declines to disclose the specifics of how its algorithms make 
determinations”.912 GoGuardian was not unique in this regard. Many ed-tech  
companies decline to provide detailed information about how data 
are collected and analysed to generate outputs that could carry major 
repercussions, from how students are scored to how teachers see students. 
While some major ed-tech providers, including Google Classroom and Class 
Dojo, provide schools rights to audit certain data processing practices, the 
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Digital Futures Commission has dismissed this as unrealistic in practice 
because it would be “far too costly for any school to contemplate”.913

“The machines that [man] has constructed now impose their own law on him: 
he must be made readable for the computer, and this can be achieved only 
when he is translated into numbers.” 

– Joseph Ratzinger, Pope Benedict XVIclxiv

It was this black box aspect of datafication that worried many educational 
professionals. Transparency about how educational processes were ‘data-fied’  
and how the data were analysed to make determinations allowed various 
stakeholders to study them and, if necessary, contest either the analysis or 
a given determination. A clear view of datafication practices would make 
the many assumptions that underlie them visible. They would be revealed 
as they are: synthetic human inventions, however practical and useful. 
Ultimately, any effort to turn students and their actions into numerical data 
will be a by-product of the choices, processes, ideologies and technologies 
that enable this transmutation. But very often these choices, process, 
ideologies and technologies were out of sight or obscured, sometimes 
with claims that it was too complicated to grasp and required specialist 
knowledge of big data computation or AI. Parents and students were 
understandably sceptical of datafication practices that marked learners as 
failing, disengaged, or likely to drop out when these practices and the raw 
data that fuelled them could not be explained or were held in secret by a 
corporation licensing a product to a school a school system.914 Available 
evidence suggests that the stakeholders closest to education had only a 
muddy sense of how datafication worked and how it provided the basis for 
automated decision-making. In The Datafication of Education, Juliane Jarke 
and Andreas Breiter explain that the “underlying algorithms and the ways in 
which data are produced by data providers, statisticians as well as the role 
of software companies and educational technology providers are hardly 
understood”.915

Despite being hardly understood, the automation of learning, enabled 
by datafication, was widespread during the pandemic. Also, because this 
automation was, definitionally, data-based and derived from numerical 
representations of reality, it could carry a veneer of ‘scientific’ authority that 
surpassed assessments made from more multifaceted human observation. 
During the pandemic, teachers observed ed-tech systems producing 
evaluations, warnings and sometimes blanket assessments of students 
that bore little relationship to the students they knew and worked with 
in schools before the pandemic and behind screens during periods of 
school closure.916 One well-publicized example was the UK’s reliance on an 
algorithm, developed by the national exam regulator, to help determine 
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grades in lieu of traditional end-of-term tests that were not administered 
because of COVID-19 restrictions. According to reporting in The Guardian 
newspaper “bright students in historically low-achieving schools were 
tumbling, sometimes in great, cliff-edge drops of two or three grades, 
because of institutional records they had nothing to do with”.917 Teachers 
told reporters stories of being baffled to discover that students expected to 
receive the highest possible marks were deemed by the automated system 
to be barely passing.918 The public outrage was swift and unsparing. The 
Guardian said the algorithm was perhaps “the first algorithm in the history of 
computer science to be condemned on the front page of every major British 
newspaper”.919

As the reach and scope of educational datafication and algorithmic controls 
expand, they can become progressively harder to govern and control.920 
Educational utilities powered by AI have introduced modes of computation 
that can produce decisions and outputs that are not fully explainable 
even to the teams that built them. This is a significant change from ed-
tech, which ran on conventional algorithms governed by if-then logic 
chains that generate consistent and knowable outputs from a given set of 
inputs. Newer AI tools, by contrast, can generate outputs that are neither 
consistent nor knowable in advance.921 It is understandable that people in 
the education community might expect the recommendations, decisions, 
content, prompts and interventions specified by ed-tech to be ‘explainable’ 
but this attribute, once taken for granted, is no longer assured, as a new 
generation of AI technology is adopted by many schools and universities. 
UNESCO has called for international and regulatory frameworks to address 
the ethical concerns of AI, recognizing that AI increasingly runs unnoticed in 
ways that covertly affect societies and individuals.922 In the European Union’s 
2021 Artificial Intelligence Act, schools and other educational institutions 
and service providers were identified as being especially high-risk users of 
AI.923 Yet so far, ed-tech firms deploying AI at scale for educational use have 
been left unaccountable for the wide range of risks and consequences their 
products can introduce as they roll out automated tools that can shape 
children’s futures.924

“At its most hubristic, data science is presented as a master discipline, capable of 
reorienting the sciences, the commercial world, and governance itself.”

– Chris Wiggins and Matthew L. Jones, authors of How Data Happenedclxv
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EMOTION-RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGIES GAIN 
A TOEHOLD DESPITE FLIMSY SCIENCE

Beyond capturing actions and behaviours measured through clicks and 
other digital activity, pandemic modes of learning – happening alone and 
with technology – appeared to trigger increased interest in technologies 
used to surveil learners’ bodies. Just as datafication practices could be aimed 
at educational activities, the human body could also be ‘data-fied’ as part 
of attempts to, for example, detect and measure concentration, emotional 
states and other internal sentiments and feelings. Researchers had long 
postulated that surveillance technology such as user-facing cameras on 
laptops and microphones could be activated to scan faces and record voices 
for signs of learning and focus and package this information in ways that 
might be valuable to learners, teachers and others involved in education. 
These ideas gave rise to different types of “affect-aware” technologies 
that aim to identify, codify and interpret – and eventually respond to – 
students’ mental and emotional states. One extreme example of this type 
of technology was a glasses prototype developed at MIT called AttentivU 
that could, according to its developers, measure brain activity and eye 
movements to detect a lack of focus and nudge users to alertness with 
“gentle audio or haptic feedback” when their attention wanders.925 Such 
devices point to a new class of hardware that scans the human body for 
indicators of engagement and other corporal signals that can be related to 
learning in order to bring these signals to levels that improve knowledge 
acquisition and maximize receptivity to education.

Processes to render students’ bodies as signal transmitters of data require 
invasive forms of surveillance, such as detailed video capture of facial 
and eye movements and even measurements of breathing, pulse and 
electrical activity in the brain.926 Prior to the pandemic, these processes 
remained largely experimental. Some notable exceptions in China, 
however, foreshadowed practices that became more mainstream during 
the pandemic. In 2018, for example, a high school in Hangzhou installed 
surveillance cameras in classrooms to capture and record students’ facial 
expressions for “performance analysis and improvement”.927 The school 
claimed that its “smart classroom behaviour management system” could 
be used to determine student concentration and that this would inform 
not only student performance but also teacher performance. The system 
gave students a “real-time attentiveness score” that was also shown to 
teachers on a digital dashboard, incentivizing students and teachers alike 
to maximize this score.928 In 2019, similar systems were rolled out elsewhere 
in China, including in an elementary school in Shanghai. According to 
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media accounts, the “AI+School” system used in the Shanghai elementary 
school was able to “automatically detect the behaviours and emotions of 
teachers and students” and “provide evaluation and suggestions in light 
of performance analyzed by the intelligent algorithm”.929 Although these 
developments received considerable international press coverage, they 
were understood to be small-scale pilots and limited largely to China where 
video and other forms of surveillance are increasingly commonplace. Even 
within China, it was not clear if intensive video surveillance in education 
and systems designed to algorithmically determine students’ emotions and 
levels of concentration would be made permanent or expand outward.930 In 
late 2019, the Chinese government, reflecting privacy concerns, announced 
plans to “curb and regulate” the use of facial recognition technology in 
schools.931

“Since the school has introduced these cameras, it is like there are a pair of 
mystery eyes constantly watching me, and I don’t dare let my mind wander.” 

– High school student, Chinaclxvi

The pandemic though seemed to trigger an upsurge in interest in machines 
reading students in order to gauge their levels of attention, focus and 
other signals associated with learning, within as well as beyond China. The 
sudden elevation of online classes as a default mode of remote education 
and the ubiquity of user-facing digital cameras on computers and mobile 
phones both normalized the video surveillance of students and made data 
capture of students’ bodies and facial expressions far less costly than it had 
previously been. Instead of installing expensive facial recognition cameras 
in classrooms, ed-tech companies could write software that activated the 
cameras built into the devices students were using to access education. 
The surveillance infrastructure was, in effect, student-controlled devices. In 
some cases, the hardware students used for digital learning offered state-
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of-the-art facial scanning technology. iPhones in production since 2017, 
for instance, come equipped with a TrueDepth camera and sensor system 
that uses over 30,000 invisible infrared dots to scan and build mathematical 
models of a user’s face.932 With scanning systems like these in wide use for 
educational participation, numerous companies, including technology 
giants like Intel, began accelerating the development of commercial 
software to detect the emotional states of learners participating in formal 
education.933

Proponents of this type of technology claimed that it could ‘read the room’ 
in an online synchronous classroom as well as or better than a human 
teacher instructing students in a physical classroom.934 When the pandemic 
triggered massive growth in online learning, companies began marketing 
and selling the tools in different national contexts. As one specific example, 
a Chinese ed-tech company called Find Solution AI advertised products that 
it claimed could “detect and identify the learners’ emotions and performance 
in real time to understand where [the learner] struggles on a particular 
subject”.935 The company’s ed-tech platform, 4 LittleTrees, is described on 
its website as a “patented AI-driven motivation model” that “combines AI 
with emotional analysis” to “facilitate students’ learning process and provide 
better teacher assistance”.936 During the pandemic the popularity of the 
platform, initially launched in 2017, exploded, and the number of schools 
using it (with a price point between USD 10 to USD 49 per student per 
class) more than doubled in 2020 alone. The company’s founder claimed 
the software’s evaluation of children’s emotions was accurate about 85 per 
cent of the time, and greater for primary emotions such as happiness or 
sadness.937

While Find Solution AI and other firms offering emotion-recognition software 
projected confidence that student emotions are machine-readable, this 
confidence is not widely shared by the scientific community. 938 Peer-reviewed 
investigations into emotion-recognition technology tend to cast serious 
doubts on its value and reliability. 939 Researchers explain that attempts to 
draw assumptions about the internal mindsets and capabilities of learners 
from external appearances are fallible and based on dubious assumptions.940 
An important two-year meta-review of more than 1,000 different studies of 
emotion recognition, commissioned by the Association for Psychological 
Science and led by five distinguished scholars, found that emotion is 
expressed in varied and inconsistent ways. Published in 2019, the review 
concluded that facial expressions offer a specious window into emotional 
states. According to the authors, “How people communicate anger, disgust,  
fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise varies substantially across cultures, 
situations, and even across people within a single situation.” They concluded 
that that is “not possible to confidently infer happiness from a smile, anger 
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from a scowl, or sadness from a frown, as much of current technology tries 
to do when applying what are mistakenly believed to be the scientific 
facts”.941 This finding was, in effect, a rebuttal to the premise that ed-tech 
solutions could use face scanning and AI engines to assess emotions. 
A separate 2019 report from AI Now came to similar conclusions and 
advised researchers to pay greater attention to why so many organizations 
in education and other sectors are “using faulty technology to make 
assessments about character on the basis of physical appearance in 
the first place”.942 In mid-2022, Microsoft became one of the first large 
technology companies to publicly announce that it would cease work on 
systems that purport to use facial scanning to infer emotional states, citing 
“potential socio-technical risks” and “the inability to generalize the linkage 
between facial expression and emotional state across use cases, regions, 
and demographics”.943 Nevertheless, the value of the emotion detection and 
recognition market, which encompasses education and other sectors, was 
valued at over USD 23 billion in 2022 and projected to surpass USD 43 billion  
by 2027.944

“[Tech] companies can say whatever they want, but the data are clear. They can 
detect a scowl, but that’s not the same thing as detecting anger.” 

– Lisa Feldman Barrett, psychologist and neuroscientistclxvii

Facial scans were not the only surveillance technology deployed to gauge 
student emotion. Companies based in Japan and the USA offered products 
that used audio capture to deduce emotion. 945 Hume.ai, for example, 
claimed that its technology could “measure 53 emotions reliably expressed 
by the subtleties of language”.946 Other companies marketed voice recording 
and processing technology to schools to use as aggression detectors, even 
though this technology was shown to have serious shortcomings such 
as equating the voice of a comedian telling a joke with aggression.947 Yet 
with education exchange largely limited to digital mediums during the 
pandemic, voice was seamless to capture and process. Any synchronous 
class involved the translation of teacher and student voices into digital data. 
While voice is commonly understood to offer useful clues to emotional 
states, it is, like facial scans, an imperfect indicator. A voice that a piece of 
ed-tech software tags as ‘frustrated’ may not be expressing frustration at all, 
but rather a different emotion.

Utilities that purport to ascribe emotions to faces and voices risk giving 
outsize importance and credibility to automated and technology-
dependent methodologies that many scientists find prone to 
inconsistencies and imprecision.948 They can further cause teachers and 
other humans involved in education to distrust their own assessments. 
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Scientific studies have demonstrated the influence emotional labels can 
carry. Research has shown that providing people with preselected emotion 
words, “inadvertently primed” them to detect certain emotions over others 
and thus skewed their human ability to read other people’s emotional states 
by drawing on a multiplicity of essential contextual clues that are often 
invisible to technology.949 Other studies have found that recognizing human 
emotions from facial expressions is highly culturally specific and that claims 
of universally recognized expressions should be approached with caution. 
For example, research conducted with the Himba, a remote tribe in Namibia, 
found that people from this tribe consistently labelled photographs of 
actors’ faces differently than people from the USA. Facial expressions 
tagged as ‘happy’ or ‘afraid’ by US participants were tagged as ‘laughing’ and 
‘looking’ by Himba participants. The authors concluded that the perception 
of emotion depends heavily on cultural and conceptual contexts.950

Emotion-recognition technologies also expose ways that datafication 
can simplify a complex phenomenon filled with ambiguity and nuance. 
When deployed in schools, such technologies commonly use face scans 
to designate a single emotion to a student such as ‘neutral’, ‘happy’, ‘sad’, 
‘disappointed’, ‘angry’, ‘scared’, or ‘surprised’. But these single labels do not 
capture the complex interplay of emotions that students can feel. It is 
possible, of course, to feel happy and surprised or disappointed and sad. 
Almost any mixture of emotions is possible, and any single emotion may be 
fleeting. After assigning an emotion label to a student, an ed-tech algorithm 
typically makes an inference about what the emotion means for education. 
For example, an algorithm might deem that anger or disappointment is 
inconducive to learning, even though these emotions may not, in fact, be 
impediments or even present. Emotion-recognition technology offers a 
powerful example of the ways surveillance, datafication and automated 
decision-making could move teaching and learning onto tenuous ground: 
machine-assigned labels based on a questionable methodology matched 
with machine inferences about the meaning and significance of these labels 
to cue an educational intervention or recommendation.

“We can no longer allow emotion-recognition technologies to go unregulated. 
It is time for legislative protection from unproven uses of these tools in all 
domains – education, health care, employment and criminal justice.” 

- Kate Crawford, author of the Atlas of AIclxviii
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SELF-CENSORSHIP AND CLASSROOM CONTROL

Ed-tech deployed during the pandemic enabled a host of new, top-down 
and often illiberal controls over education. Software for synchronous 
video sessions, for example, often included teacher controls that bordered 
on the autocratic, such as ‘mute all’ buttons and other options to silence 
or eject individual students with a click of a mouse. Teacher-facing 
dashboards invited teachers to disable chat, record video and share 
screen functionalities for classes as well as individual learners. Teachers 
and administrators had levers to prevent specific students from seeing 
their classmates, while allowing this view to other students. Teachers and 
administrators also often had buttons that allowed them to ping students 
on their personal mobile phones or other devices with instructions to 
join a class. These sometimes domineering controls – often unique to the 
virtual spaces of ed-tech – compelled students to learn which actions 
met standardized expectations for reward or punishment. More open and 
democratic forms of teaching and learning, although possible via ed-tech, 
were not characteristic of the technology and solutions that were rolled out 
during the COVID-19 school closures. Indeed, many of the most meaningful 
educational experiences, such as engaging in critical thinking, inquiry, 
debate, group work, play, collaboration, questioning, protest, social action, 
fieldwork and experimentation, often fell outside of what was possible with 
mainstream ed-tech apps and platforms.

Of equal concern was the high cost of taking risks in online settings, 
where momentary missteps could become part of a learner’s or teacher’s 
permanent record due to omnipresent surveillance, particularly video 
recordings of educational exchange. Although video recording classes 
sometimes provided new benefits to learners, such as the ability to rewatch 
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lessons on demand, and to teachers, including the ability to observe and 
reflect on their practice, it could also carry a chilling effect. On-camera 
teachers and students self-policed their ideas and behaviour, quelling the 
spontaneity, flexibility and changeability that good pedagogy can elicit. The 
off-the-record comments and personal asides that could enliven classes and 
facilitate learning and understanding, as well as build trust, were hazardous 
with omnipresent video and audio surveillance. The ‘slack’ of education – the 
less formal moments and conversations between lessons that had been 
commonplace in schools – seemed to some to be a casualty of systems that 
recorded everything. The heavy surveillance that accompanied ed-tech 
modes of distance learning was often justified by explanations that classes 
should be accessible to students who missed them or wanted to see them 
again. Video recording made this re-playing possible, and lessons were 
routinely recorded, tagged, stored and made easily retrievable, by learners 
and teachers but also others less proximal to digital classrooms such as 
school administrators, parents and politicians.

Citing the ubiquity of surveillance, many commentators likened the 
surveillance powers of ed-tech to a panopticon – a building with 
architecture that enables systems of watching and control. The infamous 
panopticon prison, designed by the social theorist Jeremy Bentham 
and regularly invoked in philosophy, is constructed around a rotunda 
so that each individual cell is fully visible to a watchtower in the centre. 
While guards in the watchtower can peer into each cell and observe each 
prisoner, the prisoners cannot see the guards. Because the prisoners have 
no way of knowing when they are being watched, they are compelled 
to regulate their own behaviour as if they are being watched constantly. 
For this reason, panopticon prisons do not necessarily need a guard in 
the watchtower – the perception of unbroken surveillance is enough to 
compel prisoners to self-regulate their actions. The pervasiveness of unique 
log-in credentials, cameras, timers, microphones, location tracking, facial 
recognition technology, and time and date stamps among other modes 
of surveillance in the new digital environments of education could create 
a similar perception of incessant watching – and engender a sense that 
any blunder might be captured, shared, made public, decontextualized 
and scrutinized by others, prompting self-policing and suspicion of others. 
The pandemic deepened this effect due to the increased reliance on 
virtual spaces – where surveillance was often ubiquitous. The Economist 
dubbed this phenomenon “the coronopticon” (a conjoining of the words 
‘coronavirus’ and ‘panopticon’), calling critical attention to “a brave new age 
of surveillance and data control catalysed by hasty tech decisions under 
COVID-19”.951 In education circles, careful readers of philosophy noted 
that Michel Foucault’s famous explanation of a panopticon prison – a 
collection of cages or small theatres “in which each actor is alone, perfectly 
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individualized and constantly visible”952 – was a remarkably apt description 
of some Zoom or Google Meet classes. Administrators and teachers were 
in a watchtower, with considerable powers of surveillance, while students 
were in isolated digital cells where incessant visibility could be, as Foucault 
argued, a trap.

The panoptic effects of the transition to remote learning were widely 
discussed, and in some contexts there was clear evidence that video 
recordings and other, often passive, forms of tech-enabled watching were 
indeed triggering self-censorship among students. For example, and 
according to a survey conducted in the USA by the Center for Democracy 
and Technology, a majority of students in K-12 schools in the USA agreed 
with the statement, “I do not share my true thoughts or ideas because I 
know what I do online is being monitored”, and 80 per cent reported being 
“more careful” about what they searched for online because they were 
aware that they were being monitored.953 When students pre-emptively 
muzzle closely held ideas or avoid internet searches to further knowledge 
about potentially sensitive topics because of heavy-handed technology 
surveillance, this surveillance can constrain educational exchange and limit 
learning. In higher education, professors at universities in the USA and 
Australia noted that students from countries with strict rules on freedom 
of speech and harsh punishments for slander seemed less willing to speak 
about sensitive topics following the shift to online education.954 Human 
Rights Watch documented cases of students reporting other students to 
national authorities for comments or activism expressed online or during 
online classes, including students studying outside their home countries.955 
The ease of recording educational exchanges conducted digitally could 
heighten fears of reporting and reprisal. A video or audio recording of a 
class made available on a school or university platform offered authorities 
concrete evidence of opinions or activism expressed in an educational 
setting, instead of mere hearsay.

“Everything is monitored. We have to be careful to not lose our jobs or maybe 
life by being sent to jail. … Many prosecutions for free speech happen every day 
now.” 

– University professor, Lebanonclxix

Ed-tech surveillance also appears to have heightened the self-censorship of 
teachers. For example, a survey of professors in 17 Arab countries (Algeria, 
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Saudi 
Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, the United Arab Emirates and Yemen) 
found that 85 per cent of respondents reported that they were ‘somewhat 
likely’, ‘likely’, or ‘very likely’ to self-censor in online classes, in emails or over 
social media. Professors were less likely to report censoring themselves in 
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traditional in-person classes. The survey was conducted from November 
2020 to March 2021, a period when many Arab universities were prohibited 
from holding in-person courses because of the COVID-19 pandemic and 
thus were reliant on ed-tech for distance learning. The surveillance features 
of ed-tech could make classroom instruction and discussion reviewable by 
people outside the class or even the educational institution. Respondents 
of the Arab-country survey indicated that they were more concerned 
about government authorities or university administrators finding the 
ideas they shared in academic settings objectionable than their co-workers 
or students.956 Ed-tech provided a technical means to pierce the privacy 
and intimacy that had been a hallmark of in-person and classroom-based 
instruction that was standard prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and shift to 
remote learning.

“An expectation that each session will be recorded and made available online 
regardless of staff preference takes away from our autonomy as lecturers and 
makes us feel like cogs in a machine and not human beings. It will add to 
the rhetoric that we’re disposable and accountable for literally everything we 
say and will take away from our freedom of speech and creativity within the 
learning space to have timely, challenging discussions.” 

– University educator, UKclxx

Qualitative research conducted at universities in Palestine provided a fuller 
picture of how the surveillance features of ed-tech were changing dynamics 
at the level of individual classes. The researchers found that students and 
teachers in literature classes sanitized and self-regulated their discussions 
of books when these discussions were recorded by ed-tech utilities during 
the pandemic. The authors explained that topics related to sexuality, politics, 
misogyny and religion in literary works were repressed in class discussions 
due to multilayered surveillance from students, parents and administrators 
who could easily watch the classes either live or via a digital recording. They 
argued that “panoptic surveillance” enabled by remote learning with ed-tech 
“arguably violates the human rights to freedom of educational practices” 
and compelled teachers to simplify the literary analysis they performed with 
students. The teachers’ internalization of self-censorship led them to “detach 
texts from politics” and avoid free and discursive discussion about literature 
that might stimulate critical and creative thinking. The researchers did not 
mince words in their summary of their main findings: “Surveillance shatters 
the illusion of liberation many literacy educators thought they have gained 
in online education; indeed, the instructors’ testimonies highlight their 
internalization of panoptic surveillance that derails the liberating purpose of 
education.”957
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“Education, even in-person education, is digital in the COVID-19 era, and staff 
members use a piece of software to watch everything students do on school-
issued laptops and to keep them off banned websites. The kids are aware.” 

– Priya Anand and Mark Bergen, technology journalistsclxxi

Ed-tech’s surveillance features have threatened the viability of learning 
spaces that should be safe spaces for students to grow, change their 
minds, think and learn in a process of identity formation. The ease of data 
capture, storage and surveillance in digital environments can make it risky 
for learners to experiment with new ideas and to try on different identities 
to develop and grow intellectually. Beliefs staunchly held by a student in 
one moment could ultimately prove embarrassing at a future time as ideas 
change, views soften and opinions become more nuanced. Many ed-tech 
utilities and digital technologies generally provide people with tools to 
easily capture a moment, take it out of its original and intended context, 
and put it in a new and often unflattering light. In a world where careers 
and reputations can be destroyed because of a single tweet or blog post, 
there is a risk that what a person does, says or writes in a virtual classroom, 
where surveillance and recording are often inescapable, can carry outsize 
consequences and shadow a person in adverse ways indefinitely. Few 
would argue that one ill-considered school essay should limit a student’s 
job opportunities a decade a later, but the permeance and permeability 
of ed-tech platforms where assignments were uploaded and tagged to 
individuals with birthdates and other fixed identifiers made this a possibility, 
even if it remains rare today. As students and teachers guard themselves 
against risks of this sort, education becomes prone to excessively cautious 
self-censorship that can narrow viewpoints and discourage the formulation 
or sharing of original ideas – the antithesis of the knowledge expansion that 
education is supposed to foster.

Beyond triggering self-censorship, ed-tech could be deployed in ways that 
fortify top-down government censorship of knowledge and ideas. Regimes 
around the world and particularly those with vested interests in buttressing 
an official ideology or narrative and extinguishing alternative perspectives 
or accounts found that when teaching and learning was conducted over 
connected technology exclusively (or near exclusively), they could often 
exercise firmer control over what was taught and how. Some governments 
welcomed ed-tech as a new repertoire of tools to tighten oversight of the 
ideas and information introduced through education. With class instruction 
and discussion being beamed into homes during the pandemic, public 
authorities sometimes encouraged parents and other adults to hover 
over educational exchange and report content and ideas they deemed 
objectionable or off-limits. Countries and localities established online and 
telephone hotlines so people could report violations of rules that sought 
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to, for example, sanctify a particular version of history, elevate a particular 
leader or designate certain topics and realities as off-limits for educational 
discussion.958 Knowledge that parents and other adults who were not 
learners might be scrutinizing online classes could prompt teachers to 
sidestep sensitive topics, whether explanations of current events, the legacy 
of a historical event, or scientific concepts that have become controversial 
due to the circulation of misinformation and disinformation.959 Although 
ed-tech had long promised to expand access to knowledge for educational 
purposes and help it travel across borders and boundaries, it could – in 
the hands of dedicated government handlers – be leveraged to achieve 
the opposite result: heavy-handed censorship, doctrinaire filtering of 
knowledge, and the policing and intimidation of institutions and instructors 
that shared information which had not been explicitly sanctioned.

In digital spaces, blocks on information did not always have to take the 
form of outright censorship. Subtler approaches were available to public 
authorities exercising controls over internet traffic and content. Some 
governments, for example, use techniques to slow, rather than stop or 
redirect, internet traffic at specific websites they dislike. This practice can 
cause users looking for these sensitive websites to grow impatient and move 
to other, less objectionable websites, while also allowing public authorities 
to avoid accusations of fully blocking content.960 During the pandemic, many 
governments, autocratic and otherwise, came to appreciate and more fully 
understand and exercise the surveillance features and top-down controls 
enabled by various ed-tech utilities. The technology supporting remote 
learning became a versatile means to help formulate beliefs and worldviews 
aligned with a particular ideology, while blocking access to alternative 
ones. This is not to say that connected technologies did not help certain 
learners and teachers circumnavigate blocks on information and expand 
their access to knowledge. Surely this occurred. Intrepid users of technology 
are often able to find leaks and holes in digital firewalls and access the 
unfiltered internet and see content that is ostensibly restricted or censored. 
But many ed-tech users, especially those new to digital technology, lacked 
this sophisticated technical know-how. And in regimes that tightly police 
technology use, this knowledge could be difficult or dangerous to obtain. 
For these reasons, the knowledge exchange that occurred with ed-tech 
could be far removed from the sometimes more private and more trusting 
space of physical classrooms where teachers and students may have felt 
freer to engage in education discourses that touched on sensitive matters 
that were not necessarily embraced by a ruling regime.

Full internet shutdowns are another mechanism to limit access to 
knowledge, ideas and learning available online. They have become 
concerningly commonplace, including during the COVID-19 pandemic 
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when online access carried heightened importance for education and many 
other sectors. Access Now, a free speech advocacy organization, 
documented 159 internet shutdowns across 29 countries in 2020, a figure 
that increased to 182 internet shutdowns across 34 countries in 2021.961 
Remarkably, the power of governments to shut down the internet is 
sometimes exercised for ‘educational’ purposes. Authorities in the Middle 
East and North Africa, including Algeria, Jordan, Sudan and Syria, 
occasionally shut down the internet during national exams ostensibly to 
prevent cheating. This rationale is based on assumptions that students will 
use connected devices to share answers to standardized tests. Recently, this 
practice has come under heavy critique by citizens and human rights 
experts alike, citing its limited effects on preventing cheating at the cost of 
infringing on citizens’ rights to information and communication.962 
Nevertheless, these practices show that numerous governments hold levers 
to bluntly – and sometimes with high degrees of precision – block digital 
information flows at will, including those flows that provide portals to 
education and knowledge.

On their own, advanced technologies deployed in response to public 
emergencies do not pose an inherent threat to citizen control over 
education and the free flow of knowledge and ideas. The speed and 
extensive application of ed-tech in the pandemic, however, upset 
institutional balances and often circumvented civic discourse through 
blanket measures and top-down directives instructing students and 
teachers to use applications and platforms that were developed outside 
public oversight. This appears to have held true in democratic regimes as 
well as non-democratic ones. In both situations, the surveillance capabilities 
of ed-tech appear to have resulted in considerable self-censorship and 
changed relationships among learners and teachers, often in ways that 
threatened to inhibit intellectual exploration and introduced new risks to 
open and honest educational exchange.
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TECHNOLOGY AIMED AT INDIVIDUALS TILTS 
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AWAY FROM GROUPS

During the pandemic the surveillance technology of ed-tech was often 
aimed at individuals instead of groups, and this had implications for 
educational research as well as practice. Researchers studying remote 
learning were confronted with data that looked closely at individual actions 
and behaviours but tended to be relatively blind to the wider social and 
environmental contexts in which this learning took place. Many ed-tech 
utilities were built to enable personalized learning and reflected a view that 
education could be detached from many of the group dynamics that had 
characterized in-person learning in school. This aspect helped make ed-tech 
scalable. If an automated system accommodated only individuals, it tended 
to be easier and cheaper to scale out than systems that accommodated 
regular and sustained socialization between students who knew one and 
another. The surveillance apparatus around a lot of ed-tech reflected this 
individual-at-the-centre orientation. The data that technology collected 
and presented on dashboards and spreadsheets to different stakeholders in 
education, including researchers, often provided details about the actions 
and progress of individual learners, yet offered little insights into how this 
action and progress was influenced by social interactions. Such atomized 
information could be rich for research purposes, but it could also obscure 
the complex social and environmental relationships that underlie learning 
and help make education engaging and purposeful.

“The sheer amount of microlevel data make big data methods a powerful tool 
for analyzing learner processes, but that power can lead researchers to ignore 
broader and potentially more important patterns that cannot be measured at 
the microlevel.” 

– Christian Fischer et al., authors of Mining Big Data in Educationclxxii

Outside the context of the pandemic, sociologists and anthropologists 
commonly observed learners studying and living in contexts far wider than 
that of an ed-tech platform. But these more panoramic views of education 
were difficult to obtain with learning happening in homes under lockdowns 
and in digital spaces catering to individuals, and, in many instances, 
regardless of any group affiliation. The review of the literature conducted for 
this publication identified relatively few studies in which researchers 
attempted sustained observations of group dynamics in Zoom-style video 
classes or other ed-tech utilities supporting human-to-human interactions, 
even though these observations would have been relatively easy to conduct 
with the appropriate permissions – and, in many contexts, these permissions 
were quite loose. (During school closures, video classes were routinely seen 
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by people not actively participating in them, and, presumably, this extended 
ring of observers could have included researchers.)

A lesser-observed side effect of the surveillance and datafication features 
of ed-tech was the way it could background the social relationships and 
interactions that influence and indeed fuel meaningful learning, while 
foregrounding the actions of individuals, observed without much attention 
to social context. The automated outputs of ed-tech software, while data-
rich in volume, tended to offer a rather myopic view of education that 
could trickle down into education research. With the benefit of hindsight, 
it is worth considering what AI-powered and other ed-tech surveillance 
systems might have revealed if they had set their sights more squarely on 
the working of groups.

AUTOMATION AND MACHINE PROCESSES 
WEAKEN TEACHER AUTHORITY

Essential relationships between teachers and students were also recast 
during the transition to remote learning with ed-tech and impacted 
by its tendency towards automation. Some teachers expressed feeling 
“dehumanized” and lamented that they were being treated like extensions 
of the technology that dominated the new digital-only environments of 
education.963 It could be an unwelcome jolt. Before the pandemic, in physical 
schools and classrooms, students had interacted with teachers in person 
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and technology was usually tucked away, preserving the centrality of human 
connections. Many schools, especially in the lower grades, routinely banned 
phones and computers from classrooms to avoid distractions and maintain 
the primacy of non-digital learning and interactions.964 This kept teachers, 
rather than digital tools, as captains of pedagogy. But when schooling 
moved to remote, technology-mediated platforms, some educators 
experienced their authority slipping away amid layers of technology. 
Technology could, for example, assert a particular pedagogy, automatically 
guiding and pacing instruction, thereby reducing a teacher’s role to one of 
a technology facilitator. Teachers expressed alarm at realizing they were, 
in some contexts and instances, tasked only with prompting students to 
progress down paths prescribed by automated systems.965 A maxim popular 
in ed-tech circles holds that teachers should facilitate personalized learning 
with technology and function as a ‘guide on the side’ rather than a ‘sage on 
the stage’. But technology was often reducing teachers’ roles to ‘proctors on 
platforms’.

A few distance learning ed-tech systems were so awash with automation 
that it could be hard for students and parents to see or feel the presence 
of teachers. One university student in Canada expressed alarm at learning 
that the teacher of his online art history class had died two years before 
the start of the course, but the course kept running with various forms of 
automation and, according to the university, a human teaching assistant.966 
Many advanced ed-tech apps incorporated ‘teacher’ chatbots capable of 
sustaining human-like conversations. On occasion, this aspect could make 
it challenging for learners and their families to immediately distinguish 
between what messages and content were machine-generated and what 
were generated by human teachers, a challenge that is likely to grow as 
large language model AI chatbots are incorporated into ed-tech apps. This 
may have carried repercussions for how teachers were treated. If technology 
‘dehumanized’ teachers or made them indistinguishable from the 
automated features of a particular system, students could come to see them 
as lacking influence, authority and expertise. There is anecdotal evidence 
of teachers observing shifts in the style and tone of communication from 
students in the digital spaces of ed-tech, such that the polite and formal 
manners that had marked face-to-face interactions, gave way to something 
less formal, abrupt and unmannerly.967 While the pandemic had innumerable 
external stressors that could explain a tilt to indecorous and even rude 
communication, some of this decline may be attributable to the nature 
of impersonal technology and the downgrading of teachers’ authority. 
Instead of being subject matter experts with deep knowledge of pedagogy 
and their students’ learning contexts, teachers were often relegated into 
lesser roles when education became more automated in the new digital 
environments of remote learning.
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“Decisions made by computer are not fundamentally more logical and 
unbiased than decisions made by people.” 
– Joan Donovan, Robyn Caplan, Jeanna Matthews and Lauren Hanson, authors of Algorithmic 
Accountabilityclxxiii

In instances where computer systems were seemingly in charge of 
education, students learned to defer to them not only for instruction, 
but evaluation as well. Many learners completed assignments inside 
automated apps that generated clean, instant and predictable outputs 
and scores. Human assessment, by contrast, tended to be less clean and 
less predictable. Feedback and grades given by teachers were not dictated 
by the rigid rules underlying machine algorithms. Human evaluators 
tended to look for evidence of improvement and growth from different 
starting points rather than evaluating assignments according to a fixed 
barometer of achievement. In practice, this meant that a good paper from 
a low-performing student was more likely to warrant strong praise and 
encouragement than a good paper from an extremely high-performing 
student. Teacher assessments can, of course, be inconsistent and imperfect 
in their objectivity. But some degree of variation and subjectivity do 
not necessarily make feedback, instruction or recommendations any 
less valuable. Indeed, crafting individualized feedback aimed at unique 
students known to a teacher is vital to personalizing education. When 
done well, it is a world apart from the generic feedback pre-prepared for 
different hypothetical students that automated systems tend to employ as 
a matter of necessity. Understanding that people have different strengths, 
weaknesses and opinions and incorporating this knowledge in feedback 
and evaluation is an essential part of human-centred education. It entails 
learning how to interact with, read and connect with others, to cooperate, 
despite views that can diverge and conflict. These important social skills, as 
much a part of education as knowing the minutiae of an academic subject, 
cannot be evaluated by automated apps. During the pandemic, these 
human relationships and exchanges, which, in being human, were invariably 
subjective to some degree, could be sidelined in ed-tech environments. 
Often, in their place were unfeeling and unknowing algorithms. These 
algorithms, as creations of humans with agendas and biases, were also 
subjective, but they could carry a veneer of unassailable objectivity and 
fairness owing to the consistency of their outputs in response to particular 
inputs.968

Seen from this angle, the move to ed-tech was, for many, a step towards 
machine-reliant evaluation and a step away from the human-centric 
evaluations that can help students learn to navigate the complexity 
of human relationships and grow comfortable with diverse input and 
feedback. Students’ deferring to machines over teachers and other humans 
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in educational contexts did not start with the pandemic-driven reliance on 
technology, but it appears to have accelerated during the shift to remote 
online learning. For much of 2020, 2021 and 2022, ed-tech habituated 
young people and families to learning that was guided and assessed by 
machines, and some came to see these machines as holding authority 
similar to or even greater than human instructors.

FALLIBLE ALGORITHMS

The cessation of in-person schooling combined with new dependencies 
on ed-tech for educational administration as well as teaching and learning 
resulted in a rise in algorithmic decision-making during the COVID-19 
pandemic.969 Computers were called on to generate information that was 
previously reliant on human assessments.970 Algorithm-based systems made 
determinations about educational admissions, retention, scholarship and 
grades.971 While many of these systems had been developed and used prior 
to the pandemic, they tended to touch more learners and institutions with 
the move to distance learning and ed-tech. Experts and media organizations 
regularly called attention to the ways algorithms could – and, in many 
instances, did – unfairly disadvantaged certain groups educationally.972

Examples were numerous. The Markup, an investigative media organization, 
documented the ways that software used by more than 500 universities in 
the USA was four times more likely to label black male students as ‘high risk’ 
for dropping out than white male students.973 Separate research conducted 
by the Brookings Institution revealed how higher education institutions 
use enrolment algorithms in a two-stage process to, first, predict how 
likely prospective students are to enrol in a given institution and, second, 
to decide how to disburse scholarships in an effort to convince more 
prospective students to attend the institution. Researchers concluded that 
this use of this type of algorithm likely contributes to greater debt burdens 
for students, higher student dropout rates and larger racial disparities. 
Brookings found it particularly troubling that public information about 
how proprietary enrolment algorithms are designed and work was rarely 
available and hard to find when it was available. The researchers advised 
policy-makers to demand more transparency in how enrolment algorithms 
are used.974

While algorithmic systems to flag students at risk of dropping out, drive 
enrolment decisions and determine scholarship levels were used during 
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the pandemic as well as before it, the widespread use of algorithms to 
determine student grades was unique to the pandemic. Algorithmic grading 
systems were deployed in various contexts mainly because tests, including 
high-stakes examinations, that normally would have been administered 
in person and at schools were cancelled due to health concerns. In search 
of a solution to assign grades, many educational authorities turned to 
algorithms. The results were almost always contentious.

As one example, the International Baccalaureate (IB) programme, which 
has over 170,000 upper secondary students enrolled in schools around the 
world, cancelled its traditional end-of-term examinations and deployed an 
algorithm, developed by an unnamed educational organization specializing 
in data analysis, to assign grades. According to the IB, the algorithm used 
current and historical data to arrive at subject grades for each student. 
Although the details of the methodology were not disclosed, the IB shared 
that “predicted grades” would be an “active element” in determining the 
final mark each student received. The organization further noted that it 
was committed to ensuring that “overall outcomes will look similar to [the 
previous year’s outcomes] unless there is clear evidence why the overall 
cohort has changed”.975 When the end-of-term grades were assigned, many 
students felt that their scores had been unfairly, and in some instances, 
dramatically downgraded. For some students, the unexpectedly low 
score assigned by the algorithm endangered their offer of admission or 
scholarships at universities. As of early 2023, more than 25,000 people had 
signed an online petition expressing disappointment in the IB’s practice of 
algorithmic grading. Students and parents raised particular concern over 
the IB’s use of historical results to set school-based boundaries for grades. 
The online petition, written by Ali Zagmout, a student in an IB programme, 
implored the IB organization: “DO NOT use historical data because how 
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is that in any logical sense fair on the students who go to a school with 
a considerably ‘bad history’.”976 Zagmout’s argument captured a well-
documented critique of algorithmic decision-making: its tendency to simply 
reproduce outcomes from the past, replete with their inequities and biases.

“We need transparency, we need an explanation … We want our universities to 
admit us based on our coursework which outlines our capabilities in analytical, 
practical, and theoretical work rather than your skewed assessment of what 
your AI assumes our capabilities are.” 

– Author of an online petition protesting a 2020 exam grading algorithmclxxiv

Problems and complaints observed with grading algorithms reached a 
national scale in the UK in 2020.977 The UK government decided to use 
an algorithm to determine exam grades for students in upper secondary 
school. It was a major shift from traditional practice. The high-stakes, 
subject-based examinations known as A-levels (General Certificate of 
Education Advanced Level), normally taken in person and at schools, 
influence everything from university placements to alternative study, 
training or work opportunities. But because students were not able to sit 
for these examinations due to pandemic school closures, an algorithmic 
grading system was developed by the country’s national examination 
regulation authority, Ofqual. According to reporting by The Guardian, 
Ofqual built 11 candidate algorithms to generate grades and tested them 
extensively, eventually determining one to be superior to the rest. But this 
choice of algorithm, like the others under consideration, weighted relatively 
sparse inputs to assign grades: namely, the historical grade distribution 
of the school, the predicted grade distribution of the class, the predicted 
grade distribution of the student and, lastly, the number of students for 
whom there was historical data.978 Ofqual gained confidence in the selected 
algorithm because in trials it generated grades that were not excessively 
high or low compared with those awarded in previous years, and Ofqual 
considered that the close replication of past results was a primary indicator 
fairness.

Ofqual did observe some anomalous results when it tested the algorithm, 
but these were estimated at less than 0.25 per cent of total results, a margin 
of error that was considered a palatable level of deviance. Officials were 
clear-eyed that any model would have imperfections, and Ofqual flagged 
that its algorithm had a concerning tendency to downgrade bright, high-
performing students in historically low-performing schools. Like the IB 
algorithm, the one developed by Ofqual gave considerable weight to the 
past performance of schools to determine students’ final grades. However, 
school performance is often a reflection of geography – schools in less 
affluent areas tend to perform lower (as measured by students’ results on 
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standardized exams) than schools in wealthier areas. Before the algorithm 
was deployed to assign grades to hundreds of thousands of students, 
Ofqual highlighted risks that “outlier students” might be “disadvantaged” 
and informed the government that “some students may think that, had they 
taken their exams, they would have achieved higher grades”.979

When the algorithm was deployed at scale at the end of the 2019/20 
academic year and computer-generated grades were communicated to 
students in August, reactions were immediate and explosive. The grading 
system was described as a “disaster”, a “debacle”, “like the sinking of the 
Titanic”, “unfair”, “harmful”, “unethical”, “a prejudice engine”, and “cruel”.980 
Nearly 40 per cent of teacher-assessed grades (around 700,000 in total) were 
downgraded by the Ofqual algorithm, sometimes by two grades or more.981 
Students protested across the country and were often joined by parents and 
teachers. They held placards with slogans such as “Your algorithm doesn’t 
know me” and “Judge my work not my postcode”.982 While arguments have 
long existed in the UK about the appropriateness of assigning grades by 
high-stakes examinations alone, the tradition of using timed, school-
administered and in-person tests was widely perceived as enabling an equal 
opportunity to all students. The algorithmic system developed by Ofqual 
was, by contrast, understood as a tool that stripped students of agency and 
responsibilities that they had previously exercised. At student protests held 
outside the UK Department for Education, students asked “How can I fail an 
exam I’ve never taken”.983 Various autopsies of the algorithmic grading 
system bristled in particular at the way the performance history of a 
student’s school was used to determine grades. For many, it seemed 
“intrinsically unfair” that the grades assigned to students by the algorithm 
were “decided by the ability of pupils they may have never met”.984 The chair 
as well as the chief executive of Ofqual resigned, and the UK prime minister 
who initially supported algorithmic grading to prevent grade inflation and 
its knock-on effects attributed the grading “fiasco” to a “mutant algorithm”.985 
In the face of public, media and parliamentary outcry, the government 
decided to drop algorithmic grading in favour of grades specified by 
teachers, a model that was applied again in 2021 in the face of extended 
school closures.986
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“Your algorithm doesn’t know me.” 

– Slogan written on a sign held by a student in the UK protesting algorithmic gradingclxxv

While “Trust teachers, not machines” was an oft-repeated slogan of students 
and parents protesting the results of the Ofqual algorithm, its defenders 
maintained that the dispassionate calculations of a computer could assign 
grades more objectively than human teachers. Ofqual’s pre-COVID studies 
indicated that around half of grades issued to students by teachers year-
to-year are aberrant in some way.987 During a grilling by the UK Parliament’s 
Education Committee, the chair of Ofqual was pressured to disown the 
grading algorithm, but he largely declined, even as he apologized to 
students who felt they had been hurt by it.988 As reporter Tom Lamont 
observed in a detailed accounting of the UK’s turbulent and short-lived 
experiment with algorithmic grading, Ofqual’s creation was neither “mutant” 
nor “rogue”. “The algorithm,” Lamont wrote, “did what it was supposed to 
do. Humans, in the end, had no stomach for what it was supposed to do.”989 
But the imbroglio revealed that people in the UK did have a stomach for 
teacher assessments – and, beyond this, they took to the streets to demand 
them when traditional testing practices were suspended. Despite the many 
imprecisions and inconsistencies of their grading, teachers could better 
see and account for the complexities of students’ lives and contexts than 
a machine. They could see learners as people, humans with strengths, 
weaknesses, ambitions, struggles, interests, work ethics and imperfections 
– a messy whole difficult to distil into quantitative data. The resistance to 
algorithmic grading in the UK clarified that even within the emergency 
context of the pandemic, there were limits to what decisions people 
were willing to offload to computers. The Ofqual algorithm stands as an 
example of technology solutionism at work in educational assessment. A 
one-size-fits-all formula capable of crunching various bits of data available 
to a central authority was put forward as a clean, efficient, fast, technology-
dependant and reasonably fair remedy to the thorny problem of assigning 
grades during pandemic school closures. Students and families, however, 
voiced a strong preference for keeping human teachers at the helm of 
grading decisions. Ultimately, they successfully prompted the government 
to reverse course on a technical and automated solution in favour of a more 
human-mediated interim solution.

“The question that the exam authorities and the politicians needed to answer 
was not: ‘How do we create a fair assessment system to replace the exams?’ but: 
‘What kind of fairness do we want and what kinds of unfairness are we willing 
to tolerate?’” 

– Kenan Malik, writer and columnistclxxvi
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Beyond resisting algorithmic grading, students and the public also pushed 
back against algorithms used to guide university admissions during the 
pandemic, perhaps reflecting increased awareness of the tendency of 
algorithms to simply replicate past results. In one notable example, the 
University of Texas, spurred by a series of crucial tweets in 2020, phased 
out a machine-learning system that helped admissions officers make 
determinations about which students to admit into the university’s 
prestigious doctoral-level computer science programmes.990 The system 
had been created by two people in 2013 to speed up applicant reviews and 
reduce the human labour of admission committees. To hone the automated 
system, the creators trained it to give a numerical ranking to each applicant 
using data from past (pre-2013) admissions decisions. When the system 
came under scrutiny, its critics voiced dismay that the university was relying 
on a machine process that had ‘hard-coded’ whatever patterns – and biases 
– the University of Texas selection committee possessed nearly a decade 
before. Even the creators of the system acknowledged that it had only been 
programmed to mirror what the admissions committee had been doing 
before 2013.991 Yet lost in some of the media coverage about the system 
was research to indicate that the technology reduced the time needed to 
review candidates’ applications by approximately 75 per cent, and separate 
data showing that the number of candidates submitting applications to the 
university’s computer science doctoral programmes ballooned from 250 
in 2000 to around 650 in 2012 to over 1,200 in 2020.992 The time and cost 
efficiencies enabled by such algorithmic systems, combined with greater 
demands on educational institutions, made the systems understandably 
attractive to educational authorities. 993

Although the University of Texas admission algorithm and the UK grading 
algorithm were both ultimately abandoned, elsewhere, the trend of using 
algorithms and other automated systems to make important decisions 
related to education was on the rise.994 In closing off various traditional 
processes reliant on in-person human exchange to make determinations 
related to everything from admissions and grades to counselling and 
teacher assessment, the health crisis hastened the introduction and wide-
scale implementation of algorithmic substitutes. This was sometimes cast 
as matter of necessity, rather than a strategy to optimize efficiencies and 
reduce costs, as was typically the framing prior to COVID-19. Algorithms 
that had been optional prior to 2020 were repositioned as only- or best-
option choices to keep the machinery of education running in the context 
of pandemic school closures and the hard pivot to ed-tech. Because these 
systems were highly reliant on data inputs, they were almost exclusively 
deployed in countries where educational data were already plentiful. The 
volumes and types of data needed to, for example, compute student grades 
algorithmically in lieu of test scores or teacher assessments were largely 
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unavailable in countries where datafication processes remained nascent. 
Algorithmic decision-making, in this regard, followed the trail of educational 
datafication. Both accelerated during the pandemic.

REMOTE PROCTORING, SUSPICION SCORES AND 
SOFTWARE SEDIMENTATION

While many educational institutions cancelled important tests during 
the pandemic, others attempted to keep them going by moving them 
online, thereby minimizing disruptions to standard practices and academic 
calendars. If students could take tests, these instruments could remain 
mechanisms to assess student achievement and assist various ranking, 
sorting and gate-keeping exercises. A lot of tests were not particularly 
difficult to digitalize and, well before the pandemic, testing had been 
moving out of paper formats and into digital ones. Ed-tech organizations 
offered extensive services and options to create digital tests. Various 
systems allowed students to answer multiple-choice questions with 
a click, balance equations, type short answer responses and compose 
lengthy essays. Once a test was completed it could be passed onward to 
a teacher for review with a click of a button. In some cases, computers 
performed all or part of the review – a process that could make assessment 
nearly instantaneous, especially for tests with fixed-answer questions and 
other inputs that were easy for machines to read and mark. Computer 
evaluations of tests with open-ended questions requiring written responses 
tended to be less seamless, however, and often introduced problems. 
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Researchers documented, for instance, the ways leading language- 
processing AI systems used to score student essays, including on high-
stakes examinations, could give high and even perfect scores to “complete 
incoherence” and “meaningless gibberish”.995 Other automated grading 
engines could be tricked into awarding high marks with simple hacks like 
writing a few long and grammatically complex sentences followed by a 
disjointed list of keywords.996 The systems also did little to recognize and 
reward stylistic and other compositional creativity – concerns that the 
Australian government cited in 2018, among others, for abandoning plans 
to transition to an automated scoring system to mark standardized writing 
assessments.997

Regardless of who was doing the evaluation (teachers or machines), 
when assessments moved online during pandemic school closures, 
digital testing opened the door to various exclusions and inequities. 
Students without requisite technology or digital skills were cut off from 
examinations, and learners with slow internet connections or distracting 
home environments tended to be at a disadvantage. These problems were 
especially pronounced at basic and secondary education grade levels, and 
as a result, many examinations scheduled for K-12 learners were postponed 
or cancelled.

Institutions of higher education were more likely to adopt and require 
digital testing. Compared to learners in basic or secondary education, 
students in higher education were, on average, more digitally skilled and 
better able to access connected technology, in addition to being older 
and more independent. They could more reasonably fulfil digital testing 
requirements, and higher education institutions were more likely to adopt 
and require digital testing. Universities around the world decided to keep 
testing routines largely in place throughout pandemic lockdowns. What had 
previously been done in person and on paper would be completed digitally 
and remotely. The major challenge, as it was widely understood, was the 
prevention of cheating.

Educators and others assumed that cheating would be rampant if tests 
were taken outside of schools, in online environments and beyond the 
watchful gaze of teachers. A survey conducted by Wiley, a leading education 
publisher, found that over 90 per cent of instructors believed students 
were “more likely” to cheat in remote online learning environments than in 
standard non-digital testing environments.998 However, research into online 
test-taking suggested that these suspicions had limited empirical evidence. 
Findings from a 2014 study indicated that the prevalence of cheating in 
online test modalities did not appear to vary significantly from traditional 
offline modalities.999 A separate study from 2010 found that the percentage 
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of students who anonymously self-reported dishonest behaviours during a 
test was roughly the same in live and online settings, even though students 
reported they were much more likely to get caught in a live setting.1000 
Research had also revealed that simple honour pledges were highly 
effective at curbing cheating, suggesting that a culture of mutual trust is 
among the most effective mechanisms to prevent cheating.1001 Regardless, 
the perception that cheating would spike in the distance learning and 
remote testing environments of the pandemic pushed higher education 
institutions to seek quick remedies to assure the integrity of examinations. 
Enter technology.

Prior to the pandemic, a handful of start-up companies had already 
developed and sold software that ‘watched’ students taking examinations 
remotely. By giving human observers or AI systems access to a test taker’s 
computer, including through screen-sharing and camera and microphone 
controls, the software was purportedly able to detect cheating. The products 
were bundled under a generic label of remote proctoring technologies had 
filled a relatively niche market before COVID-19, providing online-only  
universities and some professional schools a means to supervise examinations  
taken online and at a distance with, in theory, the same or greater vigilance 
that might be paid to students taking an in-person examination in a 
classroom setting.

Although very few students had direct experience with remote proctoring 
technology in the first weeks of 2020, this changed with the pandemic. 
Higher education institutions around the world instructed teachers to 
ensure online tests were overseen with remote proctoring utilities. A quick 
poll taken of higher education institutions in numerous countries found 
that over half (54 per cent) were actively using remote proctoring services 
as early as April 2020, just a few weeks into the global health crisis.1002 A later 
and larger study of colleges and universities in Canada and the USA found 
that 63 per cent appeared to be using proctoring software in November 
2020.1003 By 2021, remote proctoring was anything but fringe. Commentary 
about it spilled from ed-tech focused publications like EdSurge to general 
interest newspapers and magazines with international readership, ranging 
from the New Yorker to Teen Vogue.1004

Online proctoring was marketed to educational institutions as a bundle 
of technology to “secure exam integrity” and “protect” institutional 
reputation.1005 The implicit assumption was that institutions that did not 
use the technology were putting their reputations at risk and endangering 
the integrity of the diverse examinations administered by different 
departments and instructors. At its core, remote proctoring is surveillance. 
It conveys an explicit lack of trust to students because its only purpose is to 
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try to prevent cheating and detect it if/when it occurs. While teachers and 
teaching assistants overseeing an in-class examination might also play a 
prevention and detection function, these are hardly the only ones. Teachers 
can provide clarifications, make needed adjustments, respond to requests 
and provide encouragement. They can also observe responses and hear 
student feedback to adjust future instruction. Many educators recoil at the 
idea of sternly policing examinations being taken by young adults attending 
universities on a voluntary basis and often paying for the privilege. They 
assume students will adhere to ethical standards and only intervene when 
there is strong evidence of deviation from these standards.

Remote proctoring technologies are different. They are purpose-built to 
root out any form of cheating: from extreme infractions (a student paying 
someone else to take a test) to minor rule-breaking lapses (glancing at a 
mobile phone that is supposed to be out of sight to check an incoming 
message). The starting point of proctoring technology is a view that all 
students are ‘suspects’ of cheating until they ‘prove’ themselves innocent 
by adhering to the rules and protocols – some of them kept in secret – 
surrounding a given examination.

“To take a test you need to let a stranger have a video recording of your room? 
Are you kidding me?” 

– Bill Fitzgerald, researcher at Consumer Reportsclxxvii

The surveillance required for remote proctoring could verge on the 
Orwellian: unknown and unseen proctors transforming a student’s 
computer into a watching and recording device that studied movements, 
noises, typing patterns and digital navigation for potential infractions. 
Students were often required to prove their identity by holding a 
government-issued photo identification up to a webcam. Sometimes they 
had to answer verification questions related to their place and date of birth, 
place of residence, student identification number and so forth. Identity 
might also be corroborated with technical proxies such as IP addresses or 
typing speeds. If a student’s IP address or typing speed differed from one 
test to another, the system might flag the discrepancy to a human proctor 
for inspection. Additionally, students were regularly required to show their 
physical surroundings prior to the start of an examination by turning 
webcams 360 degrees and enabling close-up views of their immediate 
workspace, the table or desk where the laptop would sit.1006 Some 
companies offering remote proctoring services guaranteed that a human 
proctor, often working from a country with low labour costs, would watch a 
student for the entire duration of the test, even though the student could 
almost never see the person proctoring the exam.1007 Behaviour and actions 
deemed suspicious such as another person entering the testing room, 
sometimes a shared bedroom or common area in a student’s home, might 
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be escalated to an ‘interventionist’ who could demand that the student 
stand up or point the webcam in a particular direction. Prior to taking 
examinations, students would also have to download proprietary software 
that would lock their devices, preventing, for example, internet searches or 
blocking the use of other software, thereby compelling strict compliance 
with conditions specified by an educational institution.

Log in to your ProctorU 
account 2-3 minutes before 
your scheduled appointment 
and click Start Session when 
the countdown timer reaches 
0:00:00.

Pre-checks: If you don’t 
already have the ProctorU 
extension, you’ll be prompted to 
download it. You’ll be required 
to accept exam guidelines and 
terms of service. The browser 
will prompt you to share your 
screen, a required part of being 
proctored online. You’ll be 
automatically guided through 
a series of equipment checks to 
make sure your system meets 
minimum requirements.

Photos & Authentications: 
You’ll take a photo of yourself as 
well as your I.D. for identity 
veri�cation purposes. Depending 
on the level of veri�cation 
required by your institution, you 
may be asked to answer a series 
of randomly generated, public 
record challenge questions. You 
may also be required to type out 
a paragraph of text that will be 
checked against a pre-existing 
typing test that you would have 
been asked to complete prior to 
exam day. Both of these are 
optional measures selected by 
your instructor or institution.

Chatbox download: 
You will be prompted to 
download and run a LogMeIn 
Rescue applet �le that will bring 
up a chat box allowing you to 
text with your proctor. If 
prompted, be sure to click “open” 
or “allow” to give the �le 
permission to run. When the chat 
box says “waiting,” it means that 
you are in the queue waiting for 
your proctor. TIP: If your status 
shows “waiting,” do not 
re-download the applet �le as 
that will put you back at the end 
of the queue. If you have issues 
with this applet �le, view these 
troubleshooting tips.

Proctor Connection & 
Con�rmations: Your 
proctor will greet you and 
con�rm that you passed your 
identity veri�cation steps. You’ll 
review the exam rules with 
your proctor and they’ll ask to 
see any permitted resources 
that your instructor has allowed 
you to use during your exam.

Remote System Check: 
Your proctor will ask to take 
remote control of your mouse 
and keyboard via the LogMeIn 
Rescue applet in order to make 
sure no unpermitted programs 
are running. You will be able to 
see everything that your 
proctor is doing during this 
step, and it is impossible for 
them to access any �les 
without your knowledge.

Camera Pan: Your proctor 
will ask you to show the 4 walls 
of your room as well as your 
desk space via your webcam. 
You may or may not also be 
asked to show your computer 
monitor by using a mirror or 
cellphone camera. Lastly, your 
proctor will make sure your cell 
phone is out of reach.

Navigating to the Exam 
& Password Entry: Your 
proctor will then direct you into 
your LMS or exam delivery 
system so that he or she can 
unlock your exam with the 
password we’ve been provided 
by your instructor.

Take Your Exam: Your 
proctor will release control of 
your computer and you’ll begin 
your exam when you’re ready.

NOTE: Your webcam view and your screen 
will be recorded through the duration of 
your exam.
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Step-by-step guide to start 
 an exam overseen remotely 

 by a human proctor

Source: ProctorU, 2023
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Remote proctoring systems typically required students to sign off on long 
user agreements that allowed for the collection of extensive personal 
identifying information. The March 2020 privacy policy of ProctorU, a leading 
provider of ‘live human’ proctoring services, offered an example. The policy 
included a supplement disclosing, in accordance with a California state law 
in the USA, that information collected from test takers over the previous 
year included the following: “name, alias, signature, address, phone number, 
email address, driver’s licence or other state identification card number, 
passport number, or any other personal identifier … age, race, color, height, 
weight, gender, gender identity, or gender expression … national origin, 
marital status, parental status, military status, or veteran status … citizenship, 
educational background and current employment … genetic, physiological, 
behavioral, and biological characteristics … fingerprints, faceprints, 
voiceprints, iris or retina scans … photographs, video recordings, or audio 
recordings”.1008 It was unclear how or why many of these identifiers might 
be necessary to uphold the integrity of an academic examination, but they 
were collected nevertheless. ProctorU later merged with another proctoring 
company to become Meazure Learning. The entity’s updated privacy policy 
grants the company permission to share information with “proctors” at 
student’s “educational institution” and, in some cases, unspecified “affiliates”. 
The terms further state that the student data could be retained “for a long as 
necessary”.1009 Although the collected data were assumed to be secure, this 
was not always the case. In August 2020, ProctorU confirmed a data breach 
that compromised the user records of close to half a million people.1010 A 
student newspaper in Australia reporting on the theft included a statement 
from the University of Sydney Students’ Representative Council about the 
incident: “We consistently warned the University that this could happen. 
We demand the University immediately suspend the use of ProctorU, as 
that is the only way to guarantee that students are not exposed again in the 
future.”1011

Some remote proctoring companies opted for a fully automated approach 
to supervising exams, dropping human observers in favour of AI systems. 
Instead of hiring people to watch test takers through cameras, microphones 
and screen-sharing utilities, several ed-tech firms used algorithms trained 
via machine learning to flag suspicious activity that could be reviewed by 
humans after the exam. These solutions were sometimes billed as more 
efficient, cheaper, and less invasive than ‘live human’ remote proctoring 
products.1012 It was also a textbook example of technology solutionism – AI 
software was elevated as an expedient tool to ‘solve’ or at least mitigate the 
complex human problem of cheating on academic examinations.

On close inspection though, fully automated remote proctoring systems did 
not actually identify cheating, but rather recorded and flagged “raw 
evidence of potentially suspicious activity”.1013 This activity was tagged and 
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aggregated to generate an overall “suspicion score” for each student. The 
information was then presented on an instructor/institution-facing 
dashboard, often with red, yellow and green icons to designate high, 
medium and low suspicion scores. The assumption was that a course 
instructor or perhaps someone else at the educational institution would 
review the suspicious activity and make determinations about which 
incidents, if any, constituted actual cheating. In practice, this required an 
instructor to wade through detailed information about potential computer-
based abnormalities (designated with labels and headings such as 
‘navigating away’,  ‘keystrokes’,  ‘copy and paste’,  ‘browser resize’,  ‘mouse 
movement’,  ‘scrolling’,  ‘clicking’), environmental abnormalities (‘audio levels’, 
‘head and eye movement’,  ‘leaving the room’,  ‘multiple faces’), and technical 
abnormalities (‘exam duration’,  ‘start times’,  ‘end times’,  ‘exam collusion’). 
Abnormalities were defined as unusual behaviours “calculated with respect 
to the rest of the class”. This meant that a student exhibiting behaviour 
identified by the automated system as being “slightly different” from the 
behaviour of other students taking the same exam was likely to be flagged 
for suspicion. Incident logs cued up information the system deemed 
warranting human review. Clicking through these incidents, instructors were 
shown video and audio replays of students taking tests along with other 
technical information. Depending on the settings specified before a test, a 
human reviewer could also check room scans (a 360-degree video of the 
exam environment, often a student’s bedroom), screen recordings (footage 
of exactly what a student saw, second-by-second, on the computer monitor 
used to take the test), and location (where in a particular community a 
student took the test, usually a home address).1014
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“It can be challenging to interpret a student’s actions. That’s why we don’t.” 

– Spokesperson for leading provider of remote proctoring technology and servicesclxxviii

Determinations about what behaviours constituted cheating were rarely 
straightforward. Was the detection of a student routinely glancing away 
from a computer screen ‘proof’ of cheating? Was video evidence that a 
student looked at a mobile phone momentarily during an exam enough to 
fail a student or initiate more serious punitive actions? Were unsanctioned 
attempts to copy and paste information or resize a window or open multiple 
internet tabs signs that a test taker was trying to gain unfair advantage? 
Were high suspicion scores, designated by a computer, reliable indications 
of impropriety? Should students with exam logs containing numerous 
‘abnormalities’ be watched more closely than other students during future 
examinations? The automated systems would not say. According to the 
documentation of a major remote proctoring provider, the “software does 
not perform any type of algorithmic decision-making, such as determining 
if a breach of exam integrity has occurred. All decisions regarding exam 
integrity are left up to the exam administrator or institution”.1015 This meant 
that human instructors, people who typically had no previous experience 
using computerized proctoring systems of any sort, had to differentiate 
harmless behaviour from genuine misconduct. In most instances, they had 
to do this without any training in how to judiciously review ‘evidence’ in 
the form of various playback functions and complex technical information 
presented on instructor-facing dashboards. While the technology 
accumulated and presented evidence that could constitute cheating, 
it was ultimately left to instructors to determine if the evidence rose to 
the threshold of actual cheating. This aspect allowed remote proctoring 
providers to deflect criticism that their technology was wrongly punishing 
students, because, officially, it was the instructor or institution that did this. 
The Electronic Frontier Foundation, an organization focused on civil liberties 
in the digital world, called this practice “blame-shifting”. The organization 
highlighted the tendency of remote proctoring companies to “advertise the 
efficacy of their cheating-detection tools when it suits them, and dodge 
critics by claiming that the schools are to blame for any problems”.1016

“Cheating is not a technological problem, but a social and pedagogical 
problem. Technology is often blamed for creating the conditions in which 
cheating proliferates and is then offered as the solution to the problem it 
created; both claims are false. Cheating predates the internet and will not be 
solved by a tool, a product, or an algorithm, even when that cheating happens 
online.” 

– Shea Swauger, librarian and instructor, Auraria Libraryclxxix
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The problems with automated remote proctoring systems went well 
beyond outsourcing arcane exam security settings and integrity reviews 
to inexperienced teachers and administrators. The technology was widely 
reported to rely on facial recognition and facial detection tools that could 
disadvantage non-white students, even in countries and contexts where 
a majority of students are black or have dark skin. A student software 
researcher, Lucy Satheesan, demonstrated, for example, that a leading 
provider of remote proctoring services appeared to be relying on an open-
source facial detection model that “fails to recognize black faces more than 
50 percent of the time”.1017 This defect had long marred other automated 
systems and commonly disadvantaged non-white users, particularly women 
of colour.1018 A major 2019 US government-funded study had found that 
even top-performing facial recognition systems misidentify black people 
at rates five to ten times higher than white people.1019 If an automated 
proctoring system does not appropriately identify a test taker’s face, the 
test taker is more likely to be flagged for suspicious behaviour. The systemic 
flagging of people of colour for possible infractions can, in turn, spark 
unconscious bias in teachers.1020 During the pandemic students of colour 
in the USA and other places occasionally took to social media to vent 
frustration that machine proctoring systems were unable to recognize their 
faces. Several called critical attention to automated prompts to increase 
lighting, even though they were sitting in well-lit rooms.1021

“THIS! There’s no reason I should have to collect all the light God has to offer, just 
for [remote proctoring software] to pretend my face is still undetectable 😭” 

– Twitter post from a student expressing frustration with an automatic proctoring serviceclxxx

Like unreliable face detection, connectivity problems could also raise 
a student’s suspicion score. Remote proctoring software was prone to 
designate breaks in connectivity, whatever the cause, as suspicious activity. 
In September 2020, a ruling by the Supreme Court of India resulted in the 
cancellation of a remote AI-proctored admissions exam at the National Law 
School because the software was deemed to unfairly penalized students 
who did not have reliable, high-speed internet access or devices capable of 
supporting the hardware requirements to run the proctoring software.1022 
Sometimes it was not students’ computers and internet connections that 
caused problems, but the technology used by the proctoring service 
providers themselves. In some instances, the proctoring service would go 
down and students would have to wait for it to come back online before 
they could continue taking a test, often losing exam time in the process or 
being forced to log back into the system, a process that typically involved 
various security and identification protocols.1023
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Students who might require accommodations in exams could also be 
disadvantaged by the technology. By relying on AI algorithms and constant 
video surveillance, machine proctoring systems could exacerbate anxiety 
and discomfort for students with mental health issues or conditions like 
ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder). The systems were also 
prone to characterize atypical movements or behaviours associated with 
certain disabilities, such as physical tics like those expressed by individuals 
with Tourette Syndrome, as suspicious activity. Some remote proctoring 
software either did not have or blocked access to assistive technologies that 
help accommodate students with disabilities, such as screen readers and 
magnification tools for visually impaired students. Overall, the inflexibility 
of remote proctoring technology often failed to accommodate the special 
needs of disabled students, such as extended examination time, frequent 
breaks or alternate testing environments, further perpetuating inequality 
and exclusion.1024 The machine algorithms powering automated proctoring 
software were coded to treat deviations from average or ideal behaviour or 
movement as suspicious. But what is ‘average’ for a student with ADHD or 
Tourette Syndrome was generally far from the average or ideal hard-coded 
in automated proctoring utilities.1025

“I try to become like a mannequin during tests now.” 

– Teenager accused of cheating after being flagged by AI proctoring softwareclxxxi

A 2019 study found that heavy digital surveillance introduced by remote 
proctoring appears to exacerbate test-taking anxiety, resulting in lower 
overall exam performance.1026 During the pandemic, students reported 
that they were afraid of being flagged for innocuous behaviours, such 
as looking at the floor or fidgeting, while other students worried that 
technical issues, such as sound made by an incoming email or an unstable 
internet connection, might raise their suspicion score and result in unjust 
disciplinary action.1027 Researchers found that students were generally 
dissatisfied with remote proctoring and would not continue with it, if given 
a choice.1028 Testimonials revealed the lengths students would go to in order 
to avoid appearing suspicious to remote proctors, human or machine. 
There was documentation, for instance, of students urinating in bottles 
or wearing adult diapers to avoid stepping away from screens to use the 
toilet in case this action caused the termination of their online proctored 
exam.1029 One student told a Washington Post reporter that she asked a live 
human proctor permission to vomit without moving outside the view of a 
webcam to ensure that she would not be at risk of disqualification.1030 In a 
particularly extreme incident, a pregnant woman completing a high-stakes, 
remotely proctored exam stayed in view of the camera, finished answering 
questions and concluded the test following official protocols, despite her 
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water breaking and the onset of labour. She was aware that if she closed 
her computer, moved out of the screen or made sudden movements, the AI 
proctoring software watching her was likely to flag her for disqualification 
and perhaps unethical behaviour.1031

“Students have already spent the majority of this year stressed out and anxious 
about the state of the world. They shouldn’t have to worry about whether they 
are doing enough to convince the robot proctor that cheating is not occurring.” 

– Editorial board of the University of Illinois student newspaperclxxxii

Remote proctoring technology also introduced additional stress and work 
for teachers. Systems prompted them to watch and listen to long queues of 
video and audio snippets taken from students sitting in isolation, typically 
in their bedrooms or in other rooms in their homes, scenes that could 
make instructors feel like trespassers. From these snippets, teachers were 
supposed to pinpoint what actions violated rules and warranted discipline. 
The incidents flagged as suspicious were commonly clouded in ambiguity. 
Teachers could find themselves watching a video replay four or five different 
times to determine if cheating had occurred. Remote proctoring systems, 
due to their singular function to flag potential instances of cheating, 
established an adversarial dynamic that could pit teachers against students. 
Teachers were cast as sleuths as they tried to decipher if a particular student 
was, say, illicitly glancing at a mobile phone at minute 00:36, or if the sounds 
detected between minutes 00:42 to 00:44 were made by someone reciting 
answers or were, rather, more innocuously, coming from someone speaking 
loudly in the same home. Remote proctoring organizations and affiliates 
produced videos and posted webinars to YouTube to sharpen teachers’ skills 
at ferreting out unethical practice with titles such as “How examinees cheat 
and how to catch them”.1032 They could be over 45 minutes in duration.1033 
This policing and detective work diverted valuable time and energy away 
from instruction and constructive communication with students. Many 
teachers also felt uncomfortable being presented with hours of video 
footage of students taking examinations inside their homes.

Teachers and students alike voiced concerns that personal privacy was 
being overrun by efforts to assure the integrity of examinations, and they 
pushed back against the new norms that were being erected around test-
taking. Students at numerous universities created petitions to call on their 
educational institutions to stop using remote proctoring software.1034 These 
letters commonly cited concerns about privacy, increased stress and the 
untrusting relationships the software introduced. Student petitions to cease 
use of remote proctoring software alternately labelled it as “legitimized 
spyware”, “creepy and unacceptable”, and disadvantageous to “students 
with limited access to technology or a quiet testing location”.1035 Faculty 
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associations sometimes joined students in communicating discontent and 
calling for a change of course.1036 In some cases, activist organizations took 
direct aim at specific remote proctoring companies and their leaders. This 
was evident when the digital rights organization Fight for the Future created 
a website with the URL www.proctorioisworsethanaproctologyexam to 
target the CEO of Proctorio in no uncertain terms.1037

“I have heard from dozens of individuals who want to speak out about this 
technology but fear the repercussions.” 
–  Albert Fox Cahn, founder and executive director of the Surveillance Technology Oversight 
Projectclxxxiii

Remote proctoring companies did not take criticism of their services 
lying down and sometimes brought legal threats and actions against 
detractors.1038 In one incident, dubbed “an egregious case of legal 
bullying”,1039 lawyers for ProctorU, a provider of online proctoring services, 
sent an aggressive letter to the faculty association at the University of 
California Santa Barbara (UCSB) after the association sent a letter to the 
university chancellor and vice-chancellor urging them to discontinue UCSB’s 
contract with the company. The association’s letter, dated March 2020, 
stated: “We recognize that in our collective race to adapt our coursework 
and delivery in good faith, there are trade-offs and unfortunate aspects 
of the migration online that we must accept. This is not one of them. We 
are not willing to sacrifice the privacy and digital rights of our students 
for the expediency of a take-home final exam. That is a price too high and 
unfairly borne by our students.” The faculty association asked the university 
to withdraw from its contract with ProctorU and to “issue a statement 
discouraging faculty to use this service or any other private service that 
either sells or makes students’ data available to third parties”.1040 In their 
response, ProctorU’s lawyers characterized the faculty’s correspondence 
as “defamatory” and demanded an immediate “cease and desist from the 
continued misrepresentation and misstatement of ProctorU’s privacy 
practices”.1041 ProctorU’s attorneys demanded that the faculty association 
issue a retraction acknowledging its “errors and misrepresentations” and 
went so far as to prepare a letter for the faculty members to sign, which 
included a line stating: “I had no legitimate basis to interfere with UCSB’s 
contract with ProctorU, or to request the University issue a statement 
discouraging faculty from using ProctorU’s services”.1042 Public Citizen, a 
consumer rights advocacy organization, stated that ProctorU’s demands had 
“little merit” and speculated that their “intended effect” was “terrifying the 
faculty group”.1043

This was not the only time critics of remote proctoring companies were 
targeted with legal action. In a separate 2020 incident, Proctorio, a leading 
provider of automated remote proctoring services, sued Ian Linkletter, 
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at the time a learning technology specialist at the University of British 
Columbia.1044 His offence? Sharing links to internal instructional videos he 
found on Proctorio’s website that detailed how the company’s technology 
worked, including how it detected abnormal eye movement and how it 
performed room scans.1045 Linkletter is fighting the charges brought by 
Proctorio, which his legal team has labelled a “strategic lawsuit against 
public participation”.1046 The same ed-tech company also requested 
extensive retractions of unflattering information and analysis contained 
in a peer-reviewed academic journal about remote proctoring services.1047 
The journal, Hybrid Pedagogy, declined. Proctorio further compelled a 
university student studying computer engineering to remove online posts 
that included a critical analysis of its software code.1048 Proctorio argued that 
because the student’s posts contained links to excerpts of its proprietary 
computer code, they were an infringement of the company’s copyright. This 
action promoted the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), a civil liberties 
organization focused on digital issues, to sue Proctorio on behalf of the 
student, stating in a press release: “Software companies don’t get to abuse 
copyright law to undermine their critics. Using pieces of code to explain 
your research or support critical commentary is no different from quoting 
a book in a book review.”1049 This lawsuit prompted Proctorio to try to 
subpoena documents from Fight for the Future, another organization that 
had campaigned against the use of remote proctoring software and was 
active in defending the actions of the computer engineering student and 
Ian Linkletter.1050

The use of heavy-hitting legal manoeuvres to muzzle criticism of 
commercial ed-tech products was seen by some observers as a troubling 
new development in education – an aggressive corporate tactic planted 
in the more freewheeling, say-what-you-want world of education. In 
many national and local contexts, students and faculty, particularly those 
at universities, were accustomed to having the freedom to speak out 
against actions, practices and businesses they did not like; indeed, the 
academic environment often encouraged this. But the entry of commercial 
ed-tech players with aggressive legal teams and lofty sales ambitions 
changed the dynamic. It raised the stakes for people voicing critiques and 
appears to have had a chilling effect on open exchanges about the place, 
appropriateness and functionality of new technology used to oversee 
examinations, sometimes with full automation. An “aura of litigiousness” 
surrounded the topic and had the effect of dissuading people from pointing 
out the limitations and flaws of the technology.1051

Privacy and litigation concerns aside, it was unclear whether remote 
proctoring systems were accomplishing their singular objective of 
preventing cheating. A group of researchers from the University of Twente in 
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the Netherlands tested the efficacy of Proctorio as part of a 2021 experiment 
that involved 30 students. Six of the students were asked to cheat in 
various ways, while five were asked to behave nervously but take the test 
honestly. According to the researchers, the most important finding was that 
“none of the cheating students were flagged by Proctorio”, but it did flag 
several students taking the test honestly or those acting nervously. This 
led the researchers to conclude that the use of the proctoring tool is “best 
compared to taking a placebo … not because it works but because people 
believe that it works, or that it might work”.1052 The problem of automated 
systems flagging innocuous actions as suspicious was documented outside 
experimental settings. In one well reported case, an automatic remote 
proctoring service offered by a company called ExamSoft flagged over 
one-third of nearly 9,000 test takers completing a high-stakes professional 
credentialing examination for possible cheating.1053 Ultimately, around 
90 per cent for the students initially marked for suspicion were cleared, 
while the other 10 per cent underwent further scrutiny.1054

Perhaps owing to the sometimes numerous false flags and the technology’s 
limited reliability, many teachers, it seems, did not bother to review 
the videos and other evidence of potential impropriety the automated 
systems fed into instructor-facing dashboards. Beyond this, reviewing 
the incidents could be time-consuming (clicking through boring videos 
of students staring at a screen) and fraught with ethical dilemmas (was it 
really cheating?). The reviews could also trigger a cascade of administrative 
burdens if they resulted in formal accusations of cheating. ProctorU, a 
remote proctoring service provider that stopped offering fully automated 
options and provided only live human proctoring solutions, stated that 
according to its internal data, only about “11 percent of faculty members 
review the video” for students who are flagged by the fully automated tools. 
This was cited as a reason the company discontinued the fully automatic 
service.1055 This finding was corroborated by a separate audit of automatic 
proctoring software used at the University of Iowa in the USA. The audit 
found that that of the flagged incidents teachers were encouraged to 
manually review, only 14 per cent were actually accessed and seen.1056

The use of automated proctoring systems dedicated to spotting suspicious 
behaviour resulted in a proliferation of strategies to avoid being tagged as 
suspicious as well as more unethical advice on how to ‘beat the machine’, 
or more plainly, how to cheat on exams.1057 Internet websites and forums 
were awash with tutorials outlining methods to gain unfair advantage and 
avoid getting caught. The strategies ranged from the crude (affixing post-it 
notes to a computer monitor or writing answers directly on the screen)1058 
to the creative (renaming computer icons with formulas, names and dates 
that would be of assistance)1059 to the technically sophisticated (running a 
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virtual machine during an exam, thereby turning a single computer into two 
– one being policed by proctoring software and another unencumbered).1060 
When high-stakes exams moved outside educational institutions and 
onto computers used in homes, it ignited, according to some students, 
a “digital arms race”, pitting new ways of cheating against new types of 
software designed to prevent cheating.1061 Cheating and deception of this 
sort extended beyond remote proctoring and spilled into run-of-the-mill 
online classes. In China, for instance, the pandemic was a boom for firms 
offering services to ‘finish’ pre-recorded classes for students who did not 
want to watch them and respond to occasional questions designed to 
compel viewership. A representative of one of these companies said the 
costs assessed to students to attend one course on their behalf rose from 
3 yuan (USD 0.40) in January 2020 to 10 yuan (USD 1.40) in early March 2020, 
after China had closed most schools due to the pandemic.1062 Cat-and-mouse 
manoeuvres to facilitate cheating and a cottage industry of digital work to 
feign course completion were a long way from the educational benefits  
ed-tech like remote proctoring had promised to deliver.

Regardless of how effective or ineffective remote proctoring systems might 
have been at protecting exam integrity, they were definitely lucrative. 
The pandemic was, unsurprisingly, a bonanza for remote proctoring 
businesses.1063 Like other providers of ed-tech, companies selling digital 
proctoring technology and services experienced unprecedented growth 
as schools and universities began closing en masse starting in early 2020. 
Proctorio’s chief executive, Mike Olsen, told the New York Times that 
his business grew 900 per cent after lockdowns were implemented. In 
April 2019, his company proctored 235,000 exams versus 2.5 million in 
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April 2020.1064 The company’s list of clients grew more than 500 per cent 
between 2019 and 2021.1065 Companies offering mostly live proctoring also 
experienced massive growth. ProctorU told the New Yorker it administered 
1.5 million exams in 2019 and roughly 4 million in 2020.1066 Similarly, 
Examity, another provider focused on live proctoring, was sailing past 
growth targets in 2020 and, like its peers, scrambling to keep pace hiring, 
vetting and training new proctors.1067 The direct costs for remote proctoring 
services were hardly trivial, nor were the indirect expenses that included 
everything from system integration, staff time, training seminars and so 
forth. Sometimes universities transferred the direct costs to students.1068 An 
exam requiring a remote live human proctor, regardless of location, typically 
cost more than USD 20 per exam and could be over USD 100, depending 
on the duration of the exam and selection of features such as rigorous 
identification checks.1069 Services provided by fully automated online 
proctoring companies were typically cheaper. These providers commonly 
offered packages that presented students with a variety of payment choices. 
They could, for example, spend USD 5 to take a single examination, USD 20 
to cover the costs of all examinations associated with a particular course, or 
USD 100 for a “lifetime subscription”.1070 These USD 5, 20 and 100 payments 
made by students or their institutions in countries around the world 
during COVID-19 lockdowns quickly added up to hundreds of millions. 
MarketWatch, a website offering financial and business analysis, estimated 
that the global market for remote proctoring services was worth slightly 
over half a billion USD by 2021 (USD 550 million).1071

Seen from a business perspective, the spectacular rise of proctoring 
software during the pandemic was an incredible ed-tech success story with 
a meteoric rise in customers and profits. The systems, especially the fully 
automated ones, had been built for scale, so administering double or triple 
or ten times the number of exams tended only to result in only marginal 
increases in expenses.1072 Viewed through an educational lens, however, the 
use of proctoring software exemplified a certain kind of ed-tech solutionism 
that flourished in the pandemic but that also had troubling effects that 
extend into the future. Increased use of remote proctoring services, driven 
by the pandemic, helped normalize practices that were once marginal and 
brought educational surveillance into people’s homes, often via personal 
devices they owed and without realistic options to opt-out. The systems 
also offered no discernible investments to improve education as a whole, 
despite profiting extraordinarily from it. The revenue the digital proctoring 
firms generated was not usually reinvested in education but rather directed 
to company owners, investors and employees. Sometimes it went towards 
technology improvements to improve the detection of cheating or further 
enhance automation.
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Although some educational institutions walked back guidance 
recommending or mandating use of the remote proctoring services for 
examinations and others discontinued contracts with service providers,1073 
the macro trend seemed to be growth, even as the pandemic abated. 
MarketWatch reported that the global market value for remote proctoring 
services continued to grow after the initial spike triggered by the pandemic, 
expanding from USD 550 million in 2021 to USD 678.34 million in 2022. 
It further projected that the value of remote proctoring technology 
and services will increase at a compound annual growth rate of nearly 
20 per cent through 2028 at which time it is projected to be worth nearly 
USD 2 billion cumulatively.1074 This sustained expansion indicates that the 
pandemic cemented remote proctoring as a mainstream practice for testing. 
A 2021 study by Educause sought to examine the staying power of remote 
proctoring software. It found that two-thirds of the major colleges and 
universities it surveyed in North America mentioned proctoring services on 
their websites, indicating use. The organization concluded that “proctoring 
tools and services are becoming increasingly ubiquitous among higher 
education institutions in North America—through more so in the USA 
than in Canada”.1075 Later that year and deep into 2022 news publications 
ran stories with headlines asking: “Is online test-monitoring here to stay?” 
But the question was mostly rhetorical; the evidence cited in the articles 
indicated that the answer is yes, remote proctoring has become an 
entrenched branch of educational ecosystems.1076

The way that remote proctoring systems have been integrated into 
education is an illustration of what ed-tech specialist Martin Weller has 
called “software sedimentation”. Drawing on the ideas of futurist Jaron 
Lanier, Weller has defined software sedimentation as a process by which 
schools and universities invest so many resources in a software-based 
technology – money, expertise, processes and training – that they 
transform the technology into an integral part of their operations. The term 
sedimentation, borrowed from geography, refers to actions that make 
layers of sediment permanent. In education, the unintended consequence 
of software sedimentation is that teachers and others in education come 
to rely on technology products rather than adapting their pedagogies, 
assessments and relationships with students. Weller describes this 
phenomenon as “tool-focused solutionism”, highlighting the way it elevates 
a particular ed-tech product over solutions that are process- or practice-
oriented.1077 Tool-focused solutionism leads educators to ask questions 
like ‘How can surveillance software protect the integrity of examinations?’ 
instead of ‘How might adjustments to our teaching, assessments, academic 
culture and relationships with students better ensure the integrity of 
examinations and the wider educational environment?’
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Once sedimentation occurs, it can become difficult for institutions to 
extricate themselves from specific and often proprietary technological 
tools. The internal processes designed to support these tools come to be 
considered long-term investments. Training hundreds, if not thousands, 
of instructors and other educational staff to use a particular remote 
proctoring software product creates a network of invested stakeholders 
that can be difficult to unwind or reverse. Even if serious flaws are found 
in the proctoring product, so much time and energy has been spent 
deploying it, training people how to use it and developing workflows to 
manage it that any attempt to change course looks like an admission of 
failure – backtracking rather than forging ahead. Even shifting to a different 
proctoring product, however functionally similar to the original one, will 
entail a significant learning curve. Additionally, universities and colleges 
typically sign multi-year contracts with remote proctoring companies. 
As the ed-tech researcher Jesse Stommel explained, once an educational 
institution has paid for a tool, it finds ways to rationalize using it, even if it is 
problematic and disliked.1078 For these reasons, remote proctoring systems 
although novel when the pandemic began have become increasingly 
permanent fixtures in university operations, complete with proprietary 
software and embedded processes that would be challenging to unwind.

COMPLEXITY, POOR TRANSPARENCY AND 
LIMITED CAPACITY MAKE ALGORITHMIC AUDITS RARE

As remote proctoring systems began calcifying in education systems, many 
experts pushed back against the lack of transparency about the complex 
algorithmic and AI processes that powered them. While it was widely 
known that they weighted various actions and inputs to detect and flag 
suspicious activity, it was less clear what, specifically, constituted suspicious 
activity and why. Many instructors did not have a clear understanding of 
what behaviours a particular automated system treated as ‘normal’ and 
what behaviours the system treated as ‘aberrant’. Its inner workings – how 
exactly the gears turned and how the scales were set – tended to be closely 
guarded secrets. The technology was proprietary and constituted a remote 
proctoring company’s core commercial offering, especially for company’s 
specializing in automated proctoring.

While companies assured educational institutions their remote proctoring 
products were reliable and would assist the detection of cheating and 
thereby help uphold the integrity of examinations, the practice of 
using complex data inputs and technology to automatically generate 
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suspicion scores traced to a troubling history in other fields. Researchers 
had noted that excessive complexity in automated systems could make 
their weaknesses and biases especially hard to pinpoint and prove, and 
remote proctoring companies often highlighted the sophistication of their 
offerings.1079

One example of this came from a detailed study of an algorithm used in the 
Netherlands between 2017 and 2021. The study illuminated some of the 
ways attempts to corral various data inputs to help identify rule breakers, 
could go array. The Dutch system used over 300 distinct data points to 
gauge which individuals were at higher and lower risk of committing welfare 
fraud. Extensive third partying testing of the system showed, however, that 
certain characteristics, including being a parent, a woman, young and not 
fluent in Dutch, substantially increased suspicion scores, even though none 
of these qualities should, either in isolation or in combination, suggest 
criminal behaviour.1080 Careful studies of separate algorithms used for other 
sensitive purposes such as predicting recidivism and even setting prison 
sentences have similarly been shown to have alarming biases, such as 
tendencies to consider defendants with darker colour skin at far greater 
risk of recidivism than defendants with lighter colour skin.1081 These system 
biases translate into real-world consequences for specific – and often 
already disadvantaged – groups of people in the form of longer prison 
sentences, extended parole and increased scrutiny for welfare fraud.

“The pattern of local and national governments turning to machine learning 
algorithms is being repeated around the world. The systems are marketed 
to public officials on their potential to cut costs and boost efficiency. Yet the 
development, deployment, and operation of such systems is often shrouded in 
secrecy. Many systems do not work as intended, and they can encode troubling 
biases. The people who are judged by them are often left in the dark even as 
they suffer devastating consequences.” 

– Matt Burgess, Evaline Schot and Gabriel Geiger, investigative reportersclxxxiv

Understanding and testing the workings of complex algorithms and other 
machine-guided processes used to make predictions about unethical 
behaviour can be exceptionally challenging. As an specific illustration, it 
took Lighthouse Reports and Wired magazine, the two organizations that 
led the investigation into the fraud-risk algorithm used in the Netherlands, 
two years and more than 100 requests under the Freedom of Information 
Act to decipher the particularities of how the system worked and document 
the numerous ways it “discriminates based on ethnicity, age, gender, and 
parenthood” and makes other “inaccurate” and “unfair” assessments.1082 Time, 
labour and resource-intensive algorithmic audits of this type are difficult 
and expensive to perform and are, therefore, seldomly undertaken. UNESCO 
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research conducted for this publication failed to unearth independent 
audits of remote proctoring technology that came anywhere close to the 
rigour of the study conducted on the algorithm used in the Netherlands. The 
absence of system checks creates a climate that allows flawed algorithms 
to develop and spread outward with limited scrutiny or resistance. On top 
of this, ministries of education and other government entities involved in 
regulating processes and technologies used in education often lack the 
technical expertise required to thoroughly study, understand and quality 
control algorithmic and newer AI systems coming from private sector 
companies. According to the 2023 AI Index Report less than 1 per cent of 
new AI Ph.D. graduates in North America enter public sector jobs, a level 
that has remained relatively unchanged in the since 2018.1083 During the 
pandemic, education systems placed extensive trust in technical systems 
that assigned ‘suspicion scores’ to students taking high-stakes exams, 
among other consequential tasks, absent comprehensive government or 
other rigorous third-party audits.

CONTESTING SPURIOUS MACHINE JUDGEMENTS 
AND PRIVACY OVERREACH

When automated systems like remote proctoring apps generated suspicion 
scores that provided the basis for accusations of academic misconduct and 
corresponding disciplinary actions, students often had limited information 
about their assumed offences and narrow avenues to contest charges and 
defend themselves, even when they were adamant about their innocence. 
Evidence that machine proctoring systems could trigger false indications of 
unethical behaviour accumulated quickly. In one widely reported incident, 
the remote proctoring software used to ensure the integrity of the October 
2020 California Bar Examination, an assessment used to credential attorneys, 
flagged over one-third of test takers (approximately 3,000 individuals) 
as potential cheaters, a proportion that strongly indicated excessive and 
erroneous detection. Nevertheless, flagged students learned that they were 
under a cloud of suspicion when they received formal notices from the 
California State Bar. These notices sparked anxiety and alarm, and justifiably 
so. The consequences for cheating on a high-stakes test like the bar exam 
can be severe and, in some instances, shadow individuals for years, derailing 
future academic and career prospects. Some of the formal notices sent 
to the test takers suspected of misconduct included a short summary of 
the supposed violation. These summaries could be hard to interpret and 
often appeared to conflate technical issues with integrity concerns. They 
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contained terse messages such as: “Facial view of your eyes was not within 
view of the camera for a prolonged period of time”, “No audible sound was 
detected”, and “Leaving the view of the webcam outside of scheduled breaks 
during a remote-proctored exam”.1084 Students had no ability to review the 
supposedly suspicious instances the automated system had observed and 
captured on video.

“Schools seem to be treating [remote proctoring] as the word of God. If the 
computer says you’re cheating, you must be cheating.”

– Cooper Quintin, technologist at the Electronic Frontier Foundationclxxxv

Despite the lack of specificity about assumed offences, test takers were 
instructed to respond to the notices within ten days after receiving them. 
Understandably though, test takers did not know how to respond to a 
charge that they had not, for example, sustained sufficient eye contact 
with a non-human webcam. Nor was it clear why these incidents were 
designated as potential offences. A test taker’s eyes moving out of view of 
a webcam is not, of course, tantamount to cheating. Ultimately, nearly all 
the test takers notified of possible violations were cleared of wrongdoing, 
but the experience exposed the hazards of relying on automated systems to 
open investigations that can carry damaging long-term repercussions.

“What has happened to me in the last month, despite not cheating, has 
resulted in one of the most terrifying, isolating experiences of my life.” 

– Medical student accused of cheating on a remotely proctored examinationclxxxvi
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While the test takers in California did not have to mount a prolonged 
defence, other students were not so lucky and had to fight for months 
to insist that they had been wrongly flagged for unethical behaviour by 
technology and, on this basis, unjustly persecuted by human instructors or 
administrators. A specific example of this played out a Dartmouth College 
in 2021 when 17 medical students were informed that they had acted in 
violation of the college’s honour code while taking remote examinations on 
a learning management platform and were at risk of expulsion. The college 
had used a technology platform to retroactively track student activity 
during testing and without the knowledge of the students. The digital 
rights organizations Electronic Frontier Foundation and the Foundation for 
Individual Rights in Education, citing extensive technical documentation, 
said the college had overreached and “likely turned random correlations 
into accusations of misconduct”.1085 Some of the accused students reported 
that they were given less than 48 hours to respond to the charges 
levelled at them and were not given the complete technical logs from the 
examinations. They also noted that they were advised to plead guilty even 
though they denied cheating, and that they were given only two minutes 
to make a defence during an online hearing about the accusations.1086 The 
incident sparked campus-wide tensions and several members of the faculty 
wrote to the dean of the medical school to say that the cheating inquiry 
had created “deep mistrust” and advised the school to “make amends with 
the students falsely accused”.1087 Some students told media organizations 
they were so fearful of being unjustly targeted in a “data-mining dragnet” 
that they wanted the school to offer in-person examinations with human 
proctors, even though the pandemic was still in full swing.1088 As the pressure 
and resistance mounted, the college eventually relented and dropped all 
charges against all the medical students accused of misconduct during the 
remote examinations.1089

This outcome was, however, a perhaps rare instance of students successfully 
pushing back against shaky accusations of cheating. The students caught 
up in the investigation at Dartmouth College were adults in a professional 
school at a prestigious Ivy League institution. They had the endurance 
and means to push back against charges that they felt were wrong and 
unjustified and were assisted by influential voices and organizations. They 
were also members of group – it was not just one or two students facing 
charges, but nearly 20. But other students faced charges alone and lacked 
the resources, experience and community mobilization that supported the 
Dartmouth students. It is impossible to tally the number of students who 
were given a zero on an examination because a teacher saw, for example, 
a high ‘suspicion score’ on the dashboard of a remote proctoring system. 
Nor is it possible to know how many students were wrongfully subjected to 
more serious disciplinary measures that could leave permanent stains on an 
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academic record. The accounts that did surface tended to expose a labyrinth 
of challenges students faced when trying to clear their names and contest 
accusations of misconduct that traced to automated technology systems.1090 
It is reasonable to assume that not all wrongly accused students bothered 
to fight. For low-achieving and low-status students, being labelled a cheater 
by an educational institution relying on machine surveillance and suspicion-
score algorithms could be understood as nothing more than familiar 
unequal and unjust treatment in a new wrapping.

While the pandemic appears to have normalized and vastly expanded 
the reach of remote proctoring technologies in some countries, usually at 
the level of higher education, their continued entrenchment and growth 
may be curtailed or even reversed by legal objections to their use. In the 
USA various organizations brought lawsuits against remote proctoring 
companies, typically on privacy grounds. Students in Illinois, for instance, 
brought different suits against several commercial remote proctoring 
companies arguing that the companies’ products and practices violated the 
state’s Biometric Information Privacy Act.1091 Illinois has one some of the most 
robust biometric privacy laws in the USA and they have served as a blueprint 
for other states.1092 Digital rights organizations such as the Electronic Privacy 
Information Center have also filed formal complaints against remote 
proctoring firms for violating students’ privacy rights. In December 2020, 
concern about remote proctoring had reached the highest levels of the US 
federal government, and a group of six senators sent letters to the leaders of 
proctoring companies to inquire about ways they ensure accuracy of their 
tools, accommodate individuals with special needs, train human proctors, 
comply with student privacy laws, and respond to student complaints. The 
letter stated: “Students have run head on into the shortcomings of [remote 
proctoring]—shortcomings that fall heavily on vulnerable communities 
and perpetuate discriminatory biases.” It further said that students had 
put a “great deal of trust” in remote proctoring companies and that these 
companies had an obligation demonstrate that they are respecting students’ 
privacy.1093 While all three companies wrote extensive responses defending 
their products and practices,1094 some of the lawsuits brought against 
them have advanced. In 2022 one of the companies settled a class action 
lawsuit brought against it in Illinois for USD 2.5 million in 2022.1095 Other 
suits have continued to advance. In August 2022, a US federal judge ruled 
that room scans sometimes required by specific remote proctoring systems 
were “unreasonable” searches and therefore violations of constitutional 
protections. The ruling stated: “Though schools may routinely employ 
remote technology to peer into houses without objection from some, most, 
or nearly all students, it does not follow that others might not object to the 
virtual intrusion into their homes or that the routine use of a practice such 
as room scans does not violate a privacy interest that society recognizes as 
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reasonable, both factually and legally.”1096 Legal challenges like these were 
not limited to the USA. In early 2023 a court in Montreuil, France, suspended 
a university’s use of a proprietary remote proctoring system on the grounds 
that “permanent surveillance of bodies and sounds” is unreasonable and 
excessive for the purpose of preventing cheating.1097

Beyond lawsuits, the sudden uptake and use of remote proctoring systems 
sparked by the pandemic gave rise to new legislation in at least one 
instance. In September 2022, the State of California in the USA passed 
the Student Test Taker Privacy Protection Act (STTPPA). The bill explicitly 
prohibits businesses providing proctoring services used in education from 
“collecting, retaining, using, or disclosing personal information except to the 
extent necessary to provide those proctoring services”.1098 According to the 
Electronic Frontier Foundation, an organization that advocated for passage 
of the legislation, the STTPPA will help “right the imbalance that exists and 
give students the ability to protect their own private information … require 
proctoring companies to be more transparent about their data collection 
and usage … and allow courts to analyze the effectiveness of remote 
proctoring tools”.1099 The California law set guardrails around proctoring 
processes that many argued had gone overboard with surveillance and 
forced students to compromise their privacy. But the legislation, even 
in being perhaps the first of its kind, also demonstrated the ways legal 
frameworks and regulation are often catching up with new technologies. 
The STTPPA arrived over two years after the massive deployment and 
uptake of remote proctoring tools. And many countries and states still 
do not have clear regulations regarding remote proctoring services, even 
after three years of the pandemic and the changes it brought to traditional 
practices to assure the integrity of examinations.

In the final analysis, the proliferation of remote proctoring tools and services 
was a prime example of the technology solutionism that characterized 
much of the education response to the challenges of pandemic school 
closures. At first glance, proctoring technology seemed to offer an efficient, 
easy and effective remedy to the problem of assuring the integrity of 
examinations taken online and from a distance. And many companies were 
ready to sell these remedies. In their telling, universities and schools did 
not need to develop new tools in-house or make significant changes to 
assessment routines. Rather they just needed to purchase and stack the new 
technology on top of existing examinations. But on close inspection, these 
tools changed testing norms and dynamics in significant ways. They brought 
unprecedented surveillance into everyday academic settings. For many 
students, they also created hostile testing dynamics and could erode trust 
between learners and their institutions, even as they outwardly afforded 
new options and flexibility for the administration of assessments. Remote 
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proctoring systems also introduced practices that had previously been 
entirely foreign to many educational institutions, such as the algorithmic 
generation of suspicion scores for test takers. These tools further placed 
students in the fraught position of having to prove their personal integrity 
and intelligence in ways that computers could understand, and that their 
human operators would believe. It is not even clear that the problem remote 
proctoring tools aimed to address – cheating – was especially widespread 
or, more importantly, if the tools deployed at considerable expense 
successfully dissuaded cheating or facilitated its detection. Ultimately, 
the technology was solutionist, in the Evgeny Morozov sense. It did not 
attempt to contend with any of the broad and multifaceted factors – social, 
economic and academic – that give rise to cheating. Instead, it perpetuated 
an idea that the problem was technical and therefore the ‘fix’ could also 
be technical. Belief in this technical solution gripped huge numbers of 
educational institutions and directed money and resources to its for-profit 
providers, accelerating reliance on private and proprietary utilities, while 
normalizing student surveillance in ways that are likely to endure beyond 
the pandemic.

“We are much less Greeks than we believe. We are neither in the amphitheatre, 
nor on the stage, but in the panoptic machine, invested by its effects of power, 
which we bring to ourselves since we are part of its mechanism.” 

– Michel Foucault, philosopherclxxxvii
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End of Act 2
Act 2 traced how school closures and the shift to remote learning with 
ed-tech during the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in exclusion, inequity, 
diminished academic achievement and the deterioration of physical and 
mental health. It highlighted how ed-tech modes of learning precipitated 
a rush of privatization in education and opened doors to new and invasive 
forms of surveillance and control. It also documented the considerable 
environmental impacts of the growth of ed-tech, from the energy and 
non-renewable materials required to manufacture ed-tech hardware to the 
short lifecycles of digital devices that contribute to streams of hazardous 
electronic waste.

The pandemic tempered overly optimistic visions of what ed-tech might 
do and could do if it became the primary interface of education and 
instead left an indelible record of what it did do. Act 2 has recounted 
this history. It juxtaposed ed-tech’s promises with the realities of its 
implementation in various country and community contexts from 2020 to 
2022 and documented what occurred when schools closed and connected 
technology was elevated as a singular portal to teaching and learning.

Overall, the evidence presented in Act 2 shows that ed-tech has numerous 
limitations, despite being a powerful tool that will almost certainly catalyse 
future innovation, reform and perhaps transformation in the education 
sector. With rushed and uncritical application, however, it can undermine 
the diverse and humanistic aspirations societies hold for education. Act 2  
reminds readers that actions and investments to neatly solve complex 
problems with technology do not always go according to plan and, in many 
instances, introduce new problems. The pandemic experience with ed-tech 
stands as a case study of the myriad ways technology-solutionist thinking 
can blind people to the complications and adverse effects of utilizing 
technology as a shortcut.

Although schools have reopened globally, many educational systems have 
inherited new norms in the aftermath of extended reliance on distance 
learning technologies. Act 2 clarified how schools, students and families 
often extended goodwill to ed-tech actors, with tacit understandings that 
they would protect the best interests of learners and preserve education 
as a common good. During the health crisis there was a sense that the 
multiple collective and individual aims of education would be upheld by 
these technology actors and, ultimately, outweigh actions to consolidate 
power and maximize profits. Many stakeholders believed that digital and 
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other forms of remote learning would be as accessible, inclusive, transparent 
and trustworthy as their school-based equivalents – beliefs that quickly 
unravelled when reliance on ed-tech peaked. There was also a sense that 
existing regulations would block business or government attempts to recast 
public education as a private and for-profit enterprise or use ed-tech as a 
means to assert ideological control and police ideas and knowledge flows. 
These regulations, however, often did not exist. And even when they did, 
they largely failed to prevent such perversions, exposing dated rules and 
measures that continue to be exploited as education changes because of 
digitalization.

The lens applied to the ed-tech experiences in Act 2 is a decidedly 
critical one, with various subsections specifying how ed-tech fell short of 
goals to assure educational continuity and quality for large numbers of 
learners during a health crisis. This is not to suggest that technology failed 
completely – it provided important benefits for significant numbers of 
students and teachers. But viewed from the global level, it is hard to make 
a serious argument that ed-tech ‘saved the day’. It is harder still to drive 
an argument that the ed-tech solutions deployed during the pandemic 
meaningfully improved education or pointed it in a promising future 
direction. The technology solutionism that framed and guided responses to 
school closures has set education on a troubling trajectory and established 
problematic norms around digitalization – norms that continue to take root 
even as the shocks of the pandemic recede.

Act 3 will propose ideas and recommendations to make a course correction. 
It is proceeded by an Inter-Act that considers alternatives to technology-
first responses and puts forward several ‘think pieces’ to problematize 
conventional thinking about education during the pandemic and in its 
aftermath.
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Inter-Act  
LOOKING BACK  
TO SEE AHEAD
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With attention shining so brightly on ed-tech during the pandemic, 
the education community almost never considered responses to 
school closures that did not centre technology. Around the world 
ed-tech was, again and again, elevated as the primary solution to the 
daunting disruptions imposed by the health emergency.

The Inter-Act takes a step back from examining the reality of what 
happened and instead delves into questions, ideas and alternative 
scenarios that were either not raised or did not gain traction when 
schools were closed. Its subsections are ‘think pieces’ intended to help 
readers re-examine and reassess the choices that led to technology-
dependent educational experiences. An assumption running through 
them is that the actions countries took to sustain education during 
the pandemic were not inevitable and that different actions would 
likely have established different norms and precipitated different 
outcomes. Such an exploration allows policy-makers and a wide range 
of stakeholders in education to reconsider, refine and reformulate their 
takeaways from the widespread and prolonged embrace of ed-tech 
from 2020 to 2022.

Just as the Inter-Act of a theatrical play invites audience members 
to pause and reflect on the action of a drama, so too do these think 
pieces. Collectively and individually, they encourage readers to 
think beyond the confines of what happened and to imagine what 
might have happened had different approaches to the educational 
challenges of COVID-19 been considered.
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The regularity with which countries turned to technology-dependent 
distance learning as the primary response to school closures is 
remarkable. Barring few exceptions, the playbook to assure educational 
continuity was the same: provide educational content targeted 
to individual learners through a technology portal – the internet, 
television or radio – and require use of these technologies to continue 
education. On many levels, this was a commonsense response to 
school closures that were mandated by governments in an effort to 
slow the spread of COVID-19. But it may have also reflected limited 
creativity, a narrowing and homogenization of possible responses, or 
even an instance of near-global group think.

While governments closed schools almost uniformly in the early stages 
of the health crisis, the duration of remote learning varied enormously, 
ranging from a few weeks to nearly two full academic years. The years 
2020 to 2022 were marked by intense and evolving debates about the 
utility of this drastic action to protect public health and, hence, the 
rationale for full reliance on ed-tech. In many contexts, questions about 
closing or opening schools and pivoting to and away from ed-tech 
were among the most fraught of the pandemic.

Regardless of the basis for school closures or their durations, it is 
legitimate to ask whether the widespread recourse to technology-
enabled distance learning was the best response to the disruption of 
school closures, particularly in light of the severity of technology and 
connectivity gaps. Many argued that there were no viable options 
beyond technology and that, while the deployment of ed-tech may 
have been imperfect, it still ‘saved the day’ and was certainly ‘better 
than nothing’. Yet, as the exclusion, inequity and harms of full reliance 
on ed-tech have come into fuller view, this only-option argument has 
been called into question.

Looking Back
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With critical distance, it is possible to reflect on alternative directions 
and possibilities to decisions taken during the pandemic, recognizing 
that policy-makers were regularly called upon to make difficult and 
time sensitive decisions with incomplete information. Much more 
is now known about COVID-19 and its myriad impacts, including 
the impacts of different responses to the health emergency, than 
was understood at the beginning of the health crisis. Revisiting and 
reflecting on choices taken during the pandemic and considering 
alternative scenarios carries a potential to help various stakeholders 
better prepare for future disruptions to education and respond to them 
with a more circumspect sense of possible courses of action.
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School closures, 
the shift to remote learning 
and public health

The COVID-19 virus spread across the globe with unrelenting speed in early 
2020, unleashing a dangerous new disease. Communities experienced 
dramatic spikes in the number of people requiring urgent medical attention, 
and health care systems working to save lives were quickly stretched to the 
limits of their capacities. In order to protect medical facilities from becoming 
fully overwhelmed by the sheer numbers of gravely ill people, countries 
instituted stringent measures to help slow community transmission of the 
virus. By minimizing social contact through lockdowns and quarantines, 
countries hoped to flatten the curve of infection, take pressure off strained 
health care systems and allow more time to improve treatments and 
develop vaccines. Initially, and with very rare exception, these measures 
included school closures.

Research conducted prior to 2020 suggested that school closures during the 
peak of an influenza pandemic could significantly reduce infection rates.1100 
At the height of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, nearly every school and 
university in the world closed for at least some duration. Considerable 
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evidence exists to indicate these closures were largely effective in flattening 
the curve of COVID-19 infections during the first wave of the virus and 
subsequently when there were jumps in transmission due to the emergence 
of new variants of the virus.1101 But pre-pandemic studies about the 
effectiveness of school closures as a public health measure cautioned that 
their usefulness was in moderating steep upticks in infection rates during a 
pandemic and that they did not have a meaningful impact on overall rates 
of infection.1102 In effect, they were understood to be a short-term measure 
to interrupt virus transmission alongside wider quarantines and other 
social-distancing restrictions. Mirroring this expectation, numerous studies 
conducted during COVID-19 found that school closures provided only 
limited benefit once other stringent lockdowns were dialled back, as was 
experienced in countries around the world starting in mid-2020.1103 These 
findings call into question the rationale for lengthy school closures and the 
concurrent reliance on remote learning via ed-tech as a singular means to 
access education beyond initial lockdowns.

The text that follows traces the chronology of research about school 
closures as a measure to protect health during COVID-19. It highlights how 
the messaging of influential organizations evolved over the course of 2020 
and 2021.

Just a few months into the pandemic and when most countries were 
enforcing regional or national lockdowns, some governments were 
beginning to question the value of school closures and the recourse to 
remote learning as effective measures to protect public health. In Europe, 
many governments moved quickly to reopen schools – instituting strict 
sanitary and social-distancing protocols – in May 2020, before the end 
of the 2019/20 academic year in the northern hemisphere. Sweden, an 
outlier, never fully shuttered its schools, opting instead to adjust in-person 
educational practices and facilities to minimize disease transmission. 
Since constitutional rules in Sweden made unilateral countrywide school 
closures difficult to implement, the country carved out a solution that relied 
on teachers, students and families to follow disease mitigation methods 
recommended by the nation’s public health agency.1104

“Given the devastating consequences on children, youth and our societies as a 
whole, the decision to close schools should be a last resort and only at a local 
level in areas with intense transmission.” 

– Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the World Health Organizationclxxxviii

In the second half of 2020, international organizations started tentatively 
signalling that extended school closures were of questionable utility 
to protect public health, in part because of the adverse health impacts 
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on children arising from widespread school closures. These included 
children’s increased vulnerability to domestic abuse, poor nutrition due 
to the cessation of school meals, and the negative mental health impacts 
of prolonged periods of isolation. Entire cohorts of students began to 
fall behind on vaccination schedules for other deadly diseases routinely 
delivered or required at school, risking the resurgence of vaccine-
preventable diseases such as measles and polio.1105 An early stance of 
maximum precaution was ceding ground to evidence that extended school 
closures were causing significant harm to the health and well-being of 
learners and wider communities.

By September 2020, the WHO in partnership with UNESCO and UNICEF 
stated that “most evidence from countries that have reopened schools or 
never closed them, suggest that schools have not been associated with 
significant increases in community transmission [of COVID-19]”.1106 Among 
its sources, the WHO statement referenced an influential July 2020 article 
published in the New England Journal of Medicine, which found that schools 
reopening in the first wave of the pandemic had not led to increases 
in COVID-19 case counts in multiple countries, including in Denmark, 
Finland, Belgium, Austria and Singapore. The article explained that schools 
in these countries had opened under “strict social distancing rules” and 
took “substantial extra precautions” to protect health. The article’s authors 
underscored the importance of adherence to sanitary and social-distancing 
measures in school reopening by noting that the reopening of secondary 
schools in Israel, where rigorous sanitary protocols were not observed, may 
have caused a resurgence in disease transmission. The authors concluded 
that “the fundamental argument that children, families, educators, and 
society deserve to have safe and reliable primary schools should not 
be controversial” and called for action to ensure full and swift school 
reopening.1107 These findings, however, despite being anchored in empirical 
data and coming from experts in infectious disease transmission, did not 
trigger a wave of schools reopening. According to UNESCO monitoring, at 
the end of September 2020, approximately 582 million students, over a third 
of the global student population, were not attending school regularly due 
to closures and were expected to rely on technology to continue formal 
academic learning.

“Primary schools, preschools, and early childhood development centres are not 
high-risk settings for transmission, especially if the right safety measures are 
followed. Transmission levels in these settings have been found to reflect those 
of the surrounding community.” 

– Joint statement by WHO and UNICEF regional directorsclxxxix
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Guidance that schools should reopen grew more forceful as 2020 came to a 
close. In December 2020, the WHO made pointed statements to encourage 
a resumption of in-person learning: “If proper and consistent measures are 
in place, schools do not pose a greater risk of infection for children and 
teachers and other staff than any other public place.”1108 Significantly, the 
inadequacy of distance learning to support child and youth well-being 
was cited as a major reason to prioritize the resumption of school-based 
learning. The WHO statement reflected that the organization was attuned 
to the ways ed-tech could engender exclusion, isolation and stress. The 
WHO further recognized that existing models of remote education could 
not attend to the holistic health of children and youth in the same way as 
well-functioning schools. From late 2020 onwards, health and education 
organizations alike tended to reflect a view that distance learning via 
technology was an insufficient substitute for in-person, school-based 
learning. Experts were quickly adopting a position that replacing in-person 
learning with full reliance on ed-tech modes of learning did not achieve net 
health gains as intended and was, instead, leading to a net decline in health 
and well-being.

As evidence continued to build that schools could reopen safely and that 
full reliance on remote learning with technology carried unique adverse 
consequences, UNICEF labelled blanket shutdowns of national school 
systems “the wrong direction”. In late 2020, the organization’s global chief 
of education declared: “Evidence shows that schools are not the main 
drivers of this pandemic. Yet, we are seeing an alarming trend whereby 
governments are once again closing down schools as a first recourse rather 
than a last resort. In some cases, this is being done nationwide, rather 
than community by community, and children are continuing to suffer the 
devastating impacts on their learning, mental and physical well-being and 
safety.”1109 By the end of December 2020, the European Centre for Disease 
Prevention and Control declared that the decision to close schools to control 
the COVID-19 pandemic should be rare and used only after all other options 
to keep schools safely open had been exhausted. It noted that the negative 
physical, mental health and educational impacts of lengthy school closures 
on children as well as the associated economic costs warranted a swift 
return to in-person learning.1110 The organization maintained and amplified 
this position throughout 2021, even with the emergence of the Delta 
variant of the virus, which posed greater risks to children than earlier strains 
of the virus.1111 Yet despite this advice, large numbers of schools remained 
shuttered for prolonged periods.

Appeals to reopen schools became more frequent and more vocal 
throughout 2021, especially as vaccines became widely available in some 
regions of the world. At the international level, the non-profit foundation 
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Insights for Education examined health data from 101 countries alongside 
UNESCO’s global monitoring of school closures and found no clear 
association – positive or negative – between school status (open, closed or 
partially open) and community transmission of COVID-19. The organization 
challenged the “widespread assumption that there is an inevitable trade-off” 
between keeping schools open, protecting human health and ensuring the 
functioning of the economy.1112 In February 2021, the journal of the British 
Medical Association announced that an “emerging consensus is that schools 
do not seem to be amplifiers of transmission, and that cases in schools 
simply reflect prevalence within the local community”.1113

Throughout 2021, data from individual countries, in developed and 
developing regions alike, corroborated this consensus view. A March 2021 
study looking at the unique case of Sweden, one of very few countries to 
never close lower secondary schools, indicated that keeping schools open 
had only a “minor impact on the overall spread of SARS-CoV-2 in society”.1114 
Research published in May 2021 from the Democratic Republicof the Congo 
strongly indicated that school closures were presenting more health risks 
than advantages.1115 A May 2021 study from Germany found that school 
closures did not seem to have a containing effect on COVID-19 infections 
in either the school population or older generations.1116 Studies of school 
districts in the USA similarly found that in-person instruction did not lead to 
noticeable spikes in disease transmission.1117 Scientific American, an widely 
respected publication in print since 1845, stated that “the benefits of having 
kids in school – with precautions in place – strongly outweigh the risks”.1118

Research released in the second half of 2021 continued to buttress a view 
that school closures provided limited health benefits, especially when 
schools followed specific guidance issued by national and international 
medical groups. For example, a major study of the causal effects of school 
closures in Japan published in Nature “did not find any evidence” that 
closing schools had reduced the spread of COVID-19.1119 Nevertheless, 
school closures and full reliance on connected technology for formal 
education remained a reality around the world. In October 2021, before the 
emergence of the Omicron variant, which sparked a resurgence in school 
closures, UNESCO estimated that over 53 million students remained shut 
out of schools, and 15 countries were still implementing blanket national 
closures.1120

One of the reasons school closures did relatively little to prevent the spread 
of disease over extended periods of time is that this measure, despite the 
disruptions it imposed, rarely resulted in a full cessation of social contact. 
In areas with high-density housing and limited access to basic sanitation, 
school closures may even have been counterproductive, as social interaction 
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in domestic environments could be more varied and frequent than it had 
been in formal and controlled education settings. Although relatively few 
studies attempted to examine changes to the volume, frequency and 
duration of social contact during periods of school closures, some suggested 
that shuttering schools did not result in an overall reduction in human-to-
human contact for young people and teachers.1121 In these scenarios, social 
contact was not prevented by closing schools; it was merely uprooted and 
moved to other places and settings.

As the pandemic wore on, it also became clear that ed-tech infrastructure, 
like other consumer-facing digital services, were also not as clean, safe, 
efficient and ‘contactless’ as many presumed. Writing in The Guardian, 
Naomi Klein, an author who popularized the concept of disaster capitalism, 
explained that most supposedly ‘pandemic-proof’ digital services were 
actually “held together by tens of millions of anonymous workers tucked 
away in warehouses, data centres, content-moderation mills, electronic 
sweatshops, lithium mines, industrial farms, meat-processing plants 
and prisons, where they are left unprotected from disease and hyper-
exploitation”.1122 Indeed efforts to provision technology to students and 
families as well as to establish and maintain remote modes of education 
often relied on people coming into contact outside the orbit of school. 
Distance learning with ed-tech was not, in fact, a fully contactless solution, 
even if it may have involved fewer physical interactions than a typical pre-
pandemic class or school experience.

By 2022, with lockdowns largely lifted, vaccine drives under way in some 
contexts, improved treatments and more knowledge of mitigation 
strategies, school closures were widely understood as an overly disruptive 
and largely ineffective measure to stem the spread of COVID-19. Most 
countries had resumed in-person schooling, but not all. School closures 
continued to persist and, by extension, so did student and teacher 
dependence on ed-tech. In January 2022, full school closures remained in 
effect in six countries, impacting 44 million students, according to UNESCO 
monitoring. Millions more students were living in countries with partial 
and ad hoc school closures, which, like full school closures, make education 
reliant on connected technology in significant ways. COVID-19 related 
school closures became increasingly rare over the course of 2022, and by 
the time the WHO declared the end of the pandemic as a global health 
emergency in May 2023, they were fully in the past.

The evidence and chronology recounted here suggest that school closures 
played an important role mitigating the spread of COVID-19 infections. In 
many contexts, school closures, as one part of broader social-distancing 
measures, helped flatten the curve of infections and prevented health care 
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facilities from becoming overwhelmed at dangerous moments of strain. But 
over long periods of time and once lockdowns were eased, school closures 
appear to have provided limited benefits to meaningfully reducing the 
devastating tolls of the pandemic. Countries that closed schools for very 
short durations often had comparable (and sometimes significantly better) 
health outcomes than countries that closed schools for very long durations. 
While the effects of school closures are challenging for researchers to isolate 
among other mitigations, studies that attempted to look solely at school 
closures found they provided limited community protection from COVID-19. 
Beyond this, closing schools often carried adverse net or cumulative health 
impacts. Shuttering schools may have temporarily reduced social contact 
and therefore risks of contracting an infectious disease, but it came at a cost: 
the protection, nutrition, well-being and health functions played by schools 
came to a standstill. Additionally, moving learning to digital spaces as a 
response to school closures carried its own set of deleterious health impacts, 
physical as well as mental, as detailed in this publication. In the final analysis, 
outside of the initial emergency lockdowns to reduce high infection rates 
and cases of hospitalization, closing schools and transitioning to remote 
learning with ed-tech appears to have had modest utility as a measure to 
protect public health over extended durations.
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Did technology-mediated 
remote learning contribute 
to the prolongation of 
school closures?

Education is a sector where visions of digital-only and digital-first modes 
of operation were already in circulation before the onset of the pandemic. 
In many contexts, distance learning with connected technology had long 
been positioned and understood as a durable and, sometimes, desirable 
alternative to education conducted in person and at schools. When the 
pandemic tore across countries, there was wide acceptance that ed-tech 
would offer a workable solution to the challenge of school closures, even 
if this solution had never been attempted at scale in practice or for long 
durations. As the pandemic moved beyond its initial phases of peak 
infections, is it possible that school closures lasted longer than they would 
have without the existence and endurance of perceptions about the viability 
of ed-tech to supplant schools?
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In 2020 and 2021, numerous countries kept schools closed and fully reliant 
on ed-tech even as other sectors and institutions reopened. Some countries 
and localities were criticized, for instance, for opening bars and restaurants 
while schools remained shut. When COVID-19 infections spiked at irregular 
times, schools were sometimes ordered to close, while businesses that 
were not easily classifiable as ‘essential’, such as hotels and furniture shops, 
remained open, despite carrying health risks similar to those presented by 
schools.

Policies that allowed for the reopening of bars before schools particularly 
incensed many people in the education community.1123 Parents wrote 
posts on Twitter and other social media platforms to voice their discontent 
using hashtags such as #closebarsopenschools and #schoolsbeforepubs.1124 
Editorial writers also vented that the policies exemplified “backward 
priorities”.1125 But such policies arguably reflected a less discussed reality: 
that is, connected technology was understood to offer a viable alternative 
for school closures, a technology ‘fix’ to the education disruption of 
the pandemic. There were, however, no widely accepted technological 
alternatives for bars, pubs and restaurants, or at least none that garnered 
broad public support. Said differently, people were receptive to the idea 
that connected technology might stand in for schools but rejected ideas 
that they might stand in for other in-person establishments. These differing 
expectations may have functioned to increase the prolongation of school 
closures beyond what would have been the case without ed-tech.

Another way to consider the argument that ed-tech may have made school 
closures both more likely and more prolonged during the pandemic is to 
indulge a hypothetical thought experiment: What if a health crisis similar 
to COVID-19 had occurred in 1980, when internet-connected digital 
technology was almost non-existent in homes, and other connected 
technology that played host to education during the 2020–22 emergency 
was far less prevalent in most national contexts?

A reflexive answer to this question is that it would have been an educational 
disaster. Without smartphones, laptops and broadband internet, there 
would have been no means to keep formal education intact during periods 
of school closures. This is, to an extent, undeniable. Connected technologies 
provided educational links to significant numbers of students during the 
health crisis, even if it left a global majority behind. But would the school 
closures have been as long or as frequent without this technological 
alternative? Might there have been more examples of countries that never 
fully shuttered their schools on a countrywide level, especially beyond the 
first months of the global health emergency when lockdowns were at their 
most stringent?
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The questions raised are counterfactuals, so they cannot be answered 
authoritatively. There is, however, some historical evidence to support a 
view that school closures might have been significantly shorter without the 
possibility of a recourse to connected technology. Experts from the National 
Bureau of Economic Research in the USA compared the durations of school 
closures during the COVID-19 pandemic to the ones ordered in response to 
the 1918–19 influenza pandemic – one of the most recent parallels to the 
global COVID-19 health emergency. They found that even though the 1918 
influenza virus was much deadlier to young adults and children than 
COVID-19, schools closed for “many fewer days on average”.1126 The authors 
calculated the average length of school closures in 1918–19 in the USA to be 
36 days. By contrast, UNESCO estimated that the average duration of full 
school closures globally was 126 days in September 2021, 3.5 times as long 
as the average 1918–19 duration observed in the USA. These findings raise 
the possibility, even if only tentatively, that the availability of ed-tech during 
the COVID-19 pandemic may have contributed to the longer duration of 
school closures compared with the 1918–19 influenza pandemic. In 2020, 
connected technology offered possibilities for remote modes of learning 
that were simply not available a century earlier.

Historians have recounted that a major impetus for reopening schools 
quickly during the 1918–19 pandemic, despite its known dangers to 
children as well as adults, was a belief that schools were safe and controlled 
spaces compared with many home environments. Health and education 
authorities at the time also justified quick school reopening on grounds 
that schools would help keep children occupied and off the streets, 
where they were likely to have more incautious social contact than in the 
adult-supervised spaces of schools.1127 The assumptions that attended the 
COVID-19 pandemic were, in many ways, a reversal of those from a century 
before. Public perception held that homes were largely safer, more sanitary 
and more controlled environments than schools for purposes of reducing 
social contact and protecting health. Also, worries that children not 
attending school would flood into public spaces and the homes of others 
for socialization were hardly acute, even when sanitary measures allowed for 
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movement of this sort. This historical comparison suggests that the unique 
capacities of ed-tech to hold the attention of children and youth for long 
periods of time combined with the changing assumptions that homes were 
safer and more sanitary than schools may also help explain the very long 
duration of school closures during the COVID-19 pandemic versus the  
1918-19 pandemic.

The perception that workable and palatable technological solutions existed 
to mitigate the challenge of school closures arguably functioned to prolong 
reliance on these solutions. The fixation with technology solutionism 
was so strong that it took repeated and high-visibility problems to spark 
recognition that connected technology could not realistically support 
education for extended periods in inclusive and equitable ways. Only 
when the flaws in the technology-mediated vision of education became 
unavoidable did pressure to reopen schools become sufficiently strong.
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If not ed-tech, then what?
The explanations and justifications for the global pivot to technology-
mediated education during the pandemic commonly boil down to the 
argument that there was no alternative solution. While this view can 
accommodate myriad critiques of ed-tech, it also blunts them by failing to 
ask: What else was there?

If there were indeed no options beyond connected technologies to assure 
the continuity of education, then it holds that it made sense to try, however 
imperfectly, to leverage technology for this purpose, including in contexts 
such as parts of Africa and broad swathes of Asia where ed-tech remains 
scarce. According to this logic, even if large groups of students were left 
behind, significant numbers could be helped by ed-tech, and this warranted 
making the attempt. The severity of the crisis required hard choices, and it 
was understood that helping some young people with ed-tech was better 
than helping none.

Such a position embraced a realist view of the pandemic: educational 
regression was unavoidable, and any slippage in terms of education equity, 
inclusion and quality would amount to collateral damage. The challenge, 
then, was mitigation – doing what was possible to simply keep education 
afloat.
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With the power and prevalence of these assumptions in mind, it makes 
sense to venture further into the potentially hazardous terrain of 
counterfactuals and consider what other options, outside of technology-first 
approaches, might have been possible within and across countries. Despite 
perceptions that online learning technology was an only-option solution, it 
should be seen, more accurately, as one option among others. The sections 
below outline three alternatives to illustrate some examples of viable 
possibilities beyond technology that could have been considered to address 
the educational disruptions of the pandemic.

ALTERNATIVE A: 
KEEPING SCHOOLS OPEN OR REOPENING THEM QUICKLY

The most obvious alternative to technology-dependent distance learning 
is school-based learning. In the early weeks and months of the pandemic, 
various strategies were identified to avoid full reliance on ed-tech and to 
maintain or restart in-person education in ways that could help assure the 
safety of children and teachers. Epidemiological studies indicating that 
opening schools and keeping them open did not directly exacerbate the 
severity of the public health crisis weakened the rationale for maintaining 
technology-first modes of distance learning. By the second half of 2020, 
health experts and medical journals published data showing that school 
closures were doing very little to slow the spread of COVID-19.1128 Shuttering 
schools did, however, endanger student health by making young people 
more vulnerable to dangers that schools often help mitigate, including 
malnutrition, abuse at home and psychological distress stemming from 
isolation, among other maladies. The vaccine rollouts that began in 
December 2020 also helped schools reopen with more tolerable levels of 
risk. So too did improved knowledge of virus transmission that informed the 
ways that schools and other social institutions could reopen with social and 
sanitary measures to better mitigate the risks of disease transmission. Yet 
despite this knowledge, ed-tech continued to be upheld by governments, 
think tanks and policy-makers as a first-recourse solution to the educational 
challenges imposed by the pandemic.

Guidance to facilitate the safe reopening of schools was issued by 
international organizations just a few weeks after COVID-19 began 
spreading globally. UNESCO, UNICEF, the World Food Programme and the 
World Bank published guidelines in mid-2020 detailing steps that schools 
could take to reduce disease transmission, safeguard essential services and 
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supplies, and promote healthy behaviours. Recommendations included 
developing strict protocols concerning social-distancing and sanitary 
practices.1129 By May 2020, numerous medical and educational organizations 
had released recommendations to keep schools operational while 
mitigating student and teacher risks of contracting or spreading COVID-
19.1130 In June 2020, a consortium of UN organizations again reiterated the 
importance of reopening schools and released a detailed framework to 
facilitate the resumption of in-person education.1131

While guidance to reopen schools could differ subtly between countries, 
regions and districts, the main recommendations were consistent. Medical 
authorities advised schools to require or encourage masking; improve 
ventilation in classrooms; move learning outdoors when feasible; adjust 
learning spaces, practices and schedules to maintain social distancing; 
make rapid tests easily and quickly available; and ask students and teachers 
to isolate at home if they test positive for the virus or have any COVID 
symptoms. After vaccine rollouts began, the guidance was updated to 
emphasize the importance of vaccines to increase the safety of school-
based learning.

By mid-2020, there was growing consensus that if schools followed the 
guidance of health authorities and implemented targeted measures 
and rules, they could safely reopen for in-person education.1132 The 
recommended measures were often relatively simple and did not carry 
excessive costs. While some reopening plans involved ed-tech for select 
functions, learning no longer entailed full reliance on technology. When 
schools reopened, ed-tech was repositioned from a ‘must-have’ to a ‘nice-
to-have’ for formal learning. It is important to note that the possibility of 
keeping schools open or reopening them quickly after the initial lockdowns 
was gaining traction as a viable option within the first few weeks of 
the pandemic. This meant that reopening schools was an ever-present 
alternative to remote and technology-dependent modes of learning.

“If buildings are too crowded, how about dividing the day into shifts, and 
having more outdoor education, drawing on the plentiful research that shows 
that time in nature enhances children’s capacity to learn?” 

– Naomi Klein, authorcxc

Many commentators voiced their bafflement that government and 
education authorities were directing investments towards ed-tech instead 
of spending funds to improve the safety and sanitary conditions of schools. 
The tepid and sometimes sluggish actions of governments to direct 
resources and energy to prepare physical schools for reopening weakened 
confidence that schools would be – or could be – reorganized for safe 
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teaching and learning. Families and teachers around the world observed 
underfunded and undisciplined approaches to school compliance with 
public health guidelines, leading some to conclude that the education 
sector was taking a laissez-faire attitude towards the safe reopening of 
schools.1133 Yet numerous voices continued to maintain that schools could 
and should be reopened and questioned ballooning expenditures on 
ed-tech to support remote learning. Teachers and opinion writers alike 
wondered aloud why COVID-19 did not catalyse and fast-track bold actions 
to improve educational facilities, many marred by neglect that predated 
the pandemic. Such actions could better protect student and teacher 
health in the near term and provide benefits for years into the future, such 
as superior ventilation and air purification. Even above the immediate 
health considerations of the pandemic, there was already a growing body 
of research into the impact of airborne pollutants on cognitive ability. One 
study from January 2020 examined the impact of installing inexpensive air 
filters in classrooms and found that academic achievement in mathematics 
and English improved by an increase in scores comparable to cutting class 
sizes by a third.1134 The author of the study wrote that “air filter installation is 
a highly cost-effective policy to raise student achievement and, given that 
underprivileged students attend schools in highly polluted areas, one that 
can reduce the pervasive test score gaps that plague public education”.1135

Author Naomi Klein, who has written critically about the speed with which 
technology-centric solutions were adopted in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, questioned why governments dismissed or were slow to take 
resolute steps to better guarantee the safety of schools by, for example, 
hiring more teachers and reducing class sizes, establishing half-day school 
shifts to minimize close physical contact, distributing free masks and making 
COVID-19 tests more widely available. She observed that in place of these 
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actions education systems undertook large structural changes to support 
a shift to ed-tech-enabled distance learning.1136 Throughout the pandemic, 
commentators argued that governments were missing opportunities to 
improve school buildings, allowing for superior air circulation among other 
upgrades that would make them safer for human health. While expensive 
technology was being purchased in bulk, only limited investments trickled 
into contracts to upgrade physical school infrastructure, ventilation, 
playgrounds and classrooms or to improve factors such as class size, staff 
availability and student circulation in common areas. These investments 
carried the potential to not only improve the health and safety of schools in 
an outbreak of transmissible disease but to advance education’s wider goals 
of ensuring quality instruction, social interaction, protection and well-being.

“Stop asking whether schools are safe. Instead, acknowledge that in-person 
instruction is essential; then apply the principles we learned from other essential 
services to keep schools open.” 

– Leana S. Wen, professor of health policy and management, George Washington Universitycxci

Education was something of an outlier in terms of its prolonged shuttering 
of physical buildings and reliance on technology. COVID-related 
mitigation efforts of the type recommended for schools were commonly 
implemented in other sectors of the economy. No action was fail-proof, 
but every mitigation strategy helped reduce risk.1137 Numerous institutions 
and businesses, from grocery stores and farms to hair salons and utility 
companies, took rapid steps to improve the safety of physical in-person 
facilities in order to stay open or reopen as quickly as possible while also 
protecting their staff, customers and communities. They rarely attempted to 
or were expected to uproot all or most of their operations to digital spaces. 
And, in many instances, this uprooting was unfeasible or impossible: hair 
could not be cut with connected technology, and food could not travel over 
fibre-optic wires to the kitchens of families. But around the world, education 
was commonly deemed movable to technology-mediated spaces, and 
because of this, resources poured into making this unprecedented 
transition work rather than implementing changes to keep physical schools 
at the centre of educational exchange. By 2021, some education leaders 
reflected that the prioritization of digital learning had fuelled an illusion 
that it was possible for education to ‘hide’ indefinitely from the pandemic, 
with students and teachers suspended in isolation at home. This arguably 
delayed action to figure out how to ‘live with’ the pandemic and lessen the 
risks of disease transmission in school environments.
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“One might argue, again, that any risk is too great, and that schools must 
be completely safe before local governments move to reopen them. But this 
approach ignores the enormous costs to children from closed schools.” 

– Emily Oster, economics professor, Brown Universitycxcii

Interestingly, numerous safety measures implemented during past health 
emergencies were directed towards physical schools. The 1918–19 influenza 
pandemic, for instance, was met with major undertakings to retrofit schools 
with superior sanitation, more outdoor spaces for learning and play, and 
more spacious classrooms to minimize the spread of disease.1138 Schools 
ramped up investments to hire and retain school nurses, a group that was 
widely credited with helping improve the safety of in-person schooling 
during the 1918–19 health crisis.1139 Some of these lessons appear to have 
been forgotten over the course of the century. In the 1918–19 pandemic, 
school nurses were in high demand, and education leaders envisioned a 
future in which every school would have a qualified health professional 
working alongside teachers and administrators.1140 Yet in some national 
contexts the number of school nurses has been steadily declining for at 
least the past decade.1141 Rather than meet the challenges of the COVID-19 
pandemic with investments in the physical and human infrastructure of 
schools, as was done in the 1918–19 pandemic, many leaders instead made 
wholesale investments in ed-tech, prolonging the reliance of education on 
connected technology rather than moving quickly and decisively to reopen 
schools.

Historically speaking, the educational response to COVID-19 was unique 
because efforts to reinstate formal education following emergency school 
closures were not solely focused on reopening schools; considerable effort 
was directed to establishing and maintaining technology-reliant alternatives. 
Even during relatively contemporary health emergencies that prompted 
school closures such as the 2002–04 SARS and 2014–16 Ebola crises, 
actions to maintain educational continuity were primarily directed towards 
reopening schools with only minor attention paid to supporting  
ed-tech alternatives. Regardless of how countries balanced the prioritization 
of remote learning and the resumption of school-based learning during 
COVID-19, in-person schooling, alongside efforts to assure it was conducted 
safely, was always a realistic alternative to technology-only modes of 
education. And while many countries relied on connected technology for 
long periods of time – perhaps reflecting the prioritization of this type of 
education – several countries reopened schools after just a few weeks of 
closure. In France, for instance, schools were fully closed for only seven 
weeks, according to UNESCO monitoring.1142 Around the world, the most 
salient alternative to ed-tech was quickly resuming or never stopping school-
based learning while making it as safe as possible for students and teachers.
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ALTERNATIVE B: 
PAUSE FORMAL EDUCATION UNTIL THE RESUMPTION 
OF IN-PERSON SCHOOLING

A second viable, if controversial, alternative to technology-first modes of 
education during COVID-19 was simply pausing formal education. In this 
scenario, formal education would have been temporarily placed on hold 
when schools closed. Rather than trying to hastily move entire education 
systems from schools to connected technologies in the midst of a deadly 
pandemic, government leaders could have reassured families that, upon 
school reopening, education would pick up where it had stopped when 
schools closed. Learning by ed-tech still could have been encouraged, 
but framed as optional instead of compulsory in recognition that an 
unacceptable proportion of students lacked the hardware, connectivity and 
support needed to effectively access technology-reliant modes of learning.

Such an approach would not necessarily have foreclosed important roles for 
teachers. Instead of trying to keep up with the pace of covering a curriculum 
as if normal schooling were in session, teachers could have checked in 
on students over available communication platforms and perhaps even 
tried to see students through home visits, when feasible, following strict 
safety guidelines, such as meeting outdoors and standing a safe distance 
apart. This practice was already well established in some countries, such 
as Japan,1143 and appears to have been practised in select contexts during 
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the pandemic, such as in rural areas of Zambia.1144 Such actions, if scaled 
outward, would have provided learners, including those without connected 
technology, with at least limited face-to-face human interaction with their 
teachers – supportive adults who are not family members – and modelled 
protocols for safe in-person exchanges. In addition, teachers could have 
perhaps organized optional online gatherings to provide young people 
opportunities to socialize and participate in educationally, socially and 
personally enriching activities, such as discussing a particular piece of art 
or writing that would not require prior preparation. In the exceptional 
circumstances of the pandemic, a teacher’s role could have been 
reconceived to prioritize the holistic well-being of students and to reassure 
families anxious over paused or slowed academic learning.

Very few countries appear to have attempted or experimented with this 
approach. A notable exception, however, is Kenya, with Bolivia as another 
example, although its policy fluctuated somewhat throughout 2020 and 
2021.1145 In Kenya, the government announced that portions of the 2020 
academic year affected by school closures would be repeated when schools 
were expected to reopen for the next academic year in January 2021.1146 
The decision was communicated in July 2020 – three months into a hurried 
attempt to transition to distance learning – following the nationwide 
closure of schools in March as part of wider efforts to slow the spread of 
COVID-19. The Kenyan Ministry of Education estimated that the suspension 
of education, would affect 90,000 schools serving over 18 million students,  
ranging from pre-primary to upper secondary learners, as well as an 
additional 150,000 students in refugee camps.1147 The country justified 
the decision on the grounds of guaranteeing equity and inclusion. So 
many students were unable to access remote education provisioned via 
connected technology that a pause was warranted. The government had, 
in effect, acknowledged that technology-reliant approaches were leaving 
too many students behind. It could not reasonably expect most learners 
to successfully complete their current grade-level studies from a distance. 
Bolivia used the same rationale when it announced the cancellation of 
the school year due to the pandemic’s disruption.1148 The decision sent the 
message that learning via ed-tech was not required or expected, and that 
students would pick up where they had left off when schools reopened.

“The 2020 school calendar year will be considered lost due to COVID-19 
restrictions.” 

– George Magoha, Minister of Education, Kenyacxciii

This policy action appears to have made Kenya an outlier globally. Most 
other countries communicated that formal learning should continue 
regardless of school closures. In these places, education was not on hold; 
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it had moved from schools to technology, and students were still expected 
to participate. The OECD was one of many international organizations 
advocating for the continuation of education regardless of pandemic 
disruptions. It published an influential essay in April 2020 entitled 
“Repeating the school year not the answer to COVID learning losses”. Citing 
“analyses of grade repetition” in typical school years, the OECD argued that 
pause policies might amplify “social disparities”. The OECD instead advised 
“redoubling efforts to help struggling students” and called attention to 
countries scaling up remediation measures.1149

Many countries heeded this recommendation from the OECD and tried to 
keep formal education moving ahead during periods of school closure by 
relying heavily or exclusively on ed-tech. Cognizant that dependence on 
technology would trigger major learning divides, education systems also 
moved to expand and reinforce remediation programmes when schools 
reopened.1150 For example, the Philippines1151, Japan and the Netherlands 
offered summer and/or weekend classes,1152 and countries as diverse as 
Ghana1153 and the UK established tutoring programmes. These programmes 
sought to help students who had missed distance learning catch up with 
their peers who had benefited from it. Many of these programmes were 
expensive. As one illustration, the national tutoring programme launched in 
the UK had a GBP 350 million price tag and was part of a larger GBP 1 billion 
package to “support children and young people to catch up on missed 
learning caused by the coronavirus”.1154

Other education systems made decisions to trim the curriculum to only a 
few academic subjects when it was provisioned remotely via ed-tech. It was 
surmised that curtailing the breadth of education would allow students who 
missed technology-reliant forms of instruction to catch up faster and more 
easily when in-person schooling ultimately resumed. It was an instance of 
education authorities limiting the scope of remote education, in part so that 
students unable to access it could realistically get back on track once they 
returned to school. Winnowing the curriculum also offered other perceived 
advantages. For example, countries and schools did not need to produce 
and disseminate as much digital learning content, and schools and teachers 
had fewer classes and subjects to support remotely.1155

The attention countries paid to various remediation and catch-up 
programmes indicated an awareness that many students had failed to 
progress academically when education was administered exclusively 
through technology. According to this logic, remediation was needed 
because students were behind, and students were largely behind because 
they were unable to access or use the ed-tech learning that had been 
mandated. In effect, the education system had been set up in ways that 
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guaranteed the need for remediation and often for large numbers of 
students. The academic deficits students faced when they returned to 
schools traced to structural shortcomings and not individual ones. Ed-tech, 
due to its limited accessibility, cemented inequities into education systems 
that had been much less pervasive when schools were operational. Huge 
numbers of students fell behind through no fault of their own.

The policy to suspend education in Kenya illustrated an alternative 
possibility. Instead of assuming students would be able to progress 
academically during periods of school closure, as most countries did, Kenya 
acknowledged the wide inaccessibility of technology-dependent distance 
learning and decided that no progress should be assumed. Technology 
ownership and use did not, at least not overtly, determine which students 
would be ‘behind’ or ‘on track’ when schooling resumed. The pause in 
education also presented the possibility of removing or lessening the 
need for large-scale remediation when schools reopened. If learners were 
resuming their studies where they had left off when schools closed, they 
were less likely to be ‘behind’ and to require remedial classes or accelerated 
learning. This did not, of course, mean that there were no differences in 
educational progression when schools were shuttered. Some students 
advanced academically during lockdowns, while others stagnated or 
regressed, regardless of whether distance education was available or not, 
due to varying home situations and individual and family behaviours and 
habits, among other factors. But because a pause policy did not expect 
educational progression while schools were closed, students without formal 
learning opportunities were not assured to fall behind.

The Kenyan policy reflected an awareness that very few learners in the 
country would be able to follow education remotely through technology.  
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A study conducted by the Population Council in four districts in Kenya 
clarified just how out of reach connected technologies were for most 
students.1156 It found that in a best-case scenario, only 30 per cent of 
students were able to use any type of connected technology for distance 
education. This was observed in Nairobi, the capital and wealthiest city 
in Kenya. The worst-case scenario was observed in Wajir, a rural district. 
Here, the study found that technology access was limited to just 2 per cent 
of students. The authors of the research noted that even these very low 
figures likely overstated the actual ability of students to use technology for 
educational purposes due to limited electricity and various connectivity 
restraints. Of the minority of learners who said they had access to a mobile 
phone, nearly half reported that insufficient data credits hindered them 
from using the device to access educational content. It was also significant 
that the study included only adolescents aged 15 to 19, who are generally 
more likely to have access to connected technology than younger learners. 
The Kenyan policy of pausing education, rather than assuming students 
would progress with ed-tech during periods of school closure, seemed to 
account for these sobering realities.

Kenya began reopening schools for select grades in October 2020,1157 ahead 
of its initial projection, with all grades beginning in January 2021.1158 This was 
due to both public pressure from families anxious to get students back in 
school as well as an improving health situation. In line with the pause policy, 
students picked up where they had left off when schools had closed their 
doors.1159 The learning that would have happened for, say, seventh grade 
students in March and April 2020 without the pandemic and school closures 
was shifted to early 2021.

The Kenyan plan was far from ideal in many ways, and its implementation 
was not without controversy. Many students and families were upset by 
the prospect of losing time and delaying academic progress. Other families 
and many teachers were worried about the health implications of children 
returning to school en masse as at a preselected time, the beginning of 
the 2021 academic year, when the trajectory of COVID-19 remained highly 
uncertain. Some groups, fearful of the contagion and that the timing was 
premature, even took the matter to court.1160 Many people experienced the 
policy as confusing, especially when, ultimately, the plan was implemented 
so that some grade levels resumed school-based instruction while others 
did not. Adjusting the standard academic calendar also appears to have 
presented challenges. Some students resuming school in January 2021 were 
not starting a new grade, as would usually be the case, but rather continuing 
a partially completed grade. And even the equity justification for the pause 
was called into doubt, in part due to the country’s growing reliance on 
private providers of education. In some instances, these providers were 
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better able to provide distance learning during periods of school closure 
than public schools, creating a perception that private school students were 
advancing while public school students were not.1161

The Kenya case deserves attention, however, because it highlights 
fraught questions of how societies should – or could – balance desires to 
facilitate academic progression via ed-tech with assuring commitments to 
access, inclusion and equity. One question, for example, is whether broad 
educational inclusion is more or less important than assuring educational 
continuity for some learners, who may be privileged in other ways.

When schools closed as part of national strategies to mitigate the spread 
of COVID-19, it was well known that huge numbers of students would 
not be able to access formal learning that was dependent on connected 
technology. In numerous countries, national data suggested fewer than 
20 per cent of school-age children could realistically follow education 
delivered through digital channels. Given the dizzying exclusion and 
inequity that reliance on ed-tech introduced, not to mention other problems 
with technology-first modes of learning, was it wise to mandate a transition 
to ed-tech? Pausing education was always a distinct possibility.

Pause policies were criticized early in the pandemic because the duration 
of school closures was highly uncertain in early 2020.1162 Many believed 
it was better to move learning to ed-tech, no matter the availability of 
technology, because the closures might continue indefinitely. The prospect 
that a technology alternative to school-based education might be needed 
for longer durations and perhaps years justified trying to construct this 
alternative system sooner rather than later, despite the exclusion it entailed. 
But school closures are rarely tenable over very long periods, and evidence 
from past pandemics suggests that that the viruses that cause pandemics 
usually taper off and become less deadly over time.1163 As such, governments 
had data to suggest, even from the outset of the health crisis, that a pause 
in education was unlikely to stretch on uninterrupted for a period of years. 
Should this have made pause approaches more widespread or at least 
worthy of consideration? What other possibilities could a system-wide 
pause have opened up for schools, teachers, students and families to 
respond differently and without an intensive focus on ed-tech to the sudden 
pressures of the pandemic on daily life?

“What this period has shown is that those that have resources will continue to 
flourish as they can access and engage with the different platforms. And those 
that are poor will continue to be left behind.” 

– Gugu Ndebele, former CEO of Save the Children South Africacxciv
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The compulsory nature of the shift to ed-tech as a response to school 
closures carried hidden costs. It tended to place pressure on families to 
buy expensive technology they might not have otherwise purchased. 
Sometimes government agencies supported these purchases, but in many 
cases, the responsibility fell to families, many of them already financially 
vulnerable due to pandemic disruptions to work and income. The 
compulsory nature also placed significant psychological stress on families 
at a time when fear and anxiety levels were already high. Families that 
did not have access to technology worried that their children would fall 
behind. Many felt their inability to buy a smartphone or top up connectivity 
credits was compromising the future of even very young children. Given 
these realities, should more countries have made distance learning with 
technology fully voluntary and adopted pause policies?

Evidence from school closures that accompanied past pandemics 
indicates that pausing education did not result in the amplification of 
social disparities that the OECD and other organizations warned about in 
the context of COVID-19.1164 Instead, it seems that pausing education for 
students when schools closed helped level the playing field when young 
people returned to school. For example, researchers from the US National 
Bureau of Economics Research studying the educational impacts of school 
closures during the 1918–19 influenza pandemic found “null effects of 
school closure length on 1920 school attendance” and little evidence of 
long or short-term impacts on educational attainment and future labour-
market outcomes. Moreover, these results were observed “across student 
characteristics, including socioeconomic status, race and parental nativity”. 
The authors, writing in December 2020, went on to speculate that the 
absence of alternative means of accessing formal education in 1918–19 
likely explains the homogeneous effect of school closures on students from 
different backgrounds: “The lack of effective remote learning platforms in 
1918–19 may have put students on roughly equal footing when they missed 
school, unlike today, when there is substantial heterogeneity in access to 
online resources and parental support.”1165 The authors’ implication is clear: 
total reliance on ed-tech, rather than school closures, amplified educational 
disparities. These historical data suggest that a pause policy might have 
been more equitable than policies that forced or expected learners to use 
unevenly available technology to progress academically.

It is significant that pause policies eventually became more widespread 
as the education responses to the pandemic evolved. For example, when 
governments closed schools in late 2021 and early 2022 in response to 
the Omicron variant, many simply treated the closures as an extension of 
school holidays and did not mandate a shift to online learning.1166 Education 
would resume when schools reopened. This evolution reflected confidence 
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that schooling would resume after a relatively short duration and kept 
education priorities focused on reopening schools. It also reflected a waning 
confidence in the value, equity and utility of taking schools back online.

ALTERNATIVE C: 
FOCUS ON SUPPORTING CAREGIVERS AND PRIORITIZING 
NON-TECHNOLOGICAL LEARNING RESOURCES

A third alternative to heavy reliance on digital and online modes of remote 
learning was to support learning from a distance with low-tech and no-
tech resources aimed primarily at caregivers. Rather than expecting school 
systems to use laptops and smartphones to interface directly with students 
online, education authorities could have mobilized outreach campaigns to 
share ideas and resources on how families might best support in-person 
learning opportunities in the home. This could have been done through 
a variety of communication channels and would not have necessitated 
internet-connected devices.

During the pandemic, the instructions given to caregivers generally boiled 
down to edicts to ensure young people were watching the right screen 
at the right time or logging into the appropriate online platform with the 
appropriate frequency. The task was primarily framed as one of planning 
time with technology, and much of the advice stressed the importance 
of establishing and following rigid routines structured around ed-tech.1167 
Adults in closest proximity to children often lacked other recommendations 
to support education and turn the home into a learning environment. 
The common message from schools and governments was that formal 
education could and should progress in virtual environments, even in 
places where connected technology was known to be scarce. While learning 
might happen away from screens, this was not the learning that ministries 
of education tended to prioritize and encourage. The technology-centric 
approaches sent signals that serious and important learning, even for young 
children, would be delivered by technology, and learning that happened 
elsewhere was less important and less valuable.

It is not hard to imagine a different approach: one that supported and 
encouraged parents to find and embrace learning in any way they felt 
comfortable – for example, involving children in household tasks and 
teaching them non-academic skills, such as cooking, gardening or animal 
rearing. If technology was available and could assist learning processes, its 
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use could be encouraged. But if technology was not available, messaging 
from the government could have signalled that this was fine too. Rather 
than placing full reliance on expensive and logistically complex efforts to 
support curriculum-based learning with ed-tech, while schools were closed, 
educational priorities could have shifted towards understanding education 
and learning in ways that were broader and could be incorporated into 
family life.

Messages promoting the value of family- and community-based learning, 
along with advice and support to parents and caregivers, could have been 
disseminated through technology where available, but also through other 
channels such as teacher outreach, local community leaders or in brochures, 
in sober recognition that many families and communities did not have equal 
access to the same technology. Printed brochures listing, say, ten ideas to 
support learning at home could have been printed in the millions and sent 
out by post or set out at food markets, pharmacies, government offices, 
places of worship and other institutions that often remained open during 
lockdowns. Guidance could have been prepared in multiple languages, with 
graphic illustrations for illiterate caregivers, and disseminated alongside 
health recommendations, which were rarely solely reliant on technological 
means of communication. Yet despite these possibilities, UNESCO observed 
few communication campaigns that encouraged informal and non-
technology-reliant forms of learning during the pandemic.

Moreover, efforts to disseminate physical learning materials – books, paper, 
pencils – appear to have been eclipsed by efforts to disseminate connected 
technology such as smartphones, tablets and laptops. This was often the 
case even in communities where electricity and connectivity were known 
to be unreliable. Announcements of government purchases of hundreds 
of millions of USD of ed-tech were common during the pandemic,1168 while 
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comparable announcements of purchases of non-electronic learning 
resources were hard to find. Physical learning resources are often cheaper 
and easier for governments to acquire than ed-tech, and easier to produce 
locally. Digital hardware, by contrast, usually has to be purchased from 
abroad and is contingent on complex global supply chains. Device orders 
were routinely delayed or never arrived at all during the pandemic due to 
disruptions to these supply chains.1169 For young children, learning tools 
such as crayons, paper and storybooks can be as educative and engaging as 
a USD 500 tablet computer or USD 100 smartphone, but the overwhelming 
message that families received was that education should proceed via 
technology. Families routinely went to extreme lengths to secure ed-tech 
with personal funds when government provisioning was not available or 
insufficient, as was common.

Deprioritizing ed-tech and elevating more accessible and informal learning 
would have perhaps encouraged families to spend more time on games and 
cultural pastimes that are often enmeshed in centuries of history and rich 
with educational value. Whether boardgames or puzzles, puppetry or dance, 
numerous activities were within reach at homes and inviting of creativity 
and learning. A focus on physical learning materials could have prioritized 
book production and distribution, with funds flowing to local publishers, 
authors and printers and concurrent campaigns to encourage print reading. 
Given the importance of literacy, communities could have established 
special allowances and protocols for teachers to read to and with young 
people as well neo-literate adults in communities where illiteracy is 
widespread. UN data indicate that only 5 per cent of poor families in 
developing countries have books in their homes.1170 Such inequities are not 
limited to developing countries: a 2007 study found that in disadvantaged 
neighbourhoods in the USA, the book to child ratio is 1 to 300,1171 and  
in 2020 the OECD stated that children from poor households are four 
times less likely to have access to a good supply of children’s books at 
home than children from advantaged families.1172 Physical books carry 
unique advantages for children and beginning-level adult readers,1173 yet 
the pandemic shut off access to libraries, schools and other community 
centres where families, including many low-income families, had typically 
gone to read or borrow paper books. National campaigns to rapidly scale 
up and expand initiatives to bring printed books to households during the 
pandemic were a distinct possibility but appear to have been meagre and 
short-lived, if they existed at all. In their place were efforts to equip learners 
with digital technology, usually developed and manufactured by a handful 
of large corporations.

While lip service was sometimes paid to the importance of disseminating 
non-digital resources as a means of supporting learners without access 
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to connected technology, such efforts tended to benefit more privileged 
families. For example, some schools and libraries set up systems to dispense 
physical books to people who requested them, however, these systems 
tended to use online portals, effectively locking out families without 
connectivity. Affluent and middle-income communities were more likely 
to organize sites where parents could pick up bundles of physical learning 
materials. The bundles would commonly contain notebooks, workbooks, 
pens, pencils and craft supplies such as markers, scissors, glue, paints, tape, 
coloured paper and clay. Like book check-outs, these bundles had to be 
reserved and scheduled for pick up through online systems. A more effective 
way to support poor families would have been with door-to-door drop-offs 
of learning supplies, but these appear to have been uncommon. In some 
instances, deliveries of this type were deemed unsafe because they risked 
increasing social contact. But this contact risk would not seem to surpass the 
risks presented by the deliveries of prepared food and commercial goods, 
fulfilled by companies like Amazon and Deliveroo, that were active during 
periods of school closure.

Many families with access to functioning ed-tech were attuned to its 
shortcomings to support education as a singular interface. Perhaps due to 
norms and perceptions of independence,1174 wealthy families were more 
likely than lower income families to abandon ed-tech modes of learning 
in favour of less technology-reliant solutions, often in defiance of official 
educational guidance. These families were also arguably more equipped 
to support non-technology-reliant modes of learning because they had 
physical learning resources in the home, such as books, educational toys, art 
supplies and games, that provided educational alternatives to technology.

Learning pods were a concrete example of an educational model that 
emerged during the pandemic that was less dependent on technology 
than school and government systems of remote digital learning. This model 
typically involved small groups of young people, often those already in close 
physical proximity, coming together in person to learn under the tutelage of 
a parent or a hired teacher.1175 The pods were often organized despite rules 
preventing social gatherings. Scans of media sources suggest that learning 
pods were established and used predominately by privileged families, 
perhaps due to the time and resources required to get them up and running 
and the investments required to sustain what was effectively a shadow 
education system. The existence of learning pods highlighted that there was 
demand for educational solutions not solely dependent on technology and 
that numerous families were willing to self-organize these solutions.

Less affluent families and communities also found ways to continue 
their children’s educational journeys without technological solutions. In 
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the Central African Republic, some community schools drew from their 
experiences of sustaining education in times of civil conflict and applied 
what they had learned to adjust to COVID-19 disruptions. Early in the 
pandemic, teachers and administrators consulted with families to organize 
students into small, decentralized schools, such that small groups of children 
could continue learning together with the support of teachers and families. 
Since these schools were already village- and neighbourhood-based, they 
often complied with restrictions on travel and gatherings.1176 Neighbour-
to-neighbour communication and simple SMS messages were sufficient to 
announce the existence of the schools and encourage attendance. Creative 
use of technology in the form of webinars, videos, podcasts and teaching 
materials complemented some of these in-person learning approaches. 
The technology, however, was decidedly secondary; it was not the primary 
nexus of connection and educational exchange.1177

In order to accommodate the large numbers of learners lacking access to 
digital ed-tech, schools and educational authorities could have invested 
greater energy in and provided more resources to supporting offline and 
in-person learning both inside homes but also through community and 
neighbourhood initiatives that did not endanger public health. Teachers, for 
example, could have been encouraged or deployed to support and direct 
learners in microschools, and government messaging could have promoted 
and celebrated the ingenuity of families that found ways to continue 
educating their children without unilateral reliance on ed-tech.

Interestingly, the pandemic may have helped solidify social perceptions that 
in-person and non-technology-reliant education is a marker of privilege in 
wealthy communities where ed-tech is plentiful. To some extent, this is an 
inversion of conventional understandings of ed-tech. Through the 1990s 
and early 2000s, the use of connected digital technology for education 
signified advantage and wealth, but starting in the 2010s, as technology 
became more ubiquitous and less expensive, its cultural value decreased. 
Children in affluent communities would learn to use digital tools no matter 
what, so formal school-based education sought to cultivate interpersonal 
and other soft skills that are developed largely through in-person exchange 
and not easily taught in digital spaces or through virtual interaction. Many 
of the most elite private primary and early secondary schools in so-called 
tech hubs like Bangalore, London, Nairobi, San Francisco and Seoul, some 
costing over USD 20,000 per year in tuition, are marketing their limited 
use of technology as a selling point and signifier of excellence.1178 For 
high-income students, ed-tech is a tool to be used sparingly in formal 
education, even as these students continue to have access to the most 
advanced types of learning technologies. For low-income students the 
trend is the inverse: ed-tech is being used with greater frequency and for a 
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wider range of educational purposes, often in ways that makes education 
reliant on technology. This is exemplified by the rise of education models 
that require teachers and/or students in under-resourced countries to have 
connected devices to teach and learn in formal settings. For instance, Bridge 
International Academies, an educational company that operates low-cost 
private schools in countries such as India, Kenya, Nigeria and Uganda, has 
teachers deliver scripted lessons to students by following step-by-step 
instructions that are developed off-site and sent to a tablet computer.1179

Regardless of how this trend might develop in the future, the use of 
educational approaches and resources that do not depend on connected 
technology remained a constant alternative to technology-reliant 
approaches to remote learning during the pandemic. Yet despite the 
promise these approaches held to help underprivileged and marginalized 
learners without access to technology, as well as those who did have access, 
they were rarely employed during COVID-19 school closures. The central 
focus of the educational response was decidedly ed-tech. Advantaged 
families often found ways to minimize full reliance on ed-tech, arguably, 
marking it as a tool more suited for disadvantaged families.
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Was COVID-19 
an education crisis?

While COVID-19 was incontrovertibly a health crisis, it was widely referred 
to as an education crisis too. This transference of terminology influenced 
the response of the education sector to pandemic-related school closures 
and, arguably, made the rapid deployment of ed-tech appear more urgent 
and necessary than it might have been if the crisis designation had not been 
applied to education.

Rationales for crisis labelling varied. For some, the pandemic was an 
education crisis because schools were closed at times that they would 
normally have been in session, raising concerns over student well-being and 
the possibility of heightened dropout rates when schools reopened. Seen 
this way, the term ‘education crisis’ was a shorthand way of expressing alarm 
about unplanned school closures of uncertain durations.

For others, the cessation of formal academic learning was the root of the 
crisis, not necessarily school closures per se. Under this logic, disruptions 
to formal learning – regardless of the mode of learning – were alarming 
because students were not acquiring important knowledge and skills 
according to academic schedules. Learners were also assumed to be 
forgetting previously learned material while they were not engaged in 
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curricular tasks. In this sense, unrealized or lost learning and the possibility 
of academic regression constituted an education crisis.

Still others employed the word ‘crisis’ to signal evidence and concern that 
funding to education would be reduced due to pandemic-driven changes to 
employment and tax revenue. This education crisis was about the slashing 
of education budgets or expectations of this outcome.

Finally, for groups and organizations that look at education through a 
primarily economic lens, including the World Bank, the OECD and the World 
Economic Forum, as well as a wide network of business and government 
consultancies such as McKinsey, the crisis label conveyed the ways that 
stalled education would reduce human capital and, by extension, slow 
economic growth and expansion. In late 2021, the World Bank projected 
that reduced education would cost a generation of students USD 17 trillion 
in lost lifetime earnings and presented this projection as the heart of the 
education crisis.1180 A 2022 article published by the World Economic Forum 
in cooperation with the World Bank announced that “the global education 
crisis is even worse than we thought” and expressed alarm that “14 per 
cent of today’s global GDP” could be wiped out in part as a result of school 
closures during the pandemic. The report estimated that the number of 
children living in “learning poverty” could reach 70 per cent in low- and 
middle-income countries as a result the “relative ineffectiveness of remote 
learning”, gravely endangering the future earnings of students.1181 Here 
‘education crisis’ meant the short-circuiting of skills development and the 
economic damage this was projected to inflect on individuals and national 
economies.

The language of emergency was hardly limited to the use of the word 
‘crisis’. The COVID-19 pandemic was also framed as an ‘educational disaster’. 
But even this was not peak doomsday terminology. In mid-2020, leading 
international organizations (including UNESCO) published a white paper 
called Averting an Education Catastrophe for the World’s Children, as part of 
the Save Our Future coalition.1182 Throughout 2020 and early 2021 there was 
a gradual ratcheting up of language used to discuss educational affairs and 
futures, even if there were some notable exceptions, such as UNESCO’s 2020 
publication Education in a Post-COVID World: Nine Ideas for Public Action.1183

Within this bleak framing, remote distance learning via ed-tech was quickly 
positioned as a lifeline of sorts – a rescue boat that could carry students 
through the treacherous currents of school closures and other educational 
disruptions. Technology, and digital technology in particular, is what would 
keep education afloat. Governments and schools rushed to purchase, 
support and deploy it. Families were instructed or mandated to use it.
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“You never want a serious crisis to go to waste. And what I mean by that is an 
opportunity to do things you think you could not do before.” 

– Rahm Emanuel, politician, USAcxcv

Indeed, the crisis view of the pandemic became so firmly ingrained in the 
educational imagination that it was almost blasphemous to question it 
throughout much of the pandemic. Yet despite this, alternative views remain 
possible and instructive, particularly as more panoramic understandings of 
the educational disruptions have come into focus and school closures have 
ended.

Is an extended pause in academic learning really a crisis? Does a pause 
in formal school-based learning warrant major structural changes to the 
traditional practice and delivery of education? Most academic calendars 
allow for planned, monthslong breaks in education, and these are almost 
never referred to as education crises. In many countries, a year-long break in 
academic progress is typical for young adults nearing the end of secondary 
school for purposes such as mandatory military or volunteer service. And 
around the world, students, often while in universities or before entering 
higher education, take gap years to work, travel and pursue hobbies 
or sometimes just take a break and not do much of anything, yet these 
extended breaks in education are not called educational disasters.

While COVID-19 disruptions did affect all levels of education more or less 
simultaneously, many national education systems only closed schools 
for less than ten weeks in total from the beginning of 2020 to the end of 
2022, and some for just five weeks, according to UNESCO monitoring. Was 
this disruption a crisis? Did this relatively short duration of school closure 
in select countries, even if only known with certainty after the end of the 
global health emergency, justify the enormous effort and expenditure 
required to move formal education into digital spaces? Might it have been 
more reasonable to simply announce that education would resume when 
schooling restarted and focus on strategies to reopen schools quickly and 
safely without the distraction of figuring out how to support learning over 
connected technology for all students – something that, in most contexts, 
had never been successfully accomplished or even attempted?

Upon close inspection, it seems the concept of a pandemic-driven 
education crisis derived from two main factors: (a) prolonged school 
closures and (b) the limitations and/or failures of ed-tech to satisfactorily 
patch the effects of these closures. Had schools been able to remain 
open without compromising safety, it is unlikely there would have been 
an education crisis. And had the transition to technology solutions for 
education helped all students learn and socialize in ways that at least 
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roughly approximated school-based methods, there similarly would not 
have been an education crisis. A handful of developed and often low-
population countries, including Estonia, Singapore and Uruguay, which had 
spent decades carefully integrating digital technologies into their education 
systems before COVID-19, managed the transition to technology-reliant 
distance learning relatively seamlessly and without widespread exclusion 
or soaring levels of inequity. There was very little talk of an education crisis 
in these nations, even when schools were closed. Seen from this angle, the 
effectiveness or ineffectiveness of ed-tech is what determined whether 
school closures were education crises.

“In moments of crisis, people are willing to hand over a great deal of power to 
anyone who claims to have a magic cure.” 

– Naomi Klein, authorcxcvi

It is reasonable then to ask whether elevating technological solutions as 
only-option remedies for school closures, and therefore a singular means 
of ‘saving’ education, gave traction to the concept of crisis and normalized 
its use in education circles. If ed-tech had not been positioned as a shield 
against an education crisis, would school closures, even those that stretched 
on for months, have necessarily carried the ominous crisis labelling? Would 
it have been possible for more education leaders and others to refer to 
temporary school closures resulting from a health emergency as exactly 
that: an unplanned break, a hiatus in formal learning similar to breaks that 
are occasionally necessitated by severe weather events or security concerns, 
rather than a calamity?

There is contemporary and historical evidence to support a view that a 
non-crisis framing was a distinct possibility. Contemporarily and in contexts 
where ed-tech is extremely scarce – in sub-Saharan Africa, for example, and 
countries in South Asia such as Bangladesh and Pakistan – the language of 
education crisis did not appear to be nearly as common on the ground or 
in local media as it was in reports coming from international organizations 
and NGOs with global reach. These groups were often voicing concerns over 
the repercussions of large digital and connectivity divides for education that 
had become largely reliant on connected technology. But inside low-income 
developing countries, the language of crisis did not appear to encompass 
education as readily as it did inside global organizations. In countries such as 
Chad, Mali and Niger very few people had access to connected technology 
before the pandemic, and this did not change during the pandemic. School 
closures in these areas affected nearly all learners and families similarly – it 
was not a case of some children making progress in formal education and 
others not making progress. Access to ed-tech was ‘equal’ in the sense that 
almost no one had it. Without access to ed-tech, there was no promise or 
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expectation of digital solutions to ‘save’ education. It had stopped for almost 
everyone, and there were strong understandings that it would resume in 
due time.

Around the world, the equity or inequity of ed-tech access seems to have 
been a significant driver of the language of crisis. In situations where ed-tech 
was ubiquitous and universally available for education, the crisis framing 
was less common. The same appears to have been true, if perhaps to a lesser 
extent, in situations where ed-tech was almost uniformly unavailable. This 
raises an intriguing question on whether the core of an education crisis is 
a sudden leap in inequality, as was experienced in many countries where 
ed-tech access and use was deeply uneven, rather than either universally 
accessible or universally inaccessible.

Further, it is significant that the word ‘learning’ rather than ‘education’ was 
commonly affixed to ‘crisis’, including and perhaps particularly when used in 
reference to contexts in the global South. Education literature rolling out of 
development organizations was awash with descriptions of a ‘learning crisis’ 
stemming from school closures, as well as concerns over ‘learning loss’. The 
semantic nuance between ‘education’ and ‘learning’ could narrow or enlarge 
conceptions of what the crisis entailed. Where notions of an ‘education 
crisis’ might encompass student well-being, nutrition and protection 
as well as learning, notions of a ‘learning crisis’ zoomed in on problems 
stemming from stalled academic and curricular progress. A lot of the crisis 
language used during the pandemic seemed to have focused on learning 
rather than education as a whole. This may have been one of the reasons 
holistic student and teacher well-being sometimes seemed to be eclipsed 
by concerns over maintaining learning progress at a pace that would have 
been expected absent the pandemic disruptions.

Reviews of historical evidence conducted for this publication suggest 
that framing pandemic-necessitated school closures as an ‘education 
crisis’ or a ‘learning crisis’ is a relatively recent trend. For example, available 
descriptions of school closures implemented in response to the 1918–19 
influenza pandemic, the last comparable global pandemic, indicate that 
the language of crisis was rarely applied to education. At that time, the 
preservation of health was the overriding concern in debates on whether to 
close schools and for how long. It also seems that there was no comparable 
discussion on the hazards of learning loss and vanishing GDP due to missed 
education. The twin focuses appear to have been avoiding disease and 
maintaining the well-being of students and teachers.

Revealingly, the language of crisis often lingered long after schools 
reopened. The learning loss that resulted from unscheduled disruptions 
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and breaks in formal learning was commonly classified as a crisis. At the 
beginning of 2022, UNICEF announced in a press release that the scale 
of pandemic learning loss was “nearly insurmountable”. The organization 
declared that “reopening schools is not enough” – students needed 
“intensive support” to recover lost learning.1184 The crisis, in this estimation, 
had mutated from school closures to the failures of technology-reliant 
distance learning solutions to keep learning progressing as it would have 
done had schools been open. In actuality, much of the data on learning loss 
and learning poverty referenced in such announcements existed well before 
COVID-19 school closures, reflecting poor learning outcomes resulting from 
factors connected to the pandemic disruptions but also factors that predate 
the pandemic.

“It is one of the great ironies and sorrows of the present age that disasters have 
become prime fodder for the sort of laissez-faire economic development that 
aims mainly at the creation of private fortunes for well-connected corporations 
and individuals.” 

– Richard Kahn, professor of education, Antioch Universitycxcvii

The staying power of faith in technology solutionism was evident when 
groups in and outside education began hoisting ed-tech as a means to 
mitigate learning loss crisis that had been exacerbated by school closures. 
When the ‘old’ education crisis of school closures melted into the ‘new’ 
education crisis of learning loss, digital technology was positioned as a 
first-option antidote to both. In numerous countries, stimulus money that 
had been earmarked to help students recover lost learning poured into 
ed-tech solutions and virtual tutoring.1185 This reflected a strange circular 
logic: the learning loss born from the failures of ed-tech to facilitate learning 
progression during school closures was to be remedied by more ed-tech.

As various scholars have observed, the concept of ‘crisis’ often functions 
to narrow the ways problems are interpreted and what solutions are 
proposed.1186 Crises, as Klein and others have argued, tend to make market-
based reforms feel ‘natural’ or ‘inevitable’.1187 Scholarly work to identify the 
means facilitating the privatization of education systems have identified 
the “path of emergency” as among the most potent and rapid paths.1188 In 
a paper exploring how education has become privatized through “crisis-
making”, Hang Minh Le explains how the invocation of specific types 
of emergencies, such as a “refugee crisis”, has been a “crucial force” in 
facilitating the privatization of education. She notes that the “urgency of 
crisis helps to naturalize private actors’ participation in refugees’ education 
as equal partners to host governments, multilateral agencies, and civil 
society”. Published in 2019, Le’s descriptions of the tendency of crises to 
carve out “new spaces” and “new markets” for private actors to infuse “market 
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and business principles such as ‘innovation’ into all aspects of education” 
carried renewed relevance as the COVID-19 pandemic gripped the world.1189

These critical views of ‘crisis’ should not, however, negate recognition 
that, regardless of whether an education crisis framing was appropriate 
or advisable at the outset of the pandemic, actions to respond to it with 
prolonged school closures and the application of technology-dependent 
solutions have precipitated outcomes that are of grave and urgent concern: 
large numbers of students unable to read; young people burdened with 
anxiety, depression and feelings of isolation; and increased numbers 
of students dropping out from education, among other factors. These 
unfortunate developments resemble the outcomes of crises, and perhaps 
unsurprisingly, numerous technology and market-based approaches are 
being flouted as solutions.

The language of crisis has become so saddled with notions of quick 
technocratic and private-sector-led fixes that the education sector might 
be well served with new concepts, diagnoses and terms to frame the havoc 
wreaked by COVID-19 on education – concepts that are less tethered to 
technology-first approaches and corporate entrenchment and that carry 
more potential to open alternative pathways for solutions and reforms. 
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This part of the Inter-Act describes and problematizes lessons drawn from 
the pandemic on the future of ed-tech. 

The first section explains how connected technologies were quickly 
positioned as an essential – or the essential – ingredient of educational 
resilience in the context of pandemic-related school closures. Although 
improving educational resilience had not been a particularly strong selling 
point for ed-tech before 2020, the pandemic provided the conditions 
that galvanized a belief that complex and expensive technologies would 
allow education systems to respond with speed, agility and flexibility to 
COVID-19 disruptions as well as to future disturbances to schooling as a 
result of future pandemics, climate change, conflict and other challenges.

The second section examines the extent to which ed-tech actually 
improves educational resilience. Citing research and data from around 
the world, it shows that connected technologies have numerous points 
of failure as stand-alone educational solutions and in fact introduce 
considerable fragilities compared with conventional school-based 
approaches to teaching and learning.

The third and final section critiques arguments that the pandemic 
awakened recognition that education is ‘under digitized’ and that going 
forward, connected technologies will invariably disrupt and transform the 
sector. The analysis challenges notions that investments in education are 
destined to shift away from ‘legacy’ expenditures on teacher salaries and 
the physical infrastructure of schools and towards ed-tech. While such a 
shift in financial allocation might bring education in closer alignment with 
other sectors that spend more proportionally on technology, education 
is a unique sector. It has long reflected a commitment to helping young 
people integrate into social communities, navigate relationships with 
diverse people in face-to-face settings, and develop skills and competencies 
that will help them make productive social contributions. These social and 
interpersonal goals are, however, often insufficiently supported by digital 
spaces and tools, especially when accessed and used in isolation.

Looking Ahead
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Ed-tech finds a new 
rationale – resilience

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the digital transformation of education 
was widely understood as a strategy to improve the quality, accessibility 
and inclusiveness of learning. The end goal of ed-tech was modernization in 
service of educational improvement, along one or multiple dimensions.

Yet following the widespread adoption of distance learning solutions 
during pandemic-related school closures, the concept of ‘resilience’ became 
the go-to rationale for ed-tech. This idea, perhaps more than any other, 
was used to explain and justify the unprecedented investments countries 
poured into ed-tech, financial as well as programmatic and pedagogical. 
Resilience was the quality that education systems needed to confront 
the immediate challenges of COVID-19 disruptions and, beyond this, lay 
more pliable foundations to meet future challenges, be they foreseen or 
unknown. ‘Resilience’ was the word marshalled again and again to explain 
why the uptake of ed-tech was necessary, unavoidable and desirable, and 
the concept of ed-tech providing resilience to education has remained a 
primary rationale for ongoing investments in ed-tech even after schools 
reopened in 2022 and 2023.
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In the decades before COVID-19, research on ed-tech sought to compare 
technology interventions in education against non- or lower-technology 
controls of some sort in order to assess effectiveness. Findings from this 
research produced muddy and often contradictory results. Some research 
showed ed-tech integration could dramatically improve educational 
outcomes, while other research indicated no meaningful change or 
even regression.1190 Ed-tech was deemed inappropriate if it failed to 
facilitate learning gains because of its considerable costs, both for the 
technology itself and the many human processes needed to ensure that it is 
appropriately leveraged to enhance education.

Perhaps the most comprehensive comparative analysis of ed-tech’s impact 
on learning is the 2015 OECD report Students, Computers and Learning: 
Making the Connection. The work’s central finding delivered a disappointing 
verdict: countries that invested heavily in ICT for education “show no 
appreciable improvements in student achievement in reading, mathematics 
or science”. The findings further indicated that “technology is of little help 
in bridging the skills divide between advantaged and disadvantaged 
students”.1191 Whatever the limitations or flaws of the OECD study, its design 
reflected a belief that ed-tech should improve learning outcomes. The 
study’s architects understood technology as a means to higher ends, not an 
end in itself. Other research reflected a similar orientation: ed-tech’s value 
was the extent to which it furthered academic and social aims for education.

As the pace of digital transformation in sectors beyond education 
accelerated, some observers argued that technology integration was 
desirable even if it failed to facilitate learning improvement in reading, 
mathematics, science and other academic subjects. The rationale was that 
exposure to technology would help students develop a familiarity with tools 
and services that are shaping the future. It was also seen as a necessary 
starting point for building digital skills, especially for students who did not 
have access to technology in the home. Connected technology could also 
be its own field of study. Beginning in the 2000s, there were numerous 
movements to make subjects such as computer science part of core 
academic curricula in primary through upper secondary schools. Mandating 
computer science or narrower computer programming courses prompted 
educational purchases of computers and other ed-tech. Groups like  
Code.org, founded by technology entrepreneurs and investors and 
backed by donations from large technology companies, often pushed 
this agenda.1192 Finally, many technology enthusiasts and entrepreneurs 
saw technology use in education as a field for experimentation. Although 
ed-tech might not show positive learning results early on, the thinking was 
that innovation and iteration would unveil positive changes. Pilots, tests and 
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tinkering were therefore justified on the grounds that they would, in time, 
illuminate strategies to improve and perhaps transform education.

The pandemic, however, disrupted this widely shared view of what ed-tech 
should offer by elevating a separate and previously marginal rationale 
for its use and integration: educational resilience. From the moment 
schools started closing in early 2020, ed-tech deployments were framed 
around a new language of necessity and even survival. Concerns about 
its effectiveness to offer educational value shifted to the background. 
Technology was variously deemed a ‘lifeline to learning’, a ‘must-have’, a 
‘flexible’ and ‘adaptive’ solution to crises, and a ‘shield’ or ‘insurance policy’ 
against future disruptions. Ed-tech was no longer understood as being on 
the offensive – pushing education to new and previously unreached heights 
– but rather it became a defensive strategy – providing continuity through 
disruption and helping preserve and protect what was already in place.

Ed-tech’s status as a pillar of educational resilience emerged for the simple 
reason that it could – when used by students and teachers at a distance 
and in relative isolation – support learning models that complied with the 
strict social-distancing stipulations and other restrictions on movement 
and gatherings precipitated by COVID-19. Although ed-tech had previously 
featured in discussions about education in emergencies, it was rarely, if 
ever, seen as an only-option tool. There were, it was understood, multiple 
pathways to resilience in most emergency settings: ed-tech was one among 
others and often complementary to more human-centred interventions.

The pandemic functioned to elevate ed-tech as a singular and largely 
undisputed bastion of resilience because other potential approaches to 
education entailed human-to-human contact and were therefore quickly 
dismissed. Resilience in this context meant maintaining education while 
minimizing disease transmission. As associations between ed-tech and 
resilience quickly solidified, so too did views that expanded investments 
in technology would make education stronger and more flexible in the 
future, lest there be another pandemic or some other shock that might 
again require schools to shut their doors. In a few short months, technology 
catapulted from a messy, makeshift, stopgap response to the educational 
disruptions of an unparalleled global health crisis to an essential ingredient 
of ‘building back better’. Ed-tech was no longer an experiment but the 
foundation or backbone of forward-looking, resilient education systems.

A July 2020 World Bank policy paper on education was illustrative of 
this new framing and typical of recommendations released by other 
multilateral and international organizations. Entitled Building Back Better: 
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Education Systems for Resilience, Equity and Quality in the Age of COVID-19, 
the World Bank paper put forward six policy recommendations. All of 
them implored governments to double down on ed-tech and digital 
transformation. The first three recommendations advised (1) “investing in 
emergency connectivity and IT infrastructure for education in emergencies”, 
(2) “supporting digital content and pedagogy for safety and quality”, 
and (3) “building better institutional capacity for education technology 
resilience”.1193 The message was clear: investments in ed-tech were needed 
not only during the pandemic but also beyond it. Technology was now 
a pathway to ‘better’ education systems based on the assumption that it 
would strengthen resilience. Gone were conversations on whether major 
investments in technology and increased reliance on technology were 
superior to non-technology or more limited technology approaches to 
education. Also conspicuously absent were debates about the extent to 
which technology might introduce new risks.

The World Bank was not alone in its insistence that technology assured 
resilience. In September 2021, UNICEF published a report entitled Reopening 
with Resilience: Lessons from Remote Learning during COVID-19. Its first 
recommendation, highlighted in bold, was: “Increase investment in remote 
learning programmes to build resilience into education systems.”1194 The 
other four recommendations, similar to the World Bank report, all put 
ed-tech front and centre. Although the UNICEF report regularly noted that 
“there is no replacement for in-person learning”, its recommendations 
uniformly advised strengthening ed-tech-reliant systems to provision fully 
remote education. None of the recommendations suggested approaches to 
meet educational disruptions to schooling without technology, reinforcing 
the view that technology forms the nucleus of educational resilience. The 
report did, however, observe that “all forms of technology-enabled remote 
learning require electricity” and cited data to show that “only 47 per cent of 
the population has access to electricity in sub-Saharan Africa”. The work did 
not clarify how technology- and electricity-reliant modes of education might 
help these students beyond calls to address electricity, connectivity and 
data affordability challenges. The message was unambiguous: even in the 
poorest communities on earth, the path to educational resilience depends 
on ed-tech and its demands for expensive and complex infrastructure that, 
quite plainly, does not yet exist in large parts of the world.

“The global school closures due to COVID-19 have shown the fragility of 
education systems and the need for accessible and effective remote learning 
modalities that can be relied on when schools are forced shut.” 

– UNICEFcxcviii
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This shift in discourse positioned ed-tech as a non-negotiable necessity 
rather than a reasoned choice, best choice or experimental consideration. 
In the pre-pandemic world, ed-tech interventions, even those deployed 
in emergencies, needed to prove themselves against other educational 
interventions less reliant on technology. In the COVID-19 pandemic 
context, though, this proof had a significantly lower threshold: ed-tech 
was singular and indispensable for the simple fact that it was not a conduit 
for transmission of a viral and airborne disease. This has hurt ed-tech 
innovation. Existing and often deeply flawed models of technology use in 
education have been labelled ‘good enough’ and are scaling up at a pace 
that would have been unimaginable outside of the pandemic.1195

The residual trauma of school closures has also, it seems, made policy-
makers more hesitant to ask critical questions about the effectiveness 
and desirability of technology-first solutions for education. Expectations 
are high that countries will be better prepared for future pandemics and 
other disruptions that might result in widespread school closures. But 
disruptions to schooling are not guaranteed to not also entail disruptions 
to connectivity and digital services. Prior to the emergence of COVID-19, 
many people were more worried about the havoc computer viruses might 
bring to societies, including the possibility of a global internet shutdown, 
than they were about biological viruses. Yet education leaders who reject 
calls for larger investments in ed-tech to support learning from a distance 
are swimming against the current of popular opinion that has been forged 
by the recent experience of massive school closures. This will not, however, 
change the reality that greater investments in ed-tech mean diverting funds 
away from other uses in education. These financial diversions are coming at 
a time when education budgets are expected to tighten in many countries 
due to debt stemming from large public expenditures made during the 
pandemic. Numerous countries have cut their total education budgets to 
below pre-pandemic levels.1196 The heightened prioritization of ed-tech 
translates into lower prioritization of other efforts, whether the construction 
of physical schools, in-person training for teachers, purchases of physical 
learning resources or other educational expenditures that do not fall under 
the banner of technology. This outcome – the elevation of ed-tech, with 
its considerable flaws and risks, at the expense of more tried-and-true 
interventions – leaves a troubling legacy from the pandemic.
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Is technology a pillar of 
educational resilience?

In education policy circles, a common and sometimes key takeaway from 
the COVID-19 disruption was that education systems need to build greater 
resilience by increasing investments in connected technology and capacities 
to use this technology to teach and learn from a distance. But is ed-tech 
a linchpin of educational resilience? The answer depends, to a significant 
degree, on what is meant by educational resilience.

Since the onset of the pandemic, educational resilience has been framed 
as the ability to withstand major and sustained educational disruptions, 
including widespread and prolonged school closures of the type seen 
during the COVID-19 health crisis. The OECD’s Lessons for Education from 
COVID-19: A Policy Maker’s Handbook for More Resilient Systems was typical in 
its framing of resilience as an ability to “withstand and recover from adverse 
events”. The handbook asserted that only resilient education systems that 
plan for disruption “will be able to fulfil the fundamental human right to 
education, whatever the circumstances, and foster the level of human 
capital required for successful economies and societies”.1197 Along with many 
other organizations, the OECD saw ed-tech as a necessary tool of resilience.
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The future envisioned by policy handbooks of this type tended to be many 
shades darker than it had been before the pandemic. New and severe crises 
were assumed to be on the horizon, and to prepare, ed-tech was commonly 
hailed as a first-order tool of resilience. A narrative took hold that traditional 
schooling was fragile and collapsed under the weight of the pandemic, 
while technology was tough and ensured learning never stopped. From 
these understandings, a logical next step was to urgently accelerate the 
digitalization of education and increase expenditure and reliance on ed-
tech. It was often positioned as an only-option hedge against the spectre of 
future school closures.

But is ed-tech the straightest route to more adaptable and flexible education 
systems, capable of overcoming foreseen and unforeseen disruptions? 
Globally, the experiences of the pandemic suggest that this is far from 
assured. The sudden shift to technology was chaotic, grossly inequitable and 
often dissatisfying for the teachers, families and students who were able to 
access and use it for educational purposes. 

The steps and expense required to make technology a more leak-free wall 
of educational resilience at the global level are staggering. The ITU has 
estimated the cost of connecting everyone in the world over 10 years old 
to the internet would be more than USD 400 billion.1198 Adding suitable 
hardware to make productive use of this connectivity would push this figure 
up much higher. And all these scenarios assume that there is reliable access 
to the electricity needed to power digital devices. A recent nationwide 
survey of villages conducted by the Ministry of Rural Development in India 
shows just how wrong this assumption can be. It found that fewer than 
50 per cent of Indian households receive more than 12 hours of electricity 
per day.1199 These gaps can be more severe in Africa. According to World 
Bank data, fewer than 50 per cent of people in sub-Saharan Africa have any 
reliable access to electricity.1200 Ed-tech can only promote resilience where 
batteries can be charged.

Ongoing connectivity and hardware expenses are also substantial. Ed-tech 
is not and never will be a single outlay. While more and more people come 
online each year, this upward trajectory obscures data showing that there 
is also substantial regression. Households and educational institutions that 
were connected often become unconnected, due to financial challenges or 
lack of technical expertise. Many schools that were equipped with hardware 
and internet connections in the late 1990s or early 2000s no longer are. 
The history of technology deployment for education is one of ricocheting 
progress littered with abandoned investments.1201 One Laptop per Child, 
perhaps the largest and most hyped global initiative to transform and 
improve education with ed-tech, managed to bring computers to learners 
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who did not previously have access to them in several countries, but many 
of these efforts were not sustained and students went back to studying 
without technology.1202 One of the most influential books on educational 
technology is titled Oversold and Underused.1203

Connected technology also has many co-dependencies. Hardware requires 
compatible operating systems. These operating systems will only support 
specific software, and this software will only run seamlessly if certain 
hardware requirements are met. Anyone who has tried to get a 2023 mobile 
app working on a 2018 mobile phone can attest to the limits of backward 
compatibility. Connectivity introduces still more co-dependencies. 
Hardware supports certain types of connectivity but not others, therefore 
gadgets may work on Wi-Fi but not Bluetooth, or vice versa. SIM cards are 
often locked to specific devices and are compatible with some carriers and 
networks but not others. Securing SIM cards, mobile credit and other tools 
for connectivity can necessitate identification and financial requirements 
that many families do not have. The layers of dependencies to keep ed-tech 
operational make paper books, blackboards, chalk and lined notebooks look 
like remarkably versatile pieces of educational equipment.

Ed-tech hardware availability is reliant on complex manufacturing and 
distribution processes. In the early stages of the pandemic, many schools 
and families found that even when money was available to purchase 
technology for educational purposes, the technology was unavailable 
due to supply chain disruptions. Most countries lack the equipment 
or capacity to build their own digital technology and were therefore 
dependent on orders fulfilled by private sector companies based in other 
countries with factories in still other countries. In the first half of 2020, 
there were numerous reports of countries, states, school districts and even 
individual schools trying to outmanoeuvre each other for scarce ed-tech 
equipment.1204 Most of the hardware that runs mobile networks is produced 
by just a handful of vendors that are themselves dependent on various 
subcontractors and external firms to fulfil orders. Sanctions can instantly 
close the door to needed technology imports across entire countries, while 
a tax or price change, can make once reachable technology unattainable. 
This is resilience as dependence.

Beyond supply fragilities, the hardware and connectivity that make 
technology useful for educational purposes are also fragile in a physical 
sense. Water, even in small amounts, can be fatal to electronics, as can dust 
and heat. Batteries stop holding power. Screens break. Buttons lock. Most 
of the digital hardware used for ed-tech is unfixable beyond replacing 
screens. Even simple components, such the batteries and microphones in 
smartphones and laptops, cannot be easily replaced by end users. Internet 
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connectivity is also prone to disruption, notoriously fickle in many parts of 
the world and far from a sure backstop for education. A connection that 
was fast one day can be slow the next. A reliable mobile signal can become 
unreliable due to something as trivial as a change in the weather. It takes 
daunting engineering and technical expertise to build and maintain mobile 
networks that provide the anytime, anywhere connectivity that a lot of ed-
tech solutions assume.

Examples of accidental internet service outages are common, and while 
they are usually local, they can also be global. For example, on 4 October 
2021, Facebook and its subsidiary companies, including Messenger, 
Instagram and WhatsApp, went dark for several hours, showing that even 
one of the most technically sophisticated companies in the world with a 
market capitalization more than the GDP of many countries can fall offline 
for unexpected reasons.1205 The Facebook outage led to disruptions at other 
heavyweight internet services, including Twitter, Discord and Signal, due to 
the sudden flight of Facebook users to these other online destinations that 
were quickly overwhelmed by the spike in traffic.1206 Similarly, in June 2019, 
a small error made by Verizon, another sophisticated and highly resourced 
company that provides internet service in North America, resulted in a 
“cascading catastrophic failure” that affected thousands of networks.1207 
In 2018, Mauritania, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea-Bissau, Guinea and the 
Gambia were taken offline for days due to a severed undersea internet 
cable.1208 In March 2022, a fire at the Telecom Infrastructure Company, which 
serves as a gateway for network operators in the Islamic Republic of Iran, 
caused major disruptions to internet connectivity across the country.1209 
These outages raise questions on the viability of the internet as an insurance 
policy for something as important as education. Prior to 2020, some internet 
experts imagined that a global disruption to education would be more likely 
to take the form of problems with internet services than a health crisis.

Malicious attacks present grave and ever-mounting risks to ed-tech. 
While the COVID-19 pandemic was caused by a biological virus, computer 
viruses have long crippled the digital tools of families, businesses and 
entire communities; they can stop or delay learning for millions of students 
reliant on ed-tech. Computer viruses, though, are hardly the only human-
made maladies that can disable or disrupt ed-tech modes of learning. A 
cornucopia of threats, from botnets, rootkits, worms and malware to file 
infectors, ransomware, scareware, logic bombs, spyware and adware, can all 
swiftly undermine digital learning and undercut its standing as a solution 
that can be trusted to help education persevere through adversity and 
uncertainty.
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The pandemic witnessed an unprecedented rise in debilitating cyberattacks 
against schools and colleges. Microsoft’s global tracking of malware 
encounters indicates that education was the most targeted sector during 
the pandemic by a significant margin. Between mid-February and mid-
March 2022, for instance, Microsoft documented 6.9 million attacks on 
devices used for education, accounting for 83 per cent of all malware 
incidents globally. The next most affected sector was retail and consumer 
goods, which accounted for just 8 per cent of attacks, followed by health 
care and pharmaceuticals, which accounted for only 4 per cent.1210 The 
disproportionate number of attacks directed towards the education sector 
was consistent with earlier periods of the pandemic.1211 An international 
survey of several hundred IT professionals working for schools and 
universities found that nearly half of them reported that their institutions 
had been targeted by ransomware in 2020 and that a majority of these 
attacks succeeded in compromising important data. Three-quarters of 
the respondents said that the rise in online learning since the onset of the 
pandemic had increased cybersecurity risks. The survey further found that 
the average cost of ransomware incidents to educational institutions was 
USD 2.7 million when factoring in ransom payments, downtime, repairs and 
lost opportunities. This was USD 300,000 more expensive than the average 
cost of ransomware incidents in the next most expensive sector, distributors 
and transportation companies.1212

At the national level, the cybersecurity research website Comparitech found 
that an estimated 1.4 million students and 2,000 schools and colleges in the 
USA were impacted by ransomware attacks in 2020 alone.1213 These figures 
reflected the rapidly increasing frequency and severity of cyber-assaults 
on education. The K-12 Cybersecurity Resource Center, an organization 
devoted to tracking cyber incidents in US schools, noted that hacking 
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incidents increased approximately fivefold between 2016 and 2020. In the 
introduction to the organization’s 2020 State of K–12 Cybersecurity report, 
the authors wrote, “cybersecurity risks are now neither hypothetical, nor 
trivial”.1214 The frequency of hacks averaged at more than two per schoolday 
for the first academic year of the pandemic. The organization also noted 
that the disconcerting figures observed in 2020 during the pandemic 
were almost certainly underestimated, as many if not most incidents go 
unreported.

While attacks typically targeted individual schools and universities, they 
also debilitated companies and organizations providing digital services to 
educational institutions. As one example, in early 2022, when Finalsite, a 
private sector company that provides web hosting services, was hit by a 
successful ransomware attack in 2022, the websites of 5,000 schools and 
colleges went dark.1215 A headline about the incident in Education Week read: 
“Thousands of school websites went down in a cyberattack. It’ll happen 
again, experts say.”1216

Throughout the pandemic, various school districts, higher education 
institutions and technology firms servicing these institutions quietly paid 
malware ransoms, thereby increasing the likelihood of future attacks.1217 The 
rationales to pay malware ransoms reflected a cold calculus – the cost of not 
paying was much higher. A statement from the University of California, San 
Francisco, about a June 2020 cybersecurity breech showed how unknown 
cybercriminals could drag an over 150-year-old research university into the 
mud of extortion. In explaining its decision to pay the ransom, the university 
wrote: “The data that was encrypted is important to some of the academic 
work we pursue as a university serving the public good. We therefore made 
the difficult decision to pay some portion of the ransom, approximately 
$1.14 million, to the individuals behind the malware attack in exchange 
for a tool to unlock the encrypted data and the return of the data they 
obtained.”1218 Evocations of the public good did little to abate the attacks; 
universities remained front-line targets.

Grade schools were also regularly in the cross hairs of digital criminals, 
and these schools, like universities, also forked over hefty ransoms to 
recover data being held hostage in order to resume services to support 
remote learning.1219 When educational institutions refused to pay, hackers 
commonly followed through on threats to publish captured and confidential 
educational files that can harm teachers and students alike and diminish 
trust in educational institutions. A study found that ransomware gangs 
published data from more than 1,200 K–12 schools in the USA in the first 
nine months of 2021.1220 These leaks contained deeply personal information, 
including medical conditions, immigration status, descriptions of disability, 
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financial status, home language, national identification numbers, behaviour 
incidents, date of birth, home address, photographs, notes on addiction and 
drug abuse, grades, teacher comments and other sensitive information that 
can shadow students for their entire lives.1221

Check Point Research, an organization specializing in cybersecurity, 
drew a direct connection between education’s growing dependency on 
technology-centric approaches and digital attacks, noting in mid-2021 that 
cybercriminals were seeking to “capitalize on the short-notice shift back to 
remote learning driven by the Delta variant, by targeting people of schools, 
universities and research centers who log-in from home using their personal 
devices”.1222 Nir Kshetri, an expert in cybersecurity management, detailed 
several ways the pandemic shift to ed-tech was creating new opportunities 
for cybercriminals to attack schools and colleges. These included institutions 
loaning devices to students that lacked important security updates, 
cybersecurity staff overwhelmed by IT issues and unable to focus intensely 
on security, the ease of baiting unfamiliar and inexperienced users into 
providing credentials or downloading malicious files during a period of 
disruption, and the use of new platforms that established vulnerabilities and 
entry points for cybercriminals.1223

While schools, students, teachers and others completing face-to-face 
education have, in rare instances, been targeted for ransom or taken hostage 
in brick-and-mortar schools,1224 there is no equivalent in offline worlds of the 
regularity and scale of attacks that seek to criminally profiteer from education 
in digital spaces. The volume and frequency of attacks are particular to the 
hardware, software and virtual spaces that comprise ed-tech. Although 
legislation has been developed in a handful of countries to address this 
spiralling problem,1225 thus far, new rules have shown limited effectiveness. 
The number of cyberattacks on education continues to climb,1226 and 
enforcement is difficult, as many attacks originate outside a particular 
country’s national borders.

This evidence suggests that as education’s reliance on technology increases, 
so too do the attacks that put education institutions as well as individual 
teachers and students at risk of extortion, damaging privacy breaches and 
other types of maleficence that carry real-world harm. Once again, these 
risks undercut claims that ed-tech can assure educational resilience.

Like rogue private actors, governments have also demonstrated a growing 
willingness to target the connectivity infrastructure of other countries, 
actions that can compromise the usability of connected technology for 
education. This is particularly evident in times of armed conflict, but it 
increasingly involves countries that are not engaged in on-the-ground 
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fighting. There have been numerous accounts of state-led cyberattacks 
aimed at government ministries in other countries, including ministries of 
education.

Human rights observers have long documented internet blocks and 
shutdowns in countries where governments exert control over the internet. 
Such interference can bring remote, technology-reliant learning to a 
standstill. Access Now, an organization that tracks internet shutdowns 
globally, documented 155 internet shutdowns in 29 countries in 2020 
and a further 182 shutdowns in 2021.1227 Specific examples spotlight the 
severity of these shutdowns. Authorities in Myanmar, for instance, blocked 
mobile internet connections in a number of regions for prolonged intervals 
between June 2019 and June 2020, leading Human Rights Watch to call 
on the government to “immediately end what is now the world’s longest 
government-enforced internet shutdown”.1228 In Cameroon, internet access 
was cut off to parts of the country for 230 days between January 2017 and 
March 2018. The longest of these internet blocks lasted 93 consecutive 
days and caused connected education to come to a standstill.1229 In Sudan, a 
countrywide shutdown of mobile services was initiated in September 2020 
during the pandemic for the sole purpose of trying to prevent students 
from cheating on national exams.1230 Sudan is not alone in providing an 
educational rationale to switch off the internet. Access Now reported 
seven separate instances of internet blackouts in 2021 that were ordered 
for the secure administration of school exams.1231 All of these attacks and 
shutdowns can block, sometimes with alarming ease, education that is 
provisioned purely through digital means.

Educational reliance on technology is also undermined by non-technical 
factors. UNESCO has long made the case that the technical aspects of 
connected learning – the wires, chips, signals and circuits that make 
digital learning possible – although very complex and fragile, are often 
simpler and faster to troubleshoot than the many human factors that limit 
the productive use of technology for learning.1232 Even when the correct 
technical infrastructure is in place and working appropriately, people 
run into problems using it for academic learning: Wi-Fi passwords are 
forgotten, applications require updates, wires are not correctly attached. 
Ed-tech fails with alarming regularity due to banal issues, such as a poorly 
trained network technician working for a ministry of education, a family’s 
limited knowledge of software settings, a learner’s inability to find the right 
button to turn a microphone on and off, or a parent’s lack of confidence to 
troubleshoot issues with hardware such as an internet router. Learning with 
ed-tech outside supportive environments like schools can be daunting. 
While ed-tech can facilitate learning with technology, it rarely, in isolation, 
teaches people how to start learning with technology. This reality further 
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chips away at claims that ed-tech can provide across-the-board educational 
resilience.

Against this backdrop of technological fragility, cyberattacks and digital 
skills deficits, schools as physical spaces can seem like far sturdier pillars 
of educational resilience, even if their reliance on human proximity makes 
them hazardous during a pandemic. Compared with reliance on connected 
ed-tech, the age-old mode of learning with and from other people has fewer 
points of failure: it is not nearly as dependent on complex supply chains or 
sophisticated infrastructure and is arguably harder for malicious actors – 
whether individuals or government authorities – to shut down or disrupt. 
Teachers and students meeting in person can still communicate and make 
progress towards learning objectives even when internet connections fail, 
power goes out or digital devices stop working. School-based and other 
types of face-to-face learning have provided necessary agility to assure the 
continuity of education through a wide number of disruptions, including 
those that have knocked out essential connectivity infrastructure, such as 
natural disasters and human conflict.

Distance learning enabled by ed-tech certainly affords an expanded set of 
options to overcome crises, but its advantages as an enabler of educational 
resilience can look relatively narrow compared with in-person and school-
based learning. Even with COVID-19 still wreaking havoc and presenting 
serious health risks, brick-and-mortar schools staffed with professional 
teachers have reappeared as societies’ toughest and most reliable tools of 
educational resilience.
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If ed-tech is the answer, 
what is the question?

Beyond resilience, another dominant rationale for stepping up investments 
in ed-tech is market analysis suggesting that, globally, the education sector 
is ‘under digitized’ compared with other sectors. This rationale is commonly 
presented as a business and financial opportunity. It is premised on a belief 
that education will or should follow in the footsteps of other sectors and 
increase spending and reliance on digital technology.

HolonIQ, a consultancy that produces market data and analysis on 
education aimed at investors, made this rationale explicit when it published 
a data visualization in 2020 that purported to “explain the global education 
technology market” in ten charts.1233 The overarching message of the 
presentation is unambiguous: the digital future of education is inevitable 
and only just warming up. While this type of message is to be expected 
from a firm like HolonIQ, part of a new breed of organizations that build 
investment cases for ed-tech and drum up interest in the sector as a 
financial market, it is also one that is increasingly accepted as an article of 
faith, both inside and outside education circles. Assertions that ed-tech will 
undoubtedly ‘boom’ deserve scrutiny precisely because they have become 
so automatic in the aftermath of pandemic disruptions to education.

The basis of HolonIQ’s pronouncement about the inevitability of ed-tech 
rests in a number of claims. The company puts forward arguments that 
education is “grossly under digitized” and that “current models” cannot 
deliver education at the scale, quality and speed required to accommodate 
a growing influx of students. It also states that advanced technologies will 
become “increasingly integrated into core education delivery and learning 
processes”.1234 It further observes that venture capital investments are pouring 
into ed-tech at unprecedented rates, signalling ed-tech’s quickly solidifying 
influence and relevance. For HolonIQ, these trends and developments all 
point towards a future of vastly accelerated digital transformation. The 
ideas advanced by the organization contain many of the usual tropes about 
education failure (claims that current models cannot deliver) and ed-tech 
momentum (assertions of increasing integration and more investment).

The notion that education is “grossly under digitized” stands as perhaps the 
most illustrative of popular arguments that ed-tech is somehow inevitable. 
HolonIQ goes to lengths to establish that education is, in the company’s 
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words, a “digital laggard”. This label is warranted, in HolonIQ’s 2021 analysis, 
because the education sector spends “less than 4 per cent of global 
expenditure on tech”.1235 In the company’s presentation, this data point is 
illustrated visually with a large chart representing the multitrillion USD 
global education sector. A tiny section of the chart represents digital 
expenditures on “hardware, software and technology enabled services”. The 
rest of the chart, almost its full volume, represents non-digital expenditures 
on “labor, physical equipment, analogue content, real estate and building 
works, utilities, etc”.  This list is, upon close inspection, a rather elusive 
reference to teachers and administrators, schools, books and every other 
education expenditure that is not explicitly digital technology.

HolonIQ’s chart communicates a premise that digital expenditures are 
insufficient and should increase quickly and dramatically. The design 
implies that the small section representing technology investments should 
grow, and the large section representing human and other non-digital 
investments should shrink. Tellingly, though, the rationale for increasing 
expenditures on ed-tech is less clear. Text next to the chart says that the low 
4 per cent expenditure on ed-tech “[presents] a serious challenge given the 
scale of what’s to come” – but “what’s to come” is never clearly specified.1236 
The chart sets up a tautology of sorts – it does not allow room for questions 
on whether spending more on ed-tech is indeed an appropriate answer to 
whatever unstated development is coming.

Ultimately, the HolonIQ formulation of ‘something is coming, and ed-
tech is the answer’ is circular to the point of being inscrutable. Why ed-
tech? Because something big is coming. Why is something big coming? 
Apparently because of technology. Yet this circularity is not atypical. Many 
justifications for enlarging ed-tech expenditures, beyond ed-tech’s utility 
during periods of school closure, are not much easier to pin down other 
than exhortations that ‘something is coming, and ed-tech is the answer’.
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The education and technology group at the World Bank has rightly advised 
that any government or other entity investing in ed-tech should always 
ask, “If technology is the answer, then what’s the question?”1237 But despite 
this recommendation, the question is rarely defined, even as technology is 
elevated time and again as the answer.

In the HolonIQ slide describing education as a “digital laggard”, another 
sentence expands the rationale for increasing ed-tech investments. It asserts 
that “the knowledge economy and future skills require massive digital 
transformation, and, while accelerated through COVID-19, there is still 
far to go”.1238 This claim, put another way, suggests that ed-tech spending 
must increase because the “economy and future skills require massive 
digital transformation”. The slide further adds that while the pandemic had 
nudged technology investments in the (presumed) right direction, these 
investments remain too small and should grow greater still.

Here again, an astute reader might wonder if “massive digital transformation”  
is indeed advisable, desirable or necessary for the economy and for future 
skills. And even if it is, does this warrant a large increase in education sector 
expenditures on digital hardware, software and services? Is spending more 
money on technology for educational purposes an appropriate response 
to digital and other transformations rippling through the economy and, 
by extension, the need to build skills and competencies to navigate this 
economy? Detailed analyses of job postings have concluded that various 
soft (human) skills, such as critical thinking, creativity, communication, 
analytical skills, collaboration and relationship building, are often the ones 
most vital in digitalizing economies.1239

What shines through the HolonIQ presentation is a message of urgency 
and inevitability that is typical of pronouncements on ed-tech. A metaphor 
commonly used to refer to ed-tech is that of a wave – an unstoppable 
force moved by celestial bodies. The HolonIQ analysis, like that put forth 
by other organizations including development organizations, effectively 
announces that the education sector should hurry up and digitalize already. 
Keep directing more money to technology. It is necessary and obvious. 
But the ‘whys’ behind these directives and recommendations tend to 
be left unexamined. Often, they emerge out of insinuations and vague 
assumptions that education will invariably digitalize because everything 
else seems to be digitalizing.

Perhaps the education sector should indeed direct more money to digital 
technology, as HolonIQ and other consultancies advise. But the rationale 
for this decision must be more than a chart showing that current digital 
technology expenditures are low compared with the proportion of 
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education budgets spent on teacher salaries and the physical infrastructure 
of schools. Education is, at its core, about human development, so 
investments in salaries and training for teachers, administrators and other 
humans who help students face-to-face would seem warranted and in line 
with the humanistic aims of education. So too would investments in schools 
and other brick-and-mortar education facilities and spaces that allow young 
people to gather, interact and learn together socially in groups, classes and 
cohorts as well as individually. The basis for spending more money on non-
human technology must trace to reasons beyond references to unspecified 
changes and transformations that are supposedly coming. They should 
also be based on rationales that run deeper than the financial momentum 
trumpeted by data brokers like HolonIQ, companies that stand to profit with 
increased investment in ed-tech and greater identification of ed-tech as a 
distinct and profit-oriented sector of global financial markets. HolonIQ’s 
analysis of the profit-making potential of ed-tech is, ultimately, what sells 
the company’s USD 120,000 annual subscriptions to its full slate of ed-tech 
market commentary and data.1240

Recommendations to increase spending on ed-tech should also reconcile 
why so many of the most exclusive and best-performing schools often 
eschew ed-tech in favour of in-person, school-based and human-to-human 
education, particularly schools serving young children. If more education 
expenditure should be directed towards digital technology, why are so 
many technology and government leaders sending their own children 
to schools that spend relatively modest sums on technology and a lot on 
teacher salaries, small class sizes, first-rate physical facilities and other non-
virtual educational resources?

It is reasonable to make arguments that spending on ed-tech should 
increase, but these arguments must be held to higher standards than breezy 
assertions about inevitability and circular logics that expenditures should 
go up because they are currently low compared with total expenditures. The 
source of these arguments should also, ideally, come from educationalists, 
not from financial actors that have staked their futures in speculative 
pronouncements on the high probability of exponential ed-tech growth.

Education is how the future is made, and education is still very much under 
human control. No trend is destiny, not even technology trends. Choices 
about ed-tech and education expenditures on technology should be 
presented as such: choices, not certainties.
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Act 2 of this publication detailed how the high hopes for ed-tech to 
facilitate more accessible, better quality, transformative and sustainable 
modes of education were largely unmet when technology became 
the primary medium of teaching and learning during the COVID-19 
pandemic. During 2020 and significant portions of 2021 and 2022, 
huge numbers of students around the world were both locked out of 
schools and unable to access new modes of learning that were fully 
remote and dependent on technology portals. This was especially 
true for vulnerable and disadvantaged learners most in need of 
government-assured educational opportunities. Even students who 
managed to access education via technology generally found the 
learning experience to be greatly diminished and spent less time 
learning and made far slower progress than they had before the shift 
to technology. This occurred despite massive investments of money 
and energy from the education sector to assure more successful results 
from ed-tech solutions.

While much can be learned from accounts of what worked with 
technology integration during the pandemic, there are, arguably, more 
valuable insights to be gained from understanding the numerous 
ways an unprecedented reliance on technology did not, in so many 
contexts, preserve or protect education, let alone strengthen it. 
Available evidence strongly indicates that the bright spots of the 
ed-tech experiences during the pandemic, while important and 
deserving of attention, were vastly eclipsed by failure. Any attempt to 
shine light on successes needs to keep the more sombre results and 
consequences in clear view.

Recognizing the shortcomings of ed-tech helps correct widely 
held and simplistic ideas that greater, faster and deeper technology 
integration in education is firm evidence of modernization and 
improvement. The data and experiences recounted in this publication 
suggest that the opposite is more likely to be true – that lighter, more 
considered and less automated models of technology integration in 
education are probably superior markers of educational progress. Such 
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acknowledgement clarifies that the transformations needed to reliably 
strengthen education are not necessarily digital or technological, or 
at least not primarily so, but rather social and human. Conversations 
around ed-tech are typically characterized by soaring ambition, but the 
evidence from the pandemic indicates that greater humility is a wiser 
approach going forward.

Perhaps the most important lesson to emerge from the COVID-19  
ed-tech experience is the recognition of the limits of current 
technology to perform the multifaceted and vital functions that 
societies expect from education. While the global health emergency 
has ended, the reliance on ed-tech that grew out of the response to 
the pandemic is nowhere near its end and may just be warming up. 
The extent to which this reliance on ed-tech should continue is among 
the most important educational questions facing schools, countries 
and, indeed, the world. Questions have also been raised about what 
norms, principles and rules are needed to guide future digital changes 
to education. The pandemic has awakened people everywhere to 
the possibility of constructing education systems around digital 
technologies as a strategy to confront crises, but it has also introduced 
strategies to re-engineer the way education is conducted outside of 
crisis scenarios. The roles ed-tech should play in the future of education 
– and the ways ed-tech can alter the purposes set for education – 
demand careful contemplation.

Act 3 attempts to tackle the complex question of how ed-tech might 
be better conceived to reinforce educational inclusion, equity and 
quality in ways that help students, teachers, families and communities 
thrive.

It first examines how the objectives, design codes, business models 
and regulatory frameworks of ed-tech should be realigned to prioritize 
the best interests of students and teachers. It considers strategies 
to reposition school-based learning as a necessity that ed-tech 
can support, reinforce and enrich rather than circumvent. Next, 
Act 3 explores how to strengthen digital connectivity, content and 
competencies in ways that support access to quality education for 
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all, with special priority for the most marginalized learners. It wraps 
up with a discussion about the right to education, outlining ideas 
to safeguard this right at a moment when technology and remote 
learning are changing long-held norms about how education is 
conducted, where and for whom.

The education community and its many stakeholders need to come 
together to draw coherent lessons and understandings from the 
shocks of the COVID-19 pandemic as they work to make ed-tech 
a more reliable enabler of inclusive and high-quality education. 
Acknowledging and understanding the adverse consequences of the 
ed-tech experience during the pandemic can lay the groundwork 
for a revival and transformation of human-centred and school-
based education that is complemented and improved by digital 
technologies.

Act 3 concludes with an invitation to continue the task of reflecting 
on the ed-tech experiences of the pandemic, welcoming the voices of 
the many groups that were affected, from students to school leaders 
and ed-tech developers to teachers. The considerations and directions 
outlined here offer a contribution towards the endeavour to protect 
and amplify the ideals of education in an increasingly digital age.
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Prioritize the best interests 
of students and teachers

Around the world, the pandemic required schools, teachers, families and 
students to adapt to new modes, standards and ways of working and 
learning. And adapt they did – hundreds of millions of students, parents and 
teachers learned to use new software, download assignments, search for 
online resources and join video calls. Education entered a digital world not 
of limitless possibility – as virtual spaces are sometimes promised to be – 
but of pre-existing norms and expectations. Teachers, families and students 
bore the heavy load of adaptation to ed-tech; they made adjustments and 
conformed to the rules and logics set by the technology companies that 
largely guide the digital economy. This experience raises a key question for 
future ed-tech practices and integration: Who should adapt to whose norms 
and interests?
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Many of the ed-tech tools employed during the pandemic – file-sharing 
systems, video conferencing software and word processors – are tools 
that have been around for a long time and were developed primarily for 
business use. As such, certain default features that make sense in corporate 
settings, such as assigning every user a dedicated email address, are 
often inappropriate or introduce unique risks when applied to primary or 
secondary school students. Teachers who work in physical classrooms are 
keenly aware of the effects of their built environment on opportunities 
to learn and interact – from the visual learning aids on the walls to the 
configuration of desks and furniture. By contrast, the digital learning 
systems deployed during the pandemic were at once minimalist in design 
yet simultaneously littered with features that teachers could not remove or 
adjust and that students and families had to ignore or work around. Once 
leaving the boundaries of an ed-tech tool, perhaps to view an educational 
video or conduct online research, students and teachers were quickly 
faced with navigating a whole other range of digital design logics: targeted 
advertising, behavioural nudges, clickbait and misinformation. Many of the 
online worlds that played host to formal education were not designed with 
learners’ interests or formal education in mind but rather for monetization, 
whether through recruiting followers, growing subscribers or extracting 
data. Yet the education community has only just begun the process of 
scrutinizing the environments, players and processes shaping the contours 
of online learning experiences for students and teachers. This section 
considers ways that ed-tech design and deployment might be reimagined 
to prioritize the best interests of these users.

REDESIGN ONLINE ENVIRONMENTS 
TO CENTRE STUDENTS’ NEEDS

Students’ voices were rarely heard during the pandemic, even with regard 
to choices that affected them directly. Countless decisions were made 
for learners and without input from them. In many instances, decisions 
were taken at the expense of students in order to prioritize the interests of 
other groups. With schools being among the few social spaces expressly 
dedicated to children and youth, it is perhaps not surprising that students’ 
voices became less audible and accessible to the public as a side effect 
of shuttering in-person schooling. Outside of school, students did find 
digital tools for self-expression and peer connection, encompassing social 
media, multiplayer gaming and private messaging apps, but these outlets 
tended to fragment young people into tight-knit groups centred around 
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shared interests.1241 In-person schools and universities help give students a 
collective and generational voice. When they closed, this voice did not carry 
over easily to the digital environments of remote learning, which tended to 
be far more atomized.

In cases where students did raise public opinions or express preferences, 
concerns and objections, they were frequently ignored. Universities in 
countries around the world, for example, flatly refused to decrease or 
reimburse tuition fees when in-person learning was halted, even while 
other sectors issued refunds for cancellations, waived change fees and 
worked with consumers to soften the financial blow of pandemic-imposed 
restrictions. Similarly, many changes students and teachers wanted in 
digital education environments were slow to arrive or never implemented. 
Digital education platforms often reflected corporate interests first and 
accommodated needs that often cut across sectors as well as national and 
regional boundaries. Learners and teachers, scattered in different locations 
and often lacking decision-making power about technology systems, were 
rarely a primary constituency for the large technology companies and 
products that stood in for schools.

Separately, the academic passivity of students, widespread during the 
pandemic, was often interpreted as laziness, rather than a legitimate 
expression of agency. The dehumanization and isolation that many students 
reported feeling when participating in technology-only modes of learning 
contributed to the low engagement, falling academic achievement, chronic 
absenteeism and reluctance to opt in to future educational pursuits that 
was well documented during the pandemic.1242 Checking out of educational 
pursuits was, in many contexts, a form of student rebellion against digital-
only learning that could be rote and lifeless, even if it was not always 
registered this way.

“The [teacher] always asks me how I am, how is my grandmother and how I 
have been doing through this quarantine. I miss school a lot. It’s not the same 
studying at home and I miss being with my classmates.” 

– 11-year-old student, Ecuadorcxcix

An important step towards forging new directions for ed-tech is making 
sure students are heard in digital learning environments. Too often these 
environments follow corporate interests first and students’ interests 
second. Students accessing educational tools online are not markets to 
be captured or data generators to be monetized. They are children, youth 
and adults who have agency, and grow and learn through relationships 
and relational processes – interactions with teachers, peers, caregivers, 
family members and communities. The pandemic experience of moving 
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education into digital-only environments dislodged learning from schools 
and other places that are purpose-built for young people and, in doing so, 
exposed the limitations of ed-tech platforms to replicate the networks of 
guidance and support that exist in physical learning environments. While 
considerable effort was devoted to maintaining the continuity of formal 
education through the disruptions of the pandemic, the digital systems and 
processes utilized for this task did not always centre student well-being or 
advance students’ best interests. Operating in the absence of regulations 
typical of services used by minors and possessing limited knowledge of 
the complexities of education, technology corporations generally had 
little external or internal motivation to change their existing systems and 
standards to meet the multifaceted aims of education that do not always 
reflect market logics. This was especially true when the existing systems 
and standards were highly profitable. As a result, the ed-tech utilities 
that dominated during the pandemic often followed the designs that 
characterize online experiences in non-educational settings. This is not, 
ultimately, technology serving education, but its inversion: the contortion of 
education to accommodate rules and norms prescribed by and beneficial to 
technology corporations.

Questions raised about ed-tech during the pandemic sit within debates 
concerning how children are regarded in online spaces more broadly. 
Ed-tech and online learning are a point of entry to the wider internet for 
many children, especially as teachers link to resources on platforms outside 
the confines of ed-tech software. The walls between the internet and 
education conducted online are deceptively porous or even non-existent. 
The distinctions between learning online and being online are rarely clear. 
Mixing and blending learning spaces with the wider and open internet 
may make sense for upper secondary and tertiary education students, but 
less so for younger learners in primary and lower secondary education. 
Currently, many popular online platforms are not explicitly designed for 
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child well-being, and children confront numerous risks in digital worlds, 
from algorithmically recommended content and default surveillance to 
behavioural nudges and tracking and recording settings inappropriate 
for minors. Indeed, many digitally skilled adults struggle to navigate the 
thicket of behavioural manipulations and privacy compromises that have 
become normalized in online environments.1243 These thickets, challenging 
for adults, can ensnare children. Going forward, regulators as well as ed-tech 
developers need to do more to safeguard children and youth from online 
risks, leveraging the power and versatility of technology to help achieve this 
aim.

Historically, schools have aimed to accommodate children’s holistic needs 
in terms of socialization, attention, nutrition and well-being, in addition 
to facilitating academic and curricular learning. Extending education into 
online spaces need not entail the casual disposal of all these walls of care 
and protection, as was the case in many contexts during the pandemic. 
In digital spaces, some of the aims of socialization are recast in unhealthy 
ways – amassing online followers, collecting ‘likes’, entering closed-minded 
groups that vilify others, and aspiring to idealized and curated images that 
distort perceptions of reality. Given the centrality of care, protection and 
well-being in education, online pedagogical spaces must be scrutinized 
and, if necessary, more tightly regulated to avoid these types of perversions. 
Education can and should promote healthier forms of socialization 
and interaction, steering clear of systems that, for example, inflate the 
importance of questionable indicators to quantify blurry concepts like 
‘influence’. The burden of ensuring student safety in digital spaces should 
not fall under the guise of digital skills and media and information literacy, 
and certainly not for students as young as 5 or 10 years old. While young 
learners, of course, need to develop skills and competencies that will allow 
them to traverse the wondrous and treacherous currents of the open 
internet, these skills develop gradually, as part of the educational process. 
Societies do not generally expect children to be able to protect themselves 
from manipulation and exploitation in offline spaces, and they should not 
expect this in online spaces either, particularly in the spaces developed to 
advance their education.

Increasingly, children have become valuable targets for advertisers and tech 
companies eager to encourage the early adoption of habits and brands.1244 
Technology companies work to establish and grow ‘pipelines’ of child and 
youth users who will become lifelong users of particular services, software 
or systems. This is exemplified by campaigns launched by competing 
companies like Instagram and TikTok to pick up younger and younger users. 
Video game makers, metaverse developers and marketers of generative AI 
apps are also working to onboard children into proprietary digital spaces. 
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Future ed-tech design must account for the special vulnerabilities of 
children while also affording them agency. Education, whether conducted 
online or offline, should assiduously avoid schemes intended to profiteer 
from children. Just as schools work to ensure that conditions are appropriate 
for the developmental and educational needs of children at different stages 
of growth, so too should the virtual environments of digital education. 
Physical and digital learning spaces can be better paired to reinforce one 
another to serve the wide range of interests, aspirations and capacities that 
students possess as valued members of society.

GIVE TEACHERS AGENCY IN ED-TECH PEDAGOGIES

Prior to the pandemic, a growing community of technology-savvy educators 
were eager to discover new digital tools, applications and activities that they 
could add to their teaching repertoires. They often had existing expertise 
and opinions about ed-tech content, applications and pedagogical practices 
in digital spaces. They shared these views with teachers and school leaders, 
sometimes as part of formal or informal groups or inside professional 
organizations. The rapid move of entire educational systems online in the 
pandemic, however, involved little consultation with teachers. Teachers’ 
roles in technological decision-making were narrowed, not only by what 
was physically unavailable to them due to school closures, but also by what 
technologies they were now required to use. Software design and learning 
management system templates usually circumscribed pedagogy far beyond 
what a standard lesson plan would do. Ed-tech routinely forced teaching 
into inflexible moulds. While this might be useful for the sake of consistency 
on privately held and for-profit education platforms, it often proved 
restrictive and even degrading for experienced educators accustomed to 
exercising greater control and autonomy. Some aspects of online lesson 
design, such as how many minutes should be spent in video classroom 
sessions and whether teachers could organize students into small groups, 
were also prescribed to teachers in the new environments of ed-tech. 
Rigidity in lesson design tended to stem from the initial design of the  
ed-tech itself, which was commonly developed outside classroom contexts 
and did not necessarily reflect teachers’ preferences.

There is no doubt that ed-tech offered teachers opportunities in a 
challenging situation. The Responses to Educational Disruption Survey 
conducted jointly by UNESCO and the International Association for the 
Evaluation of Educational Achievement examined the experiences of 
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teachers and students across 11 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin 
America. The survey found that when the pandemic was at its height, 
many teachers were concerned about catching COVID-19 at work and 
grateful to be able to continue teaching from home without fear of disease 
transmission.1245

However, even digitally experienced educators who had approached the 
shift to online learning with optimism quickly found themselves becoming 
burned out by the constant use of technology to interface with learners. In a 
survey of educators in the USA, conducted by Education Week in March 2022, 
nearly two-thirds of teachers, principals and district leaders said that they 
were experiencing technology fatigue during the pandemic.1246 This sense 
of overexposure to technology, precipitated by the pandemic, extended 
beyond school closures in many contexts. Officials regularly instructed 
teachers to continue using the digital tools that schools had invested heavily 
in, even after students and teachers returned to the classroom and even 
after teachers said the tools had little pedagogical value outside the remote 
learning context of the pandemic. The curiosity and enthusiasm many 
teachers held towards ed-tech prior to the pandemic often gave way to 
disillusionment.

“Teaching on-line is a heck of a lot more work. You’ve got to plan for just about 
everything. You put the assignments on Google Classroom and set up the 
Zoom meetings and make your handouts into PDFs and try to digitize your 
books and figure out how classroom policies designed around a physical space 
can be revised for cyber space. You answer countless questions and concerns, 
videotaping your lessons for those who can’t be there in person. You try to make 
things interesting with new apps, new software, new grading systems, new 
approaches to the same material you’ve been teaching for over a decade. And 
it never ends.” 

– Steven Singer, classroom teacher, USAcc
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In rethinking ed-tech for the future, greater consideration needs to be 
given to the pedagogical implications of when, why, how and under what 
circumstances digital learning and ed-tech apps and devices are used. 
UNESCO’s report Reimagining Our Futures Together: A New Social Contract 
for Education encourages education stakeholders to enact new and better 
futures for education by posing three key questions: What should we 
continue doing? What should we abandon? What needs to be invented 
afresh?1247 Taking this line of thinking further, teachers and those who 
support them should ask similar questions about the future of ed-tech 
pedagogies: What works best online with the help of a technological tools? 
What works only marginally well with technology and needs to be tinkered 
with and refined? What does not work at all in digital contexts and should 
be experienced primarily in person and free from technology? Ed-tech 
should not usurp teacher autonomy and instead should defer to teachers’ 
expertise. Educators need to be able to learn about, experiment with, 
modify, adopt or reject future digital tools, systems, devices and platforms 
according to what best suits their pedagogical goals and meets the unique 
needs of their students. The pandemic model had educators making major 
adjustments to teaching practices honed over years to fit an ed-tech model 
that they did not ask for or choose. Looking ahead, human educators should 
be firmly in the driver’s seat – their decisions about what works and does 
not work for their students must shape whether, when and how technology 
is used in education. Skilled teachers know their students better than even 
the most advanced AI software today. Elevating teachers to decision makers 
with agency over technology use also ensures that technology investments 
made by schools and school districts are most beneficial to the professionals 
who will use them most often.

“The teacher becomes a ‘line operator’ on a conveyor belt run by algorithms. 
The amassed data triggers algorithmic diagnostics from each application, 
carving up the curriculum, controlling students and teachers.” 

– Velislava Hillman and Molly Esquivel, London School of Economicscci

Beyond pedagogical questions, greater attention also needs to be paid to 
ed-tech’s wider impact on the teaching profession and teacher identity. 
During the pandemic, teachers came under tremendous pressures adapting 
to remote digital teaching – they were forced to conduct their jobs in 
entirely new ways and without prior agreement. Ed-tech enabled this 
transition to occur, yet at the at the same time it often undermined the 
practice, pedagogy and influence that teachers exert over their profession. 
Now that the crisis implementation of ed-tech is over, the education sector 
needs to insist on a different approach from ed-tech developers, one 
that supports teachers’ needs, agency and professionalism. Teachers and 
educators must be allowed to influence the design and application of  
ed-tech; it cannot be a case of ed-tech dictating what teachers do, when and 
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how, as was common during the pandemic. With teachers testing, selecting, 
and using ed-tech tools that support their work, in collaboration with peers 
and school leaders, ed-tech is more likely to facilitate the human art of 
teaching rather than dictate it algorithmically.

“If today’s ed tech amounts to a hodgepodge of tools, rather than an all-
purpose Swiss army knife, that’s no reason for despair. If technology isn’t 
transformative, that doesn’t mean it can’t be useful. If we adopt a tinkerer’s 
mindset, then we can learn important lessons from the pandemic.” 

– Justin Reich, education researcher and authorccii

DESIGN CODES, REGULATION AND LEGISLATION 
TO PUT STUDENTS FIRST

Governments, leaders and lawmakers have important roles to play in creating 
regulatory environments that promote the best interests of students, 
teachers and schools as they navigate learning with new technologies. A 
positive outcome of the pandemic-induced shift to mass online learning is 
increased public awareness about the lack of regulations and guidelines for 
technology companies operating in the education space. Companies did 
not sufficiently self-monitor and self-govern products and practices when 
they played host to formal education during periods of school closures. Since 
schools have reopened, these same companies often continue to decline 
or delay adjustments needed to ensure that digital environments are safe, 
accessible and appropriate places for students. And as newer generative 
AI and other frontier technologies are rolled out in and for education, 
new fronts are being opening that present threats to students’ safety 
and well-being. In some contexts, a school textbook undergoes far more 
transparent and perhaps rigorous vetting and testing for pedagogical and 
child appropriateness than leading AI models being used by tens of millions 
of learners. Every major technological revolution has provoked the need 
for new laws, norms and rules to protect against abuse and promote wider 
social aims. The digital transitions under way in education are no exception. 
Governments need to formalize clearer and stricter guidelines for services 
that will be regularly used by young people for educational purposes.

“For far too long, tech companies have treated their egregious privacy and 
safety issues as a PR problem to be addressed only through vague promises, 
obfuscations, and delays.” 

– Josh Golin, executive director, Fairplaycciii
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Progress to create more robust regulatory frameworks to protect young 
people online, in spaces for education and beyond them, appears to 
be gaining needed momentum. Governments are leveraging new and 
existing frameworks to promote greater attention to the digital well-being 
and educational needs of young people. In 2021, for example, the UK 
adopted the Age Appropriate Design Code as an amendment to the 2018 
Data Protection Act.1248 The legislation requires apps, games, websites and 
internet-connected toys that are likely to be accessed by children under  
18 years old to follow standards that “put the best interests of the child 
first”.1249 These standards include terms of service that are easy to understand 
and settings that make the highest level privacy settings a default 
setting. The standards also mandate turning off geolocation and profiling 
technologies, disabling private messaging from strangers and avoiding 
nudge techniques that encourage children to dial down privacy settings 
or remain endlessly engaged on a particular platform due to features such 
as auto-playing videos.1250 By setting the code to apply to users under the 
age of 18 – and not the age of 13 that has become the industry norm as a 
threshold for users to sign up for online accounts1251 – the code also better 
complies with the standards and spirit of the UN Convention on the Rights 
of the Child.

In another example, in March 2022 the European Union took a major step 
in adopting the Digital Markets Act, which requires powerful technology 
corporations like Amazon, Apple and Google to loosen their grip over digital 
spaces and make room for new entrants, paving the way for competition 
that might change how data are collected and controlled, how privacy 
is managed and how users experience online and other virtual spaces, 
potentially in ways that distinguish children’s experiences from adults’ 
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experiences.1252 Regulatory changes to increase digital protections for 
children have also been under way in the USA. For example, in September 
2022, the State of California passed legislation aimed at protecting the well-
being, data and privacy of children using online platforms for education 
and other purposes.1253 The law is expected to provide a template for other 
states. Civil society groups such as the 5Rights Foundation and Fairplay 
are helping to catalyse legislation of this type by promoting children’s 
digital rights and putting pressure on governments and corporate actors to 
prioritize young people’s well-being in online as well as offline spaces.

In addition to formalizing new regulations and guidelines, some 
governments and regional bodies have shown an increasing willingness 
to enforce existing rules and legislation. Meek and delayed enforcement 
of rules pertaining to digital protection and privacy for children as well as 
adults were widespread both before and during the most turbulent phases 
of the COVID-19 pandemic.1254 However, as the pandemic has abated, 
authorities appear to be stepping up enforcement of protections provided 
by major laws such as the European Union’s General Data Protection 
Regulation. For example, in September 2022 Ireland’s Data Protection 
Commission fined Instagram, owned by the parent company Meta Platforms 
(previously Facebook), approximately USD 400 million for the mistreatment 
of children’s data.1255 The fine stemmed from a 2020 investigation into 
Instagram’s handling of children’s data, in particular the app’s default setting 
that made the accounts of children between the ages of 13 to 17 years 
old public and permitted teenage owners of Instagram business accounts, 
often budding social media influencers, to make their email addresses and 
phone numbers public.1256 The commission’s regulatory action was cheered 
by advocates for stronger digital privacy protections for minors. Andy 
Burrows, the head of child safety online for the UK’s National Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children, told the BBC that “the ruling demonstrates 
how effective enforcement can protect children on social media and 
underlines how regulation is already making children safer online”.1257 

Regulators in Ireland, who are of special importance in Europe because of 
the large number of technology companies with European headquarters 
located in the country, brought further fines against Meta in October 
2022 for violations related to its WhatsApp messaging service and again 
in November 2022 for a data leak that exposed the personal information, 
including names, locations and birth dates, of over 500 million Facebook 
users.1258 The October and November fines totalled over USD 550 million. 
The company was hit with an even bigger penalty in 2023 for breaching 
European privacy laws.1259 National governments have also levied fines. 
For example, in December 2021 in France, the Commission nationale 
de l’informatique et des libertés assessed penalties to Meta and Google 
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totalling more than EUR 200 million for reasons that included making 
options to refuse cookies, essentially electronic tracking tools, needlessly 
complex.1260 These mounting penalties signal that some governments in 
Europe seem to be instituting more muscular enforcement of rules designed 
to protect children and other users in digital environments.

“We have allowed a situation to develop in which it is legal for a multibillion 
dollar industry to own, wholly and in perpetuity, the intimate and personal 
details of children.” 

– Beeban Kidron, children’s rights advocate and member of the House of Lordscciv

While these are only initial and geographically limited steps in regulating 
some of the world’s most powerful corporate actors and interests, they are 
indications that more youth-friendly and education-appropriate digital 
experiences can ripple into ed-tech and that changes to existing digital 
norms and business models are possible. Going forward, regulations and 
standards should be aimed more squarely at the digital environments of 
formal education. Young people are rushing into them in huge numbers, 
and they demand the same vigilant care and attention that societies pay 
to the physical spaces of schools and universities. Digital educational 
experiences and platforms should assure safety and prioritize the 
development of features and functionality that can help students maintain 
holistic well-being, including logging off and taking breaks from screen-
intensive tasks. As ed-tech continues to expand and evolve, it can – and 
indeed must – be steered in ways that serve the interests of students, 
teachers and schools; commercial interests should be decidedly secondary.
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Reaffirm the primacy of 
in-person learning

A challenge in many education systems, due in part to their size, is that once 
certain structures and models are in place, they can be difficult to change 
or even question. For this reason, the jolting disruptions brought by the 
pandemic were viewed by many as a rare opportunity for deep reform, not 
just to confront the immediate challenges of school closures, but to look 
beyond them. The health crisis upended the educational status quo and 
made sweeping changes constructed around powerful technologies seem 
achievable, and numerous voices hailed them as desirable. And indeed, 
once these changes were in motion, it was not long before school closures, 
online learning and ed-tech solutions created new norms and new paths of 
dependency. Corporate contracts had been signed, device orders had been 
procured and on-site staff had been furloughed or let go. Even after schools 
reopened, educators and students found they were operating in a new 
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normal in which technology was playing a far more central role than it had 
prior to the health crisis.

Yet the particular models of online and remote learning adopted early in the 
pandemic were never meant to serve as best-case solutions for education. 
They were a hurried means to retain some connection to teaching and 
learning and school routines in a world under lockdown. When countries 
closed schools and instituted other restrictions on movement and in-person 
gatherings, ed-tech seemed a suitable lifeboat. But it was not intended nor 
appropriately designed to be seaworthy for a long voyage. Although the 
limitations and inadequacies of mass remote learning became increasingly 
obvious to those directly involved in education, there were few triggers to 
alert external decision makers to reverse course and push for a return to 
in-person schooling as a first-order priority. The initial idea that schools were 
being closed for the purpose of taking urgent steps to make them safe to 
reopen again was, in some cases, sidelined in the flurry of actions required 
to set up remote learning. What started as a patch quickly morphed into a 
vision for the future of education. Even as schools resumed in-person 
learning, technology dependencies that had rooted themselves in the 
education sector during the pandemic continued to hold or expand. 
Decision makers are only now beginning to consider how hurried and 
sometimes deeply flawed approaches to ed-tech integration, rolled out as 
an emergency measure, might be dialled back and recalibrated.

This section makes a case for the primacy of school-based learning and 
calls for a more critical and clear-eyed view of ed-tech’s tendencies towards 
homogenization and reductionism. The ‘new normal’ of education remains 
malleable, and the elevated place connected technology has assumed vis-à-
vis in-person schools and human teachers is not a foregone conclusion.

BUTTRESS SCHOOLS AS 
ESSENTIAL SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

The dramatic expansion of in-person schooling over the past century is 
a momentous achievement, even if schooling remains far from universal. 
Schools around the world provide valuable services to young people, 
families and communities. Their quality, though, remains variable. Many 
schools fail to provide the safe and supportive environments that help 
children learn and flourish. The ed-tech modes of learning implemented 
during the pandemic were layered over pre-existing inequalities present in 
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schools. But these modes of learning did not merely replicate inequalities, 
they widened them, often dramatically. Technology-reliant distance learning 
tended to achieve more equitable outcomes when the education provided 
by schools, prior to their closing, was more equal for learners and of high 
quality.

A key lesson, then, to draw from the pandemic experience is that success 
with ed-tech hinges, to a considerable degree, on school quality. Higher 
quality schools are better at laying the foundations for more inclusive 
and equitable digital learning that in turn raises student achievement. 
Connected technologies can and should work symbiotically with in-person 
education, each one buttressing and enriching the other. To ensure ed-
tech’s effectiveness in the future, then, commitment to schools needs to be 
renewed and strengthened. Schools need to be positioned as essential sites 
of learning that utilize technology without submitting to it. The pandemic 
also reminded societies that schools provide benefits ed-tech cannot: 
schools are places where young people learn to socialize with others, 
navigate difference and cultivate empathy beyond the sterilized distance 
of a screen. Strengthening in-person schooling is not separate from or even 
complementary to ed-tech modes of learning, it is essential to them.

Educational experiences during the pandemic also illustrate the extent to 
which in-person schools consolidate an array of community services that 
stretch well beyond academic learning. Numerous activities take place at 
schools that enhance well-being, from providing students with nutrition, 
physical activity and social interaction to serving as hubs for cultural and 
artistic expression, technical and vocational training, adult education and 
community engagement. Schools are also important sites for community 
health, including vaccine administration and various health education 
campaigns that play a vital role in slowing the spread of transmittable 
diseases such as HIV. In 2021, UNICEF noted that vaccinations to protect 
children and youth against human papillomavirus, one of the most effective 
preventions against developing cervical cancer, fell further behind schedule 
than ever before because of school closures.1261 The pandemic shut down 
other avenues of in-person supports as well, including parent and youth 
volunteering, clubs, performances and more.

In future health or other crises, the importance of schools as centres for 
individual and societal health should be recognized and reinforced. This 
was a key lesson that education leaders took away from the 1918–19 
influenza pandemic, which drove them to equip schools with improved 
sanitation and nutrition as well as trained school nurses and other health 
professionals. Schools should draw similar lessons from the COVID-19 
pandemic. Questions about the actions, upgrades, services and preventative 
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measures that will make school closures unnecessary in the face of 
foreseeable disruptions should carry more urgency and importance than 
questions about what stack of technologies will allow for the continuity of 
education if and when schools close. Strong attention to the latter question 
risks making school closures more frequent and perhaps more prolonged. 
Policy-makers and education leaders should create and invest in adequate 
measures to strengthen school quality and school resilience and redouble 
efforts to ensure schools effectively support children’s physical, social and 
psychological well-being.

“Prioritizing connection over separation would require schooling practices that 
confront the traumas of childhood, not only those brought on by living through 
a pandemic but those that preceded and are exacerbated by COVID-19 because 
of social and economic inequalities.” 

– Julie C. Garlen, professor of early childhood education, Carleton Universityccv

GUARD AGAINST THE HOMOGENIZATION OF EDUCATION

Various technologies have demonstrated a troubling tendency to flatten 
diverse ways of thinking. Left unchecked, they can converge experiences 
into monopolies of hegemonic thought and action. Prior to the pandemic, 
a handful of corporations managed services and spaces that have become 
essential to many human interactions and transactions. During the move to 
remote schooling, education was likewise subsumed as Google Classroom, 
Microsoft Teams and a few other platforms became ‘schools’ and ‘learning 
spaces’ not just for a smattering of communities or a particular district, state 
or province, but for entire countries and regions.

Educational diversity is not a trivial concern; it helps incubate a wealth of 
knowledge and a variety of ways of being, knowing and doing. Globalization 
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has fostered valuable intercultural dialogue and cooperation, advanced 
consensus about human rights, and established networks and mechanisms 
to support international solidarity. At the same time, it has, in many 
instances, catalysed a loss of diversity – diversity of knowledge, experience, 
culture and expression – that is precious to humanity’s heritage and vital to 
shaping its future. The uncritical application of technology can accelerate 
the erosion of cultural, linguistic and epistemic diversity in education, 
and during the pandemic, ed-tech often played a bulldozing role, razing 
differences that support a multitude of cultures. Homogeneity tends to 
deepen as dependence on large internet platforms and applications grows. 
Dominant languages, for instance, became considerably more dominant 
with the global turn to ed-tech, and future pairings of digital learning 
platforms with AI and language learning technologies carry more worrying 
implications for deforming and narrowing the structures of thought in 
education. For example, Google’s efforts to incorporate the AI-powered 
Language Model for Dialogue Applications (LaMDA) into its educational 
platforms ignore the acute concerns that the company’s own former ethical 
advisers raised over the biases and misleading information embedded in 
the company’s AI models. These problematic models risk being legitimized 
and amplified through the near-global reach of Google’s education services 
and tools.1262

“History has repeatedly demonstrated that control over information is central 
to who has power and what they can do with it. … Our future should not be 
left in the hands of two powerful companies [Microsoft and Alphabet/Google] 
that build ever larger global empires based on using our collective data without 
scruple and without compensation.” 

– Daron Acemoglu and Simon Johnson, authors of Power and Progressccvi

Similarly, OpenAI’s large language model GPT4, developed in partnership 
with Microsoft and outside public oversight, was quickly integrated into 
numerous mainstream education utilities, including the Khan Academy, 
Duolingo and various MOOC providers, in addition to OpenAI’s proprietary 
ChatGPT app and various Microsoft tools, just a few months after its release 
in early 2023. While these AI models can simulate human fluency with 
language and demonstrate remarkable proficiency with various information 
and knowledge tasks, they reflect highly specific design choices by their 
creators and foreground certain processes of information generation 
and presentation, while backgrounding others. They are also trained on 
language corpuses that further reflect particular types of information and 
knowledge. Unlike traditional web search engines that rank and curate 
numerous possible answers to user queries, AI models generate, through 
fully automated processes, singular and therefore authoritative-seeming 
answers, lending them exceptional influence when utilized for teaching and 
learning purposes.
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Academic learning was not the only process central to children’s 
development that risked such homogenization as young people’s activities 
moved increasingly to digital platforms throughout the pandemic. Free and 
self-chosen play is essential to fostering creativity, imagination, physical 
growth, motor skills, awareness and problem-solving skills. It is not yet 
possible to richly nurture these developmental skills when play is mediated 
by digital platforms, especially platforms that are developed around 
commercial logics that constrain and incentivize particular interactions, 
connections and behaviours. For children, a real-world playground full 
of peers is a space of immense possibility and invention compared to 
the digital architecture of even the most dynamic ed-tech platforms. The 
increasing replacement of in-person, unstructured play with online gaming 
and social media platforms narrows the scope of creativity and imagination 
that children can themselves introduce.1263 While video games and social 
media can offer unique kinds of visual, auditory and digital interactions, 
they are not an adequate substitute for the developmental benefits of 
open, in-person play. The kinds of social relationships facilitated in digital 
environments are dictated by the ideas, rules, designs and business 
imperatives programmed into them. While unstructured play outside of 
virtual spaces carries some danger of physical injury and social conflict 
depending on the activity, the navigation of acceptable risk through healthy 
play is itself integral to young people’s learning, development and gradual 
understanding of the world and their place within it.

Reflecting lessons from the pandemic, education systems need to preserve 
and foster the diversity of teaching and learning both online and offline, 
reflecting the rich cultural diversity of humanity. No piece of software 
should be irreplaceable in education. As students, educators and schools 
use technology to support their work, they should be empowered to create 
and innovate rather than forced into narrow moulds and templates. In a 
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way, a school can be seen as a kind of platform in support of education 
– one that has constraints, but not nearly as many as most of the ed-tech 
that was adopted during the pandemic. Schools are continuously trying to 
expand their systems and processes to respond to a wider and more diverse 
range of teachers and learners. While some uniformity and consistency are 
required to achieve this outcome, full automation is never the end goal. 
With ed-tech however, automation is very often a primary objective. But 
education is not a process of production where increases in efficiency are 
uniformly welcome. Teachers and students are not widgets or inputs that 
are unknown to each other and involved in some transactional relationship 
to be mediated by a digital platform. The existence and quality of human-
to-human relationships must be at the heart of the educational enterprise, 
and any ed-tech intervention must enable skilled educators to operate with 
high degrees of flexibility, responsivity, trust and autonomy.

There is an unsettling irony in calls to keep outsourcing education – 
arguably society’s most humanist endeavour, and one that lays the 
foundations for rich social and cultural diversity – to machines running the 
same operating systems and the same software in the name of efficiency 
and modernity. In-person schools should remain the primary platform 
for education because, despite their flaws, they help ensure humans 
remain at the centre of educational practice and allow for a wider range 
of interactions, including those that involve technology and those that do 
not. Debates about the future of ed-tech should involve questions of how 
to strengthen and improve school-based education with technology, rather 
than bypassing it.

QUESTION THE LOGIC OF TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONISM

Technology is indeed powerful. Its widespread introduction into education, 
however, needs to be understood in relation to the complexity of human 
beings undertaking a broad range of intricate learning processes in a wide 
spectrum of contexts and conditions. There is nothing inevitable about 
technology in education, and the idea that education is ‘under digitized’ 
should be met with scepticism. Before the pandemic, schools were often 
the sole spaces of reprieve from the tech saturation prevalent in many 
parts of the world, where screens and mobile devices play a commanding 
role in the lives of children and youth and are being introduced earlier and 
earlier in childhood. As society emerges from the pandemic, schools should 
provide opportunities for young people to more critically question, evaluate 
and reflect on their own relationships with technology. This can and 
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should be done with technology, however, any reflection on relationships 
with technology also requires taking steps away from it, and research is 
increasingly showing that students want a break from the increasingly 
digital world. Children and youth, arguably more than adults, need time and 
space to log off and exit screen-based experiences. Research from the USA, 
for instance, found that over one-third of teenagers report that they spend 
too much time on social media and that over two-thirds of children under 5 
years old are far surpassing screen time recommendations by leading health 
and paediatric organizations.1264

Societies need to further recognize that not every feature that is desirable in 
the digitalization of other sectors or spheres – such as work or leisure – can 
translate appropriately to education. The flexibility of remote work in some 
professions has been an attractive feature to many adult workers, allowing 
employees greater autonomy in where and how they work, albeit with 
caveats and shortcomings. But children are not mini adults, and that same 
appeal to flexibility in education has translated, in many cases, to a harmful 
lack of structure and support needed to shape students’ personal and 
shared educational journeys. Social contact and interaction are of particular 
importance to children, and schools provide some of the most essential 
contexts for nurturing social relationships with peers and adults. Students 
are still learning how to forge bonds, navigate socially and in groups, 
and build friendships. Adults engaging in remote working arrangements 
generally have other pre-established social outlets and relationships outside 
of those mediated through technology. Children, on the other hand, have 
more limited autonomy over initiating social relationships outside of school, 
so learning exclusively through remote technology poses barriers to their 
ability to form social relationships, friendships and interpersonal bonds.1265

“The recent spate of former social media designers and inventors who regret 
their contributions – e.g., as stealing attention, as fostering politically toxic filter 
bubbles and fragmentation, etc. – is telling; as is the now open secret that the 
top executives in Silicon Valley … send their own children to non-digital school 
environments (while happily continuing to sell devices to any [and] every 
educational institution around).” 

– Charles Ess, professor of media and communications, University of Osloccvii

A key lesson of the ed-tech expansion during the pandemic, then, is that 
the success or failure of digital learning rests largely on advancements in 
education as a whole. Digital learning must be anchored and reinforced by 
good-quality schools capable of drawing on the possibilities of ed-tech but 
also going beyond its limitations to more effectively reach all students and 
fulfil their learning and developmental needs. Additionally, because ed-tech 
implementations hinge, to a considerable degree, on teachers, the health 
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of the teaching profession and teacher training programmes form a vital 
substrate for efforts to leverage technology for teaching and learning.1266 
Education’s many stakeholders should reject temptations to see ed-tech 
as a magic bullet to meet educational objectives. In practice this approach 
siphons much needed support away from maintaining and improving 
schools and prioritizing the recruitment and training of teachers. A moral 
clarity also needs to inform educational priorities: ed-tech should uplift 
schooling, and schools should not be seen as a ‘ready market’ for ed-tech. 
New ed-tech solutions should seek to supplement, expand and enrich in-
person education, not replace it or dismantle its valuable societal role.

Finally, the extent to which the logic of efficiency governs and shapes 
education deserves scrutiny. Improved efficiency is a perennial selling point 
for ed-tech. But education cannot be reduced to mere task completion; 
rather, it is human development itself. Educational goals must prioritize 
processes as well as outcomes. Education processes model ways to live and 
be together, conveying intrinsic values and purposes for why students learn 
as well as what they learn. There is little intrinsic value in spending over 
five hours a day in front of a screen to gain basic information and a narrow 
range of skills. Yet during the pandemic, the means of education were 
often forgotten or pushed aside in hopes of capturing similar outcomes, 
regardless of what happened or did not happen to produce them. In 
the future, arguments touting ed-tech’s efficiency in education need to 
be evaluated in terms of not only learning gains or losses but also the 
educational means used to reach those outcomes.
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Strengthen digital 
connectivity, capacities 
and content

No discussion of technology’s future relationships with education can be 
complete without underscoring the vast inequities in global access to digital 
connectivity, content and capacity that denied many students opportunities 
to learn with ed-tech during the pandemic. In terms of connectivity, 
approximately two-thirds of children and youth were without internet 
access at home in 2020, undercutting efforts to use remote online learning 
to benefit a majority of learners.1267 In terms of content, a dearth of free, 
high-quality digital education resources posed other barriers to learning 
and teaching remotely. The experience of the COVID-19 educational 
disruption revealed that large numbers of learners do not know where to 
go or have nowhere to go to access digital learning content necessary to 
pursue their studies. And in many instances, the content that does exist has 
not been quality assured, is inaccessible from widely owned devices such as 
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mobile phones, is poorly organized or resides behind paywalls or in virtual 
spaces that inappropriately capture and sell student data. Finally, in terms 
of capacity, the ITU estimated in 2018 that one in three people lacked even 
basic digital skills, and for those who do have skills, very little training is 
available to help them use ed-tech with dexterity for teaching and learning 
purposes.1268

These deficits – which both frame and constrain any attempt to leverage 
connected technology for education – are well known and of deep concern. 
UNESCO and the wider United Nations family have advanced ideas to 
expand digital access and make technology a more reliable engine of 
educational inclusion and equity. In June 2020, the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations published a road map for digital cooperation that 
identified eight areas for action to achieve a safer and more equitable digital 
world. Acknowledging the ways in which the COVID-19 pandemic changed 
society’s relationship with technology, the road map announced goals 
for digital development that included achieving universal connectivity by 
2030, investing in the creation of public digital goods and strengthening 
citizens’ digital skills.1269 Subsequently, in December 2021, UNESCO 
released The RewirEd Global Declaration on Connectivity for Education. This 
publication drew on input from an international advisory group to identify 
three principles for prioritizing equitable, sustainable and humanistic 
digital futures for education: (1) centre the most marginalized, (2) expand 
investments in digital learning content and (3) facilitate pedagogical 
innovation in digital environments.1270 Building on this work, UNESCO led 
the drafting of several documents for the UN Transforming Education 
Summit held in September 2022 as part of the United Nations General 
Assembly. Major outputs included a discussion paper on digital learning 
and transformation,1271 which offered recommendations in support of the 
three principles from the RewirEd Declaration and a call to action to assure 
and improve the quality of public digital learning for all.1272 This document, 
endorsed by numerous countries, established three ‘keys’ for unlocking the 
power of digital teaching and learning: content, capacity and connectivity.

Collectively, this work shows promising signs that the international 
community is committed to steering the digital transformation of education 
in more humanistic directions and without abandoning in-person and 
school-based teaching and learning. These publications also propose ideas 
to re-engineer the logics and incentives that guide digital changes in the 
education sector so that they protect and reinforce education’s unique 
status as a public good and a human right, regardless of whether it is 
conducted in online, offline or hybrid spaces. This section draws on lessons 
learned from the ed-tech experiences of the pandemic to further elaborate 
principles to steer digital changes and integration in education.
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CENTRE THE MOST MARGINALIZED IN ED-TECH 
PLANNING AND DEPLOYMENT

Inequality and exclusion shaped the context onto which the technology 
solutionism of the COVID-19 pandemic was superimposed. Before the 
pandemic, 258 million children and youth were already out of school, public 
education systems were largely underfunded and under pressure, and  
771 million people were unable to read or write.1273 Well before school 
closures, educational inequality was concentrated along lines of poverty, 
disability, gender, and social and cultural marginalization, with divides 
tending to deepen in situations of conflict and disaster. The educational 
responses to the pandemic largely exacerbated these pre-existing 
conditions. Ed-tech deployments were almost uniformly aimed only at 
assuring the educational continuity of those who were already attending 
school when the pandemic struck. UNESCO found almost no evidence of 
major efforts to extend ed-tech to children that had been out of school 
prior to the health crisis. Arguably, this established a troubling precedent for 
ed-tech deployments: the rise of approaches exclusively targeting learners 
already served by formal education.

Despite the promise of ed-tech to expand the right to education and reach 
young people who are out of school and help bring them into formal 
education, this ambition was almost never attempted during the pandemic 
when reliance on ed-tech peaked. Instead, prolonged school closures and 
the transition to remote learning drove increases in the number of students 
who could not access education, largely due to device and connectivity 
deficits. This meant that full educational reliance on ed-tech actually 
shrunk the number of students benefiting from education well below the 
numbers that had been in place when schooling was an in-person and 
school-based experience. And children who missed out on education when 
it was dependent on technology were less likely than their peers to return 
to school, even when schools reopened. Thus, while millions of children 
and youth navigated the complexity of accessing education and schooling 
via technology, millions more were excluded and at increased risk of never 
joining their peers in a classroom again.1274

As evidence mounted that the right to education was indeed losing 
ground, an appropriate response would have been the prioritization of 
actions to buttress and defend schools and low-tech solutions that have 
proven to be effective at reaching the most marginalized learners, and to 
do so quickly to prevent any backsliding in educational participation from 
becoming permanent. In this context, the emphasis on online learning as a 
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first-order solution to the challenges of the pandemic was – and remains – 
confounding.

Future ed-tech policies and initiatives must be built on an ethic of inclusion. 
However alluring the idea may be that ed-tech can provide a shortcut to 
reach those who are excluded or underserved by education, the experience 
of the pandemic shows that this remains in the hazy horizon of ‘potential’, 
rather than in the earthier realm of what has actually been delivered. 
There is little concrete evidence that digital learning alone is capable of 
closing equity divides. In fact, the evidence presented in this publication 
overwhelmingly indicates that digital learning has more often reinforced 
and widened inequities. Ed-tech needs to be built on a foundation that 
prioritizes the educational needs of the most marginalized learners and 
recognizes the many limitations of technology. Awareness of the mounting 
evidence of the shortcomings of ed-tech is essential to understanding how 
digital education can be approached in deliberative, inclusive ways that 
centre educational ideals to help those most likely to be excluded from 
educational opportunities.

“The most vulnerable learners are also among those who have poor digital skills 
and the least access to the hardware and connectivity required for distance 
learning solutions implemented during school closures.” 

– United Nationsccviii

The shortcomings of ed-tech implementation during the pandemic should 
inform the ways in which governments and leaders deploy connectivity 
and digital capacity-building initiatives, with full awareness of their 
history of existing educational divides. When education starts and ends 
with those who already have access to devices, connectivity and digital 
skills, educational inequalities grow in severity, as the experiences of the 
pandemic have demonstrated. When learning moved online, ed-tech 
benefited learners and educators first in regions and populations that 
already had reliable access to education and had devices on hand to 
support online learning. Only later and often much later did strategies 
emerge to establish points of connectivity and device distribution to 
make digital education more inclusive and accessible to those who are 
disadvantaged.

Going forward, policies, actions and investments related to digital 
learning should be designed to benefit, as a guiding goal, those most at 
risk of educational exclusion and marginalization. If public models and 
investments in ed-tech can work for the most underprivileged learners 
as a first step, they will be easier to transfer to more privileged learners. 
Asking how approaches can work for refugees, students with disabilities, 
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girls and women in remote areas and other marginalized learners needs 
to be a point of departure. This will help bridge inequalities, spark needed 
innovation and make solutions easier to scale out to wider groups. Yet to 
date, public financing to assure approaches to bring ed-tech to vulnerable 
populations, including initiatives to achieve universal connectivity, remain 
tepid. More robust, predictable and sustained investments are necessary to 
provide every person, regardless of gender or socio-economic status, with a 
reliable connection to digital learning resources. This will not be a one-time 
expenditure, and backsliding will remain a risk. While the number of learners 
benefiting from digital learning has been rising steadily upwards at the 
global level, this obscures the fact that many students who were accessing 
digital learning in the past are no longer able to do so. It is therefore vital 
that good-quality digital learning opportunities are not only established but 
sustained. There are early signs that efforts to make digital learning more 
equitable during the COVID-19 are likely to fade away as school-provisioned 
connectivity plans run out of credit, investments in public digital learning 
content are abandoned, and ed-tech hardware given to poor students is not 
maintained and ages into obsolescence. For digital learning to function as a 
driver of educational equity, it must reach all students and continuously so. 
This will require concerted and ongoing public commitments.

 

Centring the most marginalized learners also requires connectivity and 
digital education to be gender responsive. The pandemic illuminated the 
persistence of digital gender divides and in many contexts widened them 
further, in part because men and boys often did not share scarce technology 
resources with women and girls inside families. The heavy toll of care and 
domestic labour during extended lockdowns presented other obstacles to 
technology use and could foreclose opportunities for women and girls to 
build digital skills and competencies. The multifaceted gender divides in 
access and use of digital technology that contribute to educational 
inequality are largely shaped by social and cultural norms that understand 
connected technology as male and will, therefore, require solutions that 
include but extend well beyond educational interventions. Multi-country 
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studies have established that boys are 1.5 times more likely to have a mobile 
phone than girls1275 and that in some countries, internet use is four times 
greater for boys than for girls.1276 Female teachers also consistently report 
higher levels of stress using digital technology for instructional purposes1277 
and lower self-perception of their digital competencies compared to male 
teachers.1278 This troubling reality indicates that gender-blind or gender-
neutral approaches to digital learning will not reconcile the deficits in 
technology access, skills, confidence and comfort for girls and women. How 
can education become a field where the biases and exclusions that are root 
causes of gender divides – including but not limited to digital gender 
divides – can start being dismantled? How can social norms be shifted to 
recognize that women and girls have the same right to use technology as 
men and boys, and that they can be equally or more skilled technology 
users? UNESCO advanced many concrete ideas and recommendations on 
this topic in its 2019 report I’d Blush if I Could that remain salient. It proposed 
using formal education and other sites of socialization and learning, such as 
community centres, libraries and museums, as vehicles to de-gender 
technology as male. Specific suggestions included: highlighting the 
contributions of female technology innovators and leaders; having women 
model new ways of working with technology for educational and other 
empowering purposes; and making technology classes such as computer 
science obligatory in secondary school, the level when girls tend to back 
away from early interest in technology subjects and fields.1279

Boys’ disengagement from remote learning is also a significant concern. 
For example, a 2021 survey of students in five southern African countries 
(Lesotho, Malawi, Madagascar, Zambia and Zimbabwe) indicates that 
despite having generally more access to online devices than girls, a 
lower proportion of boys continued with their online studies during the 
pandemic.1280 UNESCO further found that in regions such as Latin America, 
Africa and northern Europe, switching learning to remote and virtual 
modalities had an especially damaging effect on technical and vocational 
education, training and apprenticeships, which often provide educational 
trajectories for young men as well as growing cohorts of young women.1281 
Efforts to centre the most marginalized in ed-tech planning and deployment 
means paying careful attention to gender and to the sometimes unique 
needs of women and girls as well as men and boys to ensure technology 
facilitates education. It also entails paying closer attention to the limitations 
of technology-only interventions to bridge digital gender divides – much 
of this work will begin in schools and as part of in-person exchanges, away 
from screens.
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CHAMPION SCHOOL-FIRST AND PUBLIC CONNECTIVITY
AS A STEP TOWARDS ED-TECH INCLUSION

Despite the efforts of ed-tech advocates to equate ed-tech and online 
learning with uninterrupted, unencumbered education for anyone, anytime 
and anywhere, real-world experience has demonstrated that this is far 
from the case. Certain measures, such as making connectivity more of a 
public good and shared utility, could have mitigated some of the most 
obvious technical barriers that many students and teachers faced during the 
pandemic. The right to education and a burgeoning right to connectivity 
are far from synonymous, but they can be mutually reinforcing, supporting 
the public wealth of resources that a community can rely on, both in times 
of crisis and in times of stability. Policies should be developed to incentivize 
and steer greater investment into the equitable extension of connectivity 
and technology to render this connectivity useful for education and other 
purposes. Focusing on school-first connectivity, as some countries and 
donor organizations have done, promises to help to ensure that in-person 
schooling remains central and well supported, while helping education 
systems experiment with digital learning pedagogies without turning 
educational experiences inside out by moving them fully into digital spaces. 
The ability to offer shared and networked connectivity of equal quality at 
a school expands the pedagogical possibilities for digital learning beyond 
what might be possible with limited and varied individual data plans. There 
are good reasons why businesses and other enterprises provide connectivity 
for all on-site employees and users and sometimes off-site employees as 
well. Schools and other educational institutions should be no different in 
this regard.

School-first connectivity also avoids excluding students who cannot make 
the jump to digital learning at home, whether due to device affordability, 
connectivity limitations, parental restrictions or other factors. Making 
schools centres of internet connectivity takes the pressure off families 
and individual students to ration data in order to access information and 
learning, effectively positioning connectivity more squarely as a shared 
public good. Alongside libraries and other public social institutions, schools 
can also serve as centres for digital instruction for adult and lifelong learning 
by providing the educational, social and digital infrastructure needed to 
participate in online education programmes, develop digital skills or access 
information. Indeed, the closure of these spaces during the pandemic 
revealed how the absence of public connectivity options hurt marginalized 
groups the most. Digital education can occur in school contexts where 
in-person care and guidance can be assured in ways that are not possible 
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individually or at home. Public connectivity provisioned at schools can 
fortify avenues to reinforce and expand the right to education – processes 
accomplished by strengthening social and educational institutions while 
supporting them in taking advantage of the possibilities presented by 
ongoing digital transformations.

“Over a long period of time, the main force in favour of greater equality has 
been the diffusion of knowledge and skills.” 

– Thomas Piketty, economistccix

The Giga initiative, led by UNICEF and the ITU, aims to boost national 
efforts to expand and improve school connectivity, with the goal of 
connecting all schools to the internet through mapping, innovative 
financing, procurement support to governments and partnerships with 
telecommunications companies. This and other initiatives are rightly using 
education as a cause and a means to move the world closer to universal 
connectivity. While it is undoubtedly important for students and educators 
to access the internet outside of schools to achieve digital equity and 
support out-of-school learning in ways that enrich and improve formal 
education conducted in schools, universal school connectivity is a realistic 
intermediate goal. Governments should set short, medium and long-term 
targets for connecting all schools and use these anchor connections to 
extend connectivity into communities more widely.

Further, all connectivity efforts should include implementation plans to 
reach the most marginalized, including learners with disabilities and people 
on the move. This process will be facilitated by stripping connectivity of 
unnecessary complexity: people should not need to wade through pages 
and pages of small print to determine which connectivity plans are best 
to empower learning and education. Endless promotions, offers and 
pop-up advertisements with chimerical upgrades to double your credit 
often confuse and frustrate people who want to link to the internet for 
educational purposes. Governments should consider mandating that 
internet and mobile service providers offer basic and easy-to-understand 
connectivity for education plans or credits at fixed or subsidized rates. Such 
action will help people find basic connectivity options to support their 
educational pursuits with minimal effort and at affordable costs.

Finally, connectivity efforts, including school connectivity efforts, should 
be steered by ministries of technology and telecom regulators, in close 
cooperation with network providers. Funding for this endeavour should 
come from budgets either beyond the education sector or in addition to 
existing allocations to education. Connecting schools should not entail 
divestments from the non-digital infrastructure of education – the rooms, 
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desks, chairs, tables, roofs, windows, toilets, cafeterias, pencils, paper, books 
and playgrounds that remain vital to place-based education, no matter 
the sophistication of digital integration. The primary role of ministries 
of education and the wider education community is to ensure that the 
connectivity reaching schools and learners is leveraged to strengthen, 
expand and enrich learning and student well-being. Responsibility for 
assuring connectivity – a technical service that can facilitate education and 
much more – falls elsewhere.

SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF FREE, HIGH-QUALITY 
DIGITAL CONTENT AND PLATFORMS

 

Connectivity is valuable for educational purposes to the extent that it opens 
doors to high-quality educational content that facilitates learning and 
development. Too often, technology initiatives start and end with the 
provision of internet-connected devices and infrastructure. An over-
emphasis on connectivity and hardware commonly eclipses attention paid to 
digital learning content, and this was frequently the case during the 
pandemic. The rush to get learners connected often sucked up more energy 
than questions about what, exactly, learners would do with this connectivity 
to continue their education when (or if ) it arrived. In the future, content 
should be a starting point for investments in digital learning. Ideally, 
high-quality digital learning platforms and resources will be in place the 
moment students and teachers first acquire connected technology and as 
they develop digital skills and competencies to use this technology skilfully. If 
there is a sequence to the three ‘keys’ of digital learning mentioned as part of 
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the Transforming Education Summit – content, capacity and connectivity 
– content should be first, even though it is widely understood as the final 
step.1282

Dispiritingly and despite the intensive reliance on technology for education 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, there remain, in many countries, no public 
content options for public education on the internet. And even in places 
where free, open, curriculum-aligned, quality-controlled and government-
assured content was established – due to the pressures of the pandemic 
and the imperative to support remote education – efforts to sustain and 
reinforce many of these investments stalled or backtracked when the 
pandemic abated and schools reopened. According to analysis by UNICEF, 
by September 2022, over one-third of national digital learning platforms 
built during the pandemic were no longer functional or maintained.1283

Presently, students and educators trying to use digital spaces for education 
continue to face a confusing array of heavily marketed apps and proprietary 
platforms controlled by organizations outside of public oversight. Many of 
the best digital learning resources continue to sit behind paywalls or require a 
subscription or a specific type of hardware or operating system to access. This 
needs to change. The virtual spaces of education that are increasingly central 
to teaching and learning must be developed and, if necessary, re-engineered 
to support education as a public good and a human right. Public options 
for public education in online as well as offline spaces are necessary. Public 
education does not – and cannot – stop where digitalization begins, as was so 
often the experience of families during the pandemic.

A movement to assert digital spaces as vibrant locations for public education 
should draw inspiration from national and international efforts to harness the 
power of radio and television for the public good. The internet is hardly the 
first technology that societies have moulded to ensure it strengthens shared 
aims like education, nor will it be the last. Almost exactly a century before 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the BBC was established in the UK and gradually 
became one of the earliest publicly funded efforts to direct the power of 
a novel communication technology to inform, educate and entertain. The 
BBC and other public broadcasters have provided models – applied first to 
radio and later to television – that have been emulated around the world. 
Collectively, they have helped establish a precedent for funding the creation 
of high-quality content that is widely accessible, advances public aims and 
can support and promote human rights. A similar effort is urgently needed 
to support public education via the internet. Countries should look back to 
the ways that they created and sustained public broadcasting as they carve 
out strategies to make connected digital technologies reliable engines to 
improve, strengthen and accelerate public education.
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“States should invest in free and public digital platforms and infrastructure for 
education, grant adequate funding to public institutions to develop alternative 
free digital solutions and tools that do not involve the private personal data 
market, and support the development of non-proprietary data tools, platforms 
and services that are based around values of openness, transparency and 
common stewardship (rather than individual ownership) of data.” 

– Koumbou Boly Barry, UN Special Rapporteur on the right to educationccx

While the OER (open educational resources) movement has called necessary 
attention to the importance of freely and openly accessible content,1284 
what is often missing are platforms that make this content accessible to 
teachers and learners. High-quality platforms assure that there are front 
doors for public education on the internet – trusted and reliable first ports 
of call for connected learning that do not rely on advertising, data mining 
or monthly subscription fees. Free public digital learning platforms should 
be aligned with national curricula and offer engaging, accredited, well-
organized and easy-to-find educational content that can be accessed from a 
wide range of internet-connected devices, including widely owned mobile 
phones. Efforts should also be made to consolidate this state-provisioned 
educational content under a single roof (rather than scattered across 
various sites and locations) and, when possible, include functionality to 
recognize and validate learning. This will help improve recognition of public 
digital learning resources and aid the findability of relevant content that 
is currently often peppered across a multitude of platforms. Governments 
that can figure out ways to quality control and align new digital content 
with national curricula at rapid speeds will be able to provision a far wider 
range of learning resources than printed textbooks. This does not mean 
printed textbooks will suddenly become irrelevant – digital resources will 
expand, enrich and complement paper-based learning material in addition 
to replacing some of it. But educational content in public digital learning 
spaces should be more plentiful, more varied and more interactive and 
media-rich than paper-based learning resources. This will require fast, 
but still rigorous, quality control checks to keep material up-to-date and 
accommodate new innovations. The often glacial approval processes 
applied to printed textbooks will need to be rethought and expedited for 
digital content.

Some countries have already taken bold action to build, sustain and 
improve public digital learning platforms, and others are planning to do 
so. While each country, and regions within countries, will have unique 
needs and require customization, the creation and curation of public digital 
learning platforms populated with high-quality learning content have 
enormous potential to strengthen education across dimensions of inclusion, 
accessibility, equity and quality. This effort will also open opportunities 
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for expanded cross-country collaboration, such as the sharing of digital 
education resources in particular languages and coordination to ensure the 
technical interoperability of public learning platforms.

To this end, UNESCO and UNICEF launched the Gateways to Public Digital 
Learning initiative in late 2022 to help assert digital environments as 
locations for public education. Gateways is a global effort to ensure that 
every learner, teacher and family can easily find, access and use high-quality 
and curriculum-aligned digital education content to advance their learning. 
The initiative will map, describe and analyse existing public platforms and 
content, help countries create and strengthen national platforms, identify 
and share best practices, and establish international norms and standards 
to guide the development of platforms in ways that advance national and 
international goals for education.1285 Schools and their resources have long 
been treated as public goods, and rightly so. They benefit everyone and, as 
such, demand public support, oversight and governance. The same must 
hold true for the digital spaces and infrastructures of learning. The UNESCO-
UNICEF initiative is notable in the way it is taking a major lesson from the 
pandemic – the dearth of public digital learning content – and working to 
take concrete actions in close partnership with countries to close the gap.

A global movement to establish and strengthen public digital learning 
platforms will also directly complement and reinforce wider efforts to 
expand digital connectivity and capacities for education. Among the three 
keys of digital learning, content is the low-hanging fruit that countries 
can start to work towards immediately, with modest investments and less 
dependence on sectors and government ministries outside education. Put 
simply, it is easier and cheaper to build digital learning platforms populated 
with excellent educational content than it is to connect all learners and 
their families to the internet and to ensure they have the requisite skills 
to use this connection for learning and other empowering purposes. The 
availability of free, high-quality digital learning content and platforms will, 
in turn, help increase demand for universal connectivity and provide greater 
incentives to develop digital capacities. Investments in digital learning 
content, therefore, help countries move closer towards the goal of full digital 
inclusion.
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BUILD DIGITAL CAPACITIES AND 
FOSTER PEDAGOGICAL INNOVATION

In addition to highlighting the lack of relevant, findable and high-quality 
digital content, the pandemic revealed that capacity gaps remain a major 
and persistent obstacle to connected education. Inadequate digital 
skills and competencies consistently rank as the single greatest barrier 
to technology use for education, regardless of a country’s development 
status.1286 Digital skills gaps tend to be most pronounced for parents, 
followed by teachers, followed by students, indicating that connected 
education is dependent on digitally literate societies.

Countries must continue to work towards achieving universal digital literacy 
for education and other empowering purposes, with a special focus on 
women and girls in order to close long-standing digital skills gender divides. 
Much has been written on this important topic, and UNESCO has advanced 
specific ideas to help low-skilled and low-literate youth and adults develop 
digital skills as part of its initiative on digital inclusion.1287 Beyond knowledge 
work and guidelines, several international coalitions, such as EQUALS and 
the Broadband Commission, are launching and accelerating efforts to 
help young people, and women and girls in particular, build strong digital 
skills.1288 As this work proceeds, investments in digital learning should be 
complemented by teacher training for ed-tech and in-service support, using 
evidence-based approaches and leveraging existing tools and alliances 
such as the UNESCO ICT Competency Framework for Teachers and the Global 
Education Coalition founded by UNESCO.1289 Teachers and education leaders 
must receive adequate training to ensure they can integrate technology 
into their practice and help their students gain digital skills. When learners, 
teachers and families have strong digital competencies, connected 
technologies become more versatile tools for education.

Beyond building digital competencies, educators must be empowered to 
leverage technology for pedagogical innovation and change, and digital 
tools for teaching and learning must be responsive to the needs and 
expertise of those who will be using them. Online and virtual environments 
demand new types of learning content and new pedagogies. Time and 
again during the pandemic, experienced educators reported feeling out of 
their depth in the new digital spaces of education. The teaching approaches 
and strategies are not the same online and offline – even if there is some 
crossover. Innovation is needed to develop and test digital as well as hybrid 
learning models that are less reliant on the proprietary and closed systems 
of many private sector digital providers that enjoyed wide uptake during 
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periods of school closures. This requires platforms and tools designed to 
support rather than replace teachers, and integration of technology and 
technology-enabled pedagogies in pre- and in-service teacher training. 
Teachers as well as families need to be involved in the development of 
digitally supported education and receive training to maximize the unique 
educational affordances of connected technologies while also being made 
aware of the many limitations of these tools. Training of this sort should 
be device and platform agnostic, rather than outsourced to private sector 
technology corporations that tend to certify teachers only in the use of their 
own proprietary tools and services.

At their best, digital spaces can foster new and effective pedagogies that 
increase educational equity, expand knowledge and skills, nurture creativity 
and foster responsible digital citizenship. Transitions between digital and 
non-digital modes of learning can be made more seamless and placed 
in the capable hands of a skilled educator, rather than systems driven by 
unseeing algorithms and other forms of automation. Digital tools should 
respond to the specific needs of teachers, support their work in classrooms 
and help ease demanding job obligations rather than present additional 
burdens.

“A Critical Digital Pedagogy demands that open and networked educational 
environments must not be merely repositories of content. They must be 
platforms for engaging students and teachers as full agents of their own 
learning.” 

– Jesse Stommel, co-founder of the Digital Pedagogy Labccxi

Digital learning investments with the most potential for impact are those 
that align with the robust evidence base on effective instructional practice, 
including, for example, mother-tongue instruction, teacher coaching, 
formative assessment, structured pedagogy and teacher reflection. These 
practices are possible without the use of technology, but technology can 
help streamline and widen their implementation. Digital learning can 
also enable instructional approaches not possible without technology. 
For example, ed-tech can help students learn fundamental concepts 
through dynamic multimedia digital content and then apply these 
concepts practically and collaboratively at school. It can help reinvent 
assessment, moving it away from merely ranking and sorting and towards 
formative evaluations that can identify and fill knowledge and skills gaps 
in ways that facilitate educational progression. Similarly, blended and 
hybrid learning models have demonstrated some encouraging benefits, 
including enhancing social and collaborative skills while enabling access to 
learning experiences from locations beyond schools. Meanwhile, digital-
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only provision can be beneficial in certain situations, especially for adult 
learners balancing education with work and family obligations. As research 
continues to clarify the distinct advantages and disadvantages of physical, 
virtual and hybrid learning environments, efforts should be made to place 
them in more harmonious balance. An intervention portfolio approach that 
aligns context-specific needs with appropriate pedagogical approaches 
– with varying reliance on ed-tech – can help education systems provide 
holistic, human-centred educational experiences.

For ed-tech to become better aligned with the aims of inclusion, equity and 
quality in education, teachers need to be given the space and autonomy 
to reflect with colleagues on how to best incorporate digital learning into 
their practice to take advantage of its unique affordances. This will require 
moving away from the regimes of automation and assessment proposed by 
many ed-tech companies. Instead, a new generation of ed-tech tools and 
services will need to consider the needs expressed by teachers working in 
contexts that can vary enormously, even within countries. Future ed-tech 
will require greater reflexivity in its designs, settings and environments, 
drawn from the perspectives and interests of those teaching and learning 
within them. Ed-tech will also need to support a much wider range of 
educational aims and objectives, including, for instance, increasing equity 
in and access to learning, and fostering collaboration to build sustainable 
futures that benefit all humans. Whittling educational objectives down to 
easily quantifiable indicators of progress in isolated subject areas can make 
technology-first means of education look highly attractive. But when digital 
learning is held to the more expansive objectives that communities usually 
expect from formal education, the limitations of ed-tech and excessive 
automation become more apparent. A lesson from the pandemic is that 
setting overly narrow objectives for education tends to result in practices 
that do not adequately support a holistic and human-centred learning 
experience. Only through pedagogical innovation will ed-tech come to 
better support these more expansive aims of education. Societies cannot 
continue to let a set of tools – however novel and powerful – set educational 
agendas.
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Protect the right to 
education from 
shrinking ground

A particularly important lesson to draw from the technology-first 
educational experiences of the pandemic is an appreciation for the 
ways ed-tech is undermining decades-old understandings of the right 
to education and showing gaps in the legal architecture that has been 
constructed to assure it. In 1948, member states of the United Nations 
adopted the Declaration of Human Rights, which, in Article 26.1, asserts that 
“everyone has the right to education” and that, “at least in the elementary 
and fundamental stages”, education shall be free and compulsory.1290 This 
right was universally understood as a state obligation to ensure that all 
students have access to physical and in-person learning environments 
in a community of peers and educators. Education was also considered a 
“multiplier” right that is “an indispensable means of realizing other human 
rights”, a designation that underscored the special importance of the right to 
education.1291 The spectacular rise in school infrastructure, qualified teachers, 
community and family support for schooling, and student participation that 
followed reflected state commitments to realize this right to education for 
all students within and across countries. The second half of the 20th century 
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saw an unprecedented expansion of mass education.1292 By the century’s 
end, schooling for children had become a global norm, and by 2015, more 
than 90 per cent of the world’s children attended primary school.1293

“The spread of schooling around the globe remains one of the most widely 
successful ‘going to scale’ stories to date. Two hundred years ago, it would have 
been inconceivable in any country or cultural context that a central feature in 
a child’s upbringing and preparation for adulthood would be his or her regular 
participation in classroom lessons and school life.” 

– Rebecca Winthrop and Eileen McGivney, Center for Universal Educationccxii

Throughout this 75-year history, the extent to which the right to 
education could be considered fulfilled or neglected has depended 
largely on the presence of in-person school environments and human 
relationships dedicated to education. Legal apparatuses monitoring the 
right to education measure the existence of school buildings, enrolments, 
attendance, absences and completion. Over time, ensuring the right to 
education has come to encompass guarantees of transportation, learning 
progression, inclusion for students with disabilities, and face-to-face 
teaching and learning provided to all primary and secondary school-age 
children. The move from schools to ed-tech during COVID-19 disruptions, 
however, replaced most of these tangible indicators with virtual proxies. 
For example, online log-ins from students were counted as interchangeable 
with in-person attendance at a time when lockdowns and quarantines were 
at their most restrictive. This practice raised a question that had seemed 
far-fetched prior to 2020: Is access to virtual instruction and content an 
acceptable interpretation of state duties to assure the right to education?

This section examines the wide-scale pivot to ed-tech and remote learning 
during the pandemic in light of its impact on general understandings, 
commitments and shared resolve to assure the right to education for all. It 
considers how this right should be understood going forward – particularly 
in contexts where remote learning is now being proposed as a non-
temporary substitute to in-person schooling – and raises questions about 
how to fulfil education’s protective and humanistic aims when learning 
moves into digital spaces.

“States must ensure that digital technologies do not impair universal access to 
education or equality of opportunity in education. Nor should they be allowed 
to erode the concept of education as a public good.” 

– Kishore Singh, UN Special Rapporteur on the right to educationccxiii
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ANCHOR THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION IN STANDARDS AND
DEFINITIONS THAT PRIORITIZE IN-PERSON LEARNING

According to international human rights law, even in crisis situations when 
certain civic rights might be temporarily curtailed, the right to education 
should always be upheld. This position was expounded in a mid-2020 report 
from the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to education in the context of 
COVID-19. The Special Rapporteur at the time, Koumbou Boly Barry, wrote: 
“During crises, States parties to the International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights must continue to ensure the right to education.” 
She also cited the Committee on the Rights of the Child in reaffirming that 
“restrictions imposed on children’s rights in order to protect public health 
must be imposed only when necessary, be proportionate and kept to an 
absolute minimum”.1294 This, of course, included the right to education, which 
is of particular importance to children.

“Extended school closures during the coronavirus pandemic effectively broke 
the social compact of universal, compulsory schooling.” 

– Anya Kamenetz, education reporterccxiv

Yet the prolonged reliance on remote learning with ed-tech during the 
pandemic has muddied understandings of the right to education and 
undermined its main pillars: that education should be free, compulsory, 
accessible and available. Ed-tech modes of learning were almost never 
free for families or were, in many instances, significantly less free than 
in-person schooling had been. Families were regularly forced to pay for 
devices, connectivity, software, applications and subscriptions as they 
did their best to work with schools and teachers to maintain educational 
continuity. The compulsory aspect of schooling also became difficult to 
enforce or even define. The age-old act of logging attendance based on the 
physical presence a student was often reduced to seeing a digital trace of 
a student in a virtual environment. The platforms used or repurposed for 
virtual schooling tended to provide teachers with limited means to ensure 
that students were indeed present after an initial log-in or a verification 
process involving a camera. And even when teachers could see signs that 
their students were logged in, they often had no way of knowing whether 
students were engaged in lessons or immersed in other virtual spaces, 
such as those dedicated to entertainment. Finally, and most concerningly, 
commitments to ensure access to education broke down entirely for many 
students when learning became wholly reliant on technology. Millions of 
families did not have the devices and connectivity they needed to exercise 
their right to education. Others had poor-quality devices or unreliable 
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connections that blocked their ability to access education. Still others did 
not have the digital skills and supports needed to use available devices 
for educational purposes. In the new technology-first context, the ‘free’, 
‘compulsory’, ‘accessible’ and ‘available’ tenets that give substance to the 
right to education were all degraded.

As these fissures grew more and more apparent, recommendations to 
uphold the right to education in the context of the pandemic became 
more forceful, as did clarifications that education should be defined as 
in-person schooling. The 2020 report of the Special Rapporteur on the right 
to education stressed that “the deployment of online distance learning 
(together with radio and TV), should be seen only as a temporary solution 
aimed at addressing a crisis. The digitalization of education should never 
replace on-site schooling with teachers”.1295 UNESCO has also been clear 
that digital-only approaches do not fulfil a state’s obligation to provide 
quality education with its associated services that help assure protection, 
health and well-being. Yet despite this guidance, many school closures were 
extended even after the most deadly and disruptive waves of the pandemic 
had subsided and in spite of a preponderance of evidence that such 
measures seemed to do very little to slow the spread of the disease. Human 
rights advocates regularly expressed frustration that the durations of school 
closures were unnecessarily prolonged and that authorities did not move 
quickly enough to develop plans to keep closures to a minimum or as a 
measure of last resort.1296

It remains unclear how feasible, advisable or even legal it is to equate 
providing access to an online class with fulfilling the right to education. An 
alarming consequence of the COVID-19 education disruption is the way 
prolonged dependence on ed-tech options has established foundations 
for new policies that move education further from schools and closer to 
home-based modes of distance learning with technology. Since the initial 
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upheavals of 2020, there have been policy proposals to make public online 
learning systems permanent alternatives to schools;1297 to truncate in-person 
school weeks whereby students attend school for, say, three days in-person 
and two days online;1298 and to establish dedicated offices for ed-tech and 
digital schools in government offices, which may risk further entrenching 
technology-only modes of learning as mainstream alternatives to schools.1299 
In some countries and communities, the pandemic ushered in a new reality, 
unimaginable to many prior to 2020, in which many families were given an 
option to select between technology-only modes of education or school-
based education for their children. It appears that this choice may, in some 
contexts, be offered indefinitely, despite overwhelming evidence of the 
superiority of school-based education.1300

“A thorough debate needs to take place on the place [of distance learning with 
technology] in the future, keeping in mind not only possible opportunities but 
also the deleterious effect screens have on children and youth, including their 
right to health and education.” 

– Koumbou Boly Barry, UN Special Rapporteur on the right to educationccxv

Students and families around the world have pushed back by challenging 
the notion that technology-mediated distance learning fulfils state 
obligations under the right to education, sometimes with lawsuits.1301 In 
the USA, many of these legal challenges were brought by students with 
disabilities who were unable to benefit from ed-tech modes of education 
provisioned at a distance.1302 Similarly, some countries and jurisdictions 
are now questioning whether online learning in fact meets the criteria of 
education as a human right. Leaders of the New York City School District 
in the USA, for example, found that the outcomes of remote online 
learning were so inequitable and so far below acceptable standards 
that the city stopped offering online options. Officials moved instead to 
make attendance at in-person schools mandatory, regardless of parental 
preference.1303 The state effectively sent a message that ed-tech only modes 
of education were not acceptable choices and could not fulfil students’ right 
to education. Several countries in Europe and other continents were also 
quick to resume and mandate in-person schooling across the board, seeing 
online options as falling too far short of acceptable standards to warrant 
maintaining them, even if some families voiced support for keeping this 
option.

The language and definitions that anchor and give substance to the right 
to education almost uniformly reflect tacit understandings that education 
will be an in-person and school-based experience. What constitutes school 
attendance, completion, entrance, exit, retention, enrolment, progression, 
suspension, expulsion, breaks and so forth generally have well-defined 
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meanings when applied to school-based education. In almost all countries, 
the legal architecture that helps assure and protect the right to education 
rests, to a considerable extent, on implicit understandings that education 
will be conducted in physical spaces and, very often, according to fixed 
times and schedules. Yet these spaces, times and schedules – the hard edges 
of education – are easily blurred in digital realms. The terms and definitions 
connected to a state’s obligation to fulfil the right to education become 
harder to define when teaching and learning is conducted exclusively 
through ed-tech. For example, does attendance in an online class constitute 
a student’s name appearing in a digital list of participants, or must a teacher 
verify identity through a video and audio check? How might retention be 
measured if a student is jumping virtually from one online school to another 
with a few clicks and keystrokes? The experiences of the pandemic rarely 
answered these questions conclusively, even if they did bring them into 
sharp relief.

The ed-tech responses to the pandemic have scrambled norms surrounding 
the right to education and, in some instances, placed digital-only learning on 
the same plane as in-person, school-based and hybrid learning in ways that, 
without government intervention, might prove permanent. Scholars as well 
as human rights advocates have argued that this new equivalency is deeply 
flawed and should be unwound or, at the very least, interrogated.1304 Moving 
forward, governments and other education stakeholders, individually and 
collectively, must take steps to clearly define what it means to fulfil the right 
to education in the context of digital learning. As the world emerges from 
the pandemic and reassesses education’s relationship with ed-tech, it is 
imperative that the legal and practical standards around schooling be firmly 
anchored in education as a human right. Governments should pass laws and 
statutes to clarify that online-only modes of education are not equivalent 
to in-person and school-based modes of education, and that only the latter 
successfully fulfils state obligations to assure the right to education.
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ENSURE CHILDREN’S SAFETY AND WELL-BEING IN 
PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL LEARNING SPACES

It is clear that technology-dependent remote learning failed to fulfil the 
right to education for hundreds of millions of children and young people 
during the pandemic. Despite this, many school systems are positioning this 
mode of learning as an acceptable alternative to school-based education. 
This partly reflects the major investments governments made in ed-tech to 
support distance learning. Schools today have expanded options to allow 
or encourage remote learning and, in some instances, are under pressure 
to do so. COVID-19 also helped cement a narrative that schools – along 
with other important public spaces – can be unsafe for prolonged periods 
of time and ‘replaced’ with ed-tech solutions. This can, in turn, normalize 
decisions to suspend in-person learning. Deploying online learning as a 
safety measure, risks positioning it as an antidote to various challenges 
confronted by schools, including weather events and security concerns in 
addition to pandemics and other threats. At the level of households, families 
have sought online alternatives to in-person learning to avoid bullying, 
substance abuse, violence and other threats present in some schools rather 
than mobilizing efforts to reconcile these problems directly and ensure that 
schools protect students in addition to educating them. Likewise, hazards 
posed by ageing physical educational infrastructure, such as deteriorating 
buildings, poor sanitation or inadequate heating or cooling capacity – a 
deficit set to present increased risk due to the punishing effects of climate 
change – can present further risks to the health and safety of students 
and tempt local authorities to resort to online classes rather that undergo 
expensive repairs.1305 While many in education have long advocated for more 
public investment in schools and communities to better assure school safety 
and security, online education has emerged as a workaround to avoid larger 
structural overhauls.

“In the past, schools were closed due to pandemic induced lockdown for a long 
time. Efforts made to impart education through online classes have proved 
useless. This had an adverse impact on reading interests of children. Now again, 
by reducing regular classes [because of a heat wave], studies will be hit badly.” 

– Leaders of the Democratic Teachers Front, Indiaccxvi

Reinforcing the quality, safety and protection provided by schools has been 
an ongoing part of advancing the right to education over its 75-year history. 
These efforts built the trust needed to recognize and legitimize education’s 
compulsory nature and assure confidence and buy-in from a wide range of 
stakeholders. Such an endeavour has high stakes. Requiring young people 
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to exercise their right to education by participating in the social space of 
a school provides impetus to make communities safe and welcoming for 
children. Unfortunately, pandemic restrictions may have conditioned many 
families to understand school-based education as inherently dangerous 
and to see technology-reliant remote learning as a safer alternative. A 
mass retreat to remote learning conducted from the home might function 
to lower the prioritization of actions to ensure that public spaces are 
accommodating to children as well as adults. Reversing this suspicion and 
dialling back the impulse to see remote digital learning as an adequate 
solution to perceived challenges of safety will require rebuilding trust and 
confidence. Government and community leadership, in parallel with grass-
roots efforts, are needed to create and fund actions to rectify safety risks 
and prioritize children’s physical and psychological well-being in brick-and-
mortar schools.1306

Important rights-based questions also need to be examined regarding 
how to extend the protective function of education to digital spaces. In 
the frenzied rush to connect students to online learning opportunities, 
millions of student accounts were created on behalf of minors without their 
explicit consent or the consent of their caregivers. These accounts contained 
personal information, including names, genders, birthdates, photographs, 
teacher notes, grades and geographical locations, information that was 
held by and accessible to private corporations and some governments. And 
in online environments, students were exposed to new and sometimes 
highly invasive forms of surveillance that were implemented with limited 
discussion or consensus and in ways that made agreement more or less 
obligatory.1307 Around the world families were told, either explicitly or 
implicitly, that withdrawing their child’s profile from an online platform – or 
failing to establish one – was tantamount to withdrawing their children 
from school and was not, therefore, a viable choice. Moving forward, 
countries must take steps to ensure that exercising the right to education 
does not require relinquishing the right to data privacy or online security.

Finally, in situations where connected learning is a major component of 
education and at a moment when young people are spending more of their 
waking lives navigating digital worlds than ever before, governments and 
other stakeholders should consider the need for rights and permissions 
to disconnect. While school-based education is and should remain 
compulsory, it is less clear if calls to use digital technologies for learning 
purposes, especially for long and uninterrupted periods of time, should 
also be compulsory. Just as there might be the beginnings of a right to 
connectivity under the right to education, there might also be the need for 
a right to unconnected education.1308
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RECONSTRUCT ED-TECH TO SUPPORT HOLISTIC EDUCATION 
AND ACCOMMODATE EDUCATIONAL DIVERSITY

Education as a human right not only relates to access but also extends 
to the purpose, objectives and cultural rights of education. For example, 
Article 26.2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states: “Education 
shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to 
the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 
It shall promote understanding, tolerance, and friendship among all 
nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the 
United Nations for the maintenance of peace.”1309 Digital solutions have 
demonstrated a poor track record in fulfilling or promoting these broader 
aspects of the right to education. Outside of the conducive environment of 
in-school learning with a community of peers and teachers, educators often 
had to greatly winnow and condense the range of subjects, experiences, 
interactions and relationships to meet the instructional constraints of online 
learning. The back-to-basics approaches to learning with ed-tech were 
often thinly veiled actions to distil education down to academic learning, 
with a particular emphasis on building reading and mathematics skills. With 
learning reduced to the proxy of an active log-in status and performance 
measured through the metrics of clicks, education often narrowed to 
content consumption and task completion exclusively. This was a perversion 
of the broader social purposes of education enshrined in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.

Also significant is Article 14 of the United Nations Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), adopted in 2007. This article 
asserts the rights of indigenous people to “establish and control their own 
educational systems and institutions” and to provide “education in their own 
languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching 
and learning”.1310 The UNDRIP requires states to ensure both the protection 
of these rights as well as full consultation and cooperation with indigenous 
communities on the manner of educational provision. In the context of 
the pandemic, however, corporate entities overwhelmingly determined 
how education was applied. The manner of provision was set not by 
local communities but by BYJU’S, Google, Microsoft, Tencent and other 
multinational technology companies. While many governments had not 
met UNDRIP obligations prior to the pandemic, the shift of education from 
schools embedded in local communities to technology platforms controlled 
by sprawling corporations struck many as a particular affront to the spirit of 
the declaration.
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Indigenous scholars also argue for the inherently place-centric nature 
of indigenous culture and knowledge and the importance of territory 
in relationship to learning and education. The de-territorialized and 
placeless nature of many online learning platforms unmoored education 
from geographic locations that were anchored within corresponding 
webs of territory, people, knowledge and culture. In technology spaces, 
the language of instruction also tended to be restricted to dominant and 
international languages, prioritizing written and scripted languages above 
oral language, intergenerational oral teachings, embodied knowledge 
and place-based learning. In addition to the UNDRIP, there are numerous 
regional human rights frameworks and instruments meant to uphold the 
cultural and linguistic self-determination of indigenous and minority groups 
through education that were restricted when education jumped from 
schools to ed-tech.1311

Going forward, ed-tech needs to be reconceived so that it helps widen 
the aims and purposes of education beyond back-to-basics approaches 
and academic curricular learning exclusively. As affirmed in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, education must be concerned with the full 
development of the human personality. Currently, online-only modes 
of learning cannot facilitate this holistic development in the same 
way that school- and place-based learning can. And although ed-tech 
modes of learning rolled out during the pandemic usually undermined 
community control over education, handing unprecedented influence to 
huge technology corporations, there was nothing inevitable about this 
process. Technology-facilitated education can be reimagined to strengthen 
community ownership and stewardship of education. It can resist the 
homogenization of learning experiences and accommodate greater 
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diversity such that it complements and reinforces local and indigenous 
ways of knowing and being. In doing this, ed-tech can help preserve and 
strengthen the multiplicity of thought systems and education traditions that 
enrich the world.

While this task may seem daunting today, it is useful to remember that it 
was once understood as likely. When the internet was new and reaching 
large numbers of people in the 1990s, hopes were high that it would fuel 
an outpouring of diversity, particularly as it concerned knowledge and 
learning. People in different countries and communities would, it was 
assumed, find novel uses for this remarkable new tool – both in education 
and beyond it. Teaching and learning would become more varied, not 
less. This remains a distinct possibility but will require thinking beyond the 
automation and generic educational solutions that characterized many of the 
ed-tech experiences of the pandemic. There is nothing preordained about a 
continuation of the consolidation and regularization of online educational 
experiences. Ed-tech can still be reconfigured to support the diverse, holistic 
and community-anchored purposes societies ascribe to education.
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CONCLUSION

Digital technologies have long promised to propel giant leaps forward 
for humanity, offering visions of more open, efficient, equitable, 
democratic, sustainable and data-driven futures unencumbered by 
outdated physical and analogue processes. 

The hopes and expectations for educational technologies were 
the same: they would unlock previously intractable problems, both 
technical and social, and open up new and advanced possibilities for 
learning and development. 
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When the pandemic triggered a shift from physical classrooms to 
online user interfaces, from human instruction to algorithmic prompts, 
from paper textbooks to digital content, and from localized classrooms 
to globally connected networks, these shifts were widely assumed to 
signal progress – indicators of advances that would pave the way to 
more effective teaching, learning and assessment and, ultimately, to 
improved educational outcomes. Education was widely understood 
to be evolving in overdrive due to the technology-first innovations 
that arrived with the disruptions caused by the health emergency. As 
school closures became global, expanded and deepened technology 
reliance was, especially at the outset, framed as a natural, desirable and 
even inevitable breakthrough for education, even if it involved some 
bumps, as large transitions commonly do. 

Yet the dramatic changes instigated between 2020 and 2022 revealed 
an often-forgotten reality of technology implementations: in addition 
to solving problems, they create new ones, many of them not well 
anticipated. These new problems, detailed throughout this publication, 
came to light when digital technology became the main interface for 
educational participation and interaction during periods of school 
closures.

This publication has traced how a hurried and uncritical embrace 
of technology-centric approaches to formal learning during the 
pandemic placed education on a dangerous trajectory at odds with 
its humanistic aims and its aspirations to assure equity and inclusion. 
In detailing the myriad problems that surfaced when ed-tech was 
deployed at scale with few regulatory guardrails and by offering 
in-depth analysis and recommendations, An Ed-Tech Tragedy? has 
proposed new and more desirable pathways to guide the digital 
changes reshaping education. 
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REMEMBERING THE ED-TECH EXPERIENCES 
OF THE PANDEMIC 

COVID-19 has been labelled the most severe shock dealt to education 
in generations. Viewed from the global level, it is hard to argue with this 
assessment. No previous crisis disrupted education for so many and for so 
long. 

How schools, communities and countries choose to remember this 
experience matters, because the memory will orient future actions, 
particularly as they relate to ed-tech. In many instances, recollections about 
technology-first responses to school closures have become detached from 
the global evidence about this chaotic period and the lived realities of 
learners, teachers and families. A prevailing narrative has taken hold that 
technology fell short of its considerable potential simply because there 
was not enough of it. Under this logic, faster and larger investments in 
technology-reliant solutions would have more successfully ‘saved the day’ 
and will be needed in the future to assure educational resilience. In this 
assessment, ed-tech’s promise remains both unrealized and undiminished. 
Other narratives drive an argument that actions to construct education 
around connected technology as a response to COVID-19 disruptions 
provided a much-needed jolt to traditional practices in schools and 
universities. Forced ed-tech adoption was, in this perspective, a blessing 
because it opened doors to technology-centric approaches to learning that 
will prove to be more effective, more personalized and of higher quality 
than pre-pandemic approaches. Remembering school closures in this way 
buttresses beliefs that technology offers a first-order remedy to the many 
challenges facing education and reflects an openness to approaches that 
often circumnavigate schools and teachers. 

A rarer takeaway is sober admission that massive and prolonged attempts 
to support the full weight of education with connected technology did not 
work out as planned or hoped. An objective analysis of the evidence about 
the ed-tech experiences of the pandemic indicates that technology is an 
insufficient and brittle backbone for education. 

In documenting what occurred when education pivoted from schools to ed-
tech, this publication has proposed that the techno-centric response to the 
educational disruptions of the pandemic and the spiralling consequences 
of this response are best framed as a tragedy – a regression instead of a 
progression and a period in which initial and often grand ambitions did not 
yield desired outcomes and instead often caused harm.
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Understanding the educational experience of the pandemic this way will 
help communities approach ed-tech with a more critical lens and enable 
more informed, humble and balanced decision-making around future 
implementations of technology-mediated education. The pandemic 
experience and its aftermath also provide a timely reminder that technology 
is not always a necessary component of educational improvement. The 
shortcomings of ed-tech implementations in response to school closures 
should increase receptivity to the possibility and desirability of education 
futures less constructed around technology. 

THE ARC OF TRAGEDY 

Aristotle, the Greek philosopher who is credited with putting forward 
the first formal definition of tragedy as a type of drama, insisted that the 
suffering, misfortune and reversal of intention that distinguish a tragedy 
should lead to revelation – lessons and wisdom that the audience as well as 
the protagonists in the story come to recognize. 

This publication used tragedy as a metaphor to reveal how the hardships and 
unintended consequences that attended the ed-tech deployments during 
the COVID-19 health crisis also contain lessons and perhaps even revelation. 

Act 1 recounted the high hopes – and, arguably, hubris – circulating among 
proponents of ed-tech ahead of the pandemic, alongside assurances 
emanating from various thought leaders and organizations that digital 
transformations would vault education forward. These voices presented 
ed-tech as a remedy to many problems facing education – from expanding 
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access to those still out of school to improving the quality and relevance of 
learning. When the pandemic began, there was considerable optimism that 
technology would assure the continuity of learning and, beyond this, pull 
education out of 20th century ‘factory models’ of schooling and move it into 
a future of digital and personalized learning. 

Act 2 juxtaposed the promises this discourse held for ed-tech against the 
realities of what ed-tech delivered as a response to COVID-19 school closures. 
It explained how gaping digital divides prevented most young people from 
accessing remote learning and documented how those who were reached 
generally experienced a diminished educational experience. Globally, poor 
learning outcomes; curtailed development of social, emotional and motor 
skills; and diminished physical and mental health tended to characterize 
the pivot from schools to exclusive reliance on ed-tech. These educational 
declines played out against a backdrop of other adverse effects – a sharp 
swing towards an increased reliance on commercial learning solutions 
provisioned by for-profit corporations, heightened privacy and surveillance 
risks as student data were tracked and harvested by ed-tech companies, and 
the ecological tolls of the heavy extractive industries needed to manufacture 
ed-tech and the resulting e-waste pollution. 

The Inter-Act examined various alternative scenarios to challenge the 
assumption that reliance on ed-tech was the only option for responding to 
the educational disruptions of the pandemic. These scenarios interrogated 
whether overconfidence in ed-tech’s potential might have prolonged 
school closures in some contexts. They showed how views regarding the 
effectiveness of prolonged school closures as a measure to protect public 
health evolved over time, weakening the rationale for full reliance on remote 
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learning. The Inter-Act further considered how the notion of ‘crisis’ framed 
the educational challenges to be addressed by ed-tech and asked whether 
ed-tech is, as it is often described, a pillar of educational resilience. 

Act 3 returned to the experiences of ed-tech during the pandemic to 
identify lessons for achieving more equitable, effective and beneficial results 
from ed-tech. It advised avoiding the impulse to see technology as a quick 
fix to problems with deep social roots and proposed instead pursuing 
solutions that make richer use of the social space of schools, solutions that 
involve technology but are not fully reliant on or constructed around it. 
Various subsections clarified the importance of what is at stake in debates 
about heavy ed-tech reliance – from the well-being, protection and care 
of the youngest members of society, to the safeguarding of education as 
a human right, now and for generations to come. Finally, Act 3 proposed 
numerous recommendations and principles to chart a new course for 
technology intergration in education in a digital age.

REORIENTING AND STEERING 
THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF EDUCATION 

Societies must be vigilant about the ways digital tools are reshaping 
education. The mobilization and application of ed-tech as a response to 
school closures during the COVID-19 pandemic cemented processes and 
logics in education that risk subverting its unique status as a human right 
and public good. 

As this review has shown, learning that was fully or heavily reliant on digital 
technology often looked alarmingly dystopic: inert children staring at 
screens in isolation for six or more hours a day to complete compulsory 
education, the proliferation of corporately managed teaching and learning 
systems that homogenize and automate education, and flawed computer 
assessments of learning that influence students’ future opportunities. 

Going forward, the education community must not merely react to 
technological change but seek to steer it towards desired objectives. It is 
necessary to interrogate the parties and interests that benefit from different 
models of technology integration. Technology is a tool, but how it is used 
and towards what ends can vary widely. As advised by UNESCO’s 2023 
Global Education Monitoring Report, a crucial question to ask of ed-tech is  
“A tool on whose terms?”1312
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Questions about ed-tech – its uses, misuses and non-uses – stand at the 
very centre of contemporary debates about education. Technology can 
be a powerful enabler of inclusive, equitable and high-quality education 
that balances the multifaceted needs of students, but it needs to be 
directed and integrated by teachers and others with deep knowledge of 
pedagogy. Determining the role ed-tech will play in education requires 
broad consultation and deliberation. The top-down and unilateral decisions 
taken at the outset of the pandemic should give way to more open decision-
making processes that invite ideas from a wide range of stakeholders. 

While this publication calls critical attention to ed-tech, it is simultaneously 
a call to infuse more ambition and imagination into questions about what 
humans can do to strengthen and revitalize the essential aims of education. 
Technology does not have a monopoly on educational innovation, nor on 
the future of education. Teaching and learning can and often do advance 
without moving digital technology to the core of these vital enterprises.

Moderating expectations for what is achievable with ed-tech invites people 
to look away from screens and towards each other, reasserting their human 
agency to improve education both with and without technology.
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An ed-tech tragedy?
The COVID-19 pandemic pushed education from schools to 
educational technologies at a pace and scale with no historical 
precedent. For hundreds of millions of students formal learning 
became fully dependent on technology – whether internet-
connected digital devices, televisions or radios.

This book examines the numerous adverse and unintended 
consequences of the shift to ed-tech. It documents how 
technology-first solutions left a global majority of learners 
behind and details the many ways education was diminished 
even when technology was available and worked as intended.

In unpacking what went wrong, An ed-tech tragedy? extracts 
lessons and recommendations to ensure that technology 
facilitates, rather than subverts, efforts to ensure the universal 
provision of inclusive, equitable and human-centred public 
education.

An ed-tech tragedy?
Educational technologies and school closures 
in the time of COVID-19
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